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PROCEEDINGS

AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY,

II ELD AT I'll I LA DKLJ'H I A.

Vol. XVI II. JULY to DECEMBER, 1878. No. 102.

Stated Meeting, July 19, 1878.

Three members present.

Stated Meeting, August 16, 1878.

1 'resent, 4 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fbalbt, in the Chair.

A letter accepting the appointment to prepare an obituary

notice of Prof. Joseph Henry was received from Prof. Fair-

man Rogers.

A communication entitled " Saponin in its relations to

Physiology, by B. F. Lautenbach, M.D., Ph.D., Prosector of

Physiology in the University of Geneva," was presented by

Mr. Piatt, with a letter from the author.

A communication was received entitled, " Oil Well records

in MeKean and Elk Counties. Pa., by C. A. Ashburuer."

Dr. Sadtler made a verbal explanation in reference to his

comments on his correspondence with Prof. Morton (see

I'UOC. AMER. PIIILOS. SOC. XVIII. 102. A. PRINTED Nov. 81, l
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minutes of May 17) in which he gave Prof. Morton credit

for correctly quoting Dr. Sadtler's letter.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, September :20, 1878.

Present, 5 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Eli lv. Prick, in the Chair.

Prof. Houston communicated the following notes:

1. On a new system of Electric Lighting, in which the

sparks ("extra sparks") produced by interrupting feeble

currents are utilized tor the purpose of dividing the light.

2. On a new form of Electric Lamp, depending also on

the development of the extra-spark, instead o( the continu-

ous arc.

These, BOtet embodied the results of the joint invest iga-

of Proi Thompson and himself.

Mr. Eli K. Trice read a communication entitled "Nature's

ting," and offered the following resolution, which

was adopted

:

That <>r tin- paper on 'Nature's EWoretting" BOO extra cop

iea, withimt cover, be printed at the expense of the Michaux Legacy.

th of Mr. Henry Anuitt Brown, at Philadelphia,

. wit annoanced by Mr. Pri

Pending nomination! 867 to s 7>» weir read.

following
|

> D scrutiny of the hallo! D0X8S l»y

the presiding officer, wen- declared duly elected members <>i'

Bon. Otrl Schnrz, of Washington, l>. G.

M:-. .1. l;. Knight, df Philadfelphii.

Kr.dk. An Vfuhlenberg, D.D. of Philadelphia.

Dr. Elliott \.

\. 8, Packard, Jr., of Salem, Me
aph All. ai, of < Jambridge, M
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Mr. Samuel H. Scudder, of Cambridge, Ma
Rev. William Rudder, D.D., of Pliiladelphia.

Dr. Morris Longstreth, of Philadelphia.

Prof. Houston crave notice of his intention to move at the

next meeting of the Societv, certain corrections in the last

page of the printed proceedings (p. 728), being the records

of the meeting held June 21, 1878.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated fleeting, October 4, 1878.

Present, 13 member-.

Vice-President, Mr. Frai.ky, in the Chair.

Letters accepting membership were received from the

Rev. W. Rudder, D. I)., dated Media, October 1; the Hon.

Secretary of the Interior, Carl Schurz, dated Departmenl

of the Interior, Washington, Oetober 2; the Rev. F. A.

Muhlenberg, P.P., dated V-M~ Walnut street, Philadelphia,

October 2; Mr. J. A. Allen, dated Museum of Comparative

Zoology, Cambridge, Mass. October _: Dr. Elliott Cones, of

the IT. S. Geological and Geographical Surveys of the Ter-

ritories, dated Washington, October 2 ; and Prof! Jamef

Watson, of the Observatory of the I'niversity of Michigan,

dated Ann Arbor, September 18, 1878.

Photographs for the album were received from Mr. A. R.

Wallaee, dated Waldron Edge, Puppas Hill, Croydon, Eng-

land, and from William EL Flower, F.R.S., of the College

of Surgeons, London.

A letter was received from Mr. A. M. Fox, dated Penjer-

rich, Falmouth, September 4, 1878, respecting the decease of

his father, Mr. K. W. Fox (July 2&, 1877, aged 88), and the

disposition of publications forwarded to him.

Letters of acknowledgment for publications of the Society



received, were read, as follows: Ivoyal Society of Tasmania,

February 17 6); Physical Society of .Berlin, June 16

(96, 98, 99); Natural History Society oi (dottingen, June 15

. XV i, ii
; llollaml Society oi Harlem, Jttne 25 (100;

List); Teyler Foundation of Harlem. July 6 (100; List);

Royal Society of Luxembourg (100; List): Royal Institu-

tion, London, June 1 (III to X I ; XVI. ii ; 100) ; Society of

Antiquaries, London, June 18 (100; List); Statistical So-

ciety, Loudon, July 15 (100; List)'; Royal Observatory,

Greenwich, July 19 (99, 100.; koyal Society of Kdinburgii.

July 5 (100); Maine Historical Society, (101); New
Hampshire Historical Society, July 8 (101) ; Massachusetts

Historical Society. July (

.» (101; Cat. ii'O: Boston Public

Library (101); Harvard College, July 9 (Cat. part ii'r: New-

York Hospital, July 8 ( i(ti |
: Xew York Historical Society,

June 10 (101 1 ; Albany State Library, July 12 (Celt, part ill};

I*. S. Military Academy Library, . I uly ll> (101); New Jer

Historical Society, duly 8 (101 ; Cat. iiij; Pennsylvania His-

torical 5 1"1; Cat. iii,; Franklin Institute,

July 26 (Cat. ill); Mr. John Fulton, Johnstown, duly S

(101); Peabody Institute of Baltimore, July 81 (Oat; \\Yf;

Xaval Observatory, Washington, duly 8 (101); Dr. William

Elder, "Washington, July 22 (101); Georgia Historical 8o-

101 ;
h'antoul Literary Society, July 8(101);

Academy of Sciences, July 8 (101); Big. Mariano

Barcena, Mexico, duly 8 i K'0).

acknowledging the receipt of diplomas were re-

red from tie- following members : Dr. D. G. Oilman, dated

Amherst, July 10, 1878; Mr. Lorin Blodget, Philadelphia,

duly 8, L878; Mr. Coleman Sellers, Philadelphia, July 8,

1878; Mr. G Jtuart, Philadelphia, [528 N". 18th street,

Jul) 29; Mr. John Fulton, Johnstown, Pa., July 8^; and

William Elder, Washington, D.C., July 22.

the transmission <>f publications to

d from the Hungarian Academy of

July 16 ; the Natural History Society at

Botanical Society ai Vienna,
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April 29, 1878 ; Physical Society at Berlin, June 15, 1878
;

Holland Society of Sciences at Harlem, July, 1878 ; Royal

Academy of Lisbon, February 7, 1878 ; Meteorological Office

at London, July, 1878; Secretary of State of New Hamp-
shire, August 10, 1878; Harvard College Observatory, Cam-

bridge, Augusr, 17, 1878 ; Second Geological Survey of Penn-

sylvania, September 5, LS7K : Coast Survey Office at Wash-
ington, August 17, 1878; Office of the Chief of Engineers,

Wa>bii;gt<>u, September 3,1878; Department of the Inte-

rior, Washington, duly 24, 1878 ;
* Department of State at

Washington, August 31, X$78 J
the Argentine National Ob-

servatory, April, 1878 ; and from the Argentine Scientific

Society, Ibienos Ayres.

Donations for the Library were received from the Mining

Surveyors and Legist rar> of Victoria ; 1 Joy al Academies at

Leilin and at Drussels; Natural History Societies at L
( lil'enbach am M., Bremen aqd Boston; AnthropologicaJ

eiety, and Geological Instituteat Vienna; Physical Society

at Berlin; Holland Society at Harlem: Geographical Soci

and Levue Politique ;it Paris ; Geographical Commercial

Society at Bordeaux; Loyal Geographical, Geological, An-
tiquarian, Zoological and Metereologieal Societies of London ;

Meteorological Office of the Loyal Society; Prof. Richard

Owen, and London Nature; Joseph Gurney Barclay, Esq.

Peyton, Essex, Lug. ; Geological Survey of New Hampshire;

Museum of Comparative Zoology and Leabody Museum in

Cambridge, Mass. ; American Journal of Science and Art ;

Mr. Henry T. Eddy, of Princeton, N. Jl ; Princeton College;

Franklin Institute; Journal of Pharmacy, Medical News,

l'enn Monthly; Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania;

American Journal Mathematics, Baltimore'; Mr. Asaph Hall,

of Washington; Kansas Agricultural Report, Topeka ; Geo-

graphical and Statistical Society, Mexico; Ministerio de

Fomento, Mexico; and the Argentine Scientific Society in

Buenos Ayr.

Also previously, and not noted, from the Loyal Danish

* Cartas Ue Iiulias from the (jovernment. of Spain.
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Society ; Mr. Albert S. Gatechet ; the Editors of the Nbvara

Expedition Report?, Vienna ; Meteorological Central Insti-

tute of Vienna ; Royal Academy at Munich ; Dr. Carl Alfred

Littel ; Xatural History Society at Stuttgard; Physical

GEcon. Society at Koni^sberg ; Prftg Observatory; Annales

des Mines: Nouvelle Soeiete Indo-Chinoise at Paris; Dr.

Lc Grand; M. Joachim Parrande: M. A. Woeikof; Ac-

cademia dei Lencei, Rome : Big, Allesandro Dorno ; Turin

Observatory: Kevista Kuskara at Pamplona; R. Academy,

Lisbon; R. Academy, Madrid: Victoria Institute, Astro-

nomica : and Sir Kduard Sabine, London ; Natural

History Society ar Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; Mauritius Expe-

dition; Asiatic Society of Japan ; Tasnianian Society ; New
Zealand Institute; Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society;

Geological Survey of Canada: Mr. Samuel 11. Scudder

;

Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences: Harvard Col-

lege Observatory: Editors of Psyche- Essex Institute;

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Boston; Mr. W.
Ripley Nichols ;

American ( Jriental Society ; Superintendent

of Fairmount Park; Academy of Xatural Sciences, Phila-

delphia; American Journal of the Medical Sciences j Pea-

body Institute, Baltimore; Official Army Register; Mr.

Samuel Xeweon'b; U. S. Geological and Geographical Sur-

vey Bureau; Cincinnati Society of Natural Eistory; and

M. Barcena, of Mexico.

A letter was received from the Secretary of the R. Acade-

mia di Scienze, Littere ed Ani of Modena, dated duly 80,

requesting exchanges. < >n motion the name of this society

ordered to be placed <>n the list of correspondents to re-

e the publication

pived from Mr. G. E. Billin, Secretary of

Club of Philadelphia, requesting i«> receive

tin ublicatious. (>u motion the reaiies! was

ill from the " Socli ta I talltWH I In

\nN.n Mm in I M Bop.

ro), Pub
;
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granted and the Engineers' Club placed among the Society's

correspondents to receive the Proceedings from the begin-

ning of 1878 onward.

Letters requesting the supply of deficiencies in the series

of the Society's publications were received from Trubner &
Co., from the Boston Public Library, and the Naval Ob-
servatory, and were referred to the Librarian for action.

A request for subscription to the u American Catalogue,"

dated September 17, New York, 37 Park Row, was referred

to the Librarian to consider and report."

A letter was received from S. Guerrier, Emporia, Kansas,

.September 9, asking the worth of an old Bible (1002) de-

scribed by its owner.

The committee to which was referred Prof. Haldeman's

plates and descriptions of prehistoric remains in the cave

near Chicques rock in Lancaster Co., Pennsylvania, reported

in favor of their publication in the Transactions of the

Society. ( >n motion the report was accepted and the com-

mittee discharged. On motion the publication was or-

dered.

The Committee on Finance was requested to inquire into

andreport upon the expediency of publishing the two memoirs

presentee! at recent meetings by Dr. Lautenbach, of Geneva,

Switzerland.*

Dr. Konig exhibited and described a piece of chemical

apparatus which he invented for the purpose of applying the

use of sliding glass wedges, colored and transparent, and

empirically graduated, to the optical extinction of the colors,

simple or compound, of tbe blowpipe beads of the chromatic

metals, ground to a given thickness and rendered trans-

parent by a coating of balsam. The use of the glass wedge
has been known; but this use of complimentary colors for

producing the extinction of a given color, and for thus ob-

taining the exact degree on a scale marking the percentage

of metallic elements contained in the bead, is new, and, as

Minute Book, Oct. 18, 1878.
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Dr. Konig promised to show in a coming memoir, efficient

for very precise determinations.

Prof. Houston desired to place on record an extension of

the researches of Prof. Thompson and himself, on Electric

Lighting, obtained by passing the Ruhmkorff discharge

through glass tubes containing silica, carbonate of ammonia
and similar substances

Prof. P. K. Chase (detained from the meeting by illness)

seated, through the Secretary, a communication entitled

" Crucial Harmonies."

Mr. Lesley exhibited several plates of the Permean fossil

plants discovered and described by Profs. Fontaine and

White of the West Virginia University, at Morgantown, in

the country west of the Monongahela River, and took occa-

sion to speak of the progress made by I'rof. -lames Hall, Dr.

T. Sterry Hunt and others at the late Congress of Geologists

opened on the 29th of August last at Paris, in harmonizing

the geologies of Europe and America, lie described the

meetings of the Congress, and the appointment of national

committees on classification and coloration, to report to Prof.

ellini six months previous to the next assembling o[' the

International Qongtt ologists at Iiologna in 1881.

Mr. Lesley laid on the table for •examination some quasi

COprolltes, found by Mr. W. D. 11. Mason in the roof slates

of the Ma n i moth bed, as described in a letter dated Williams-

town, duly 'J'.', L8

Pending nominations 864 bo re read.

Prof. Houston moved that the minutes on printed page

729 of No. ioi <.f the Proceedings be corrected. Owing to

the lateness oi the hour, and at the request of the Secretary,

who reported the minutes, the subject was postponed for

hi at the next meeting.

|
:id the meet '. adjourned.
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Oil Well Beaordt in. Mr Ken n and Elk ' ;'>-

By Chas. A. ASBBCSHXR, M.S. Assistant Geological Sr i:\f.y.

(Bead before the American Philosophical Society, Augutt lfi, 1*78).

The demand for accurate well records in the northern oil field has he-

come very great, from the eagerness with which the producers have sought

to find petroleum, outside Of the limits of the Bradford development.

Most o! the explorers, from the way in which their wells are drilled

by contractors,, are unable to keep a complete and correct record of the

rocks through which the drill passes, yet they are ever anxious to procure

reliable records from other sources to aid them in their "wild cut"

operations.

During the pail two years I have heen aide to obtain through the assist

auee of Mr. M. M. Schullz of Wilcox, a numlier of extremely valuable

and interesting records of wells drilled in the vicinity of that village. Mr.

SchultZ by his untiring perseverance has succeeded iu getting records of

no less than six wells drilled to an average depth of over eighteen hundred

feet. All have heen kept with the greatest care and most of them under

his personal supervision.

No complete register of all the rocks passed through by the drill has

ever heen kept by any of the producers In the Bradford oil field. In De-

cember, 1877, Prof. Lesley appointed Mr. Arthur Hale, of the Survey, to

the special work of Obtaining a correct record of the Dennis a 0o.'| Well,

No. 1, which was about to be drilled on the high summit to the south-west

of Bradford.

All of these records together with a more minute description and fuller

discussion of the rocks drilled through, will he found in my forthcoming

report of progress in Mclvcan and Elk Counties. I have been induced to

Communicate to the Society a few of the more valuable well records for

immediate reference prior to the publication of the report.

The position of the (Mean Conglomerate above the mouth of each well is

given in feet in order that a comparison may be made between the several

sections. AH the rocks of the section are not named for reasons which

can be better appreciated when the report is published.

The Olean Conglomerate is the bottom of the Coal Conglomerate No.

XII, or Millstone -lit. The Bradford oil producing sand belongs without

question to the Chemung Period
1

, or the upper part of No. VI II.

c. II. Dennii x Co.'a Welt, No. l.

Owned by C. W. Dennis A Co., situated on the Roger's farm, three

fourths of a mile south 85° west of Bradford, Bradford Township, McKean
County.

The record of this well wis kept by Mr. Arthur Hale, aid to Mr. John
F. Carll, Assistant Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania.

The well was drilled in December 1877, and January 1878. Mr. Hale

made the measurements with great accuracy, the method pursued, to-

PROO. AMKU. PlllLos. SOC. .Will. 102. it. PRINTED NOV. 21, 1878.
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gether with a fuller description of the facts obtained, will be published in

the District report.

It is due Mr. Hale to stale that the Dennis record is, without doubt, the

longest detailed and (i>-curatd>i mt<tt>jr,d record of any oil well in the

United States. Deeper wells have been drilled, but no record has ever

been kept so accurate as tins one to such a depth. Wherever the rock

d through by the drill was found to change a specimen was secured ;

in many cases a number of specimens of the same stratum were kept, in

order that after a more careful study the horizons or divisions might be

shifted the better to agree with the true succession of the strata.

I hope to deposit a duplicate series of specimens in the museum of the

Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sriences, and it is hoped that duplicates

may be deposited in other museums throughout the States. In view of this

fact, I have given below the numbers of the specimens obtained of each

stratum. The elevation of the top of the well above Ocean in feet is 3066.

The elevation of the Bradford Station of the Bradford Branch of the Erie

Railway being 1 It \ feet

Surface clays 4' to 4'

Sandy shale, olive irray, micaceous, muddy ; spec. 1 11 " 15

gray, tine, micaceous, muddy; specs. 2, :!, I. 5 88 " 48

Shale dark-gray, with thin micaceous sand shells, muddy :

spe< lit
•' 67

-ray, tine, soft, muddy ; spec. S s- ;;,

Slaty sandstone, bluish, tine, muddy; specs. !), 10 28 " US

Fine gray sand shells and daik slates alternating, muddy :

specs. 11, 1-2, 18 '.

. is ••
lie.

a.-hy gray, very tine micaceous, muddy : spees. 11, IS 16 " f82

Bed shale, soft
;

spee. 16 6
"

[88

olive gray fine micaceous; spec it i- " 150

dark olive gray, One micaceous ; Bpecs. is, i*,i. 30 80 M 180

white, mixed with green and brown, line ; spec. 21 S " |SS

bluish gray, tine, micaceous, muddy
;
spec. 89 '•> " 101

bale, " paint rock " top soft, bottom sandy and micaCCOIlB ,

Bpecs. 88,24, 80 18*' 815

tine, mixed witli slate, a few pebbles; Bpea i888

. bluisb : 10, 81 92 " 860

Slate, bluish, with thin plates ol line sandstone
; BpeCS. :'•'.'. 88.'. I

•">
"

\ slate, ilark L'lay, tine, tnieaeeoiis ; spe. B6 Hi" 'JIM

.
bluish ; 19 "I " B15

. line, in';. 10 ."> " 820

iddy ; spec. n. \i s ••
828

i
•, |4, IS BO

"

. brown, green and graj . Bpecs,

18 " 882

s ••
890

i" 400
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S. S. gray, very fine, hard, drillings like flour ; specs. 51-46

inclusive 88 to 435

Slate, sand}' micaceous ; specs. 57 to 63 inclusive 38 " 473

S. S. dark -gray, very tine, micaceous, flaky; spec. (34 6 " 471)

8. S. bluish-gray, fine, hard, remnants of fossils; spec. 65 0" 485

Slate, sandy in streaks, micaceous, fossil hands ; specs. 66-76 in-

clusive 05 " 580

Dark-gray, thin-bedded S.S., fine, micaceous, slate partings, fos-

sils ; specs. 77 to SO inclusive 71
"

S. S. gray, fine, flaky, micaceous, fossils; specs. 90, 91, 98 23 " 674

Slate ; specs. '.(3, 04 12 " 866

S. S. dark-gray, slate partings, fossils
;
specs. 95, 98i 97, 98 26 " 712

Red rock, purplish, sandy, very fine, micaceous, fossils; Sp

99; 1 00 10"
Sandy slate, dark, micaceous; specs. 101, 103, 108 20" 742

S. S. fine, micaceous, alternating with slate and '•chocolate"

shale, fossils; specs. 104 to 113 inclusive 68
" 806

S. S. thin bedded, micaceous, slate partings, fossils ; specs. 114

115 13" 818

Slate, an occasional sand shell with fossils; specs. 1 Hi to 13(5 in-

clusive 196 " 948

S. S brown and purplish, fine, hard, fossils; spec. 137 8
"

961

Slate, dark lead color 55 " 1006

" Red Rock," fine, purple and gray sandy slate ; specs. 147, 1 is. 14
" 1020

Gray sand, shells and slate, fossils ; specs. 140 to 15:> inclusive.. 24 " 104 1

Shite ; specs. 154, 155 12 " 1050

S. S. dark, hard, fine ; spec. 156 3 " 1050

S. S. yellow gray, drillings as fine as flour; specs. 157 toliili in

elusive l:j
" 1072

Slate ; specs. 164, 163 5
" 1077

S S. yellow-gray, tine
;
spec. 166 4 " 1081

Slate, sandy ; specs. 167, lf„s, L60 7
" 1Q88

S. S. dark gray, line, fossils ; vpecs. 170, 171 6" 1004

Slate ; specs. 172 to 175 inclusive 17 " 1111

S. S. brown and gray, line, soft with some slate (oil show)
;

specs. 176 to ISO inclusive 14 " 1125

Slate ; specs. 1S1 to ISC, inclusive 23 " Ills

Slate, with dark sand shells; specs. is7 to 190 inclusive 15 "
1168

Slate ; specs. 101, 102 13 " 1176

Slate, with gray sand shells ;
specs. 103, 101 5 "

1 lsl

Slate; specs. 105. I0U. 107 12
" 1103

Slate, with an occasional sand shell ; specs. 10S to 200 inclusive. 44 " 1237

Slate, " blue slate "; specs. 207 to 210 inclusive 63" 1300

S. S. brown, line, flaky, slate partings, fossils
;
specs. 220 to 228

inclusive 17 "
13,17

Slate ; specs. 224 to 220 inclusive 28 " 1345
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- 4 dark-gray, tine, close, hard jjs 0:11 6 to 1351

brownish-gray, tine, slate partings
; specs. 232 to 237 in-

clusive 30 " 1381

Sand, shells and slat 238 to 242 inclusive 2 'J " 1408

Bbte 11 at 140- : Bpecs. 248 to 254 inclusive 59 " 1462

Fine sand shells and slate alternating ; specs. 255 to 261 inclu-

sive 25 •• lis:

>and -hells at 15H)', 1581', and 157:5'; specs. 262 to 286 in-

-\e 118 " 1605

. with sand shells ;
-

i tp 291 inclusive 27 " 1632

592 to 205 inclusive 82 " 1664

- S, brown, fine, Oaky. Bradford "3d," or oil producing sand ;

£96 to 310 inclusive 54 ". 1718

c 311 l •• 1719

The top of the ridge directly above the Dennis Well. No. 1, is capped

by the Sub (Mean Conglomerate, which lies from 50 to 70 feet below the

bottom of the olean Conglomerate ; the top of the well is about 115 feet

below this latter horizon.

indstone and conglomerate winch caps the summits surrounding

Bradford, and which is found broken up in large masses on the bill slopes.

from the Olean Conglomerate.

A or "Dry /!•>''." P. C. L. awl /'. ft?.

ned by the Producers Consolidated Land and Petroleum Company of

ford, situated on Kinzua Creek, near the mouth of Glad run, in war-

rant 3122, Hamlin Township, McKean County, and about live miles nortli-

•f Kane. The land upon which this well is located together with the

adjoining tracts are part of those originally belonging to the •' McKean

k Land and Improveniei: neral Thomas L. Kane. Supt.

The well was drilled in the Spring of 1877, and the record was furnished

[r. L. c Blakeslee, Superintendent P.C. I- and P. Co.

The l

''
t Ik- top of the well, as determined by Mr. .1. \Y. Mur-

phy of Wilcox, ' higher than Wile >\ Well, No. 8, or 1718 feet

above < kscan.

Sm !

Mud

Sand " shells " and red rock mixed

82
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Hard slate mixed with sand and " pebble shell." 870 to 174")

Slate and sand alternating 40 " 1 788

Drilled dry. Cased at ffHF

Heavy sand "shell" at 1017'

Sand at • 174:.'

Slate " 1700'

Sand " i;

Slate " 17-

Salt water found in sands at 1745' and fj

Mr. Blakeslee reports that no "good show" of oil was found. A small

gas vein was struck, position not stated. Elevation of the bottom of the

Olean Conglomerate on the P. & K. H. R. four miles due south-west from

I he Kin/.ua Well is lsus feet. The calculated elevation of the same hori-

zon at the well is 1B00 feet.

Wilrn.r WW, Xo.'Z, or Schultz Gas

Owned hy M. M. Schultz & Co., situated on the west branch Clarion

River, in warrant 2070, Sergeant Township, McKean County, and five

miles north of Wilcox, a station on the Philadelphia and Erie Railroad,

104 miles east of the City of Erie. This well is 855 feet south, 17 dc.

80 minutes west, of Wilcox Well, No. 1, or the old Adams Well,* which

was drilled in isr.4. (?)

Drilling on this well was commenced about the first of the year 1 1876)

and completed in the latter part of August (if the same year. After the

drilling was completed to a depth of 2004 feet, an "oil saver" was attached

to t lie iron casing (5J inch i, and the gas issuing from the well was conveyed

through a two inch pipe and discharged about tWO feet above the surface of

the water, which partially tilled the 250 barrel tank which bad been erected.

Sufficient oil was passed to show itself as a scum mi the surface of the

water.

M r. Schultz conceived the idea of inserting into the well to a depth of

2000 feet, an inch pipe, and by closing the mouth of the casing to utilize

the pressure of the gas to force the oil out through the inch tubing.

Mr. Schultz believed that tlie bulk of the oil which was found in the

well was coming from the sand extending from 1705 to 1815 feet, in which

the drillers reported that they had "struck" a small quantity of heavy

green oil. In this event the immense volume of gas which was issuing

from a depth of 1770 feet might more than counterbalance in its pressure

the pressure of the oil from a lower horizon, and thus prevent it from fill-

ing the hole.

After the tubing was adjusted and the gas confined in the well as much

For a complete record of this well. see a paper i>y I'rof. Lesley in the Proceed-
ings of the American Philosophical Society, Vol. X, page 2)8; also one in the

Petroleum Mont his of a later date. A description of a very Interesting action

of this well Is given in a paper darned '*Description of the Wilcox Spooling
Water Well," which l read before the Society, sept. 21, is;;.
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as two to three barrels were forced out. Mr. Sclmltz thinks that the tubing

during this time must have been entirely tilled with oil to the exclusion of

In this e:ise the pressure of the gas most have been sufficient to raise

a column of oil one square inch in section and 2000 feet high. Of course,

such an enormous pressure c mid only.be temporary. The oil tlowed from

the tubing but for a few moments, the gas then probably became thoroughly

mixed up with the oil which from its low temperature quickly congealed

and effectually choked the pipe. After a few hours the gas ceased to flow

entirely from the well and also from the adjoining well, No. I. The gas

commenced to flow again with greater energy after 06 hours of inactivity,

from both wells, Xos. 1 and 8.

In the early part of 1877, the pressure of the gas seemed to increase sud-

denly. About the middle of May, four months after, the gas from both

wells, X.>s. 1 :\n<\ 8, Ceased to flow for the second time without any obstruc-

tion baring been knowingly placed in its way. No gas was found to come

from either well till July 14th, when it commencvd to flow again. Up to

the present time the amount of gas increases and diminishes at irregular

intervals. The gas from this well was used as fuel in drilling well, Xo. 3.

The deration of Wilcox Well L649 feet above Ocean on the

corrected datum of the P. vv K. K. 11. which makes Wilcox S ation IV

Loan and gravel 80 to SO

Gray slate 56 " Si)

<;iay slate '.

< J ray sand 4$j " 183

shale -20 •'
1 ir>

Gray sand •">
" 150

Red shale 85
' W8

tale and clay) l<>
" 183

shale mixed w itli gray slate 163
'• MO

red shale 15** 358

slate 69 u 411

id pebble rock containing gas and sail water B
'* 498

slate 928 " 650

slate 80
" 886

I
">

"

nixed 46
" JK

tin " 8W
and bard shell ;>

••
B60

'»
" s <' : >

BO*
85 «< uio

5 " !•!.">

. BO " 848
•"• " 850

1 1
•.
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Gray and red slate 15 to 97o

Gray slate 15 " 88Q

Gray slate and sand 5 " *.»*»(>

Gray slate 80 '
' 1050

Gray slate and sand 5 " 1068

Gray slate and sand 25 " 1080

Dark gj»y sand 15 " 1005

Very hard light grey sand 5 " 1100

Gray slate and sand containing small bivalve shells 80*' 1130

Grey slate and hard grey sand 5 " 1125

( i ray slate and soft sand 10 " 1186

Hard gray sand 10 "
1 145

Soft grey slate 27 "
1 172

Gray sand s •• list)

(J ray sand and slate 5 " 11S5

(hay slate containing shells 15 " 1800

(iray sand containing tirst strong smell of oil 1205 to 1210 80 " 1220

(hay slate and hard shell 15 • 1288

G»y slate if <« 1880

(iray slate containing shells 15 " 1883

(iray slate and clover seed sand 5 '' 1270

(iray slate with hard shell 10 " 1880

Gray slate 10" 1200

(iray slate ami hard shell 25 " 1:115

Light'gray sand 10 • 1585

Coarse gray sand 5 •• 1880

Slate .-> " 1385

11a id gray sand 5-' 1840
White sand 10 ••

i;;-,o

( 'oarpe may sand 5 '<
i

;"],-,,-,

Grey slate and shell 5 " 1880
Gray slate :-}<) •< 1890
Gray sand 10" 1400

( i i ay slate 20 " 1420
(iray slate containing shell 25 " 1445
<

I my slate yj •< 1400
( i ray slate containing shell 105 " 15(35

Hard -ray sand 15 <'
HJJJQ

Slate and shell 55 " 1835

Gray sand ;>„-, " io;o

186 may slate
¥ 9 " 1070

Dark brown sand containing amber oil, greatest amount near top

ot sand.* 16 " 1695
Gray slate 40 " 17:15

( i ray slate and sand 10 "
1 745

* Probable represent itive of BradtHd u
-'»\ " or oil producing sand.
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Ghay data fund shell 35 to 1770

Gray slate and sand 6 " 177(1

Hard gray sand rock containing a great quantity of gas 4 " 1780

Gray slate ..... 10 " 1790

Fine sand and slate 5 " 1795

Gray sand, upper part containing heavy green oil 20 " 1815

and red micaceous sand and pebbles 20 " 1835

Gray slate 55 " 1890

Gray slate and red sand 5 " 1895

Red sand and pebbles ") " 1900

White sand containing oil 10 " 1910

White and gray sand containing oil 20 " 1980

74 " 2004

Drilled Dry. Cased ",41

Fresh water course 42i'

Gas and salt water 422'

. sal! water 538'

- vein 1

1

72'

First show of oil 1205' to 1210'

Sand containing greatest amount of oil, particularly at

top of sand. Oil, amber color 1679' to 1695'

Great gas vein 177(1'

Heavy green oil 1800'

While and gray sand containing oil 1900J to 19:10

or "John's Well."

Owned by M. M. ScbultZ & ('>.. and situated 1782 feet QOrth 78 degrees

80 minutes weal of well N

The well was commenced In the early pari of October, istu, and com

to a depth <>r L880 feei aboul the middle of June, 1877.

ter the well bad been drilled to a depth of 1730 feet, tubing was in

l io a depth of 1684 feet, and ii was rep >rted thai the well produced,

by pumping, a barrel a day lor alx>ut six months, When it was decided

to drill deeper. ThS tabtng was drawn, ami after losing the tools several

. iii\ ab tndoned ai a depth of is:»n feet.

ion of the top of the well is 1686 feci above Ocean ; Wilcox

lit datum.

This well was tubed aboul the Aral of the year, am! lias since ' d

pumped continuously every other day. lis average daily production is

I end a hall'.

i iii the vicinity of the Wllooa

e the mouth of Wilcox
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Drift, as follows :
*

Loam and sand 5'

Loam and gravel 5'

< J ravel and pebble 10'

(J ravel and sand 5'

Gravel and pebble 5'

Gravel and sand rock 5'

Quicksand and coarse pebble 5'

Fine sand ')'

Gray slate

Gray slate

Gray sand

Red slate or shale

Red shale (rock bard)

Gray sand rock

Red shale

Red slate

Gray slate

Red slate

Red shale

Gray slate and sand

< J ray slate and shell

Red slate

Gray slate

Gray slate and shell

( ! ray sand

< ; ray slate

Gray sand rock

(lover seed rock

< 1 ray .shale

Dark gray slate and shell

Gray slate and shell

Gray slate

Hard gray slate

Hard dark gray -hale

( ! ray slate and sand

Hard gray Band !

Light sand with shale

White and gray sand

Hard and tine gray sand

Fine dark gray sand

(J ray slate

Gray slate and shale

Fine gray sand .'

Red slate

Gray sand

48' to 4:r

8 to
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Red slate 10 to 880

< rmy slate 35 " 91")

Red" slate 5
"

920

Gray slate 15 " 935

^raysand 5" 940

irray and white sand 15 " 955

Dark gray sand 5
" 960

I lard gray sand 5
" 9(i5

Gray -and and slate 5 " 970

Fine hard dark gray sand 5
" 975

Red slate 5 " 980

alate 35 " 1015

Hard gray sand 20 " 1035

Gray slate 35 " 1070

Dark gray sand 5 '

'

1 075

Gray Band 5
" 108Q

Gray shale 15 " 1095

Band and very bard shells 5
" 1100

Soft gray sand 15 •• 1115

Gray and white shell 10 " 1125

Close soft whit6 sand 20 " 1145

Hard gray shells OO ••
1165

Gray >lat.' 15 " 1180

White and gray sand and pebbles 10 "
1 190

Close white sand 5
"

1 1 95

Gray sandstone and white pebbles 20 " 1215

( Soarse white sand 5 "
1220

Silver -ray sand 10 "
1280

Fine white Band 5
•' L235

Cray slate and shell 10 " 1215

i May slate 40 ••
1285

Gray date and shell 25 ••
L810

! 20 • 1880

White -and 10 '• 1840

5
••

1845

Coin nid 10" 1855

I 5
••

I860

5
•'

1885

Fine m bite -and 5
••

1870

and bard shell.. tt
" 1885

' ::n '\ l U5
2d "

1 185

5' v; 1440

10 "
i I'll

Whii.- nod .
:, i iv.

85
"

l 100
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Hard gray shale 5 to 1-45)5

Gray satfcl 5 " 1500

Close white sand 5 " 1500

Hard white sand 5 " f510

Gray slate 20 " 1580

Gray slate and shell 5
" 1535

Hard white sand 10 " 1) 15

( ! ray shell
, 5 " 1550

Glay slate 2$ " 1575

Gray sand and shell 15 " 15!to

< iray slate 15 " 1605

( i ray sand -JO
•'

1625

Gray slate 10 " 1635

Cray slate and shell 80 " 1665

Ciay slate 10" 1075

Gray slate and shell 10 " 1685
( 'reviee full of quieksand % " 1687

Dark sand containing oil J5
" 1600

Crevice, containing loose stones, and oil 5 " 1605

Dark sand and oil 5 '* 1700

Coarse sand and oil 5 " 1705

Loose slate 10" 1715

Light colored slate 65 *' !7so
11 Gas crevice " tnll of stone and sand 5 " 17^5

Dark sand 7 " 17!>2

Light colored slate 10 "
1808

Hard tine sand 15" is-.':;

White and red sand mixed, red sand, like quicksand ' 1832

Fine red and white sand 11 " 1848

Sandy slate [?] 7" 1850

Drilled dry. Cased 547'

Drive pipe 43'

Heavy Water course 52f/

Qaa vein 588'

First strong smell of oil 11:52'

(las and strong smell of oil 1182'

Oil in gray shale 1685'

Crevice full of quicksand 1681

Oil 1600'

Crevice containing loose stones and oil 1695'

Oil 1700'

Oil 1705'
'

Pumped 1720' (•'.)

Oil 17sir

Oas crevice full of stone and sand 1784'

Gas crevice , 1808'

The bottom of the Clean Conglomerate is the same distance above well
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No. 3 as well No. 2, allowing for the difference in elevation of the two
wells.

Ernhout and Taylor Well, Xo. 1.

Owned by Capt. John Ernhout and Frank Taylor, Esq., on north side

of "Wilson Run, near southeast corner of warrant 3218, Jones Township,

Elk County, and about 8] miles north-west of Wilcox and several hundred

feet north of the P. A E. U.K. The tract upon Which this well is located

is owned by 1). Scull, Jr., Esq.. of Philadelphia. Drilling was commenced
.Ian. 15, 1878, and abandoned Mareh 13, when the tools were lost at a

depth of 1889 feet It is expected alter the tools shall have been recovered,

that the well will be drilled deeper.

:d reported by Mr. If. M. Schultz. F.levation of well, determined

by Mr. A. W. Sh.ater, Aid. Mclvean District, 1045 feet (Bar).

Loam and sand 40' to 40'

Blue sand shale 180 " 200

Blue slate 40 " J 10

Bed rock 05 " 886

Red rock, very hard 15 " 8S0

Red rock, softer 45 " 898

Efeti rock 4."> " IK)

I and sliclls br> " 155

15 •' 170

rock 10" ISO

Red aaad 15 " 495

Blue sand shells B5
"

580

Brown sand and, white pebble 20" 550

and BheUa 05 "
15

1
10" 055

Slate and shells 20 "
Ob".

Brown sand and white shells 5 "
880

and -hells 75 •'

Roe Mad -J5 • ^80

and >le lb -MO "• 000

Red roek 20 •
• HMO

50 •' 10(10

While sand :I5
" 1005

Bed > 20 " 1115

and -lulls I8(f
" I860

25 "
I

-;•".

10
••

1886

80
"

L3U6

and shei; io ••
i:;i5

5
•

L880

Wbl ""'11 of <>il 15
•

1886

lied dry. Cated mv

18
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The position of the bottom of the Glean Conglomerate above the Ern-

hout and Taylor Wells has not vet been determined.

A comparison may be made between these sections and the records of

the Wilcox Wells by means of the red shale bands.

Ernhout and Taylor Well, No. -.

Owned by Ernhout and Taylor, and situated in the south eastern corner

of warrant 3215, Wetmore Township, MeKean County, about one mile

north of well No. 1. Tract formerly part of McKiaii and Elk Land and

Improvement Co.'s lands.

Drilling commenced March 12, 1878, mineral water "vein" struck at a

depth of HUM) feet -May !). The well was afterwards drilled 10 feet deeper

through a dark line (eoll'ee grounds) sand strongly impregnated with oil.

Oil not having been found in this well in paying quantities the casing was

drawn, and water from the fresh water "veins" permitted to now into

the hole. The gas threw out of the well water, at regular intervals, to a

htight of I'-V) feet, more or less.* Shortly after the casing was drawn, a

wooden plug was inserted into the upper part of the well and partially

Idled the hole. After this was done the well spouted every eleven minutes,

the eruption lasting for two minutes. The column of water and gas I

above the top of the derrick (70 feet), and after several pulsations falls and

almost ceases to spout, when it suddenly rises again repeating the action,

anil vanishing entirely at the end of two minutes.

Record reported by Mr. .M. M. Schultz. Elevation of well determined

l.y Mr. Sheafer, 1730 feet (Bar).

Loam and sand 40' to 40'

< I ray slate 85 •

' UK
Sheila 10 •• OB
Gray slate M - BB0

Gray slate and shells 105 " HE
Red shale 10 " 315

Band and shells 40 " MB
Wed shale 1M ' MO
Shells 30 " 510

Red rock 50 " MD
Cray slate 30" 500

Red shale H • MB
Cray slate 175 " BS0

Hard sand shells 80 " 000

Sand shell 100 " 1000

Sand 75 " 1075

Red rock 5 " 1080

Red rock, "pale" •'51086

Gray slate 86 " 1170

* See paper winch I read before the Society. Sept. 21, 1*77. on the "Wilcox
Spouting Water We'd." The action in these two wells is similar.
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Red rock 5 to 1 1 75

Soft, muddy, gritty, slate 130 " 1106

80 " 1385

Light gray s'ate 10 " 1395

shells 10 " 1405

Sand, smell of oil 10 " 1415

Sand containing heavy gas '-vein." 2" 1417
'..".

5 " 1422

SSraj slate 48 " 1470

I and shells 85 "
1 555

Dark and light gray slate 210 " 1705

Sandy slate ......' 45 " 1S10

Hard gray sand 5 " 1815

Slate 115 " 1SS0

Dark hrown sand 10 " L890

gray slate 00 " 1980

Dark sand strongly impregnated with oil 10 " 1090

Dark tine sand codec grounds) containing oil 10 " 2000

Drilled dry. Cased 364'

Oaa 1415'

(Ml smell 14(15'

Strong smell of oil 1890'

Strong smell of oil 1990'

Heavy •' vein " of mineral water, easily corroding

the took 1000'

Bear Cret-k Well, or " Dnj Iloh," l\ ('. I.. sad /'. ('..

Owned by the l'rodncers' Consolidated Land and 1'choleuin Company,

0# Bradford. Situated on Bear Creek, east side of County road between

Wilcox and Kidgwav, in warrant :'.'.'5T, .loncs Township, 1'lk County.

Land leased from Wilcox Tanning Company.
Drilling WM Commenced about April I. 1878, and was completed in

from 50 to til) da\s.

The record wai reported bj Mi-. II. M. Sciniit/.. No show of oil was

found.

The elevation of the top of the well is LS8S feel (Bar,) above ocean.

25' to

Blue slate rock

Brue

ly or " pntl

.'.)' to
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Very muddy slate 20 to 182

Bird slate 10 " 11)3

J laid sand 8 1 200

Hard slate 30 " 230

Very white loose sand 35 " MS
1 lard shells and slate 5 " 270

Very hard sand 20 " 21)0

Tough slate roek 10 " 300

Very hard shells 10 " 310

Hard tine sand 10 " 320

Soft, slate 30 " 350

I lard line sand 69 " 419

Bttft slate
, K) " 429

Hard fine sand 10" 439

SIk lis 30" 469

Vimy red rock 5 " 474

Soft slate or "putty " rock 80 " £64

Shells and slate 55 " (509

Blue slate t 15 " 624

Red roek 10 " 684

Blue slate 22" 666

Hard sand Q •' 668

Red roek •>; •• 691

Blue slate 12 " 703

Hard shell 4 " 707

Red rock SO " 793

Blue slate 22 " 815

Red roek 48 " 863

Slate and shells 30 " 898

lied roek 66 " 619

Hard may sand 10 " <t2'.>

Soft slate and shell 167 " 1096

Cray slatt; 159 " 1255

Sand 10 " l**fi

Slate and shells 30 " 12!I5

Fine red sand 10 " 1305

Slate and shells '908 " 1508

Sandy shells 25 " 15:;:!

Slate and shells 84 " 1667

Close liii

I

i t sand 12 " 1579

Soft slate 25 " 1604

Close white sand 10 " 1614

Slate and shells 52 " 1666

pebble sand 5 " 1671

Slate and shells 15 " 1686

White sand shells 10 " 1696
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Hard slate 10 to 1706

Loose white sand 50 " 1756

Slate and shells 65 " 182i

Muddy slate 15 "
lftffi

Slate and shells 12 " 1848

Muddy slate 20 "
b8B8

Slate and sand shells 30 " 1896

i 22 '• 1980

Slate and shells 8 * 1998

60 " 1988

Slate and shells 10 " L998

Drilled dry. Cased 380'

Drive pipe 25'

Crevice drained off water 1 20'

280'

Salt water 270'

Drillers reported " oil smell " in sand from 1706 to 1756'

The Olean Conglomerate in thifl locality varies very much in its charac

ier. It is band changing from a coarse pebble conglomerate to a rather

tine or even >haly sandstone in comparatively short distances. The " blue

rock" directly under the drift in the Bear Creek well, represents

probably a portion of the Glean Conglomerate.

reek Well or "Dry Hole." Burton and Wallace,

Owned by Messrs. Hurton and Wallace, of Rvnd Farm, situated on Silver

k, west side of County road, between Wilcox and Ridgway, in war

rant 8861, Ridgway Township, Klk County. Land leased from WllCOX

Tanning Company.

Drilling was coinme need about the same time as at the Hear Creek Well,

and was completed June 86, 1878

The record was reported by Mr M. M. Schultr. No show of oil was

found.

The elevation of the top of the well is 1618 feel
I
Bar. i above ocean.

< Conductor 15' to

i

Pebble sand

(1

I

Iletl

I»u!

15' to
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White slate 10 to 880

Hani fine sand 55 " 445

White slate and hard shells it-') " 540

Red rock 5 " 545

Soft white slate 55 " 600

Hard shells and slate 10" 610

Soft white rock 40 " 860

Red rock 100 " 760

White slate 15 " 765

Red rock 85 " 960

White slate 22 "

Red rock 25 " 697

White shells and slate 2t> " 688

lied rock 40 " 9(5:5

White slate 42 " 1005

Hani shells and slate 20 " 1688

White slate with shells 50 " 1078

Hard black sand 25 " 1100

Hard slate 7.", " 1175

Blftck slatr and shells -15 ' 1220

Hard white sand 15 " 1885

Slate ii) " 1845

Sand and shells 10 " 1-J55

Hard shelly rock 45 " 1800

Hale red rock and slate 10 " 1310

White slat.' and shells 10" }880

Red sand 12" 1332

Soft slate 1:5 " 1345

Hard shells 20" 1365

Ught red sand 10 " 1:575

Ha rd shelly rock 20 ' • L395

Fine i;rav sand fO " ,1405

Hard red rock 10 " 1415

Slate and shells 20 " 1435

Hied sand and pebbles 25 " 14(10

Hard shells 15 " 14*75

Slate and shells :!5 " 1510

White slate 10 " 15'JU

Cray sand 8 " 1528

Red rock 7 " 1535

Slate and hard shells 45 " 1580

Hard fine white sand 25 " 1605

Hard slate and shells 20 " 1625

Fine white sand 8 " 1633

Hard shells 7 " 1040

Fine gray sand 10 " 1G50

PTtOC. AMEK. raiLOB. soc. XVIII. 108. I). PRTKTKD KOV. 38, 1*78.
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Hard shells and slate 15 to tQ85

Hard shells 5 " 1070

and pehbles 8 " HITS

Slate and shells S2 " 17G0

Drilled dry. Cased 450'

Conductor 15'

Salt water in slate 445 to 540'

" ' red rock 1528 to 15:15'

Smell of oil reported in sand 1670 to 1678'

The Olean Conglomerate is probably represented in tl> • record by the

sand from 80 t<> 85 feet below tlietop of the well.

The records of the Bear Creek and Silver Creek Wells are invaluable as

h&viog a direct bearing upon the probable existence of petroleum to the

south and south-east of Wilcox.

It will he noticed that the mass of the red rocks are some i}00 feet lower

in the the Hear and Silver Creek Wells than in the Wilcox Wells, estimat-

inir from the bottom <>f the Olean Conglomerate.

Tin- question as to whether the ma— of red bands in the two localities

are tin- Mine and whether the strata included between them and the Clean

have thickened to the south and south-east, is extremely surest ive.

Note.—The records are published just as they have been reported to

Die. I have not even altered the phraseology, which is quite different in a

number of places where the same idea was evidently intended to be con-

veyed.

I will merely add, for those who are unacquainted with the terms em-

ployed by the drillers, that "shell" means any hard stratum encountered

in the well, and not, as might be supposed, a fossil.

• litfor< sti)i<j. />'// Eli A'. /'<

,!>!!• 30, i

The
i

' i'i November and December. isv;, has

produced the following confirmatory letters of views therein expressed,

from the present Chief Justice of Pennsylvania, who lives in

.:i\ in the University of Pennsylvania,

form lenl i »l M Ifllio < 'ounty, PennsyIvan

im n i \i. ll«'i i L, I'i BUI ai:\ I I, l
s ^s -

M , D lie aili'.n Ml me oil Si/lrir n It ll /v

with trreat interest, eipaoMl) as some of its tacts iu\ c come under mj tr* n

ustern
I
part of I 'en nsy Ivan ia was once among the best

: Ion of timber has plainly affected
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springs and streams. Many of the springs have become wet weather water

courses, while the floods in the streams rise suddenly and bigh, and sub-

side as quickly ; the rainfall running rapidly over the denuded surface, and

failing to penetrate it, as when shaded by the forest, and covered with

leaves and weeds.

There is a curious fact I have never read of, yet which displays the

effort of nature in the spread of vegetation. Tn July, 1837, I returned

home from the Constitutional Convention, which sat in Harrisburg.

When passing along the canal in the valley of the Juniata, I noticed long

reaches of stone covered mountain sides, bare of all vegetation from base

to summit, and of most curious structure, the stones being, apparently,

comminuted rocks, so small ; nd llat as to have come to a regular incli-

nation at angles, varying probably from twenty-live to Forty degi

After J began to come to thai city to the sessions of our Court, passing

upon the Pennsylvania Railroad, I occasionally looked for some of these

naked MOriS mountain sides without seeing them. At first I supposed this

to be accidental, my attention happening not to be drawn to them at the

proper time. In the course ot time I began to think I was mistaken, and

thai these bald spots had disaj ipeared. I was led to look more closely and

continuously, and saw a few left, but greatly diminished in extent, and

some mere dots between growing lives. At last 1 discovered mountain

sides covered with a very sma 1 growth of trees, mere shrubs in size. The
last time my attention was given, 1 saw one large space of mountain side

covered with the small llat stones before described, and in it here and there

a single sapling or shrub or two standing alone, proving that from leaves

or other vegetable matter deposited by the winds, soil had begun to be

formed, and vegetation to grow. From what L have noticed of other

stony mountain sides coveiec with large timber, along the same valley,

I conclude that there was a time when all these mountains were similar

rocky, and stony surfaces, bare of all vegetation, and left by the convul-

sions of nature just as she cast them Up,

I am very truly yours,

DAMFI. AON FAY.

Hon. |]i. i K. Pbn

Beavkk, A.UGU8T 26, 1*78.

Mv Deak Sir :—On my return by the Pennsylvania Railroad last week I

discovered at several places he evidence of the fact I stated to you last

winter in regard to the growt'i of timber on the bald stony surface of the

Allegheny Mountains. I am n >w perfectly satisfied of the truth of my sug-

gestions. I saw distinctly the remaining uncovered surface as of com-

minuted stone in patches snndl and great, the young growths of shrubs

and sapling interspersed, with here and there one shrub in a bare patch,

indicating the beginning of c ivering and tin; different stages of progress.

The first point I noticed was about seven or eight miles west of Mifflin

—the second at 161st mile t>> Pittsburgh -the third at I52d mile to Fitts-
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burgh—the fourth 140th mile to Pittsburgh, and the fifth just cast of the

Spruce Creek Tunnel.

An examination of these places I have no doubt will show them to be

constantly arising.

Yours Truly, <kc,

DANIEL AGNEW.
Hon. Ei,i K. Piuce, Philadelphia, Pa.

\\ i>t Ciii>ti:u Co., IVnna., August 29, 1878.

Mt DeAkMb, Price:—Your letter was received yesterday, Owing to

the work constantly pressing me 1 have been unable to gel away more than

four days this summer. During that time I passed (in train) along the

line of the Pennsylvania Central Railroad and in the narrows o\' the Ju-

niata between Mifflin and Lcwistown, and my attention was called to the fact

that on a number of rocky places all the timber was small and of recent

growth. This is at or near the places mentioned by Chief Justice Agnew,

and in so far may be regarded as confirming his views when taken in

connection with the fact that e\t n^ive and destructive conflagrations ap-

pear to he lc<s frequent there than formerly. Being raised in that region]

i remember when for miles the mountain sides each year were a line of

fire. ThOHgb I have not been there of late years much of my time. I

still feel justified in the statement that such events are now of rare occur-

rence. Fires doubtless do originate each v ear along t lie line of t lie Railroad,

but they do not appear to spread far and wide as before.

Touching: the motion of (lie rocks a* prevent imj; growth; l can only

H an instance the old mountain road between .MeVevtown and Kislia-

OOOjuBlafl Valley. This ran through some of the newt rocky places hi the

n, and where the slope was very steep, and kicked almost, undermined

them on the Upper shift For yens this road was practically abandoned,

at least no work was done upon it. I do no: remember (lie place where the

rocks had slidden enough to clo-e t he road. Indeed these wry places were

favorite places of growth for the Purple Flowering Raspberry ( Rmbui <>d«r-

and the // M on here nui-.l have heen very

slight.

It to me that I have not been able to take the

time to go into a full investigation of this mailer. As it is one of Interest,

and i d with my line of work. I believe ihal the large rocks

allowing the snow and rain to find its way readily lo a considerable dep'h

ne direction (and ihen aw

lea alludii In our western domain, offers

•\pl hi iiion of the BCarcit] of large trees there.

.1 T ROTHTtOCK
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I believe Major Powell in his report, published or about to be published

by Government, goes into the question of destruction of forests by fire very

fully, and presents the case in a very strong light.

West Chester, Chester Co., Penxa., September 3, 1878.

Dear Mr. Price:—Since writing to you I find the following statement

in a lecture by Prof. Gray of Cambridge, on "Forest Geography and

Archeology" quoting from Professor Shaler of Kentucky— "Prof.

Sbaler from his observations in the border land of Kentucky thinks that

there are indications there of comparatively recent conversion of oak

openings into prairie, and now since the burnings are over, of the re-

conversion of prairie into woodland." The passage in the first part of the

quotation refen to Shaler's opinion that tires have destroyed the forests there.

This you know is in entire accordance with what is said on pages 276 and

277 of Michaux Travels, published in 1H05 (Lambert's translation), of ex-

actly the same region.

Sincerely yours,

J. T. ROTHPvOCK.

Professor Leo Lesquercaux has formed the (minion that the prairies have

failed to produce trees because of a soil inimical to their growth. This

theory appears to lie successfully combatted by Q. 1'. Hay in the American

Naturalist for May 1N7S, p. -JiMi. It is also contrary to many facts stated in

"Sylviculture." The last page of that paper contains the conclusion of

(). \V. Wight, in his Geology of Wisconsin, who said, "Fire has killed

the timber over wide areas, on which grass was growing, exhibiting before

our eyes nature's simple method of reconverting woodland into prairie. The
reverse process is just as simple. When prairies are no longer swept over

by tire, timber springs up, reconverting prairie into woodland. (Irass,

with tire as an ally, can beat timber. Timber can be it gram, irhen it fuU
no fire to fiyht." We may also add that without tire to tight it c;m conquer

stones and root itself beneath the rocks, and be anchored all the stronger.

It is ever man that is the great destroyer, and he is competent to repair his

own devastation.

Contribution* front the University of Pa'., Xo. XV. Preliminary notice on

Ghromometry, a netc branch of quantitative analysis with the blowpipe.

p.y Professor George Ak;. Eonig, Ph.D. With a plate.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, Oct. 4, 187N.)

In a former paper presented to the Society (Proceedings Vol. XVI.,

January. l!s~7), I described a coloriinetric estimation of titanium. Mention

is made in that paper of the interference with accurate results by the pre-
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>ciice of metals producing green glases in the reducing Maine, such as

vanadium or chromium, the trreen being complementary with the red of

titanium and thus destroying the latter. Tl<at method is purely colorimet-

ric, as the determination depends on a comparison of color frU&ritity with

glass beads containing known quantities of titanium. Hut the mutual ex-

tinction of complementary colors led me, already at t hat date, to seek &

way for the utilization of this principle, as expressed in the same paper :

"I am now experimenting upon the feasibility of extinguishing the color

of titanium by a graduated scale of green, etc' Finding, however,

some serious practical Obstacles, I allowed the subject to rest until the

present summer, when perfect leisure favored a more successful pursuit.

—

I now place before the Society the result in a preliminary form, reserving

for a future paper the details and the special determinations, as well as

tables, for a number of tne most important minerals and ores.—The new

method of analysis 1 propose to name " chromonutry, " for 1 measure the

'tj/ as well as the quantity of certain colors, botli isolated and when
combined with other colors not their comp.einentaries, these latter being

the determinants. Thus, iron imparts to borax in the oxydizing tlaine a

dark red-brown color while the bead is hot, which passes into pure yellow

at the ordinary temperature of the air. Under the same conditions man-

ge produces a purplish-red glass, both together a brown glass in all

shades from pure yellow to pure red, accordim to the relative quantities

of the two metals. 1 f this glass lie looked at through a certain thickness

of a transparent green medium, such as grei n glass— the red will have dis-

appeared and a pure yellow will be seen ; increasing the thickness of green

medium ever so little, will cause a greenish yellow color to appear, whilst

an 'equal reduction in the medium will cause a brownish-yellow tint. The

human eye is much quicker to appreciate a change uf shade, tban a small

change of intensity of color, as those well know, who are accustomed to

the polarization of SUgar. In this instance 1 designate the pure i/< ll<<,r as

the point <;/' - i while coloi c any other simple color may

represent extinction in oilier cases.—Thus it will be understood that the

new mctli » the colors, what coiorimciry of liquids as heretofore

applied does not, it involves another principle and should therefor be called

by another name.

—

Clii'oinoinelry seems ti express the essential* of the

method very well "a measuring of color " besides being a purely G

Olind noun. not Latin Greek, as Col. limetry. The new principle

of an "inpleineniary colors is app (cable to both liquid and solid

ut I shall confine myself for the present to

the naively.

In ilu-ir behavior towards bOrtlX and microeosniic sail the

i„,-l
|

!lu\es) or

i color, or no characteristic color).—The chromatic

•prior, nidod, cobalt, Iron, Uranium, chromium, van

iidium, itiuiiMtcn, titanium, inn molybdenum, niobium, llmenium,

neptunium All of these ra talli fall trithlri the capacity of chromometrlc
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determination. Some of them are eminently chromatic ' aft i Manganese

cobalt, vanadium, titanium, and they are capable of very accurate determi-

nation. 0. m«r - 01 of Mn.,,0.,, dissolved in 100 mgrs. of borax glass yields a

distinct color, 0. f&- 1 a deep color, 0. m sr - 2 nearly opaqueness. The range

of greatest sensitiveness is between 0. '"«'• 05 and 0. " 1 = r
- 10 ; the limit of un-

certainty for my eye is 0. mgr
- 002 Mn.

2 3 .

Execution of the method.

1. Preparation of the bead. Ik-fore starting upon an analysis, I melt a

number of borax beads weighing each about 90 mgrs. Some of th<

crush in a steel mortar and keep the coarse powder on a watch glass for

use. A number of platinum wires, weighing 100 mgrs. each, or a lew

tentlis It ss, are likewise kepi in readiness. They have at one end a cir-

cular loop (0 0.1 inch in diameter. One of these wires [to), Fig. 1, I place

on the pan of a delicate balance, which should Indicate one twentieth of a

milligram with precision, and at the same time rapidly. (Such balances

are known as "Small size Assay balances ami are manufactured in great

perfection by the firm of Trimmer ft Sons of Philadelphia.) The
wire is readily tared by the milligram rider, as its weight is close to

100 mgrs.—A quantity (*) of 5 mgr. of the finely ground ore, or in many
cases of determinative mineralogy a splinter of a mineral, is now weighed

with the greatest care the hand must rest exactly at zero) since an error

here of 0. ," t
-' r

- 08 will produce either 99 percentum or 101 instead of 100.

With some practice the error will not exceed : 0.5 p. c. I remove now
the 5 mgr. weight and replace it by one decigram. In the other pan I

place one of the ready borax beads i h) and with the addition of pulver-

ized borax glass (p) equilibrium is restored. The scale pans are made of

plalinumfoil. The one holding the flux and substance is placed on a holder

(Plattner's cupel holder is very good) and brought beneath the blowpipe

tlame, so that the current of gases will not affect it, whilst the wire is in-

serted into its handle. The tlame is a strong clean oxydizingone, produced

best with lard oil and a mechanical Mast iTfind a small Catalan blast,

made from a Wolf s bottle, very convenient and steady f. Bringing the red

hot loop of the wire down upon the borax bead causes this to adhere firmly,

and after being melted picks up at once and without loss the smaller par-

ticles of the flux. In adding now the substance every precaution against

mechanical loss must be taken. Should the substance contain volatile

matter, care is particularly required, because if the mass of red hot flux ho.

dipped into the midst of the fine powder the gases or vapors will generate

so suddenly that a scattering must take place. But if the bead be ap-

proached to the margin of the small heap of powder and only a small

quantity of it be taken up at a time, no loss will be sustained, as many ex-

periments prove. From the smooth platinum surface of the pan every par-

ticle of substance can be collected. This operation consumes from 5 to 10

minutes according to the solubility of the metallic oxides. The bead is

now allowed to cool and, still on the wire, replaced on the balance. Some
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of the borax has been volatilized ; this with the volatilized constituents of

the test substance, has now to be made up to 100 by addition of pulverized

borax glass. After remelting in the oxidizing flame and cooling it will be

found that the weight is still 100 mgr. Now I examine the bead. If too

deeply colored or even opaque, I remelt it, throw it from the wire

into a porcelain capsule, and crush it in the steel mortar. Of the powder

I weigh off 5-10-20 etc. mgrs. according to the depth of coloration, and

complement 100 mgrs. by a head and pulverized glass, as before described.

If after melting and cooling the color should be still too deep (in excep-

tional cases which will hereafter be described , a second dilution is effected

in the same way. Of a substance containing 1.8 p. c. lfn.,0,—and no

other coloring oxides—5 mgrs. will just give the convenient depth of color

to the first bead and no dilution is here necessary. Again*melted and
thrown from the wire, the bead is ready for the next treatment. The

quantity of colored glass adhering to the wire matters not, if it does not

exceed 10 n.

2. Optical preparation of the bead.—In developing this method it was

soon found that with the spheroidal shape of the bead no constant results

were obtainable. Acting as a lens it would concentrate the color if the

radius of curvature were smaller, and dilute it if larger, besides it did not

seem feasible to attach the bead in the chromometer so that the line of

•>t thickness should exactly fail into the line of vision. After trying

a number of contrivances unsuccessfully, 1 finally hit upon the simplest of

all and one that proved entirely satisfactory. 1 take a platinum cylinder

0.09 inch high, 0.148 inch inner, and 0. 167 inch outer diameter, hold it with

a platinum tipped forceps into the flame until it is red hot, then press its

Circumference upon the bead, so that the latter adheres firmly. If now
held again into the clear tlame horizontally, bead downwards, until the

- becomea liquid and the cylinder red hot, capillary attraction will

Cauae the ulass to flow up into the cylinder, without any overflow on the

outside of the platinum ring, ami if turned properly while cooling, the

- will equally protrude with convex surface on either end of the ring,

about 0.08 inch (tig. :{). After COOling, the bead, thus mounted, must ap-

pear entirely free of air bubbles. By the ne\t step the protruding com e\

ItiesareCUl away, leaving two plane parallel faces and at the same time

bringing about the standard thickness in the glass. Fig. I represents in

natural size the serviceable contrivance which renders this operation both

lapid and aeeli;

I li h thick and 2 inches in diameter. A central per

ion admits with eas\ friction the tube 27, into one end of which the

platinum cylinder I the tube has spring and holds the

cylinder sufficiently I
\ shoulder in the tube prevents the cylinder

from :i deeper when pressure is put on. The apparatus is placed

Upon a pi plate witli some line corundum (or emery) and water,

tin- : on iii' knob of the tube, while thumb and middle

k of the plate and move the bead over the glass plate.
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Alter grinding one side, the bead is pushed out, reversed and the other side

cut similarly. A rectangular slot in a brass plate fig. 5) exactly 0.12 inch

wide serves as a gauge into winch the bead must pass with friction. One
obtains soon such a practice that the tit will be obtained without requiring

a second setting. The operation only consumes 8 minutes. The rough-

ness of the faces causes now the bead to be only translucent, but by apply-

ing a thin film of Canada balsam a beautiful transparency is obtained. 1

place the bead into a small air bath heated to 150 C for a few minutes

then apply by means ofa pointed tube the liquid balsam, replace in the

air bath 5 minutes, after which the bead 18 ready for the chroinometer, as

soon as it has resumed equal temperature with the air in the room.

:>. The ('hromometer.—The construction of this simple instrument is

represented in transverse sectional view in the tig. •"">. A box/, S x 1 x 1

inches, is mounted on a stand t, IS inches high. A wedge (V) having the

complementary color to that of the metal which is to be determined,

cemented for support upon a colorless glass plate, moves by rack motion

ill the box /. The motion is imparted by turning the knob d. In its

centre the box is perforated so that pure sky light or light reflected from

the porcelain plate c, may pass through the colored glass into the tube //.

through the bead g, into the eye of the observer at the lens //. The
latter has only a small magnifying power and serves mainly to give a

straight line of vision parallel to the tube a. The lens is readily remov-

able, so as not to obstruct the insertion of the bead into a. The joints

serves to incline the line of vision, if that should become necessary. The
sliding plate which carries the wedge Is furnished with a permanent milli-

meter scale, which is read by the observer through the opening in the

box, simultaneously with the observation of the bead. Fig. 7 gi\

natural si/.e horizontal view of the sliding plate with a section through

the wedge. The latter is held by the projections //, />,, plt , pin , and can

he readily exchanged.

Mrnte of working with the Ghromometer.

In the first place the wedge must be calibrated. A single determination

will Suffice for this purpose, since the law pertains that " the intensity of
color i$ directly proportional to tin thickness of the wedge, and henet to the

percentage of metal under determination. If, then-fore, the wedge is

accurately cut, so that its section is a perfect triangle, its length and thick-

ness at both ends being known, it is only necessary to dissolve a proper

quantity of the chemically pure metal or one of its compounds in the man
ner described, to cut the bead and to determine the point of extinction on

the scale, and the quantities corresponding to each millimeter can be cal-

culated by simple proportion. Saving found, for example, that a certain

wedge, :*> inches long, tapering to a perfect edge on one extremity and

being 0.1 inch thick at the Other extremity, placed so that the apex is

exactly at zero on the scale, will extinguish the color of a normal bend

containing 0."W 08 Mn.,()
;
, exactly at the division 15 on the scale, it is

PROC. AMI u. l'llll.os. ROC. Will. 1IV.\ K. PRIHTBD I>F.( . 12, 1878.
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0.08 _ _ m *r -

evident that e:ich division will he equal to .-— -- 0.005IK. This, fraction

is. therefore, the titre of this scale. Dissolving 5 mgr. of a mineral con-

taining manganese and nothing that could interfere, we find the point of

extinction at 17, then we have percentage p of Mn

O

< 17) X 100p= = =1.802.

In a suhsequent paper I shall give tables and determinations for a num-
ber of important minerals and ores. As the determinations will have to

he made, for the most of them, in the humid way, the labor will be extru-

sive and time consuming. I should esteem it a great favor if my codabor-

crs in mineral chemistry would furnish me with such small samples 61

minerals and ores analyzed by them and coming within the limits of this

method. In so much as each worker multiplies himself, so to speak, by

aingthc time consumed in determinations, I cannot but consider this

chromometric method as pf the greatest importance, fend again ask foraetive

co-operation in its further development. Thus far 1 have proved the

method thoroughly only for manganese, iron and chromium. The former

offers no ditliculty and gives equally accurate results with the most ap

proveil gravimetric methods. I shall next extend it to copper ores.

Official ffltrtnoniex. /?// Plfhjf KdrU CKaie; Lf,.J).. Professor of I'lii

Xosophi) in //<'/< rf'/</ College.

(Read before the America, PhibMphito Orto/„r Ath. 1878.)

No surer test of any hypothesis bas ever been suggested than its furnish-

ing a successful anticipation, or prediction, of \';\r:s or phenomena that

were previously unknown.

The harmonic progression, which starts from Jupiter's centre of linear

it ion as a fundamental unit and which lias I for its denominator dif

fereiiee, was taken as the ground for bucI) a prediction, in the communica

lion which 1 read to the American Philosophical Society on the 2d of May.

Kirkwood bad, n short lime before, computed a probable orbit for

"Vulcan," which satisfactorily represented the second interior term of

the series, and this accordance was one of the principal sources of the eon

fldence with which I ventured upon a publication of the prediction.

Forty one days afterward*, on the I'.Mh of June, De la Rue, Stewart

and I nmunicated to fhs Royal Society certain conclusions, baaed

upon 1 1 1 1

.

mi spot observations, laken in llirec different years,

audi Rtively, of 145, 198 and l89dayB. Those

flisturban< B7 of Earth's

which represented (he first interior term of mv v

and gart the tir-t conclusive verification ofmy prediction. In announcing
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this fact I > tin; Society, J presemed three nearly identical series, the first

being determined solely by Jupiter, the second by Karth, and the third by
relations of planetary and solar masses.* I gave precedence to the first of

these series, both because of Jupiter's predominant importance and because

of the man}' planetary harmonies which are determined by Jupiter's mean
perihelion.

f

At the time of the late total solar eclipse, Watson anil Swift each ob-

served two small planets between the orbit of Mercury and the Sun. By
comparing- the published position of the planet which was first announced

by Watson, with some of the most trustworthy of the recorded observa-

lions which were thought by Leverrier to indicate intra -Mercurial tran-

sits, Gaillot and Mouchez found an orbital period of 84:25 days,} which
represents the third interior term of my scries and the second strict veriti-

eation of my prediction.

The relatively rapid motion of Phobos, the inner satellite of Mare, and the

probably meteoroidal nature Of the corona, may reasonably lead 08to look for

an indefinite number of further verifications in the results of future discovery .

Nootherknown medium poMoases so great ft degree of elasticity as the hypo-

thetical luminiferoiK a'tlier ; in other is, therefore, so well fitted for the

production of musical, or rhythmical harmonic vibrations. Numerous evi-

dences of intelligent arrangement and design have been pointed out in the

solar system. They all indicate important laws, but none show so close

and general accordance with actual planetary positions as those which

most accurately record the " music of the spheres. "§
I submit the following table, both M evidence of the foregoing statements

and as a possible help towards the discovery of new planets or the deter-

ruination of their orbital periods.

No.
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The harmonic denominators for Nos. 1-8, etc., are of the general form

4»—3. The denominators for Nos. 1,-",, arc of the form 4 V—3 ;
V being

equal to !) (4/<.—3). The first term of the second scries, or the 9th term of

the first series, gives the orbital distance of a planet which would revolve

about the sun synchronously with a solar half-rotation, a period which

seems to be determined, as we have already seen, by the action of Light.

The term 9„ or the 45th term of the first scries represents the orbital dis-

tance of a planet which would revolve in a sidereal day, or synchronously

with Earth's rotation on its axis. The corresponding planet may be fitly

named Themis, in honor both of the daughter of Ouranos and Gaia, and of

her character as goddess of law and order.

The term :*>,, or the Stst term of the first series, marks the orbital dis-

tance of a planet which would have an orbital period synchronous with

Jupiter's rotation on its axis. Its designation has also a double fitness
;

Eunomia hiving been the mythical daughter of Jupiter and Themis, and

her name signifying "good government."

The term 4,, or the 117th term of the first series; givea the position oi' a

planet which would have an orbital period twice as great as if it. were at

Sun's surface.

The term ."),, or the 153d term of the first series, represents a planet which

would have an orbital period determined by Herechel's "Subsidence

from opposite extremities of an early solar diameter.

The term l>,, or the IS'dh term of the first series, represents the present

surface of Sun, provided the depth of the photosphere is one percent, of

Sun's radius.

The denominator 6f the one hundred and eighty-seventh term of the first

serial (1-j 18(1 1 7 1-">). Which terminates the intra telluric series, reprc-

BOta the ratio of the aggregate planetary mass to Sun's ni;i>s.

ll'T-clnd's modi tied statement of the nebular hypothesis and ( Jumniere's

ion, not only furnish ground for a satisfactory explanation of such

remarkable velocities as that Of the inner moon of Mars,* but. they also

1 to require that secondary orbs, when they revolve in less time

than i-> required for the rotation of their primaries, should be denser

lhan the primaries. ! find, therefore, good reason for anticipating that

I'ho! 1 a- any yet unknown possible moons Of Mars which have

an orbital term of Ic-s than a day, \\ ill he found to be more dense lhan the

plane) itself.

Thai tie id iii the harmonic undulations t)f

th<- liiiu'mlfcrous .-ether, is made Still more evident by the constant solar

•ion,
1
gh light: .7, representing Sun's superficial

itj at any -!a ••• >>f nebular condensal ion, past, preseiil, or future ; //.

1 modulus of light ; 1, time of corresponding rotary oscillation, or half

modulus 6f fight, or \ mean lu

tmnsphcre, under the constant acceleration g.
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Siatid Meeting, October; J.8, 1878.

Present, 16 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

Dr. Muhlenberg, a newly elected member, was presented

to the presiding officer and took his seat.

Letters accepting membership were received from Dr.

Morris Longstreth, dated Philadelphia, 333 S. 12th street,

October J7,; Mr. J. B. Knight, Hall of the Franklin Insti-

tute October 7; and Mr. Samuel H. Sciidder, Cambridge.

Mass., ( Jetober 4, 1878s

A letter acknowledging diploma of membership was iv

ceived from Mr. A. Agassiz, dated Cambridge, Mass., July

'.', \$%
Letters of acknowledgment for publications received wmrti

read as follows: from the Holland Sucietv of Scicnirs, dan.

7, 1ST? <l VI, i; l'n.r. 1. XIV, XA' 1 . : lioyal Society, New
South Wales, Sydney, September 9 (100 ; List).

The following receipts for Proceedings No. 101 : Essex

Institute: Providence Franklin Society and Society for the

Kneouragement of Industry; New Bedford Library: Am-
herst College j Vale College: Surgeon-General's ( )trice ; U.

S. Naval Academy; Smithsonian Institution; Kansas State

Historical Society; Messrs. (J. L. Yose, Jacob Bigelow, M.

D., Dr. Walcott Gibbs, T. P.James, Dr. Asa ©ray, E. N.

llorsford, .las. B. Francis. Dr. Pliny Farle, das. D. Dana,

0. ft Marsh, II. A. Newton, Geo. G.Y.rush, Wm. P. Blake,

.1. S. Newberry, Dr. W. A. Hammond, \Y. II. Green, Win.

r.lasius, IMiny F. Chase. T. 1 \ Dorter, George Smith, C. F.

llimes, J. F. Carll,.F. V. Hayden, Simon Xewcomb, Dr.

Theodore Gill, 0. A. Schott, Admiral d. Downes, E. Good-

fellow, \V. B. Taylor, J. 11. C. Collin. J. M. Ih.rt, J. L.

Campbell, Daniel Kirkwook, A. 11. Worthen, Dr. Robt,

Peter, d. D. Whitney,.!. F. Clarke, and Dr. F. darvis.
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Also receipts t'or Catalogue, as follows: Boston Public

Library (Part III); Amer. Antiquarian Society (Part III);

Wisconsin State Historical Society (Part III) ; Regents of

the University of .New York (Part 1) ; and the U. S. Naval

Observatory (Parts I, II, III).

A letter requesting exchange of catalogues was received

from the Public School Librarian at St. Louis.—On motion

the exchange was ordered.

Letters of euvoy were received from the Royal Society of

New South Wales, Sydney, Sept. 11, 1878; Royal Bavarian

demy, Munich, March 30,1878; and Holland Society of

Sciences. Harlem, Jan., 1877.

A letter was received from Mr. Walter White, Assistant

Secretary of the Roy;d Society, dated London, Sept. -3d,

1878, presenting a copy in bronze of the newly instituted

Davy Medal: and letters from the P. S. Department of State

transmitting the game.

Donations for the Library were received from the K.

Bavarian Academy; P. Accadeniia uei J^incei : K. Academy

at Lisbon : Kansas Academy at Topeka ; and Academy at

San Francisco; the Department or Alines, Melbout no: Royal

Dailisri Society: Pevne Politique, and M. M. Delesse and

Lapparant. Paris: CJondoil Nature; Mr. < ). Fisher, F. (!. S.
;

Essex Institute: P>oston Society of Nat nral History: Har-

vard College; American Antiquarian Society : Vale College ;

Prof. ( red. .1. Brush; Efl. 8. Dana: Lyceum of Ww York,

(N. V. Academy of Natural Science); Prof. .I.S. Newberry:

Polytechnic KYview ;
Brooklyn Entomological Society:

Franklin In-titute ; American Journal bf the Medical Sci-

ences; Medical News and Library: Penn Monthly: Prot'.

F. D. Cope; Dr. .1. P.. Cox: Mr. Edwin A. Parher; P. S.

iv. \
;

r
. s. Engineer Department

; Bureau of Fdu-

eation: Weather Pureau: 1
' niveisily o|' Virginia: Georgia

torical Kansas state Horticultural Society;

Ministerio de Fojuento, and Geological and Statistical So-

ciety, \l 1 1. 1 Ministerio de Fomento, Madrid.

A |j medal, u eopv of* the newly instil uteel Davy
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Medal, was presented to the Cabinet by the Royal Society

of London. On the obverse a head of Sir Humphrey Davy.

On the reverse the following legend:—'"The Royal Society

to Robert Wilhelm Bunsen. Grustav Robert Kirchhoff. In

accordance with the will of Humphrey Davy, who devoted

the testimonial presented to him by the Coalowners of the

Tyne and Wear to the encouragement of Chemical research

— 1877."

The Secretary ottered for publication in the Transactions

a memoir entitled, a The I 'pper ( 'arboniferous Flora of Wesi

Virginia. With 28 plates. I i v W. M. Fontaine and I.e.

White," and exhibited proof sheets of the quarto plates.

—

On motion the paper was referred for examination and report

to I>r. Leidy, l)i. .1. S. Newberry, and Mr. Le-ipiereux.

The Secretary read by title a communication entitled "On
the limiting Constant of Gravitation. By Pliny E. phase."

Prof. Lesley read a communication entitled " Notes op. a

series of analyse- of the Dolomitic Limestone rocks of Cum-

berland Co., Pa. The subject was discussed by Dr. Kbnig,

Frof. Fra/.er, and Mr. Walter.

Mr. Briggs read from a MSS. part k>[' bis discussion of the

economical problem of force and fuel applied to Electric

Lighting .as eompared with Lighting bv Coal Cas.

Mi-. Briggs invited attention to the remarkable fact that

all the exhibitors of Artificial fee Machines at Faris (six in

number, of which Fictet's .-eems to be best) claimed for their

several machines twice or three tin.es the maximum eihViency

to be expected, if the accepted theory of the coefficient pf

heat he true.

Frof. Fra/er communicated the fact that in his use of the

local telephone circuit during the Summer he had observed

a continued resonance of over tones.

In the course of some experiments on a telephone line with u view n>

decrease the crackling due to atmospheric disturbance, an observation was

made by Prof. Fra/.er which will seem to illustrate to what an intinites-

simal motion the sounds heard through the telephone are sometimes due.

A telephone was selected in which the diaphragm was held last at only two
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or three points instead of on a Hat surface, which usually binds the outside

of the metal piste. The diaphragm gave to one note a clear resonance,

in which the overtones so characteristic of metal plates in vibration were

distinctly heard (middle A of piano). On sounding this note into the

mouthpiece, while keeping the other telephones covered so as not to be

directly affected by the air-waves, it was found that the overtones were

audibly traceable in one of the other telephones with which connection

was had over a line of about one-third of a mile with a ground return eir

cuit.

It is difficult enough to understand bow the minute waves into which a

metal plate is thrown by a vigorous note of the voice can reproduce sound

through the intermediate agency of maxima and mimima of resistance in

the medium of current transmission ; but that the minute wavelets which

are produced upon tin- backs of these, should at, the extremity of a long

line produce sufficiently powerful variations of conductivity to cause the

mechanical fluttering of the diaphragm of another instrument to a suffi-

cient degree to cause the effect of sound could scarcely have been foreseen.

Pending nominations Si'»4, SiiT, StIS, S»; (.i, S70, and new
nomination 871 were read.

In the absence of Prof. Houston the consideration of his

nu>tion to amend the minutes was postponed to the next

reu'ulai' meeting!.

The Seeetary read a letter from Prof Henry Morton, dated

Hoboken, Oct. 7., drawing attention to a marked word,
>l

tfoucou's," in an enclosed OtiginaJ letter, written to him hv

l'rof. Sadtler. dated 1 »ee. :>1 , 1877 ; and for tin 1 purpose of

8hoWitlg that he- l'rof. Morton) did l'rof. Sadtler Ho injus-

tice in quoting this word (instead of Foti<|iie' in his letter of

M;i\ L5, L878, Commented upon in Prof. Sadtler's reply as

puhli.-hed in the Proceedings A. I*. S., Vol. XY11, page 724.

The pending nominations 864; 867 to S70 were balloted

for, and. after scrutiny of tin- hallot hoxes hy the presiding

Officer, the following were declared duly elected memhers of

t lie Society :

Dr. Albert II. Smith, of Philadelphia.

lev. Saml. Longfellow, of ( iermantown.

i. A. Foggo, D. I)., of Philadelphia.

M. A. I )e-e|,.i/.eaii\. ,,f 1'aris.

l>\.
<

'. Se||,.rlemiii.r, <>f Manchester, England,

and the meeting WHS adjourned.
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The Limiting Constant of Gravitation. By Pli'toy B. OKaiH.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, October 18, 1878.)

Newton and Lesage both thought that gravitation might be clue to some

action of an aether or "a'thereal spirit." If such supposed action is uniform

it should be capable of representation by some uniform or constant value,

toward which planetary or gravitating motion should constantly tend.

Faraday Bought in vain to find such a value, and his want of success led

him to the belief that the "correlation of forces" could not include t lie

force of gravity. It is true that a kind of c >n6tancy is observable in bodies

at rest, and another kind in circular orbits ; but if the distance from the

principal center is changed, the former varies inversely as the square of

the distance, the latter inversely as the square root of the distance. In-

asmuch as there is no known limit of possible density, there is no obvious

limit to the possible velocity Of gravitating motion.

My various investigations have shown thai heat, actinism, kinetic laws,

spectral lines, the arrangement and masses Oi planets, interstellar nodes,

barometric fluctuations, centers of inertia, terrestrial magnetism, chemical

combinations, and the aggregation or dissociation of stellar systems, all

point to the velocity of light MS limiting constant. Weber, Kohlrausch

and Maxwell having found a like pointing, in the relations which exist

between electrostatic and electro dynamic phenomena, it seems probable

that the goal of Faraday's search may also have been the velocity of light,

and that such velocity is the fundamental basis of universal correlation.

I have already pointed out three methods of approximation to the limit :

1, by the tenden<\ towards equality in planetary revolution and in the

mean moment of solar inertia of rotation ; 2, by the tendency to equality

between mean radial oscillatory velocity and the velocity which marks the

limit between complete solar dissociation and incipient nucleal aggrega

tion ;
:', by the tendency to uniformity in dissociative velocity at each of

the three principal centres of nebular condensation in the solar system.

Against the first of these methods the objection has been urged that it

Supposes the sun to be homogeneous. The validity of this criticism cannot

be determined until the problem has been subjected to a rigid mathematical
analysis. If such analysis should hereafter show that the objection is well

taken, it may be found that the sun is more homogeneous than the dense
planets, and sufficiently so to satisfy all the requirements of the method.
Draper's recent photograph of the corona indicates a diameter twie

great as that of the sun. This is in exact accordance with the supposed
gaseous nature of the sun, and, consequently, with its homogeneity, as well

as with the relations which I have pointed out between Jupiter's mass and
position.

Some have thought the second method faulty, because it involves a con

federation of hypothetical conditions of nebular condensation, such as are

inconsistent with the common notions of the nature of matter. Hut those

conditions were introduced merely to indicate joint tendencies, without

PKOC. AMKK. mil.os. BOC. XVIII. 102. F. PRINTED DEC. 12, 1878.
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;uiv regard to the variety of possible or impossible forms which the tenden-

cies may he supposed to assume or to indicate. In all mathematical

physics an ideal completeness is assumed, such as is never found in nature.

The method in question is analogous to the one which has been satisfac-

torily adopted in investigating the laws of elastic undulation.

It seems to have been generally admitted that the third method may be

accepted as lending probability to the indications of the other two, out it

involves the same question of dissociative velocity, and is, therefore, open

to the same criticism as the second method. For this -reason it seems de-

sirable to see Whether the problem can be successfully treated in some

other way.

If gravitating movements have any common limit, either of originating

efficiency or of ultimate tendency, which is uniform in all stellar systems,

that limit should evidently be sought in the direction of phenomenal

maxima, and with special reference to the principal center of the system.

If the a'theieal hypotheses are correct, we may reasonably presume that the

gravitating (-.instant is dependent upon some {Ethereal constant.

La Place established the general principle that the state of a system of

bodies becomes periodic when the ellbrt of the primitive conditions of

movement has disappeared by the action of resistances. This principle,

which is a necessary consequence of the third law of motion, is well illus

t rated in elliptical planetary orbits, in which the cyclical movement may
b,- resolved into alternate oscillations, of approach to perihelion and re

treat to aphelion. The duration of all such oscillations, whether circular,

slightly elliptical, Of as nearly radial and rectilinear as the central nucleus

will allow, is determined by the length of the major axis, varying as the

j
power of the length. If the major axes are equal, the oscillations are

synchronous.

[f orbital Collisions of particles, in the neighborhood of the focus, shorten

the major uxes, cosmical rotation may be substituted for free planet

ary revolution. But the limiting value, which is to be alternately over

come and renewed, will not be changed thereby ; the period for de

Btroying Or acquiring thai limiting value should still be one-half of the

cyclical period, or the period of a half rotation.

The equation of constant velocity, in an elastic atmosphere or in an

tethcreal medium, id

t l ;,h ;/',

denoting the wave velocity; //, the acceleration of gravity at the point

oi observation ; /<, the modulus of elasticity, of the height of a homogeneous

atmosphere; /. the time of rite or fall, through \ h. under the constant re

lardation or acceleration g ; / is also, as has just been shown, the time of a

half rotation which is supposed tQ be due lo a't Iniv d impulses, ("nallis

found* that If all tl rdinarj central tones are due to transformed

I BUCh loier. on atoms are in c\cry in

•liblllable to ,i llir ,;<<i I il TTi n /•>. w helher the atom-, be / in uinl nl /, I 1/

motions of i he eethor or by athercal vibration."

i-i,
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The constancy of wave-velocity requires that ft and t should vary in-

versely as g, The lavs- of conservation of areas demands the same ratios of

variability in the rotation of any contracting or expanding nebular nucl.

for, the velocity of rotation varying inversely as radius, and the distance

traversed varying as radius, the time of rotation or t, the time of semi

rotation) varies as the square of radius ; but <j varies inversely as the square

of radius, .-. gi oc , r, and is constant for all possible stages of nebular

condensation. The record of rotation is, therefore, invariable, representing

the undulatory velocity of the :cthereal medium, as well as the constant

limiting velocity of gravitating tendency for which Faraday sought.

The value of g being a maximum, in our system, at Sun's surface, then-

is where the limiting value; of gt is to be found. If we estimate Sun's

semi diameter* at 16' 2", Earth's mean radius vector is ','14.41 solar radii.

Laugier's mean estimate of i (the time of Sun's semi-rotation) is 1-J.liT

da.\s. or Ki!i:;sTJ seconds: I <jr < 2~/')
i

(:Hm.25C. x NlUOO)-

.-. g: . /• : M.Vj'J.-iOO. and gt r : -J.:'.!!). IJut the velocity of light, a.

cording to Struve's constant ot aberration, is 214.41 r : 497.825 T I

2.:!22.f This investigation, therefore, leads to the same result as those

which I have before undertaken, and gives the ctlocity of light as the limit-

ing constant of gravitation.

Stuhil Meeting, November
; 1, 1ST*.

Present, 20 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fkalky, in the Chair.

Mr. .1. 15. Knight, Prof. L. llaupt, ami Dr. Morris kong-

strejth, newly elected members were introduced to tin; pre-

siding officer ami took their scats.

Letters accepting membership were received from Dr. Al-

bert II. Smith, dated 1419 Walnut St., Phila.,0ct. 20, 1878;

Rev. Edward A. Foggo, D. 1)., 717 Locust St., Phila.,

Oct. 28, 1878; Rev. Samuel Longfellow, Germantown, Oct.

24; and Dr. A. S. Packard, dr., Brown University, Prov-

idence, ft. I., Oct. 18, 187s.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Ob-

servatory at Prag, Nov. t>, 1877 (99,100, List); the Royal

Danish Academy, Sept, 30, 1878 (100, List); the Royal

f
- Amor. Nautical Almanac.

i This is equivalent to Kayo's value of <jt for lat. in S '. or Cairlugton'B for lat.

1 1° J6'.
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Institution, Loudon, Oct. 15, (101, Cat. Ill); the Royal

Astronomical Society, Oct. 18, (101, Cat. Ill) ; the Society

of Antiquaries, London, Oct. 14, (101, Cat. Ill); and the

Boston Public Library, Oct. 17, (Cat. I, II, III).

Letters of envoy were received from Sir Lewis Mallet,

India Office, Oct. 11,1878; Physical Society of Bordeaux,

Oct. 15 (acknowledging also the receipt of Proc. 95, 96,

98, 99); Meteorological Office, London, Oct., 1878; and Mr.

E. Steigcr, 25 Park Place, Xew York, Oct. 23, 1878.

Donations for the Library were received from the Acad-

emies at St. Petersburg, Copenhagen, and Brussels; the So-

ciete Vaudoise; Geographical Society, School of Mines, and

Kevuc Politique, Paris; Commercial Geographical Society

at Bordeaux; Observatory at San Fernando; Harvard Col-

lege Library, and Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cam-

bridge; E. Steiger; Entomological Society of Brooklyn;

Engineers Club, and Historical Society, Phi la. ; Museum of

W.'sleyau (

T

niversity. Midclletown, Conn.; Public School

Library, St. Louis; and the Argentine Society of Sciences

at Buenos Ay res.

Prof, ('base read a "Note on the density of the Kinetic

Ether."

Prof. Sadtler read a paper "On the Electrolytic Estima-

tion of Cadmium, by Edgar F. Smith, Ph.D."' as a contribu-

tion from the Laboratory of the l'ni versify Of Pennsylvania.

l'rof. Sadtler presented to the Society a chemical [.repara-

tion obtained by a new and interesting reaction from IVun

sy lvania petroleum.

Tlir presence (if Olrjiiirs QT unsaturated hydrocarbons in Petroleum lias

been proved by Prof. Bchorlemmer, w\w obtained bromides of these by-

drocarbons by the action of bromine upon the several fractions of p

leiim. This reaction has only proved the presence of the lower boiling

memben of the series however. I had given to me by i>r. 0. M. Cresson

a thick viedd liquid said to be mainly made up of higher oleflnes. tjFow

the following reactions have been carried out with Ethene C, n,

< n,
i

cioii c ii,
; (

","

„ + °« co Oh
'

I . ndeavored in applj these reactions to the mixture of higher olomiesi
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and succeeded perfectly. In oxydising I vised the "chromic acid " mix-

ture, and after obtaining the chlorine-substitution acids I saponified them

with caustic soda. The preparation shown is, therefore, a mixture of soda

sails of these chlorine-substitution compounds of the higher fatty acids

As these compounds cannot he made by such read ion from the higher

" paraflins, " their formation proves conclusively the pretence of the higher

Prof. Houston read a joint paper entitled "On the cir-

cumstances influencing the efficiency of Dynamo-electric

machines, by Prof. Houston and Prof. Thompson.

Prof. Haupt read a paper entitled *' On the scales of Nffcps"

with tables.

Pending nomination No. 871 was rend.

Prof. Houston's resolutions, offered October 4, were called

up for consideration, and after a discussion of the subject by

Prof. Barker, Prof. Houston, Prof. Thompson, Dr. Ki'rnig,

and other members present, it was

Resolved, That the fourth and fifth paragraphs of page 738 of No. 101 of

the Proceedings, being portions of the minutes of the meeting of June 21.-t,

1S7S, In- corrected to read as follows :

"Prof, ilouston exhibited a microphone relay invented and made by

luniM'll and Prof. Thompson of the Philadelphia High School, to be ap-

plied to the articulating telephone."

"Prof. Barker exhibited a suite of Mr. Edison's instruments invented

and made by him during the last year or two, and stated that, in his opin-

ion, in their inventions so far as they involve similarity of principle, .Mr.

Edison had priority over Mr. Hngln

It was then, on motion of Dr. LeOmte, resolved that the

Index on page 730 be corrected accordingly.

Prof. Sadtler referred to the reading of a letter from Prof.

Morton to the Secretaries, at the last meeting, and said that

he had already himself made due acknowledgment to Prof.

Morton before the Society at the meeting of August 16th,

1878, as the minutes show.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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Goni from the Laboratory of the University of Penn-ojlrn n ia, No.

XVI.—On tlie Electrolytic Estimation of Cadmium.

By Ehoah F. Smith, Ph. D.

{Read at the meeting of the American Philosophical Society, Nov. 1, 187s.)

In a recent article published in the . 1 merican Journal of Science and Arts

(Vol. XVI., Sept., 1878), Prof. F. W. Clarke calls attention to the estima-

tion of cadmium by electrolysis, which, however, proved unsiu <

ful—the cadmium being indeed thrown out of the solution but in such

a form as to enclose impurities
;
yielding consequently unsatisfactory

results.

Out of curiosity, to see what might be effected by substituting some other

salt for the chloride, I employed an acetate solution and met with success,

as the following experiments will show :

T. .1450 grins, cadmium oxide were dissolved in acetic acid, the excess

of the latter expelled upon a water bath and tin* platinum crucible then

about half filled with water, and placed upon a copper ring connected with

the negative pole of a two-cell lbinsen battery, while joined to the wire,

leading from the positive pole was a strip of platinum foil extending into

the acetate solution. The deposition of the cadmium upon the sides of the

platinum crucible was regular and in a perfectly crystalline grayish white

layer. In about three hours the separation was complete. The cadmium
was first washed with distilled water, then with alcohol and finally with

ether. It wa- dried over sulphuric ac d. The metallic cadmium weighed

. 1270 grms. corresponding to 87.58 ', (\1. The calculated percentage of

metal in the oxide is s;..~.u.

II. ,2046 irnns. cadmium oxide placed in a small broad platinum crucible

were dissolved in acetic acid and after evaporating the excess of the latter

water was added—the solution, however, remaining rather concentrated.

The platinum vessel was connected with the negative pole of a bichromate

battery. To the copper wire of the positive pole was attached :1 phi

tiiiuin wire from which was suspended a small platinum crucible, winch

dipped into the solution in the larger vessel. The space between the walls

of the two cr icibles was not more than the I'iuhth of an inch. Only two

cells (if the batten were employed. The deposit of cadmium here as i

n

the first experiment was perfectly Crystalline and metallic in appearance.

Nut : trace of apoag-j metal was visible. The separation*Of the

metal was finished In about the same tine as in (I), and it was then washed

and dried as above. Found . I p.io -1111- uieta 1—corresponding loNl.ls

, <d.

•xperimeiils made I ha\e discovered that to obtain

lie following should 1 bseived : 1st Wink with rather

f ihe acelale. \'d Km ploy a sullicieiil number of

product rapid and rut her energetic current
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(hi, the Scales of Maps, /!>/ L. M. l/<i"yt, Prof, of Civil tint/ineeri/ir/

Towne Scientific Befool,

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, Not. 1, 1878.)

The object of this paper is to attempt if possible the removal of the am
biguities existing in regard to the use of ratios as expressing the scales of

maps and decrees of slopes.

Mathematical authorities are by no means agreed concerning the deliiii-

tion of the term ratio. They all maintain that it is an expression for the

relation existing between two quantities, but differ in the manner of deter

mining the value of this relation ; some, as Peek, Davie-, Robinson and

others, divide the second quantity or consequent by the tirs; or au'ec-dcnt
;

sonic, as JIutton, Alsop, Ray and others, divide the first by the second

quantity, and still a third class, as Chauvenet and Others, define it as being

the quotient obtained by dividing one quantity by another. It may there-

fore be cither | or $g 2,000,01)1). or

The same confusion is found to exist in designating the taps

and drawings. Some publishers and engineers givinu" if as so many miles,

or other denomination, to the inch ; others, as so many inches to the mile.

Auain in expressing slopes many authorities use the tang, of the angle

made with the horizon, that is the height divided by the base (*) while

others use tin; co-tarn;-, or —

.

Now if we consider the manner of obtaining the value of the ratio in a

(icometrieal Series or progression where no ambiguity exists, we find that

as each subsequent term is obtained from its predecessor by multiplying

by a constant factor ealled the ratio, so to obtain this factor or ratio we
must necessarily divide any term by the preceding one, and as this is the

only way in which its value can lie determined, it establishes a rule which
should be made to apply to all other cases.

We should then define a ratio as being the expression for tin ralt/e of the

relation, e.n'sti /></ between tiro quantities, and as obtained by (Uridine/ the,

SKI'UMI bj) the K1KST.

The query then arises as to which quantity should lie considered the first

and which the second, and we answer that the ;/ir, n material object to be

represented by the map or drawing is the I'n.it or measure with which the

other is to be compared. The map or drawing may be made of any con-

venient size, but the object to be represented is already fixed or constant

in its dimensions, and hence, as the unit or standard of comparison, should

be made the dirixor, or denominator of the quantity expressing the ratio
;

it is consequently the antecedent or first quantity. To illustrate, let it be

required to determine the ratio between a map and its original in nature.

The tract to be delineated in miniature is the fixed object, invariable in

size, which is to be compared with the plot representing it, and which may
be made larger or smaller according to circumstances, hence it become the

unit of comparison, and is the antecedent or first quantity, and as such the

denominator of the fraction expressing the ratio. The formula will then be:
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Field : Plot = —
. P and F being always reduced to the aame deno-

mination.

Thus a scale of V_'
X( ,

is 5280 ft. of field to 1' of map or one mile to 1 ft.

=A °f a taXle to !"» aQd not 1-" to 1 m il e

It is evidently incorrect therefore to indicate the scales of maps as so

many inches to a mile as is frequently done. Take the case of the recent

Geological maps of one of our sister states said to be plotted on a scale of

3" to 1 "-or 3" to 63,360" =^p- -21,120 that is to say the map is

21.120 times larger than the state itself a manifest absurdity resulting from

considering the map as the first quantity or standard rather than the field

itself.

In such cases errors of interpretation can scarcely arise as the intention

evident, hut there are numerous others that may lead to misconstruc-

tion, as where the drawings of small objects are nearly of the same size as

the things represented—thus a scale of £" to 1" would confuse a mechanic

unless he happened to know which was the larger, the object or the drawing.

the expression J" to 1' is likewise incorrect as it is the reciprocal of

the ratio intended— the inches evidently referring to the drawing and the

foot to the object. As it stands, applying the definition of ratio as deduced,

it will be equal to 12 :

J
= 48, making the drawing -18 times the size of

the model— it should be 1' to

If it be remembered that the antecedent always refers to the given object

and tlic, consequent to the drawing, no difficulty ean arise. It will always

happen then that if the drawing is on a smaller scale than the thing deline-

ated, the ratio will be a proper fraction : if larger, an improper fraction,

and if equal the value will be unity, or |.

It is hardly necessary to call attention to the fact that the number of

scale- in use is practically infinite, and that serious inconvenience results

therefrom to Engineers and Surveyors whose work extends over several

counties or states, making it frequently necessary to re draw large sections

of country. In compiling atlases it is the practice of publishers to vary

the scales according to the amount of territory to be represented that the

sheet may be tilled up, bu! nothing is gained thereby since the scale used

for the greatest area to lie represented will show with equal clearness all

the l' any other area. M >reover the eye becomes accustomed to

estimating distances on the maps, with Bufficienl accuracy for a roconnaia

6, When the scale is uniform, but when variable it leads to great con

fusion, aid especially when il><' publisher has neglected to indicate the

tmetimes happens.

li i- rery desirable to establish, If possible either by recommendations

icieties or by general laws, some conventional scales lor maps

a state of medium area u N F. or Penna. for the

unit, and nvenlonl size sheet of paper, sa\ i :; it..

would require :i seal,- ol thi used by the V. s. Coast

eral charts and reconnaisance, but too small for most other

purposes, I
could be plotted on the same scale by dissecting
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them. Foreign countries conducting Geodetic Surveys have adopted such

a system. In Prussia, Austria and Switzerland the plane table sheet art-

plotted on a scale of jjfafTf. In Italy the field work is plotted on a BCale

°f to ion. *nd in Sweden nnfotni- The older British charts and maps were

made on a scale of 1 m
- to 1"

i and the later maps of 1
'" to 6" or

,

„.'

,

iH , but these latter, while not being large enough to show parish bound-

aries with sufficient accuracy, require about six times the amount of labor

in their preparation and are inconvenient. The scale used by Prussia

and Switzerland for general maps is inftau> or one f°urtu tr,at ()t ,U(-'

detail sheds obtained from the plane table Surveys.

Populous; cultivated and mineral districts in Great Britain are plotted on

B scale of '

(H1 1
m to 26.844", partially cultivated and thinly settled dis-

tricts, on a scale of 1 "'• to 6" For the plans of cities of over 4000

inhabitants a scale of -,,',,, 0T 1 '" to 10.56 feel Is used, and for towns and

villages
1( ; or 1 '" -to 5 ft. is genera).

Xmneroiis other instances might be cited showing the great variety of

scales in use, but these will suffice. It is evident that in Government or

State Surveys some sy-tcmatic connection may readily be established be-

tween the several scales used, and it is very desirable that this uniformity

of scale be made more general. The scale adopted should be just large

enough to show clearly all necessary detail. Anything more than this is

a wasteful expenditure of time and money.
For general maps of States showing intercommunications, a scale of

.,, will be found sufficiently large.

For maps of counties, in totO, a scale i ill enable all necessary

features to be clearly represented ; this scale applied to Lycoming Co., the

largest in Peuna.. would require a map (4 X4J ft. For townships the

scale of ..

}

is quite large enough, and furnishes an admirable size for

the projection of Geological data.

For cities, towns and villages some decimal, sub-multiples of the above
scales should he used.

Cadastral maps of farms, parks or estates may be plotted on scales of

etc.

In indicating the degrees of slopes or the hater of retaining walls, the

natural tahgen 1 of the angle which the slope makes with the horizon

should invariably be used.

To save time in determining the relative values of some of the most im-

portant scales in use, and to aid in introducing the metric system of lengths, I

have with the assistance of Messrs. Win, M. Potts and J. W. VanOsten, Jr.,

prepared the accompanying tables of equivalents. The first, gives the

number of Miles, Kilometers, Poles, Chains, Yards, Meters and Feet of

territory which are equivalent to one inch of map for any given scale.

The second, is the reciprocal of the first, and states the amount of map sur-

face which would be covered bv any one or more of the above units, for

any scale.

PROC. A.MKK. PHILOS. BOC. XVIII. 102. G. PRINTED DEC. 26, 1878.
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Circumstances Influencing the Efficiency of Dynamo -Electric Machines.

By Profs. Edwin J. Ilowton and Eiihu Thomson.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, November 1st, 1878.)

During the recent competitive trials made at the Franklin Institute as to

the relative efficiency of some different forms of Dynamo-Electric Ma-

chines, the authors having been entrusted with the work of determining

the relations between the mechanical power consumed and the electric and

thermic effects produced, took the opportunity thus afforded to make a care-

ful study of many interesting circumstances which influence the efficiency

of these machines.

It is proposed in the present paper to select from the many circumstances

thus noticed, a few of the more interesting, reserving the others for a fu-

ture consideration.

It will readily be understood from the comparatively new field in which

we had been working, no reliable data of the electrical work of these ma-

chines having before been obtained, that difficulties constantly arose owing

to necessary conditions of operation, and new developments as to the be-

haviorof the machines under varied conditions, were constantly met.

A convenient arrangement Of the particular circumstances we are about

to discuss may be, 1st, Those affecting the internal work of the machine
;

2d, Those affecting the external work, and 3d, The relations between t he-

internal and external work.

The mechanical energy employed to give motion to a Dynamo Elec-

tric Machine is expended in two ways, viz., 1st, In overcoming fric-

tion and the resistance of the air ; and, 2d, In moving the armature of the

machine through the magnetic field, the latter of course constituting solely

die energy available for producing electrical current. The greatest amount

of power expended in the tirst way was noticed to be about 17 pel cent, of

the total [lower employed. This expenditure was clearly traceable to the

high speed required by the machine. The tpeed therefore required to

properly Operate B machine is an important factor in ascertaining its

efficiency.

The above percentage Of loss may nol appear so great, but when it is

compared with the total work done in tin- arc, as beat, constituting as it,

did in tins particular instance OVBt 50 pet cent, of the latter, anil about 88

per cent, of the total work of the circuit, its intltn nee is not to be disre

ed. [n another Instance the work consumed as friction was equal to

about BOper cent of that appearing In the arc as heat, while In the Gramme
ma. bite- experimented with, this percentage fell to BO per cent, of

that which appeared In the aroasheat and was only about ~< pet cent, of

the total power consum >d In driving the machine.

In regard to the second way In which mechanical energy is consumed, via,

:

in ., inc.- necessary to move the armature through the

netlc Held, or iii other words, to produce electrieal current, it must not

ed that all this electrical work appears In the circuit of the ma-
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chine, since a considerable portion is expended in producing what We term

the local action of the machine, that is local circuits in the conducting

masses of metal, other than the wire, composing the machine.

The following instances of the relation between the actual work of the

circuit, and that expended in local action, will show that this latter is in

no wise to be neglected. In one instance an amount of power somewhat

more than double the total work of the circuit was thus expended. In this

instance also it constituted more than five times the total amount of power

utilized in the arc for the production of light. In another instance it con-

stituted less than one-third tin- total work of the circuit, and somewhat

more than one-half the work in the arc

Of course work expended in local action is limply thrown away, since it

adds only to the heating of the machine. And since the latter Increases its

electrical resistance, it is doubly injurious.

The local ac'ion of dynamo -electric machines is analogous to the local

action of a battery, and is equally injurious in its effects upon the avails

hie current.

Again, in regard to the Internal work of a machine, since all this is event

Ui.lly reduced to heat in the machine, the temperature during running must

continually rise until the loss by radiation and convection into the sur

rounding air, are eventually equal the production, and the machine will at

last acquire a constant temperature. This temperature, however, will differ

in different machines according to their construction, and to the powei

pended in producing the internal work, being, of course, higher when the

DQWer expended in producing the internal work is proportionally high.

If therefore a machine during running acquires a high temperature when
a proper external resistance is employed, its efficiency will be low. But it

should not be supposed that because a machine when run without external

resistance, that is on short circuit, heats rapidly, that inefficiency is shown
thereby. On the contrary, should a machine remain comparatively cool

when ti proper external resistance is employed, ami he it greatly, when put

on short circuit, these conditions should In: regarded as an index of its

efficiency.

As a rule the internal resistance of Dynamo Electric Machines is so low

that to replace them by a battery, the latter, to possess an equal internal re-

sistance, would have to lie made of very large dimensions, so that the

efficiency of Dynamo Electric Machines, cannot be stated in terms of hat

tery cells as ordinarily constructed.

In regard to the second division, viz., the external work of the machine,

this may be applied in the production of light, heat, electrolysis, magnet-

ism, &G.

Where it is desired to produce light, the external resistance is generally

that of an arc formed between two carbon electrodes ; the resistance of the

arc is therefore an important factor in determining the efficiency. To re-

alize the greatest economy, the resistance of the arc should be low, but

nevertheless should constitute the greater part of the entire circuit resis-

tance.
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In some of our measurements the resistance of the arc was surprisingly

low, being in one instance .r>4 ohm., ami in another .79 ohm. It was how-
ever in some instances as high as 3.18 ohms.

It may be noted as an interesting fact that where the greatest current

was flowing, the resistance of the arc thereby produced was low. This is

undoubtedly due to higher temperature and increased vaporization from

the carbons. In this latter case also the greatest amount of light was pro-

duced.

The amount of work appearing in the arc as measured by the number

of foot pounds equivalent thereto, is not necessarily an index of the

lighting power. In two instances of measurement, the amount of energy

thus appearing in the are WB* equal, while the lighting powers were pro-

portionately as three to four. This apparent anomaly is explained by con-

siduring the resistance of the arc, it being much less in the case in which

the greater light was produced. The heat in this case being evolved in less

space, the temperature of the carbons, and therefore their light-giving pow-

ers, was considerably increased.

A few remarks on the conomical production of light from electrical cur-

rent may not be out of place. Thelighl emitted by an incandescent solid will

increase as its temperature is increased In the voltaic arc the limit to

increase of temperature is in the too rapid vaporization of the carbon.

Before this point is readied, however, the temperature is such that the

light emitted is exceedingly intense. No reliable method of measuring

the temperature Of the arc has as \ct been found.

A well known method of obtaining light from electrical currents is by
constructing a resistance of some material such as platinum having a high

fusing point and heated to incandescence by the passage of a current.

When platinum is employed the limit to its increase of temperature is the

fusing point of the platinum, which is unquestionably but a fraction of t lie

temperature required to vaporize carbon. Were the falling oil" in the

amount of light emitted merely proportional to the decrease in tempers

tare, the method last described might be economical. Unfortunately how -

e\er for this method, many facts show that the decrease in the light

emitted, is far greater than the decrease of the temperature. Most solids

may be heated to IQQQP F., without poetically emitting light. At :300<)

lie light emitted is such that the body is said to be at a bright red. At

LOOQ 1-'., the amount of light will have increased far more than twice,

probably as much as tour times that emitted at 8000° F. It is reasonable to

appose that with a further increase ol temperature, the same ratio of in

. will be observed, the proportionate increase iii luminous intensity far

exceeding the increase in temperature.

It WOUld therefore appear that the employment of a resistance of pla

tinum or other similar substance, whose temperature of alteration of stale

impared with thai of carbon is low, musl be far less economical than

the employment of the arc itself, which as now produced has been

about two or three I
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Indeed it would seem that future improvements in obtaining light from

electrical currents will rather be by the use of a sufficient resistance in the

most limited space practicable, thereby obtaining in such space the highest

possible temperature.

Perhaps the highest estimate that can be given of the efficiency of Dyna-

mo-Electric-Machines as ordinarily used, is not over 50 per cent. Our
measurements have not given more than 88 percent. Future improvements

may increase this proportion. Since the efficiency ot an ordinary steam en-

gine and boiler in utilizing the beat of the fuel is probably overestimated

at 20 per cent., the apparent maximum percentage of heat that eonld be re

covered from the current developed in a Uynamo-Electrie Macliine, would

be overestimated at 10 per cent. The economical heating of buildim-

means of electricity may therefore be regarded as totally Impracticable,

Attention has, long ago, been directed to the DM of Dynamo Electric

Machines for the conveyance of power. Their employment for this pur

pose would indeed seem to be quite promising. Since in this case one ma-

chine is employed to produce electrical currents, to be reconverted into

mechanical force by another machine, the question of economy rests in the

perfection of the machines and in their relative resist an

In respect to the relations that should exist between the external and in-

ternal work of Dynamo- Electric .Machines, it will be found that the great-

est efficiency will, of course, exist where the external work is much
greater than the internal work, and this will be proportionately gi eater as

the external resistance is greater. Our measurements gave; in one instance

the relaton of .82 ohm. of the arc to .11) ohm of the machine, a condition

which indicates economy in working. The other extreme was found in

an instance where the resistance of the arc was 1.98 ohms., while that of

the machine was 4.60 ohms, a condition indicating wastefulness of power.

Stated Meeting, Nov. 15, 1878.

Present, 23 members.

Vice-President, Mr. E. K. Price, in the Chair.

betters of acknowledgment were received from Prof.

Stor-nstrup, of Copenhagen, dated Oct. 15, 1878 (101); the

II. Zoological Society, Amsterdam, Oct. 15, 1878 (101 ; Cata-

logue, part iii); Teylor Foundation, Leyden, Oct. 26 (101);

Astronomical Society, Leipzig, Oct. 26 (101); Astronomical

Observatory of the Boman College, Oct. 29 (96); Royal

Academy of Sciences, Lisbon, April 23 (99); Royal Obser-

vatory, Greenwich, Oct. 29 (101); Prof. B. Pierce (101);

Buffalo Society of Natural Science, Nov. 12 (101); and the

Public School Library, St. Louis, Oct. 28 (Catalogue i, ii, iii).
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Donations for the Library were received from the Asiatic

Society of Japan ; the Minister of Mines, Melbourne ; the

Government of South Australia ; Imperial Academy of

Russia ; Society of Natural History, Moscow ; German Ge-

ological Society, Berlin; Zoologische Garten, Frankfurt;

Natural History Society in Freiberg im Breisgau ; N\ L.

Magazin, Gorlitz; Zoological Society in Amsterdam ; Royal

Astronomical Society, Meteorological Office, Meteorological

Society, and Nature, in London; Philosophical- Society of

Glasgow: Royal Irish Academy; American Journal, and

Yale College, New Haven ; Franklin Institute, Medical

News, American Journal of Pharmacy, and Robinson's

Epitomy of Literature, in Philadelphia; National Museum,

and Ministerio de Fomento in Mexico; and Prof. Saenz at

Bogota.

Dr. Barker, pursuant to notice, described the location, ap-

paratus, personnel., methods, and results of the Solar Eclipse

observations ot' July 29, last, at Rawlins, and exhibited

photographs, and the taximeter used by Mr. Kdison, who

was of the party.

Dr. McQuillen described the vivisection and subsequent

post mortem dissection of the brain of a pigeon (See min-

utes, Proc. Vol. XVII, page 314) which lived six months

between the operations; and introduced Dr. ('ail Seiler, who
described the methods of obtaining slices and mounting

them and exhibited such slices in a microscope.

A communication was received entitled "On some of the

Characters ot* the Miocene Fauna of Oregon. By E. D.

Cop.

The following resolution was offered by Curator Dr. Ores-

son, Seconded in writing by Curator Dr. Iir'n.ton, and put to

the meeting and passed.

Ruohed, Thai the Curators of the Boctetj be directed to make arrange

nMnti through the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia,

fat 1 1 1 •
- deposit of the collection of Ootei aid Medals, belonging to the So<

. in tin- Pennsylvania Museum <>r [udustrial Ait, under agreemenl

thai 'ii be properlj catalogued and displayed and returned

.in demand.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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On some of the Characters of the Miocene Fauna of Oregon.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, November 15, 1878.)

By E. D. Cope.

We have been for some time in possession of information as to the ungu-

late forms which inhabited Oregon during the Miocene period. Through

the labors of Profs. Leidy, Marsh and Bettany, we have learned of the

existence there of Oreodontidm in considerable variety
; of Anchiiheriida ;

of peccary like species ; of Elotherium, and of Rhinocerus. But of the uu-

guiculate types, of Rodentia, and of the inferior orders of Mammalia,

almost nothing is yet known. Having recently received a number of

specimens from the deposits in question, I am in a position to offer a

number of new identifications. The following species already known
from the Miocene of Colorado, I find contained in the collection, viz.:

Palaolagus Tiaydeni; Ganit gregaritu; Cam's Uppineottianwi; lFyper-

tragulus calcaratus ; Leptomery.r era mi.

Rodentia.

Stknkofibek okadatus, sp. now

This species is represented in my collection by a cranium which is nearly

perfect, the principal deficiency being the absence of the mandibular rami.

It is of smaller size than the *S'. nebrnscaixi* and S.pansus, and differs from

both these species in the relative sizes of the superior molar teeth. The
first of these is the largest, and the others diminish regularly in size to the

last, whose grinding face does not present more than one-third the ex-

tent of that of the first. The triturating surfaces of the second and

third have their long axes transverse. In all the crowns, besides the in-

ternal and external enamel inflections, there is but one fossette, which is

anterior to the external inflection. The latter has become isolated from

tin; superficial enamel on the last three molars, by attrition. The superior

incisors are flat anteriorly with the external angle rounded, and its dentine

presents the transverse undulations seen in S. pmisus.

Measurements. M.

Length of skull from incisive alveolus 0500

Width between summits of first molars 0060

fourth " DOfiQ

Length of molar series 011")

Diameter of the first molar \
"ntero-posterior 0040

{ transverse 0045

1 Manieter of third molar {
antero-postcrior 0028

(. transverse 0032

Diameter of fourth molar I
""^-posterior 0020

I transverse 0024

From the above measurements it is apparent that the molar series in this

species is equal in length to the anterior three molars cf the S. nebrascensis
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and 8. pansus. The posterior fossettes of the crowns seen in those species

are wanting in the 8. greuUtttU.

Entoptychi/s cavifroxs, gen. et sp. nov.

Char. gen. Probably of t lie family SaccomyidCB.* The cranium is

elongate, and presents inflated periotic bones, and slender zygoma. The

foramen infraorbitale is small and anterior in position, entering the maxil-

lary bone near its suture with the premaxillary.

leric churned rs. Molars
| |, rootless, and identical in structure. The

crowns are prismatic, and in the young stage present a deep inflection of

enamel from one side, the external in the superior teeth, the internal in the

inferior. After a little attrition, the connection with the external enamel

layer disappears, and there remains a median transverse fossette, entirely

enclosed by enamel. The tooth then consists of two dentinal columns in

one cylinder of enamel, separated by a transverse enamel-bordered tube.

Incisors not silicate

The teeth of tins genus differ from those of Perognatku» in being with-

out distinct roots, and in having the enamel loop cut off and enclosed. In

Dipodtimyx, the molars are undivided simple prisms.

Specif. Char. This species is represented by some entire crania, and

numerous separated jaws. The postorhital part of the skull is Buhquadrate

in outline, and depressed in form. The interorbital region is narrowed,

but the superciliary margins d'j not meet nor converge to form a sagittal

Crest They are thickened, forming two subparallel ridges which are sepa-

rated by a shallow concavity of the frontal hone. The nasal bones are very

narrow, and their posterior apices just attain the line of the supero anterior

angle of the orbit. The base of the malar bone is much elevated and very

oblique. The molar teeth arc directed obliquely backwards, the alveolus

of the first Issuing below the anterior part of the orbit. The first superior

molar is the largest, and the proportions of the others diminish regularly

posteriorly. The first interior molar is a little smaller than the second and

third, and is about equal to the fourth. Its anterior column is contracted,

while the [asl molar is like the second and third The face of the inferior

incisor is tlat. and its enamel is smooth. The external face of the jaw Is

bounded below by a Strong angle, as far anteriorly as Ix low the first molar.

M', ,tsu it in, Ills. M

Le&gtb Of Skull tO incisive alveoli .04 1

Width of skull at mastoids 080
•• between orbits 008

at middle of muzzle 010

I .ition of skull from Second limlar Oil

Of molar scries 007
•• first molar 009

Ith "i •' " 008

unof la>t molar 0010

\1. p. I'M.
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Measurements. M.

Width of crown of last molar 0015

Length from M. 1 to infraorbital foramen 007

Depth of mandibular ramus at M. 2 006

Width of face of inferior incisor 0016

Entoptychus planifuons, sp. now

A larger species than the E. cavifrons, represented in my collection by
parts of crania, and rami. The former show that besides the superior size,

this species differs from the E. cavifrons in the absence of the superciliary

ridges, and hence perfect flatness of the interorbital region. The latter is

also wider, measuring five-sixths the width of the muzzle at its middle,

while in the E. cavifrons it is only half as wide. The subjoined measure-

ments give the characters in detail.

Measurements. M.

Width of interorbital space 007
" muzzle at middle 0086

Elevation of skull from second molar 0130

I .cngth of inferior molar series 0072

Depth of ramus at M. 2 0072

Width of inferior face at M. 2 .0043
" " incisor 0018

Distance between Infraorbital foramen and M. 1 0050

ENTOPTYCHUS CKASSlItAMIS, s|i. nov.

This, the largest species of the'genus, appears to have been less abundant
than the two already described. I refer to it portions of two crania and

three mandibular rami, found separately. The superior size of the parts is

obvious, the posterior three superior molars having the same longitudinal

extent as the entire series of the E. ranfrons. The gradation in the size

of these teeth, is as in that species, the grinding surfaces diminishing

rapidly in extent posteriorly. The superciliary ridges are not well pre-

served, but were probably thickened as in E. rarifnuis, and the interor-

bital space was relatively as narrow, and not so wide as in E./ilanifrons.

The measurements below exhibit the characters more exactly.

Measurements. M.

Width of skull between orbits 007

Elevation of skull from second molar 015

Length of series of superior molars 011.1

Diameter of second molar i
""tero-posterior 003

\ transverse 004

Diameter of fourth molar I
""^-posterior OM

t transverse 002

In the mandibular rami the inferior masseteric ridge extends to below

the anterior border of the first molar, and is very prominent and acute.

It results that both the exterior and inferior aspects of the ramus are con

PBOO. amkr. l'Hir.os. see. rail. 102. i. printed dec. 30, 1*7^
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cave to the anterior extremity of the crest, which slopes upwards. The
incisive alveolus, though not prominent as in the JIgslricomorpha, is on the

inner side of the base of the ramus in front, and the enamel-face of the

incisor tootli is directed more inwards than downwards. Above the alveo-

lar prominence, the inner face of the ramus is gently concave. The ante-

rior origin of the coronoid process is opposite the posterior border of the

second molar.
Measuremi n t». M.

Length of inferior molar series 0105

Width of anterior face of inferior incisor 0028

Depth of ramus aftf. 2 0085

Width of ramus below at M. 2 0070

PLEUROLICU8 sulcifrons, gen. et sp. nov.

Char. gen. Fam. Saccomydise. Superior molars rooted and short-crowned.

The crowns with a lateral fissure bordered with an inflection of the enamel

sheath, extending to their bases. In the superior molars this inflection is

on the external side, and does not divide the crown. Superior incisors not

grooved.

This genus is curiously near to the existing ILteromys and Perognathus,

the two genera of 8aCCOmyid& ytith rooted molars. The former differs in

having the molars divided into two columns, each of which is sheathed in

enamel, while Ptrognathiu only differs so far as I am aware, In having the

superior incisors grooved.

Specif. Char. This species resembles those of the allied genus Entop-

tyeiktU in many respects. The BUperoiliary borders are thickened upwards,

forming two ridges, Which enclose a groove between them winch is more

pronounced than in the EtUoptyohut curi/rons. The muz/.le is plane above

and considerably wider than the interorliital space. The base of the ma-

lar is thin and oblique, and the foramen infraorbitale tateriut is well In

advance of the molar teeth and at the anterior part of the maxillary bone.

A groove passes backwards from its Inferior border, terminating in a small

foramen which marks a point neatly half way to the first molar. Within

thiS| another shallow groove bounds the more prominent median line. The

palatal surface exhibits two shallow lateral grooves, which commence op-

posite the posterior border of the first molar.

The grinding surfaces of the molars are transverse ovals, only Interrupted

by the exterior Assure. The Aral molar is Blightly differenl In form, being

r, and its lection, when nol much worn, being nearly round. Its an

terior portion extends towards the alveolus, giving an antero posterior oval.

on prolonged wear. Kaeli tooth has three roots, one interior and two

SXteriOf ; in the first they may be described as tWO posterior and one ante

i

' molar is the smallest, the -cries exhibit 1 ida-

lion in

M.

[nterorbita] width 0050

Width of muzxk at middle 0080
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Measurement*. M.

Deptli of cranium at M. 2 0138

Length of molar series along base 0080

Diameter of second molar {
antero-postcrior 0016

v transverse 0020

Width of face of superior incisor 0020

Meniscomys iiiitodus, gen. et sp. nov.

Gen. Char. The characters of this genus are derived from the dentition

of both jaws, and from portions of the cranium which are preserved. The
molars are rooted, and number }. Those of the superior series are with-

out enamel inflections, and the triturating surface exhibits two external

and one internal crcsccntic sections of the investing enamel. On the sec-

ond superior molar there are three external crescents in the typical species ;

and the first molar is simply conic. Between the inner and external cres-

cents, there are the curved edges of enamel plates directed obliquely and

transversely. The grinding surfaces of the inferior molars display in the

unworn condition, two L-shaped transferee crests, connected longitu-

dinally on the median line ; on wearing, the lateral emarginations of the

enamel become shallower, disappearing from the inner side, but remaining

on the outer. Incisor teeth not grooved. Forameninframbittib dnterin*,

If present, elevated in position and Dear orbit.

The characters of the dentition of this genus resemble those of the genus

Pteronbijx, which is now confined to Asia and the Malaysian Archipelago.

The superior molars differ from those of Pttromyi in wanting all reentrant

enamel Inflection. Specimens in my collection indicate,' two species of

1A itisroi/ii/x.

Specif. Char. Superior molars with a vertical ridge from the points of

junction of the crescents on the external side ; there are thus two on the

second molar, and one each on the third and fourth. Within each of the

external crescents is another crcsccntic edge of a pair of vertical enamel

plates, and the inner marginal crescent sends off a short transverse branch

towards them. With attrition, all these crests unite by their extremities,

enclosing four distinct lakes, which, after still further wear, disappear.

Attrition produces a similar result in the inferior molars, viz.: two pairs of

crescents enclosing four lakes, which ultimately wear out. The inferior

incisor has a shallow concavity on its anterior face.

The maxillary bone, anterior to the molar teeth, is shorter than the pre-

maxillary. The incisive foramina are entirely in the latter. The sides

and superior aspect of the muzzle are regularly convex in transverse sec-

tion* The inferior incisive alveolus is enclosed entirely in the plane of the

ramus, and extends posteriorly to below the last molar tooth. The masse-

teric ridge is very oblique, ami rises to a median point below the second

molar. The coronoid process rises from the front of the last molar.

Mt 'inurements. M.

Length of superior molar series 008
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Measurements. M.

~. - , . , ( antero-posterior. . . .004
Diameter of second superior molar <

1

Annm
I transverse. 003;>

,,
tl 'rl " " (anteroposterior... .0020

I transverse 0025

Width of superior incisor 0020

Length from hase of first superior molar to base of in-

cisor 00G5

Width between bases of first molars 0020

Length of first inferior molar 0033

Depth of ramus at second molar 0050

Width " below " 0035

M KXISCOMYS MULTIPLICATUS, sp. nov.

This species is considerably larger than the M. Iiippodus, and differs in

the greater complication of the enamel plates of the inferior molars. The
four crescentic areas are discernible on the worn surfaces of the crown, of

which the posterior inner is reduced in size on the middle two molars.

The two enclosed lakes have very plicate borders which form many small

loops, and sometimes they are fused into a single irregular area. The last

molar is extended a little posteriorly, and all present an entrant angle be-

tween the inner columns. The coronoid process originates opposite the

third molar, and the masseteric ridge ceases below the middle of the jaw

below the second molar.

Mi .inurements. M.

Probable length of inferior molar series 0120

Length of posterior three molars 0096

Diameter of second molar j
*********>* 0030

( transverse 0025

Length of fourth molar 0040

Depth Of ramus below second molar 0070

Width «'
" " 0050

Cahnivoha.

Tl MNoCYc.N AI,TIGENI8, gCll. et S|>. nov.

. Char. This genu ii only known from a mandibular ramus which

supports all the teeth excepting the incisors and probably the last molar.

Then arc (bur pnmolars and probably three t rue molars, all baying the

ral character of those of Ottnii. The only character by 'which l dls

tinguished the new genus Ttmnoeyon is seen in the form of the heel of the

i ill to..tii. [netead of presenting a concave surface hounded by ridges

or ti.
i re or less median outl is in the poste

rioT premolars of Ofsyama. [n the typical species, there is bul one row

of i naps on the Brat tubercular molar, but they are nol elevated, and stand

on one side of the crown, [n comparing this genua with types other than

tic peculiarity of the sectorial
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tooth, one well-known in the typical genera of Viverridce and Mustelidce.

Temnocyon is, however, truly canine in other details, and appears to ap-

proach the genus Palmocyon of Lund. According to this author, the

posterior inner tubercle of the anterior part of the crown of the sectorial

tooth is wanting in that genus, so that it is distinct from the North Ameri-

can form.

Specif. Char. The mandibular ramus is rather deep and compressed,

much more so than in the Ganis lalrans, with which it agrees in the length

of the dental series. As compared with the existing species of Canis and

Vulpes of North America, the sectorial tooth is relatively smaller and the

premolar* larger. In this respect it agrees with most other dogs of the

Lower Miocene, and differs from those of the Upper .Miocene (Loup Fork).*

The posterior tubercle is wanting from the premolars, excepting the last,

where it is large and obtuse, differing in this respect also from most recent

dogs, ami from the cotemporary Oanit gregariu*. In the sectorial tooth

the principal cusp is much elevated above the anterior, while the inner

median is small, with its apex in line with the anterior. The cutting edge

of the heel is not acute, ami is a little external to the median line ; there is

a weak cingulum like angle at its Inner base. The lirst tubercular tooth is

large, nearly equaling in antero posterior diameter the base of the third

premolar. It is parallelogrannnic in transverse section, and supports two

principal cusps ami an anterior ledge. The cusps are pronounced and

stand exterior to the middle line; their inner side slopes to the base of

the crown where there is no cingulum. The ledge is higher on the inner

than the external side. There are no liasal cingula on either side of the

bases of any of the teeth. The second tubercular molar is lost.

The alveolar margin of the jaw rises behind the sectorial tooth, and the

inferior margin begins to ascend below the middle of the same tooth more

decidedly than in ft lupux, latratu or cuspifftrt/t. The two large mental

foramina, are situated, the one below the second, the other below the third

premolars.

.)/. isnrt t/tents. M.

Length of anterior six molars 073

four " 045
" base of second premolar Oil

Elevation of crown " •* Oil

Length of base of fourth " 015

Llevation of crown " " 014

Length of base of sectorial tooth 0185

Elevation of principal cusp of sectorial tooth. 0100
" anterior " " " 0<>!t

Length of heel of sectorial 007

Elevation " " 0085

Length of crown of first tubercular 0115

*See Proceedings Academy Philadelphia, 1875, i>. '--, where I have discussed
the origin and history of the sectorial tooth.
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Measurements. M.

Width of crown of first tubercular 0065

Depth of ramus at P. M. 2 024
" " at sectorial 028

Thickness " " 010

I vnis < 0SPIOKBU8, sp. H0V.

This peculiar species is indicated by the greater part of the cranium with

dentition, to which are united both rami of the lower jaw with nearly all

of the teeth in place. These indicate a dog of small size, about equaling

the Cants i/regarius Cope, but one presenting marked characters.

The third premolar tooth in both jaws aiders from the corresponding one

in the ('. ffregturhu and in most recent species, in lacking the lobe of the

posterior cuttiug edge, agreeing in this (as regards the inferior series)

with the Ttmuocyon diligent*. It is present in the fourth inferior premo-

lar, which has besides, a low heel. The inferior sectorial tooth is charac-

terised by its great robustness
; the internal median tubercle is much ele-

vated, while the principal cusp is short. The heel is wide and basin shaped,

with the inner border as much elevated as the outer. The first tubercular

molar is characterized by its width as compared with its length being nearly

a- w ide transversely as fore and aft. It has two anterior cusps followed

by a basin with elevated borders, simulating two posterior cusps. There

are an anterior and a exterior cingulum. The second tubercular is a min-

iature of the first, differing in the more robust external posterior cusp, and

the absence of external basal unguium. There are no complete cingula

on the external bases of the other inferior teeth. The second superior

tubercular is well developed, having two external tubercles. The anterior

inner cusp of the superior sectorial is distinci and acute, and there is a

unguium along the inner base of the crown. The exserted portion of the

canines is long, slender, and with an oval section narrowed behind. The
enamel of all the molars is more or less rugose, a character which is only

found among our extinu dogs in the c. gtitmarianu*.

The mandibular rami are shallow, and their inferior margin is not stout .

:itle elevation of the latter commences below the first tubercular tooih

and the alveolar border rises but little behind. The masseteric fossa is deep

and Well defined.

Measurements. M

Length of inferior molar scries 04 I

of four premolar! 028

bass of second " 005

Elevation crown " " 005

Length of bate of fourth " 0072

Elevation of crown " 0055

l.i D kl
,,,( '

Elevation of principal cusp 006

Width of heel of sectorial.... ... .008
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Measurements. M.

Diameter of first tubercular •' ^tero-porteriot OOJ
t- transverse 60S

Antero-posterior diameter second tubercular 0087

Length of base of superior sectorial 009
" bases of two tuberculars 012
" base of first tubercular 0084

Canis geismariamjs, sp. uov.

This species of dog may be placed with reference to the size of its infe-

rior sectorial tooth between the 0. lippineotttanut and ('. harUhomianut.
In the robust proportions of this tooth it more nearly resembles the C
eutpigtrus. The mandibular ramus is robust and shallow, and quite dis-

tinct from the deep jaw of C. hartshoniianus The sectorial lias perhaps

twice the bulk of those of the <': UppincotttaWfU and C. CUtpigeriU. From
that of the latter it differs further in the small inner tubercle and con-

tracted heel.

The sectorial part of the tooth is relatively small, not exceeding the heel

in length, and its cusps are low. The heel is notable for the elevation of

the tubercle of the inner side—which exceeds that of the outer
; the latter

also, is contracted, Standing within the external base, which is represented

by a short cingulum. A weak cingulum below the sectorial blades. Sur-

face of the enamel rugose where not exposed to friction.

\lt'<tsu,rtuieittx. \1

vertical, anterior cusps 000
" heel 0038

antero posterior 01 LA

transverse, middle 006

Depth of ramus at sectorial 012

Thickness of " "
(MIT

The affinities Of this species are evidently with the ft cux/tii/ems. It is

named in honor of Jacob (Jeismar, a skillful naturalist of Philadelphia.

M \c u ikodis 8TRIGIDR58, sp. nov.

This obviously distinct species is only represented by the crown of a

superior canine tooth, from which the apex has been broken. Its characters

are so peculiar that [record it under the above name, not knowing whether

I shall have better specimens.

The tooth is long and very much compressed, much more so than in any
species of the genus known to me. It* anterior and posterior edges are

finely and very perfectly denticulate without lateral flexure near the base.

The centre of each side of the tooth is occupied by a wide open gutter, so

that the greatest transverse diameter of the crown is not at its middle.

These gutters become planes towards the apex, giving an elongated hex-

agonal section. The size indicates an animal of the proportions of the

M. jirimivfitis, and smaller than the .)/. braehpopt.

Diameters of sectorial
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As compared with the superior canine of the DaptopMlus squalidens,

which the present specimen resembles in its compression and fine denticu-

lation, it differs in its greater relative length and in the presence of the

lateral open sulci.

M, isu-r, utciits. M.

I

anteroposterior 0120

Diameter at base ,

transverse
J greatest 0086

I I median 0032

Length of a denticle on base 000143

Mach.kkodus brachyops, sp. nov.

This species, which ranged in size from that of the puma to that of the

jaguar, is represented in my collection by parts of two crania ; by an en-

tire cranium ; by a left mandibular ramus with parts of the skeleton, and

veral isolated teeth. The characteristics of the molars in both jaws

are those of the other species of this genus. The first superior pre-

molar is two-rooted and small, occupying the middle of the short space

between the canine and the second premolar. The latter is large, and has

no anterior basal tubercles. Sectorial without anterior basal tubercle.

Tubercular tooth small, transverse.

The crania of the three individuals mentioned agree in many particulars;

and especially in the very short face and muzzle. This maybe more ex-

actly expressed by comparing the interspace separating the second and third

premolar from the canine with the length of the base of the latter. From
tliis it is seen that the two dimensions are equal, while in the M. prima-

dim the first mentioned Is much the longer of the two. In the mandible

referred to this species another character is seen in the relatively large

size of the premolars, which much exceeds Hint of the corresponding teeth

iii .1/. prtmaOU*. The first is stated by Leidy to have an anterior hasal

cusp, which is wanting in the V. braehyopi.

In the first cranium the sagittal crest is well developed. The canine

tooth has an oval section at the hase of the crown, whose long diameter

somewhat exceeds the distance between it and the anterior base of the sec-

ond premolar. The infraorbital foramen is large. The second specimen,

the left maxillary and part of malar hones with teeth, shows that the

length of the base of the sectorial tooth equals the space between it and the

middle of the fust premolar. The superior aspect of the proximal portion

of the malar lionc is horizontal, constituting a surface not seen in the spe

Of Wit, The canine is roliust, with an o\ al section at tin- liase. The

rtor denticulate cutting edge extends higher up than the anterior, and

- .it the base of the enamel. The anterior cutting edge is oa the In

le of the anterior face of the tooth.

)/, .;

\.. I. M

Of mUSSle In front Of canine. (117

posterior "is

ni i

•in canine In p. M <M i

ai bate !

: ""'' r" '

' I Oil
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Measurements.

No. 2. M.

Length of base of series to canine 062
" " second premolar 018
" " sectorial 025

Elevation to summit of infraorbital foramen 033

The characters displayed by the second cranium lead me to suspect that

it is that of a female. A striking feature of the superior dental series is the

small size of the canine, which is also not much compressed at the base

As regards the cranium, the sagittal crest is only distinct over the posterior

part of the brain case ; the zygomata are not very widely expanded, and

the muzzle is narrowed. The external infraorbital foramen is lai

The mental border of the mandibular ramus is not flared downwards
but is continuous, but the external is separated from the anterior and in

ferior faces by strong angles. The diastema is long. Three molars, all

large ; the first without anterior basal tubercle, the second with a large one.

Sectorial tooth the longest, with well developed simple cutting heel.

Mean tire nte nts. M

Total length of cranium 102

Greatest width " 128

Length of dental series with canine 077

Diameter of canine at ll:ls,
' -n.ero-posterior 012

I t ransverse 008

Distance between canine and second premolar 019

Length base second premolar 01!)

Length base sectorial 023

Length inferior dental series, with canine 004
" diastema 020

Length base of first premolar 015
" " sectorial .021

Depth of ramus below second premolar 082
" " superior canine 027

This sabre-toothed tiger is larger than the Mucluvrodux primaeua, and is

more* like the animal indicated by a fragment of the lower jaw named by
Leidy, M. occidentalis. But the latter agrees with the 3/. priuuiriis in the

relatively small size of teeth, especially of the first premolar, and in their

oblique position, characters not seen in M. braehffOpH.

Perissodactyi.a.

Anciiitiikiuum equiceps, sp. now

This animal is represented by a portion of the skeleton including a com
plete cranium of one individual with mandibular rami of several others.

The characters of the species are well marked, and do not approach very
nearly to those of any other known to me.

The skull is considerably larger than that of .1. bairdi, and the length

PROC. AMK1{. PHILOS. BOG Will. 102. .1. IMMNTKD DBC. 80, 1878.
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is greater as compared to the transverse and vertical diameters. The pre-

orbital region is but little concave, and the anterior border of the orbit is

above the posterior half of the first true molar. The molar teeth present

a tubercle between the anterior lobes, and a weak cingulum extends round

the inner base of the anterior one, and in the second premolar, round the

base of both inner lobes. Thence it passes round the anterior base of the

crown and ceases in a tubercle which rises in contact with the anterior

median crest. On the posterior side of the crown the cingulum in like

manner terminates in the large three-sided posterior marginal tubercle.

The anterior median tubercle-crest is well distinguished from the anterior

inner tubercle and is directed very obliquely. The posterior median crest

is continuous with the inner, and is well separated from the external

crests. The external basal cingulum is robust, the columns are prominent,

and the outer faces of the external crescents deeply impressed but with a

well marked median ridge. The external cingulum and its margins is ru-

gose; other parts of the enamel smooth. The first premolar has two

roots; the second premolar is as long us the fourth, and longer than the

last true molar.

M

Total length of cranium 880

Length of dental series to first incisor 117
" " " canine 180

molar " 100

" premolars 068

second premolar 015

Width of " " 015

r.. ,. , , i anteroposterior 0185
Diameter Inst true molar '

1 transverse oi<;.>

... ... , ( anteroposterior 0185
Diameter oi last true molar '

1 transverse OViO

Fnun .1. eondoni Leidy, this species differs materially in the composi-

tion of the superior molars. In that species there are no inner tubercle

and cingulum ; the anterior median crest is more completely separated ; the

anterior cingulum does not cease with the anterior marginal tubercle, and

the posterior marginal tubercle is linear, no! trihedral.

Illl III.IMI \! I'.i: \c UYI.nrillM. sp. HOV.

Portions of the maxillary bones supporting molar teeth, Indicate a spe-

of the size of the .1. eqvictpt, but differing In various respects.

The median ami inner tubercles arc notdeeply separated, and the for

incr ;»re cut off from the external crescents by a deep fissure There is no

tubercle between thfl bases Of thfl inner cones, nor is there any internal

alum. The anterior cingulum dors not develop a distinct tuberclo,

and does not extend to the anterior extremity of the anterior outer crea-

"l'ii»- posterior cingulum develo] trihedral tubercle, and

then extendi nearly to the external crescent, The external cingulum is
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robust, and the external columns are prominent ; the intervening spaces

are impressed, and have a distinct median ridge. Enamel smooth or

slightly rugose at base of crown.

Medxurcment*. M.

Length of two superior molars 030

Diameter of first superior molar (
antero-posterior 015

t transverse 017

These dimensions are those of the A. eqvicept.

A.NC UITHERIUM LONOIC1USTIS, Sp. nOV.

This is a smaller species than the two above described, having the di-

mensions of the A. bairdi. The best specimen representing it consists of

a right maxillary bone, which supports all the molars excepting the last.

The intraorbital foramen issues above the third premolar. The tirst pre-

molar is two-rooted ; the second is not elongate, and is equal to the other

premolars, or the penultimate true molar, in antero posterior diameter.

There are no interior basal tubercles or cingula, hut tin- anterior einguhim
has a tubercle which is appreesed closely to the anterior median. The
posterior cingulum expands into a targe trihedral posterior marginal tuber-

cle. The anterior median tubercle crest, appears in the worn state to Im-

moderately distinct from the internal ; both it and the posterior middle are

characterized by their production outwards ;
the latter passing between the

exterior crescents and forming B junction with their common connection.

The external cingula are not strongly marked, nor the external fact

the crescents impressed
; the latter are convex, and with the median ridge

little distinct. Enamel smooth.

MtamremenU, M.
Length of anterior six molars 062

" premolar series 04 1

Diameter of second premolar
{ «»tero-posterior <" ;;

I transverse oil

Diameter of second true molar ' Mtero-posterior 0185
< transverse 0166

In the Annual Report of the V. S. (ieol. Surv. Terrs, tor IS?:!,* I gave
the comparative characters of the three species of this genus then known
to me, viz.: A. buirdi Leidy ; A. amentum Cope, and A. exoletum Cope.
I now give a table in which the three species above described are intro-

duced, with the A. eondoni Leidy.

A A tubercle between the internal lobes of the superior molars.

Larger; median tubercles well separated; large anterior and posterior

marginal tubercles 1. eguieeps.

Smaller; median tubercles not separated ; no anterior marginal and a small

posterior marginal tubercle A. bairdi.

A A No tubercle between inner lobes.

Page (96.
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i. External cingulum robust.

fi
Anterior median crest little or not distinct. •

Larger ; median crests cut off externally ; no anterior marginal tubercle
;

external faces impressed A. brachylophum.

Small
; posterior median crest confluent with external crests ; an anterior

marginal tubercle ; external face little impressed A. longicristis.

Anterior median crest isolated.

Larger; a large anterior marginal tubercle; posterior marginal linear

wrinkled A. condoni.

Small; anterior marginal tubercle minute, posterior triangular; median
crests short ; smooth A. cuneatum.

ii. External cingulum narrow.

External faces without median rib ; median crests short, the anterior cut

off; marginal tubercles small A. exoletum.

Stylonus seversus, gen. el sp. nov.

.. Ohar. These are derived from superior molar teeth Stylonus is

allied to Hippotherium in details, including the isolation of the anterior

interna] enamel covered column, which thus forma an island of dentine,

and in the prismatic character of the tooth. It differs from it in the fact

that the posterior internal column is isolated in the same manner as the an

terior, thus forming a second island on the triturating surface of the crown.

This interesting new genus adds one to the already numerous forms of

extinct cipiinc animals. It carries to its limit the line of development

which retains the inner tubercles of the molar crown distinct from the

median. The preceding station on this line which we know is the genus

Anr/iijijii/x, where the median crests have not assumed the antero posterior

direction belonging to the higher equine genera, and where the molars

have short crowns and long roots. We may then believe that the line

which includes AnchipptM, HippoiktriUtn, and 8tyUmu$, is a side branch

from that which terminated in BqUtU. The line of Eqititt must be traced

from Hum through Protohipptit and Hipptdium.

SjH-fif. Char. Two superior molar teeth were accompanied by a num-

ber Of inferior molars as having been all found together, but whether they

belong to one individual is uncertain. The dentinal lakes of the superior

molar are continent by the median transverse valley, and increased wear

Would probably Join the posterior pair by their posterior angles. The bor-

ders of the cementum lakes are simple, exeept one or two plications on

their opposed adjacent borders, and one at the posterior inner part of the

erior. The internal columns are small, and their seel ions form I wo

equal ovals with their long Axes antero-posterior. The anterior dentinal

lake wends oil narrow loop towards the posterior pan of the anterior

column. The shall of the tOOtb is Incurred, and the external face Is nil

equally divided by the usual ridge. The wide gutters on each side of the

uniformly concave, and contain rather shallow deposit ol

i i m< nliim
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In the inferior molars the two median interior tubercles are stout, and

the loops which they bound, are nearly enclosed. There is a tubercle be-

tween the bases of the external columns.

Measurements. M.

Length of crown of superior molar 028

tv, . .
, f anteroposterior 018

Diameter superior molar <
*

* transverse 016

Long diameter internal column-lake 005

From the Pliocene formation of Cottonwood, Grant co., Oregon.

D^eodon shoshonensis, gen. et sp. nov.

Gen. Char. These are indicated by the terminal portion of the lower

jaw of a huge mammal, which does not resemble that of any known
genus of this order. It supports on the side, three incisors, one canine,

and two premolars, which form an uninterrupted series. The first pre-

molar has two roots ; and the canine is of huge proportions. The mandib-

ular symphysis is coossified, and there are no osseous tuberosities on it

nor on the adjacent parts of the rami.

The characters of the piece on which this genus is established indicate

that the latter probably pertains to the Chalicotheriiihe along with Menodus
and Sj/mborodon. From these its six inferior incisors distinguish it, while

the absence of a diastema separates it from Chalicotherium. From /'

osyops and Limno/tytts it may be known by the large two-rooted first pre

molar, or more correctly, in all probability, by the absence of the first

premolar of the inferior series. In the relatively powerful canines it re-

sembles the last named rather than the first named genera.

Specif, duty. The canine teeth are very robust, as in the species of

Hlotheriuin. The inferior face ot the symphysis is not steeply inclined,

and is quite elongate. It is narrowed near the bifurcation and expands to

a rounded incisive border. The first incisor is narrower than the second

anil third, which are robust. There are two small mental foramina, the

larger below the anterior root of the anterior premolar
j the second below

the anterior root of the second premolar.

Measurements. ML
Length of symphysis above 155

Width between bases of canines 100

Anteroposterior diameter of base of canine 0M
Transverse " " second incisor 022

Diameter of base of first premolar |

=">tero-posterior 040

I transverse

This species is the largest of the North American Perixnodactula, with

the possible exception of the Menodus proutli.

AUTIODACTYLA.

Hyopotamus guyottanus, sp. nov.

This species of a genus little known in North America, is represented by
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a portion of the left- mandibular ramus, in which only the lust molar is

sufficiently well preserved for identification. The latter is, however, per-

fect, and furnishes clear evidence of the former existence on the west side

of the Rocky Mountains of a species distinct from the H. americanus Leidy,

from the more eastern regions. The cones are in pairs and are directly

opposed ; their section is sub-trihedral, the two external sides of the ex-

ternal cones, forming a regular convexity. The cusps are acutely pro-

duced and slightly divergent. The posterior side of each outer cusp is

excavated ; the exterior side of the same presents a median rib with a con-

cavity on each side, which is terminated below In- an imperfect ciugulum.

The latter terminates on each side of the base of the cusp in a rudimental

cusp, of which there are thus four on the external side of the tooth. The
boundaries of the inner face of the external cusps are angular ; the poste-

rior one joins a corresponding ridge from the inner cusps, but there is no

descending ridge on the anterior inner side of the internal cusp, which

therefore forms no junction with the opposite part of the external cusp.

The fifth cusp is well developed, and sends a crest inwards to the interior

of the interior cusp of the adjacent pair.

"rements. M.

Diameter of las. inferior molar ,'
"ntr-ro-postorior 022

I transverse 010

This species is smaller than the II. americanus, and differs much in de-

tails. It is dedicated to Prof. Arnold Guyot, of Princeton, New Jersey.

ptiet K$i <>f medals struck to commemorate the Battfe of Waterloo.

]hi Henry Phfflipe, Jr., .1.1/.

td before the American Philosophical Society, De<\ 0, L878.)

l. Medal by Pistrucd (never struck but reproduced by galvanism). Ob-

verse. The DiOBCUli In heaven. Zeus in a quadriga smites the Titans

with a thunderbolt. Severn. In profile are the beads of the emper-

ors of Austria and Russia, and of the Kings of Prussia and Great

Britain, surrounded by allegorical emblems representing peace.

Laureated profile facing right with Inscription Nafolbob km-

PBR1 i i:-

Victory holding B palm branch and hovering in the air over

a mass of broken arms and trees. In the e\erguc, IJataiu.i: or

.li an \\ mi .h in m \\

.

.:.-d profile facing rlghl Napolbo* Bonapartb,

vanquished by vultures; Waterloo, [n the exergue,

18 Ji in 1815.

Three*qttarter bnsl Wn.u Fb:G L Alkaus Rboni Bbl

OK I chin. in ::i i'i PAB.

between two trophies of arms and the French Bag. Vis
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virtute repress a. In the exergue, Ad quatres bbai d. xvi

Juki i mdcccxv.

5. Obv. Bust facing right. Arthur Duke op Wellington.

Rev. Two joined hands surrounded by a laurel wreath tied with rib-

bands, bearing the names of Wellington's victories. Waterloo, June

XVIII MDCCCXV.

6. Obv. Bust facing left. Duke of Wellington. Exterior legend. /

land : Portl: Spain: Steed*. Rm*a
. PrttMf*. Aunt". Lfolld . et France.

I nited 30Z/t May 1814.

Rev. Victory seated on a stand, holding in her right hand a palm

branch and in the left a laurel. Wellington. Upon the stand

Waterloo. Exergue, June 18, 1815. Exterior legend, The hero »j

freedom, the pride of his country and tin or no no n% of human nut tire.

7. Obv. Two busts facing

—

Herzog von Wellington. Fukbt \ on

Blucher. Below the busts, Ietton.

Rev. A battle. Schlacht bei la belle Alliance. Exergue, v

:

15 : Bis 18, Iun. 1815.

8. Obv. Bust, facing right. Henry William Marquis OF Anglesey.
lien. Mounted officer leading a squadron. Charge of thb Bbxtub
at Waterloo. Exergue, June XVIII MDOOOXT.

it. Obv. Profile facing right. Wiliiklm IV KOBMIti v. Hannover.
A : Koenig n: v : r Gross Brit : u. Irl :

lor. Victory on a column of triumph. 1)kn Siegeus von Waterloo
das Dankrare Vaterland errichiet llni-,<- />. A 17//. Jan.

KDOOOxxxn. Exergue, .Will .hm. MDOOOXV.
10. Obv. Two heads facing each other under a laurel crown in a frame

placed on standards : La Belle alliance. Herzog von Wkllington
I'i i;st von l!i.i ( her. On the ground a sword, a buckler and a broken

eagle, with these words, S. Joan. Waterloo.

Hi >•. A winged figure borne on clouds bearing a shield surrounded by

Inscription M. S. Joan, Waterloo. Inscription on shield in ten lines :

DKN
ANDENK FA-

DER FDR DIE

VERHINOKl I.N 1 1 K I IM.

80 SIEGKEICIIi.N

FUR EUROI'A's WOIIL

SO BNT8CBBIDBNDBM
tage

DesIG: 17 : 18 Jim
1815.

11. Obv. Two heads facing: Blucher Wellington on a laurel crown.
lor. DEB SIBGGEWOBKTBH HELOEN HERRLICHSTER SIEG VON GotT
GEGEREN /I'M UXYERWELKI.ICHEN LORREERKRANZ. Vl-KMi II
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TUNG DES MEIXEIDIGEX FEIXDES NACH VIER-TAEGIGER SCHLACHT
BEI LA BELLE ALLIANCE D. 18 JUNI 1815.

12. Obr. Two superposed heads in profile facing left. Alexander I

Fried Wilhelm III.

Ret. Gothic pyramid, dankbar gegen gott eingedenk seiner

TREUEX VERBUNDETEX UNO EUREND DIE TAPFERKEIT SEINES

VOLKES LEGTEIX GEMEINSCHAFT MIT ALEKANDER I KEIZER VON
Russland FRIEDERICH WILHELM III, den 19 September,

1818, DEN grundstein des denkmals pur die RUHMVOLLEN
EKEIGXISSF IX DEX JAIIREN 1813 \ 1814 I 1815 I

13. Obo. Same pyramid. As a circular legend a list of the victories won
by the Prussians over the French, finishing with La Belle alli-

(E* Laon* Bar sur Aube* Paris.*

Rev. An archaic German inscription. Around the German inscription,

'Monument at Berlin, made at the royal iron foundery at Berlin,

erected in 1820, inaugurated March 30, 1821."

14. Obc. Head of Blilcher facing left, bust draped in a linn's skin. Dem
i rusTKx Blucher von wahlstatt die Burger Berlins im

.lAlIK lSKi.

Rer. St. Michael destroying the dragon ; below 1813 : 1814 : 1815.

15. Obv. Profile head facing right. Blucher von wahlstadt in a laurel

wreath.

Ren. The arms of Blucher below a ducal robe.

In. Obr. Profile facing right in a laurel wreath ; Gneisexau.

Anns of Count (Jneisenau.

17. ()h,i. Profile being right PbsBDB, Wiluelm vox Hii.vrNsruwHiG.

Rev. An armorial escutcheon, surrounded by a collar of an order and

Charged witli six hearings.

18. Obv. Right profile: hust in a laurel wreath. Wellington

Rev. The arms of t lie duke.

.ft profile, (Juillelmo IIEUOl DILKCrO.

I'oiir arms forming a cross. /-< 16 Juni 1616.

Horseman galloping right. OBOfTS riuxcE OK orange. kOL

i.wn- OLOBY.

Within a nown of palm and laurel. Watkkloo. .June IS, 1815.

81. 06a Profile bust being left. F. Has. <;. L von BlOobxr. The
i.niKUTiKs 09 BUBOPB rest" BY rin; initio eifoiits ok 1

". n <

.

I.\NM ANIl 11KK AUGUST ALLIES Till. 1' K I I.I M I N A Kl I'.S OI IT Ml

\iw BO, 1814 Profile hust being right. AxexaBdeh
BMP. oi- all i in. H

on a crown of palm and olive In akm- inxi.n.ilm 1H

Profile bclog left. TnDtmoi Wblliwotoh

\i\ Thi i>i a oi w 1. 1. 1. ini, ion
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24. Obv. Bust facing left. Authur Duke op Wellington.
Rev. Mausoleum, surrounded by a lion and two figures, with inscrip-

tion, Wellington, born May 1709 died Sepr. 14, 1852. Legend.

Britannia mourns her hero now at rest. In the exergue.

Waterloo June 18, 1815.

25. Obv. Victory holding a sword in right hand and in her left a crown

Oott segnete die vereinigten heere.

Rev. Bei la belle alliance durch BlucJier und Wellington d. IS June

1815.

26. Obv. Same as 25.

Reo. Durch den siegreichen einzug Blucher und Welling-
ton's in Paris d. 7 Juni 1815.

27. Obv. Trophy, formed of a helm, a sword, an olive branch and an owl.

Reo. SlEG BEI LA BELLE ALLIANCE DURCH HERZOG V. WELLINGTON
UND FURSTEN V. BLUCHER AM 18 JUNI 1815.

88. Ob*. Laureated profile head facing left. Georgius W. P. Vicem.
Regis Bhitanniarum gerens.

Reo. The Royal standard of England. Above Wellington, below

Waterloo die jun 18, 1815. On the edge, Ponte Waterlooensi

dedkato Jun 18, 1817.

2i). Obv. Profile facing right Gulielmus I Belgarum rex.

The lion of Waterloo on the mound. Monumentum Water-
looeum trtctum M. d. cccxxiv.

29£. Obo. Profile facing right Wii.uk.m I. koning der nederlanden.
Reo. The lion on a pedestal. In the exergue, WATERLOO.

30. Obo. Beneath the Allseeing-eye and within a wreath of palms, a lion

armed with a sword and hearing a huekler charged with a bundle of

arrows, protects a crown and sceptre under an orange branch. Deo.
regi. patki.k. Exergue .Will juni mdcccxv.

Rev. Within an oak crown: Sociktas Waterloana martio militum
ani.mii rudiiAT.K kidei AUspiCE F&BDKBIOO Arc. BkM.aIU M Pr.

31. Obo. Laurcated head, Prince Regent, facing left. George P. Regent.
/,'

. Victory seated with extended wings; above Wellington, below

Waterloo June 18, 1815.

32. Obo. Laureated head, facing right. Georg Prinz Regent 1815.

Rev. Within two laurel branches Waterloo, above is a cuirass placed

on two swords and two flags. Hannoveuscher tapperkeit.

88. Obv. Same, except head faces left.

R< v. Same.

34. Obo. Profile facing right. Friedi kh 11 IIerzog zu Nassau.
R< ,-. Victory holding a palm and crowning a Koman warrior. Den
nassauischen mxmm BR Waterloo. Exergue, den 18 juni

1815.

35. Obv. Same head as 84* but larger. Friederich I. Herzog zu Nas
sau.

PROC. AMEK. I'HII.OS. SIX'. XVIII. \02. K. PHINTED JAN. 10, 1879.
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£m. Within a laurel crown placed on a trophy of flags, Der taf-

FERKEIT.

36. Obi. Profile bust facing left. Friederich Wilhelm Herzog.

Rev. 1815 within a crown of oak and laurel. Braunschweig sei-

BXN kriegern Quatre Bras und Waterloo.
37. Obc. v. w. surmounting a regal crown. Below, Preussens tapfern

Kriegern. Circular legend, Gott war mitt uns, Ihm sei die

ehre.

Rev. A cross between rays. 1815 in the centre of a laurel and oak

crown. Below, Aua erobertem geschutze.

The same medal also exists with the date 1813 and with the date
J g j |.

38. An oval medal bearing same emblems as the last. The inscription

differs, and is Fur pplichttreue im Kriege.

39. Obv. A ducal coronet. Fur das recht : im kampfe.
!' 0. A rose with five leaves surrounded by a circle and ten arches.

Below, Herzogth: gotiia und altenburg mdcccxiv. mdcccxv.

40. Obv. The letter "P" above a closed crown.

Eei\ 1815 in a laurel wreath.

41. Obv. A battered head of an old person ; above, medaille de water-

loo ; below, au dernier des chauvins voila tout OH \>ri reste.

Rev. Revers de la medaii.le. 15 Juin 1815. Legend, Astscton-

pagnons de raclee sa demure parole 9%g$ie combroiine.

42. Obv. Monument of Waterloo; at the base, win.mm mdcccxv.

Rev. Souvenir da champ de balaille de Waterloo.

43. Obv. Same monument ; Champ de bataille de Waterloo.

Rev. In an oak crown, Sot vi.mu DB Bei.oique.

44. Obv. Same as 1 :'..

Rev. In a circle, De Haze ; Mont St. Jean.

Circular legend, Hotel des Colon m>.

45. Obv. Peace in a cultivated field; Heil dkm Fuieden I Hu segnet

ki:ich die num.
Rev. An an-li of triumph bearing the words, Gloria ' bum Tuaten
HKwiNDEKi.N miu.ionen. EtoBrgue, 1M5.

46. A button ; obverse, Waterloo Juin 1815.

A landscape with the Church of Waterloo in the distance.

47. Obv. Liberty and Victory, holding in their hands a crown ;
above a

lion which lias broken its chains, and a mass of arms. In the back

•/round the lion of Waterloo on its mound. Kendiiaot m \ IX r m \o r

I860,

An oik crown bound with bauds charged with seven shields of

armorial bearing, l'u. V. ouan.ie Sana* Wtymar p&rjwteMr

lirmnori/lc-oeU. I A
i i,i. i\-. TON. I'irt-ii.. Huhnr. Zi,th,n.

I'.l .r-

without any Inscription.

The lion of Waterloo, Below, L81B Htrinntring aun hat hoUn

I
-rfW-nt 18 J I Waterloo.
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49. Obv. Laureated profile and bust of Prince of Orange (Wm. Ill) facing

left. De held van Waterloo.
Rev. An antique warrior descended from a horse is crushing with an

enormous stone a conquered foe. Neerlands Roem 18 Junij 1815

plegteg herdacht. 18 Junij 1865 Exergue, De tiranny verslagen.

50. Obv. A lion on a pedestal encircled by a trophy of arms and flags.

On the pedestal, xvm junij mdcccxv. Legende, Waterloo 1815-

1865.

Rev. The crowned escutcheon of the Netherlands supported by those

of England and Prussia. Below, on a ribband, Je maintiendrai.

Ter Herinneg aan de roemrijke dagen van 1S15.

51. Obv. A helmet, sword and palm beneath the word Waterloo, on

which the sun is shedding its rays. Below, 10—18 Junij 1815. Ex-

ergue, MDCCCLXV.

Rev. In a laurel crown De strik is gebroken, en wij zyn ontkomen. P*.

cxxiv v' 7.

52. Medallion. The lion on its pedestal with the date XVJI1 Juny
MDCCCXV surrounded by oak and laurel branches ; below, Deus
noster refugium et virtus. On the edge 1815-1865. Welling-
ton, Blukciier, Oranj£.

53. Obv. Bust facing left. Oeorg v. v. g. g. Kcenig v. Hannover.

Rev. In a laurel crown, Den Siegern bei Waterloo gewidmet am 18

Juni 1865. On the edge Nee aspera terrent.

54. Obv. The arms of the City of Hanover. Stadt Hannover den
Siegern v. Waterloo 18 Juni 1815.

Rev. In a laurel crown, Zur 50 Jahrigen jubelfeier am 18 Juni 1865.

Stated Meeting, December 6, 1878.

1 'resent, 13 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

Letters accepting membership were received from 0. Schor-

lemmer, F.R.S., Professor of Organic Chemistry, Owens Col-

lege, Manchester, Nov. 4, 1878, and from M. A. Des Cloi-

zeaux, Paris, Nov. 10, 1878.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the R.

Library, Berlin (100 ; List) ; Natural History Society, Frei-

berg in I>aden(99; 100; List); Oberhessische Gesellschaft,

Giessen (100 ; want 99) ; Royal Society, Luxembourg (101;

;

Statistical Society, London (100 ; Cat. part iii) ; Smithsonian

Institution (101).
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Letters of envoy were received from the Royal Irish

Academy, Oct. 1878 , and the Consul General of the Nether-

lands, New York, Xov. 22, 1878 ; and Prof. Jacob Ennis,

Shippensburg, Dec. 3, 1878.

Donations for the Library were received from the Acad-

emies at St. Petersburg, Buda-Pesth, Berlin, Lisbon and

Philadelphia ; the Societies at Halle, Bamberg, Breslau, and
Bordeaux; Flora Batava; London Nature; Nova Scotian

Institute, Halifax; Prof. Ennis; Essex Institute; Mass.

Historical Society: Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cam-
bridge ; American Journal of Science, and Prof. Marsh, of

X<\\ Hampshire; New Jersey Historical Society; Mr. Rob-
inson, of Philadelphia ; the War Department, and Prof. Cleve-

land Abbe ; Editor of the American Antiquarian, Cleveland,

Ohio; the Botanical Gazette; Dr. J. \V. Mallet, of Mexico,

and Mr. Lane S. Mart, State Printer, Harrisburg.

A donation for the collection of portraits was received

from Mr. Sol. W. Roberts, a portrait of the late Joseph

1 1-.'iiry, in oils, framed and endorsed, u Prof. Joseph Henry,

v of the Smithsonian Institution, &c. Born at Albany,

X.w Y<.rk. Bee. 17, IW1*, Died at Washington, D.CM May
13, 1878, in bis eighty-first year. This small portrait of

I'rof. Henry is presented to the American Philosophical So-

ciety by Solomon \V. Roberto, Civil Engineer, Phitad'a,

Pjec. 1878."

A paper, entitled " Descriptive List of Medals Struck to

Commemorate the Hat tie of Waterloo, By Henry Phillips,

.Jr." was read by the Secretary.

Mr. Biasing exhibited and described an ingenious musical

invention of Mr. Mat thews, of Bosion, on the principle of

the Jacqnard Loom, by which tunes are played, and the in-

struction Of children in time and modulation is made e;i-\

Prof. Prime described the moraines and surface drif! de-

if Northampton County, Pa., and exhibited their

"ii ;i large map.

if Prime described the glacial drift of Northampton County, Pehn

iyh tamtntor.
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A glacial moraine may be traced from the Wind Gap in the Kittatinny

Mountain through Ackermannville, Bangor and Williamsburg to Portland

on the Delaware River. Crossing the river at this point it extends across

New Jersey on to Long Island. This Moraine exhibits the hummock sur-

face so common to glacial moraines everywhere ; sometimes it contains

peat beds ; is often forty to sixty feet high, and is the cause of the marshy

deposits so frequent in that portion of the country. Being easily cultivated

and the soil quite productive it is usually cleared and cultivated.

West of the Wind Gap no glacial moraine can be seen as far as the

Lehigfi River. That it has existed, however, there is but. little doubt and

was probably washed away again by a<pieon>, action to be re-deposited as

modified drift, oyer most of the limestone portion of the country north of

the Lehigh, covering the limestone and rendering its structure difficult to

determine. This modified drift is quite prominent at two points ; one

being on top of the hill where lies West Bethlehem; the other at Eastern, in

What is called West Ward, both at a height of about 330 feet above tide-

level. At West Bethlehem the drift is distinctly stratified, consisting of

alternated layers of sand and pebbles or sin ill boulders. At Easton, how-

ever, such a bedding is not so distinct.

The fact that both of these deposits occur almost at the same level, would

seem to indicate that they had been deposited cotemporaneously by the

same action, either lluviatile or due to a subsidence.

Another glacial moraine also exists in the Saucon Valley south of the

Lehigh, it extends from Friedensville almost to Bingen station on the

North Pennsylvania Railroad.

No trace of glacial action has been as yet noted in the Laurentain rocks

forming the South Mountain in Northampton county, and the glaciers

either passed around them or going over left no trace of their, course. The
former being probably the case.

In the discussion which followed Mr. Lesley added the

following tacts which touched upon the now so widely

mooted questions relating to the Drift phenomena of the

United States

:

He remarked that there were similar isolated patches of gravel, each

several hundreds of acres in extent, lying on the level upland of Delaware

and Chester counties, south west of Philadelphia, and that these patches

have about the same elevation above tide, say 350 feet.

The uppermost or gravel terrace along the north-west side of the valley

ot the Delaware River, the remains of which have been traced by .Mr.

Lewis, ot C-ennantown, all the way from Wilmington, in Delaware, north-

ward through Chester county and the Pairmonnt Park, halfway t<> Tren-

ton, is made by recent levels taken by Mr. Lewis and Mr. ('. W. Ames to

occupy about the same geological position. Mr. Lewis asserts that he has
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identified this high level terrace at points in New Jersey on the south-

eastern wall of the Delaware River Valley.

At the date of this terrace, whether in tertiary or post-tertiary times, tide

water must have covered not only Chester and Delaware counties, but
broad belts of inland, including the limestone plain of Northampton and
Lehigh counties, and the sites of Easton and Bethlehem.

Professor Frazer has discovered two patches of drift gravel at points in

Lancaster county, some miles back from the Susquehanna River, and dis-

tant from each other.

It is therefore probable that at the time of the deposit of these gravels a

large part of south-eastern Pennsylvania, and in fact of the whole seaboard

of the United States, was at least 400 feet under water.

Whether or not a greater depth of water can be assigned, may perhaps

be settled by the lines of levels now being run by the Geological Survey to

determine accurately the heights of the isolated gravel beds, in connection

with the study of other parts of the State.

Mr. Lesley then referred to his discussion of the 1300 foot subsidence of

Western Pennsylvania, published in his preface to Professor White's Re-

port of Progress on Beaver county, but considered all present generallea-

tions premature for want of sufficiently accurate data in a sufficient number
of places.

It is possible that the remarkable terminal moraine described by the New
Jersey geologists, and by Professor Prime, may have had its (jeographicul

position determined by the bottler of standinir water (ocean) at the time

when tide level stood at least 400 feet above its present datum.

The Annual report of the Treasurer was read.

Pending nomination No. 871 and new nomination 872

were read.

The Curators reported that the Cabinet of Antiquities

had been removed to the Academy of Natural Sciences, on

deport, subject to demand, in accordance with the resolution

o£ November 16, 1877, and receipted for by W. S. W. Rusch-

enbtlger, I 'resident of the Academy of Natural Sciences of

Philadelphia.

Tin- CorstOrl reported that the Cabinet Of Ooina had been

removed to the Pennsylvania Museum of Industrial Art in

Kairniouiit. Park, Of] deposit in the custody of (lie Nimiis-

nd Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia, subject to

demand, in accordance with the resolution of November
!">.

I receipted for by Memy Phillips, Jr.,•for thai
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Both the above named collections are, by agreement with

the respective societies, to be properly guarded, cared for,

exhibited, and restored to the custody of this Society on

demand.

On motion, the Curators were authorized to lend, for the

use of the Curators of the Academy and Numismatic So-

ciety in constructing their respective catalogues of the arti-

cles thus deposited in their care, the catalogues in the Li-

brary of the American Philosophical Society.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, December 20, 1878.

Present, 17 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Royal
Society, London, Nov. 27 (101); Victoria Institute, Dec. 3

(101) ; Royal Observatory, Brusselles, Nov. 23 (101 ; Cat.

part iii).

A letter of envoy was received from the United States

Department of the Interior, Dec. 11, 1878.

A letter of envoy was received from M. Lubawsky, dated

Nov. 24, 1878, Viarma, Russia.

A letter requesting exchanges was received from Mr. Je-

rome B. Gray, Corresponding Secretary of the Philosophical

Society, West Chester, Pa., Dec. 12, 1878. On motion, the

name of that Society was ordered to be placed on the list to

receive the Proceedings from the beginning.

Also from Rev. Stephen D. Peet, Editor of the American
Antiquarian, Cleveland, Ohio, and Corresponding Secretary

of the American Anthropological Society and State Archceo-

logical Association of Ohio. On motion, Mr. Peet's name
was ordered to be placed on the list to receive the Proceed-

ings from the beginning.

A catalogue of and receipt for the coins and medals de-
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posited with the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society was
received from Mr. Davis, Curator.

Donations for the Library were received from the Mel-

bourne Mining Survey Office ; Russian Geographical So-

ciety ; Paris Geographical Society and Revue Politique

;

Bordeaux Commercial Geographical Society ; London Na-

ture ; Boston Society of Natural History ; Rhode Island His-

torical Society ; Brooklyn Entomological Society ; Franklin

Institute ; Medical News ; Journal of Pharmacy, and E. D.

Cope, Philadelphia ; United States Department of the In-

terior, and Engineer Bureau, Washington ; Mexican Agri-

cultural Bureau, and M. C. Brogniart.

Gen. Russell Thayer read, pursuant to notice, a paper

on the "Movement of Troops in Cities in cases of Riot and

Insurrection." On motion of Mr. Price, seconded by Mr.

Roberts, 1000 extra copies were ordered to be printed for

general distribution.

Prof. Frazer exhibited and described a magnified colored

picture of the crystals in a transparent slice of trap from

Lancaster county.

Mr. Briggs explained away the difficulties about the

amount of heat developed in the working of ice machines,

which he had brought before the notice of the Society at a

former meeting, by reference to a pamphlet transmitted to

him from Paris by M. Pictet.

The Annual Report of the Committee on Finance was

read and approved, and the resolutions reoommended there-

in were moved and adopted.

Pending nominations S71, 872 and nomination 878 were

read.

And i be meeting was adjourned.
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Movement* of Troops in Cities in cases of Riot or Insurrection. By Russell

Thayer.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, Dec. 20th, 1828.)

It is indeed fortunate that the cases are few which demand the interven-

tion of armed troops for the suppression of lawless mobs intent upon acts

of violence. It is nevertheless true that at rare intervals the employment

of the military force becomes necessary for the preservation of public order

and security. Such occasions have arisen in the recent past, and may oc-

cur in the future.

It will be understood in the treatment of this subject that ihe troops re-

ferred to are militia, although in general the rules to be observed are, of

course, the same whether regulars or militia are employed. The general

reader will also understand that, the subject being treated from a military

point of view, the serious questions of law and fact which precede the call-

ing out of troops for the suppression of violence are not considered. The

case supposed is simply as follows, viz.: an armed and turbnleut mob ex-

ists in a large city, the civil authorities are powerless to suppress violence.

As a last resort the military force has been duly and properly called upon,

and lawfully empowered to act.

Now, two cases may occur. The mob may exist in the city in which

the troops already are ; or the troops may be called upon to go to a remote

point to enforce the laws and restore order. These cases will be considered

separately.

Case I. A large city is in a state of tumult. An armed mob exists.

The civil authorities have endeavored to suppress the disturbance, and are

powerless to do so. The military arc called upon. What are the proper

precautions to be taken, and the proper movements to he made?

It will be presumed that there is in the city one brigade, consisting of

three regiments of infantry, a troop of cavalry, and a battery of artillery.

The commands are promptly assembled at their respective armories fully

armed and equipped. A proper supply of ammunition is issued to each

command. At the several armories the following dispositions will be

made. A strong, armed guard should immediately be placed at the doors

and in front of the building. If a mob collects outside, and threatens to

force its way in, the doors and windows should be barricaded with any-

thing that may be at hand (chairs, tables, benches, etc., will serve for this

purpose), and a proper force is to be placed at each opening to repel any at-

tack that may be made. It will, however, in most cases be unnecessary to

make such dispositions as these, as in circumstances of this kind the mob is

generally occupied at some remote point. It should also be here remarked

that it adds much to the esprit de corps of the soldiers, and also materially

impresses a mob of undisciplined men, if the troops arc in full uniform,

provided that uniform is a serviceable one, as it should be. Everything

should be adjusted with the same precision as if the troops were going

upon parade. White gloves should be worn, the drum corps should be

rilOC. AMER. I'HILOS. SOC. XVIII. 102. L. PRINTED JAN. 10, 1879.
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present, and the proper officers should be mounted ; this last is very im-

portant, as a commanding officer on foot has not that control of his com-

mand which he has when mounted, he cannot see his men, nor can they

observe him or understand his orders. The cavalry should also be mounted

and horses should be provided for the battery of artillery. In other words

the commands should be equipped for the field. They will tben be in

proper condition to fight, if it is necessary

The commands will be concentrated at some central point, which should

be selected somewhat remote from the scene of disturbance. In moving
from the respective armories to the place of "rendezvous" the several

commands should avoid any unnecessary noise or excitement. If possible

they should reach the point at which the brigade is ordered to assemble

without coming into collision with any portion of the mob. If, however,

the passage of any command is obstructed and meets with armed resistance

the command so attacked should immediately halt and prepare to force

its way to its destination. If a regiment of infantry, it should be formed

in column of companies or divisions. A line of skirmishers should then

be sent forward from the leading company for the purpose of driving the

mob from its position. The skirmishers should approach as near as possi-

ble to the enemy's line or defenses, taking advantage of any cover that

may be available, and should reply rapidly to his (ire. If necessary the

skirmish line cau be reinforced by successive lines of skirmishers. The
firing should continue until the enemy's tire is entirely silenced, when a

charge may be made upon his position with the object of driving him from

the streets.

Unless protected by barricades it is not probable that the mob will long

withstand the fire from the skirmish line, and as soon as it is dispersed the

regiment should proceed to its destination.

The cavalry and artillery should pursue somewhat similar tactics; that

is to say, they should endeavor to reach the point of concentration quietly

and without disturbance; but if the mob should block their way and dis

1 ml e their passage by force, decisive measures should he resorted to. In

other words, it is expected that the several commands of the brigade will

he :it the " rendezvous" at the appointed hour, anil they will go there,

peacefully if they can, forcibly if they must.

It is necessary (0 state that in all cases the General in command should

detail a particular battalion of infantry to proceed to the armory of the

Lattery of artillery and escort it to the place of formation of the brigade.

Thjl force of infantry will prevent the artillery, should it he suddenly at

tacked, from (ailing into the hands of the moh, by holding the mob in

check until the pieces can he anlimbered and brought into action, as soon

as this i
1- dune and tire is opened from three or four pieces with canister, it

Is prqbable the artillery will he able to proteoi Itself. Tha infantry can

then be iiiovi d tO thS real- and ad || | r. -,er\c

Th< of the brigade having arrived a1 the place of for
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mation as ordered by the General, should be formed into three columns,*

as follows : the centre consisting of the battery of artillery and a regiment

of infantry, and the right and left columns consisting of the remaining

regiments of infantry ; the cavalry being assigned to the weaker command.
The infantry of the centre column should be formed in "close column

by divisions." This formation is known as "the order preparatory for

battle ;" it prepares the troops for rapid deployment, and enables them to

be speedily deployed in line of battle.

The infantry of the right and left columns should be formed in column

of companies or divisions at full distance. This formation will enable them
to form line of battle by a simple wheel of the subdivisions to the right or

left, as the case may be, if attacked in flank. The centre column is lice

from this danger, being protected by the columns on its flanks.

The centre column should be preceded by an advance guard composed

of a company of well-disciplined troops selected from the regiment of in

fan try assigned to that column. The artillery should follow at a distance

of about three hundred yards in column of sections, the pieces leading and

each caisson with ammunition following immediately behind its ]>'

The regiment of infantry should bring op the rear. By placing the com-
pany of infantry as an advance-guard in front of the main column, it will

prevent any danger from a surprise ; and should the mob be encountered

sooner than contemplated, the infantry of the advance-guard will be able

to hold it in check for a few moments until the leading pieces of artillery

can be unlimbered and loaded.

In moving towards the district occupied by the mob, the three columns

should proceed simultaneously by parallel streets, within easy supporting

distance of each other ; the heads of column should be kept as nearly as

possible abreast. They will thus arrive at the scene of disturbance together,

and striking the mob at different points, produce a more decided effect.

Communication between the three columns should be constantly main-

tained, and should one of the columns be resisted in its march, the others

should halt and reinforce it if necessary. Troops from the column not at-

tacked would thus take the mob in flank and demoralize it. At the head

of each column should be a number of workmen equipped with picks, axes,

crowbars, and similar tools to enable them speedily to remove any obstruc-

tions that may have been placed in the road to impede the march of the

troops.

The march of the three columns from the place of formation to the place

occupied by the mob is known in war as a "manceuvre-march," and, " it is

so called for the reason that it has not for its object a simple gain of ground,

*The advisability of forming the brigade into three columns of attack is, <>f

course, somewhat dependent upon circumstances. In tile ease of a brigade or-
ganized as the one in question is supposed to be, and in a city which has a system
of parallel streets leading towards the district occupied by the mob, this forma-
tion would be considered preferable. The brigade may not be ofsutlicient
strength to admit of its being divided, in winch case one or two columns
should be formed.
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as is the case with an ordinary march, but to reach a suitable position on
the field when a battle may follow. It is executed in the immediate neigh-

borhood of the enemy, and really under his observation. It should there-

fore be characterized by perfect order and great celerity." *

Upon arriving near the scene of action a strong line of skirmishersf

should be deployed a few hundred yards in front of each column, and a

portion of the infantry of the two flank columns should be deployed in line

of battle if the ground admits of such deployment. The skirmishers

should move forward and endeavor to clear the ground in front of the lines.

If the mob yields, the line of battle and the main body of the troops can

follow. If the mob holds the ground and resists by force of arms, the

skirmishers should fire upon the mob, and availing themselves of any shel-

ter that may present itself, such as trees, telegraph poles, doorsteps, etc.,

endeavor to silence the enenvy's fire. If considered desirable the skir-

mishers and advance-guard in front of the centre column can be withdrawn,

and fire may be opened upon the mob with the artillery. The skirmish line

can be reinforced if necessary by successive lines of skirmishers sent forward

from the line of battle.

In active street fighting the mouuted officers should be careful not to

ex | » >sc themselves unnecessarily to the enemy's fire. The various move-

ments of the skirmish line, "the advance," "the retreat," etc., should

be indicated by the trumpet. The trumpeter should remain constantly

by the side of the officer commanding t he skirmish line and should sound

the various calls under his immediate di reel ion.

If the mob is not behind barricades the artillery should use canister (can-

ister being less destructive to property than grape, solid shot, or shell, and

probably more effective for this purpose at close range). If the enemy is

protected by defenses, it may be necessary to use shell and solid shot to dis-

lodge him,

The tiring of the skirmish line and the artillery, if used, should be con-

tinued until the enemy's fire is silenced, when a obarge should he made by

a portion of the infantry from the three columns, and the mob should be

driven by the iroops until it is entirely dispersed.

f fit should be necessary, a portion of the reserves from the rear of each

column can he brought into action and the line of battle he extended.

The cavalry in charging should follow flic remnants of the mob tor a

i niisiilcrahle distance, with the view of preventing it from again coiicen

U|H)ii the disper-ion of the mob the troops should be so disposed as to

hold the ground. The dispositions that should be made would, of course,

depend On Circumstances. It' necessary, barricades should be thrown up

the principal streets. The commanding grouud in the vicinity

d be occupied, but under no circumstances should the troops bests

bar.
.

i method ofdep to form the company,
ii in line, and then deploy bj the numbera M explained In Pai

Upton
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Honed in a building where they can be surrounded, or in such a position as

Would place them in a state of siege by the mob.

Case II. When the troops are required to go to a distant place, a remote

city, controlled by a mob, the movements would be somewhat similar upon

arriving on the ground. The following points should, however, be care-

fully considered :

The troops would, in all probability, be transported by rail. They should

be thoroughly armed and equipped as in the previous case. The men
should have their overcoats and blankets, and be supplied with rations and

ammunition. Transportation should be furnished for the horses of the

cavalry, artillery, and mounted officers, and in general it may be said that

the command should be prepared for a campaign, and be able to rely upon
its own resources. This would make the men independent, comfortable,

and capable of enduring privation. The experience of all wars demon-
strates this fact, that the efficiency of troops is very greatly increased by

their being properly clothed and fed.

In moving troops b\r rail through a country likely to be hostile, great

care and extraordinary precautions should be taken. The possibility of ac-

cident to the trains containing the main body of the troops and the horses

and baggage should be carefully guarded against

A special train consisting of a locomotive and one or two cars should be

sent in advance. A company of Infantry under the command of an ex-

perienced officer, and a Strong gang of workmen, provided with tools,

should be sent with this train. The bridges should be carefully examined,
and when one is crossed the advanced guard should halt and wait until the

trains containing the main body of the troops come up. This plan of ac-

tion will prevent the possibility of the bridge being burnt or destroyed by
enemies lying in ambush, and who may allow the advance-guard to pass

by in order to slip in between it and the main columns.

The several trains containing the main body of the troops and the horses

and baggage, etc., should keep as close to each other as safety from acci-

dent will permit. In passing through towns where danger is apprehended,

a strong advance-guard should be sent in front of the trains. It might also

be desirable to have a line of troops march on either side of the cars, and to

make dispositions to force a passage or repel an attack. The trains should

close up to each other as they pass through the towns on the route, and the

men should not be permitted to have any communication with the inhab-

itants. It is hardly necessary to state that there should be a strong guard

with the horses and baggage. A rear-guard is also required.

In passing through tunnels and defiles the utmost precaution is necessary.

A body of troops, if taken unawares, in such a position, is in great danger

of being destroyed. Before passing through a cut or defile, the General

should assure himself that the surrounding heights are not occupied ; if

they are, the enemy must be driven from them before the trains are per-

mitted to enter the pass.

A tunnel should not be entered until it is found to be ent'rely clear, and
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after the passage of the advance-guard, one train only should pass through

at a time.

If, in passing through the country, it should be found that the entire popula-

tion is alarmed and opposed to the passage of the troops, one brigade should

not attempt to penetrate any farther, lest a general uprising of the popula-

tion might occur, and the "line of communication" of the troops from

their "base of supplies " being cut, the entire command might be sur-

rounded and captured.

Such precautions as these every capable General will observe. Their neg-

lect has at times caused disaster and ruin.

Under no circumstance-; should the trains be run directly into the city

which is under control of the mob ; such action would be in the highest

degree imprudent, as the mob would, in all probability, be waiting for the

troops at the depots, and by attacking them while in the cars, and unpre-

pared for an assult, great confusion and loss would result, if indeed the en-

tire command should be fortunate enough to escape rout.

Tpon Hearing the city, the trains should close upon each other and pro-

ceed with the utmost caution. Upon arriving within a short march of the

city, near the suburbs, and if possible where convenient roads lead into the

town, the trains should be halted, the troops including the artillery and

cavalry, should be disembarked from the cars, and the several commands
be formed.

If three parallel roads or streets lead into the city, a formation similar to

that panned in Case I. can be followed with advantage. That is to say,

the Brigade can be formed in three columns and enter the city by. three

parallel streets, the columns being within easy supporting distance of each

Other. If this plan is not practicable (and the General can always decide

this point, as he will have with him a plan of the city, showing the loca-

tion of the several streets, etc.), he will be obliged to move in one or two

columns. In either case his command must be preceded by an advance-

guard, and strong gangs of workmen, capable of leveling any obstruc-

tions that may lie met with. If possible "flankers," consisting of small

bodies of men, BhOttld be thrown out upon both Banks, their commanding

officer being instructed to notify the General as soon as the position of the

mob in the city is found. He will thus be enabled to make his dispositions

intelligently, and prepare for the attack.

In entering into the thickly built up portion of the city, it may be found

thai flic holism on either side of the streets through which the troops must

peas are occupied by the mob, who begin firing on the troops. If such a

should be found, the (Jencral must immediately halt his

command, and detail a certain portion of il to clear the houses on

either aide of b infantry only Is serviceable for this purpose, and

If tin- mob is determined in its resistance, lerere fighting will have to be

1
1'

1 1 it- hOOiei an detaelMd and standing alone, they should be cap

tared by .surrounding them
j

if OOnttgOOOt, and vigorously defended, b

made from one to the other bj breaking through the separa

•valb), meeting the enemy hand to hand, and compelling his submission.
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In no case should the General move his command forward while he is ex-

posed to a flank fire from the houses on either side of the street. In this

case the same rule is applicable as is prescribed for the passage of defiles,

viz. : first, clear the enemy from the surrounding heights before entering

the pass. A violation of this rule may lead to serious results.

The houses on either side of the streets being cleared, the General can

make the same dispositions as were applicable in Case I. If the mob should

resist his progress in front, the skirmishers that were deployed in front of

the line of battle should immediately open fire upon the enemy's position,

and protecting themselves by cover as much as possible, endeavor to

silence his fire. If this is successful, a charge may be made upon him in

force. A strong reserve should also be kept in the rear, which can be

moved to any point that may be threatened.

After the mob has been dispersed the troops should boldly take posses-

sion of a commanding position in the town and await further development*.

Under no circumstances should the troops be shut up in a building when-

they can be besieged and their " base of supplies " be cut off. Experience

has shown the folly of such action. Troops without water and food arc

quickly overcome, and they should not be placed in a position where such

a misfortune can occur.

If it is possible that the mob may reassemble in great numbers and return

to attack the troops in their position, with the intention of driving them from

the place, the position should be at once fortified by throwing up earthworks

and barricades. In the construction of these defenses the workmen before

referred to will be found of great service. Barricades can be construct-

ed of anything that may be at hand. Paving-stones, wagons, carts, furni-

ture, bedding, etc., can be used. The artillery should be placed where it

will sweep the ground in front of the defenses. The troops should then
calmly await the approach of the mob, and upon its arrival within about
one hundred yards, simultaneously pour upon it a fire that will destroy it

and prevent the possibility of another attack.

This fact should be remembered, that as a general rule in these OM
display of weakness or hesitation on the part of the troops or their com-
manding officers will proportionately augment the courage and numbers of
the mob and incite it to acts of violence. Bold and resolute action, when
action is necessary, will in the end save much bloodshed and prevent great

destruction of property.

It should be observed that in the consideration of this subject, one
brigade of troops only has been considered. Should it be found necessary
to employ more than one brigade, a division may be used advantageously.

The general movements of the troops, and the plan of action to be followed,

will be substantially the same whether a brigade or a division be employed,
although in the latter case the movements will be on a more extended
scale. A strong display of a well-disciplined and skillfully-handled force

will in most instances be sufficient in itself to suppress the mob.

Philadelphia, Mr., ists.
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Contribution to the Lithology of Pennsylvania.

On the Physical and Chemical Characteristics of a Trap occurring at

Williamson's Point. By Persifor Frazer, Jr. (1 colored plate.)

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, Dec. 2Qth, 1878.)

A thin vein of trap intersects the chloritic rocks at Williamson's Point,

on the Susquehanna River in Lancaster Co. Pennsylvania, and near the

.Maryland line.

This trap dyke which cuts through the hard quartzose and chloritic rock

at Williamson's Point is peculiar in its isolation from known rocks of ig-

neous origin ; in the manner in which it is foliated transversely to its con-

tact planes ; and in its disappearing on its under side in a feather edge. Its

upper continuation is now obscure from the denudation of the rocks which

it intersects, but as far as it can be followed it widens in an upward direc-

tion, and the uneven facade of rock against which it appears gives it the

semblance of being dislocated in places, but this is a deception of the judg-

ment.

The rocks are here twisted in a most extraordinary manner, and this

twisting is more remarkable just south of the position of the dyke. A very

fine specimen of a portion of this vein, with both walls distinct and at-

tached on one side to the rock which it intersected, is No. 17G0 in the col-

lection of the Geological Survey.

An examination of this specimen will reveal the fact that the fissure has

not been exactly along planes of lamination, but truncates the tops of sev-

eral small waves into which the strata have been forced.

A specimen of this trap was obtained and reduced to a thin section, of

which a representation as seen under a power of 400 diameters and in polar-

ized light lias been very faithfully made by Mr. Faber.

It was not found expedient in tins drawing to imitate exactly all the de-

tails in any one Held of view, but the more characteristic exponents of the

minute crystals were brought together from all parts of the slide and sub-

stituted for those less perfectly formed; due regard being had always to the

proportions in which the several constituents of the mass manifested them

In the centre of the field is % large doable, or multiple, columnar crys-

tal of labradorite to the bottom, and to the middle of which other smaller

tall are attached—whether accidentally in contact or an otf shoot in

the former case is not certain.

In tin- upper left hand portion of the field a curious instance of the split -

king of labradorite may be observed, it was at first thought that the ap-

parent divergent curvature of the two branches of I his crystal might be an

optical delusion, and that in reality two independent individuals were thus

accidentally in contact at one extremity, Under higher powers than that.

i. it proved to be an actual ramification of the mass

from Mm- c. million Stock like the growth Of twigs from the same branch.

The other labradorite crystals will be easily distinguished by the eye,
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and as usual are characterized by their tendency to separate into two or

more parts, colored respectively light brown and pale blue.

The four masses of pyroxene are equally distinguishable by the peculiar

net work of clefts which cover surfaces, which in polarized light present

usually one of the tints here distributed among them. It is often the case

when a thin slide has been carefully and evenly made, that at a certain posi-

tion of the analyzer all the labradorite divides itself into its two character-

istic colors depending upon the positions of the optical axes of a pair

or a series of the twins. With pyroxene it is different. The fragments, in

these traps at least, rarely show definite crystalline form, and In any given

position of the analyzer there may be found specimens exhibiting any of

the indefinitely large number of gradations in color between bright green

and dark violet which accompany the rotation of the analyzer through the

angle which separates the projection of their optical axes.

Only a single hexagonal section is given in the picture, but these figures

are distributed, though not profusely, throughout the mass. This is proba-

bly a minute column of Apatite, and the low percentage of Phosphoric

Oxide in the accompanying analysis sufficiently explains why these forms

are comparatively rare

A number of these hexagonal forms having been examined, it was found

that when most symmetrical they exercised no influence on polarized light

and were, therefore, sections perpendicular to the optical axis of an hex-

agonal crystal since the basal plane assumed this form.

But where the hexagons were distorted, or in the frequent cases where

they were covered by a film of vitreous pyroxene or labradorite, the ex-

tinctions were more or less irregular.

One of the quasi-hexagons measured 0.048 mm. between the parallel

edges.

The comparatively large rhombic figure is in all probability a section of

calcite parallel to one of the planes of the rhotnbohedron. Several of these

figures were measured and examined. One of them was 0.11 millimeter

in the longer axis. The angles as measured were 81° 03' and 98" 36' re-

spectively. This crystal showed four positions of maximum transparency,

and four positions of extinction alternating with each other at distances of

45°* Another and the largest similar section which was measured showed

a longer axis equaled to 0.25 mm.

An examination under the improved Fuss's microscope witli a magnify-.

inu: power of 27f> diameters gave :

Acute angle 80° 30

Obtuse angle 99° 30

'
i 180°

In this case there was no general extinction of light during one revolu-

tion with or without the quartz prism.

*The microgoniometer having been set at zero when the Nicols were crossed,

the succeeding positions of extinction were very nearly 0°, 90' 180", and 270°

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 102. M. PRINTED JAN . 2~), 1871).
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The modifications of light at a few points seemed to be caused by im-

purities.

A small rhomb examined in the Fuss instrument, under a magnifying

power of 27-3 diameters gave :

Acute angle (imperfect) 73' 30' )

Obtuse angle " 08° 30'

J

A profusion of small black specks distinguished the face of this crystal

which was apparently therefore not homogeneous. It showed four ex-

tinctions.

A third rhombus at 275 diameters showed

Acute angle 72°)

101° >Obtuse angle 101°
'

Neither of the above angles was perfect.

This crystal also showed four extinctions.

The ground mass is composed of minute objects, often stellate in s'ruc-

ture, among which are probably small columnar masses of Hutile, as the ti-

tanic oxide in ilic analysis suggests. They are exceedingly small and, ex-

cept here and there, do not indicate any definite order or arrangement.

This ground mass is not certainly determined. The tufts are sometimes

flat and frayed at the ends like a piece of worn cloth. They polarize

feebly within different shades of brown.

The following is an analysis of this trap by Or. Genth.

Silica (SiO,) 50.70

Titanic Oxide (TiO, | 0.70

Phosphoric Oxide 0.15

Alumina ( Al ,().,) 11. 19

Iron Sesqui oxide (Fe._,0
3) 3.8-4

ferrous ( )xide (FeO) 7.44

ftfanganous Oxide Mno.i 0.48

Urns (( "a< >) '.».:->

Magnesia Mg< ) 7.88

Potash '!<<») 0.86

BodS Vi<>; l.SD

LBO

Total 100.01

ileri-wiih are presented, side by »lde, average analyses of Labradorite and

ne Im.iIi c.ili ul.ileil from llie data (iVCO ill tile last edition of

[Fifth Edition, 1877). The former to based

I ibradoii e and the latter en analyst

i-n« from crupl
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Silica (SiO,)

Alumina (Al.,0.,)

I ron Sesqui-oxide (Fe
2 :))

Ferrous Oxide (Fe
2
0)..'

Magnesia (Mg
20) ,

Lime < CaO)
Soda fXa.O)
Potash (K,0)
lianganoua (MnO)
Water

Labradorite
average of
40 analyses
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In the present case tables of comparison were made on the basis of 2 L-^-P,

and 3L-f-P,*but none agreed so closely as the two first made and presented

above.

It should be mentioned that a slight error is due to the counting of all

the titanic oxide and phosphoric oxide as part of the silicic oxide, neg-

lecting at the same time to make the necessary allowance for the quanti-

valential and atom-weight differences, but the amount of these substances

was so small that the error will be entirely inappreciable. And besides,

even this small error will be avoided in the considerations presented below.

The same is true of the method here followed, which is simply to com-

pare the ascertained percentages of the compounds instead of reducing the

analysis to percentage weight of the elements and striking a balance be-

tween the electro-negative and the electro-positive elements. This latter

method is much more exact but is too delicate and no better for the pur-

pose than the rough and ready system here followed. A comparison of the

same bodies given above in their percentage values would be as follows :

f. c. com-
DOSlt ion.
1L. + 1P.

Silica (SiO?)

Alumina (Al,().)

Iron Sesqui-oxide I

Ferrous Oxide FeO) .". ...

Ifanganous < )xidc (MhO).
Magnesia (MgO)
Lime CaO)
Soda (Na,0)
Potash (K,<>)

Water (H,<>)

51.50
Ui.il.->

0.(57

4.17
0.18
7.45

18.00

8.56
0.55

0.52

Analysis of
trap.

f51.64
11. Ill

:l.si

7.44
0.48

7.88

8,75
l.S'.t

0.95

(1.95

It will be observed that the theoretical composition requires more Alumina

and Lime than are given in the analysis. The alkalies are about the same

in both, for there is a little less soda and a little more potash in the rock,

which contains also more iron as both sesuui oxide and protoxide.

M .
; t( ' il too small to consider, as is also the slight difference in the

per cent, of Magnesia.

'I'll' thus considered tells us that the actual composition of the

rock, thou.'h near 1 : 1 of lahradoiitc and pyroxene, is not quite that, being

btly deficient in alumina and lime (Labradorite), while the excess of

the two oxide- ill' in.ii remind us that we are noi to forget one of the most

i.iliy distributed constituents of these traps <.,</. magnetite; though

really under the microscope this mineral is not at all prominent.

The Ntudy of the mien ion having led to the suspicion of cal

n« moleeuls "i Labradorite.

Be
In. In. Hi.

| PgOj.

in. >n.

i

. .ii. moleonls "t Pj
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cite in the rock, a great number of specimens were tested for effervescence,

and all showed it in a prominent degree. As the above analysis of Dr.

Genth gave no carbonic oxide, on inquiry, he writes : "The rock is full of

cracks and these are lined with a minute quantity of calcite. The portion

of which I sent you the analysis was as nearly as possible selected from

that which did not show this coating. * * * Still some of the 'Igni-

tion ' may be Co.
2

, " &c, &e.

It is clear from the position of these calcite crystals that they cannot all

be due to infiltrated solutions of calcium carbonate through cracks in the

rock, because the individual crystals are isolated from each other.

Their occurrence is peculiar aud will be the subject of future study.

Three separate determinations of ignition were 3.65, 3.40, and 3-88

(average 3.04).

Average determination of CO.,= 1,49 p. c.

Annexed is the analysis, resolved into the ultimate constituents of the

rock (including 1 p. c. out of the ignition for COJ.

Analysis of Williamson's Point Tkap.

Acid

p. c. Oxygen p. c.

Si 23.711 Oxygen 27.08]
C 0.27 I 244g

" 0.73 o8l( .

Ti 0.43
f

^4,4b " 0.27
f

~° 10

P 0.07 J
'• 0OS J

Al 7.55 )

Fe* 2.ii!) i

Peu 5.70
]

Mn 0.37

Basic

10.24
Oxygen 6.64 | - 7Q

" 1.15 f
llJ

Oxygen 1.86 "I

0.11

Mg 4.68 I on m j

" 8.20 i

Ca tt.97 f

~UUU
"

Na 1.40 " 0.49

K 0.7!) J
•' O.b

54.72 44.34

Considering this collection of atoms as united into molecules in which

the oxygen performs partly a linking and partly a saturating function, we

may discover something as to the probable kinds of silicates contained.*

The chemical units into which this analysis is resolved below represent

the amount a? bond satisfying work which each atom performs, so tliat the

total amount might with propriety be considered the quantity of molecule

constructing work performed. It is calculated by considering the num-

ber of atoms of each element present, multiplied by the quantivalence of

* On this f.ul)ject see Report C, 1870, pp. 115 to 12t.
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the element. Thus a monad atom having but one bond or affinity, exerts a

unit of constructive work in the molecule.*

The percentage weight of each element in the compound divided by its

atomic weight and this quotient multiplied by the valence of the element

will constitute what is here given as the number of its chemical units.

Calling a the atomic weight of the element, to the percentage weight,

t> the valance, and n the number of atoms ; we have

Chemical units= nv= — v.

a

Subjoined is the table :

Chemical Units.

Acid.

Si 3. 387
1

C 0.090 I

Ti 0.344
[

P 0.011 J

Basic.

Al ? 1.106
X 98

Fe«" 0,193 J !

Fe» 0.206
Mn 0.134

Ug 0.390
Ca~ 0.348

Na 0.060

K 0.020

3.832

\

1.158 J

2.456

Total chemical units of both 6.288

Excess of acid over basic units 1.376

4.912

As the bonds of oxygen must be equal in number to the bonds of those

elements which the oxygen links or saturates, it must be assumed that the

sum of the bonds of the acid and basic atoms must equal the number <>t"

bonds of the oxygen. This last remainder, therefore, gives the amount of

SI in the compound employed exclusively in a linking function,

while tlx; difference between the number Of acid and basic atoms

(= 1.870) c<|ii:ils the number chemical units ot oxygen which an-

emp;. Mirating the acid bonds in ex. 1

bo percentage ti the rock Id question

—

or the rock there are p. c. of oxygen -t i.:ti

< >r n inch the saturating oxygen Is 5

Leaving p. c. of linking 88 13

•|ii miiM be distlnotly understood bsrs tbat Ihese expressions <!<> not

cbemloal) energy of the compound, whloh, however, could bs Ob
i the product <•( these units of molecule building

in ii l it

i

surj to disrupt Its union,
|
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These represent in the rock

—

p. c. of (SiO,) combined in ortho-silicates 22. G7

p. c. of (SiO.)) combined in mono-meta silicates 28.12

Total 50. 79

It is interesting to note in conclusion that tbe rational formula calcu-

lated for labradorite according to the modern chemical system and which

regards this mineral as one of the para silicates is

(Cau AW" 1 (Si,1' O.o")
4 " 1

.

This might be viewed as a mixed ortho- and mono-meta-silicate* in which

there are two molecules of the radical (SiOj and one of (SiO
:t). In the

latter one of the atoms of O is employed in saturating alone, and the pro-

portion which this bears to the total amount of oxygen in both radicals is

evidently 1 : 11.

In Pyroxene all the silica is present as mono-meta silicic acid.

In a mixture containing exactly one molecule each of Labradorite and

Pyroxene, there would then be :

< trtbosillclc Mono-meta-
Acld. SlUclC An I .

Labradorite.

Pyroxene.

.

That is, the number of molecules of Ortho- and Mono-meta-silicic acid

would be equal, or if the p. c. by weight of the latter were as above sup-

posed, 22.07 in the rock, that of the latter would be in such a mixture,

27.17 p. c. which is very nearly that actually given.

On the Total Solar Eclipse of July 29<A, 1878.

By Gkohgk F. Bakker.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, Xor. 15th, 1878.)

The purpose of the present paper is to put on record in ihe Proceedings

of the Society some account of tb<' observations made by certain of its

members upon the total solar eclipse of the 29th of July, 1878.

The expedition was organized in June, by Professor Henry Draper of

New York, out of compliment to whom, his associates named it the

Draper Eclipse Expedition. The party consisted of Dr. Draper as Direc-

tor, with Mrs. Draper as assistant, who were in charge of the photographic

and photospectroscopie work, as also of the observations with the slitless

spectroscope ; of President Morton, of Hoboken, to whom was confided

the general observations, as well as those with the polariscope and pocket

spectroscope ; of Dr. Thomas A. Edison, of Menlo Park, who was to

use his newly invented tasimeter. in order to determine whether it was

" Tables for the determination of minerals," Prozer. \*~t.
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possible to measure the beat of the corona; and of myself, who was to ob-

serve with the analyzing spectroscope with the especial object of ascer-

taining the presence either of bright or of dark (Fraunhofer) lines in the

spectrum of the corona.

Rawlins, Wyoming Territory, had been selected by the Director as the

observing station, because while it was near the central line of totality, it

was also easily accessible, being on the Union Pacific Railroad, was a place

of some size, having eight or nine hundred inhabitants, and was the loca-

tion of the railroad repair shops of the Laramie division, so that in case of

need, assistance in constructing or repairing our instruments could be had.

Moreover, it had a bountiful supply of excellent water brought in pipes

from the neighboring Cherokee mountain, which being of granite, yielded

a pure product of inestimable value for purposes of photography. Pre-

vious experience in that region of country too, had assured Dr. Draper

that the air there was dry, and hence that the chances of clear weather on

the day of the eclipse were very considerable.

The expedition left New York on the evening of the 13th of July ; and,

resting by the way at Chicago for a da}', reached Rawlins at mid-night of

the 18th. The apparatus and material, which had been sent on by ex-

press in advance, had already arrived and in apparently good order,

though in all it weighed nearly a ton, After a day's reconnoitering, plans

were perfected and arrangements made for the construction of a temporary

observatory in which to shelter the larger instruments. An excellent site

was selected by Dr. Draper, protected in great measure from the strong

winds from the west which at times sweep over those mountain plains.

In this building t he telespectroscopes were erected, a portion of it being

converted into a photographic dark room, and supplied with running

water from the hydrant. The location of this observatory was determined

to be latitude 41° 48' 50" N., longitude 2 h. m. 44 s. W. from Washing-

ton. Its altitude above the sea level was 6,732 feet. The tasimeter tele

scope of Dr. Edison was (reeled in an adjoining building, facing the West

and about ten or fifteen feet, distant.

The ten days of time which had been allowed for completing the pre-

parations was found to be none too much. During a large portion of every

day and most of the night, some or all of the party were engaged In ad-

justment of the instruments, in practice with them, In determining posi-

tions in photographic work, or in the numberless details necessary to

success. On the nighl ol the 24th, we were joined by the English astro

uomer, J. Norman Lockyer, V. It. S., and also bj Professor .lames C.

•n, of the CTnive'reity of Michigan, Mr. Lockyer'a work being mostly

photographic, he was efficiently aided by Mr. J. B. Si 1 vis. the owner of a

photographic cur traveling over the Union Pacific Railroad, which chanced

it time to be in Rawlins, Mr. si! vis not only most generously placed

if and h Mr. Lockyer'a disposal for any experimental pur-

rely free of expense, but '>n the flay of the eclipse, he allowed

lit iii to take tin ition, al t thirteen miles distant, assisted

imn in i returned with liim to Rawlins the same saaaJng.
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The day of the eclipse was all that could be desired. The sky was

almost without a cloud throughout, and the dew point was found to be at

least 34° F. below the temperature of the air. The entire programme of

observations was carried out as it had been arranged, and with singularly

good fortune. "The results obtained," as summarized by Dr. Diaper,

" were : 1st, the spectrum of the corona was photographed and shown to be

of the same character as that of the sun and not due to a special incan-

descent gas : 2d, a fine photograph of the corona was obtained, extending

in some parts to a height of more than twenty minutes of are, that is, of

more than 500,000 miles ; 3d, the Fraunhofer dark lines were observed by

both Professors Barker and Morton in the corona ; 4th, the polarization

was shown by Professor Morton to be such as would answer to reflected

solar light ; and 5th, Mr. Edison found that the heat of the corona was

sufficient to send the index beam of light entirely off the scale of the gal-

vanometer." As these results seem to be of very considerable importance,

il appears desirable to give the various methods of observation somewhat

more in detail, adopting for the purpose so far as possible the language of

the observers themselves, as given in their several reports.

I'lIOTOOKAI'HIC AND PhOTOTELESPECTKOSc . >I'I< OBSERVATIONS.

rig. i.

The instruments which were used

by Dr. Draper in his photographic

and phototelespectroscopic obser-

vations were :
" 1st. An equatorial

mounting, with spring governor

driving clock, loaned by Prof
Pickering, Director of Harvard Ob-

servatory. 2d. A telescope of fl vi-

and a quarter inches aperture and

Beventy-eigbt inches focal length,

furnished with a lens specially cor-

rected for photography, by Alvan
Clark & Sons. 3d. A quadruple

achromatic objective of six inches

aperture and twenty one inches

focal length, loaned by Messrs. E. &
H. T. Anthony, of New York ; to

tins lens was attached a Rutherford

diffraction grating nearly two inches

square, ruled on speculum metal.

This arrangement (Fig. 1.) with its

plate holders, etc., will be desig-

nated as a phototelespectroscope.

Besides these there was a grating

spectroscope, an eye slitless prism

l-KOC. AMKK. I'HII.OS. sO<\ Will. 102. N. I'ltl NTKI) .1 AN . 85, 1ST!).
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spectroscope, with two inch telescope, and finally a full set of chemicals

for Anthony's lightning collodion process, which in my expeiience is fully

three times quicker than any other process."

"The arrangement of the phototelespectroscope requires farther descrip-

tion, for success in the work it was intended to do, viz., photographing

the diffraction spectrum of the corona, was difficult and in the opinion of

many of my friends impossible. In order to have every chance of success

it is necessary to procure a lens of large aperture and the shortest attain

able focal length, and to have a grating of the largest size adjusted in such

a way as to utilize the beam of light to the best advantage. Moreover, the

apparatus must be mounted equatorially and driven by clockwork so that

the exposure may last the whole time of totality and the photographic

work must be done by the most sensitive wet process, xifter some experi-

ments during the summer of 1877 and the spring of 1878, the following

form was adopted.

"The lens being of six inches aperture and twenty -one inches focal

length, gave an image of the sun less than one-quarter of an inch in dia-

meter and of extreme brilliancy. Before the beam of light from the lens

reached a focus it was intercepted by the Rutherford grating set at an angle

of sixty degrees. This threw the beam on one side and produced there

three images—a central one of the sun and on either side of it a spectrum
;

these were received on three separate sensitive plates. One of these

spectra was dispersed twice as much as the other, that is, gave a photo-

graph twice as long. This last photograph was actually about two inches

long in the actinic region. If, now, the light of the corona was from in-

candescent gas giving bright lines which lay in the actinic region of the

Bpectrum, I should have procured ring-shaped images, one ring for each

bright line. On the other hand, if the light of the corona arose from In-

candescent solid or liquid bodies, or was reflected light from the sun 1 was

certain to obtain along band in my photograph answering to the actinic

region of the spectrum. If the light was partly from gas and partly from

reflected sunlight a result partly of rings and partly a bund would have

appeared.

"Immediately after the totality was over and on developing the photo

graphs, 1 found that the Bpectrum photographs were continuous bands

without the least trace of a ring. 1 was not surprised al this result, be

cause during the totality I had the opportunity of studying the corona

through a telescope arranged substantially in the same way as the photo

tele and saw no sign Of a ring.

"The plain photograph of the corona taken with my large equatorial on

111 is occasion -hows that the corona is not arranged centrally with regard

to lie of the matter lies in the plane of the ecliptic

but not equally distributed. To the <-yi' it extended about a degree and n

half from the sun toward the west, while it was scarcely a degree In length

toward li. if Mich he t he const met ion of the

therefore probably arranged in elliptical form round the sun.

inclusion thai follow from these results is thai on
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this occasion we have ascertained the true nature of the corona, viz: it

shines hy light reflected from the sun by a cloud of meteors surrounding

that luminary, and that on former occasions it has been infiltrated with

materials thrown up from the chromosphere, notably with the 1474 matter

and hydrogen. As the chromosphere is now quiescent this infiltration has

taken place to a scarcely perceptible degree recently. This explanation of

the nature of the corona reconciles Itself 80 well with many facts that have

been difficult to explain, such as the low pressure at the surface of the sun,

that it gains thereby additional strength."

Tasimetric Ousekvatioxs.

As this eclipse is the first in which any attempt has been made to measure
the heat of the solar corona, Dr. Edison's report to Dr. Draper on this sub-

ject is here quoted in full. lie says :

"The instrument which I used at Rawlins, Wyoming, during the solar

eclipse of July 29th, 1878, for the purpose of measuring the heat of the

suu's corona, was devised by me a short time only before that event, and
the time was insufficient to give it as thorough a test as was desirable to

ascertain its full capabilities and characteristics.

"This instrument I have named the tasimeter, from the Greek words.

ratftc, extension, and fierpov, measure, because primarily the effect is to

measure extension of any kind. The form of instrument which I used is

shown in the annexed wood cut (Fig. 2.)

Fiir. ->.

"With this instrument was used a Thomson's reflecting galvanometer
on a tripod, having a resistance of three-fourths of an ohm. The galvanom-
eter was placed in the bridge wire of a Wheats!one balance, two of the

branches of which had constant resistances of ten ohms.each, while of the
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olber two one had a constant of three ohms, and the other contained the

tasimeter which was adjusted by means of the screw to three ohms. When
thus balanced, if the strip of vulcanized rubber A (seen in Fig. 3), placed

between the lixed point B and the carbon button C, was exposed to heat

from any source, it expanded, placing pressure upon the carbon button,

decreasing in this way its resistance and destroying the balance ; thus allow

ing a current to pass through the bridge wire containing the galvanometer,

the amount of this current of course being proportional to the expansion of

the rubber and to the strength of the battery.

"The form of instrument here described was finished only two days

before leaving for t lie west; hence, I was unable to test it. However, 1

set it up upon my arrival at Rawlins, but found that it was a very ditlicult.

matter to balance so delicate an instrument as a reflecting galvanometer

with one cell of battery, through such small resistances. In fact, I did not

succeed in balancing it at all in the usual way. Nor could it be balanced

in any way until I devised a method which I may designate ' fractional

balancing,' when it became very easy to accomplish the result and also to

increase the effect by using two cells in place of a single one. This device

Pi*, ;.

listed of a rheostat formed of two rows of pins. The rows were aliont

..in- half an inch apart. A wire was connected from a pin on one row In a

pin on the Other row and so on, so that Hie current, had to pass through

the Whole length Of thfl wire, which was No. 'J I gauge and lour feet long.

This was used as a shun) around the galvanometer. A copper wife con-

necting all the pins of .me row served to reduce the resistance to zero.

When the galvanometer was thus shunted, a very feeble current passed

through It, If the spot of light was not at zero it was brought there by

either Increasing or decreasing the pressure upon the vulcanite of the tasi*

i
i>> tin- adjusting nut When thus brought t" sero the copper wire

of the shunt rl en off of one pin, thus increasing i he resist
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ance of the shunt perhaps to one-fiftieth of an ohm. The spot of light was

generally deflected nearly off of the scale. The light was again bi ought

to zero by varying the resistance of the tasimeter, and another one-half

inch of wire included in the shunt, another deflection and another balance

was obtained by the tasimeter. Thus by gradually increasing the delicacy

of the galvanometer by increasing the resistance of the shunt and balancing

at every increase, tbe whole of the current was allowed to pass through

the galvanometer and the shunt taken off. When this point was reached

the damping magnet or director was in close proximity to the case of the

galvanometer. To increase its delicacy to the fullest extent it became

necessary to raise the director to the top of the rod. Tbis was done by

raising it cautiously a quarter of an incb at a time, bringing the spot of

light to zero each time by the tasimeter.

"In order to form some idea of the delicacy of tbe apparatus when thus

adjusted, a preliminary experiment was made on the evening of the 27th,

with the star Arcturus. The tasimeter being attached to the telescope, t he

image of the star was brought on the vulcanized rubber. The spot of

light from the galvanometer moved to the side of heat. After some minor

adjustments, five uniform and successive deflections were obtained with

the instrument, as the light of the star was allowed to fall on the vulcanite

to produce the deflection, or was screened off to allow of a return to zero.

"It was in this condition when the eclipse occurred. The tasimeter

was placed in a double tin case, with water at the temperature of the air

between the walls. This ca>e was secured to a Dollond telescope of four

Inches aperture. JS'o eye piece was used. At the moment of totality tin-

spot of light was slowly passing towards cold. When I withdrew a tin

screen and allowed the edge of the luminous corona to fall upon the rubber,

the spot of light stopped, went gradually oil' of the scale towards heat, its

velocity accelerating as it approached the end. The time required tor the

light to leave the scale was from four to live seconds.

"I interposed the screen and endeavored to bring the light back to zero,

but I was unsuccessful. Had I known that the heat was so great I should

have used a platinum strip in place of the vulcanite, and decreased the deli-

cacy of the galvanometer by/ the approach of the damping magnet.

"I would then doubtless have succeeded in getting two or more read-

ings, and afterwards by comparison with bodies of known temperature

would have obtained a near approach to the temperature of the sun's

corona."
TEI.ESrEOTKOSCOI'H' (hlNKKVATIONS.

My own results, obtained with an analyzing spectroscope attached to the

telescope, seem to be almost unique in this eclipse. This fact must be my
apology, if any be needed, for introducing here at such length, the facts of

the case as contained in my report.

The instruments and apparatus used in the observations were loaned for

the purpose from the physical cabinet of the University of Pennsylvania.

They consisted (1) of an equatorially mounted achromatic telescope of

four inches aperture made by Jones of London
; (2) a direct vision astronom-
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ical spectroscope by Merz of Munich ; (3) a second direct vision spectro-

scope by Hoffmann of Paris ; and (4) a pocket spectroscope by Geo. Wale &
Co. Beside this spectroscopic outfit, a .second four-inch achromatic tele-

scope by Dollond was taken for use with the tasimcter by Dr. Edison, and

. vart, a Senarmont, and an Arago pokriscope, for determining the

polarization of the corona. The Merz spectroscope above mentioned is

described in the "Philosophical Magazine," IV., xli., Feb., 1871. It is

provided with two compound direct vision prisms, of which one or both can

be used at pleasure, eacli consisting of five single prisms, two of flint glass

with a refracting angle of 8-4°, and three of crown ; one of these having a

refracting angle of 84°, the others of 87°. The dispersive power of each

of these compound prisms is about equal to that of two equilateral prisms

of flint glass. The instrument has a collimating and an observing tele-

scope, each furnished with an object glass two-thirds of an inch in aper-

ture and four inches in focal length. The prism-tube is attached to the

collimator by two centres, giving it a lateral motion about a line passing

through these centres, which constitutes an axis parallel to the slit. The
observing telescope is similarly attached to the tube carrying the prism.

These motions serve to alter the incidence of the rays upon the surface of

the prism, and also to bring any special part of the spectrum into the mid-

dle of the field. The observing telescope is provided with a positive eye-

piece of an equivalent focal length of one inch, and also with a needle

micrometer, having as eye-piece of one half inch locus. The graduations

upon this micrometer are strongly cut, enabling the positions and the dis-

tances of the lines measured with it to be easily read even in a faint light.

The spectroscope was firmly attached to the draw tube of the equatorial

ope by means of an open fr:ime made by Zentnviyer, so that the posi-

tion of the image with reference to the slit could be readily observed

The tints from the date of our arrival at Iiiwlins un'il the ecUpse, was"

occupied in setting up the instruments, in getting them into adjustment,

and in practice with litem. It was found that with only one of the com

pound prisms of the Merz spectroscope, the slit being placed radially, it

was easy to observe the lines and W reversed in the chromosphere, and

also the bright line I).. Ofl the morning of the day of the eclipse, the

examined for protuberances, In order to locate them in ad

i of totality, liut I single one was noticed, this being on the south

". As I he lime of first contact approached, the

1 ;> paper screen was attached to the draw

tube, an imago of the sun being formed on this screen by means of the

Mfng the time of this contact to be approximately ds*

lenalMd and the subsequent progress of the eclipse to be conveniently

a under these circumstances, though this

expected since the solar tea o small,

aches in d I
• were of targe stee,

the i: be spectre replaoed upon

the tQaatC i deemed it of importance t.. pa} BpOClal attention

tOthl 'be micrometer of this instrument
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was, at your suggestion, so adjusted that one of its needle-points rested on

tlie hydro-en line nearG and the other on the Hue known as h. After the

last ray of sunlight had disappeared* I took a few seconds of the precious

time to observe the eclipse with the naked eye. The moon appeared in-

tensely hlack, surrounded hy a pinkish halo, extending to about two fifths

of a lunar diameter from the limb, and occupying the entire circumfer-

ence. At two points this halo was expanded into radial streamers, one of

which had parallel sides with a deeply indented or swallow-tailed end, ex-

tending westward of the sun and apparently lying in the ecliptic ; the other

appeared single, was on the eastern edge, and was inclined twenty degrees

or more to the north of the ecliptic. The former of these streameis was

traced to a distance of about a lunar diameter and a half from the edge, the

latter to a somewhat less distance. No structure could be seen in the halo,

but in the streamers traces of parallel rays appeared to be present. The

amount of light emitted by the corona was a surprise to me. Preparations

had been made for using artificial light for reading the circles, but this was

found not to be at all necessary. Tin' amount of light seemed to be nearly or

quite equal to that given by the moon when ten days old. No prolubcranets

were seen with the naked eye ; nor were any streamers observed, other

than those already described. A glance at the eclipsed sun was then taken

through the finder of the equatorial. The magnifying power being low,

the corona presented much the same appearance as to the naked eye ; but

the streamers showed much more distinct evidences of a radiated structure

and a pale rosy protuberance was observed on the south-western edge of

the dark disk. This was undoubtedly the same prominence which was

observed previous to totality.

Turning my attention now to the spectroscope, upon the slit of which

the coronal image had already been brought by means of the Under, the

slit being placed radially, the first glance through the instrument showed

me a bright, but an absolutely continuous spectrum. The region under

examination was of course that poriion of the spectrum which had been

placed before totality between the needle- points of the micrometer. Totally

unprepared for so unexpected a result, I moved the observing telescope so

as to bring the green portion of the spectrum into the field, expecting cer-

tainly to see 1474 Iv, and by the appearance of this line to determine whether

my instrument was out of adjustment ; and if it were, to adjust it again.

But no bright line was there ; the green region appeared as continuous as

the blue. 1 then gradually closed the slit—which had been previously ad-

justed on the solar spectrum so that the line 1) appeared nebulous on. its

edges

—

thinking that I might in this way improve the definition, but with

no better results ; no bright lines could be seen. To my great surprise,

however, when the slit was thus narrowed, the region which was then

under examination, that extending from ft to Q, appeared filled with dark

lines on the brighter background, these dark lines being readily recognized

from their general appearance as the solar lines of Fraunhofcr. Still intent

on getting bright lines, I opened the slit again gradually, moved the observ-

ing telescope over the entire length of the spectrum from red to violet, re-
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peating the operation three times and varying the width of the slit from

time to time in each region ; hut not a single hright line could he detected.

I then requested you to come and take a glance through my spectroscope,

as had heen previously agreed ; saying that although I could see dark lines

and a continuous spectrum, I was unahle to detect a single bright line, and

knew not what to make of it. You were then looking at the eclipse through

your ingenious little telespectroscope of two inches aperture. You came

to my instrument, looked at the spectrum, moved the observing telescope

over its whole length and remarked that the results in my spectroscope

agreed entirely with those in yours, and thai in both the spectrum appeared

continuous, showing no bright lines whatever.

My mind being thus relieved, I took my place again at the spectroscope,

and this time, placing the slit tangential to the moon's limb, I moved the

observing telescope from end to end of the spectrum, opening and closing

the slit at intervals ; but the spectrum appeared as continuous as before.

Again the image was adjusted so that the slit was once more radial; and

this time on a still different portion of the corona. On examining again

the spectrum, no bright lines appeared, except once for an instant, when
the >lit passed over the small chromospheric prominence already noticed.

Warned by Mrs. Draper's clear and distinct counting tbat the precious 166

seconds had two-thirds gone, I decided to devote the time still remaining

to a more careful observation of the dark Fraunhofer lines. Now, for the

first time, as I adjusted the width of the slit and its position on the corona

with more care, I observed that these lines did not pass clear across the

field, but were of a length corresponding to the width of the coronal

image 6n the slit. At the base of the spectrum, which corresponded to

the base of the corona, they appeared bright and sharp ; certainly quite as

much so as in the 1 i irht of the moon similarly condensed
; though the con

t'muous spectrum which formed their background was relatively brighter

than in moonlight. There was bo difficulty in identifying them as Fraunhofer

lines from their general appearance and position ; but some of them could

be identified beyond question. Such were b and F, which were especially

distinct, D, E and (1, which were considerably less so. They faded gradu-

ally out from the base of the spectrum upward, appearing to end where

the continuous spectrum of the corona was limited above. While thus

employed, a tlash of sunlight told us that totality had ended and that the

solar CCllpM Of l*7s was over.

In diSCUSSing the results Of the BpeOtr08COpl<) observations which have

now been detailed, I am, In the Brsl place, quite at a loss to account for the

fid lhal DO bright lines were seen hv me, notwithstanding the persistent

efforts made to get them. The failure to observe them can be accounted

for. as it would seem, only on i he ground thai \\iih the dispersive power

employed, the bright lines were too 61161 to be seen on the much brighter

round of the continuous spectrum,

Tl i l>e drawn from these spectroscopic observations appear to

nee of bright lines, or at least of any which
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were at all brilliant, proves clearly the absence in the solar coronal region

of any considerable mass of incandescent gas or vapor ; which shining by

ils own light would of course give a bright line spectrum. The presence

of Fraunhofer lines in the coronal spectrum shows conclusively the pres-

ence of reflected sunlight in the light of the corona and goes to establish

the theory long ago suggested, that masses of meteoric matter ruining

down upon the solar surface from all directions, reflected to us the light of

the sun and were therefore the essential cause of the coronal phenomena.

And, finally, the fact of the increased brightness of the continuous spec

truin, as compared with the intensity of the dark lines of Fraunhofer, goes

to strengthen the probability that then; is still other light in the corona

which comes to us from the incandescent liquid dr solid matter of these

incandescent meteoric masses. These conclusions, deduced very simply

from my own spectroscopic results, agree completely, I am happy to find,

with those drawn from your most excellent photographs, as well as from

the ingenious heat-measurements of Dr. Edison and the polariscopic deter-

minations of Dr. Morton.

General Conclusion.

The general conclusion then, arrived at by the observations of our party

upon this eclipse—a conclusion to which all the results point with singu-

lar unanimity is that the solar corona consists of a mass of meteoric

bodies falling in from space upon the solar surface, which meteors

being intensely heated by the resistance encountered at their enor-

mous velocity, as well as by radiation from the sun, become highly

luminous, and emit a light which gives a continuous spectrum. .More-

over, this mass of incandescent meteors is shown not to be equally

extended in all directions around t lie sun, but appeals to be ellip-

soidal or at least spheroidal inform. That the larger part of the coronal

light comes from the incandescence of these meteors, there can apparently,

be but little doubt But a considerable portion of it appears to have quite

a distinct origin, and to be due to the reflection of solar light by these solid

or liquid masses. Hence the appearance of the dark solar or Fraunhofer

lines in the spectrum. A third, and in this eclipse an extremely small

portion of the light of the corona, would seem to be due to incandescent

giseous matter, either injected into it from below, or produced from the

meteoric masses themselves by the intense heat. This portion it is which

gives the bright line spectrum, as feeble in this eclipse as it was strong in

previous ones. Of the material composing this gas, there is yet, as it would

appear, no indication.

From what has now been narrated, it must be conceded that the Draper

Eclipse Expedition was singularly and exceptionally fortunate. No small

part of this good fortune is due, as we believe, to the courtesy and liberality

of the railroad and express companies over whose routes either the party

or their instruments traveled. I desire to mention especially, in this con-

nection, Col. Thos. A. Scott and Mr. Frank Thomson, of the Pennsylvania

PROC AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 102. O. PRINTED JAN. 27, 18.79.
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Railroad ; Mr. Henry Keep and Mr. M. L. Sykes, of the Chicago and North-

western Railroad ; Mr. Sidney Dillon and Mr. Jay Gould, of the Union
Pacific Railroad ; Mr. William II. Fargo, of the American Express Com-
pany ; Mr. Frederic Lovejoj', of Adams' Express Company, and the Super-

intendent of the Union Pacific Express Company. The cordial appre-

ciation by these gentlemen of the fact that the work in which we were en-

1 was one of a purely scientific character, and as such was one to which

every reasonable facility should be furnished, was as gratifying to us as it

\va> honorable to them. I should fail to do exact justice were I to omit

mention of the service rendered us by Mr. J. J. Dickey, the Superintendent

of the Union Pacific Telegraph; Mr. E. Dickenson, Superintendent of the

Laramie Division; Mr. R. M. Galhraith, Superintendent of the Repair Shops

at Rawlins ; Major Thornburgh, Commanding Officer at Fort Fred Steele,

with Capt. Bisbee and Surgeon De Witt, his associates in the service
;

Mr. Lawrence Hayes, of the Railroad Hotel, and to Mr. J. B. Silvis, of

the photographic car. "Of the citizens of Rawlins," says Dr. Draper, "it

is only necessary to say that wc never even put the lock on the door of the

observatory, and not a thing was disturbed or misplaced during our ten

days of residence, though wc had many visitors."

The agreeable party, the pleasant surroundings, the charming weather,

the kindness of friends, and above all, the capital success of the observa-

tions, make the Draper Eclipse Expedition an exceedingly pleasant

memory to us all.

.Votes on a series of Analyses of tlie Dobmiitic Limestone Rocks of Ctimber-

land County, Pa., made by Messrs. Hartshorne and ffariranft in the

Laboratory of the Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania. By J. P.

Lesley, State Geologist.

(Bead before the American PhiU>*o)>liical Soviet;/, October \Sth, 1878.)

\t a meeting of the American Philosophical Society , Dec. 20, 1877, I

ribed the progress of an elaborate Investigation which 1 had instituted

for the purpose of determining whether or not any fixed or rational order

of deposition could be observed in oar Lower Silurian, or Siluro-Oambrian

ian Formation i No. 1 1).

• ted a tine exposure made by the rock cut of the Northern Central

• in the wresl bank of tin' (Susquehanna river, opposite Barrisburg,

whei i the beds, all conformable and all dipping

ilarly about 80 to the southward, afforded ;i good opportunity for col

lectin • of specimens for analysis, one at the bottom and the other

at tin- tup of the «ui , ami great can wrai taken to survey the cut, mark the

bed* (from i to 115) and be ipecimens in two parallel series ; so
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that any lack of homogeneousness in any bed might be detected by analy-

ses of two specimens taken from places in the edge of the bed from 5 to

30 feet apart, according to the depth of the cut, and sometimes by the se-

lection of a third and intermediate specimen, many of the analyses of indi-

vidual specimens being also repeated.

The investigation was continued throughout the winter by Mr. Henry

Hartshorne, and completed during the summer by Mr. Hartratift ; and I

now find myself able to bring some oj the results to the notice of the Society

in the form of tables, (1) of analyses, and (3) of averages. At a future

time I will be able to carry the discussion of averages still further, and

can then venture to base upon them some hypothetical conclusions of great

interest to geologists who occupy themselves with the problem of the

genesis of our limestone deposits.

Table I, gives the whole series of analyses made ; but includes only the

determinations of Carbonate of Lime, Carbonate of Magnesia, and Insolu-

ble Matter; omitting the determinations of oxide of iron, alumina, sul-

phur, phosphorus and carbon.

This table shows to the eye, without need of a diagram, the remarkable

alternations of limestone beds with dolomitoid beds throughout the series.

Table I.

Analyses of specimens taken from railroad cuttings opposite Harrisburg ;

in two series : one at railroad grade ; the other near the top of tlie cut.

Note, when the analysts was rap—tod, with slight difference, the average is

given ; but the instances of this are few.
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56
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101
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of (
'.ui). Mag.
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Beds 1—50
" 51— 100
" 100— 115
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TABLE 6. LimeCarb. Magnesia Carb. Insol. Matter.

(A) 95.05 2.21 2.40

(B) 63.41 28.22 7.24

but if we throw out the 5 abnormal analyses, we get the slightly different

general average :- \

TABLE 7. Lime Carb. Magnesia Carb. Insol. Matter.

(A) 95.77 2.06 1.42

(B) 63.41 28.22 7.24

and this must be taken as the best expression of the chemical distinction

between the purer and the more magnesian limestone layers of our Siluro-

Cambrian (Calciferous-Sandstone) Formation, No. II, which we can

make at present.

It shows plainly enough that the magnesian limestones are very far

from being typical dolomites.

It shows also that the presence of magnesia at the expense of lime is

connected normally with a high percentage of alumina silicate.

This, it seems to me, goes one step towards settling the mechanical theory

of the origin of the magnesian carbonate on a sound basis. Although we
may have to seek long for the source of the sediment, as a whole it must

have a source which is common also to the (day.

Difficulties multiply upon ns in studying such data. No satisfactory

planation of the bedplate structure of the mass has yet been offered. If

the deposit be In the main mechanical and not chemical, it is s 1 range that

such sharp distinctions between layer and layer should have been made in

the bed of a deep ocean. It is still more strange, that (on this hypothesis)

strongly marked local abnormal analyses should be encountered.

This leads me to say that the above investigation is imperfect because

carried on in a vertical plane only. It should now be repeated in a hori-

zontal plane. It is desirable to learn whether the geographical changes

may not be great enough to convert a limestone bed here into a dolomitoid

there, half a mile (or perhaps 100 yards) distant. If this prove true (and

the possibility of it is indicated by the abnormal analyses), then a new
difficulty arises In the way of a sound theory of the origin of the bed plates

,

and confuses still more any mechanical theory of the sediments.

Finally, it is evident from Table 4, that if we take 50 beds together and

compare them with the 50 lying next beneath them, in other words, when
we compare together two masses of the formation one or two hundred feet

thick,—it is evident that, in one long age of deposit, more clay and magnesia

were present in the ocean than in the preceding (or succeeding) long age.

We have then a large curve of variation, including many small curves,

much more strongly marked than in the large one ; like the monthly curves

superposed upon the annual path of the moon.

Were it not reckless to hazard a suggestion that the source of the mag-
nesian element is to be sought for in some theory of the ejection and distri-

bution of volcanic dust, so that each short time of volcanic disturbance

PBOC. AMEB. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 103. P. PBINTED FEB. 25, 1879.
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has left its own record in a dolomite bed,—we might proceed one step

further and find in the larger differences indicia of ages of greater or less

volcanism.

Daubreein his "Synthetical Studies and Experiments on Metamorphism,

&c," says (see Smithsonian Report for 1861, page 269) :

"We know that certain dolomites result from the transformation of

limestone. This epigeny may be explained by the action of combinations

of magnesia or carbonate of lime. There is, however, nothing to prove-

that this transformation into dolomite has always been produced by the

game agents, and that the dolomite of Campo-Longo, for instance, with its

tourmalines, corundums and various minerals, is to be assimilated with

the dolomite of the other parts of the Alps and of Nice, or those which are

near the deposits of calamine in Belgium.

But there are dolomites, and this is the case with the greatest numbers

situated in regular beds, which are often horizontal, constituting very ex-

tensive geognostic formations. When they contain remains of testaceous

molluscs the shell lias disappeared ; they are often crystalline and riddled

with holes in such a way as to suggest a substitution. It is possible that

the principal part of these last dolomites was directly precipitated. But

on account of the disappearance of the shells we must admit, with Elie de

Beaumont, that this second case allies itself with the first, by the reaction

which the medium has exerted on the matter precipitated, a reaction of such

a kind that the carbonate of lime has disappeared. Indeed we notice that

pure limestone never alternates with them."

This is certainly not the case in respect of t lie 11.') beds of our section
;

for certainly the limestone beds of Table 7 (A), page 121 above, with only

8 p. e. carb. mag. ami 1.4 p. c. insol. matter, have a right to be classed

with pure limestones.

The disappearance of shells by solution is not one of the noticeable fea-

tures of the limestone strata under discussion in this paper : and they do

nut, as a rule, exhibit any cavities assignable to such a cause. They are

noa-fossillferoas, not because of the destruction of fossils, but because of

:>-eiiee of large forms of life in the original sediments.

The rosearohns of Mr. B. T. Eardman, of the Gtaologioal Survey of ire

land, published in No. 7 of the Proceedings of the K. Irish Academy, Vol.

II, Ser. II, .Ian. 1S7T, valuable as they are, give us little assistance, be-

OaOBf his sprrimens were taken from the walls of caverns in cavernous

HmestoneSi when' oMtasometic action »rae in open activity.

In the .Jahrhuch der K. K. Col. Relcheanstalt, xxv, 1875, P.W8,
mm Doeltei and Homes disooss the subject ami assign L to the slightly

iiiaL'nes'uin limestones a directly Organic Origin ; 2. to sporadic normal dol

osaftaaa Islet naetsaaotphosii by percolation ;
:i to the largest part of the

doioinitoi.i rot sal organic origin, with •ubseojne&l change of the

foeailH by altsdurin shortly after deposition, and still later

Hah la) Ion and concentration.
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The Philosophy of Christianity. By Pliny Eavle Chase, LL.D., Pro-

fessor of Philosophy in Uaurford College.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, February 1th, 1879.)

Job tzvitti 12-28.

Philosophy is " the love of wisdom."

The Philosophy of Christianity is the love of Divine Wisdom. Its cor-

ner-stone is the maxim of John : "In the beginning was the Word, and

the Word was with God, and the Word was God."

The capacity and the love of investigation are both due to the fact that

"there is a Spirit in man : and the inspiration of the Almighty giveth

[him] understanding."

In many of our colleges there is a literary society, in which the requisite

qualification for membership is distinguished scholarship. It is designated

by the three cabalistic letters <P />' /i, which are the initials of the Greek
words, yiXoaoipia ,3{ou xu^tptnjnj^ "philosophy the guide of life."

The Christian philosopher, while recognizing the importance of correct

guidance in matters pertaining to our present transitory life, attaches tin-

greatest value to the life everlasting. He therefore accepts as his highest rale

of faith and practice, both for time and for eternity, the saying ofhis Matter :

"this is life eternal, that they might know thee, the only true God, and

.bsus Christ, whom thou has sent." Not simply that they might believe,

but that they might know
; that the eternal verities of life and immortality

have been brought to light through a divinely appointed and divinely

anointed Messenger, so that " he may run that readeth " them.

This claim may seem presumptuous to those who have been accustomed

to look upon physical science as the only guide to certainty, and who have

thought of religious belief as the result of education and circumstance, as

something beyond our control, something for which we are in no way
accountable and which is, therefore, of little comparative consequence.

But the Christian, aware of the influence of belief upon character, feels

that there are many things to be feared from faulty belief, while there is

nothing to be feared from the clear and absolute knowledge of truth.

The Apostle to the Gentiles exhorted the brethren to u prove all things
;

hold fast that which is good." He did not, however, limit himself to "things

seen " or to logical deductions from the temporal experience in which all

men alike participate, although he showed himself to be a formidable an-

tagonist in every arena of disputation. He saw that the search for truth

may be prosecuted in two directions : first, in the direction of dependence,

under a teachable spirit, waiting and seeking for enlightenment, and re-

warded by the satisfaction of religious want ; second, in the direction of

independence or self-assertion, under a more haughty and confident spirit,

forgetful of the sources as well as of the limits of knowledge, devising

philosophic or scientific systems. In the field of inquiry to which he was
especially devoted, he admonished the followers of that which is good to
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"rejoice ever more. Pray without ceasing. In everything give thanks.

* * * Quench not the spirit. Despise not prophesy ings."

These different directions of investigation give differences of character

to the results of investigation. Philosophy is not religion ; neither of these

important pursuits can fill the place of the other ; each may, however,

help the other. Philosophy is a study, religion is an instinct
;
philosophy

is theoretical, religion is practical
;
philosophy is a doctrine, religion is an

experience. A religious philosophy is better than a godless philosophy,

because it looks at truth under more varied relations. A philosophical re-

ligion is better than a fanatical religion, because it is in harmony with all

the mental faculties. But a philosophy which seeks, on the authority of

a supernatural revelation, to fetter the intellectual interpretation of the

physical universe, narrows the mind, while it checks the intellectual and

moral progress which are important ends of religious teaching ; a religion

which is limited to the acceptance of philosophical inferences, may satisfy

an indolent aesthetic cariosity, but it lacks the earnestness and enthusiasm

of a living faith which impels its possessor to a steadfast continuance in

well-doing, a faith which shrinks from no obstacle and welcomes martyr-

dom in preference to a surrender of its convictions.

"The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom." This truth was

recognized by Augusts Comte, the advocate of so-called Positivism, when

he taught that intellectual development is, first, theological ; next, meta-

physical ; and lastly, positive. A thousand years before the Christian era,

David and Solomon had taught the Jews, and Buddha had taught the

Hindoos, the vital doctrine which Comte distorted and corrupted, but they

were not like Comte, so foolish as to remove the corner stone after building

the superstructure. They did not believe that the science of phenomena

was more positive than the knowledge of Cod and the knowledge of prin-

ciples, or that a system, w liicli was founded in error and which continually

added error to error, could finally culminate in "positive" and unques-

tionable truth.

Five hundred years after those early sages had directed the attention of

lovers of \\ [adorn to the beginning of wisdom, the disciples of Zoroaster in

i, of Confucius in China, and of Pythagoras in Greece, participated

in the wide-spread reformatory movement, which accompanied the restore

tion of Jehovah worship at Jerusalem and the settlement of the Old Testa-

ment canon under K/ra. They prepared the way for Socrates, who, like

Pythagom, shrank from the seeming arrogance which was involved in the

title "sophist," or wisest, and claimod to '» merely a "philosophos," or

lover of wisdom. Even the sophists generally regarded theology as the

highest science, Bocrates, agreeing with them in this estimate, believed

ir to he i special ambassador of God to the citizens of Athens, acl

under the oontlnual guidance of a daimen, or divine influence, which Kept

him from billing into error.

Another semi-millenium heheid the birth, in Bethlehem of Judea, of a

teacher whose word I, uj hi- >mlng with an
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authority such as had never been known before. Claiming to be the

anointed leader for whom the Jews had long been looking, representing

his mission to be the fulfilment of " the law,'' which was "a shadow of good

things to come, and not the very image of the things," he sought not to

destroy aught that was good or true in previous systems. Still pointing to

God as the source of all truth and all power, still finding the highest wis-

dom in the great truths of religion, he counted all earthly knowledge and

all earthly possessions as dross in comparison with the heavenly inherit-

ance. "For what shall it profits man, if he shall gain the whole world,

and lose his own soul V
We thus see that in all the most highly civilized nations of antiquity the

wisest men, almost without exception, believed in some means of commu-
nication between man and his Maker, and looked upon the ministers of re-

ligion as the special recipients of divine oracles. The true followers of

Jesus of Nazareth have uniformly claimed that their system of religion is

the highest system that has ever been promulgated, appealing both to the

intrinsic excellence of its doctrines and to the results of their lissemination

for evidence that their claims are well-grounded. They may, therefore,

naturally regard the Philosophy of Christianity as the highest of all phi-

losophies, and as the most profitable study to which human attention can

be directed.

Christ himself, although he taught "as one that had authority, and not

as the scribes," gave continual evidence of great personal modesty and

humility. Although never derogating in the slightest degree, from the

conscious dignity of his divine mission, he often rejected the flattering

tributes with which his disciples sought (o honor him, directing them to

the Father whose will he came to accomplish. He did not even attempt to

found a church or to frame a consistent system of doctrines during the time

of his own ministry, but he left his hearers to make such application of his

teachings as would best satisfy their various individual needs and promote

their spiritual growth. The wisdom belonged to him; the philosophy to

his disciples. His gospel, "good tidings of great joy," was the announce-

ment of a Saviour, who should "save his people from their sins." His pur-

pose was neither to destroy nor to change the divine methods of education,

but to fulfil typical prophecies; to throw a stronger light upon the relation-

ships of man to his Maker ; to temper personal independence by a clearer

sense of personal responsibility ; to communicate a knowledge of the per-

sonality of God, His personal interest in His intelligent creatures, and

the personal help, which He vouchsafes to all who feel a need of help and

are willing to accept it. Free grace and free will ; the offer of all requisite

guidance ; the power of choice whether the guidance shall be received or

rejected ; the voluntary assumption of all the risks which may attend a

wrong exercise of the choice ; and "the way of salvation " through him
in whom "dwelleth all the fullness of the Godhead bodily;" such are

some of the chief lessons of Christianity.

" Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness : for
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they shall be filled." All nature teems with the evidence of physical

adaptations to physical needs. Those who are spiritually' enlightened will

find still stronger evidence of abundant provision for all spiritual needs.

The daily bread for which we are taught to pray is indeed the "bread

of life, "the bread which will satisfy to the uttermost all the hungering

both of body and of soul. The Father who feedeth the fowls of the air,

providing for the wants which He has implanted in His humblest creatures,

is not unmindful of the more important wants of the being who was made

in His image, and who was endowed with "dominion over the fish of the

sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth

upon the earth."

All true philosophy, Christian philosophy in an especial manner, is al-

ways cautious, teachable, longing for greater knowledge and greater faith,

glad even to welcome reproof when it tends to the correction of mistakes.

It looks towards the infinite as well as the finite, towards the absolute as

well as the relative, towards the unknowable as well as the knowable, un-

der a conviction that even where it cannot hope for a full satisfaction of

all its longings it may gain strength by wrestling with difficulties, and with

t lie unhesitating assurance that the higher its aims the more profitable will be

its victories. While modestly acknowledging the limitations which have

been imposed upon it, it answers the fundamental questions,— a) What?
(b) How? (c) Why?—by asserting (a) the possibility of knowledge, (b)

by means of consciousness, (c) because the Creator of man's consciousness

designed it for the acquisition of truth.

Any intimation of a possibility that human power, human wisdom, or

human design may be the highest power, or wisdom, or design in the unt-

ie, or any hesitation to deny such a possibility, the Christian philoso-

pher regards as an unfortunate manifestation of ignorance. Such igno-

rance may be excusable in those who arc honestly seeking for truth in

dtlier directions, and wherever it exists it is the part of true modesty to

acknowledge it. But if the Ignorant man should try to impose his igno-

rance upon others, as an insurmountable harrier to knowledge, or if the

Christian should hesitate to affirm the absolute and undeniable trutb of his

answers to the three essentia! questions of philosophy, no pretense of

modesty could shield him from the charge of blasphemous arrogance.

<-ry philosophical Or religious system which has any claim to consider

atlon, mUSt have its dogmas; ItS positive convictions; iis formulated

truths or articles of belief ;• its '•necessary expression in ideas, of the

feelings and moral and spiritual laws and conditions which the unity and

relationship Ol heart, conscience, will and intellect in many require should

bfl maintained."! Such dogmSB, instead of Setting aside the Baconian

methods, are the most obvious results of observation and experiment and

limate logical deduction. Bui while dogmsi are useful, dogma

Brtion and w Itll R denial Of any of the

• Ki.oiih i i.iuinu'. Vooab> "/ iii< Pi

in. \v. Bellows.
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rights of critical investigation, is unphilosophical and suicidal. The
nescient or "agnostic" philosopher has the same right to approach any
truth whatsoever from his side, as the Christian has from his. The dis-

coveries of each may become greatly helpful to the other, and by joint co-

operation they may both, at last, attain to a broader generality of appre-

hension than either could have gained alone. The Christian's start, from

positive knowledge and justifiable assertion, has, however, an immense
advantage over his opponent's ignorant groping in the dark and despair of

satisfactory attainment.

The dogmatism of science involves greater inconsistencies and is, there-

fore, more unreasonable than the dogmatism of religion. The modest
positivist, when he stigmatizes tbe popular faith as an outgrown and worth-

less garment, a "caput mortuum," is urged by a spirit of the same kind

as the bigot, when he bespeaks, for any form of truth loving research, the

ban of fanatical outlawry, the "odium tluvloyicum." But the modesty
which doubts its own capability of attaining any higher assurance than

that of sense, lias no excuse for theorizing, or for claiming assent to any-

thing which is not attested by undoubted sensible evidence. The bigoted

enthusiasm, on the other hand, which rests in a blind unreasoning faith

and believes that any contravention of its prejudices may be followed by
endless misery, is impelled, as if by a natural instinct, to the immediate
adoption of such measures as seem most likely to avert a calamity which
it so greatly dreads.

Notwithstanding all the teleological consequences which are Implied in

the admission, probably there are few, perhaps there are none, who would
be unwilling to grant that the forces, which man uses for accomplishing

his limited purposes, are the same as God uses for accomplishing His un-

limited purposes. The Christian philosopher finds it no less evident that

the knowledge and designs of the Creator, however much they may differ

in degree, do not differ in their essential characteristics from the knowledge
and designs of intelligent creatures ; he is, therefore, at a loss to under
stand the difficulties which many persons honestly avow, in recognizing

the manifold evidences of an All-wise, as well as Almighty Ruler, who is

always "upholding all things by the word of his power."

May not a principal source of those difficulties be found in the hesitancy

of a too skeptical spirit'.' Doubt is very good in its proper place and within

proper bounds
; obvious errors should certainly be avoided ; novel and

startling theories should not be accepted until they have been tested by the
most searching and conclusive scrutiny ; it may even be well to indulge in

an occasional exercise of critical acumen upon possible mistakes, which
may have crept into popular creeds, either through the supposed teaching

of a popular leader, or through some enigmatical and perhaps accidental

inadvertence. But the detection of a petty error is of far less consequence,

while it may require B much greater outlay of time and ingenuity, than the

grasp of an important truth. The philosopher may safely presume that

any belief, which has withstood, for ages, the attacks of cavilers, must
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have some solid groundwo rk of truth. He can make the truth his own only

by fully understanding it, but he may often find satisfaction even in a

partial comprehension of doctrines which have given intellectual strength

and comfort to many generations of deep thinkers. He will surely gain

more wisdom by a diligent looking after truth than by a sharp and cynical

search for error.

Paul's advice is well supplemented by Peter's :
" But sanctify the Lord

God in your hearts : and be ready always to give an answer to every man
that asketli you a reason of the hope that is in you, with meekness and

fear." The advantages of high ideals have been recognized in all ages.

When every throb of our spiritual lives is accompanied by a feeling of

God's presence, the perceptive, as well as the imaginative faculties are

quickened, and our enlightened insight penetrates intuitively to reasons,

both of hope and of complete assurance, which a materialistic philosophy

could never find and could never understand.

All philosophy must necessarily be based upon human nature. Our love

of wisdom can only extend to what we can recognize, however dimly, as

manifesting wisdom ; our capabilities of knowledge are limited by our

capacities for knowledge.*

The mathematical necessity which requires that all Consciousness should

be manifested under the three primary relations of Motivity, Spontaneity,

and Rationality, is tacitly recognized in the modern classification of mental

faculties as Presentative, Representative, and Intuitive. This subjective

aspect of our spiritual nature finds objective intellectual satisfaction in sys-

tems of Religion, Morals and Science.

The subjective exercise of Consciousness, in the primary relations or

faculties, is manifested in Feeling, Will and Thought, which are indica-

tions Of Objective Need, Power, and Purpose.

Both the aim and the goal of Consciousness are subjectively developed

in Faith, Desire, and Understanding, which And complete objective pro-

vision in Revelation, Sanetilication, and Inspiration.

[fWe designate the Motive, Spontaneous and Rational forms by the sym-

bolic letter! M. S, It, these relations may all be readily grouped, as in the

following synopsis :

Subjective.

M. s. U.

R. I'ii mentation. Representation. Intuition.

8. Peeling. Will. Thought
M Faith. Deeire. Understanding.
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to try to trace its origin to material or unconscious substance, of which

nothing can ever be known, except the qualities which Consciousness itself

attributes to the supposed occasion of its own least Important experiences.

The conviction of material reality is, however, so strong thai we should

accept it as a matter of instinctive belief, and, therefore, as a truth of in-

spiration. *

Since thought is stimulated directly by will, Reason is apt to believe her-

self Independent, and to forget that all her powers, as well as all the facts

and premises upon which she exercises those powers, are given by the

Creator for the special uses which he designed. Scientific Investigators

often forget that they can reach truth only so far as it has been divinely

" unveiled " or revealed, and that all error is the result of too great confi-

dence in the unaided strength of imperfect human reason.

All the needful revelation that man has been able and willing to accept,

has been offered to him, in all ages. In order that he may derive the Lr reatest

possible help from the offer it is necessary that his will should be wholly

given up to the divine will, "They that wait upon the Lord shall renew

their strength." This waiting should not be confined to the religious in-

stincts. It is no less important in the training of the will and in the en-

lightenment of the reasoning faculties. The inspiration of "unconscious

cerebration," during the (pact watches of the night, often untangles a

knotty clue which has led the Ifilf assorting mind into a labyrinth of ie*
perate perplexity ; the sanetilication, which rewards the opening of the

door to the Saviour who stands and knocks, always leads to a " change of

heart" and often transforms the habitual character in a way that may be

rightly regarded as miraculous
;
the inshining light of immediate revela-

tion gives a clearness of vision and a certainty of knowledge which are

known oidy to those who have rightly learned both to open and to use their

spiritual eyes. In every case willingness must accompany ability. Help
is never forced upon us; if we choose to trust solely to our own delegated

strength, we are tree to do so and we may often make valuable attainments in

sodoing
, but If we wish most fully to appropriate the prophetic assurance,

"the crooked shall be made straight and the rough places plain," we must
feel the need Of help, and be willing to seek for it where alone it is to be
found.

Christian philosophy discards the use of none of our faculties ; on the

contrary, It is the only philosophy which insists on the right development of
them all. Scientific writers often speak as if nothing should be left to faith,

but everything should be decided by reason. The Christian, while commit-
ting himself to nothing that is unreasonable, places faith above reason, and
sees that reason always errs when faith is discredited. The most implicit

faith is always given to that which is self-evident to the believer
; his faith

in what he believes to be self-evident to others comes next in order and
is hardly less confident. The man who should attempt, by any reasoning

process, to prove what is self-evident, or even to make it plainer than it is

*Loe. oft pp. -195-50:?; 107-8; 501-34.
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already, would only show himself to be one "that darkeneth counsel by
words without knowledge."

All knowledge must not only begin in faith, but it must also proceed by

faith, end in faith, and rest on faith. So long as our faith is weak in the

full self-evidence, of our premises, of their logical connection, of the legiti-

macy of our reasoning faculties, or of their rightful exercise, all our infer-

ences will be vitiated by doubt ; we may reach some degree of probability,

but no certainty. Of these reasonable requirements the legitimacy of our

reasoning faculties underlies all the others. We can have no other reason-

able assurance of that legitimacy than our conviction of the wisdom and

truthfulness of the Author of our being. The highest faith is, therefore,

religious faith ; the highest religion is the one which offers the most satis-

factory provision for all the spiritual needs of man, in all ages and under

all circumstances.

None of our faculties have been made in vain. If the human race, in

its infancy, was more given to theology than it is in the present day, its

devotion was due to a greater sense of ils needs. If the devotion led to

any exaggerated development of a faith which looks to eternity, who will

say that it displayed less true manhood than like exaggerations of a reason

which looks only to earthly temporalities, and prides itself in "oppositions

of science falsely so-called?"

True science will not only gladly accept, but it will even eagerly seek,

all the help that it can get from every quarter. Assured of the perfect

harmony of all truth, and of its many sided relations, it will see that no truth

can be fully understood until il has been studied in its several primary

bearings on the triform intelligence of man ; that the proper culture of in-

telligence looks to a complete and symmetrical growth instead of a mon-

strous distorted, one sided growth ; that the loftiest revelations of faith

yield the most soul-satisfying food for "the scientific uses of the imagina-

tion ;" that the most complete sanctification of desire is attended by the

greatest earnestness Of purpose; that the fullest inspiration Of understand-

ing is shown by the clearest recognition and the most cheerful acknowledg-

ment of the divine origin of the inspiration ; that the dicta of all the men-

tal faculties should be accepted, compared and reconciled, BO as to give the

broadest possible views of truth ; that whenever Inclination or avocation

give the mind O special Idas in one direction, special pains should lie taken

to leani what religions, moral or scientific acquirements are needed in order

tO maintain the equipoise of perfect manhood.

l*i revelations in the book of nature, are as old as creation. Man,

the lapse of thousands of years, learns the alphabet, spells oui a few

of the simplest sentences In the record, and sets himself up In Ihe pride of

his new attainments, as the Intellectual lord Of the universe. He forgets

thai the leSSOO lllllst |i;ive been set before it oould be learned ; that it may
be le. niieil sooner by those who are ready to listen to the Teacher, than by

w\m ttv to pick it out by themselves •. and thai it li never learned

without the Teacher's help, although the help may be so skilfully given

that the scholar li not aware of it.
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The cheerful recognition of the intimate connection between religion and
wisdom, was not confined to the early sages. In all historical times the

wisest men have felt and acknowledged that it was their highest aim and

their highest privilege to read and comprehend even the simplest thoughts

ofGod. The boasted intellectual progress of the last three centuries is rightly

credited, in large measure, to Bacon's revival and skilful unfolding of the

inductive method ; but the religious reformations of Wiclif and IIuss and

Jerome and Luther had preceded Bacon and prepared the way, through

clearer expositions of heavenly truth, for a fuller understanding of worldly

truths. Comte attacked theology and metaphysics, at the outset of his

career, with Quixotic zeal and Quixotic blindness ; but he ended by deify-

ing humanity as a fit object for the worshiping instinct of man, and by
promulgating a system of more arrogant metaphysics than ever bewildered

the followers of the haughtiest Grecian sophist. The leaders of scientific

thought in our own day, with few exceptions, are believers in God ; many
of them, perhaps a larger relative number than at any earlier period, are

also devout believers in Christian revelation, and their belief is more
weighty because it is not merely traditional, but springs from deliberate ex-

amination and conviction. The godless theories and ungodly lives which
degrade humanity are due to the ignorance of smatterers, not to the teach-

ings of earnest and hardworking investigators.

Christianity, more thoroughly than any previous system, teaches the

essential identity of secular and sacred truth. To the Pharisees who would
fain regulate all observances by their own narrow interpretations of re-

ligious doctrines, it says : "The Sabbath was made for man, and not man
for the Sabbath ;" to the Greeks who ignorantly worshiped the Unknown
God, it says : "For in him we live, and move, and have our being;" to

those who needlessly embitter their lives by over-anxious thoughts for the

morrow, it shows the providence of the Father who watches over the

ravens and the sparrows and the lilies and the grass of the field ; to those

who would set up their own pride or prejudice as a standard of merit, it

says: "What God hath cleansed, that call not thou common." It invests

all days, all acts, all thoughts, all pursuits with a holy dignity, so far as

they may be made tributary to the highest welfare of a single individual,

and inculcates full consecration in the injunction "Thou shalt love the

Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy
strength, and with all thy mind."

While truth is one, interpretation is legion. Difference of interpreta-

tion does not necessarily imply error in any of the holders of views which
may appear to be irreconcilable, unless we regard all partial truth as actual

error. Imperfect beings can only gradually be brought towards perfec-

tion ; iu their upward growth an endless variety of shortcomings may
need an endless variety of helps, and the truth which is most helpful, in

consequence of the greatest number of possible unfoldings, is, for that

very reason, the highest truth.

If we extend the definition of Reason so as to embrace in its province
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all department! of knowledge, we may designate its three primary subdi-

visions as Pure Reason, Practical Reason, and Logical Reason.

Pure Reason corresponds pretty satisfactorily to Kant's Seine Vermtnft,

in so far as it is the faculty of the highest intuitions. It holds all the di-

rect revelations of faith, all positive or a, priori certainty, all absolute and

incontrovertible knowledge. Of absolute knowledge we have examples

in pure mathematics, and in every axiom or proposition which carries with

itself the perception of its necessary and universal validity. From the

decisions of pure reason there can be no appeal. No professed infallibility,

of pope or conclave or synod or man or body of men, can shake the assur-

ance with which we accept the decisions of self-evidence. Others may
think us in error, either through want of the clear insight which we enjoy,

or through misunderstanding some of the details or bearings of our deci-

sion. Whatever we know to be true, no one else can know to be false,

however much he may doubt it or however absurd he may think it. The
Christian philosopher ranks among the most valuable portions of his abso-

lute knowledge the facts of his own religious experience ; the certainty of

spiritual being ; the self-evidence of a SEi.F-evidcnt source and authority

for self-evidence ; the necessary Being of a Planner and Lawgiver to pre-

pare the plana and enact the laws of the universe.

Practical Reason is nearly represented by Kant's Praktixche Vernnn.ft.

It works in the field of morality, for the formation of character ; furnish-

ing motives for the guidance of the will ; fitted, under the divine sanetiti-

cation of desire, for the inauguration of noble purposes; giving the real

knowledge which makes by far the largest portion of our intellectual at-

tainments. Heal knowledge embraces every fact which we are Compelled

to believe by the constitution of our minds, but of which we do not per-

ceive the absolute necessity. Absolute and real knowledge are often so

closely United that it Is dillicult, especially for persons who have not been

thoroughly trained in habits of nice discrimination, to tell where the ab-

solute ends and the relative begins. For all practical purposes, 1 he au-

thority <»f a truth, which is valid under all the relations by which it is

surrounded in our apprehension, is just as binding as the authority of a

truth which is valid under all possible relations. Moral certainty is as

Brad) the gifi of Ood, and therefore as obligatory, as self evidence. Both

physically and spiritually, the absolute knowledge of others may become

our real knowledge, provided we are satisfied of their truthfulness. I'.y

practical reason we learn that we are surrounded on every side by limita-

tions which we cannot overleap ; that we arc, to some extent, the creatures

OBJ but ih.it. within our bounds and under all possible cir-

OmnStaSOSS Inure an; such things as right and wrong, duty and responsi-

bility
;
that we must, therefore, have so much freedom of choice and M

tioii lor tin- exercise .if our responsibility. God hai pro\ ided

(or ' 'lion of our nerd, b us a real knowledge Of what

will elevate our character, as well as by glvUl| M an absolute know |(

ot what u 'Ills.
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Logical, or Empirical Reason is the faculty which is commonly regarded

as the crowning glory of man, by those who look upon reason and faith as

mutually antagonistic. It is, however, rather an evidence of intellectual

weakness than of intellectual strength; because its sole office is to unfold what

is given us by pure and practical reason, and because it is exposed to all the

mistakes which may arise from undue assumption of premises as well as

from fallacious inferences. Kant calls it Urthdhkraft, the power or faculty

of Judgment. It works largely in the field of science, for the classifica-

tion of phenomena ; examining especially the information which com

us through the avenues of bodily sensation ; confining itself, therefore,

mainly to the interpretation of the material universe ; and attaining, by its

unaided efforts, only to problematical knowledge. Problematical knowl-

edge covers everything which we believe to be true, but the truth of which

depend! OB circumstances which it is impossible for us to determine with

certainty. The vacillations and inconsistencies of scientific theories and

systems are due, at least partly, to the attempts to disregard or discredit

the testimony of the only faculties which can give us positive knowledge.

Fortunately for the interests of truth, and fortunately for science it-

self, such attempts are always vain. Whether we are aware of it or not,

the inspirations of understanding compel us to act under the instinctive

promptings of our highest faculties. We may scoff at metaphysics if we

will
;
yet, if we study at all, we speedily find ourselves trying to explain and

coordinate the physical facts which we accumulate by observation and ex-

periment. The question, wlmt, is necessarily followed by the question, Imw;

fact points and leads irresistibly to theory and law. For the completion

of possible knowledge the question, fiotc, is naturally followed by the ques-

tion, whi/; theory and law indicate such accordances of thought and will,

as may be readily understood If we believe that they represent the activity

of a Thinker and Wilier, and such as cannot be satisfactorily explained on

any other hypothesis. In order that any physical phenomena may be

brought within the domain of scientific thought, we must have faith in the

validity of the simple presentation, enough curious desire to keepupa
propel representation, enough understanding to distinguish the general

from the special and the essential from the accidental.

Religion, entrenched in the citadel of faith, has always been helped by

antagonism, gaining new strength from every new struggle. Skepticism,

assuming protean forms and continually shifting its ground, tries in vain

to dislodge its antagonist, and at every assault furnishes new weapons to

be turned against itself. The old truths, the primitive beliefs of our race,

are still as precious as ever; beyond the reach of death and decay, they

continue to hold forth the promise of participation in their own eternal

youth and vigor, to those who will accept and rightly use them. Such

acceptance and use always bring a full assurance of knowledge, which

shrinks from no controversy that is worthy of notice. But skepticism is

too apt to forget the two fundamental rules of controversy : that for every

individual, self-evidence outweighs all other evidence ; and that, whenever
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self evidence is not attainable, only qualified judges are competent to de-

cide mooted questions.

Philosophy neither needs nor seeks any suppression of facts, and it is

not fettered by any theories, however skilfully they may be framed or

however haughtily they may be set forth. It grants to science the right of

self-imposed limitation to the field of material phenomena, and it accepts

material laws as the true keys to material facts, but it looks to moral and

spiritual laws as the only keys to the facts of moral and spiritual life. It

does not go to a doctor for legal advice, or to a theologian for scientific in-

struction ; it cares little for a deaf man's judgment of a symphony of

Beethoven, or for a scientific theorist's views upon a question of religious

experience ; but it welcomes from every quarter, from Religion, Ethics ami

Science alike, any new revelation of the eternal truths of God, and it al-

ways strives to reach such clear insight into the harmonies of truth as will

help it to dispel the mists of human error. No truth is so insignificant that

its place would be better filled by a plausible falsehood ; none is so formida-

ble that it can overthrow any other truth. The "maybe" of the shrewdest

conjecture, the "perhaps " of the wisest hypothesis, may be helpful to the

investigator, and the philosopher will always gladly accept every well-

established result to which they may lead ; but they count for nothing

against the "surely " of self-evidence or the "therefore " of experimental

knowledge.

"A thoughtful writer," cited by Dr. Pusey in a late Oxford sermon,

says: "Special studies, which bring into play any special aptitude of in-

telligence without paralysing the rest, are conformable to the wants of

nature. Exclusive studies, which amass a sort of conjectural life upon one

point of the mind, leaving the rest in Inaction, are hut abnormally developing

the excresences of intellectual life ; so when special science forma men who
are eminent, exclusive science produces judgments which are false. Bs

elusive science is the only one injurious to religion, but it is also the only

one opposed to it. What withholds man from faith is not the knowledge

Of nature which any one hat, but the knowledge Of religion which lie has

not."

The ( In i->l i.ui philosopher would gladly share this knowledge with others,

tint he can point out no other way for its attainment than that of direct

revelation. He is often Mtonisbed at the condescension of God ; he asks,

willi David, " what, is man, that thou ; ;ri mindful of him, an.l the son of

man, tlmUhoti visitest him '•"
1 1' any sat isfactory answer can be found to the

ojasstion lie believes that it should be sought by looking upwards, and not

downwards \ by following the leadings of the highest spiritual truths, and

not by SOOnding the quagmires of material truth ; hy Studying the records

ofSupreme Power and Wisdom, not bj stopping short at thelawsofproto

and ch.-inical alllnily ami molecular motion.

The materialist boasts of the positive knowledge which can be attained

by the senses, and regards nothing as worthy of Investigation which can

\ ation and experiment. The Christian
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recognizes the value of the sensorium as an instrument of mind, and the

reverence with winch he regards his experimental religious knowledge,

leads him to appreciate, at its fullest worth, experimental secular knowledge.

But the worth is spiritual, not material. Beauty and order and law arc

spiritual attributes. The microcosm of each individual is what his spiritual

discernment sees it to be, even as the macrocosm of the universe is what
God saw it to be, when "he spake, and it was done; he commanded,
and it stood fast," and when he "saw everything that he had made, and

behold it was very good."

The deceptions of sense are proverbial. We learn, by experience, to

correct such as are practically harmful, but the correction involves an exer-

cise of judgment, an assertion of the controlling authority to which sense

always is, as it was intended to be, subservient. If each of our se:

may sometimes deceive us we can get no valid authority from any combina-

tion or comparison of mere sensorial findings. But if the spiritual inter-

pretation of every finding has always a relative truth, a way is opened
for BUperaensua] knowledge. The unsoundness of any claim that such in-

terpretations are " the evidence of the senses" may be made more glaring,

by showing that sense-deception is not exceptional and rare, but normal

and universal.

Take the sense of sight. The most advanced physical science of our

day teaches that light and shade, color and visible form, are due solely

to wave-motions in the luminit'erous a'ther. These motions are received

by an optical Instrument, consisting of a combination of lenses and trans-

parent media of various refracting power*. Whatever doubts any one may
have as to the Contriver of this wonderful instrument, there can he no doubt

that it was made with a specific design for a specific end or purpose
; that it

was designed to meet certain wants or needs of its possessor, and that its pur-

pose is vision. There is little room for doubt that the ethereal vibrations

enter the eye. and are transmitted to the brain, where Consciousness receives

them, not as wave-motions, but as a beautiful and inexplicable panorama
of blended ideal harmonies and contrasts. Light as we know it, and light

as a material agency, are two entirely distinct realities. The spiritual

power of the soul transforms the simple motions into conceptions, supple-

menting creative purpose by introducing a new order of things, and show-

ing that the highest reality require*, for its continued existence, the con-

tinual exercise of intelligence.

Turn next to hearing. The unanimous verdict of the most competent
judges is again in favor of motion, as the physical instrumentality of all

the impressions which reach us through this important sense. The waves.

however, are now in a much grosser medium, and are received by a much
more sluggish apparatus. While the slowest visible light waves vibrate

more than three hundred million million times in a second, the swiftest

audible sound waves do not vibrate more than seventy-five thousand times

in a second. The frequency of vibration is, therefore, more than four

thousand million times as great in light as in sound. The atmospheric
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waves strike the drum of the ear, awakening answering vibrations in the

organs of the inner ear, where they are received by the delicate branching

fibres of the auditory nerve and sent to the brain. There Consciousness

receives them, not as waves, nor as motions of any kind, nor even as light,

but as transformed, by the soul's spiritual activity, into a new order of

spiritual conceptions ; conceptions which have a reality of the highest de-

gree, but a reality winch exists only so long as it is upheld by the power of

intelligence.

Taste and smell are more nearly alike than any other two senses, and

they may be examined together. The influence of wave motion is not so

evident in them as in sight and hearing, but there is no reason for doubt-

ing that the gustatory and auditory and all other nerves transmit their im-

pressions to the brain and receive their influences from the brain, by
waves or heats. Tyndall's investigations show a striking resemblance be-

tween odors and vapors in their absorption and radiation of heat ; sapid

substances are always soluble, and taste is not excited until some solution

is made. Both these senses, therefore, require a preliminary breaking up

of cohesion, and consequent increase of active elasticity. The "kinetic

theory of gases," which was first proposed by Daniel Bernouilli, supposes

that they are formed of material particles, animated by very rapid move-

ments, and that the tension of elastic fluids results from the shock of their

particles against the sides of the vessels which enclose them. In discus-

sing the theory most physicists, and perhaps all, have assumed the motions of

the particles to be rectilinear, but cosmical analogies indicate a probability

that they may be more often elliptical, and perhaps often parabolic or

hyperbolic. The likelihood of continual internal motion, of some kind or

Other, amounts to moral or practical certainty; the probability that taste

and smell are in the same category as sight and hearing, objectively as well

as subjectively, is, therefore, incalculably great, and if some skilful physi-

Ofogbl should announce the discovery and measurement of waves of smell

and taste, the discovery would awaken great interest but little or no sur-

prise. While awaiting the discovery we know that the throbs of the

different nerves, which terminate in the mouth and nose, finally reach

the brain, where Consciousnes them, not as waves, nor as motions

of any kind, nor even M light nor as sound, but as taste and smell. The

spiritual wonder-worker again usee its transforming power to set forth new

conceptions; Conceptions full of living reality, hut a reality

which requires the action of Intelligence, both to call it into being and to

maintain its •
• \ i > 1

1
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Tb<- seUM Of tOUCh seems so completely tO underlie all the others, that,

they arc often spoken of as modifications of touch. There are, however,

rations, connected with the genera! sensitiveness of the

flkifJ, Which are worthy of notice. Many of Hie most important bodily

ii a physiological point of view, are dependant on tem-

perature, One of the no ting modern physical treatises is Tyn
id 'it motion." In lliitl work, lie

I

of Kara
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day recounts the experiments of an A.merican-born citizen, Benjamin

Thompson, commonly known as Count Romford, together with subsequent

confirmatory experiments of remarkable nicety and remarkable fruitful-

ness, by Joule, Mayer, Colding, and others. Those experiments all point

to molecular motion as the source of heat, and their recognized importance

is so great that the new science of heat, or "thermodynamics," ranks as

one of the chief physical sciences. Sonic even go so far as to think it the

only physical science, or at least the fundamental science. The genial

glow of the hearth-fire may quicken the circulation ; the quickened circu-

lation may enliven the spirit; but the spiritual enlivenment and t lie pleas-

ant sensation of warmth by which it is accompanied are both very different

from motion, and from all other sensations. They are both realities of a

higher order than any mere physical fact ; realities that are only possible

in and through intelligence.

The other tactile sensations as well as the renderings of the muscular

sense may be referred to various degrees of resistance, dependent upon the

aeriform, liquid or solid condition of the body which awakens the K

tion. We have already seen that elasticity may lie explained by motion,

and even the most solid bodies are often highly clastic. The advocates of

the atomic hypothesis commonly regard the ultimate atoms as very hard,

but the mathematical requirements of the relation between heat under con-

stant pressure and under constant volume point to great elasticity. The
new chemistry, and Lockyer's late spectroscopic discoveries, also have the

same ultimate pointing. They regard all the chemical elements as baaed

on the hydrogen atom, and it has been shown* that the elasticity of hydro-

gen is so simply related to the elasticity of the luminiferous a-ther that

hydrogen may be merely condensed tether. All the particles of steel

and platinum and of all other material substances are supposed to be in

endless motion, through orbits of minute extent which are traversed in

brief periods with great velocity. The resistance of such orbits to any

change of relative position increases in proportion to the square of the

velocity, so that any desired degree of rigidity might be obtained, without

any actual contact of particles, by limply giving them velocity enough.

The nervous action which is excited by the resistances of physical Im-

penetrability, is transmitted to the brain, where it is received by conscious-

ness, not as motion ; not even as light, nor as sound, nor as taste, nor as

smell, nor as warmth, but simply as resistance ; a spiritual reality of a
higher order than anything which is merely material ; a reality which is

made by intelligence and which is lost as soon as intelligence ceases to

wield its upholding power.

We thus see that the " evidence of the senses," so far from being a cor-

rect transcript of outward realities, is always as deceptive as the seeming

quiet of the seeming general flat terrestrial plane, and as the seeming daily

revolution of the sun and moon and stars around our seeming centre of the

universe. Our natural and irresistible conviction, that the senses report

*Proc. Am. Phil. Soc, xll, 394; xiii, 112.
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things as they are, experiences a shock when we find that there is no more

resemblance between the material type and the spiritual reality, than there

is between the letters of the alphabet and the ideas which they serve to

convey from one intelligence to another. W6 then begin to see the im-

portance of distinguishing the secondary or delegated cause, both from Us

immediate consequence and from the Great First Cause ; Ave understand

the shrewdness which led the scholastic wranglers to say that there is no

light in the sun, no sound in a bell, no sweetness in sugar, no fragrance in

a rose, no heat in fire, no cold in ice, no hardness in a diamond ; the funda-

mental doctrine of Berkeley, as expounded by Kant, that " all phenomena

are merely subjective representations in consciousness," becomes very sug-

gestive ; we learn that the universe, as we know it, could only have been

made by intelligence, and that it can only be upheld by intelligence ; we
know that our consciousness, limited in all directions as it is, has, never-

theless, enough delegated power and authority to enable it to make, uphold,

direct and govern all the subjective realities which are essential to its own
welfare ; we know, also, that such delegated power and authority could

only have been delegated by a still higher subjective Spiritual Being.

Must we then reject all belief in objective reality? By no means. Even
the apparent immobility and disk-like shape of the earth, as well as the con-

stant daily and yearly apparent motions of the heavenly bodies, have a prac-

tical and relative truth which we are compelled to act upon and which ifl

always helpful. "We can never attain to absolute knowledge of anything

which we have not made our own by subjective experience, but we have a

real or practical knowledge of everything that awakens an instinctive be-

lief in its reality. Some men will doubtless continue to argue for ag>

come, as others have argued for agefl past, on the one hand against the pos-

sibility of motion, on the other against the possibility of free agency. But

the former will show their practical disbelief in their own theories by their

own bodily changes of place ; the latter, by their continual exercise of free

agency, their satisfaction when they have done right, and their rem

ivlien they have done wrong. There is nothing so self evident that men
not try either to refute it or to make it plainer, and mystify them-

selves by so doing. Arguments have been framed to prove; that black is

white, that one squab two, that Achilles could not overtake a tortoise, and

the fallacies have been SO artfully covered that many persons have tried in

vain to detect them ; nevertheless they have not been beguiled into ae

eeptlng any of the specious sophisms, although they may have had their

fcith shaken In the infallibility of the reasoning faculties.

The proper CO operation of all our faculties will always lead us to such

truth as God intended we should reach by their help. The difference be

I
n the lower, obSCUre, problematical or practical truth, and the higher,

.'.jective or absolute truth, [| an indication of edUO&tional

pur| in the lower, we have DO right to com

, that the b bidden from us; If we shut our eyes to the sell

lenOt that M ill one direction, we ha\e DO fight tO asU for
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proof in another, proof which would be necessarily sophistical if it could

be plausibly framed. The man who is either blind or color blind, or who has

any other bodily defect, has an imperfect instrument for the use of his spir-

itual ability, and the imperfection will affect all his work ; but it will not

prevent his reaching the absolute and the relative knowledge which are

best for him, provided he employs his ability to the best advantage. If

his limitations unfit him for the reception of any truths bat those of physi-

cal or natural science, let him devote himself to the labor for which he is

best fitted ; but let him not scoff at other truths, and above all, let him not

waste time and strength in seeking to solve, by scientific or "positive"

methods, problems which can be solved only by metaphysical or by theo-

logical methods. Philosophy and religion offer to science the help which

is needed in order to make knowledge complete and symmetrical. If the

help is rejected, every attempt to supply its place, by means which God
has not sanctioned, will surely fail.

Berkeley's teachings have greatly modified modern materialistic theories.

The old idea of inertia, as the essential property of matter, and as implying

complete passivity under the controlling influence of immaterial force, is

nearly obsolete. Not only is force continually spoken of as material, but

will is at the same time spoken of as the "highest form of force." Every

writer may he allowed to define the terms which he uses, in his own way, and

a complete system of science may be, undoubtedly, built upon a defini-

tion of matter as "a substance which maybe either conscious or uncon

scions, either living or dead, either active or incapable of action, either di-

recting or directed, either originating or originated." But there is always
danger that a generalization, which embraces opposite qualities in a single

conception, may lead to inadvertent reasoning in a circle and to the beg-

ging of important questions. It is well that the controlling supremacy of

intelligence, upon which Berkeley insisted so strongly, should become more
generally recognized, but it is not well that any needless risk should be run of

assuming, in defiance of all positive proof, that anything which has once been

subordinate can ever develop itself into supremacy over what has once

been supreme. Even if we enlarge our ideas of matter so as to embrace
all possible forms of being, we do not remove a single difficulty thereby.

The same questions come crowding up before us, only under different

forms. Instead of asking. " what are spirit, and soul, and mind, and will,

and force," we ask, "what are consciousness, and life, and action, and
government, and origination." In spite of all our attempts to reconcile

the unreconcilable, the eternal facts remain, that there are spiritual phe-

nomena in the field of consciousness and time, and physical phenomena in

the field of inertia and space ; that all attempts to subordinate the former

to the latter have always failed, and that the physical exists only to serve

the wants and purposes of the spiritual.

It is not strange that mechanical philosophers should sometimes think

that all consciousness is connected with a brain, for the highest organic

mechanism that is directly and sensibly tributary to consciouness is un-
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doubtedly to be found in the human brain. But the Christian sees evidences

of the sway of consciousness everywhere ; in the rudimentary nervous sys-

tems of insects and molluscs ; in the busy industry of coral-building polyps
;

in the shapeless jelly of the aimeba ; in the development, from a single

cell, of the most complicated vegetable and animal forms ; in the structure

of crystals ; in the formation of compounds, with new properties, by

chemical affinity ; in the continual renewals of creation during each re-

turning year ; in the unity of plan which is manifested in the arrangement

of planets and of spectral lines ; in the modifications of that plan which

are displayed in vegetable growth and in stellar systems ; in all the indi-

cations of life, and law, and order, and purpose, and adaptation of means

to ends with which the universe is filled. If steam engines could think,

they might regard steam as the source of all the varied and intricate de-

signs which are wrought out by machinery, with much more reason than

man can give for regarding the brain as the source of consciousness.

The more mechanical consciousness becomes, either in its immediate or

in its mediate manifestations, the less is the liability to mistake. The in-

stinct of animals is more unerring than the reason of man ; crystallization

and organic growth follow established design more closely than instinct
;

the cell, which was meant for one part of the body, rarely goes to any

other part ; machinery accomplishes it* results with greater uniformity

than manual labor; the calculating machine computes difficult tablet with

more certainty than the most skillful mathematician. Mechanical philoso-

phy may naturally regard mechanical perfection as the best evidence of

superiority, but a higher philosophy esteems freedom more highly than

automatism, and consequently finds in the possibility of Imperfection, evi-

dence of a high degree Of perfection. Man, sinful as he is. ami "born

unto trouble as the sparks tly upward," is a nobler creature, from the very

fact that he has the power to ohoOM between right and wrong, than he

would be if lie weiv OOmpeUed always to aet from unerring instincts.

Now, he is callable of indefinite progress; then, he would have 0069

nary; now. virtue and merit and satisfaction In the performance of

duty are within Ids reach ; then, he would have been a mere slave; now, he

. distinct personality, created in the image of God, made a Little lower

than the angels
|
then he would have been a mere machine.

I.ieliuit/ ami Coleridge and Cousin all >' prominence to the doc-

trine thai IN true by what they affirm, hut false by what they

deny." "The heavens declare the glory ot God;'' but "the fool bath

In his heart, there li no God." \\ '<• dm^ affirm that consciousness la

ct.nmct.d with a brain, but if wesav that all consciousness is connected

with a brain, we deny the positive assertions of others and make a gratui

ton* assumption which is scientifically untenable, We may admit, with

ckel, that ever) organic cell has a conscious "soul life;" that in the

iiilusoria u single cell performs all the different functions of life ; that, p*f

//«/-.., in the In . the numerous Single Cells give Up their indi-

vidual Independence, and subordinate them the "itate-soul" or
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"personal soul," which represents the unity of will and sensation in the

"cell-association ;" and that his theory brings all natural phenomena into

a mechanical causal connection, as parts of a great and uniform process of

development. But if we deny that there is any higher soul or life or

power or wisdom than is manifested in single organic cells or groups of

cells, or if we deny that every " mechanical causal connection " must have

a mechanic to make the causal connection, or if we deny any other theory

which is more satisfactory to its upholders than our own, we overstep all

scientific bounds and our words are as worthless as the babble of a child.

We may accept the alternative, "natural development or supernatural crea-

tion of species," and we may explain the two hypotheses in such way as

to present no necessary antagonism; but if we deny the BeoeuitJ of an

Intelligent author for every established order and an intelligent origin-

ator for every consistent plan, we only show our own foolishness, We
may believe, with Cousin, in an impersonal reason which pervades

the universe like a spiritual sea or atmosphere, which is the mediate

source and endless supply of all finite knowledge and all material de-

velopment; but if we deny the existence of a personal reason which is

still higher, our vanity leads us into arrogant blasphemy. If we open
our intellectual eyes to the light of the highest philosophy, we may see

that the truths of affirmation, in all philosophical systems, are partial

recognitions of this higher truth which includes them all : wisdom "was
set up from everlasting, from the beginning, or ever the earth wa-

Modern science is too prudent to make such denials, and none of them
have ever been made by men whose opinion is worthy of the slightest

consideration. The methods of observation and experiment only lead to

the discovery of what is ; they furnish no grounds for positive assertion of

any kind, beyond a simple statement of facts. But the natural disposition

to theorize, which is praiseworthy when it is employed merely as a help

to Investigation, often leads men to attach too much importance to ingeni-

ous hypotheses, and to suppose that the explanation which they accept is

the only reasonable one. Moreover, the commendable caution, which leads

honest and ready investigators to publish nothing that has not been thor-

oughly tested by their special methods, is apt to be misunderstood. If men,

Whose talents, education and calling give them a peculiar aptitude for re-

search, hesitate to affirm a mooted doctrine, their admirers often take the

hesitation for a denial. The supposed denial has, for them, both the fasci-

nation of novelty and the witchery of authority ; they therefore adopt it

eagerly, priding themselves on their independence of thought and their

Superiority over the prejudices of education and tradition.

It therefore behooves every one, whose views are likely to influence

others, to be very watchful lest he become instrumental in breaking down
any of the barriers against immorality. If his assurance of important

spiritual truths is not sufficient for him to speak with positive certainty, he
should at least guard against such misinterpretations of his teachings as he
is unwilling to accept, and he should claim the same rights and the same
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authority for students in other fields as he claims for himself. Let his sci-

entific reputation be as high, and his physical discoveries as brilliant as

they may, he may feel himself honored by the avowal that he is a lover

of wisdom, like David and Solomon and John and Paul, and by owning

that their experimental knowledge of the spiritual truths, which they pro-

claimed, was as positive as his own experimental knowledge of the physical

truths which he proclaims. He cannot show that physical truth is more

important than spiritual truth, nor that the scientific writers of our day are

more honest, more capable, more careful, or more thorough than the re-

ligious writers of the early Christian days. Let him not claim, then, even

by the faintest shadow of implication, that the prophets and evangelists

and apostles were less competent judges in their special field of experience,

than lie is in his, or that their assertions are'less trustworthy than his own.

Biichner offers the following dilemma : "Either the laws of nature

rule, or the eternal reason rules ; the two would be involved in conflict

every moment ; the sway of the unchangeable laws of nature, a Bway
which we cannot call a rule, would allow of no conflicting personal

interference."* The dilemma itself is well stated, but it is difficult

to see how any one who believes in "eternal reason" can accept

his solution. How can laws, having "a sway which we cannot call a

rule," rule anything? What are "laws" and "eternal reason?" Before

we attempt to dogmatize, we should try to express our meaning so plainly

that it cannot be easily misunderstood. To the Christian philosopher, the

lions that "the two would be involved in conflict every moment," that

the laws of nature arc unchangeable, and that their sway "would allow of

no conflicting personal interference," seem like mere gratuitous assump-

tions.

The primitive meaning of law, as defined by Webster, is: "A rule.

'iihir!;/ an established or permanent rule, prescribed by the supreme

power of a state to its subjects, for regulating their actions." Between

the laws of man and the highest human reason there is rarely any conflict.

NO human laws are Unchangeable, but the more reasonable they are the

! kely are they to be changed. If they were in accordance with eternal

• n what ground can any one have for thinking that " the two would be

involved in conflict every moment ?"

The primitive and etymological meaning of nature, is "that which is

Of produced." By metonymy nature is taken to represent the pro

dUCar, ami Darwin defends this use of the word in language which seems

to imply his undoiibting belief that the producer is intelligent. Biuliner

says: "Nature Is I -lined by an internal necessity."!

definition mighl be interpreted to Include "the eternal reason" as a

Of nature, but it seems likely from the terms of Ids dilemma, that he

tfa most other German philosophers, Ln contrasting nature, as the

rial world, with the world of intelligence, if iu< h i-. m- meaning, and

Hi.

t n. i.i.
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if he intends to assert that the material universe is sustained by an internal

necessity which is independent of any supernatural influences, he is simply

begging the question.

What are called " the laws of nature " are merely the generalizations ofour

own minds. They represent facts, of order, and harmony, and mutual rela-

tionship, which have been observed so often that we look upon them as in-

variable, and nearly every provision which we make for future contingencies

is grounded upon our confident belief in such invariability. If we were to

ask how a religious or political organization is governed, we should think

it a very unsatisfactory answer to be told that "the laws of the organization

rule." It is equally unsatisfactory to be told that the laws of nature rule,

when we ask, what governs nature ? We are not children, to be stopped

in our questionings by a simple " because," or to be contented with the as-

surance that certain orders of fact occur because those orders of fact always

occur. Yet what more do they offer us who talk of " the sway of the un-

changeable laws of nature 1" Who will say that protoplasm or chemical

affinity rules the conscious movements of the infusoria, or the amoeba, or

the higher organizations which use nerves and ganglia as the instruments

of consciousness.

However we may try to account for the origin of consciousness, we can-

not divest ourselves of the belief that consciousness is the ruling power of

its own polity. Even if we can bring ourselves to think that the "cell-

soul" is the product of the material forces which organized the cell, we
cannot help thinking that, after it is "developed," it rules the cell ; even if

we define matter so as to include all phenomena, the only ruling force that

is self-evident is the force of will. Seeing an established or perma-

nent rule in the material universe, which resembles the " established or

permanent rule prescribed by the supreme power of a state to its subjects,
'

'

we reason from analogy and call the natural rule, as well U the human
rule, a law. Extending the analogy, we look upon the "laws of nature

"

as rules prescribed by the supreme power of nature. The Christian philoso-

pher extends the analogy still further, and finds that all his questionings are

satisfactorily answered by a simple acceptance of the revelation, that the

supreme power is an Omnipresent, Almighty, " Eternal Reason, " and Will,

and Love. According to the only intelligible conception which he is able to

frame, of the laws of nature and the eternal reason, we have no grounds for

saying that "the two would be involved in conflict every moment." On the

contrary, any conflict is an absolute impossibility. " The sway of the un-

changeable laws of nature, a sway which we cannot call a rule," continues

only so long as God wills ; the laws are unchangeable only while their

Author does not wish to change them ; there can be nosuch thing as "con-

flicting personal interference, " because at the moment when there would

be an interference, provided the laws had an independent existence, the

change in the Divine Will makes a corresponding change in the laws.

In this conception all the terms are used in their simplest, most obvious,

and most general acceptation. If the teachers of a different doctrine have
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a well defined notion of the laws of nature, which enables them to give up

the idea of an intelligent Ruler, it would be much better that they should

express the notion by some other term than law, and they should by all

means give such clear definitions as will enlighten the understanding of

their readers. If they have no such notion, they use "words without

knowledge." The use may be honest, and free from intention to deceive,

for every one is liable to an inconsiderate employment of terms which have

been familiar from childhood. But a professed searcher for truth, who be-

lieves that the majority of thinking men have, for ages, been blinded by

error, can hardly be excused for forcing their expressions into a meaning

which they would unanimously repudiate. Such a course may lead to one

of those endless wars of words which constitute a large portion of the

fancied oppositions between science and religion, but they hinder, instead

of helping, the spread of knowledge. When science claims the right of

free discussion, the right must be granted, but only in legitimate ways.

The etymological bond between rw and ras, reason and real, think and

thing, is only one out of many indications that philosophy is only concerned

and can only deal with ideas ; that the ideal is, as Plato taught, the only

reality to which we can possibly attain ; that all manifestation, material as

well as spiritual, is only the expression of ideas
;
and that nothing can be

gained by trying to banish or ignore the highest ideas which have been

revealed to men and to shut them within the narrow bounds of manifesta-

tion, of which we can know nothing except through subordinate Ideas.

The highest philosophy, while it seeks tor nothing hut the truth, will

.tisfied witli nothing short of the whole truth ; truth to the whole

triplicity of human nature; truth which can harmoniously promote all the

purposes of revelation, sanctification and inspiration.

A strong feeling of spiritual need, with the implicit dependence upon

the Intimation! Of faith which i> its natural accompaniment, gives philoso-

phy a leaning towards mysticism ; the happiness, Which accompanies every

satisfaction of the need, awakening a thankfulness to the Giver of all

good and a recognition of His benevolence which lead to theories of op-

tiiin'sui. Aii energetic, self assorting will, with an accompanying disposition

to yield t<> .very Impulse of desire, gives a tendency towards dogmatism
;

the abuses of freedom, which characterise "the natural man," giving be-

liefasubjective inas which Isshows in systems of peuitnitm. Active reason-

ing powers, leading ton continual exercise of thought upon speculative ipies-

tion to skepticism ; Lhe Impossibility of reaching any conclusion,

in which something is not taken for granted, convicting finite reason of in-

herent weakness, throwing a shade of doubt over every commonly accepted

belief, and tending tow arils nihtHtm, <>r a denial of all reality. Christian-

!i group of theories its proper limits, by teaching thai "<Jod

I
," the human "heart il deceit I'ul abOVS all things, and desperately

Wicked ," " Hie natural man reeeiveth not the things of the Spirit of God,

I'm tin \ are foolishness unto him ;
neither can he know them, because ihey

Thi • : tancj in believing i 1, that
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the created universe is the hest possible, when considered with due regard

to all the purposes of creation ; 2, that our world is the worst possible, in

view of the evil which has resulted from the intentional interference of

human liberty ; 3, that no certainty can be readied by a reason which starts

with the assumption of its own independence, and refuses the guidance

which is offered by its Creator.

Aristotle says, "philosophy began in wonder."* Wonder leads naturally

to admiration, admiration to investigation. Through wonder we learn, and

the facts which we thus acquire constitute the largest, as well as the most im-

portant portion of our knowledge. Through admiration webecome attentive,

attention giving distinctness and thoroughness to knowledge. Through in-

vestigation we unfold the truths which we have already ascertained, and

although we are not directly led to new truths, we discover new relations,

which may excite new wonder and admiration, thus leading indirectly to

the knowledge of new facts. Wonder, admiration and investigation all

aim at the highest conceivable ends. Each of them finds special ends of

its own, which are so important that they are sometimes looked upon as

all-embracing. But the partial can never be so comprehensive as the gen-

eral ; the satisfaction of one want is inferior to the satisfaction of all. The
fondness for study and investigation is implanted in us for the formation of

character, and no better test can be given, of the importance of any belief

or pursuit, than the influence which it is likely to exert, either in eleva-

ting or in degrading the soul. The order in which the fundamental ques-

tions of philosophy naturally arise, tends to lead the mind from effect to

cause, and from cause to final cause or purpose ; from creation to creative

power, from creative power to creative design ; from manifestation, and

power, and purpose to the Source of all things, the only true God, who is

at once Upholder, Creator and Designer. Physical science very properly

recognizes the fact that the investigation of final causes and of other meta-

physical problems is out of its province, but for that very reason it should

not reject the help which theology and philosophy are always ready to

give it.

There is no field of natural science which is not full of pointings, backward

to the unconscious, and forward to the conscious. Matter is manifested in

various forms which are known as chemical elements ; elements combine to

make compounds of various properties ;
both elements and compounds

often occur in crvstaline forms, each crystal being built upon a definite

plan ; through the mystery of life inorganic matter becomes organic, the

Simplest manifestations of organizing force transforming the mineral into the

vegetable, and higher manifestations making vegetable life tributary to ani-

mal life ; both in the vegetable kingdom and in the animal kingdom there

are many gradations, from lower to higher species and genera and orders

and classes ; the visible creation culminates in man, who boasts his pre-

eminence mainly on the ground of his superiority in intelligence.

Throughout this ascending scale of being, in which, at every step there

Cited by Krautli.
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is something added to the step below, there are unmistakable evidences of a

unity of design, such as would result from a unity of Supreme Intelligence.

The likeness of finite intelligence to Infinite Intelligence, is shown botb

by the power of partially comprehending the designs of the Creator and

by the power of scientific anticipation, which sometimes leads to important

scientific discoveries.

Evolution, development, execution of purpose, are facts of every day ex-

perience. Religion, Morality and Science are all called to deal with them,

each according to its own methods. Science, of its own choice, has taken

the mechanical method, which is the lowest of all, although it may be as im-

portant as any, provided it is employed in the proper spirit. All the details

of evolution and development, which can be discovered by the most untiring

search, are portions of God's truth, and we owe many thanks to the earnest,

hard-working men through whose diligence they are made known to us.

But evolution as a fact or law expressing a Divine method, is one thing ; evo-

lution as a self-sufficient theory, is quite another thing. The fact must be

accepted, just BO far as it is shown to be a fact, and no further ; the theory

is only a child's answer to questions of the highest import.

The engineer, deeply interested in the workings of an intricate machine,

may study it in all its parts, watching the bearing of every joint, and lever,

and cog, and band upon the result which the whole combination was

intended to bring about, and admiring the simplicity of contrivance

which, by avoiding all superfluity, displays the inventor's wondrous skill.

His own knowledge may be enlarged by the study, and he may find him-

self greatly helped by it in subsequent important professional undertakings.

But what should we think of his scientific wisdom, if he should try to enlight-

en us in regard to the orgin of the machine, by telling us that the atom-souls

give up their individual independence and subordinate themselves to the

molecular-souls ; that the molecular souls, in their turn, subordinate them-

selves to the joint- and lever- and col;- and band souls ; that the joint- and

lever- and cog- and hand souls subordinate themselves to the machine soul
;

that all the lower forms of consciousness thus become tributary to the higher

consciousness of the machine's state soul or personal soul, which represents

the unity of will and purpose in the atom association
; and th:it thus all the

phenomena of the machine are brought Into a mechanical causal connec-

tion a- parts of a great and uniform process of development '.' tf we study

the mechanism of the eye and ear, and the contrivance by which they are

' for their intended purposes, can w e show any greater wisdom by sug-

ilmilar explanation as final and sufficient! Religion, Morality

and Science may all be satisfied by accepting the teaching Of David and

moii, and in no other way: "Me thai planted the ear, shall he BOl

II-- thai formed the eye, shall he nol see?" "The bearing ear,

and ii
j

'-. the Lord hath made even both of them."

be DO |
in s-l ion thai I tOO ureal ami exclusive absorption in the

' OlltWard nature, will lead us Inwards materialism, and that ma

i:sin will lend (0 dwarf our spiritual growth. There is little risk,
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while physical research continues so rife as it now is, of our becoming too

spiritual ; consequently there is little risk in the spread of spiritual instruc-

tion, as an antidote to the philosophy which ignores all spiritual control.

These grand maxims should be indelibly impressed on every mind, and

above all on the minds of physical investigators ; that " we have a higher

warrant for believing in God than for believing in any other truth what-

ever;"* that the simplest exercise of thought proves the existence of spirit,

while the existence of matter " as a distinct entity has never been proved,

and is seriously questioned ;"f and that, even after we have granted the

reality of an inert, unknowing somewhat, which underlies mateiial phe-

nomena, we should still look to the wisdom which sways, as higher than

the ignorance which is swayed.

Our age is often called an age of materialism, but when we compare it

with previous ages we may find much to be said in its favor, while the

faults, with which it is justly chargeable, lie partly at the doors of Chris-

tian believers who have neglected their religious duties. Most investiga-

tors, in every age, limit their researches to fields in which there is the

greatest likelihood of discovery, and in which general interest may be most

readily awakened by direct appeals to the senses. This is in accordance

with evident Creative Design, for the senses are the only known avenues

of Intercourse between the spirit of man and the material universe, and the

beginnings of education come through such intercourse. The great end of

education is, however, spiritual, and if our spiritual teachers do not keep

pace with the age, we must all sutler loss. We need, therefore, educated

guides, as well as educated followers; a body of apostles, prophets, evan-

gelists, pastors and teachers,:}: capable of understanding and rightly quali-

fied for interpreting and reconciling, the truths which skillful decipherers

have drawn from the Bible of creation, as well as those kindred truths of

kindred revelation in the Bible of Scripture, and in the Bible of the soul.

Although timidity has hitherto greatly blocked the- way against such in-

terpretation, we have reason for congratulation in the unconscious shaping

of physical theories by spiritual intuitions. Newton, near the close of his

Principia, says: "This most beautiful system of the sun, planets, and

comets, could only proceed from the counsel and dominion ot an intelligent

and powerful Being ;" and in his third letter to Bentley :
" It is inconceiv-

able that inanimate brute matter, should, without the mediation of some-

thing else which is not material, operate upon and affect other matter with-

out mutual contact ;" La Place supposed the velocity of gravitating action

to be instantaneous, a velocity which is impossible save through a spiritual

medium; Tyndall, in speaking of the "potency" of matter, expressly

admits that he does not seek to degrade spirit, but to elevate matter, and in

his Manchester lecture he indignantly disclaims "that creed of atheism

which has been so lightly attributed to him ;" Huxley avows himself a

spiritualist, rather than a materialist ; Maudesley regards will, as the highest

* Ex-President Thomas Hill,

t Rowland G. Hazzard.

X Eph. iv, 11.
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form of force ; Maxwell says that the progress of science has "tended to

deepen the distinction hetween the visible part, which perishes hefore our

eyes, and that which we are ourselves, and to show that this personality,

with respect to its nature as well as to its destiny, lies quite beyond the

range of science ;" Barker, in his address before the chemical section of the

American Association, quotes the definition of matter, as "that which is

essential to the existence of the known forms of energy, without which,

therefore, there could be no transformations of energy;"* Cope, in dis-

cussing the origin of the will, speaks of "the goodness of God as the an-

chor of the universe ;" Draper, addressing the Chemical Society, says :

"Shall a man, who stands forth to vindicate the majesty of such laws, be

blamable in your sight? Rather shall you not, with him, be overwhelmed

with a conception so stupendous? And yet let us not forget that these eter-

nal laws of nature, are only the passing thoughts of God ;"\ Frothingham,

in the very extremity of his radicalism, makes the following acknowledg-

ments : "Still, that whatever power there is, is alive, in every atom of

. in every instant of time, is put beyond controversy, and manifest, let

us add, in a much higher form in mind than in visible matter." " It is im-

possible for me not to believe that the universe is governed by an intelli-

gent will."

Berkeley himself could hardly have found fault with an}- of these state-

ments ; he would have felt little fear of any materialism which defines

matter in terms that would be equally applicable to spirit. Quotations

might be indefinitely multiplied, to show that the best devotees of modern

science, while they fearlessly assert their right to vindicate the truth of

their own discoveries and to accept every inference which may be legiti-

mately drawn from them, admit, in their best moments, that there is a realm

beyond the reach of their physical analyses and experiments. In that

realm it is the right of religion and morality to work, and by faithful work

they may check all tendencies of science which are one-sided or otherwise

dangerous. Whoever has a knowledge of spiritual truth, which is as sure as

that ofJohn and Paul, may look for a success akin to theirs; whoever pre-

sent* the ie-ults ..f his religions ezperienoe, as clearly and forcibly as Tyn-

dall and Darwin and Huxley present the results of their physical experi-

ence, will find that faith and reason, going hand in hand, become mutual

helpiii

Christian philosophy says to its upholders : Yours might have been, much

more largely than it is, the credit of that growing recognition of spiritual

power which make* the defenders of troth so hopeful ; it is not yet too late

•II to retUlM the UmOK of your early leaders and renew their career

Be no: afraid i<> acknowledge the Ignorance which you oao

nol OOncea], be bold in a .• truth of what you know, ami Miciice,

Mill of her apparent hostility, will gladly shake hands with you. sit-

| learner Of truths w Inch round anil supplement

• si.

\ "Tho laws "f i it

i

hi.- are ths thongta —Oernted.
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The most thorough-going evolutionists are the fullest believers In the

modifying influences of struggle, want, annoyance ; all of which are evi-

dences, more or less striking, of an indwelling consciousness which pro-

motes development. The amount of variation which man has assisted in

producing, in pigeons, cattle, and other domesticated animals, is often

quoted in order to show that neither specific nor generic differences are

Sufficient to need any unwonted Intervention of creative power for their

production. In geology and astronomy there are like tendencies to avoid

cataclysmic hypotheses, and to seek an explanation of past changes in the

earth and in the heavens through such mediate causes as are still at work.

These tendencies are not Objectionable unless they lead us to forget that the

creation of a new cell calls for an exercise of supernatural power as truly

as the creation of a universe ; that t lie miracle of every niomeiil is as won-

derful as the miracle of developing order out of chaos ; that the Upholder
of all things is also the Maker of all things ; that any relaxation of his

mighty energy would he followed by instant and universal confusion. If

we keep all these things in mind, our sense of the continual presence of

God will lend a solemnity to all our undertakings which will incline us to

trust in him as our all-sufficient help and shield.

"In discussing the material combinations which result in the formation

of the body and the brain of man, it is impossible to avoid taking side-

glances at the phenomena of consciousness and thought. . . . Though
the progress and development of science may seem to be unlimited, there

is a region beyond her reach, a line with which she does not even tend to

osculate, (liven the masses and distances of the planets, we can inter the

perturbations consequent on their mutual attractions. Given the nature of

a disturbance in water, air, or tether, we can infer from the properties of

the medium how its particles will be affected. In all this we deal with

physical laws, and the mind runs freely along the line which connects the

phenomena from beginning to end. But whenever we endeavor to
j

by a similar process, from the region of physics to that of thought, we meet
a problem not only beyond our present powers, but transcending any con-

ceivable expansion of the powers we now possess. We may think over the

subject again and again, but it eludes all intellectual presentation. The
origin of the material universe is equally inscrutable."*

Thus physical research, which starts from faith, and proceeds by faith,

ends by sending us back to faith ; "the substance of things hoped for, the

evidence of things not seen ;" for the answer to all our Inquiries about the

highest realities. Our confidence in the results which have been reached
through faith in the phenomena of the lower field, should give us still

greater confidence in the phenomena of the higher. The evidence of

abundant provision for all the wants of our material nature furnishes a

well-grounded assurance that an equally satisfactory provision lias been

made for all the wants of our spiritual nature.

No doctrine can ever gain extended acceptance, unless it is based upon

* Tyndall, " Heat as a Mode of Motion 4th ed., \ 7i>."
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some evident phase of truth. However desirable general knowledge may
be. it is attainable only through the accumulation, repetition, and com-

plete mastery of specific facts, by means of definite practical lessons.

This is especially true in the case of religion. Drop everything that is or

has been denominational, and you will have little left save a vague philo-

sophical abstraction, in which most men may agree, but in which few can

find any satisfaction. The "absolute" of the metaphysician ; the "su-

preme" of the scientist; the "all" of the pantheist; represent concep-

tions towards which the mind is irresistibly driven, but at which all mean-

ing is lost. That which is void of relation, cannot be made the object of

thought by beings who think only under relations.

As soon as we admit relativity and attribution,we see that God would

cease to be Almighty if He had not the power to reveal himself, in rela-

tions of love and sympathy and help, to his intelligent creatures in whom
he has himself implanted a wish for love and sympathy and help. Hence
arises the metaphysical conception of an "absolute-relative," which ac-

cords with the Biblical revelation of an All-wise, Almighty and Ever-

living God, who is "not a God afar off," but always and every where near

at hand. Under a vague perception of the manifold ties which may sub-

sist between man and his Maker, systems of polytheism arise, of which

the most philosophical forms are found in the trinities of the Hindoos and

Egyptians. The hidden truth, which they represent, rests upon the

mathematical necessity that a relative spiritual nature, like that of man,

must be triform; either affected, self-influencing, or affecting; either

emotional, voluntary or intellectual.

The revealed doctrine, "God said, Let us make man in our own image,

after our likeness," is thus in perfect harmony with the highest philo-

sophical inference of natural religion, and with the "catholic faith " of

the Athanasian creed, which worships "one God in Trinity and trinity in

unity, neither confounding the persons nor dividing the substance." The
conception of the dogma, in tlie old mythologies, was dim, ill-defined, and

generally tritheistic ; its deep spiritual meaning was set forth in the Jeho-

vah, Adon, and Ruach, of the Hebrews, the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost,

of the Christians.

ligion, as well as science, should always bo practical, progressive and

aggressive in the adaptation of its unchanging principles to the ohanging

requirements of human progress. Truth is so Impregnable that it should

(Briticism, rather than shun it; Onr interpretations Of truth may be

rafliHatrng, btrl if they are, we OanCOi glre them stability by refusing to

nine them. Religion has nothing tO fear, save from LtS own tearful-

ness; nothing t" nope, save In snoh hopefnlnen as springs from its own
everlasting ground work of truth. Science, resting on reason, asserts its

claims witfa I boldness which almost.disarms opposition and carries nearly

everjthing before it
;
U on faith, timidly clings t<> Its tra>

ditions, lint shrinks from the inevitable contest which is to ;;ive (hem new
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Our children, with all the natural curiosity of youth, fascinated hy the

wonderful rapidity of discovery and the charms of novelty, may easily he

led to confound hypotheses with facts, unless we provide some means for

their proper enlightenment. They may also he easily led to see that all

truth is harmonious ; that there are different kinds of truth, adapted to

different spiritual requirements; that the existence, the appreciation, and

the authority of truth, are all dua to spiritual existence ; that spirit is

superior to matter ; that only through faith in the inspiration of the Al-

mighty is any exercise of our reasoning powers or any attainment of

knowledge possible ; that faith is, therefore, higher than reason, and it is

important that our faith should have the foundation of God, which

standeth sure.

Let us not hope or desire to banish either bigotry or radicalism. As
long as men differ in taste and ability, they will also differ in their lean-

ings towards opposite extremes of thought. Men of one idea fdl a useful

place in the economy of culture, for their very extravagance may serve

as a warning
;
their devotion, as an example

; their leadership, as an in-

spiration ; their antagonism, as a needful restraint. Few w.ilk so safely

in the golden mean, that they are never misled by the mists of error ; few

can be awakened to a knowledge of their own mistakes, SO quickly and
so thoroughly, as by wrestling with counter mistakes. lie who seeks for

a symmetrical growth in truth, should hrst seek to know himself. If his

intellectual vigor is so great as to make him haughty and headstrong, he

needs to learn the helplessness of reason and the power of faith ; to see

that all our boasted intellectual triumphs are limited to the acceptance of

conclusions, which rest upon simple faith in propositions that cannot be

proved. If his faith in his creed, his teachers or his companions, degene-

rates into the credulity of ignorance, he needs to learn that faith was
given us only as a helper, not as a tyrant ; that moral and religious growth

should be accompanied by intellectual growth ; that worldly probation

was designed for the proper exercise and training of all our powers, in or-

der that we may come "unto the measure of the stature of the fulness of

Christ ;" that a reasonable faith should alwrays be accompanied by a faith-

ful reason.

It is with nations and with ages as with individuals. Each community
and each period, represents a certain stage of progress, a oertain capacity

of development, a certain want of guidanc3. Although history often seems

to repeat itself, each apparent repetition is shaped by new conditions.

Old questions are continually coming up, but they are continually answered

under new phases of experience. The thoughts of Socrates and Plato

have left an impress upon humanity which can never be obliterated ; the

great religions of antiquity prepared the way for Christianity ; the claims

of Christianity, as a final and culminating revelation "in the dispensation

of the fulness of times," rest on its completeness and on its adaptation to

the wants, not of a single age or of many ages, but of all ages. The tri-

umphs of reason, when guided by faith in the intimations of truth which
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are given, with more or Jen clearness, to all men, are shown in the lasting

vitality which pervaded the teachings of the great questioner and the

demit' swan ;" the triumphs of faith, when moulded by the sturdy

intellects of skilful priests and devotees, maintained the old religions

during their severally allotted reigns ; the joint triumphs of reason and

faith, under " the shining light, that shineth more and more unto the

perfect day," are henceforth to be won by Christian champions, through

such diligence oflabor and harmony of action, as will promote a thoroughly

symmetric spiritual and intellectual growth.

Christianity, as thus interpreted, becomes the culmination of all philoso-

phy, as well as the culmination of all religion, for any system of complete

truth must satisfy all the demands of secular investigation, as well as all

the needs of eternal warfare. Few, perhaps none, are fully aware of the

mighty influence which the Christian training of nineteen centuries has

exerted on the habits of thought, and on the mental calibre, of every in-

dividual in modern civilized communities. Scoffers, wearied with the in-

consistencies which mar the characters of professed religionists, and dazed

by the enchantment which is lent by distance, sometimes extol the purity

of heathen faiths, or the superiority of philosophical systems to all forms

of faith. But impartial observers find in the Bible, as nowhere else, an

embodiment of the best truths of all ages, expressed with a grand simpli-

city which is without parallel, and suitable for a ready application to all

wants.

There will always be a large intellectual class, acknowledging an Omni-

present Ruler who is All-loving, Almighty and All-wise, whom they de-

light to worship as their Heavenly Father, but of whom, through fear of

"dividing the substance," they hesitate to speak in terms which might

be interpreted as claiming a knowledge of mysteries that are beyond their

comprehension. There will always be a much larger class, so tilled with

I* their own weakness anil unworthiness, that they yearn after

a still closer and, as it wore, brotherly relationship of sympathy and suf-

fering, under which they may be emboldened to approach the throne of

• with the prayer of David: "Let the words of my mouth, and the

meditation of my heart, be a ptable in thy sight, O Lord, my strength

and my redeemer." There will always be a third class, rejoicing in the

belief that d.d is a Spirit, who is to he worshiped in -spirit and in truth,

who offers them at all times the spiritual guidance which is best suited to

their immediate spiritual condition, and who will require nothing at their

hands hut a simple, childlike acceptance of thai guidance and consequent

obedience to their dearly perceived Lntimationi of truth and duty. Bach

of these rfewi i- a relative and partiaJ «dew. in each olass there will al-

i any who think, tliat even if it should he t rue that partial truths

answer all the positive requirements, the hare necessities of our oa

tuie, such harmoalOUS development, of our faculties as is most desirable,

•niy in- attained through the study and acceptance of all the primary

pi, f,,i the I'niiilaniantal postulates which

them all and give them all their vitality.
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Faith cannot take the place of action or of reason ; action cannot take the

place of faith or of reason ; reason cannot take the place of faith or of ac-

tion. The province of faith is, however, the highest, because it deals direct-

ly with eternal verities, and because it furnishes the sole authority for ac-

tion and reason ; the province of action is next in order of dignity, bee

it determines character ; the province of reason is the lowest, because it

deals mostly with temporal and worldly relations, and because it indicates

a defective intelligence, which can only slowly and laboriously reach a clear

understanding of the contents of simple intuitions.

None of the facts, either of theology or of metaphysics or of physics,

can be gainsaid. Some of them are naturally, and some are spiritually dis-

cerned. They may all be known, because God has revealed himself, not

only as Powerand as Way, but also as Wisdom and Love, as Truth and Life.

In the coincident union of perfect humanity and perfect wisdom is found

the Divine image, in which man was made and by which we are able to have

the positive assurance, of full and indisputable self-evidence, in regard to all

things which God has been pleased to reveal to us and which we are wil-

ling to accept. Theories have no binding authority upon any one, and they

have no value except as they may be made tributary to the discovery or to

the application of new truths or new harmonies. Theologians, metaphy-

sicians and physicists should all be mindful of the behest, " lie tutor ultra

crepid'cn;" they should also remember that the beat interpretation of any

truth is the one which accords most fully with all other truths. The high

est philosophy is that which is best fitted for the highest capabilities of im-

mortal intelligence. The surest foundation for philosophy is the one on

which Christianity is built, the Hock of Ages, the Eternal Word and V

dom of God.

Stated Meeting, January 3, 1870.

1 'resent, 5 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A letter requesting exchanges of Proceedings, was received

from Mr. P. Casamajor, Corresponding Secretary American
Chemical Society, No. 11 East Fourteenth street, New York
City, dated January 1, 1879. On motion the name of that

Society was ordered to be placed on the list of correspondents

to receive the Proceedings.

A letter requesting exchanges was received from Prof.

Cams, editor of the Zoologischer Anzeiger, through Mr. E.

L. Mark, Instructor in Zoology in Harvard University,

dated 48 Shephard street, Cambridge, Mass., December 23,
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1878. On motion the Zoologischer Anzeiger was ordered to

be placed on the list of correspondents to receive the Pro-

ceedings.

Donations for the Library were received from the Imperial

Russian Academy and Geographical Society ; the Astronomi-

cal Observatory at Dorpat ; the R. Prussian Academy ; the

Austrian Geological Institute, and Geographical and Anthro-

pological Societies ; the Societies at Emden and St. Gall ; the

Annales des Mines, and Revue Politique ; the Commercial

Geographical Society at Bordeaux ; the R. Belgian Acade-

my ; the R. Astronomical, Geological, and Zoological Socie-

ties, and London Nature ; Mr. James Henry ; the R. Irish

Academy ; the Canadian Naturalist ; the Boston Natural

History Society; the National Academy of Sciences; the

Bureau of U. S. Geological Survej^s of the Territories ; Mr.

W. II. Howgate ; and the Argentine Scientific Society.

The death of Dr. Carl Friedrich Rokitansky, at Vienna,

July 23, 1878, was announced by the Secretary.

The death of Dr. Hermann Lebert, at Vevay, was reported

from Leipeig, by Dr. Felix Fliigel.

The report of the judges and clerks of the annual election

read, by which it appeared that the officers and mem-
bers Of Council for the ensuing year, were elected as fol-

lows :

President.

( ieorge B. Wood.

Vice-Presidents.

Frederick Fraley, Eli K. Price, E. Otis Kendall.

i. L. L. •Conie. Pliny E. Chase, George V. Barker,

.1. P. Lesl

incitiora for three years.

AH'ivd L Klwyn, Benj. EL Ooates, Benj. V. Marsh.

George II. Horn.
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Curator*.

Hector Tyndale, Charles M. Cresson, Daniel <t. Brinton.

Treasurer.

J. Sergeant Price.

Pending nominations 871, 872, 873 were read.

Mr. Lesley was nominated as Librarian ; and the meeting

was adjourned.

A Contribution to the Geology of the Lower Amatoncu.*

By Orvii.le A. Di:nr,v, M

(Read before the American FKilotophical Society, Feb. 21, 18?!>.)

In the following sketch of the geology of the region Of the Lower Aina-

Eonai I nave attempted to give a resume of the most Important results of the

studies made by, and under the direction of, the lale Prof, fjh. Fred. Ilartt,

in whom Science mourns the loss oi one of its brightest ornaments in

North America, and of its chief and ablest expounder in the southern con-

tinent. It is, for the most part, condensed from an extensive report, pre-

pared by Prof. Ilartt as chief of the Geological Commission of the Empire

of Brazil, the publication of which lias been delayed, in consequence of the

financial condition of the Empire and of the untimely death of the chief

of the Commission.

The history of tin' explorations on which this sketch is ba«ed is briefly

as follows : In 1870, Prof. Ilartt, with a party of students, visited the

Ama/.onas, ascending the Tocantins and the Tapajos to among their lower

rapids, and examining the high lands of the vicinity of Santarem, Monte

Alegre and Erere. In the following year he returned, accompanied by

myself, re-examined the Erere and Tapajos regions and explored the table-

topped mountains between Prainha and .Monte Alegre, sending me, in the

meanwhile, to Obydos and afterwards to the island of Marajd. These

plorations gave rise to a number of special papers, published in the Ameri-

can scientific journals. On assuming direction of the Brazilian Geological

Survey, Prof. Ilartt engaged Mr. Herbert II. Smith, a member of the party

of 1870, who was then on the Ama/.onas, to continue the geological ex-

ploration, and he afterwards sent me, with Dr. Francisco Jose de Freitas,

to the same region. Together with these two gentlemen I re-examined

the Erere region, and ascended the Maeciiru (Gurupstuba of the maps),

as far as the fall called Pancada Grande. After this exploration, Mr.

Smith continued the examination, which he had already begun, of the

*A Portuguese version of this report is also being published in the Arcfiivos

do Muteu NaciotwA of Rio de Janeiro, Vol. n, LST8.
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region about Alenguer, ascended the river Cunia de Alenguer as far as

the Bem-flca fall, and afterwards revisited the lower Tapajos. Dr. Frcitas

and myself ascended the Trombetas and I afterwards revisited Marajo.

The Devonian fossils have been studied by Mr. Richard Rathbun, while I

have myself determined those of the Silurian and Carboniferous.

Having been intimately associated with Prof. Ilartt in all the Amazonian
work, I can claim but little originality in the conclusions drawn from the

observations and presented in this article, the most of them having been

presented by my illustrious teacher in his various publications, or brought

out in our discussions on the subject, in such a way that it is now impos-

sible to determine the authorship of each idea. The work of the last ex-

plorations hy Messrs. Smith, Freitas and myself, in which Prof. Ilartt, had

no part, was mainly the determination of the character and age of the

Erere uplift, and of the extension and relations of the various Pala>ozoic

deposits on the northern side of the Ama/.onas. It is proper to state that

in regard to the Cretaceous age of the Erere sandstone and the date of the

elevation of the anticlinal, Prof. Ilartt reserved his opinion for a more

careful examination of the evidence that I had to present on that point,

than he was ever able to make. I am confident, however, that if he had

made such an examination, I should have been able to convince him of the

accuracy of my observations and conclusions.

The river known to geographers by the name Ama/.onas has, like many
other rivers, various names which an' applied by the inhabitants along its

hanks to dillcrent parts of its course. These popular designations of

Ama/.onas, or BalxO |
Lower) Ama/.onas, Solinmes and Marahon, mark ap-

proximately three sections of the valley, which arc very distinct in physical

Characteristics and have very different geological histories. They may,

therefore, be advantageously retained to designate the lower, middle and

upper portion of the great river.

The differences in these three sections are due to the relations of tin;

valley with the component parts of the South American continent ; so that

in order to understand the structure of the valley, we must hear in mind

the general features, long since recognized, of that continent. This Is

Composed Of three distinct mountainous regions, more or less united by

elevated plains, in which are c\c;iv:iled the great depressions occupied hv

the fluvial systems of the Orinoco, A.mazonas and Rio de la Plata. The
Andes form a long, narrow Stflp of great elevation, along the western

t, and the mountains of Brazil and of Guiana, considerably less ele-

I than the Andes, occupy extensive areas in the eastern and northern

portions ot i lie coni incut. The Bpace between these three elevated regions

or nuclei of the continent is occupied by \;;-t elevated plain-, generally

haii three thousand feet high, except in a narrow strip between the

highlands of Brazil and Guiana, in which the continuity of the plains is

entirely Interrupted by the depressed valley of the A.maconas, it i- also

noted that between the Amies ami the two elevated re-ions of the

eastern part of the continent, the continuity of the plateaux is almost de
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stroyed by the great cuts made by tlie Rios Paraguay and Madeira in

the south, and the Rios Negro and Orinoco in the north, and only a com-

paratively slight continental depression would he required to entirely sepa-

rate these regions. Iu fact, the region of Guiana may be considered an

island, in consequence of the existence of that geographical phenomenon,

the Cassiquiari, uniting the Orinoco and Rio Negro.

The Amazonas, unlike the Orinoco and the La Plata in this respect, has

relations with all three of the mountainous regions above indicated. The

upper part, or Maranon, belongs exclusively to the Andes ; the middle, or

Soliniues portion, is in the region intermediate between the Andes and the

highlands of Brazil and of Guiana; and the Lower Amazonas, from the

mouth of the Rio Negro to the sea, is between these two last masses of

highlands.

From a purely geographical point of view, the Lower Amazonas and the

Soliinr.es might be united in a single section, because the differences be-

n these two portions are, at present, much less than those between the

Maranon and the rest of the great stream. Taking into consideration,

however, the geological structure, and especially the conditions which

geology shows to have existed in former times, it will be seen, as I ho[ e to

prove, that this division of the valley into three sections is a natural one.

An examination of the hydrography of the Amazonian basin, taken as a

whole, reveals much more noticeable differences in the three portions than

are seen in the valley properly so called. The Maranon and its great

southern tributaries in the Andean region, the Huallaga and the Ucayael,

descend from great elevations in the cordilheiras, and flow northerly in

the general direction of the trend of the mountains, until, escaping from

them, the Maranon takes an easterly direction, in which it presents a no

table contrast with the Ucayale which, although it has descended to a com-

paratively low level, a long distance above its mouth, still continues to

tlow in a northerly direction, as if it were forced for some reason, to follow

the margin of the mountainous region. The northern tributaries of the

Maranon, including the Napo which empties nearly opposite the mouth
of the Ucayale, descend from the Andes of Equador in a south-easterly

direction, directed by the slope of the mountains. The area drained by

the Maranon and its tributaries is very long in the direction north-south,

but very narrow in the direction east-west.

In the Soliniues region, on the contrary, the region drained on the north

is rectangular in shape, the longest axis of the rectangle extending east-

west, parallel with the river, and the tributaries in this region, including

the Rio Negro, tlow in valleys of slight elevation in an easterly direction,

subparallel with the Soliniues, as if they were crowded down towards the

south, and directed in their courses by a line of highlands, uniting the

mountains of Guiana with the Andes. The southern area, drained by the

Soliniues and included between the I'cayale, the Madeira, and the eastern

prolongation of the Andes in Bolivia, is of triangular shape. The tribu-

taries in this area rise in the plateau east of the Andes, at moderate eleva-
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tions (the source of the Puriis is according to Chandless at an elevation

of only 1, OSS feet above the level of the sea), and, as Chandless has already

pointed out, flow in their upper courses in a general easterly direction, as

if directed by an imperceptible slope from the Andes.

In the Lower Amazonas region, the mountains of Guiana are compara-

tively near to the river, and, in consequence, the northern tributaries arc

small and flow directly towards the main river, with a slight deflection

towards the east. On the southern side, on the contrary, the great plateau

of central Brazil extends from near the Amazonas to the headwaters of the

Paraguay and the mountaius of Goyaz. The great tributaries, Tapajos,

Xingu and Tocantins, traverse this plateau in a northerly direction, and

descend to the level of the Amazonas by a steep incline that commences a

short distance above their mouths. I have purposely omitted to mention

the Madeira, because this river is related to all three of the sections of the

basin. One of its tributaries, the Guapore, rises in the highest pari of the

central plateau of Brazil, and appears to (low along a margin of that pla-

teau (the so-called Cordilheira de Pareeis), until it joins Ihe Mamore which,

like the Beni and Madrcde Dens, descends from the high Amies of Bolivia.

circling round the great eastern projection of the Amies, in the district of

Santa Cruz de la Sierra. 'The lower Madeira, which forms the division

between the regions of the Solimr.es and the lower Amazonas, flows north-

rly, Bttbparallel with the great features of eastern Brazil, viz: the

mountain chains of the coast and of Minafl Geracs. and the valleys of the

upper Sao Francisco and upper Parana. Farther on I shall have to speak

of the significance of this fact.

Lei us now consider in greater detail, the physical and geological lea-

- of the Lower Amazonas region, the immediate subject of this article.

What most Impresses the traveler on the Amazonas, after the enormous

extension, width and volume oftheriVer, the labyrinth of its side channels

and the richness of its flora, is the great extent of the part* a or Hood plain

that, monotonous as the sea, accompanies the river in a broad belt on each

Bide, from the mouth to the foot of the Andes. Being generally well

WOOded, the forest gives this flood plain a false appearance of dry land,

and the traveler is very liable to be deceived regarding its true character

and extent. To form a true estimate of its Importance, it is necessary to

ascend one of the lew eminences which occur along the margin ol the

those of Monte Alegre, Santarem and Obydoa. Prom the*

rations there : real marshy plain, almost on a level with the river,

d frith hikes anil island-like groups of trees, and intersected U\

numerous anastomosing lateral canals, furot or parand mtrint, which plain

Bdf for many miles In lhe-hi'j.hlands of the opposite side, visible in the

,nt horizon. fa this rail plain, the river, great as it Is, appears a oar-

ribbon of water, almost lost In the immensity of its ancient bed, for

th( onlj be considered ai b portion, which has been filled up,

1 bed of the liver, or, rather, of the eetuarj which preceded

tie ri\. line condition, in ti. ion, the river curves from side
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to side, now approaching one bank, now the other, but rarely reaching the

foot of the highlands, except at a few points in the vicinity of Santareni

and Obydos.

Below the mouth of the Xingu, the varzea which, with rare interrup-

tions, forms the banks of the river, as well as the innumerable islands

(with the exception of the eastern portion of Marajo), is densely wooded,

the rubber tree being particularly abundant and characteristic. From the

same point to the mouth of the Rio Negro it is frequently open, and cov-

ered with coarse grasses and marsh plants. In certain parts, as in front of

Santareni and Obydos, it is sufficiently high along the margins of the river

and canals, to be above the reach of the ordinary annual floods, and in

these parts there are a few plantations of cacao, and some cattle farms ; but

for the most part the wxrtea is uninhabited, excepting for a few months

during the rubber season, in the wooded portions, and during the dry sea

son, in the region of the open plains, when the herds are driven from the

highlands to take advantage of the pasturage. Besides margining the

main river, the ntrzea extends innumerable branches into every break in

the margin of the highlands, produced by the valleys of the tributaries,

whose own Mood plains are so closely (raited to that of the Amazonas, that

it is often difficult to determine where the valley proper of a tributary ter-

minates and where that of the Amazonas begins.

The highlands or terra flvma are very variable in character and eleva

tion, but may he classed in three divisions, viz: low plains, high plains,

and irregular or mountainous regions. The first, having only a feu

of elevation above the tarnea, are slightly developed in the lower Ama-
zonas region, above the mouth of the Xingu ; but from that point to the

sea, the low plains are of considerable extent and importance, forming the

campos of the island of Marajo and a wooded belt on each side of the river,

which belt, in the vicinity of Para, has a considerable extension towards the

south. The elevated plains lie on the southern side, at a considerable dis-

tance back from the river, behind the low plains just mentioned, in the

region about Para; but to the westward theJ approach more and more

nearly to the river, until finally tliey appear on its hanks, in the bluffs of Cu-

CUry, a little below Santareni, and afterwards on the same side, in the Sen*
dos Parintintins, near Villa Bella. On the northern side they form a series of

high table-topped hills, which, lying a few miles back from the river, coin

mence almost in front of the mouth of the Xingii, and, under the names of

Serras de Almeiriin, Parti, Velha Pobre, Parauaquara, etc., extend west-

ward behind Monte Alegre as far as, or beyond, the river Trombetas. The
same plains appear also in the lower highlands of Monte Alegre and

Obydos.

Where they have not suffered denudation these plains form table-lands,

highest on the northern side of the river, where those just mentioned reach

an elevation of about 1,000 feet, while those of'Santarem and others on the

southern side have less than half this elevation. In many regions they

have been reduced by denudation to low, gently undulated plains, like those
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of Prainha, Monte Alegre, Santarem and Obydos, in the midst of which

there appears occasionally a conical or flat-topped peak, to attest the orig-

inal character of the plain and the extent of the denudation. The table-

lands and their slopes are generally wooded, while the lower undulated

plains are open and grassy, covered with a barren soil of loose sand. In

the interior, on both sides of the river, these table-lands appear to rise

gradually in height, until they become united with the more elevated plains

of central Guiana and Brazil.

The last division of the highlands, that of the hilly or mountainous

country, is represented, near the northern bank of the Amazonas, by an

isolated group of mountains, in the vicinity of Monte Alegre and Erere.

These rise abruptly in the midst of a plain to a height of 1,000 feet, and are,

in general, rocky or sandy and barren. Associated with these mountains

and having the same geological structure is a low, stony campo. Ascend-

ing the tributaries on both the northern and the southern side, there is

found, in the regions of the rapids, at a distance varying from 50 to 200

miles from the main river, a hilly country, whose highest points are, in

general, lower than those of the Erere group of mountains. These hilly

regions are usually well-wooded, with man}- valuable kinds of timber, the

Brazil and sapucaia nut trees (Btrtholletia exciUn and Lei'i/tlth grand*'

flora) being very abundant and characteristic. To these hilly regions

succeed, on the north, the high mountains of Guiana and, on the south,

the table-lands of central Brazil.

The differences above noted in the different regions of the highlands or

terra• firma depend on the geological structure of the valley, and before

describing minutely the different formations, it may be well to present a

general sketch of the geology of this part of the valley, and indicate the

relations of the regions above described.

Prof. Hartt has well described this structure as follows ;* " The Ama-
zonian valley fust appeared as a wide strait between two islands or groups

if islands, one now forming the base and nucleus of the Brazilian plateau.

Other, on the north, the plateau of Guiana. These islands first appeared

it. or shortly after, the beginning of the Silurian Age."

In this canal, before the elevation of the Andes, were deposited a series

of beds, representing the Upper Silurian. Devonian. Carboniferous and

Cretaceous, which appeared successively in dry land on each side, narrow-

the strait between the two islands. Prof. Hartt continues: " Before

thfl rise of the Andes the valley of the Amazonas consisted simply of two

gUlft united by a narrow st rait. The Andes wen- thrown up across tbe

mOOtfa of the western gulf, converting it into a basin, though it probably

had an outlet both to the north and south. The whole continent was

afterwardi depressed, so that the waters covered widely the Guayanian and

Brazilian plateaux, and the Tertiary beds were deposited there, varying in

thickness, COnr lOOOrding to tin' conditions under winch

I. • * * *

raphloal Society, Vol. HI, p. 961, 1873,
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"When the continent was once more brought above water, the plateaux,

leveled by their new acquisition of strata, rirst rose ; but, by and by, the

present watersheds, joining the great plateaux with the Andes, came above

water and the Amazonian valley became a Mediterranean, communicating

eastward with the Atlantic by a narrow strait. The soft Tertiary lieds of

the province of Para were rapidly denuded by the action of the sea during

the rise of the land. Probably, while Guiana existed as an island, the

Amazonas felt the influence of the equatorial current, which may have

aided in carrying away the results of denudation. In the end, the Ter-

tiary beds were completely swept away over an immense tract of country;

the Serras of Parii and the similar mountains to the northward were left

as monuments of their existence. * * * While the Tertiary sheet was being

denuded away, the streams from the highlands were cutting for themselves

valleys through the same beds, and these, forming estuaries, were widened

to a greater extent than it would have been possible for the streams them-

selves to have done. During this epoch of denudation deposits were

formed, not only in the interior sea, but also in the golf into which it

opened to the east. * * * As the rise continued, the interior sea, now
shallowed by much sediment and freshened by the tribute of a thousand

streams, was rapidly narrowed in area, and the river Amazonas, properly

speaking, which hitherto emptied into a lake at the foot of the Andes,

began to extend its channel, following the retreating waters."

The above quotation explains clearly the origin of the d vrtea, of the low

plains of Para, and of the higher plains of the interior of the province.

In the hilly regions the inclined beds of the formations older than the

Tertiary, including the Cretaceous, the Paheozoic and the Archean, appear

in virtue of the denudation of the overlying Tertiary sheet.

The rocks of the ancient islands, the first lands that appeared in the

ocean in which the continent was forming, have been profoundly meta-

morphosed, being converted into granite, gneiss, quartzite and metamor-

phic schists, and by reason of this, the extent of these islands may be

approximately determined by the study of the distribution of the meta-

morphic rocks. Those of the north appear in the high mountains of Gui-

ana, along the boundary between Brazil and Guiana and, decreasing in

elevation towards the south, extend to a line that, beginning near the At-

lantic and the mouth of the Amazonas, in about latitude 1° X., extends a

little south of west, to the confluence of the Rio Branco and Bio Negro,

between latitudes 1° and 2° S. Along this line, which represents the an-

cient coast, the metamorphic rocks are in general only exposed in the

valleys, by the denudation of the Tertiary beds. To the west of the

mouth of the Bio Branco they extend to, or beyond, the upper Bio Negro.

On the Brazilian side, the metamorphic rocks only form high mountains

in regions far distant from the Amazonas ; but they are met with under

the other formation in the greater part, if not in all the elevated portions

of Brazil. In the Amazonian region, they form the rapids of the rivers

Tocantins, Xingii, Tapajos and Madeira, the line of exposures passing the

I'KOC. AMER. PHILOS. 80C. XVIII. 103. U. PRINTED MARCH 10, 1879.
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Tocantins between 3° and 4° of south latitude, the Tapajos between 4° and

5°, and the Madeira between 8° and 9°, at the rapids of Sao Antonio. The

lower Madeira appears to mark approximately the western limit of the

ancient metamorphic region, because in the next river to the westward,

the Partis, the rocks under consideration were not met with by Chandless,

in the course of his careful exploration. The parallelism of the course of

the lower Madeira with the great surface features of eastern Brazil, where

the metamorphic rocks are thrown into great folds, trending north-easterly,

has already been noted. It seems possible that the Madeira is directed by

such a fold, or, what is more probable, by a margin of the metamorphic

region, which should there have that direction. It is possible that the

Gtaapore* also marks another margin of the same region, which being trans-

to the folds is independent of their trend. It is certain that in the

Guapoie region there was a canal between the metamorphic region of

Brazil and a similar one in Bolivia, the Chiquitos region of D'Orbigny,

comparable with the strait between Brazil and Guiana, DOW occupied by

the Amazonas.

A- in eastern and central Brazil, the metamorphic rocks of the Ama-

zonian region can be naturally divided into two very distinct series, of

which one, the most ancient, consists of crystalline rocks, including gneiss,

gneiss-granite and syenite, and the other, more modern, of altered, but in

general non-crystalline rocks, consisting of quart/ales, metamorphic schists

and crystalline limestones. The older series corresponds in character and

geological age with that of the Serra do Mar and Serra do Mantiqiieira, in

the provinces of Rio de Janeiro ami Minas Ceracs, which was referred by

Prof. Hartt to the Laurentian. This series has been but little studied in

the Amazonian region. Castelnau speaks of gray gneiss on the Tocantins

above the first rapids, and Chandless met with gneiss in a similar position

on the Tapajos. Sfir. Kerreira IVnna, of Para, informed me that the

rapids of the Xingi'i are formed by gneiss and dioritc, and showed me speci-

mens of the first, consisting of flesh-colored feldspar and quarts with a

small proportion of black mica, the rock In hand specimens appearing

massive and granitoid. The lOWCI rapids of the Madeira are also formed

aeiss, l mt I have seen do specimens or descriptions of the rock. On

the northern side, gneiss was met with in situ, by Bftr. Penna, in the rapids

of tin- Ancillary, a small river emptying into the Atlantic, a little to the

m.rth of the month of the Amazonas, and pebbles of the same rock were

met with in tin- explorations of the Oeological Commission, on the rivers

inn, Ciirna, and TrombetaS. I am informed by the engineer, Maj.

IInho, that gneiss is the prevailing rock on the Rio Branco, except at

the month, when- he found red syenite. I found this last rock also in a

*1 ' half a mile in width, at tlie second rapid of the river Trombe
i-.v pebbles oftae same on the Kfaecurti, coming from some point

d.ove that reached by our explorations. I could qoI determine, in the

ri on the Trombetas, whether the rook Is stratified

or not, and i'
' of eruptive origin The syenite < irlncl
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pally of flesh-colored feldspar, with a small mixture of hornblende and

small scattered spots of a green mineral in decomposition. Quartz is en-

tirely lacking.

The rocks of the second metamorphic scries are well exposed in the first

rapids of the Tocantins, where they were examined as far as the Cachocira

de Guariba, by Prof. Hartt in 1870. The following notes are taken from

his manuscripts. Ascending the Tocantins, the river is at iirst margined

by blurls of Tertiary sands and clays which, as the rapids are approached,

recede from the river and the metamorphic rocks begin to appear. The
first exposure of these last met with, is "A granular quartzitc, very hard and

with a saccharine fracture, the rock being much traversed by quartz veins

The stratification is very obscure and the rock appear! to have a sort of

slaty structure. In some places it is very compact, bluish and chcrty, and

is so cut up by veinlets as to appear honeycombed on decomposition. Next
appears, at the Ponta do Noberto, a talcose rock, badly decomposed, but

appearing to have an easterly dip. Above this is a bed of compact reddish

quartzitc. From the Praia dos HortOfl there extends a long line of similar

rocks, with an easterly dip. At Jcquiraputi, I found the following section,

given in ascending order :

1

.

Shaly sandstone.

2. Compact white sandstone, rather, fine grained, the grain being clear.

It weathers brownish, and is traversed by quartz veins.

3. A thin band of purple shale, stratification obscured by faults and ob-

lique slips.

4. Heavy band of ferruginous shale, much decomposed.

5. Bed of very compact bluish, whitish and reddish mottled quartzites.

0. Red shale much traversed by little veins. Just below Alcobaca, I

observed quartzitc with a north-east dip. At Alcobaca are heavy beds of

bluish quart/.ite, very hard and presenting surfaces polished by the river."

Compact quartzites were observed at various points above Alcobaca, in

one place with the strike corresponding with the direction of the river,

forming long rocky islands or lines of rock. The dip is well marked, be-

ing a few degrees north of east, the angle being about 40*.

"Just below the Cachocira (rapid) de Tapanhuaquara are green schis-

tose rocks, dipping eastward, and much diorite. In the schists I found

amianthus and serpentine. The rocks that choke up the river and form

the rapids are, as far as I could determine, a series of gray quartzites, in-

terstratified with thin beds of finely laminated shale. The upper end of

the high wooded Ilha das Picas is composed of a mass of hard, vitreous-

looking, bluish or reddish quartzitc, much traversed by little quartz veins.

On the left bank opposite are ledges and skerries of a slaty rock, with a

strong easterly dip. The islets of Janaiiquara are bare masses of a hard

cherty rock, whose relations to the other rocks I did not determine.

"At Porta de Braga, a bluff projection on the left bank of the river, the

shore is encumbered by very large masses of iron ore, in part a manunillary

hematite. The rocks of the vicinity, consisting of quartzites and sand-
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stones, have a strong easterly clip. As I remember it, the deposit appears

to be superficial, find I doubt if it is of economic value.

"Opposite the Praia Grande is a very long narrow line of rocks, running

south a few degrees east, and flanked by the schistose rocks, which here

at the ordinary eastward dip. The line of rocks is formed by a nar-

row outcrop of diorite, which I gasped to form a dyke. This diorite is

much cracked and, decomposing concentrically, the fragments give rise to

a confusion of rounded blocks.

"Nearby, the slaty rocks again appear, with the cherty rocks appa-

rently overlying them in discordance of stratification. These latter rocks

may therefore be of much later origin. In one place I thought that I ob-

d signs of horizontal stratification. Near the upper end of an enor-

mous sand bank, called Praia Grande, the slaty rocks crop out again, the

strike being N. 30° W. and the dip 27° E.

" The Cachoeira de Oaariba is formed by the outcrop ofa scries of meta-

morphic rocks, an alternation of shales, quart/.ites and limestones, extend-

ing across the river, forming a sort of dam. The strike here is somewhat

irregular, but usually a few degrees west of north, the dip being eastward

and at a moderate angle. I could not ascend above the Cachoeira de Guari-

ba, from lack of time and of a proper boat. From all that I was able to

judge, the metamorphic rocks must extend much further up the river, and

it would be very important to have them examined. Whether the whole

BS that I saw belongs to the same geological horizon or not, I was un-

able, in the absence of fossils, to determine, but, after my studies of the

Carboniferous and Devonian of the Amazonas, I think there can be little

doubt that the series is Silurian.

" It is interesting to note the dip of these rocks, which is pretty con-

stantly towards the east, the strike being remarkably northerly. The fact

of the occurrence of trap dykes is also important. I saw no porphyries like

s of the lower falls of the Tapajoa, and I cannot help thinking thai

the Tocantins beds above described are newer than those of the Tapajos."

The metamorphic rocks of the rapids of the Tapajos were described by

Plot Haiti in the Bulletin Of the Cornell I'niversily. They consist of

ipiart/.iies and Other rocks similar t<. (piart/.itcs, but without apparent

daiion, the beds being Uaversed bj enormous dykes of porphyry and

diorite. They are very compact, of a red or chocolate color, frequently

marked by little green points, due to some undeterminable mineral in de-

composition. In hand specimens the amorphous rocks appear to be Igne

ttered crystals of feldspar giving them the appearance of

porphyry ; bul seen In mass, the water-worn surfaces show with great die

liiirlin-s*. lines of lamination and wa\e and ripple marks, which prove

conclusively the sedimentary origin <>f the rock. The beds arc inclined

irike being N BO 10 I

The porphyry of the d Idently eruptive, [t oonsists of a com

bldspatliio base of a dark chocolate oolor, in which are

of red feldspar, rounded -rains of quart/, and little
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masses of the green mineral above mentioned. There was also observed

in the cachoeiras, two exposures of crystalline rocks which appear to form

dykes, but this character was not well determined. One of these is fine-

grained and dark-colored, the other consists of light-red feldspar, with

grains of quartz.

We found on the Trombetas a series very similar to a part of that ofthe

Tapajos. It is exposed in the third cachoeira, called Quebra-potes, and also

in the lower course of the river Cachorro, which empties into the Trom-
betas just above that cachoeira. The rock varies in color, some beds being

dark red, others purplish, and like that, of the Tapajos it is marked by
green spots. The mass is amorphous, feldspathic, sometimes with small

grains of glassy quartz, and it may be classified as fe.site or eurite. The
stratification is very distinct, and the lamination, wave and ripple-marks

are as clearly shown as in any modern sandstone. The beds of felsite rest

on those of the syenite already described, which is also marked by green

spots, and dip 20° X. E., the strike being N. Wf W. Resting unconform-

alily on this series are beds of sandstone, containing Upper Silurian tot

This last observation is important, proving as it does that the metanioi

phism of the rocks and the dislocation of the beds must have taken place

during the Lower Silurian or Arehean. I am convinced that this conclu

sion can be extended to the whole metamorphic region. The similarity on

lithological characters of the rocks of the Trombetas and those of the

Tapajos is such, that it can scarcely be doubted that the formations in the

two localities are identical. The difference in strike, from X. X. \V. on

the Trombetas, to N. N. E. on the Tapajos, can readily be admitted in a

single system of upheaval, which can include also the disturbed rocks of
the Tocantins, where the strike is X. or N. X. W. It should he observed

that, while the compact quartzites of the Tocantins resemble the rocks of

the Tapajos and Trombetas, the rest of the Tocantins series, consisting of

granular quartzites, taleose schists, and crystalline limestones, recall the

rocks of the rivers Araguay, and upper Tocantins, and of the mountains ot

Qoyaz and Minas (ieraes.

It has long since been observed that the metamorphic rocks of Brazil,

Guiana and Venezuela have in general a north-easterly strike ; later obser-

vations, however, have shown that the strike is often variable, frequently

taking a north westerly direction. It seems probable, therefore, that the

epoch of metamorphism and upheaval of the ancient rocks was the same
in eastern Brazil and Guiana as in the Amazonian region, that is to My, it

was anterior to the Upper Silurian.

The evidence in respect to the epoch of metamorphism and upheaval
afforded by other regions of Brazil is very scanty, but, as far as it

goes, it sustains this generalization, although it must be confessed it is

as yet insufficient to entirely confirm it. In the provinces of Bahia and
Sergipe there is a series of beds of undetermined age, but which ap-

pears to be either Devonian or Carboniferous. These beds have been

disturbed without being metamorphosed, and they rest unconformably
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on gneiss, and are overlaid unconformably by Cretaceous deposits. The
metamorphism of the gneiss in this region was, therefore, early Pahe

ozoie or Archean. In the southern provinces, the evidence is more conclu-

sive. In Santa Catharine and Kio Grande do Sul, beds, whose Carbonifer-

ous age appears to be well proven, lie horizontally above inclined metamor-

phic beds. These Carboniferous deposits extend across the province of

Parana to the southern part of the province of Sao Paulo. Near Ponta

Grossa in Parana, Mr. Wagoner, assistant to the Geological Commission,

found, underneath the Carboniferous beds, others, also horizontal, contain-

ing Devonian fossils. In that region, therefore, we may refer the upheaval

and metamorphism to a period anterior to the Devonian, and probably, as

on the Ama/.onas, to one anterior to the Upper Silurian.

We have seen that the metamorphic rocks present two distinct series, of

which one, consisting of crystalline rocks, was, with all probability, re-

ferred by Prof. Hartt to the Laurentian. It is probable that this series had

been metamorphosed and disturbed before the deposition of the second non-

alline serio. It is true that there appears to be a concordance in

Stratification between the two series, but it is by no means certain that this

concordance is perfect, and that the older series had not been disturbed

(probably in the same general direction), before the great general move-

ment of upheaval, which affected and gave character to the whole meta-

morphic region of Brazil, if not of the entire continent.

In regard to the age of the second metamorphic series, we have by elimi-

nation reduced it to the ages intermediate between the Laurentian and the

Upper Silurian, that is to say, the Iluronian and the Lower Silurian. It

seems probable that both are represented, and, accepting Prof. Ilartt's sup

position, that the rocks of the Tapajos are more ancient than those of the

itins, we may provisionally refer those, with the felsitcs of the Trom-

, to the Iluronian, and these to the Lower Silurian, a reference which

accords with another opinion of Prof. Hartt. that is, that the granular

ipiarlzites (itaeolumitcs) and talcOM BChistS of Minas Geraes belong to the

Lower Silurian.

At 1 1n- end of this movement of upheaval and folding, the primitive

islands of Brazil and Cuiana had received enormous additions In their

Origin*] areas, and extended to the limits already indicated, in treating of

the distribution of the metamorphic rocks, leaving between the two islands a

!• three or (our degrees Of latitude in width, in the narrowest pa it.

Prom 'hat lime, which was during, or at the end of, the Lower Silurian

commenced the proper history Of the Ama/onian valley.

In Ibis strait was deposited, without great oscillations of level or up

l omparable with those that hail disturbed the metamorphic series, a

• niiv Inclined from the margins towards the center, represent

trom the Upper Silurian to the Cretaceous, inclusive.

Thorewere, however, beforethe deposition of the Tertiary beds, considerable

|i and dlorlte, ami local disturbances in at least one region,

i mportant In the study of the geolog

-lion.
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Situated on the margin of the wrua, and about two leagues to the west-

ward of the village of Monte Alegre, thqre is an isolated group of moun-
tains, consisting of numerous, small monoclinal ridges, separated one from

another, and disposed in an ellipse around a central plain, of which the

elevation is a few feet at most above the level of the Amazonas. The
major axis of the ellipse is some ten or twelve miles long, and lies in the

direction of E.-W. The principal mountain, called Bern de Tajuri, is about

:>i)0 metres high, and is situated on the north-east side of the ellipse ; from

Tajuri/ a curved line of low ridges extends to the second serra in size, that

Of Ere re, which is on the southern side, and lias an elevation of 250 metres;

then come the smaller serras of Aroxi, Maxira, Paraizo, .lulifio and Uru-

cury, the last being placed at the western end of the ellipse ; between this

and Tajuri there is a considerable number of low sen as, without names,

which have never been explored. All of these iuw present an abrupt

slope towards the central plain, and a gentle slope, following the inclination

of the strata, on the opposite side. This inclination, which varies from 10°

to 20°, is X. X. E. in Tajuri, E. in the ridges between Tajuri and Km.',

S in this last, and W. in Urucury. This variation in dip proves that this

group of mountains is only the remnant of a great anticlinal, of which the

central, and by far the larger, part has been denuded away. This opinion,

respecting the structure of the region, is supported by the structure of the

low Serra de Paituna, which is situated outside of the ellipse, some three

or four miles to the south of the Serra de Erere, with which it is parallel.

As was to lie expected from its position in relation to the other mountains,

Paituna was found to be a synclinal ridge, It is possible that to the north

ward of Tajuri there are other synclinal ridges, similar to Paituna.

There have not yet been definitely recognized in other parts of the val-

ley, any elevations, corresponding in age and structure to those of Erere.

I have reasons, however, for believing that, in the vicinity of Obydos, the

Serra de Curumu and perhaps that of Cunury may belong to the same sys-

tem. Near the margin of the metamorphic region, on the Guiana side at

least, the Paheozoic beds are gently inclined, at an angle of 5°—10°
; but in

general these beds appear to lie horizontally.

The Oral member of this Palaeozoic series of the Amazonas is the Upper

Silurian. The rocks of this age appear on the Guiana side, in a belt of a

few miles in width, which extends in the direction east west, for a consid-

erable distance, if not along the whole southern margin of the metamorphic

region of Guiana. They have been recognized on the Trombetas, Curua

andMaecurii, and from specimens brought by Br. Ferreira Penna, from the

Maraca, a small river which empties nearly opposite the western end of

Marajo, I judge that they extend eastward nearly to the Atlantic.

These rocks have been best studied on the Trombetas. They there appear

in a belt four or five miles wide, forming the first and part of the second

cachoeira. They were also found, well exposed, in a hill of some 100

metres of elevation, called Oiteiro do Cachorro, situated on the right bank

of the river of the same name, a little above its confluence with the Trom-
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betas. The lower part of this hill is composed of felsite, above which the

Upper Silurian beds form a magnificent overhanging clitf. In the lower

part of the second cachoeira, called Yira-Mundo, the Silurian beds rest on

syenite. The dip is approximately 5° S. S. W., the strike being N. 65° W.
I estimate the total thickness of the series at about 1,000 feet.

The character of the beds is remarkably uniform. They consist almost

exclusively of hard argillaceous and micaceous sandstones, generally thin-

bedded, but with some massive beds of pure sandstone. The color is very

variable, being white, yellow, red or purplish, but the predominant color is

some shade of red, generally mottled or banded. Limestones are entirely

lacking, and schists are rare and of slight importance, as regards their

thickness, but interesting on account of their peculiar characters. One set

of beds of cherty schist, about 20 feet thick, is found at the base of the series,

in contact with the syenite. This rock looks like one that had suffered some

alteration, and this appearance might he taken to prove that the syenite is

of igneous origin, and that it had been ejected after the deposition of these

beds, effecting an alteration in them. As, however, the altered appearance

is less marked in the part of the schists which is in immediate contact with

the syenite, than in the upper portion of the bed, I believe that their peculiar

appearance is due to some other cause. Another schist of undetermined

thickness occurs at tlie bate of the clitf, forming tlie front of the Oiteiro do

C'aehorro. It consists of a soft clay, Impregnated with alum, which also

occurs abundantly in free crystaK

At the foot of the Cachoeira Vira-Mundo, and Just above the cherty rocks

above mentioned, there is a bed of fine grained, yellowish sandstone, con-

taining a few Fossils Of which we collected with considerable difficulty suf-

ficient to determine the age of the formation. The fossils are all in the

state of casts and, except a SOS ,: es of Bejfriehia and a fragment of a Trilo-

bile, are all Molhiscan. The most common Is an Ofthoetffl, which is how-

ever Indeterminable. The genera, KhyndKenella, Orthit, OhentUt, Strophe
. PhoUdop$, />' \u\aria and Ottwdontavn repre-

sented. Among these the species Orthii lipbrida Sow., Lingula eunMta
Conrad, and Ihirnnla trUobata Conrad are recognizable. In the Oiteiro do

Oachorro are thin heels of shalj sandstone, with well marked racoids, ap-

parently Of the species Ortfi r<>p.'ii/c'i ui ll^rhini Conrad. These fossils

Indli correspondence with the Medlns sandstone of the Niagara

group. ThrOUghOU! the whole series worm tubes arc abundant.

The same series of beds were met with on the Curat and Bfaecuru, with

identical with those just described for the TrombetaS. On these

• the Silurian locks form CachoelrnS, that were impassible with the

means at our disposal, and for tins reason we did not succ l in reaching

tlie bate of tie bere the fosslllferous beds occur, Worm tubes and

Indetermlnablo fncoldi wen-, however, met with. The Upper Silurian has

ltd On the | Miihern side ol the valley, but, as all the

vi r\ Incomplete, it is by no means certain that

tiny do ii possible that th •• cherty beds of the Tor.ml in-..
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mentioned by Prof. Hartt, may belong to tbis series ; but as cherts arc com-

mon also in the Devonian and Carboniferous, it is impossible, in tlic absence

of specimens, to form a definite opinion respecting the age of those of the

Tocantins.

The Devonian is best exposed on the northern side of the valley, where

it forms a broad belt, bordering the narrower Silurian belt, and disappears

under the Carboniferous deposits, to reappear farther south in the Krere

anticlinal. The beds of this age are variable in character, and may be di-

vided by differences in the rocks and fossils iuto three groups, which, for

convenience, may be named for the locality in which each was best studied,

the .Maecuru, the Krere and the Curua group. It must lie remembered, how-

ever, that all three of these groups are represented at each of the abOTS lo-

calities.

The first, or Maecuru group, consists of a few bids of coarse, white or

yellowish sandstone, which, on the Maecuru and Curua, have a Ibicknesi

of thirty feet. On both of these rivers this group is well exposed, with I

dip of about 5° S. S. \\\ The rock is hard in some layers, but very friable in

others, and is highly fossiliferous. On the Trombetas it is represented by

a bed of sandstone, so friable as to be almost a bank of sand, and at Krere

only a portion of the upper bed is exposed, and no fossils were found at

either of these localities. The fossils are impressions, colored and some-

what consolidated by oxide of iron ; they are beautifully preserved, and bo

abundant and varied that, with a few hours' work, we made an enormous

collection, containing about seventy-five species. Trilobites are represented

by species of Homalonotut, DtUmania, Phaeoptuxd ropodi hy

Bellerophon, Holopea and Platyeeras ; Lamellibranchs by a largo number of

speciesof the genera Modiomorpka, Idmoptora, Bdinonfia, Gremmytia and

others. The most interesting fossils are, however, the Braehiopods, which

have been Carefully studied by Mr. Kathhun, who has described* twenty-

one species from the Maecuru, of which thirteen were also found on the

Curua in equivalent beds, nine in the overlying beds of the Krere group,

and six in the lower and middle Devonian of Xew York. Of the species

common to this group and that of Erere, those that are abundant in one are

generally rare in the other, and this, with the numerous species which are

limited to each group, gives a special expression to the fauna of each, which
justified their separation. The most abundant and characteristic Braehi-

opods of the Maecuru group are AmphigeAia tlongata Ball, Spirifera <hi"

denaria (.') Hall, Strophodonta perplana Hall, Rhynohontlla dotu (f) Hall,

VKniina puttulota Hall, 8treptorhynehu» Agasiuii Hartt, and new sp.

of Chonctes and Ortltix. The two first and the last new species were not met

with at Krere. It will be seen thai these fossils indicate a close relationship

to the CorniferpUS group, which bears about the same stratigraphical

and paleontologies! relation to the overlying Hamilton group, as does

the Maecuru group to that of Krere. These last two may, therefore, be

considered as the Brazilian equivalents of the North American formations.

Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. XX, pp.
1878.

PROC. AMEH. PIULOS. SOC. XVIII. 103. V. PRINTED MARCH 11, 1879.
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The Erere group occupies a considerable area in the central plain between

the mountains of Erere, but so subdivided, denuded and disturbed by

eruptions of trap, as to present serious difficulties for study, which were,

however, overcome by Mr. Smith in 1876, who succeeded in making a com-

plete section and in proving, by means of fossils, the unity of the group.

Mr. Smith calculated the total thickness at about 200 feet, divided between

thirteen distinct beds, of which the greater part consist of fine-grained,

micaceous sandstone, disposed in thin beds, with subordinate beds of black

shale. The sandstone is generally white or yellowish, but exposed to the

weather, it becomes reddish, and the shale often weathers white. Near the

base of the group there are a few beds of a compact cherty sandstone, that

breaks with great regularity into cubical blocks. Fossils are more or less

abundant in all of the beds, those of the shale being different from those of

the sandstone. The same beds were met with on the Maecuru and Curua,

but less sub-divided, with fewer fossils, and without the shales. The thick-

ness of the group on the Curua appears to be less than at Erere. The fauna

is very similar to that described from the Maecuru group, but, except in the

class of Brachiopods, it is less rich, both in species and individuals. Mr.

Itathbun has described twenty-four species of Brachiopods,* two of Trilo-

bites, eight of Lamellibranchs and six of Casteropods.f Of the first some

have already been mentioned ; thirteen are limited to this group, of which

the most abundant and characteristic are Rtttia Jamettana Ilartt, J Rgfaia

Wardiana Ilartt, and Biscina lodensis Hall. Spiriftra Fodroana Hartt,

although it appears rarely in the Maecuru group, is, by its abundance, one

of the most characteristic fossils of the Erere" group.

The third or Curua group consists almost exclusively of black and red

shales, passing at times into shaly sandstone. These beds form low dill's

along the rivers Maeeun'i and Curua for a considerable distance, lying

almost horizontal, except where disturbed by eruptions ofdiorite. On the

Trombetas the black shale forms two short Clifls on the river bank ami the

red shale is badly exposed on a lake near by. At Krerc these rocks are c\-

1 in the eastern part of the plain, and in the i>ase of the senas, par-

ticularly that of Tajuii, the front of which is composed almost entirely of

The black shale forms the lowest bed, the thickness of which,

on the Curua, is estimated by Mr. Smith at BOO led. It is well laminated,

almost slaty in structure, and in the lower pari contains numerous large, cal

Od arenaceous concretions. The first are bluish black in color,

have well developed COne In>COne structure and emit, when struck with a

hammer. odor of petroleum.

The reddish shale lies above the black, having more or less the same

tblckne - It Is generally chocolate-colored, mottled with spots of a darker

hue and banded, parallel with the stratification, with White, yellow or

iin .if tin- Buffalo Society o( Natural Belenos, Vol. t. No. i. 1874

tun ii '>i\mi N.-n Jfork, Vol. XI, May, 1875.

toineiiii.ii. that the gentleman, to whom tula species Is dedl

than anj other, nol speoiallj devoted t<» lolenoe, contributed
nco iii general, in Brazil,
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black. The rock consists of clay, mixed with a considerable proportion of

finely-divided mica and sand, the last often forming independent layers,

a few inches thick. The only fossils found in these shales were Fueoids, of

the genus ,^ptrophyton, and small fruit-like bodies, resembling very much
a flattened currant, consisting apparently of a thin pellicle enclosing two to

six small grains. The Spirophytoru are apparently Identical with those de-

scribed by Prof. Hall, from the Hamilton group of New York. They occur

abundantly in all the localities, in both the black and red shale, near the

junction of the two.

On the Curua and Maecuru the red shale, which is undoubtedly Devon-

ian, is followed by beds of coarse sandstone which, according to Mr. Smith,

are at least fifty feet thick on the Curua. This is followed by fosslllfettNM

Carboniferous beds. The red shale is also overlaid by coarse sandstone, in

the mountains of Frcie, but it is not certain that this sandstone is of the

same formation as that of the Curua.

As regards the extension of the Devonian series, it has been recognized

as far west as the river Uatuma, a small river between the Trombetas and

the Rio Negro. On the southern side of the valley, there are, on the

Tapajos, shales containing Spirophyton and calcareous concretions, which

were referred provisionally to the Carboniferous by Prof. Hartt, but which
seem to me to be Devonian, and I refer to the same age the black shale

found by Snr. Penna on the Xiniru.

Of all the Paleozoic deposits of the Ama/.onas, those of the Carbonifer-

ous occupy the most extensive area and, at the same time, present the

greatest difficulties to study. Composed for the most part of soft b

they suffered extensive denudation, during the interval between the close

of the Carboniferous and the beginning of the Tertiary, during which
time they were, for the most part, exposed above the level of the sea ; by
the deposit of the great Tertiary series they were concealed, over immense
areas, and where they have been again exposed by the denudation of the

Tertiary, they have again suffered destructive denudation. At present, the

exposures are poor and unsatisfactory, rendering very difficult the determi-

nation of the relations of the different beds and the vertical extension of the

series. ]\Ir. Smith, who has best studied these deposits, is of the opinion

that their total thickness is not less than 2,000 feet, and, although the data

for this calculation is very defective, I cannot say that it is exaggerated.

The horizontal extension is more easy to determine. On the Tapajos

the rocks of this series appear at intervals, from a point just below the rapids

to near the village of Aveiros, a distance of about eighty miles. It is pos-

sible that they extend still farther north to near the mouth of the Tapajos,

since I am credibly informed that, near Santarem, a bed of limestone occurs,

which is most probably of Carboniferous age. To the westward of the

Tapajos, they have been recognized by Chandless on the Mauhe-assu, a

small river between the Tapajos and Madeira, and I consider it probable

that they extend as far west as the latter river. I have information that

leads me to believe that they exist to the eastward, on the Xingu, and I
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think it probable that they will yet he found on the Tocantins. On the op-

posite or northern side of the valley,, they occur close to the margin of the

river, in the vicinity of Alenguer, in front of Santarem, and extend for a

considerable distance towards the north, along the rivers Curua, Maecuru

and Trombetas ; to the west, they extend at least as far as the Uatunia,

already mentioned, and to the east, as far at least as the Jauary, near the

village of Prainha.*

The rocks consist of soft shales and sandstone, and of limestone, which last

although of but slight thickness, is the most important, because, having

resisted denudation better than the other rocks and being highly fossilifer-

ous, it forms an admirable base of reference in the study of the Carbonifer-

ous series. The best exposures of the limestone are on the Tapajos, both

above and below the village of Itaituba, where it is quarried to burn for

lime. The thickness is about twenty-hvc feet, sonic of the beds being of

ve»y pore limestone, of a blue or light brown color, others being darker and

somewhat argillaceous and silicious. The fossils being silicitied, and conse-

quently more durable than the rock in which they are enclosed, become

detached by the slow dissolution of the limestone, and often appear loose,

as on the beach in front of Itaituba. Cherty masses are common in the

limestone, and aside from these, two other kinds of chert occur in loose

maaet Which, in the opinion of Mr. Smith, come from some unknown
beds above the limestone, (hie of these kinds decomposes to a white,

chalky mass, the other, which forms large, rounded boulders in front of

Itaituba, takes on, in decomposition, the appearance of a porous sandstone.

Cherts of various kinds arc very abundant in the whole Carboniferous

On, and are often highly fossiliferous, but the beds from which they

Originate are as yet unknown.

Above the limestone at Itaituba, there are beds of soft, brown sandstone

and of shale, of unknown extension, and below there is a heavy series

of green, red and black shales, some of which contain Bpirophyto* and are

mod probably Devonian. Of the Carboniferous rocks ot'the Maulie assii, the

only notices we have in of the limestone, which is identical in character

and fossils with thai of the Tapajos. Passing now to the northern side, we

find a thick bed of limestone at the foot of the Sena of Tajuri, in the

Brere region, where it is associated with a yellowish mottled sandstone,

much appreciated by the people for whet.-loiies. The exposure, however,

in this locality is so unsatisfactory, thai it was impossible to determine its

relation to the other beds of the serra. In the region between the Maecuru

and Coma, there are exposed, over an extensive area, a variety of beds,

which Mr. Smith attempted to arrange in a section which, although some

what defective, is ol considerable interest.

• 1

1

l extension of the Amasonian Oarbonlfer-
ir.ini the observations ol Prof, Bartl and myself, drawn lai

from "I Mr. Sin II li on (he northern sidr Ol the A ma /en ins,

li iiiiu in Mr. Coul iiihn, the Orel dlsooverer of amasonian
*llx, ninl to M«*H*rv Chandless, Drown and i of its exlstenos
in regions, ii i it visited bj the m< rsol th >i Commission.
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On the Curua, Mr. Smith found, above the beds of undoubted Devonian

age, a small series of un fossiliferous sandstones, and then at Praia Grande,

loose silicifud fossils, identical with those of Itaitiiba, which indicate the

presence of a bed of limestone. Above this there is a series, the estimated

thickness of which is 600 feet, composed of alternations of soft sandstones

and sand}' shales, of which certain layers near the upper part, exposed at

a place called Pacoval, are highly fossiliferous. At lake Cujubim, near the

river Maecuiu, the section begins below with massive beds of yellow sand-

stone of undetermined thickness ; then comes two feet of hard sandstone,

followed bj' a bed five feet thick, of impure, silicious, fossiliferous lime-

stone, which is separated by ten feel of sandstone and shale from a bed of

equal thickness of pure limestone, containing fossils Identical with those of

Itaitiiba ; above this are soft beds of sandstone and shale, with tbssils identi-

cal with those of Pacoval on the Curua. In various other localities in the

vicinity of Alenguer, Mr. Smith found exposures of sandstone and shale

of very varied characters, which appear to belong above the series at

Cujubim, and to represent, in part at least, the upper portion of the Curua

section. Mr. Smith well observes that the variation in the character of

these Carboniferous beds, In both their horizontal and vertical extension,

Indicates deposition in shallow water, during subsidence. The limestone

appears to be always near the bate of the series.

The exposures of Carboniferous rocks on the Trombetas are so unsatis-

factory, that they scarcely do more than prove the existence there of sand-

stones, shales and limestones, with fossils identical with those of the other

localities.

The Carboniferous fauna of the Ama/.onas is very rich, containing more
than ahundred BpeciesofBrachlopods, Lamellibranchs, Gasteropoda Corals,

Bryozoans, Echinoderms, Fishes and Trilobitea Of these, 1 have already

published descriptions of the Brachiopods of the Tapajos,* and hope soon

to give descriptions of the remainder. The fauna shows the closest relation-

ship to that of the Coal Measures of the Western States, more than half

of the species being identical. I have already shown that the Bolivian and

Peruvian Carboniferous faunas, as far as they are known, are equivalent

to the Brazilian, and to that of the North American Coal Measures.

The following are some of the most important species common to the three

regions : Spirt/era OOtn&rata Morton (S. Condor D'Orb.), Athyris subtilita

Hall, llelzia Monuonii Marcoii (A. pa m-hilifi ni Shumard), Prodnctux C<>ra

D'Orb., Productu* xemireliculntnx Martin, and Chonetes glabra Geinitz.

The following are, among others, in addition to the above, common to

Brazil and the United States: Spirtfwa rorki/montniia Marcou, Spirifero

planoconvexa Shumard, iSpirifera perpU,r<i Mct'hesncy, Myalina kansus-

eusis Shumard, Alloruma xubruneatu Meek and Ilayden, Aticuiopacttn

occidentals Shumard, Aoiouloptcten earbonaria Stevens, 8chi$odtu IVheeleri

Swallow, Lima retifcru Shumard, EntoUum nclridatuia Swallow, Bellero-

pJion carbonarius Cox, Rhombipora lepidode ndroides Meek, and Syrwdadia
bisevialh Swallow.

* Bulletin of the Cornell University (Science), Vol. I, No. 2, 1874.
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satisfactory sub-division of the Carboniferous beds of tbe Amazonas
can as yet be made. The fossiliferous beds at the different localities appear

to belong to the same limited horizon, and to present always the same

fo>sils. It is true that Mr. Smith found at Curumu and Curucaca, near

Alenguer, fossils having a different aspect from those from the other locali

nit they are so poorly preserved as to be unrecognizable. The fossils

of the calcareous beds are mostly Brachiopods and Corals, while Lanielli-

branchs are most abundant in the shales and sandstones ; but there are

many species in common, and the beds are so closely related stratigraphi-

cally, that I am inclined to consider the differences in their fossils as due to

differences in the nature of the sediments, rather than to a difference in

horizon.

While the Paheozoic deposits were being laid down in the Amazonian
region, it is to be supposed that the other margins of the ancient Archean

and Silurian islands received their quota of deposits and, in fact, in the

southern part of Brazil, in the regions now constituting the provinces of

Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catharina, Parana and the southern part of Sao

Paulo, extensive Carboniferous and Devonian beds were laid down. It is

stated also that Carboniferous deposits are to be found in the provinces of

Maranhao and >1 at to-G rosso, on the Guapore and Upper Paraguay
; but,

although this seems extremely probable, the fact is not as yet well verified.

In the Andean region enormous deposits were formed, during the whole of

the Palaeozoic. The best known of these are the Carboniferous beds,

Which appear in the centra! part of the Cordilheiras, at lake Titieaea, and

in the province of Arque in Bolivia ; and on the eastern slope of the Andes,

at Coehahamba ami Santa Cruz de la Siena, in Bolivia, and on the upper

Pachetea, in Peru.

The bedt referred to the Cretaceous, have only been recognized witli

certainty in the mountains of Krerc. We have seen that the Curua shales

of the Devonian series, form in general the base of these mountains. In one

place, near the bate of Tajuri, these shahs are followed by Carboniferous

limestones, bul in general the Carboniferous beds are lacking throughout

the Kreie region, and the Devonian shale-, are followed by heavy beds of

•
, hard Sandstone In a section made in a bill between Tajuri and

•'. there are three distinct beds of COarse massive sandstone, separated

by beds Of micaCeOttS Sandy Shales, the whole series having a thickness of

about 100 (bet < >f these three beds of sandstone, the upper or middle, or

the two united, form the principal mass of the Senas of Ereriand Paituna,

In tin- Brat of these serraa were found, in 1871, fragments of fossilized wood,

which were referred by Dr, Dawson to the dycotyledonous group of plants,

and in tbe last voyage we found, in Paituna. a thin bed of argillaceous

Intercalated w the coarser beds of theserra, which was crowded

with (basil lea'
i to rations genera of th< •

same -roup of plan •.

'l bi leaves and woods structure of tropical plants have been too little

studied to permit of the specific, and perhaps the generic, determina-

tion of then plants Thej are. bowever, of the utmost Importance In the
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determination of the age of the formation, which can hardly he older than

the Cretaceous, and since these fossils are in disturbed beds, which art-

overlaid by the horizontal deposits referred to the Tertiary, we cannot

well consider them as more modern than the Cretaceous.

Fossil leaves, very similar In appearance to those of the Serra de Pai-

tuna, have been found at Tonantins on the Solimoes, at Uatapucan'i on the

Tapajos, and at Prainha on the Lower Amazonas, in beds that appear to be

Tertiary or recent. A critical examination is required to prove whether or

not these fossils from the different localities are identical, or belong to the

same horizon. For the present it seems to me most probable that they arc

distinct, those of Paitiina being the most ancient. It is worthy of note that

the fossil leaves at Prainha are in beds of clay and conglomerate that are

slightly inclined, and it is possible that, notwithstanding their modern ap

pearance, they may prove to belong to the Cretaceous.

These fossils being In the upper bed of sandstone, the age of the lower

beds and of the intermediate sandy shales, between the limits of Upper
Devonian and Cretaceous, is undetermined. They are, however, so similar

in lithological character, to the fossil leaf beds, that I refer them provis-

ionally to the Cretaceous. What is well proven is, that the elevation of

the anticlinal of Erere took place during, or after, the Cretaceous age. In

this connection I may add, that the beds of the numerous Cretaceous basins

along the eastern coast of Brazil are always more or less disturbed and

inclined.

Near the mouth of the Trombetas we found inclined beds of sandstone,

containing pebbles of shale which appear to mo to have come from the De-

vonian or Carboniferous beds, which occur farther up on the same river. In

the same region there is a high serra, called Curumii, composed of hard sand

stone, the beds of which appear, as seen from a distance, to he inclined,

and I suspect that in that region will be found the equivalents of the

Erere ( 'retaoeous beds.

To the south of the mouth of the Amazonas, between Salinas and Bra-

ganca, Sfir. Penna has lately discovered fossiliferous limestone, similar to

that of the Cretaceous basins of Pernambuco and Sergipe. In the Sollmfies

region there is also, according to Chandless and Coutinho, an extensive

Cretaceous area, on the river Parte, characterized by the remains of Mom
saurus and turtles.

The disturbances which all the formations thus far described have suf-

fered, were accompanied by eruptions of igneous rocks. In the metamor-

phic region, the syenite and perhaps a part of the granite may belong to

this category, a question that can only be solved by further study. In the

same region, and also throughout the Pahvozoio region, diorite is very

common, forming Immense dykes, and sometimes apparently forming

sheets between the strata of sedimentary rocks. Another igneous rock of

doubtful character, which I have referred to as trap, forms numerous nar-

row dykes in the Erere and Alenguer region, traversing both the Pakeozoic

and the Cretaceous beds. The surface is always decomposed, presenting a
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iaoeoua appearance, and enclosing crystals of quartz and fragments of

the adjacent sedimentary rocks, these last being often so slightly metamor-

phosed, as to still preserve traces of fossils. The heds traversed by the

dykes are somewhat altered, for a distance of a few feet from the point of

contact.

The Tertiary beds have been so often mentioned in the course of this ar-

ticle, that little remains to be said regarding their character and distribution.

They are distinguished from those of the older formations by their hori-

zontal position, and by the absence of fossils and of eruptive rocks. They
consist of sandstones and clays, of brilliant and varied colors, such as

white, red, yellow and blue, combined in different shades, so as to produce

a very striking effect in the cliffs, which are very frequent along the tribu-

taries, but rare along the main river. The rock is in general very slightly

consolidated, except an occasional bed or patch, in which a cement of

oxide of iron has produced the C 'arse ferruginous sandstone, found scatter-

ed over the surface thougliout the whole of the Amazonian highlands.

The Tertiary series is best presented in the serras known under the col-

lective name of Serras de Parti, which are seen from the river, from Almei-

rim to near Prainha. These are mountains of circumdenudation, perfectly

level on top, and of an elevation of about 1,000 feet. The one nearest to

Prainha, called Parauaquara, was visited by Prof Hartt in 1871, who
found the structure well presented in the steep, bare front of the mountain.

The beds, whose thickness corresponds approximately to the height of the

mountain, consist of sandstones and clays, of various colors, disposed in

nine distinct divisions. From Parauatpiara westward, the series of table-

topped hills extend for a long distance, but, lying farther back from the

river, they cannot be teen, except from some high point as, for example,

the mountains of Krere. From the Maecuru, I saw a rounded peak, rising

above the general level, apparently an island of some older formation, in a

sea of Tertiary sandstone. In the vicinity of Monte Alegre there are de-

posits identical in character with those of I'aranaipiaia, which were evident In-

laid down after the elevation of the Krere anticlinal. These deposits, like

thOtfl of Alengiie- and Obydos, have suffered a destructive denudation.

which baS Considerably reduced their original height, which probably wis

never equal to that of the Scrra- of I'arh.

'flie Tertiary beds of the southern tide Of the valley, are, in the Sanlarem

msidsrably lower than those of the north, the difference being

probably due to the inclination of the bottom of the Tertiary sea, and the

-mailer quantity of sediment received by the region! farthest removed

from the margin of thai sea, The highland! behind Bantarem are ion

oei do net appear to have snifcred denudation that has dimin

Ibly their original height, In a bed of bine clay, exposed on the

of thete highlands, I found worm tube-, the only fossils that the

1. 1\ c yet afforded,

Til iticoahle, not only in the Lower Amazonian region,

hmughoul Brest), in even proTinee then are beds similar in chares
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ter and position to those just described, but so far they have yielded no fos-

sils, that will serve for their classification, and they have been referred to

the Tertiary solely on account of their stratigraphieal position. The only

Tertiary fossils known from this region are the fossil leaves of Tonantins,

and the fresh and brackish water mollusks of Pebas and other localities in

Peru. These, however, occur in lignitifcrous beds, quite different from

those now under consideration, and the relation between the two lias never

so far as I am aware, been satisfactorily determined. The only division

that can at present be made in the region of the Lower Aniazonas, iibetween

the beds of the high table-lands, and those of the lower plains about Pari!

and eastern Marajo. These last, consisting of abrupt alternations of coarse

and fine sandstone, generally ferruginous, along with colored clays, are

certainly more modern than the former, and belong to the later Tertiary

or the Quarternary.

During the deposition of the Tertiary, there were considerable movements
of depression and subsequently of elevation, but these movements were,

as far as is known at present, unaccompanied by disturbances of the strata

or eruptions of igneous rocks.

After the elevation of the Tertiary table-lands, began the alluvial deposits

of the oartea. They consist, according to circumstances and localities, of

sands or clays, or a mixture of the two, a yellowish structureless clay pre-

dominating, often having above it a bed of black clay, impregnated with

vegetable matter. Part of this deposit was without doubt formed in an

estuary, while the river was taking possession of the bed prepared for it ;

but it is now impossible to distinguish the estuary deposits from those that

are purely lluvial. The proofs of the estuary condition are not so mv.ch in

the characters of the deposits, as in the form of the tributary valleys, which

are widened in a manner that can only be explained by the action of the

tides.

With the formation of the ctrze>i, the geological evolution of the

valley of the Amazonas terminated. We cannot in this place enter

into a consideration of the interesting phenomena, illustrative of Geology

and Physical Geography, of which the carztn is the theatre. To
witness, close at hand, the operation of many of the processes of which
these sciences treat, and which have given form and character to

the surface of our planet, I know of no region equal to the Amazonas.

Between the water and the land, the river and the r<tr-,n, there is a

constant conflict. Islands are formed and destroyed, or floated bodily

down stream, by the continual process of destruction at one end, and of

formation at the other ; lakes, ftt.ro* and ptiiuiiin-nierins are being formed,

to be again filled up ; tributaries extend themselves into the territory

proper to the main river, or this throws out one of its lateral channels, to

appropriate to itself a part of the valley of a tributary. The conflict, how-
ever, is unequal ; the force of the river, irresistible as it is in its great floods,

is spasmodic in its action, and can be met by a weaker, more constant one,

such as is afforded in aid of the growth of the land, by the vegetative force.

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 103. W. PRINTED MARCH 11, 1879.
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Rank behind rank, the various aquatic and marsh plants advance into

even- shallow, building it up to the common level over which the floods

adding new sediment, instead of carrying away that already accumu-

lated. In this way the land is slowly extending itself, confining the river

more and more to its proper channel ; but this process cannot materially

alter the character of the valley, unless aided by some convulsion of nature.

Much yet remains to be done on the Lower Amazonas, in filling in the

details of this imperfect sketch, which will, I trust, be found to be accurate

in the main, and which will serve to show how interesting the region is in

itself, and in its relation to the rest of the Continent. Of the Upper Ama-
zonas or Maraiion region, enough is already known to show its surpassing

interest and importance. Between the two, the middle or Solimdea region,
:

s an almost perfect blank, in which future explorers will meet with diffi-

culties, even surpassing those presented by the Other regions, but will, by

well directed efforts, reap results commensurate with the hardihood of the

undertaking.

Stated Meeting, January 17, 1879.

Present, 11 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A letter of acknowledgment was received from the Natural

History Society, Emden (100; List).

Letters of envoy were received from the French Minister

<>f Public Instruction; and the Meteorological Office, Lon-

don, December, 1878.

A letter of thanks for correspondence was received from

the Rev. Stephen D. I'eet.

A letter respecting exchanges was received from Mr. (i.

\v. Ranck, Curator of the Kentucky Historical Society.

Donations for the Library were received from the Ade-

laide Observatory; M. 1*. Volpioelli at Rome; the Greo

graphical Society and Revue Politique al Paris; the Meteoro-

logical Office, and Register, and London Mature; the B

Natural History Society ; American Journal of Arts and

Library Journal in New fork ; the Franklin ln-

ite, ( College ofPharmacy, Journal of the Medical Soieuces,

and Medical News in Philadelphia; the American Journal
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of Mathematics at Baltimore; Mr. S. IT. Scudder; the Bo-

tanical Gazette; Mr. G. W. Ranck ; and the Ministerio de

Fomento in Mexico.

The American Journal of Mathematics of Baltimore was

ordered to he placed on the list of correspondents to receive

the Proceedings.

The death of the Rev. E. R. Beadle, D.D., LL.D., in

Philadelphia, January 6, 1879, aged 66, was announced by

the Secretary ; and, on motion, Dr. Robt. E. Rogers, was ap-

pointed to read an obituary notice of the deceased.

The death of Mr. Morton McMichael, in Philadelphia,

January 6, 1879, aged 71, was announced by Mr. Price: and on

motion Mr. Fraley was appointed to read an obituary notice

of the deceased.

A letter from Mr. P. W. Sheafer, dated Potts ville, Pa.,

January 6, 1879, reported the result of tests of the visibility

of Btarfl in daylight from various depths of the 1600 feet

shaft of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company,
near that borough

:

Potts villi:, Pa., January 6, 1878.

De in Sni .•—The question of seeing stars from deep wells, ftc, being un-

settled, I requested -Mr. Edward Herbert, an intelligent boss miner, now in

Charge of the deep shaft of the Philadelphia and Heading Coal and Iron

Company, near this borough, to test tlie question so far as he could rind the

opportunity to do so in his frequent ascents and descents of the Pottsrille

shaft, especially, which is some 1G00 feet deep.

He reports as follows :

"St. Clair, December 20, 1878.

"Myself and one of the workmen have tried this afternoon at several dis-

tances in east shaft, if we could see any stars, but failed to see any. The
sky was very clear and atmosphere favorable ; the shaft is a down cast,

and was entirely free from smoke or steam. I tear we will not be able to

solve your problem in the affirmative."

In reply to a further inquiry, as to the depth from which observations

were made, he replies as follow

"St. Claib, January 4, 1879.

" We have tested it at different depths, from 100 feet down to 700 and 800

feet, when the sky has been clear, but have so far failed to see any stars.
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After we got down 600 feet the atmosphere is not quite so clear as it is

nearer to the surface."

If your society can suggest further tests I will he glad to make them.

I am very respectfully your obedient servant,

P. W. SHEAFER.
To the American Philosophical Society,

Fifth Street, near Chestnut, Phila.

Mr. 15. Britton exhibited a small and useful specimen-rock

crusher for laboratory use, with mortar and pestle, and de-

scribed its value in the saving of time and labor.

Mr. Lesley exhibited a proof sheet of Mr. J. F. CarlPs col-

ored map of the preglacial water basins of North-western

Pennsylvania, prepared for the illustration of his forthcom-

ing third Report of Progress in the Survey of the Oil

Regions.

Mr. Marks exhibited and explained a new link-work,

which he had invented for the use of his students in de-

scribing arcs of epicycloid curves, and which can be made
practically useful for plotting the outlines of the teeth of

wheels. lie also exhibited specimens of other Peaucetlior

cell forms.

On motion, Mr. Lesley was elected Librarian for the en-

suing year.

The Standing Committees for 1879 were then appointed,

as follows

:

Finance.

Mr. Frederick Fraley,

Mr. K. K. Priee,

Mr. Benjamin Y. Marsh.

PuUicai

|)r. Johfl L bc( 'mile,

Dr. I>;micl M. Brinton,

Dr. McQuillen,

Pro£ K. Thompson,

Dr,
<

'. M. < iresson.
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Hall.

Gen. Hector Tyndale,

Mr. S. W. Roberts,

Mr. J. Sergeant Price.

Library.

Mr. E. K. Price,

Rev. Dr. Tvrauth,

Dr. G. II. Horn,

Dr. Kinderdine,

Prof. Houston.

Pending nominations Nos. 871, 872, 873 were road, and

Nos. 871 and 873 balloted for. No. 872 was postponed on

account of the absence of its nominators.

The reading of the list of members was postponed.

On a scrutiny of the ballot boxes by the presiding officer,

the following were declared duly elected members of the

Society :

Charles B. Dudley, Ph. D., Altoona, Pa.

Philip II. Law, of Philadelphia.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, February 7, 1879.

Present, 19 members.

Vice-President, Mr. FBALXY, in the Chair.

Letters accepting membership were received from Dr.

Charles Benjamin Dudley, dated Altoona, January 20,1879
;

and from Mr. Philip Howard Law, dated Philadelphia, Janu-
ary 20, 1879.

Letters of envoy were received from the Batavian Society

of Sciences, Batavia, dated December 15, 1874, August 20,
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1875, March, 187(3, and October 20, 1877; from the Natural

History Society at Chemnitz ; and from the Physical Society

at Geneva, dated September 15, 1878.

A letter of acknowledgment was received from the Physi-

cal Society at Geneva (99, 100).

A letter from Mrs. S. N. Byington, to Dr. Brinton, enclos-

ing a letter from Major J. W. Powell, of Washington, re-

questing the loan of the manuscript Choctaw grammar,

written by the late Rev. Cyrus Byington in 1833, for the

purpose of having it published along with Mr. Byington's

Choctaw Dictionary, under the editorial care of Prof. 0. T.

Mason, was read. On motion the Librarian was authorized

to loan the manuscript from the Library, for the needful

time, on a guarantee of its safe return.

Donations for the Library were received from the Royal
- ieties of Victoria and Now South Wales ; the Mining

Department of New South Wales; the Academies at St.

Petersburg, Berlin, Copenhagen, the Hague, and Brussels ; the

Natural History Society at Moscow: the Geological Society

at Berlin; the Societies at Offenbach, Chemnitz, Geneva and

Bordeaux; the Observatory at St. Petersburg; the Geo-

graphical Society, Revue Politique, and M. Delesse at Paris •.

the Koyal Astronomical and Meteorological Societies,

corological Committee, Lords of Admiralty, and Kditors

Nature, London; the Boston Natural History Society:

Harvard College; Silliman's Journal ; American Journal

of Ontology in New Xbrk; flic Brooklyn Entomological

Society; the Pennsylvania Historical Society, Journal of

Pharmacy, Editors of Naturalists' Leisure Hour, and Robin-

- Epitome of Literature at Philadelphia; the Librarian

of Congress, and J. W. Powell, at Washington: Mr. M. C.

I, Hudson, Ohio ; the Botanical < lazette : the Ministerio

de Fomentojand the Argentine Scientific Socioty at Buenos

A\ res.

Copies "i' Proceeding No. L02, and card list of meetings

and officers for the year, jusl published by the Secretaries,

• laid "ii the table.
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A letter from the Corresponding Secretary of the Ken-

tucky Historical Society, dated Lexington, Ivy., January 20,

1879, was read, and, on motion, the name of that Society

was placed on the list of correspondents to receive the Pro-

ceedings, from the beginning of the current volume.

A letter respecting exchanges was received from the

Michigan Library Association at Coldvvater, Mich., dated

January 20, 1879.

An obituary notice of the late Robert Frazer, was read by

Professor Frazer.

The death of Dr. John B. Piddle at Philadelphia, January

19, 1879, aged 66 years, was announced, and on motion Dr.

Henry 0. Chapman was appointed to prepare an obituary

notice of the deceased.

The death of Judge John Cadwalader, at Philadelphia,

January 20, 1879, aged 73 years, was announced by Mr
Fraley, and on motion Mr. McCall was appointed to prepare

an obituary notice of the deceased.

A communication, entitled " Preliminary notice of an in-

vestigation on Iktrocene, a product of the destructive distilla-

tion of Petroleum, by 8amuel P.Sadtlerand IT. (5. McCarter,"

was read by the Secretary.

A communication respecting some remarkable conjunc-

tions of semi-anthracite and semi-bituminous coal beds in

Sullivan county, and certain hygrometric cokes, by Franklin

Piatt, Assistant on the Geological Survey of Pennsylvania,

was read by the Secretary.

A communication, entitled " Some notes upon the collec-

tion of coins and medals, now on exhibition at the Pennsyl-

vania Museum and School of Industrial Art, in Memorial

Hall, Fairmouut Park, Philadelphia, by Henry Phillips, Jr.,

A. M.," was read by the Secretary.

An essay on the Philosophy of Christianity was read by

Prof. P. E. Chase, pursuant to notice given on the card (see

page 123 above).

A new combination of Peaucellier cells intended for draw-

ing arcs of large circles and straight lines, by students of the

University, was exhibited and explained by Prof. Marks.
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Dr. Ivonig announced that he proposed to show his new
chrometric apparatus at the next meeting of the Society, and

give a detailed report of its workings.

The Chairman of the Michaux Legacy Committee, Mr. E.

K. Price, read its annual report, as follows : .

To the American Philosophical Society :

The Committee on The Michaux Legacy respectfully report :

That the income received from the Government of France, during the last

year, was $534.33, of which one half, $267.16, was paid to the Fairmount

Park Commissioners for the purchase of trees
;
Michaux's Sylva for Park

Library, $40 ; for Dr. Hothrock's Lectures on Botany and Trees in the

Park, $280 ; advertising ditto, $50 ; Journals of Forestry, three copies,

$11.87; planting trees round the University in 1877, $88.80; in 1878;

$56.83; printing in 1877, $30.25. The payments last year exceed the in-

come of the year, $168.43 ; but there is considerable arrears of income un-

spent.

The Park Commissioners have on hand for the purchase of trees, of

Michaux Legacy, $284.98 ; Cresson Legacy, $879*45.

Dr. J. T. Rothrock delivered a course of lectures on Botany and Trees, in

Horticultural Hall, in the Fairmount Park, fourteen in number, to a larger

audience, ranging from one hundred to two hundred, than in 1878.

The Committee recommend that Dr. Rothrock should continue his lec-

tures the present year, and that an appropriation out of the income of the

Michaux Legacy be made for that purpose, of $880, and $50 for advertising

the lectures.

ELI K. PRICE, Chairman.
Iaxiakv 24, 1879.

On motion the recommendation embodied in the report

wsa adopted, as follows

l;,*»!red, That an appropriation be and is hereby made from the income

of the .Michaux Legacy, of $88 >, for a course of fourteen lectures in Fair-

mount Park, by Dr. J. T. Rothrock, on Botany, Sylviculture and Agricul-

ture ; and $50 for advertising said lectures.

Mr. Fraley reported) that he had received and paid over to

the Treasurer, the quarterly interest from fli<' Miohaux
v. duo January l , L879, amounting to $182, 18.

A communication was received from Mr. Geo. W. Morri-

Philadelphia, January 8, 1879, respecting a Buocessful

I dust burning apparatus. <>n motion this communica-

tion rred to the Board of Officers and Council al their

i meeting.

And the meeting wai adjourned,
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Preliminary Notice of an Investigation <>n "Pdrocene," a product of

the Destructive Distillation of Petroleum. By Samuel P. Sadtler and II

O. Mc Carter.

(Bead before the American Philosophical Society, February 1th, 1879.)

In the number of Comptcs Bendus for 16th December last (tome 87, p.

991), which has just come to my notice, appears an article by MM. L.

Prunier and It. David, entitled, "sur la nature de certains produits cristal-

lisc's, obtenus accL'ssoirement dins le traitement Industrie! des petroles de

Pennsylvanie.

"

In this article the authors announce that they have begun an Investiga-

tion of "Petrocene," a solid residue from petroleum, which they obtained

from Dr. II. Tweddie, of Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. They give sonic general

Statements as to the several hydrocarbons, the presence of which they con-

sider to have been indicated by the determinations they made of fusing

points, boiling points, solubilities, together with crystallizations gotten

witli picric acid, and with binitroanthracene. Judging in this way, they

state that anthracene, phenanihrene, chrysene, chrysogeii anil other hydro
carbons are present. They give no specific figures of analyses, bul

merely that the percentage of carbon varied in their different analyses from

88 to !)li per cent, in UK). After propounding some interesting theories,

based upon these indications, they close by promising to communicate the

results obtained from a farther study of the subject, if, as they hoped, the-,

should be new.

This same material has been the subject of our investigation for several

months past, and we have obtained results which, while not as vet com-
plete, are so far advanced as to be beyond the point of Messrs. Prunier and
David's work, as it is stated in their article. We would therefore claim

equal right to the field as scientific workers, and shall continue our studies,

and hope to push them to an early completion.

The material we have operated on consists of a full set of Dr. Tweddle's

preparations, as described by him in the Franklin Institute Journal Vol.

72. ]). 204, which was given to one of us some two years ago, by Dr. F. A.

Genth, and a bottle of the crude distillate before treatment with petroleum

benzine, given to us by Dr. G. F. Barker.

Some weeks of study had indeed been given to these products in the

summer of 1877, by one of us in conjunction with Dr. E. F. Smith, of the

University of Pennsylvania, which work was Interrupted and only resumed,

as stated, a few months ago.

The following is a brief and general statement of the ground covered by
our work. The conclusions are all subject to revision as the examination

of purer products may demand.

We found that the method of breaking up the compound by treatment

with solvents did not suffice to give us pure products of constant composi-

tions. We therefore availed ourselves of the method of forming double

crystallizations with picric acid from solution in alcohol and benzol. We
I'HOC. AWEB. PKTXOe. soc. xvm. 103. x. PRINTED MARCH 20, 1879.
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obtained what appeared to be three distinct crystallizations here—two of

deep red crystals and one of brown plates. These were picked apart as

they crystallized together, using a hand lens, and exercising great care, and

were then submitted to recrystallizations until quite pure and distinct. On
breaking up these picric acid compounds with dilute ammonia, we obtained

at least two well-marked and distinctly different hydrocarbons. With re-

gard to the hydrocarbon from the third set of crystals we are still in doubt.

Of the two hydrocarbons, one fuses constant at 280°C, and the other at

178°C. We are not able to identify them certainly with any of the known
hydrocarbons.

Of both of these hydrocarbons, quinones have been made, and of one of

them the alizarine, acting upon the quinone with strong sulphuric acid with

heat, and then fusing the dried residue with solid potassium hydrate, The
quinone dissolves in sulphuric acid with a dark purple color, and when the

nearly black residue of di-sulphoquinonic acid and potassium hydrate are

fused together, a dark yellowish-brown color is obtained. From the solu-

tion of this, hydrochloric acid precipitates the alizarine as a dark brown
tlocculent mass.

Several analyses of the quinone and of the alizarine were made. As I

hold the whole subject still open to revision, I will not quote them, but

merely say that both the quinone and the alizarine derived from the hydro-

carbon, fusing at 280°C, indicate a probable composition
ia
H

14
. This

would be a dimethyl -anthracene, yet the hydrocarbon does not agree with

1 he dimethyl-anthracene discovered by Van Dorp, and studied by Wachen-
dorf and Zincke.

Willi this brief mention of the work done, we will defer any further dis-

: < <n until our results are sufficiently advanced to he presented as a

whole. We are now engaged upon the work, and will push it promptly to

a completion.

Character of some Sullivan County Goah. By Franklin Plait.

i 1,,'fm-! thr American Phdotophieal 8oai$ty\ February 7<A, 1870.)

It ha* already been noied in giving the detailed description of the coal

opening! in Sullivan county, that the different coals mined presented wide

nid in one or two Instances offered some most nn

DURmJ I'eiiturcH.*

Tie • listics may be briefly rammed thus -,\

••unpublished i logloftl Survey of Pennsyl

i ibemM ofthe Borvej at 1 1 i

VlOWi
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1. That the Bernice coal as mined from the Big Bed, called bed B, is a

semi-anthracite coal, of the usual chemical composition of anthracites, but

differing from them in appearance and fracture.

2. That the coal bed lying sixty feet below the coal bed B is a semi-bitumi -

nous coal, of curious structure ; holding much water in combination ; and

not coking.

3. That in a coal bed opened only one and a half miles east of Bernice,

the upper bench is semi-bituminous coal, and the lower bench an anthra-

cite, or more nearly semi-anthracite ; with only a six inch black slate part-

ing between these two benches ; the semi -bituminous coal bench not coking,

and holding a very large percentage of water in combination.

4. That the Forksville coals are semi-anthracites of unusual appearance

and structure.

5. That the Laporte coal is really bituminous coal, of very curious struc-

ture, holding much water in combination.

In order that the main features of the character of these coals may be

more forcibly presented, they are grouped together thus :

—

Bed 15.1. Bernice, Sullivan County.

2.

3.

4

5.

6.

7. " "

8. Pigeon Creek, 4 miles east of Bernice.

9. 1£ miles east of Bernice. Top bench.

10. " " " Lower bench.

11. 3J miles S. W. of Forksville. Lip. & Mercer mine. Top bench.

12. " " " " " Lower "

13. 1 mile south of Laporte. S. Hall's Coal.

Run of mine.

Top bench.

Middle bench. *'

Lower " "

Cannel-like coal in upper bench.

Coal 60 feet below Bed B.

Bed B.

Water
Volatile Matter.
Fixed Carbon.

.

Sulphur
Ash

Color of Ash . .

.

1
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"The coal yields a bulky ash of a reddish brown color. It has not

the slightest tendency to form a coherent coke, and yields volatile matters

burning with a non-luminous flame. The water was estimated at 22~>°, and

upon withdrawal of the heat the coal begins to absorb water with great

avidity. So that in two hours it has re-absorbed sixty-three per cent, of the

amount of water originally present."

Throwing out the water, sulphur and ash, the proportion stands :

Fixed Carbon 80.003

Volatile Hydrocarbons 19.907

100.000

Volatile Hydrocarbons to Fixed Carbon, as 1 to 4.023.

No. 2. Coal sixty feet below bottom of Bed B, at Bernice, Sullivan

county, Pennsylvania.

The coal is for the most part OOtUed with iron oxide and infiltrated silt.

It has a dull dead lustre, and is compact and brittle, with very irregular

fracture. The coal does not have the slightest tendency to coke and yields

- which burn with a ci ry feebly luminous flame. After cooling (water

estimation) the coal immediately begins to absorb water and in two hours

has re-absorbed about sixty per cent, of the water originally present.

Water 5.815

Volatile Matter 16.065

Fixed Carbon 68.899

Sulphur 474

A SB 10.297

Color of ash, reddish-grey.

100.000

Leaving out the accidental impurities, and counting only the ignitible

constituents, the proportion stands :

Fixed ( 'arbon 80.514

Volatile Hydrocarbons . 19.486

100.000

Volatile Matters to Fixed Carbon as 1 to 4.1 82,

It should be noted that this coal specimen was necessarily taken from

near the outcrop, which accounts for the oxide of iron coating, the infil-

trated silt, and in part for the high percentage of ash.

A second specimen of this same coal (sixty feet below bed B at Bernice)

taken from under better cover, was also analyzed by Mr. McCrcath.

"The coal does not coke, and the gases burn with a eery feebly lumin-

ous flame. The coal, after being dried, begins to absorb water rapidly,

and in two hours has re-absorbed sixty per cent, of the water originally

present. This amount is not increased by longer exposure.
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Water 4.130

Volatile Matter 15.270

Fixed Carbon , 67.362

Sulphur 523

Ash 12.715

Color of ash, reddish-gray.

100.000

On drying at 295° the Coal loses 4.13 %
" " 245° " " same.
«« " 260° " " 4.19%

" 340° " " 4.50 %
" 460° " •« 4.69%

A.t a dull red heat the Coal loses 12.59 %

But in all these experiments the water re-absorbed is about the same ;

that is, the coal re-absorbs 2.48 parts of water. Irrespective, therefore, of

the amount of water, &&, driven off by heat, the portion re-absorbed is

practically constant ; and this property is not. destroyed, even after all the

volatile matter is driven oil'."

No. 3. Coal from opening one and a half miles east of Bernice, Sullivan

county, Pennsylvania. Top bench of coal.

"The coal has a dull dead lustre; it is very soft and crumbling, and

has a somewhat shaly appearance With laminated structure. The gases

burn with a feebly luminous Maine, but the coal does not coke.

Water 7.930

Volatile Matter 21.410

Fixed Carbon 54.099

Sulphur 661

nah 16.010

Color (rf sah, <nain.

100.000

No. 4. Sullivan county, one mile south of Laporte. From S. Hall's

drift.

• Tlie ooal hai deep black dull lustre ; il is rather friable ; contains some

slate, [tdoei not show tiii- slightest tendency to form a coherent coke.

tbe volatile matter burns with a /<< bljf luminous tlame. The coal acts

rally in the -ame way as that from the Hcrnice lower coal bed.

Water 6.880

Volatile M •. 81.880

led < tarpon 55.413

Sulph.i. :;s;

15.440

ihh. red.

100. OOII
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Throwing out the sulphur, water and ash, and counting the ignitible

constituents only, these coals show the following proportions :

Coal No. 3.

Fixed Carbon 71.646

Volatile Hydrocarbons 28.354

100.000 100.000

And the proportions of Volatile Matter and Fixed Carbon, are for No. 3,

as 1 to 2.527 ; and for No. 4, as 1 to 2.527.

There are several points touching these coals which are noteworthy :

1. They range in proportion of Volatile Matters to Fixed Carbon from

bituminous to semi-bituminous coals ; these proportions being 1 to 4.028
;

1 to 4.132 ; 1 to 2.527 ; 1 to 2.527.

2. They curry an unusual percentage of water ; these percentages being

4.310 ; 5.815 ; 7.930 ; 6.830.

3. The gases driven off barn with a non-luminous flame.

4. None of the coals coke.

5. All of the four coals re -absorb in a short time fully 60 % of the water

which has been expelled by raising their temperature to 885* P., in this

respect differing from all the other Pennsylvania coals hitherto examined.

Notes upon the Collection of Coins and Medals now upon Exhibition at

the Pennsylvania MuUiltn and School of Industrial Art, Memorial

Hall, Fainnount Park, Philadelphia.

By IIeniiy Phillips, Jk , A. M.

(Bead before the American Philosophical Society, Feb. 7, 1870.)

" Quon non move<i( clarisximis uionuuientia list<U(t i-onxiynataquv vetiukut"
Sl'ANHKIM.

The object of this display is to present Art as typified upon coins and

medals, from the earliest known period until the present time, so as to

show the student the nature and character of the development of aesthetic

culture as exhibited by the aid of Numismatic science.

The change and advance presented by the inspection of coins and medals

is a vast chain of ever closely joining links. From the very beginning of

coinage, from the rudest of all ardent coins, the Persian darie or the

tortoise of ^Egina, to the majestic medallions of Syracuse, step by step

every inch of the onward march of Art may readily be traced. The earliest

of all known coins exhibit on the revei'Be only a shapeless punch mark, are

the work of unskilled hands, are defective in type, in shape, in inscription,

while the latest (or most modern), present complicated and intricate devices

of all kinds and natures.
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The present exhibition is composed of the collections of coins and medals

belonging respectively to the Library Company of Philadelphia, the Ameri-

can Philosophical Society, and the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of

Philadelphia, under the care of which latter Society the collections have

been deposited and arranged by a Committee, of which I am the Chairman.

A few private individuals have also contributed to the exhibition.

The display may be divided into three great heads, viz: Coins, medals

and tokens (embracing jettons), to the main features of which I shall

briefly advert, beginning for convenience sake with the second general sub-

division.

The case containing the medals of the Societies is a flat one of five trays

on the western wall of the main hall of the building to the right of the

entrance of the India room. They are of gold, silver, copper, bronze, brass

and lead. The first series to be noticed is one consisting of thirty-one

bronze medals of large sizes, commemorating victories and notable events

in the history of the empire of Russia, from the lime of Peter the Great to

that of Catharine the second. They are all of very high relief, and bear for

the most part on their obverse the nude bust of that Empress, exhibiting

her as a young woman, and as time passes on showing the alterations it

U»ed in her appearance.

There are silver medals given by Kings George First and Second to the

North American Indians, usually worn by the sachems as gorgets, and in-

terred with them at their decease.

The one which bears the head of King George the Second is stated, in

Vaux's life of Anthony Benezet, to have been cut in America, and is es-

pecially worthy of notice on that account, as having been the fust medal

ever made in this country. It is cut in very bold slyle, although the re-

verse i> decidedly still' of execution. The obverse bears the bust of King

Geome the Seeoiid, with his titles, the reverse a Quaker seated on the

ground is receiving from (or handing to) an Indian I he calumet of peace :

around is the inscription, "Let us look to the most high who blessed our

fathers witli peace."

Another silver gorget bears on the obverse an antique view of the city of

Montreal, on the re\erse engraved the word " Mohinrans," and in script

the name Tumji-n //, being probably the appellation of the chieftain to whom
it had been presented.

The Indian medal of Georgfl the First hears on the reverse an Indian,

Rimed With B bow and arrow, taking aim at a Stag.

A series of well executed medals represents scenes in the lives ol Louis

\Y ., Lou w i
. Marie Antoinette, Lord Howe, Lord Oornwallls, Buwsr

mw, and others. There are fine medals of Rousseau, Lafayette, Liebnltz,

',, R M. Patterson, David IMtenhoiise, Ker/.elius, Charles

XII . of Sweden, Louis XVIII., Napoleon (commemorating the Introduc-

tion of racctnatlon), Napoleon and Josephine (accolated), Marquis of Gran-

ny, i re, one comraei mting the mlHenlal anniversary of the

! iraden and Norway, • of King Augustus of Poland, and

other celebrated persons and si
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A series represents the "Medallic History of the American Revolution,"

on which appear Franklin ami Washington with various Symbolical reverses.

There are medals of Pitt, of Penn, and quite a number of Washington, em-

bracing the "Manly," the "Sansom," the "Eceleston," the "C. 0. A.

U.S.," "lie is in glory," &C, A:c., &c; medals commemorative of the

peace of 1814, and that of 1783 ; one given to Defleury upon the capture ol

Stony Point, a fine gilt medallion of the Earl of Essex, cut by the cele-

brated Simon, in the days of the Commonwealth.

There is an interesting series of medalets in copper ranging in date from

1584 to 1620, representing various occurrences in the wars between King

Philip the Second of Spain, and the United Provinces. A quaint silver

medalet of the Sixteenth Century has on the obverse, David playing upon

the harp before Saul, and on the reverse, David slaying Goliath. A medal

of Sir Humphrey Davy and one of Matthew Boaltoh are especially notice-

able for the boldness and finish of their execution, as well as one cut by

Key (the medallist of the United States Mint) for Columbia College, New
York city, bearing on the obverse ii magnificent female head with the in-

scription "Light, Liberty, Law." There is also a medal of Hon. Eli K.

Price, President of the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadel-

phia, issued on January 1, 1879, in commemoration of the Twenty fust an-

niversary of the foundation of that Society (also cut by Mr. Key).

An especial attention should be given to a remarkably complete series of

Papal medals, seven hundred and sixty-four in number, starting from Pope
Martin V. (1415), and ending with Pius IX. These medals wire de-

posited by Thomas Hockley, Esq.., of Philadelphia, and an in a case by

themselves in the main hall. They are of tine execution, and of great his-

toric interest. Among them ma}' be found two engraved by BkHKVBNUTO
Cellini, one of Clement VIII. (1523-1534), (No. 47), representing Joseph

making himself known to his brethren (being in allusion to the Pope's fra-

ternal feelings toward the Florentines, hi.s compatriots, despite their slight

gratitude towards him); another (No. 52), of Paul III. (1584-1849), ex-

hibiting a bust of that Pope with Ganymede, and an eagle on the reverse.

Several of the medals refer to the opening and the closing of the Porta

Santa.

Various medals refer to the wars waged against the Turks by the Spaniards

and the Venetians. No. 90 represents the victory of Lepanto in 1571 ; No.

89 refers to the conspiracy and punishment of Cardinal Caratl'a and his ac-

complices; No. 110 (Gregory XIII.), (1572-1575), commemorates the mas-

sacre of Saint Bartholomew ; No. 180 the Reformation of the Calendar in

1582; No. 158 (Gregory XIV.), exhibits the Pope giving to his nephew
Hercules Slbndrati the banner of the Holy Church, upon his departure to

tight against the French Protestants in 1591 ; No. 181 (Gregory XV., 1021-

1022), represents the canonization in 1622 of the Saints Ignatius Loyola,

Francis Xavier, Philip de Neri, Isidora and Theresa ; No. 243 (Innocent X.),

the Holy Ghost, being in reference to the condemnation of the doctrines of

the Jansenists ; No. 294 (Alexander VII.), represents the Castle of St.

PHOC. AMER. PHI LOS. SOC. XVIII. 103. Y. PRINTED MARCH 20, 1879.
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-Vugelo adorned with statues ; No. 313 (Clement X., 1670-1676), commem-
orates the victory of John Sobieski, King of Poland, over the Turks, and
exhibits him offering to the Pope the Hags captured from the conquered
enemy ; No. 338 (Innocent XI., 1676-1689), the condemnation of Molinos

;

149 refers to the alliance against the Turks formed by Innocent XL,
the Emperor Leopold, John III., King of Poland, and the Doge of Venice
in 1684 ; No. 335 (Alexander VI II., 1689-1691), the capture of the Morea
by the Venetians from the Turks (we may note that the Parthenon was
destroyed by Venetian bombshells in this encounter after surviving the

hand of time for centuries after centuries); No. 381 (Clement XL, 1700-

1721). represents the mission of Cardinal de Tournon to China ; No. 390,

the machine by which the obelisk of the Plaza del Monte Cettorio at Home
was elevated ; No. 440 the arch of Constantine at Rome ; No. 493 (Clement

XIII. \ the city and fortress of Civita Vecchia ; No. 559 (Pius VII., 1800-

1823), the bringing back of the Laocoon from Paris to Rome; No. 581,

angel delivering St.. Peter from prison ; No. 578, the introduction of vac-

cination into the States of the Church; No. 677 (Leo XII., 1828-1829),

Saint Peter announcing the opening of the Jubilee ; No. 079 (Pius IX.),

Home triumphant wrapped in the Pontifical (lag ; No. 880, medal for those

who exhibited their fidelity to the Pope ; No. 686, medal for the Pontifical

volunteers; No. 700 and No. 702 relate to the visitation of the cholera in

1854 ; No. 708, the opening of the railway from Rome to Frascati ; No.

728, Daniel in the lion's den, refers to the Piedmontese invasion of 1861 ;

N'n 711 and 745 commemorate the eighteen hundredth anniversary of the

martyrdom of Saint Peter and Saint Paul ; No. 754, the Roman exposition

of 1870; also, eight special medals of Pius IX., commemoratingthc (ecu-

menical council, and the twenty-sixth and twenty seventh years of the

papacy
; In all seven hundred and sixty-four medals.

This magnificent series is replete with interest historical, architectural,

artistic and numismatic Many of the public works and buildings of Koine

areflgnred both In their former and present conditions; churches, b;isilie;is,

facades, palaces, aqueducts, armorial bearings, sepulchres, canonizations,

victories, are all represented in this (very rarely ) complete collection. The
workmanship if Of the highest order of merit, and the medals are in the

finest possible Condition. The example of Mr. Hockley is one worthy of

imitation by our public spirited citizens, who in so many instances require

but the knowledge ofs need to be brought to their notice.

ording to Benin, there aft six grand chronological epochs ol coin

all of which may with -real certainty be known from the Indications

aflbfded us by the metals, the legends, the form of letters, methods of fab-

lication and style of ail.

ton of coinage to the time of Alexander the

Macedonia, I $. from about the seventh century H ('. to

the >< ti i'>i B ' r 1 1 i was the rudest epoch of the art
; the metal was

UiailiU Sll and no cupper. The firm of the c llnS was

globular and Irregular, bearing on the reverse the rude punch mark (crsti*
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carve), and sometimes the incused figure of the obverse. The legends wire

of the simplest character, being only the names of cities or magistrates,

sometimes from left to right, sometimes in the contrary direction, and

sometimes returning in the manner known as Bouxtrephodon.

The artists who produced these coins did so without models or the ac-

cessories of a later age, and arrived, nature led, at a style both sublime and

true. A remarkable difference exists between ancient and modern coins,

the former being of extremely bold execution and high relief, while the

hitter are comparatively flat and low, the haul relief preserving the types

of the coins longer after entering into circulation.

Second. From the death of Alexander the First to the time of Philip the

Second, the father of Alexander the Great, B. C. 359.

It was during this period that the arts attained a very high perfection in

Greece, and it has been believed that the fine engraving upon coins was ex-

ecuted by the hands of artists skilled in the working of precious stones.

Copper coinage, but in small quantities, now began to he used as currency,

being first struck (in Macedonia), by Amyntas Second (807 B. C), and is

referred to in a passage in "The Frogs" of Aristophanes as having been

hut lately introduced into Athens. Simplicity was still preserved in art,

leading to the grandest results.

Third. From the accession of Philip the Second to the subversion of the

Roman Empire by Augustus Ca?sar (B. C. 30).

Now the arts had readied their apogee, and coin after coin may be cited

as chef d'muvres of the skill of the ancients. The inscriptions became more

complex, embracing titles of magistrates, divinities, dates, monograms and
similar indications. Regularity and exactness are now more characteristic of

the coinage, and the art of striking reached a greater degree of precision

than ever before. The mechanical means employed were still simple, and

remained so for many centuries ; the remarkable results obtained from such

slender appliances are the more noteworthy from that fact.

Fourth. From Augustus to Hadrian (A. D. 117). The decadence of art

and the diminution of the importance and prerogatives of the Grecian na-

tions began now more sensibly to make themselves perceptible. The
moneys struck by independent cities lessened in number and excellence,

and many nations lost their former right of coinage. Copper began to usurp

the place of other metals, being issued in much larger quantities than

formerly, and the art of coinage commenced to exhibit symptoms of decay,

although faint suggestions of former grandeur Occasionally occur.

Fifth. From Hadrian to Gallienus (A. I). 880). Great and rapid was the

decline of art in this period, full of troubles of all kinds for the empire, sur-

rounded by barbarians, and torn by intestine dissensions.

Sixth. From Gallienus to the fall of the Eastern Empire (1453). The arts

fell completely into barbarism during this long interval. There is but little

to attract in the coinage of either the Eastern or Western Empires, and

much to repel. The coins became harsh and hard, and finally lost all ti

of any pretensions to the name of art. The imperial Greek, the Colonial
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and the Autonomous series had long disappeared, the only circulating

medium was the Roman coinage, now became barbarous in the extreme,

and small in number.*

The exhibition of coins is in a standing case near the centre of the main

room. Naturally it starts with the earliest of all known coinage (about 700

B. C), the Persian Dark, of which an example in silver is shown. It

bears on the obverse a kneeling archer, while the reverse is simply the

rude punch mark, such as is found only on the most ancient coinages. It

is to these coins that allusion is made in the story told of Agesilaus having

been overcome by thirty thousand archers, meaning that that amount of

Persian daric had been expended to procure his defeat.

Two large silver coins of Athens (known as Tetradrachms from their

size), one about 400 B. C, the other perhaps two hundred years later, ex-

hibit the modification of type and change of workmanship. On the reverse,

the rude archaic owl in bold relief with great staring eyes has given place

to a less aggressive bird ; the simple inscription AM 11 has received in addi-

tion the names of the moneyers ; the diota and olive branch lend additional

significance to the bird of wisdom. On the obverse, the thoroughly Egyp-

tian type of face displayed on the helmeted head of Pallas has been meta-

morphosed into the now generally received conventional type of Greek art.

In antiquity these coins were known as maiden*, referring to the spinster-

hood of the goddess represented upon them, and also as "owls," from the

figure upon their reverse. In one of the Greek dramas a miser is spoken

of as having myriads of owls roosting beneath his root', meaning that he

had large quantities of these coins concealed in his house.

A fine Cistophorufl of Apamea presenting the sacred cis/a of Dionysos en-

veloped by serpents is worthy of particular notice. The eistophori are te-

tradrachms, which bear as their generic type a wreath and berries of ivy.

Surrounding a cheal whence issue serpents, being in reference to those car-

lied in procession by the Bacchantes in their orgies, especially iii Asia

Minor, where the snake was revered, and considered as an emblem and

tutelary god.

All the eistophori which exist are tel radrachms of silver, uniform in

Weigh! and fineness, and were struck by some one of t lie following cities,

viz: Apamea In Phrygia, Bphesusin Doria, LaodlceaiD Phrygla, Perga-

M Sanies and Tralles in Ionia.

They were of such exceeding purity and fineness that the Romans would

ve no < it her coins in payment of the tribute moiuys exacted from the

Citli Minor ; for this purpose they were coined in groal abundance,

and in ancient days were very plentiful, although at the present time they

have become of quite rare occurrence.

M \ci!ius in his triumph from Corinth, bore in procession 288,000 cU<

topi 150,000; L Amtllui Regillus, after a victory

the Antioch ileei, 181,000 ; s.ipio Asiatics, 881,070. It is probable that

pOfl their arrival at Koine. I.y reason of their superior fineness

•Heiii". n net* niie, pa
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and quality, were at once recoined ; a fact which would account for their

present scarcity*

Cista mystica existed in the sacred rites of the Panathemea, of Diana,

Eleusinia, Ceres, Theogamia Proserpine, and the Dionysia or orgies of

Bacchus.

Upon the tetrad rachms of Eleusis, serpents were the symbols surrounding

or issuing from the cista, either as representing divine attributes, or the

fable of Erichthon. On others, surrounding the chest were various em-

blems, such as combs, the pudenda muliebre, food, drink or fruits, and it

was looked upon as a heinous sacrilege to divulge the meaning of these

recondite objects.

A type also exists in which Bacchus, in womanly garb, is figured seated

upon the cista mystica, holding in his right hand a thyrsus, below which
arc two serpents knotted and twined together. Chests, whence serpents ;tre

out-issuing, are found on the coins of Anchialis in Thrace, Bardie Nikaea,

Pcrgamos, Perinthos and Teos.

A quinarius of Augustus Ca>sar exists, on which is engraved the cista

between two serpents, and over which hovers a victory with the inscrip-

tion Asia Kecepta.

A fine tetradrachm of Bceotia exhibits on the obverse the familiar Boeo-

tian shield, and on the reverse, a cippus. The type of the buckler took its

origin from the renown acquired by the workmen of this nation from their

skill in this manufacture. In Homer we find mention made that the shield

of Ajax was made at Hyle in Bieotia. Some authors have imagined it to

he a perverted type of the Egyptian searabauis, while the cippus represents

the purifications and lustrations used in the worship of B.icchus. This

latter opinion seems to lie further borne out by the fact that the head of

the Indian Bacchus is also frequently found upon the coins of this country.

A didrachm (/. <>. a piece of two drachmas) of Tarentum, exhibits

Taras, the fabled founder of the city (a son of Neptune), riding upon a

dolphin. The coinage of Tarentum is numerous, presenting many dif-

ferent types, is always well executed, and exhibits a high degree of culture

and art.

A didrachm of Argos shows on the obverse a running wolf, while the re-

verse has solely the letter "A" within the rude punch mark characteristic

of the ancient period of its coinage.

On Messana we find the type to be a running hare, on the reverse a

figure in a chariot, of which the execution while bold is rather rude. Mes-
sana is fabled to have been founded about 1G00 B. C. under the name of

Zaucle, an appellation which was changed about 594 B. C. Destroyed by
the Carthaginians in 396 B. C, it was subsequently rebuilt, and in 282

*Note.—LiviusDee. X. L. VII.

Alex. Xan : Panelius de Cistophoris. Lugdun, 1751.

Kasche Lexicon Hei Numari«v.

I
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B. C, after having been captured by the Mamertines it received tbe name
of Mamerlina.

Rhodus presents the radiated head of Apollo, and on the reverse a rose,

being a so-called speaking type. Spanheim,* however, considers this

flower not to be a rose, but the Punic apple (BalaustusT), citing Isaac Vos-

sius as his authority. This plant was used for dying vestments, and is still

known to the modern Arabs. According to Theophrastus, its flower re-

sembled that of the rose, and Clement, of Alexandria, states that in the

Thesmophoric rites women were not allowed to make use of it.

Upon the coins of Massilia (now Marseilles), we find a walking lion of

fine workmanship ; on Syracuse, the head of Proserpine in an incuse sur-

rounded by dolphins, on the reverse a figure in a chariot. In the coins ami

medallions of Syracuse, ancient art reached its highest pinnacle of perfec-

tion ; they are beautiful of design, grand and graceful of execution, bold of

relief.

There are coins of Alexander the Great of Macedon, and a fine Tetra

drachm of his father, King Philip the Second, bears upon the obverse a

powerful head of Zeus, on the reverse, a horseman wearing the hat pecu-

liar to .Macedonia, surrounded by the inscription <[>l \l IIIIOY. The ce-

lebrity of the Macedonian and Tbracian horse probably led to its adoption

as a national type.

An extremely rare and fine silver coin of Juba the Second, Klin l? of Nu-

midia, is noteworthy on account of its historical interest as well for its ar-

tistic merits. It bears on the obverse the head of that monarch with curly

hair and a conical cap ; on the reverse a temple.

A didrachm of Velia, in Imcania, presents a fine head of Apollo, and on

the reverse a lion destroying a Btagt

Tetradrachms of Antiochus, and one of Lysimachus, of magnificent

workmanship and grand design, in the finest possible preservation, must

especially claim the attention of the student as examples of Gre< Ian art in

ii^ finest stage of development

.

TheM Coins are tWO thousand years old, and are almost as fresh as the

day they left the die, while their entire genuineness and authenticity is be

yond the faintest cavil or suspicion.

Spice will not permit that we should enter into a full description of all

the beaUtifol and artistic objects which this exhibition comprises, and we

must content ourselves with a rapid survey of the most salient features of

this display.

There are also s number of One copies of rare Grecian coins, and an

i'i\ noticeable selection of forged Roman first bronzes, executed by the

celebrated Paduaan forgers, Jean Oavinoand A.lessandro Bassiano, in the

sixteenth < otnry, The work of these srtists has long been sough! after on

int of iiwe\, ling gteel merits of design and execution, worth

rank with the l„ -i .\ -hi.m-n Of antiquity, Many of the-e pieces are pure

inventions of the forgCTS
1 brains, no 01

1

existed, while

• lie ii-u .*,- minimum \>. 171, it
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others are well engraved counterfeits. These were originally sold only as

copies of antiques, but their makers were subsequently induced to dis-

pose of them as genuine.

The boldness of design and power displayed in the treatment of their

subjects is of a very high degree of excellence.

The coinage of the ancient Greeks was very rarely (if ever) of a circular

form, owing to the imperfection of the processes employed. They did not

possess the knowledge of the collar by which in modern times accuracy in

striking is ensured, and the result was in many instances that the coin con-

tains only a portion of the device or inscription, the rest having failed

to reach the planchet, as there was no means of holding it firmly in place

to receive the stroke of the hammer.
The types that occur on the coinage of the ancients are manifold. The

bull, the emblem of strength and force, is often found joined to a human
head, as on the coins of Gelas, where it signifies human intellect and phys-

ical perfection. The bull occurs also in combat with the lion symbolizing

the conflict of the fire element (or the sun), and that of water (/. e. the bull);

this type is often found upon the Persian coinage. The serpent also fre-

quently represents the ocean.

The earliest kings who placed their portraits upon coins, did so under tin-

garb or disguise of gods and heroes ; thus Alexander the Great appeal

llerakles and Jupiter Amnion ; Lysimachus, as the Horned Bacchus, and
other examples will readily be found.

Their portraits, professedly as that of human beings, appeared on no coin

till after the death of Alexander the Great, and even then the change took

place with great caution and circumspection.

The leading characteristic of the coinage of the ancient Greeks, and as

such it is to be found even upon their very earliest known specimens, is

sublimity.* This arises from the simplicity of thought and object with
which these early coins were designed and executed, and is the cause

of the calmness and the repose of the Grecian art. Even the most archaic

types possess this property, although in the transition stage from the rude

to the excellent. Neatness and stiffness constitute archaism in art, and the

condition of the early Greek mind has been compared by Humphreys very

justly to the quaint productions of the masters of the fifteenth century.

Grecian art attained its highest perfection during the third period to

which I have already alluded, viz : From the accession of Philip the

Second of Macedon to the final subversion of the Roman liberty under

Augustus Caesar. In the cities of Magna Grecia, it reached a most extra-

ordinary degree of culture, regardless of their not far distant neighbor, the

robber city, founded by outlaws, and living by rapine, that city, whose am-
bition still comprised within petty limits, had not yet broken its bounds to

fly its conquering eagles above a prostrate world.

Rome now claims our attention. Its series is composed of gold, silver

and bronze. The oldest silver pieces, denarii, are of the value of ten asses

Humphreys.
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(the letter X which so occurs upon them is the exponent of their value),

and bear the galeated head of Minerva on one side, on the other the Dios-

curi ; sometimes on the reverse a biga or quadriga.

Later the names of illustrious families appear on them, whence these

have often been termed family coins, as for example, the name of Cocles

on those of the Horatian gens ; sometimes emblems or types commemora-

ting heroic exploits or punning upon their own names, as upon the coins of

Publicius Malleolus we find a hammer, of Valerius Asciculus, a pickaxe
;

of Aquilius Florus, a flower ; of Lucretius Trio, the seven stars (Septem-

triones), &c.

Upon certain of these coins we find deities appropriated, thus Juno 8os-

pita on the families Cornuficia, Metlia, Pappia, Roscia ; Ceres on Claudia

and Yibia ; Libertus crowned with laurel and veiled on Sestia; crowned

with olive branches on Licinia ; crowned with laurel on Junia ; veiled on

.Emilia and Calpurnia. Sometimes Libertas appears as a female standing,

holding in her hand a liberty cap, in her left the rudis, or rod, whose

touch manumitted slaves. Upon the early copper coinage of the United

States we find the head of liberty accompanied by the cap and rod, being

in allusion to this Roman custom.

Among the family coins in the exhibition, there is one of the gens Corne-

lia bearing on the obverse an archaic head of Minerva galeated, and the

inscription SULA ; one of the gens Hostilia, obverse a diademed head of

Venus, reverse, a victory walking, holding caduceus and palm branch, in-

scription Sasekn*. L. IIostilius. Saserna was the cognomen of this noble

family which deduced its descent from King Tullus Ilostilius. Some of

their denarii bear the head of Pallor or Pavor, to whom that monarch

vowed B temple upon the occasion of Ins battle with the Yeientes.

A denarius of Julius Csesar bears an elephant trampling upon a snake

which is rearing its head ; reverse, the simpubun, adspergillum, apex and

securis victimaria, emblems of his pontificate. The elephant, is said to refer

to his victories over Juba, King of Numidia, and the subjugation of Africa

of which it was the symbol. Other authorities consider it as a speaking

type, asserting thai the word Csssar, in the Punic tongue, signified an

elephant One author has informed us that these sacred emblems (whose

use and meaning is so well known to us) were nothing but the weapons

with which the Romans were wont to light, again t elephants in time of

battle.

Upon a denarius of the gens Scribonia we find on the obverse a female

bead with the Inscription Libo. boh. bvbht. ; reverse a puteal (or well

stone In the form of an altar with the ins riptlon Pcjtbal above, Bcribo-

This is a very Interesting coin referring to the puteal

in the Comitium built on the spot where the events oi tho story of King

,in ami the augur occurred, ami where in later days the knife and

the whetstone were (bund buried. Here wore oaths taken as an especially

Many lack
|

-und in Pompeii, in the form of circular altars,
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richly decorated with sculptures. The one which this coin presents has

on each side a lyre suspended with a festoon in the middle and a hammer

at bottom. It would seem that L. Scribonius Libo renewed this puteal,

whence it obtained his name. It is twice referred to in Horace (Epist. Lib.

I. 19. 8., Sat. Lib. II. 6. 34).

In 1812 an altar was found at Veil, in every respect corresponding with

this representation, and it is likely that the puteal Libonis served as a model

for imitation in other places.

After the decline of Roman liberty the emperors coined gold and silver,

but the bronze remained the prerogative of the Seriate. Upon the reverse

of the imperial denarii occur many interesting types such as Pax, Provi-

dentia, Pietas, Fecunditas, .Equitas, Concordia, TranquiHitas, Constantia.

Pudicitia, Decursio, Adlocutio, Fides, Spes, Victoria, Fortuna, and a mul-

titude of others. Upon the decease of an emperor, it was the custom to

deify him, and to issue coins commemorating the event ; they usually bear

on the reverse the word consecratio, and an eagle soaring to heaven, or a

chariot drawn by four elephants, or a Phoenix, the head on the obverse

being surrounded by rays. When it was a female who received this honor,

as in the case of one of the imperial family, the reverse bore a peacock, or

a chariot drawn by peacocks, or a carpentum drawn by mul

The servile adulation which had been their portion in life was not ended

even in death.

The very earliest of the Roman coinage was of copper (or bronze), and

Avas issued by Servius Tullius, about the sixth century before Christ. The
As was the primitive monetary unit of Rome, and although from time to

time reduced in weight retained its legal value always unchanged. The
coinage of silver, the denarius, quinarius, and the sestertius began about

869 B. C
;
gold was first minted about 200 B. C.

One coin alone has preserved to us the monetary implements of the

ancients ; a denarius of the gens Carisia bears on the' reverse the pincers,

hammer, anvil and bonnet of Vulcan.

When the first Triumvirs placed their own effigies upon the coins, they

gave a great shock to the ancient habits and superstitions of the Roman
people by displacing the old traditionary types of gods and goddet

Pompey and Oassar Were the first to set the example, which was followed

by their relatives and their successors in authority, although by some

authors it is held that the head of Pompey was not placed upon coins until

after his death, and that it was then done by his sons.

Among the imperial Roman series are many fine and rare coins, starting

from Julius Ca-sar and coming well down to the later days of the Byzan-

tine empire. There are pieces of Augustus, Agrippa, Mark Antony, An-
toninus Pius, JElius Cffisar, Caracalla and Geta, Domitian, Claudius, Ca-

ligula, Elagabalus, Gallienius, Herennus Etruscus, Hadrian, Julian the

Second, Maximinius, Marcus Aurelius, Philippus, Pertinax, Titus, Trajan,

Vespasianus, and many others. They all bear the image of the emperor on

the obverse, and on the reverse in many instances commemorate important

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 103. Z. PRINTED APRIL 22, 1879.
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events. They are in no way remarkable for the art displayed upon their

coinage, and maintain their chief interest from their historical associations,

while their claims to be regarded as exhibiting a graceful execution are

very slight when we compare them with the chef d'auvres of the Grecian

artists. The arts never flourished in Rome as they did in Greece, they

were never indigenous to the soil that bore a band of rugged heroes.

The coinage of the Roman nation, from its earliest inception down to the

capture of Constantinople by the Turks, presents to us a lengthy and unin-

terrupted chain for two thousand years. Upon the series are preserved to

us the portraits of the monarchs, their wives and families, relations and

generals ; it forms a connecting link between the misty, shadowy realm of

the forever past, and the living, breathing, moving present of to-day.

Upon the coinage are found their wars and conquests and expeditions,

imperial voyages to distant portions of the empire, valuable historical facts

and epochs. We shall take occasion later to more fully advert to these in-

teresting records.

Coins of the Sassanida?, the rulers of the second Persian empire, from

about 226 A. D. to 6">1 A. D. are curious and interesting. They are thin

flat silver coins, bearing on the obverse a bust of the monarch wearing a

peculiar head dress, on the reverse a fire altar stands between two figures

dressed in the old Persian garb (representing respectively the genii of good

and evil), and an inscription in Arian characters is at the side. These

coins are of uncouth and barbarous design and workmanship, and represent

a period of decadence in art before the Mohammedan conquest had prohib-

ited the representation of the human figure as idolatrous.

The art of coinage, as carried into the East by Alexander the Great, re-

mained in Bactria and India for many centuries, where money was

long coined with inscriptions in the Greek languages, the coins of the

idie in Armenia, and of the Sassanida; in Persia, bringing the mint-

ages of Central Asia down to a comparatively recent period.

We now come to the coinage of Great Britain, as being a good connect

ing link between the Roman and the modern eras of coinage. A very

heavy and uncouth gold British coin of remote antiquity, perhaps ol a

period even before the days of Ca-sar, marks tin' beginning. Then in

regular order come the rude coinages of the various. early monarchs (too

familiar to require description here), pennies. groatS, A.C &C., broad gold

pieces of James I., Charles I., and the Commonwealth of England ; a very

Onecrown of QueenElizabeth ; gold "touch pieces," given by Kings Charles

the Second and .lames the Second, to those mi fort unat e beings whom, in

Conformity with the lUperstitioni Of the times, they "touched " to cure the

'• evil; a tine Gothic patten crown of (Juccn Victoria, 1'iit never

adopted for the national coins

HI of Philip and Man, bearing both their heads. These were currei t

until a e paiaiiv.ly recent date, and were referred to in Hudiluas :

<>••••+ gOOtllf iind hilling,

like I'liilip ami .Mm y upOfl •hilling."
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Scotland is represented by coins of John Baliol and Alexander the Third,

and a fine dollar, bearing the name of Queen Mary and her husband, the ill-

fated Darnley. Upon the reverse of this coin is a yew tree, popularly sup-

posed to be the one which grew in the court yard of Darnley's residence at

Cruikston, from which circumstance this coin is known as the "Cruikston

dollar."

There are also a number of coins of the English sovereigns struck for

Scotland and Ireland, and various siege pieces of Charles the First, who
never in all his extremities resorted to the expedient of a debased coinage.

Germany, rich in silver mines, exhibits a number of fine crowns of differ-

ent emperors, dukes, bishops, &c, &c. ; and a coin of Vladislaus of Poland

(a noble kingdom, for centuries the bulwark of Christendom against the

Turk, in the end despoiled and devoured by the very monarchies which its

valor had preserved). These pieces range from (588 to 1689. There are

also many silver pieces of the various countries, comprising the Nether-

lands, such as Gueldres, Zealand, Cainpen, &c, <kc.

A full line of Spanish and Portuguese coins carries us from the sixteenth

century to the present time, among which, is a silver dollar of Philip the

Second of Spain, on which among his titles appeals that of King ofEngland.

France is represented from Henry the Fourth, including a number of

silver ecus of various monarchs. On those of Louis the Fourteenth, we can

trace the progress of his years, his coins exhibiting him in various Bl

from youth to old age. Louis XV. is shown as a very handsome young
man. There are also coins of Louis XVI., Napoleon, Loins XVIII. , Louis

Phillippe, CharlesX., the Republic of 1848, Napoleon Third, and the present

Republic.

Russia shows specimens of the platinum coinage, which, after a short

trial, was abandoned as an unsuccessful experiment, and which is very rare.

The coinage of the Orient is largely represented, including a full set of the

rare and curious "bullet money," from Siam, formed by bringing together

the ends of oval pieces of silver, and on each piece is stamped a minute

mark showing its value. Each " bullet " is perfectly symmetrical and its

weight is very accurately and carefully proportioned to that of the other

pieces. They are eight in number, and are named Pie, Sungpee, Fung,

Sailing, Song Sailing, Tical (or Bat) Songbat, Sihat.

There are some curiously stamped coins from Cochin China, long and

narrow in shape.

Japan presents a full set of gold, silver and copper coinage, both ancient

and modern, the liberal gift of Lieutenant Paul, U. S. N., to the Numis-

matic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia, upon his return from the

Orient.

There are coins of the great Orkan, and also a complete series of thirty

-

three Ottoman monarchs, the successors of Mahomet, very rare but barba-

rous in art and uninteresting, save from historical association.

There are specimens of the coinage of the Caliphs of Bagdad, and of the

Moorish rulers of Spain.
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There are also some of the "chopped" money, current in China, where
the custom exists of mercantile houses placing their "chop" (or guarantee

firm name) upon all the silver money that passes through their hands. The
effect of this is very soon to render a coin utterly unrecognizable through

the multiplicity of "chops " that it had received.

Scandinavia presents nothing remarkable, except the copper daJers, issued

in the reign of Charles XII., when his insatiate thirst for glory had almost

reduced his kingdom to beggary. To obtain the necessary revenues for carry-

ing on his mad career he issued small copper pieces which were to be a legal

tender for a dollar. The experiment failed, after working the usual amount
of hardships, and its originator, Baron Goertz, paid with his life the penalty

of its ill -success.*

In America we find an uncirculated cent of 1793, a beautiful head with

flowing hair, an object far more tasteful than the last design with which
the authorities of the United States mint have favored us. The very rare

silver piece coined by Louis XIV... for circulation in the Franco American
colonies, known as the Gloriam regni, exists here in fine condition, as also

the Rosa Americana half penny, coined for circulation in British North

America, in the reign of King George the First ; Georgius Triumpho, Im-
munis Columbia, BarCent, NovaConstellatio, Talbot Allum and Lee (ofNew
York) cent 1794, the Higley copper, coined in Connecticut in 17:17, Nova
Csesarea, Vermont, Virginia, Nova Constellatio, Connecticut and Massachu-

setts coppers, Massachusetts shilling and three pence of 1652 (of which

former coin it is narrated that the daughter of the mint master was given

her weight as a dowry, she standing in one scale while the money was

poured into the other), the sixpence Issued in 178:5, by I. Chalmers, a jew-

eller at Annapolis, a very fine Washington cent 1791, large eagle, a num-
ber of fine proof-sets and coins of the United States Mint, including the

pattern dollar of 1836, the set of pattern cents of 1858, the pattern cents of

is-,:, and 18)4, the set of pattern half dollars of lSC.s.

Among the patterns is a goloid metric dollar, a composition, the invention

of William Wheeler Iluiiheil, Esq., which was proposed as being especially

adapted for the coinage of the standard dollar. It contains gold, silver and

copper in fixed proportions, hut presents the feeding and appearance of a

very light diver coin. Of these patterns there were not more than twenty-

ruck and it is of the greatest rarity.

There is the general and customary assortment of the coins usually Inci-

dent to i ii<- American series, :> series which contains very little either of

beauty Or Of Interest, so that in the present instance where our aim was

mainly to exhibit Art no Attempt has been made towards a display of mere

numismatic rai [ties.

i
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The object in hand is to show Art in its origin, growth and progress ; Art

as a hand-maid for the illustration of mythology and the elucidation of his-

tory ; Art as an interpreter of the classics, where many obscure passages find

upon coins their only true solution. Treatise after treatise has been written

to show the advantage to be derived from the study of ancient coinages.

Agostino, Goltz, Strada, Eckhel, Spanheim, and a myriad of others have con-

tributed their stores of knowledge to the general fund.

Coins throw light upon the history of nations, their forms of government,

the political condition of their citizens ; they indicate the classification of

their inhabitants ; they serve to fix the successions of monarchs, the events

of their reigns, and the dates of eras. They have preserved to us the names

of a multitude of civic magistrates and rulers, their offices and functions.

They have presented to us the images of sovereigns and great personages of

history, the heroes of antiquity, poets, painters, philosophers, and sages,

gods, goddesses, demigods, legislators and women of fame. They have

added largely to our geographical knowledge of the ancient world, exhibit-

ing rivers and fountains, seas and mountains, rocks and other character-

istics of places. Many cities have borne different names at various times

and coins alone have authenticated their proper attribution. Coins bear fre-

quently types which relate to the religions of the ancient world, both as

representing persons, ideas, creeds, shrines, temples, altars and placet of

worship, sacrifices, utensils and sacred objects. The holy stone to whose
worship Blagabalus was consecrated, Diana of the Ephesians, and many
similar devices exist on coins.

Many customs are found on coins, such as eonrjiaries, yames, allocutions,

&c, and ornaments and forms of dress are also thus preserved to our times.

Architecture has also been enriched by the edifices, bridges, arches,

columns, monuments and similar objects which historians have not fully

described, as being too familiar a subject or else have totally passed over,

not being then in existence.

When we consider the vast extent of the riches and possessions of so

many of the potentates and states of antiquity, tlie enormous quantity of an-

cient coins which have survived to our times should not surprise us. The
antique earth was a world of commerce, as is our modern globe of to-day ; for

the requirements of a commerce, which we know wasan extensive one, large

quantities of circulating medium were necessary, and the great mines of the

archaic days furnished immense supplies of the precious metals. The Syra-

cusans, the Athenians, Philip the Second of Macedon, Alexander Magnus,

the Ptolemies of Egypt, and lastly the Romans, all issued great quantities of

coined money during long centuries ; they were all wealthy and prosperous.

In the Royal collection at Paris, probably the finest in the world, there are

representative coins of sixty-five thousand different nations, cities and
princes ; the whole number of coinage issued, it is supposed, would amount
to about one hundred thousand.

The interest which attaches to the earliest day-dawn of civilization upon
this planet, to human life in its first development in the far distant past, is
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heightened by the perusal of these tokens which serve as a connecting link

between those who live this day and have their being and those who lived

three thousand years ago, who saw these works of art as they issued forth

fresh from the coiner's hand ; who ate, who drank, who slept, who died while

these coins were still in their first infancy. Strange customs and curious

ethnological facts, traits and coincidences have been displayed or developed

upon coins, the records of the earth verified and brought to light. The
world's epitome is here ; history, geography, philosophy, religion, all bear

their part.

Thrice liappy he the gifted mortal who can lift the veil and read the

secrets of the dusky night.

Slated Meeting, February 21, 1879.

Present, 8 members.

Vice-President, Eli K. Price, in the Chair.

Photographs for the album were received from Mr. John

Ericsson, and Mr. William Ewing Dubois.

Letters of envoy were received from the Rev. F. C. Ager,

Secretary A. Swedenborg Printing and Publishing House,

New York; from the Board of Commissioners of the Second

Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, and from the Meteoro-

logical Office of the Royal Society, London.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the

Museum of Comp. Zoology, Cambridge, Massachusetts (102)

;

the Historical Society of Pennsylvania (102); the American

Chemical Society, No. 11 ESasI Fourteenth Street, New York
city (65 to 102 inclusive); from Mr. William Bower Taylor,

167 C. Street, Washington (102); Wisconsin State Historical

iety, Madison (102); Royal Geological Society of Ireland

(100 ami List); Wc-t Chester Philosophical Society (65 to

L02 inclusive); New Hampshire Historical Society (102);

Poughkeepnie Society of Natural History (102); Rhode

bland Historical Society (102); Numismatic and Antiqua-

rian Society, Philadelphia (102); New Jersey Historical So-

, (J02) j Georgia Historical Society (102); Davenport

leray of Natural Science (101, L02), and from numerous
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members acknowledging the receipt of their copies of the

Proceedings (102).

A letter was received from the Royal Library in Stras-

bourg asking for further exchanges and donations.

A letter was received from Mr. Austin Winsor, Librarian

of Harvard College, one of the Committee of the Massachu-

setts Historical Society, asking permission to examine and

compare the Lee MSS. in the Library with the Lee MSS.
in the possession of the Cambridge Library in Gore Hall,

and to publish desirable portions of the same.

On motion it was resolved that the Librarian be author-

ized to forward the Lee MSS. to the Committee, with per*

mission to publish the same, returning the originals in good

order to this Society.

Donations for the Library were received from the Zoolo-

gischer Anzeiger, Leipsig; the Bordeaux Society of Commer-
cial Geography ; Revue Politique, Paris: Mr. Thomas Clark,

London; Editors of Nature; Museum of Comparative

Zoology, Cambridge, Massachusetts; Cornell University;

American Chemical Society, and Swedenborg Printing and
Publishing Society, New York; Brooklyn Entomological

Society; Franklin Institute, and Medical News, Philadel-

phia; Smithsonian Institution and Light House Board,

Washington; Wisconsin Academy; Geological Survey of

Pennsylvania; and the Ministerio de Fomento, Mexico;

and in addition to the above, an engraving of a medal,

found among Franklin's papers, was presented to the Society

by Mr. J. Dickinson Sergeant, 420 Walnut Street, Phila-

delphia.

The death of Prof. Klia Lombardini, of Italy, December
19, 1878, aged 84 years (born October, 1794), was announced
by the Secretary.

A communication entitled, "Further Confirmation of Pre-

diction, by Pliny Earle Chase," was read by the Secretary.

A communication from a private letter respecting the

great gas well lately struck at Murraysville, in Westmore-
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land county, Pennsylvania, was read by the Secretary, as

follows

:

'The newspapers have doubtless informed you of a wonderful gas

well recently bored in the village of Murraysville, in this county. It is

about twelve miles north-west of this place, and is the result of an effort to

obtain petroleum. At the* depth of 1350 feet the rush of gas was so great

that further boring was prevented. The tube now inserted in the well is

five and a half inches in diameter, and through this the gas rushes with a

roar that is heard distinctly at a distance of two miles.

" A few days ago I formed one of a party to visit it, and I will now try to

convey to you an idea of its importance. In the ' derrick room ' a hori-

zontal tube has been placed on the top of the main tube, and at right angles

with this, four two-inch tubes have been fastened, two of them on the

north and two on the south side, each pair about six feet apart, thirty feet

in length, and raised three feet above the common level. At night a match

is applied to the open end of each tube, and instantly the whole country

around is lighted up with a brilliancy that eclipses the moon at the full.

At a distance of twenty feet the heat is intense."

Mr. Lesley explained that the boring commenced in the

upper hall' of the Barren Measures, beneath the Pittsburgh

coal bed, and penetrated the Carboniferous rocks, to a depth

corresponding nearly with the horizon of the Berea Grit,

which holds petroleum, in Ohio. This horizon of gas scents

to correspond within one or two hundred feet with that of

the well-known Leechburg gas well on the south side of the

Coneniaugh River, some miles north of Murraysville, de-

scribed in Report of Progress (L) of the Second Geological

Survey of Pennsylvania, page 121.

A communication entitled "A contribution to the Geology

of tin- Lower Amazonas; by Orville A. Derby, M. S.," As-

-i-tant io the late Prof. Ilartt, Geologist of Brazil, was read

by the Secretary. (See page 155, above.)

Dr. Konig exhibited his improved ohrometric apparatus;

but on ae.-oiint of the small attetnlanee of members, post-

poned a fuller description to the next meeting.

Pending nomination No» 872 was read and the meeting

a<ljouriied.
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Further Confirmations of Prediction. By Pliny Earle Chase.

{Bead before the American P7iilosophical Society, Feb. 21, 1879.)

Th. von Oppolzer (Comptes Rendus, Jan. G, 1879), gives elements, de-

duced from eight supposed planetary sun spots, which represent the fifth

of my intra-Mercurial harmonic positions :

Distance. Time.

Von Oppolzer 123 15.8 dys.

Chase, predicted 120 15.1 "

This leaves only one vacancy in the chief interior series, the fourth place

being still a ''missing link." There is room, however, for an indefinite

number of subordinate, or asteroidal harmonies, one of which has been

confirmed already, by Gaillot's orbit for Watson's second planet

:

Distance. Time.

AVatson, II 180 27.98 dys.

Chase 183 28.48 "

The predicted harmonic denominator-difference was 4. But the denomi-

nator-difference in the principal planetary belt is only 2. The following

table shows the agreement between prediction and verification :

Prediction.
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Stated Meeting, March 7, 1879.

Present, 18 members.

Vice-President, Mr. E. K. Price, in the Cbair.

A photograph of Sig. Giovanni Capellini, of Bologna,

was received.

A letter declining the appointment to prepare an obituary

notice of the late Dr. J. B. Biddle, was received from Mr. II.

C. Chapman, dated 2305 Walnut street, February 21, 1879.

A letter acknowledging the receipt of Byington's Choctaw

Grammar in MSS., on loan, was received from Major J. W.
Powell, dated Washington, Department of the Interior,

March 5, 1879.

Letters of thanks, acknowledging the safe reception of two

volumes of MSS. Lee Papers, on loan, was received from Mr.

Justin Winsor, for the Massachusetts Historical Society,

dated Cambridge, Gore Hall, February 27, and March 5,

1879.

Letters acknowledging receipt of Proceedings, were re-

ceived from the Natural History Society, Frankfurt am M.

(100 and List); and the Rantoul Literary Society (102).

Letters of envoy were received from the Central Physical

< observatory, St. Petersburg, Jan., 1879 ; the Natural History

Union at Riga, June 15, 1878 ; the Geological Commission,

Berne, Nov. 19,1878; the Swiss Society, Berne, Sept., 1878
;

the National Library at Florence ; the Accaileniia dei Lin-

cei, Rome; and the Meteorological Office in London, Feb.

9, 1879.

Donations for tbe Library were received from the Geo-

logical Survey of Victoria, Melbourne; Imperial Society <a'

Naturalists, Moscow; Natural History Union, Riga ; Central

Bureau of statistics, Stockholm; Zoo]. Au/.eiger, Leipsig;

Wi-ein tiir Erdkunde, Dresdeu ; Benkenburg Society, Frank-

furt i \l.; Oberhets. Qesellscbafl GHessen; Societe Helve*

tique, Lausanne; M. Henri de Saussure, Geneva ; Herr L.

h'iitiiiiever, Zurich ; OommissioD Geologique Fed. Berne; R.
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Venetian Institute, Venice; R. Academy of Sciences, Turin
;

R. Lombardy Institute, Milan ; National Library, Florence
;

R. Geological Committee of Italy, Rome; R. Accademia dei

Lincei, Rome ; Sig. G. Capellini, Bologna; the late Prof. E.

Lombardini, Milan ; R. Academy, Brussels ; Geological

Societ}-, and Revue Politique, Paris; Society of Commercial

Geography, Bordeaux; R. Astronomical Societ}% R. Geo-

graphical Society, Society of Arts, Meteorological Office, and

Nature, London; Philosophical and Literary Society, Leeds;

Prof. Aug. R. Grote; Dr. W. J. Hoffman; American Jour-

nal, New Haven; Mr. Mansfield Merriman, New Haven;

New Jersey Geological Survey; Germantown Dispensary;

Journal of Pharmacy, Medical News, and Robinson's Kpi-

tomy of Literature, Philadelphia; Botanical Gazette, Madison

111. ; Wisconsin State Historical Society ; and the Kansas

State Historical Societ}', Topeka.

The death of Dr. J. II. McQuillan, at Philadelphia, March

3d, aged 53 years (born Feb. 12, 1826), was announced by

Mr. J. Sergeant Price.

On motion, Dr. Kenderdine was appointed to prepare an

obituary notice of the deceased.

The death of Mr. EL Spencer Miller, March 6th, aged

years, was announced by Mr. Price.

On motion, Mr. Furnian Sheppard was appointed to pre-

pare an obituary notice of the deceased.

Dr. Konig made a communication upon his chromatic

method of chemical analysis. Mr. Frazer and Dr. Konig

discussed the subject.

Mr. Cope presented for deposit in the Library a copy of

the last number of the Bulletin of the Geological and Geo-

graphical Survey of the Territories (Vol. V, No. 1) ; and in

doing so invited the attention of the members present to

certain statements which he had published therein, concern-

ing the age and extent of Western strata belonging to the

Permian and Tertiary epochs ; and mentioned the characters

of two species of a new genus of Perissodactyls which he

desired to name Anchisodon quadriplicaius and tubifer.
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Mr. Haupt exhibited photographs of the apparatus of the

Pneumatic Tramway Engine Company, and read extracts

from a report to show the greater economy and efficiency of

this method of propulsion by compressed air, over the results

obtained by the use of horse-power.

Pending nomination No. 872, and new nominations Nos.

874, 875, 876 and 877 were read, and the meeting was ad-

journed.

Stated Meeting, March 21, 1879.

Present, 13 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A letter accepting the appointment to prepare an obituary

notice of the late Judge John Cadwalader, was received

from Mr. Peter McCall, dated March 13th.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Prague

Observatory (101); the Meteorological Institute, Vienna

(101) ; the Lisbon Academy (100 ; List) ; and the American

Antiquarian Society, Worcester, Mass. (101).

Letters of envoy were received from Mr. W. B. Etawle,

dated Philadelphia^ March 7, 1879; and from the U. S.

Naval Observatory, Washington, D. C, March 17, 1879.

Donations for the Library were received from the Mel-

bourne Mining Department ; Imperial Society of Natural-

. Moscow; Central Bureau of Statistics, Stockholm J R.

Prussian Academy; ZooL Anzeiger, Leipsig ; Revue Poli-

tique, Paris; Society of Commercial Geography, Bordeaux;

Victoria Institute, and Nature, London , Literary and Philo-

sophical Society, Quebec ; Essei Institute; Mass. Historical

i Natural History Society; American Anti-

qnatian Society, Worcester ; Franklin Institute; Mr. Wm.
Brooke Rawk of Philadelphia; D. 8. Geo!, and Gfoog. Snr-

Naval Observatory ; Dr. A. 0. Peale; Mercantile
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Library Association, San Francisco ; Ministerio de Fomento,

and V. Reyes of Mexico ; and the R. Academy of History in

Madrid.

The death of Mr. Henry J. Williams, at Philadelphia, on

the 12th instant, aged 86, was announced by Mr. J. S.

Price.

On motion, the Hon. M. Russell Thayer was appointed to

prepare an obituary notice of the deceased.

The death of Mr. Jacob B. Knight, at Philadelphia, on the

10th instant, aged 48 years, was announced by Mr. Price.

On motion Dr. Charles B. Dudley, of Altoona, was ap-

pointed to prepare an obituary notice of the deceased.

A communication for the Magellanic premium, entitled

" Epi- and Hypo-cjcloidal Linkages," was presented, and

was, on motion placed in charge of Prof. J. P. Lesley, for the

examination of members, and for reference to the Board of

Officers and Council ; accompanying this communication is

a sealed envelope, inscribed X. Y. Z.

Prof. Sadtler presented a paper entitled, " Analysis of a

Calculus found in a deer, by Edgar F. Smith,'' and another

entitled " On a new and delicate chemical test for iron : by

Edgar F. Smith."

Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr., read a brief account of the earth-

quake which occurred at Aachen (Aix la Ohapelle) on Mon-
day, the 26th of August, 1868.

Dr. Xorris exhibited a microphone, in which the grating

sound frequently heard was prevented by the pressure of a

small spring upon the carbon rod.

Pending nominations 872, 874, 875, 876, 877, were read.

Prof. Marks exhibited some pieces of coal representing the

theoretical limits of the power of coal, measured by foot

pounds and horse power.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Analysis of a Calculus found in a Deer. By Edgar F. Smith, Ph.D.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, March 21, 1ST9.)

This rather interesting specimen was given me by Mr. Hall, student in

the Medical Department of the University. It was found by him in the
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pelvis of the kidney of a doe, which had been shot by a party hunting in

the north-western portion of this State.

As the investigation of such calculi very frequently affords some inter-

esting results, I subjected this specimen to both a qualitative and quantita-

tive examination.

The size of the calculus was equal to that of the egg of a pigeon. It pos-

sessed a fawn color and consisted of three layers encircling a rather large

nucleus, which presented a granular sandstone like appearance. The
layers were exceedingly thin, and seemed to have grown out from carbona-

ceous deposits, which were detected in various portions of the calculus.

Upon testing the nucleus qualitatively the presence of silica, ferric oxide,

calcium oxide and phosphoric acid was clearly shown. The surrounding

layers were found to contain calcium and magnesium oxides, phosphoric

acid, sodium, potassium, uric acid and another organic compound. The
latter was extracted from the finely divided material by boiling the same

for some time with alcohol. The alcoholic filtrate yielded upon evapora-

tion a gelatinous mass, which proved to be the sodium salt of an acid, which

formed strong, colorless needles, exhibiting an hexagonal structure. Upon
gently warming this ciystalline mass with a grain or two of sugar and a

drop of concentrated sulphuric acid, a beautiful purple color appeared. It

is true, several acids occurring in the bile give the same reaction with sugar

and sulphuric acid, but not any of them, that I am aware, possess the crys-

talline form of the above compound, nor yield a sodium salt similar to that

mentioned above. The only acid which in the least corresponds to the

previous description is that known as Lithofellic Acid, which was dis-

covered a number of years ago* in a variety of the deer family. The want

of sufficient material prevented me from miking other and more decisive

tests to discover the real character of this compound.

As the layers surrounding the nucleus were alike in chemical composi-

tion they were finely divided and a qualitative analysis made of the mix-

ture.

Analyst*.

43.15 % V I
i

.

.'.il % BlgO.
2. (ill % Loss on ignition.

2 50 % CaO.
51.00 % alkaline oxides.

100.18

Detection of Iron by mean* of SaliefUe Acid. />// Edgar /•' Smith, Ph.D.

{fieadbtfort the American Phflotophfodl Society, March il, 187!

\\ idle working upon various siilist'ilulion products of salicylic acid I had

frequent occasion t" filter solutions of the latter acid and it» derivatives,

and during 'id- operation wm continually annoyed by the constant appear

a ii niii'-ii 'i. ohem, M. i'h

•• ii. |. i .".
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ance of the beautiful purple color, which is produced when salicylic acid

is brought in contact with ferric salts in solution. The best quantitative

filter paper invariably gave a deep purple coloration, and as the paper w a>

considered pure enough for all analytical purposes, a few tests were finally

made with a view of learning approximately the amount of iron which
could be detected by means of salicylic acid. As the halogen substitution

derivatives of the acid give purple color with ferric salts several of them
were also experimented upon with the results recorded below.

A litre of water containing one grain of iron as chloride was employed
in the preparation of the iron solutions.

Salicylic Acid and Iron Solution.

(1) The rtfVfftk °^ !V Snu °f 'ron—m a drop or two of water—gave a

distinct violet color, when mixed with as much sali-

cylic acid as could be taken upon the end of a small

knife blade. The acid was usually dissolved in three

or four drops of alcohol. In the following tests the

same quantity of acid as above was used.

(2) The fo.oou^ 1 of il Svm °f iron—treated as in (1) gave distinct pur-

ple coloration.

(II) The ^oouth of a grm of iron—same as (2).

(4) The ^jycCTOo 1" " " —decided purple color.

(8) The
.i (l

„,',M10 th " " —distinct purple color.

(6) The
J,,:,, ,'.,,„„ th " " —visible color.

(7) The y r.BflS.BOfltb " " —very faint coloration.

MetachlitrxnUcylic Acid (Fuses at 172°C.) and Iron Solution.

(1) The jo.Jortth of a grm of iron—beautiful purple color.

(2) The smooth " " —deep purple.

(3) The joo'ujyjth " " —faint purple color.

(4) The Hnfartrffth " " —faint purple color, but more distinct

than that produced by ordinary sali-

cylic acid.

(5) The y,;;,,,', „th " " —very faint color.

Dibromsalicylic Acid (Fuses at 218°C.) and Iron Solution.

The 3ff;^ uth of a grm of iron—remarkably deep purple color.

The j^J^th " " —very deep purple color.

The Ts^jy^th " " —distinct purple color.

The l.goi.gggth " —barely visible color.

Upon adding a drop of a potassium sulphocyanide solution to one con-
taining the y^T^Vru^111 of » Snn - °f iron a distinct red color was noticed.

Farther tests were not made.

I noticed, however, that salicylic acid was a decidedly good reagent for

iron in the presence of an excess of copper. In fact it is more delicate

than sulphocyanide in such cases.

Laboratory of the University of Pennsylvania, March 21, 1879.
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A Brief Account of the Earthquake at Aix la Chapelle {Aachen) on Mon-

day, August 26, 1878. By Henry Phillips, Jr., A. M.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, March 21, 1879.)

For several days prior to this occurrence the weather within a circuit of

one hundred miles had been excessively rainy and quite cool for the season.

Sunday, August the 25th, was chilly and lowering, although the barometer

seemed inclined to rise. The next morning (Monday) dawned with rain

falling in torrents, which continued at intervals during the remainder of

the day and the whole of that night, driving the strangers visiting at Aix to

seek refuge within their hotels and lodging houses. At about five minutes

before nine o'clock in the morning a heavy shock of an earthquake, recur-

ring in several waves, was experienced, and again, although of fainter in-

tensity, at 9.05, 9.30 and 11.05, in the forenoon of the same day.

The first (viz., that at 8.55) was the most violent, moved in the direction

from north north-west to south-south-east, the vibrations continuing in this

plane for several seconds. A very heavy rolling, rumbling sound, appar-

ently not subterranean, resembling that caused by the simultaneous pas-

sage through the streets of cumbersome deeply-loaded wagons, accompanied

the disturbance.

In the upper portions of the dwellings the brunt of the shock was most

forcibly felt; glassware and crockery were thrown down from their places

and shattered on the floor, the window panes were rattled with great force,

the bedsteads were swung In the direction of the motion. In the hotel

where I was sojourning there was great consternation, and ladies rushed

out terrified into the corridors, believing the building was about to fall upon

them. I was at that moment ascending the grand stairway of the hotel,

when I was suddenly seized, as I imagined, witli a dizziness ; everything

reeled or rolled before me, the steps seemed to come towards and recede from

mi- and I seated myself, believing that I was suffering from an attack of

vertigo. After a few seconds 1 perceived by the confusion of surrounding

people that there was something really amiss. The oscillations became

more and more violent, and it seemed as though the whole town was about

to be laid in ruins. Many chimneys were demolished, the stone base of 8

Weathercock OB the Deaf Mute Asylum was thrown to the ground, a figure

of an angel in tin: Church of the Holy Cross fell, striking terror into the

hearts of the early worshipers, who tied in dismay, the officiating priest

and his assistants escaping with great difficulty.

The long continuance of tin* first shock wrought a strong impression

upon the Inhabitants, Who, pallid and trembling, rushed forth into the

I IS, while Others StOOd with Axed gSJM in the open air, as it paralyzed

by fear <. i rOOt«d tO the ground Some in their anguish fell upon their

knees in prayer, Calling loudly upon the saints in heaven for their inter-

cession and protection. The market women, the letter carriers and all

tbOM WhOSS I*" [Ulred them to hi- out at this early hour in the mom
.-.

i ; 1 1
<— « - of many ridiculous spectacles.
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Surmounting the Polytechnic Institution there stands a colossal statue of

Minerva, from which the hand and the point of her lance were broken off

by the shock, and great rents were made In the bust, knees, head and the

folds of its drapery. Two of the smaller turrets of the Treppen-haus por-

tion of Rath Haus were said to be so seriously damaged as to involve their

removal.

The barometer marked as follows :

Sunday, August 25, 10 p. m., 97.8.

Monday, August 2(5, 6 a. si., 27.283.

" * " a. m., 27.21.

The first shock is reported to have lasted about ten seconds, those which
were later were less violent as well as shorter in their durations. It is a

noteworthy fact that the last two earthquakes with which the city of

Aachen has been favored have likewise taken place at an early hour of the

morning
; that of October 23, 1873, at 9.45 v. m., and that of June 24, 18

at 8.50 a. m.

The disturbance was by no means a local one, but extende 1 as far as the

Hague, being experienced with considerable violence at Cologne, Bran-

weiler, Ilorrem, Font, Altenberg, Heraogenratb, Btolberg, Elberfeld,

Osnabriick, Barmen, Cratlenich, Eschweiler, Diisseldorf, Nivelstccn,

Lennep, Mountjoie, Linn, Jungersdorff, llaum, St. Touts, Reriges, &C,
&c.

On Tuesday, A.UgU8t 27, the weather altered, being cool and showery in

the forenoon and clear and bright in the afternoon and evening.

Stated- Meeting, April 4, 1879.

Present, 15 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Eli K. Price, in the Chair.

A letter accepting the appointment to prepare an obituary

notice of the late Henry J. Williams, was received from the

Hon. M. Russell Thayer, dated Philadelphia, March 31, 1879.

A letter declining the appointment to prepare an obituary

notice of the late Dr. McQnillen, was received from Dr. R.

Ivenderdine, dated Philadelphia, March 25, 1879.

On motion of Dr. R. E. Rogers, he was excused, and Dr.

Agnew was appointed to prepare an obituary notice of the

late Rev. Dr. Beadle.

A letter was received from Mr. Henry Bradshaw, Librarian

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 103. 2b. PRIXTED APRIL 25, 1879.
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of the University of Cambridge, England, respecting certain

numbers of the Proceedings of the American Philosophical

Society in that University Library.

On motion, the Librarian was directed to complete a set

for the University as far as practicable, and place the Libraiy

of the University on the list of correspondents to receive the

Proceedings.

A letter of acknowledgment for (102) was received from

the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass.

A letter from M. Leon Bigot, dated 9 and 10, Rue de

Manoir Petit Queval pris Rouen, was road, requesting to be

made a corresponding member.

Donations to the Libraiy were reported from the Asiatic

Society of Japan ; Geological Survey of Japan ; Swedish

Bureau of Statistics ; Zool. Anzeiger; Royal Accademia

dei Lencei; Geographical Society, A nnales des Mines, and

Reveu Politique, Paris; Society of Commercial Geography,

Bordeaux; M. Ch. Martins, Montpelier ; London Nature;

Canadian Naturalist; Essex Institute; Boston Natural His-

torical Society; Harvard College Observatory ; New Bedford

Free Public Library; American Journal of Science and

Arts, and Prof. Norton, New Haven; Academy of Natural

Sciences, Numismatic and Antiquarian Society, Mr. S. W.
Roberts, Prof. F. Prime, Mr. Jas. J. Barclay, and Robinson's

Epitome, Philadelphia; Johns Hopkins University, Balti-

more; U. S. Naval Observatory and Department of the In-

terior, Washington; St. Louis Public School Library ; and

the Ministerio de Fomento, Mexico.

A donation for the cabinet was received from the Numis-

matic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia, with a letter

from it- Corresponding Secretary, Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr.

Th.' 1 1 oiiation consist, d of a bronze medal ll nick to coin-

memorate the Twenty-Aral Anniversary of the Society, and

the Twelfth Anniversary of the Presidency of the Hon. Eli

K. Price, On the obverse, the effigy of Mr. Price; on the

I of 1 he Society ribed in a pamphlet

en t<» tlic Lihr;n
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The death of Dr. George B. Wood, President of the So-

ciety since 1859, at his residence in Philadelphia, on the 80th

nit., aged 82 years (on the 18th nit.), was announced by Mr.

Fraley, with appropriate remarks, who then moved the fol-

lowing resolutions:

Resolved, That Dr. Alfred Stille be requested to prepare and publicly de-

liver an eulogium on the life and character of Dr. George B. Wood, late

President of the Society ; and that a Committee of five members be ap-

pointed to make proper arrangements for the delivery of said eulogium.

Bt voiced, That as a testimonial of the respect of the Society for the

memory of Dr. Wood, and of its regret for his death, the President's Chair

be draped la mourning for six months.

Dr. Rogers, in seconding the motion, spoke of his own in-

timate relations with the deceased, and his two other illus-

trious contemporaries, Dr. Samuel Jackson, and Dr. Hugh
L. Hodge, and eulogized the noble characters of this trio of

great men.

Mr. Eli K. Price said that he remembered the two occa-

sions on which were delivered the public eulogium on Dr.

Caspar Wistar, fourth President of the Society, by his sue-

cessor, Chief Justice Tilghman, and the equally eloquent

eulogium on the latter pronounced in a solemn public meet-

ing of the Society by Horace Binney, and he considered the

present occasion one that deserved the attention of the So-

ciety, in an equal degree.

The motion being carried, the Committee of live was ap-

pointed as follows: Mr. Fraley, Mr. K. K. Price, Dr. R. E.

Rogers, Prof. P. E. Chase, and Dr. Jos. Leidy.

The Secretary read extracts from a private letter from Mr.

Leo Lesquereux, dated Columbus, Ohio, March 22, an-

nouncing the important discovery of a specimen of Cordaites

bearing its fruit, a Cordaicarpus, The discovery was made

in examining the last box of specimens of coal plants from

the Darlington slate bed, sent by Mr. Mansfield, ot Cannel-

ton, Beaver County, Western Pennsylvania.

The following is an extract from the letter:

"Mr. Mansfield continues his systematic explorations with wonderful
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persistency, and most valuable results. He sends me at least every month

a box of specimens, and in each lot I find some novelties.

"In the last lot just received I find what lias been searched for since

botanists began to study the coal plants, namely, one of those large nuts

generally found scattered, never attached to any support, but this time in

distinct connection to a branch of eordaitet, and just to the species on

which it might be supposed to be found on account of the numerous

branches of male flowers found upon other fragments. See Plate

"I believe that this discovery is important enough to be worth a record

published in the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society

"It would be advisable to have the specimen figured for a plate. Both

fragments would fill, in representation with some enlarged parts, an octavo

plate
"

The description accompanying the letter, is entitled " On

a branch of Cordaites bearing fruit. By Leo Lesquereux."

On motion of Mr. Lesley the Secretaries were authorized to

order a plate illustration, 8° size, to be published with the

paper.

Prof. Chase, pursuant to notice, read a communication on

some new estimates of solar and planetary mass and distance,

derived from Lockycr's " Basic lines," Peirce's meteoric hy-

pothesis, and the energy ol light.

Prof. Frazer, in illustrating the curious way in which

some arbitrary geographical lines, like that which separates

Maryland and Pennsylvania, prove on examination to be

real division lines between districts of different geological

character, described the different structural and mineralogi-

cal features of the copper veins near Liberty, in Maryland,

and those near Monterey, in Pennsylvania. Be stated that

samples from the former gave only 4 or 5 per cent; of copper,

and samples from the latter as niiieh as 28 percent. lie

described minutely his own method <>f sampling these ores

for the pin; obtaining reliable averages.

To illustrate the deceptive aspect of some geological ex-

nres, he described the Chicques rock near Columbia,

which had been described afl au anticlinal outcrop, whereas

it i- monoclinal to the southward, against a fault; and added,

that he recently proved the fad further by a careful Btudy

of the south dips in the bluff ou the opposite or western
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side of the Susquehanna river, against which the stream was

undercut for several miles.

In reference to, the two uncertain forms discovered in the

strata near the southern line of Lancaster, which Mr. Hall

suspects t) be fossil organisms, he said that it was desirable

to have published drawings of them, costing about f

On motion the Seretaries were authorized to have such

drawings made.

Pending nominations 872, 874, 875,876,877; and new
nominations 878, 879, 880, 881 and 882, were read.

A letter was received from the President of the Historical

Society of Pennsylvania, Mr. John William Wallace, dated

830 Spruce street, April 4, 1879, stating that Mr. Win.

Brooke Rawle and Mr. Charles Riche Hildebnrn had been

appointed to publish a continuation of the Penn-Logan Cor-

respondence after 1711, and requesting permission to ase the

MSS. in the Library of the American Philosophical Society

lor that purpose.

On motion the request was granted under proper restric-

tions by the Librarian with a view to safety of the MSS.

Mr. Frale}- announced that Dr. Wood had devised to the

American Philosophical Society $20,000, for the purpose of

erecting a fire-proof building, or for rendering the present

hall fire-proof; and read a memorial to the Legislature, with

the following resolution, which was adopted:

BMotud, That this Society will respectfully petition the Legislature for

the release of the collateral tax on the charitable legacies and devises in the

will of the late Dr. George 1>. Wood ; and that the olhcers and member!
of this Society be requested to sign such petition, and to affix the corporate

seal thereto.

After explanations from Dr. Rogers, the Chairman of the

Committee on the Wootten process, on motion, that Com-
mittee was directed to make a final report on the subject at

the next stated meeting of the Society.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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On a Branch of Cordaites, be iring Fruit, By Leo Lesquereux. Plate 1.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, April \th, 1879.)

In a former paper, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. March, 1868, I have given an

account of the great work of Grand'Eury, especially considering his re-

searches on the Cordaites.

Recent discoveries in the American Coal fields have afforded the means,

not only of judging the value and the importance of the facts considered hy

the French author and of confirming his conclusions, hut have also exposed

in a new light some peculiar characters of these remarkable plants.

In considering the fruits of Cordaites (Cordaicarpus), p. 327, of the pa-

per, it is remarked on AntJudites or flowers of Cordaites, that except small

nutlets, figured by Newberry, Dawson and Grand'Eury, and others, none

of the large fruits commonly found in the Coal Measures have been found

attached to stems or branches of Cordaites, nor indeed to any other kind of

coal plants. Nutlets of AntJuditrs are not even as large as peas, while the

fruits of Cordaites, as Grand'Eury has figured them and as they are also

represented, PI. LXXXIII of the U. S. Coal flora,* vary in diameter from

one to two and a half centimeters and therefore are, by their size, without

correlation to those fixed upon branches of Anthalite*. Admitting as

proved that these large nuts are derived from Cordaites, the question has

been left by Grand'Eury what it was before for all the phvto-paleontolo-

gists from the oldest, who like Sternberg have considered the matter

already, to those of OUT time. What is the relation of these fruits to the

plants, their position, the mode of attachment, on stems, on branches, iso

luted ami axillary, or in racemes, etc.? This question could be answered

only by the discovery of a distinctly characteristic fragment of a QordaiUs

with the fructifications attached to it. It is to record that discovery, due

to the persevering researches of Mr. I. P. Mansfield, who has done so much

by systematic explorations in his coal bank of Oannelton, Pa., to promote

tin; interest of the American coal flora, that I write this short notice

The specimen hearing the vegetable remains is a piece of hard black

shale, so appropriately split in the plan of stratification that it exposes botb

the upper (ace of tlie vegetable fragmenl and the counterpart. It repre-

sents a branch of O&rit figured V. s. Coal flora, Pi.

LX\x, f 1-8,), twelve centimeters long bending down or like pending,

nearly fifteen millimeters broad, marked In its whole length by prominent,

kidney-shaped bolsters, support of pedicels or leaves, placed in spiral

order, in the three ranked arrangement, enlarged, Inflated In the upper

part and abrubtly narrowed into a flexUOUS linear, lanceolate, long base.

The nut or fruit is oval, three centimeters long from the point of attach

incut to the obtuse top, twenty three millimeters broad, including its in

! border (three millimeters), broadly obtuse and entire at the top,

rounded and narrowed at the baSS tO a point of attachment or ver\ short

• PublUlc ! siinvy 01
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pedicel, five millimeters broad, distinctly joining the rounded subtruncate

apex of one of the bolsters. The dividing of the shale in exposing and

detaching the upper side of the fruit distinctly shows its mode of attach-

ment by the continuity of the pedicel to the top of one of the bolsters.

The Plate I represents : Fig. 1, the fossilized part of the branch trans-

formed into shining cannel coal. It is flattened to about two millimeters

in thickness, the bolsters and their elongated base are in relievo. In the

counterpart, fig. 2, the bolsters, concave and marked especially by the pro-

jections of the borders, are a little enlarged by compression. The part e is

broken, as is also the base of the fruit in d. But the counterpart, tig- 2,

has the impression of the whole fruit with its outside envelope, and the

base is seen fixed upon the top of one of the bolsters, or rather of its im-

pression in e.

This diagnosis and the figure of this branch of Gordaites, explain the

position of the fruits as placed in spiral around a narrow branch, in a kind

of long strobile. The close position of the bolster, serving as a support,

and narrower than the fruits, at 1< ast when in maturity, could not allow

them to remain upon the stem even until entirely ripe They were forced

out and soon falling off. They do not appear to have been axillary, for

the bolsters do not bear any scar indicating the position of a leaf of

Gordaites under the points of attachment of the fruits. The flowers were

monoecious, even perhaps dioecious. A branch of the same species, 0. cos-

tatus, figured PI. LVIII, fi£. 1, lb, of the U. S. flora, bears racemes of

male flowers whose pedicel is too slender for the axis of a strobile. The

fertile flowers were in separate racemes, either on different trees or pend-

ing from another part of the same tree.

The discussion on the systematic relation of the Gordaites finds its place

in the U. S. Coal flora. I will merely remark now that the position of

these fruits in a kind of agglomeration in loose strobile, is comparable to

the fruitiflcations of Cycadea\ rather than to those of Conifers.

The Gingko, it is true, has nutlets resembling the fossil fruits by their

shape. They are, however, much smaller, supported by a basilar cupuli-

form disk, with longer axillary fasciculate pedicels. Separate fruits of Cy-

cade* have the size and form of the Cordaicarpes. Compare- among many
others, Gycadosperum sulcatum, in Ileer, fl. Helv., IV, PI. LVI, fig. 18-20

of the Jurassic.

I do not suppose, however, that the Cordaites are positively referable to

Cycadeye. They had compound characters, which have been later sepa-

rated and diversely distributed in other vegetable tribes. They constitute

therefore a peculiar separate group with analogies of various kinds. We
find the same in the ferns of the coal, of which the multiplied references

made to genera of our time, have proved a series of failures especially

considering the fructifications. It is the same also with the Lycopodi

a

as represented by Lepidophlois ; with the Sigillari.-c, the Calamodendra',

Asterophyllites, Sphenophyllum, Annularis and others.

Columbus, 22d March, 1879.
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Solar Records. By Pliny Earle Chase, LL.D., Professor of Philosophy

in Haverford College.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, April 4, 1879.)

I. Harmonies of Lockyefs " Basic Lines."

From the third law of motion it follows, as a necessary consequence,

that cosmical ami molecular bodies act and react upon one another in ac-

cordance with laws of perfect elasticity. Hence,. by introducing formulas

of undulatory motion, results can often be speedily reached which would,

otherwise, require the use of long and difficult analytical processes.

In previous communications I have shown :

1. That some of the most striking indications of nodal aggregation in

the planetary system, are connected, by the laws which govern the relations

between density and altitude in elastic atmospheres, with the nodal indi-

cations of the Fraunhofer lines.*

2. That the collisions of subsiding particles, from opposite diametral ex-

tremities of a condensing spherical nebula, tend to form shells M rings of

nodal aggregation, at jj
of the radial distance from the centre of the

nebula.

f

3. That centres of linear and of spherical oscillation, exert an important

influence, both upon molar and upon molecular arrangements.:}: Professor

Stephen Alexander had previously pointed out some instances of the re-

sults of Spherical oscillation in the solar system.

4. That the nodal resistance of large COSmioal bodies tends to form other

nodal aggregations, at harmonic intervals, in accordance with the laws of

musical rhythm which govern the vibrations of elastic media. £

5. That there are reasons for anticipating, in the fundamental oscillations

of terrestrial elementary bodies, symmetrical harmonic evidences of the

game laws as govern the harmonic nodes of elastic media and the har-

monic grouping Of planetary systems.
J

I hare atoO shown, both from independent considerations and as corol-

iiom the foregoing laws .

6. That in paraboloids! 00,^ there art three wave systems, with

tendencies to nodal collisions and orbital aggregations in which the major

differences of I .'•„.

:, Hl!>, .v/.; 1S77: '-".i|,.v 7 ;

t lb. xvli. 100; i
1-".

HI, IIH.v/.; I

I alii., 140, m,tst\ i

I lb., xii.,

1 lb, xvl.fiOT; 1877.
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7. That centripetal energy (/^
2 )

varies as the fourth power of tan-

gential energy in a circular orbit*( » == -J fr oc *»— V

Lockyer has published eightf "basic lines,"which furnish illustrations of

all these laws, or established harmonics.

The mean vis viva of the Rthereal sphere of which Earth is the centre, tends

(law 3) to form a node at .4 of Sun's distance from Earth, or at .6 of the

same distance; from Sun. Having already seen that the Fraunhofcr line A
is the exponential correlative of the planet Neptune, we readily rind that

this node is represented by a wave length of 4215.8 ten millionths of a

millimetre. For (Laws 1, 5):

Neptune. Earth. A.

Log. 6442.985 : log. 214.524X-6 : : 7613 : 4215.8

If we regard this value as a fundamental wave-length for terrestrial

chemical elements, we may also (Laws 6, 7 , regard Q) 4 of 4215.8 = 16

as a fundamental increment, for such harmonic undulations as may be ex-

Cited in the elastic gather by inert ial resistance.

The "theoretical" column in the following table, is constructed by sim-

ple combination! of the fundamental wave length and the fundamental

increment.

Theoretical. " Basic Lines."

5269.8 4- 32 X 16.468 = 5418.0 5416

4215.8 4- 8* X 16.468 = 5269.8 536D

BB68

5170.9 + 2'2 x 16.468 = 5236.8

5022.7 + 3- X 16.468 — 5170.9 b
:i
&<

4215.8 + 72 X 16.468 ss 5022.7 5017

44 X 10.468 = 4215.8 4215

Lockyer does not give the wave lengths of b
3
and tr Gibbe) gives 5177 as

the wave length of the iline. Law 2 is illustrated in the third theoretical

line (5236.8), which represents § of the interval between 5170.it and 5368.8.

These are both double lines in Lockyer's system. The doubling may,

perhaps, be owing to the modification of the other activities by Law 2.

Lines 2 and 5 (5260. S and 5022.7) are directly connected with the funda-

mental line. All the incremental multipliers are integral squares. The
difference between line 2 and line 5 is 15x16.468. The greatest square in

15 is 3-, and the greatest square in 15—3- is 2-. These squares are the in-

*Ib., xiii,21o; 1873.

t Proc. Roy. Soc. Jan. 1879.

X Am. Jour. Scl. [2] xliii, 4.

ntoc. AMEK. PH1LOS. SOC. XVIII. 103. 2c. PRINTED AriUL 25, 1879.
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cremental coefficients for lines 4 and 3. The difference between lines 1

and 2 is the same as that between lines 4 and 5.

The greatest difference between the theoretical and measured values

(5022.7—5017 = 5.7) is only _._ of an inch. The closeness of the
40000000

accordance may be more readily seen by dividing each of the theoretical

values by 1.00028.

Reduced Theoretical. Measured.

5411! 5416

5268 5269

5268 5268

5235 52:55

5021 5017

4215 4215

In some respects this symmetry seems even more remarkable than those

which I found, more than eighteen months ago, in many of the chemical

elements. They were, however, directly harmonic, being based on cen-

trifugal relations to the centres of wave systems (Law 5). These are

reciprocally harmonic, being based on centripetal relations to the surface

of Sun's chromosphere.

Multiples of the fundamental Increment often appear In the differenced

between the wave lengths of elementary spectra. The following instances,

in elements for which 1 have already shown harmonic relations,* will

serve as examples. The left hand columns contain exact multiple differ-

ences; the right-hand columns, measured wave-lengths :

M reury. Copper.

546.09 546.13
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II. Spectral Estimates of Sun's Distance.

I have further shown :

8. That the harmonic undulations of our atmosphere are such as to fur-

nish a simple method of estimating Sun's distance, by means of barometric

fluctuations.*

9. That approximate estimates of Sun's distance, may also be made from

the harmonic disturbances of magnetism, f (chemical energy, light, sound,

gt, gt'
1

, simultaneous attraction of Sun, Earth and other planed upon elas-

tic fluids)4 lunar distance and orbital time.§

10. That there are evidences of paraboloidal nucleation, connecting the

Sun, each of the planets, the asteroids! belt, and the star Alpha Centauri.\

11. That planetary rotation is merely retarded orbital revolution, through

the collision of particles near paraboloidal or ellipsoidal foci."

12. That gt, when t is the time of cosmical or molecular semi-rotation,

represents the limiting velocity between complete dissociation and incipi-

ent aggregation.**

13. That gt, for the principal planets in the supra asteroidal and in the

infra-asteroidal belt (Jupiter and Earth), is determinedff by Sun's orbital

influence (y
/ gr); while gt, for the Son, is the velocity of light.

14. That Jupiter is at the centre of the Neptuno-Uraniftn nebula ; Earth

is at the centre of the belt of greatest density ; Sun is at the nucleal centre

of the entire system.^

15. That the frequency of oscillations in the violet rays, and the super-

ficial gravitating energy of the Sim, are indicative of reciprocal action and

reaction.§§
l(i. That successful predictions may be made from simple considerations

of the principles which are involved in harmonic undulation.
||

All of these laws were found by means of the hypothesis that the undu-
lations of an gathered medium, when intercepted by inert bodies, tend to

produce harmonic undulations (Law 4).

The discovery of the foregoing " basic" harmony, therefore, led me to

look with confident expectation for such evidences of undulatory collis-

ion, between solar and terrestrial waves, as would furnish satisfactory

grounds for new estimates of the Sun's mass and distance.

Beginning With the most far-reaching of all the indications (Law 10), and
taking Earth's half radius as the unit and focal abscissa of a primitive

*Ante, 1X.SB7; I86B.

fib., ix, 858, 867, ^-V, 1ST
; 1864.

jib., xl, 108; 1869: xll.Stt; 1873: xlll.142; 1878.

I sill, 868-100; 1878.

II)., xii, 519; 1872.

fib. xii, 100; 1S72: xiv, 112; 1874.

**Ib. xiv, ill; 1874: xW, 808, 468; 1876-7.

ttlb. xii, 40U; 18T1
%%\b. xvi, \T,\ is?:.

§2 lb. xiii,H9; 1873.

lb. ix, i'ss; 1868: \iii,2::s
; 1878: xviii, M; 1st-;.
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paraboloid, the focal ordinate would be equal to radius. I then found (Laws
6, 7, 11, 12), that by comparing the vis viva of satellite revolution at Earth's

surface (oc u* = gr), with the nit viva of rotation at the primitive focal

abscissa (oc a,
1 = \ of the square of the velocity of equatorial superficial

rotation), we may obtain the equation :

\r,/ y
dj

in which y represents the distance traversed by a ray of light (compare

Laws 13, 15), while a body, at the equator, would fall through the "fun-

damental increment" of the foregoing tabular comparison (^ij of 4315.8

ten millionths of a millimetre). For,

386 3963
«o= Vgr = \ Ja X 5230 == 4 - 907 "'•

t>, = K x 3963 + 86165 = .1445 to.

y = r r x\ = 3.436 to.

t = V'TOOOOOOOO16468 h- 4.8S94 = .000018353 sec.

Light traverses Earth's mean radius-vector in 497.825 sec. Therefore,

according to this estimate, Sun's mean distance is

497.8-2.~w/—* = 93,203,000 miles (2)

A second approximation may be math; by remembering that the basic

lines are the reciprocals of harmonic lines, and comparing the "ethereal

volumes, or the reciprocals of the ratio of variability in tidal influence,

( \ at the points where the disturbing forces are greatest (the surfaces

of the disturbing bodies). By the laws of elasticity, the ethereal undula-

tions thai are set up at any point, arc propagated with uniform velocity. If

we take the t ha net leal fundamental wave length aa our fundamental unit,

and If we Call the ni<v.n orbital distance which Earth traverses in the time

(t= .000018858 *>''•. ) of falling through the fundamental increment, the

"orbital unit," we find that

Orbital unit __ /Sun's radius \ s

Fundamental unit ^ Earth's radius /

For, representing Barth'a mean radius-vector by z ;

orbital nnH= 9nrfl X .000018868 *•& i I year.

. 4815.8 x .0000000089871
I ondamental unit =

eaaeu
'"*

Ekin's radltts i BU
in 3963 m.

iloes in equation (3), m
. ,000018858 x 88880 .

,.H x .immmmmhiii:;«i:!;i \^U 88)
(*)
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It will be readily seen that equations (2) and (4) are entirely independ-

ent of each other. The true unknown quantity, or common unit of com-

parison, in each case, is the velocity of light. The comparison is drawn, in

the first instance, between Earth's centripetal and centrifugal forces ; in the

second, between Sun's orbit-controlling influence upon Earth, and Earth's

reaction upon Sun. That reaction must be exerted, either through an

elastic medium, or by means of qnasi-ehislic forces. The elimination of

the comparative unit, shows that the hypothesis of a luminiferous ether,

or "a'thereal spirit" as Newton termed it, accounts for inter-stellar, plane-

tary, chemical, electrical, cosmicaland molecular action. I do not, however,

regard this fact as conclusive of the existence of such a medium, although

it seems to lend the hypothesis a higher degree of probability than any

previous investigations, and it requires, at least, 'y/av/clastic action.

The difference between the two results is less than one-half of one per

cent. It would have been easy to assume values for the constants, which

are within the limits of probable errors of observation, and which would

have made the accordance exact. The value of Sun's radius (.r : 914.584)

is deduced from Dr. Fuhg's estimate of Sun's apparent diameter. Three

other estimates, which do not make so large an allowance for irradiation,

are also included in the following table :

Apparent Diam. x Stin'sv, x.

Dr. Fubg .* 82* v. 814.584 99,578,000

British Naut. Al 82 B. M 214.4.11 93,881,700

American" " 89 4.03 214.412 93,506,508

Loekyer's Astron 32 4. $ 21 i 93,491,000

Among the numerous previous mechanical estimate* that I have given,

the one which accords most nearly with the two present determinations,

was the one which was based upon thermo-dynatnical considerations de-

rived from the "heating energy of Haines, "f and which gave

x s= 93,689,500 miles (4 .)

The intimate connection between Sun, Jupiter and Earth, which is indi-

cated by Laws) 18 and 14, should lead to many Other relations, no less in-

teresting than the foregoing.

If we take J,,- of the cosmical distance which corresponds to the funda-

mental wave-length, we find

of .6 of 214.524 = .5028 s= 1.0050 X -5 (5)

But ..") is the focal abscissa of the primitive paraboloid, of which Sun's

radius is the focal ordinate.

III. Relations <>f Man.

According to Professor Peirce's meteoric hypothesis, it maybe reason-

ably presumed that each planet receives meteoric increments, or Buffers

•Deduced from GSiV measurements ; Astron. Nach. 2M0, cited In Am. Jour.

Sci., x, 159, Aug. 1878.

\ Ante, xii,:S!ii; Ajn. Jour. Sci., Ill, 293; 1872.

% I call all these harmonies " laws," because they exhibit pre-established pur-
poses, thoogb some of them are more special than others.
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changes from meteoric influences, in proportion to its mass, so as to main-

tain a permanency of rela'ive mass among the principal members of our

system.

I have already pointed out various harmonic mass relations (Law 3), in-

cluding the following equation involving figurate powers of the supra-

asteroidal masses, as well as of their distances.*

Saturn 10= Neptune1 X Uranus3 X Jupiter6 (6)

I have also called attention to the fact that these four planets, together

with Earth and Sun, represent important centres of nebidar or quasi-nebu-

lar influence, viz :

:>tune, centre of primitive annular condensation.

Earth, centre of belt of greatest density.

Sun, centre of nucleal condensation.

Uranus, centre of primitive "subsidence" collision (Law 2).

Jupiter, centre of Neptuno-Uranian nebula.

urn, nebular centre of mean planetary inertia. Saturn is also the

centre of paraboloids] subsidence when Neptune was focal and Sun was at

the vertex.

Tin' report of Professor Pierce's lecture led me to look for some equation

10 connect the masses at the two remaining centres (Earth and Sun) with

those of the two chief planets, and I soon found that

Jupiter1= Sun x Earth X Saturn (7)

This equation gives

Sun's mass = 328,600. ")

" parallax = 8. "832 '
(7a )

'* distance = 92,549,000 miles. )
Combining (6) and (7), we find

Saturn 9 == Jupiter' X Uranus3 X Sun X Earth X Neptune (8)

Tin' masses of Neptune and Uranus seem to be so related as to give them

equal ratios between their present orbital momentum and the orbital mo-

mentum at their respective abscissae in tbe solar-stellar paraboloid (^ Nep-

tune and I Uranus).

7 X Neptune = 8 X Uranus )

.-.
, | X Neptune -— V\ X Uranus )

(!,)

Equation (8) may be stated under the form

let Sat. Sat. \ / Sat. Sat. \»

* Sun. X Ear. X Nep. ) \ Jup. x
l ra ' — 1 (10)

the equation <>f planetary stability groups the centres In tu

as in aquation (7 ), the first Introducing the fliel powers, the other the cubes,

of the relative massi one exponential grouping also ooouri In

but with linear !i< ; [f we consider that, in a

rotating nebula, the time of rotation raries inversely as the square of the
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radius, and also inversely as the disturbing mass, the first group leads to

the equation

Earth X 1 year X (Neptune's r. vec.) 2

Sun X 1 day X (Earth's r. vec./-'

This equation gives

= 1 (ID

Sun's mass = 330,37."). ")

" parallax = 8. "816 '
(12)

" distance = 92,717,000 miles. )

In considering this and other relations of mass to ethereal disturbance, it

is well to remember that the simple disturbance varies as the mass ; the

vis viva, or radius of consequent oscillation, as the square of the mass ; and

the consequent orbital period, as the cube of the in

By introducing the vector-radii also into the cubical factor of (10) and
designating secular perihelion, mean perihelion, mean aphelion, secular

aphelion, respectively, by subscript 1, 2, 3, 4, ff, we find

Sat.., X Sat. 4 ]

Jup., X Ura. s = 1 |

y d3)

Sat

|

x Bat
4

Jup. 3 X l'ia._,

= 1

The greatest deviation from exactness. In the first of these equations, is

less than
J

of one per cent.; in the second, less than ,',. of one per cent.

The mean deviation, in the square root of the product of the two equa-

tions, is only .',, Of one per cent.

We see by (5) and (13), as well as by ordinary astronomical investiga-

tions, that questions of relative mass are intimately connected with those

of orbital eccentricity. One of the most interesting evidences of such

connection, in this special line of investigation, is to be found in the posi-

tion of the mean fulcrum of the system, or centre of gravity of Sun and
Jupiter, together with the significance which it lends to equations (5), (<>>,

(8), (13), as well as to the fundamental increment which is the ground of

equation (3). The orbital vis viva has lengthened the radius-vector of

simple equilibrium by >. of its value. For 5.2028 X 214.524 = 1116.12."")
;

}£ of 111(5.125 = 1050.471. The limit of synchronous radial and circular

oscillations is at 2 r. Deducting 2 from 1050.471 we find

Sun's mass

Jupiter's mass -1048.471..... (14)

Equations 7, 8 and 9 give the following theoretical values, for Uranus
and Neptune, which I compare with Newcomb's :

Sun -=_ Theoretical. Newoomb.
Uranus 22116 22600 ±z 100

Neptune 19852 19380 to 19700

Newcomb gives two estimates for Neptune, one (19380 ± 70) from satel-

lite, the other (19700) from perturbations of Uranus. The latter agrees
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precisely with the theoretical ratio (9) between the two planets, while the

former is presumably more accurate.

The uncertainty in regard to all the planetary masses, except that of

Jupiter, is still so great, that it is impossible to tell how closely they are

represented by the equations for the combined central activities (6, 7, 8).

The latest investigations of Leverrier and Xewcomb, however, show a

closeness of approximation which is remarkable, in view of the wide dis-

crepancy in some of the values. Leverrier's mass-denominators, based on
the old parallax s. ''67), are: Neptune, 14400; Uranus, 24000; Jupiter,

1050; Saturn, 8518; Earth, 854986. The accordance with the combined
equation (8) is within § of one percent, if we deduce Earth from the other

; within y'f of one per cent, if we deduce Saturn.

If we look to the partial equations, (6, 7), we find that Saturn's mass, as

deduced from Neptune, Uranus and Jupiter, (6), is about § of one per

cent, greater than Leverrier's assumption, and about the same amount less

than Bessel's, which was adopted by Xewcomb. The mean of the two re-

sults shows an exact accordance, as follows:

Deduced. Assumed.

Leverrier 8488.8 8519.0

Newcomb. '. 852,-). 8501.0

Mean 8506.6 850G.8

The results of the second partial equatior, (72), may confidently await

the verdict of the observations upon the last transit of Venus. No other

estimate can now claim a greater degree of probability. It may be, as

Leverrier suggests, that a small portion of the mass may belong to a group

of minute asteroids, near Berth's orbit, but there is no present likelihood

that any material inaccuracy will ever be found In the equation which con-

nects the two principal intra-asteroidal centres with the two principal extra-

roidal centres.

K. Wiedemann's experiments upon the illumination of gases by elec-

tricity,* have convinced him that the electric discharge may excite a con-

siderable increase of the dm viva of oscillation in ethereal envelopes, with-

out increasing the n'x rint of the enclosed molecules. IVirce's meteoric

hypothesis opens an immense field for new physical speculation and inves-

lion. If the tether is material, where shall we draw the boundary

between ethereal and meteoric inllueuces '.' It' cosmical masses have been

formed byparaboloidal aggregation, may not radiation also be paroboloidal ?

The solar foxo elation and dissociation seem to be almost exactly

balanced, and the law Of equal action and reaction may, perhaps, free the

nee of thermodynamics from the opprobrium of Itsapparenl tendencies

to uiihei nation and death.

•Wl.-.l. Ann., vl, p.
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Obituary Notice of Robert Frazer. By Persifor Frazer, Jr.

(Bead before the American Philosophical Society, February 7, 1879.)

Robert Frazer was born December 29, 1818, at his lather's house in

Newtown Township, Delaware County. His father, Robert Frazer, was
a lawyer of excellent standing and distinguished for his knowledge of land

law, who had served several times as a member of the House of Repre-

sentatives of this State.

The elder Robert, son of General Persifor* and Mary Worrall Frazer,

was three times married, as follows :

On May 3, 1798, he married Sarah Ball, who died without issue, June
21, 1800.

On October 15, 1803, he married Elizabeth Fries, daughter of John and
Anne Fries, by whom he had six children, three of whom died under the

ftgfl of one year, and the others were, Anne Fries, Peisifor, and John
Fries, of whom only the second survives.

On February 11, 1818, he married Alice, widow of Eli Yarnall and
daughter of Joseph and Sarah Pennell, by whom he had but one child, the

subject of this brief notice.

The boy was named originally Joseph Pennell, but on the death of his

father, January 20, 1821, his name was changed to Robert.

From that date he continued to live on his mother's farm, near West
Chester, till her death in 1825 or 1S211, when he spent some time in Phila-

delphia and attended Dr. S. Crawford's school.

In 1834-38 he went to school in Rittsticld, Kttg., and finally completed

his education at Norwich University, a military academy in Vermont,
under the direction of Capt. Partridge.

lie graduated after having completed courses in Civil Engineering and
in the Arts and Sciences.

In 1838 he joined the corps of Engineers which was then engaged in

laying out the Reading Railroad, and was in charge of the second division

above Reading, remaining there until the completion of the road.

In the autumn of 1846 he went to Europe and remained about a year,

and upon his return commenced the study of law in Reading, in the otlice

of Judge Jones.

On being admitted to the bar, he removed to Philadelphia to practice,

and not long after this held the otlice of Prosecuting Attorney for Delaware-

County for some time.

In 1840 he was married to Miss Jane Biddle Wood (daughter of Samuel
and Fanny Collins AVood, and grandniece of Marks John Biddle) who was
born February 14, 1820. The marriage was celebrated by the Rev.-Ed-
mund Leaf, Rector of Christ's Church, in Pottstown, Montgomery County.
On July 22, 1849, Robert Frazer was born as the first issue of this mar-

riage.

* General of State Militia after the Revolution. Lt.-Col. tn the American
army during the Revolution.

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 103. 2d. PRINTED JUNE 3, 1879.
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A daughter, Fanny (now Mrs. Herbert Welsh), was horn on October 4,

Almost at the same time in this year (1832) Robert Frazer was elected

Secretary and Treasurer of the Camden & Atlantic Railroad, in the con-

struction of which road he had been previously engaged as consulting

engineer.

In November, 1863, he was elected President of the Company, which

office he retained till the fall of 1873.

It will ever remain as a monument of his devotion, zeal and efficiency

in the management of this road that its stock advanced during his tenure

of the chief office from an almost unsaleable commodity to a position of

prominent favor for such a road.

Upon his retirement from the Camden & xYtlantic Railroad he was called

to the presidency of the Wilmington & Reading (afterwards known as the

Wilmington and Northern) Railroad, and while holding this position he

died suddenly of a stroke of apoplexy, on May 4, 1878, at 15 minutes

past 0, p. m.

On the 4th of May, 1878, he was apparently in the best health and in

buoyant spirits and attended to all his duties with ease. He was expected

at the house of his daughter, Mrs. Welsh, to tea, wben a short time before

the hour a messenger arrived announcing that be had a severe headache

and would not be able to come. Very shortly alter this he died.

1 If was a man who was characterized by many salient traits, among

which none was so striking, by reason of its rarity, as his gentleness and

sweetness of disposition. No one ever observed him in his relations to

other men without envying him the kindly tone, the liberal view and the

winning manner witli which he either opposed or endorsed the sentiments

of others. His normal condition of features was the border of a smile,

and his heart was full of sunshine, which his cheery words sprinkled like

drops of water on those about him. One is tempted to dwell on a charac-

ter like tins, for the memory of it causes always an Agreeable sensation:

yel it may be thought that the ties of consanguinity render the writer B tOO

partial witnos. I Jut it is not so. All who knew Robert Fra/.er, knew
him as a patient, forbearing, kind and cheerful friend, a model of content,

and a well->pring of pleasure to those by \\ lioin he was surrounded.

His tu-te> were those of a cultured man, and his mind had that quality

of interest and Cariosity which kepi him actively seeking information and

au eourant with the affairs of the day. Every new turn of the kaleldo

scope of the timei Which developed some new and beautiful idea, some

very, or SOmu invention, delighted him whether it was or was not in

the direction of bis profossionsl world

Be era* one of those earned soldiers of Ideas who, whether they serve

religion, their country, <>r science, show alike their sense of the solemn

mean i i of the march of event-, lie believed In the duty of man to labor

ud with that evolution Of UW forms of truth which is but the measure

of onward progress, even thoogh the pi In anj case Inevitable;
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and he believed also unwaveringly in the majesty and goodness, the fit-

ness and worthiness of that which the future was to bring forth.

Many find this state of mind inseparable from a mood of seriousness, if

not of asceticism ; Robert Frazer did not. No one realized more fully the

serious side of life, but he had also learned (if it was not taught him by in-

stinct) the phariseeism of gloom as an emblem of respect for truth. If

ever man served his God with the grateful incense of smiles and joyfulii' ae

it was the subject of this sketch.

This interest in the affairs of the world around him led him naturally to

cultivate various branches of science, as an amateur, and he preserved the

keenest interest in them to his last hour, though his engrossing occupations

forbade him to tread the path of original investigation.

Microscopy and Entomology always had great attractions for him, and
for several years previous to 1807 he was President of the Entomological
Society of this city.

He was elected a member of the Academy of Natural Sciences in 1866,

and when his duties allowed was frequently seen within its halls on its

nights of meeting.

In 1873, he was elected a member of this Society.

Of his inner life as a member ofa family; of his charm within that circle,

shut out from the gaze of the world, I may not speak. But were it per-

mitted to pursue this theme a far juster picture of the man could he pre-

sented them in these few poor lines in tribute to his memory. Yet those

who knew him in the world can easily imagine how bitter was the lot

this friend, who ever dispensed consolation and cheer, to those whom he
most dearly loved, and to whom his whole life was a pattern of self sacri-

fice, of manly and healthy virtue, and of the warmest human sympathy.

Stated Meeting, April 18, 1879.

Present, 19 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the chair.

A letter declining the appointment to prepare an obituary
notice of Dr. Wood, was received from Dr. Stille, whose
communication was on motion referred to the Committee on
the eulogy.

A letter accepting the appointment to prepare an obituary
notice of Dr. Beadle, was received from Dr. Agnew, dated
April 17.

A letter requesting permission to use the Logan-Penn
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MSS. in the Hall of the Historical Society, was received from

the President of that Society, Mr. J. W. "Wallace.

On motion, the Librarian was authorized to entrust, 1.

the Wm. Penn's Letters and Ancient Documents ; 2. Logan

Papers, Vol. 3 ; 3. Logan Papers, 399-3, to the care of

the Committee of the Historical Society, on written receipt

for the same and obligation to return without unnecessary

delay.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Yale

College Library (Trans. XIV, XV), and the Rev. Stephen L>.

Peet, Unionville, Ohio (Proc. Vols. VIII to XVII complete).

Letters of envoy were received from the Imp. Bot. Gar-

den, St. Petersburg, March 4, 1879, and from Prof. Ira

Remsen, of Johns Hopkins University, April 10, with the

first number of the American Chemical Journal, asking for

exchanges.

On motion, Dr. Remsen's name, as Editor, was ordered to be

1 .laced on the List of Correspondents to receive the Proceed-

ings henceforth.

Donations for the Library were received from the Botani-

cal Garden, St. Petersburg; the Russian Geographical So-

ciety; Prussian Academy; Zoologischer Anzeiger ; Flora

Batava; Belgian Academy; Society of Geography, Paris

R. Ast ronomical Society ; Nature ; Boston Soc. Nat. History

Brooklyn Entomological Society ; Am. Jour, of Otology

Astor Library; N. Y. Chemical and Historical Societies

Franklin Institute; Jour, of Pharmacy; Medical News
Jour. Med. Sciences ; Am. Chemical Journal; State Miner-

alogist of Nevada; and Big. V. Reyes, Mexico.

The death of Dr. Isaac Hays, at Philadelphia, one of the

oldest membenand former secretaries of the Society, April

years, was announced by Mr. ETraley.

On motion, J»r. Brinton was appointed to prepare an obit-

uary notice of the deceased.

ding nomination! 872,874 to 882 were read, Nob. 872,

-7 1 to 877 v .'Mi to and balloted For.

The Chairman of the Committee on a Premium for an
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Anthracite Dirt Burning Process, Dr. R. E. Rogers, reported

progress. (See Minute book.)

There being no other business, after scrutiny of the ballot

boxes, by the presiding officer, the following persons were

declared duly elected members of this Society :

William H. Greene, M.D., of Philadelphia.

Mr. Arthur Erwin Brown, of Philadelphia, Superintendent

of the Zoological Garden.

Carl Seiler, M.D., of Philadelphia.

Dr. Middleton Goldsmith, of Rutland, Vt.

Mr. Richard Wood, of Philadelphia.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, May 2, 1879.

Present, 13 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the chair.

Letters accepting membership were received from Dr. Carl

Seiler, dated Philadelphia, April 22, 1879; Dr. Win. 11.

Greene, dated Philadelphia, 1812 Green St., April 21 ; Mr.
Arthur E. Brown, Zool. Boa, Fairmount Park, April 21, and
Dr. M. Goldsmith, dated Rutland, Vt., April 22,

A photograph of Mr. Edward Goodfellow, was received

for insertion in the Album.
A letter accepting the appointment to prepare an obituary

notice of the late Dr. Isaac Hays was received from Dr.

Brinton.

A letter enclosing a communication to be read at the

meeting was received from Prof. Daniel Kirkwood, of Bloom-
ington, Monroe Co., Indiana, dated April 19, 1879.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Ken-
tucky Historical Society (Proc. No. 102) ; Buftalo Society of
Natural Sciences (102); Kansas State Historical Society
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(102); Smithsonian Institution (102); Essex Institute (102);

Davenport Academy (102) ; Providence Franklin Society

(102) ; and the Liverpool Lit. and Philo. Society (Nov. 25,

1878, 100 and 101), and postal cards from many members.

Letters of envoy were received from the Lit. and Philo.

Society of Liverpool, and from the Societe des Sciences de

FAgriculture de Lille, dated April 1, 1879.

A letter offering an exchange of publications was received

from the Director of Studies of the Ecole Polytechnique,

dated Paris, April e", 1879.

Donations for the Library were reported from the Asiatic

Society of Japan ; the Royal Academy dei L. at Home ; Dr.

Prof. F. J. Lauth, of Munich ; the Vaudoise Society ; Zoolo-

gischer Anzeiger ; Royal Belgian Academy ; Revue Politique

;

Com. Geog. Society at Bordeaux ; R. Astronomical Society
;

London Nature ; Lit. and Phil. Society of Liverpool ; Mr.

James W. Barclay ; Silliman's Journal ; Penna. Historical

Society ; Am. Journal of Pharmacy ; Prof. Andrews, of the

Geol. Survey of Ohio ; and Prof. Joseph LeConte.

A communication was read by the Secretary, entitled,

"Meteoric Fireballs seen in the United States during the

year ending March 31, 1879, by Prof. Daniel Kirkwood."

Prof. Cope exhibited a life-size drawing of a vertebra of a

new speciesof Camdosaurus, for which he proposed the name

C. leptodims, and showed in what it differed from the verte-

bra- of C. supremus.

Prof. Marks exhibited a beautiful "Compound Oompass,"

made ander his direction by Win. Young & Sons, for the use

->f the Geological Survey iu drawing tangents ami curves of

great radios, or parallels and meridians, and explained

bow this invention of I Vaueellier could be. modified for

Other uses.

Mr. Lesley exhibited a large distemper map of Pennsyl-

vania, painted recently to exhibit to the Legislature the

progress of the Survey. Also the first bound copy of Les-

quei Goal Flora Atlas of 87 plates, just published by

! of ( lommissionen of the < toologieal Burvey.
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Prof. Frazer read parts of a correspondence which lie had

had with Mr. Meehan, respecting the local cause of change

of color in autumn foliage.

A letter from Prof. Lauth, of Munich, was read, relating

to his recent, investigations and proposed publication of a

new work on Egyptology.

Pending nominations, Xos. 878 to 882 and new nomina-

tion No. 883 were read.

Mr. Fraley, for the Finance Committee, reported that he

had collected and paid over to the Treasurer, the quarterly

interest on the Michaux Legacy due April 1, amounting to

$133.07.

A discussion on the Wooten process then took place, pend-

ing which the meeting was adjourned.

On Meteoric Fireballs seen in th< United States during the year ending

March 31, 1879.* By Professor Daniel Kirkwood.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, Mai/ 2, 1879.)

The following paperdoes not claim to presenta complete listofthe fire-balls

which have appeared In our entire country during the last twelve months.

It includes, however, all that have heen brought to tlie writer's notice. Of
those described only three can be certainly classed u detonating meteors,

and in no case has an explosion been followed by a fall of meteoric stones
;

at least, no aerolites have been actually discovered.

(1.) 1878, June 3, 2h. 59m., A. if.—This meteor, observed at Chicago, by

Prof. E. Colbert, was about equal in apparant magnitude to the moon at

four days old. Its course was from near the zenith to a point about 4°

above Beta Cassiopeia 1

. Near Alpha Cassiopeia' it exploded into seven or

eight fragments.

f

(2.) 1878, June 6th, 9h. 2.5m. (local time).—On the evening of June 6,

Mr. Geo. II. E. Trouvelot, at Cambridge, Mass., saw a very large meteor

Which passed directly over Omioroa Ursa1 Majoris, and disappeared just

below Eta in the same constellation. It was pear-shaped, the greatest and

least diameters being in the ratio of 4 to 3, and it left behind it a long

bright train. About three or four seconds after its appearance it burst into five

* No. 6 (January 20, 1877) of the fireballs described In my paper read before the

A.P.S., March JO, 1877, was found, after the article was in type, to be B news-

paper hoax.

t Letter from Prof. E. Colbert, dated June 3, 1878. See also the Sci. Obs. for

July, 1S7S, p. 3.
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or six fragments, each of which assumed the same form as the original meteor.

"The preceding portion was of a crimson red hue, quite brilliant, and not

dissimilar to the Strontian flame. The following portion was of a bluish

violet, color, which merged into that of the trail. This latter was composed

of globules, each succeeding following one being of a more and more sub-

dued violet, and finally not distinguishable from the color of the sky."*

(3.) 1878, August 11, lOh. 10m. (Indianapolis time).—A few minutes after

10 o'clock on Sunday evening, Aug. 11, Rev. John A. Bower, of Bloom*

ington, Indiana, saw a large meteor near the eastern horizon. Mr. B. had

just taken a position facing an eastern window. The meteor when first

seen was almost exactly east of Bloomington, perhaps two or three degrees

south of east, and 10° above the horizon. Its motion was from south to

north, and the length of its apparent track was 20° or 25°. The first half

of its course was but slightly inclined to the earth's surface ; the inclina-

tion, however, became sensibly greater towards the point of disappear-

ance, which was N. al>out 70° E., and very near the horizon. The appar-

ent diameter of the meteor was about one-third that of the moon. The

motion was extremely rapid; the time of flight not exceeding two seconds.

No detonation was heard at Bloomington, nor was the meteor seen to sep-

arate into fragments at the time of disappearance.

The observations of Mr. Bower were given me verbally. To verify their

accuracy I placed myself in the position which he occupied, and bad him

point out the meteor's course as lie had seen it. The foregoing Statement)

I am satisfied, must be very nearly correct, except as to the time of flight,

which is admitted by the observer.to he very uncertain.

The MUDfl meteor is supposed to be described in the following telegrams

which appeared in the newspapers of the next Tuesday morning:—"Ti-

tnsvillr, Crawford Co., Pa., August 12. A beautiful meteoric display was

witnessed from here last evening. The meteor made its appearance in the

nt 10.80, moving in a northerly direction. It was of a greenish color

and shone with great brilliancy, lighting up the entire surrounding country

with a light tint for the time prevailed over that of the full moon. Its

appearance was only momentary, when it hurst and divided into three

mill-, two of which assumed a reddish color. Calculating from the

time the explosion was seen until it was heard, the meteor was about 20

miles distant." "Oil City, Venango Co., Pa., August 18. A meteor of

unusual brilliancy passed here last evening a few minutes after 10 o'clock,

It was nearly twice the bIm of I cannon hall. Its course was north
"

All aeeOQBtS agree thai the meteor's course was northward. It was seen

to the west of Titu-ville ; and as the final explosion occurred about 8S

mile- from that city we may conclude that the track terminated over Craw

(bid Com Che observations a< Bloomington, Indiana, indicate that

the body first twwamf visible over Wcsl Virginia, The distance directly

east from I'.lo .miii-ton to the meridian which bounds Venango County,

OH the v. Hence tile meteor's altitude when lil'st,
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seen was about 77 miles. This, it must be admitted, is somewhat uncer-

tain, but we may safely conclude that it was not less than 70 miles nor

more than 85. The length of the visible track was between 160 and 175

miles. The estimated time of flight was probably too short ; but the great

velocity appears to indicate a hyperbolic orbit.

(4) 1878, September 16, 9h. 0m., i\ m.—This meteor was observed by

Mr. Benjamin Vail, of Henryville, Clark County, Indiana. It was first

seen near Gamma Ursffl Majoris, and it passed over Delta in the same con-

stellation. Its apparent diameter was about one-fourth or one-fifth that of

the moon.*

(5.) 1878, November 12, 7h. 0m., p. m. (local time.)—Washington, Indi-

ana. Mr. D. Eckley Hunter, Principal of the High School, of Washing-

ton, Daviess County, Indiana, was, with several of his students, watching

for shooting stars on the evening of November 12, when precisely as the

town clock was striking seven, a large fireball appeared very close to Vega,

passed in a sourtherly direction through the milky-way, and disappeared

about 20° N. W. of Jupiter. Its motion was very slow
; the time of visi-

bility being estimated by Mr. Hunter at 10 seconds. Its apparent diame-

ter was about two-thirds that of the moon. What struck Mr. Hunter as

especially remarkable was the sharply defined disk which the meteor pre-

sented, up almost to the very moment of its disappearance.!

(6.) 1878. November 14, 8b. 30m., p. m.—In the New York Semi-AVeekly

Tribune, of December 10, 1878, Mr. Thomas Whituker, of Hillside Farm,

Mass., reports the appearance of this brilliant meteor as observed by him-

self. The sky was very clear at the time, and the meteor was seen in

bright sunshine. It was due south from the place of observation.

(7.) 1878, December 30.—A few minutes before 7 o'clock (Indianapolis

time) on the evening of December 30, 187*, a large meteor was seen in

Indiana, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. So far, however, as known to the wri-

ter, the only observations sufficiently prescise to be available in determin-

ing the height and direction of its path were made at Anderson, Madison
County, Indiana ; Washington, Washington County, Pa., and Wooster,

Wayne County, Ohio.

Anderson, Indiana, Lat. 40° 5', Long. 8° 28' W.—The observations at

Anderson were made by M r. Frederick E. Dickinson, a member of 1 he Senior

Class, in Indiana University 4 Mr. D. was in the street, walking east-

ward, when the meteor appeared in front of him, a few decrees N of E.,

at an altitude of not less than 15° nor more than 17°. As the meteor passed

behind a building the point of disappearance could not be determined.

The apparent diameter was one-fourth that of the moon, and the time of

flight was estimated at two seconds or probably a fraction less.

Washington, Pa., Lat. 40° 10', Long. 3° 12' W.—The phenomenon as

* Letter from Mr. Vail.

t Letter from Mr. D. E. Hunter.

X The meteor was seen by others in Indiana, but the descriptions given were
nothing more than vague guesses in regard to its size and general direction.

PROC. AMEB. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 103. 2E. PRINTED JUNE 3, 1879.
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seen in Washington, is described in the following letter from the Professor

of Mathematics in "Washington and Jefferson College :

" Washington, Pa., February 1, 1879.

"Pkof. D. Kirkwood, Dear Sir:—The fact of the appearance of a

meteor here some time ago, may be of interest to you I set down the facts

as I learned them at the time, and intended to have written you sooner.

About 7 p. m., Washington, Pa. time, December 30th, a brilliant meteor

was seen here. The account which I have was given me by a young man,

Mr. A. M. Gow, Jr., who has given me, I have no doubt, a very fair state-

ment of what was to be seen at that time. He was walking eastward on

the south side of the street, so that he was in the shade of the buildings ;

the moon shining brightly at the time. Suddenly a light shone about him
as if an additional lamp had been lighted close behind him. He did not

turn immediately to look, but when he did lie saw a meteor about the size

of the moon as he thought \)y comparing his impression with the half-full

moon immediately afterwards. It was of a slightly greenish color, but just

as it disappeared it became reddish. The place in which he saw it, as far

as I can judge, was about Alpha Cygni, and the place of its disappearance

was about Alpha Lyra?. If so, you see its course was W. N. W., and it

was observed through 24° of its path. The meteor had been visible a lit-

tle time, however, before Mr. Gow turned to look. It was seen by three

Others here that I know of. Yours Truly,

"D. J. McAdam."

Observations at Wooster, Lai. 40° 50' N., Long. 4° 50' W.—Professor

Samuel J. Kirkwood, of Wooster University, had a good view of the me-

teor, which he describes as the most brilliant he has ever seen. It was

greatly elongated, and the apparent diameter at right angles to its path was

half that of the moon. The point of the meteor's first appearance and also

the first part of its track were accurately observed through large tree tops.*

Prof. Kirkwood gives the following angles as the result of careful measure-

ment with a surveyor's transit :

"First appearance, east, alt. 50°. Disappearance, S. 13° E. alt. 13°."

Prof. EL remarks: "The first appearance is, I am satisfied, quite exact,

and entirely reliable. I am not so Confident of the observation at disap-

pearance. The meteor exploded when about S. 33
' B."f

According tO the observations at Wooster and Anderson the meteor be-

came risible at a hi era point in Columbiana County,

Ohio, Lat to :,<>, i,,,,^. :\< w \v. The Wooster and Washington obser-

vations, seem Incompatible; the latter, however, make no claim to strict ac

curacy. Astheeslosionsetnat Wooster was not observed either at Wash-

m or Anderson it is probable that at these greater distances the disap

pearance \\;is simultaneous with the separation into fragment* Such

doubtless has been theot ral other Instances. For example, the

• a in- mi., i oftheJunior (3assin WoosterUniversitywaswith Prof. Kirkwood.
.in prof, s. i. k Irkwood.
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fragments of the meteor of August 11, 1878, seeu at Titusville, Pa., were

invisible at Bloomington, Indiana. If Ave assume, then, that as seen from

Washington the point of explosion was also that of disappearance, we rind

by a tentative process that the observations are approximately satisfied by

supposing the separation to have taken place over Tuscarawas County, Ohio,

about N. 80° W. from Washington, Pa., at a distance of 70 miles, and at a

height of 17 or 18 miles above the earth's surface. After the explosion the

parts remained visible at Wooster until within 12 or 13 miles of the earth.

The course was nearly S. W. ; the true length of the entire visible track as

seen at Wooster was about 85 miles; that of its projection on the earth's

surface, about GO miles. The inclination of the path to the surface of the

earth was about 45°. The velocity, though uncertain, was probably greater

than that corresponding to an elliptic orbit. No detonation was heard at

any point of observation.

(8.) 1879, January 28, 2h. 2Nm., A. m., local time.—Observations at

Princeton, Green Lake County, Wisconsin. Lat. 43° 50' X., Lou-.

13' W.—Rev. William M. Richards, states that between 2 and 3 o'clock*

on the morning of January 28, he was awakened by a sudden flash of in-

tense light which he at first supposed to be lightning. It continued, how-

ever, for some seconds, and by tin; time he was thoroughly awake and

ready to make observations the light had assumed a reddish tinge, some-

what resembling that of a Roman candle. He next supposed it to be a fire,

but immediately found that if so, it must be out of the village. A Un-

making other conjectures, to be as quickly dismissed, he finally reach the

conclusion that the light was meteoric.

"By that time," he says, "the frightful conflagration had settled down
into a low pyramid of lurid light, the base extending 00° along the X. E.

horizon, and the vertex having an altitude of 30°. * * * The time of

the meteor's flight is very uncertain
; perhaps 8 to 10 seconds. The bril-

liant and white light at first would indicate that the movement was from

the West."f

Obtervationt at Traverse City, Michigan, Lat. 44° 43' N., Long. 8 D 40' W.

The Undid Traverse Herald, of January 30, 1879, states that the accounts

of this meteor by different observers were, in some respects, very conflict-

ing; those who saw it being too much startled to observe it closely.

" What it known is that it was an immense ball of fire, that the darkness

was made light as noonday, and that a terrible explosion followed its dis-

appearance. A night watchman who saw it explode says it flew into

minute pieces like star dust. The one thing that all agree upon is the ex-

plosion. This was heard with equal clearness at Mayfield, 13 miles south

of Traverse City, and at Williamsburg, 12 miles east. The effect was like

that of an earthquake. Houses were jarred, windows shook, and dishes

rattled upon the shelves. A swaying motion seemed to be given to the

* Mr. Richards did not notice thv exact time. The Michigan observations give
2h. 28m.

t Letter from Rev. Mr. Richards. See also the Sci. Am. of March 15, lsT'J.
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buildings as an upheaval and settling back. If the meteor had not been

seen it would have been thought an earthquake shock."

In response to a letter of inquiry, Thomas T. Bates, Esq., editor of the

Grand Traverse Herald, has given me the following additional statement

:

"A night watch on our streets, an intelligent, cool-headed man, gives

me in substance this : Was on watch
;
passing from due west to east : saw

a great light ; turned quickly and saw a ball of fire over my right

shoulder ; turned to left and watched it until it disappeared ; when first

seen it appeared about as high as ordinary rain clouds ; was on a down
grade close to and apparently over the bay ; came from S. W. and passed

to N. E. ; appeared to me larger than full moon ; full moon looks to me to

be 18 or 20 inches in diameter ; rneteor appeared to pass me, and move out

of sight at about the rate of speed a descending rocket has after its explo-

sion ; had a good chance to see it plainly : just after passing me a singular

thing occurred ; a ring of fire seemed to peel off the meteor itself, and this

followed the ball of fire out of sight, but dropped a little behind it. It was

perfectly distinct, and appeared to be hollow, for I could see a dark centre.

Every thing was as light as day. I looked at my watch as it disappeared
;

it was just 28 minutes after 2 o'clock. I passed on my beat, and shortly

the terrific explosion came. It shook and jarred every thing around. I

immediately looked at my watch, and it was 32 minutes after 2.

"This is his report as it was given the next day, and as it was repeated

to me a few days ago. I have no idea that the meteor fell into Carp Lake,*

or that even a portion of it fell there. Every thing points to the correct-

ness of Mr. Smith's report which I send you.

" Truly yours, ^
"THOS. T. BATES*'

Charlevoix, Charlevoix County, Michigan, Lai. 45° bV X., Long 8* 12'

W. Willard A. Smith, Esq., editor of the Oharl HlUl States that

the meteor was seen by several persons at Charlevoix, where it appeared

to lie at leafll four times as large as the full moon ; that it hurst almost ex-

actly over the village, and that parts of it were seen to fall. The ground

was i-ovi red with deep snow, which was disturbed in several spots by the

meteorites, though strangely enough no fragments were found. The

meteor before striking the earth Lighted up surrounding objects with an in-

tensity of brightness surpassing that of sunshine, and its explosion resem<

hied the sound of musketry. 1 1> direction was nearly from S. W. to N. lv,

and the interval was very brief between the explosion and report.!

Cheboygan, Michigan, Lai 10 87' N., Long. 7°81'W. Mr. and 1

'. Walton, of Cheboygan, both saw the meteoric light as it approached

from the S. W. It lasted several seconds, ami was so bright as to "ast a

hadOW into the windows from the roof of the porch. from

• it was reported that a hole through the ioe on Carp Lake bad been <iisr<>\ ered

tin- nasi 'lay, indicating thai tbs aerolite bad probably fallen int.. tin' Lake.

m a letter "I Mr. Smith |0 Mr. 1

1
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this shadow Mr. Walton estimated the greatest altitude of the meteor at

about 45°. The explosion was not heard at Cheboygan.*

The preceding observations indicate that the meteor's course was ap-

proximately N. E. by N., and that it first became visible over a point not

far from Lat. 44° 25' N , Long. 9° 0' W. The distance from Traverse city

to the point at which meteoric matter is said to have fallen is about 42

miles. But the interval of four minutes between the observed explosion

and the report corresponds to a distance of about 49 miles. This would

make the point of explosion 20 miles above the earth's surface. Tlie height

at first appearance, if we can rety upon the rather uncertain estimate of

Mr. Walton, at Cheboygan, must have been nearly 100 miles. The true

length of the visible track was about 124 miles, and the length of its pro-

jection on the earth's surface, 66 miles. The time of flight is very uncer-

tain, though the observations indicate a rather slow motion.

(9.) 1879, February 3, 111). 30m., p. m. Indianapolis time.—Tins meteor

is thus described by a correspondent of the Indianapolis Daily Xcrs for

February 7 :

"Raysville [Henry County], Indiana, February 4, 1879. Last night be-

tween 11 and 12 o'clock was seen, by a few citizens of this place, one of the

largest and most brilliant meteors ever observed in this section. It was
larger than the one seen in December, lS7ii, hut did not last so lorn:, being

but a few seconds in view. It apparently rose from the eastern horizon,

and advanced rapidly, marking its path by a stream of flame until it had
almost reached the zenith, when it exploded with a dull but plainly audi-

ble report. The different parti shot earthward in various directions, but the

lights of all were extinguished before they had gone very far."

(10.) 1879, February 17, 8h. Om., p. m., Chicago time.—This meteor
was observed by C. A. Kenoston, Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy
in Ripon College, Wisconsin. It was first seen in the West at an altitude

of about 30°. It moved slowly along the line of the two southern stars

in the square of Pegasus and disappeared near the horizon without any
audible explosion. It was very bright—increasingly so- and seemed to

have a short tail.f

(11.) 1879, February 20, lOh 45m., p. m.—This meteor was seen at

Ilenryville, Clark County, Indiana, by Mr. Benjamin Vail. A brilliant

train remained visible nearly a minute after the meteor itself had disap-

peared.:}:

(12.) 1879, March 15, 8h. 53m., \. m.—This meteor was observed by a

number of persons at Washington, Daviess County, Indiana. When
first seen it was S. 10° W., at an altitude of 25°. It moved westward 20'

and then burst into many fragments. The meteor was of a pale bluish

color, but when it exploded it lighted up everything almost like daylight.

* Letter from C. S. Ramsay, Esq., to Mr. T. T. Bates,

t Letter from Prof. Kenoston.

J Thus briefly referred to in a letter from Mr. Vail. No further description
was given.
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A luminous cloud of smoke or vapor remained visible several minutes

after the explosion. No sound was noticed.*

Remakks.

As already stated, no meteorites are known to have fallen from any

of the fireballs in the preceding list ; although in more than one case the

disappearance was followed by loud detonations, and the explosion of the

meteor of February 3 took place near the zenith of the principal point of

observation. It is also remarkable that the only two whose velocities

could be approximately determined were almost certainly moving in hy-

perbolic orbits. This last mentioned fact is in harmony with the theory of

Professor Von Neissl, who regards aerolitic and denotating meteors as a

distinct class of cosmical bodies, differing both from comets and periodic

star showers in the original velocities with which they enter the sphere of

the Sun's attraction. f But not only have certain comets moved in hyper-

bolas but the computed velocities of at least a few bolides have undoubtedly

indicated elliptic motion. This theory therefore can hardly be accepted

without further confirmation.

Are meteovoids moving in hyporbolos to be regarded in general as fragments

of disintegrated comets?—The discovery that the meteors of November 14,

November27, April 20, and August 10, are intimately connected with comets

moving in the same orbits, has suggested that all shooting stars and mete-

oric fire-balls may have been produced by the gradual dissolution of comets

or cometary clusters. It must be remembered, however, that the comets

connected with these meteor streams are all periodic, and that the disper-

sion of their matter is due to an indefinite number of returns to perihelion.

In cases of non periodicity complete dissolution, as the result of a single

perihelion passage, would be extremely improbable. We conclude there

fore, that the meteor of December 30, 1878, and others with hyperbolic

orbits are not cometary fragments dissevered by solar Influence.

That tome fireballs explode noiselessly, while others, apparently no larger,

produce loud detonations, is a remarkable fact not hitherto explained. The
fact also that explosions very often occur without being followed by the

fall of aerolites seems no less mysterious. Professor Xewton has sug-

d thai aerolites are probably furnished only by such meteors as p.ne

Hate tin; atmosphere with relatively slow motions; those moving with

.: velocities being burnt up or dissipated before reaching the earih's

Surface. Much, however, must evidently depend on the size and constitu-

tion of the meteoroids. Small meteors (shooting stars) are entirely consumed

in the atmosphere. The composition and structure of meteoric stones are

rarj Widely various. " While some are extremely hard, others are of.such

a nature a- to be easily reducible to powder. It is not impossible that when

of the latter claSS explode in the atmosphere they may lie completely

pulverized, so that, reaching the earth in minute particles, they are never

• Letter Iron Prot D. B. Boater.
t •* He- Report on Lumlnou M by :> Committee of the Brit, assoo. tor

the Adv. o -'7.
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discovered."* The fireballs of August 11 and December 30, 1878, as well

as that of February 3, 1879, had very rapid motions, and we can perhaps best

account for the non-appearance of aerolites on the theory of their complete

disintegration.! The meteors, it is obvious, could not have escaped out of

the atmosphere. Events of this kind are doubtless of very rare occarrei

We have, it is believed, no authenticated instance in which a fireball has

escaped after approaching within 89 miles of the earth's surface.:}: Assum-

ing this as an inferior limit and taking 100 miles as the greatest height at

which such bodies become visible, it is easy to show that but one in thirty-

four can continue its orbital motion.

Suggestion to Observers.

In the theory of meteors it is a matter of first importance to determine

the form of their orbits. If any move in hyperbolas they must have had
a proper motion in space before entering the solar system. Xow the

nature of a meteor's orbit is determined from its observed velocity. Un-
fortunately, however, the time of flight (on which the velocity depends) is

generally a very uncertain element ; the estimates of different observers

being very discordant. Persons therefore who report such phenomena
should train themselves to habits of exactness in measuring the time of

visibility.

Stated Meeting, May 16, 1879.

Present, 28 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A letter of envoy was received from Mr. A. Agassiz.

A letter of invitation to the members to attend the last

session, May 9th, of the West Chester Philosophical Society

was received.

Donations for the Library were received from the editor

of the Zoologischer Anzeiger, Leipsig ; M. Melsens, Brus-

sels; the Annales des Mines, Paris ; Meteorological and An-
tiquarian Societies, Cobden Club, and Nature, London

;

* Met. Astr.,p. ti").

tThe average height ofshooting stars at extinction is about 5-5 miles; that of
aerolitic fireballs and detonating meteors at the time of explosion, about 25
miles.

t This was the Dearest approach of the great meteor of July 20, 1860. See Prof.
Coffin's memoir in the Smithsonian Contributions, vol. XVI.
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Science Observer, Boston ; Professors Brush and Dana ; New
Jersey Historical Society ; Franklin Institute, Medical News,

Numismatic and Antiquarian Society, Philadelphia ; and

Mr. Horace "W. Smith.

The librarian exhibited the six volumes, in elephant folio,

bequeathed to the Society by its late President, Dr. George

B. Wood, entitled, Gli Edijizi di Roma e sua campagna, &c.

By Com. Luigi Canina, 1848, 1851, 1856.

Vols. I and II describe the Roman walls, gates, forums,

basilicas, porticos, illustrated in 151 plates; Vols. Ill and

IV describe the Roman theatres, amphitheatres, circuses,

baths, aqueducts, bridges, and imperial Palatine houses, in

159 plates ; and Vols. V and VI describe the antiquities

of the Campagna with a large detailed map of the same in

six sheets, and 139 plates of views.

An obituary notice of the late Dr. Isaac Hays was read

by Dr. D. G. Brinton according to appointment April 18,

1879.

The death of Prof. Paolo Volpicelli at Rome, his natal

city, at 11 p. M., April 14th, 1879, was announced by family

circular.

A communication "On the Geology of the Diamantiferous

Region of the Province of Parand, Brazil, by Orvilie A.

Derby, M.S.," was read by the Secretary. This English

version of a Portuguese report prepared for the Brazilian

Government was read by permission of the Director of the

National Museum.
Mr. Lesley remarked that the paper just read was an im-

portant contribution to Geology for several reasons:

l. It •bowed the topograph; of tin- southern pari of Brazil la a new
light The province of Sao Peato, south of the celebrated diamond province

., ami the province of Parana, eoath of Sao Paulo, were tra

• I by three ranges <>r mountains, Hi" Blerra <i<> Mar, or Bern Gracioaa,

high, wiiii peaki 8000 feel high, along the coast ; composed of

lite, porphyries and schists, equivalent to our Blue Ridge, South Moun
tuin !in<l Highland range, B kck of this the Bern Berrlnha (or Little Moun-

tain) I feel high, composed of highly inolined metamorphic non-

chists, and talcose or hydromioa schists,

probably <>i Cambrian and Silurian age, with a covering of pebbles <>t'
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itacolumite and other qitartzites. And back of this again at the west bor-

der of the famous Campos Geraes grass plain, the Serra de EsparanQa, also

about 3000 feet high, composed of Devonian (and carboniferous?) fossilif-

erous soft red sandstones resting on the shales and sandstones of the great

plain, and having a bold escarpment towards the east, like our Alle-

gheny-Cumberland backbone range. The upper part of the escarpment,

however, is an outcrop of amygdaloidal and porphvritic trap 850 feel thick,

and full of agates, which forms the long back or west slope perhaps all the

way to the Parana river, the border of Bolivia ; and this is conjectured by

Mr. Derby to be of Trias age.

2. The trend of the formations resembles that of the Atlantic border

of the United States, being from west of south to east of north. But while

the general geographical order is the same, namely,—Azoic, on the east

along the coast, and Devonian on the west,—there are striking differ-

ences, first in its great simplicity, and secondly, in the Trias and trap

lying west of the Devonian. All three ranges have escarpments towards

the east. A very high (3000 feet) plateau fills in the space between the

tirst and second ranges ; and another plain sloping gently westward, and

1500 to 2000 feet above the sea, tills in the belt 100 miles wide between the

second and third ranges. There is, therefore, a general uptilt of this part of

Brazil towards the east
; higher and higher rocks coming in as one goes

west, and the whole slowly settling into the great central plain of South

America, as ours do under the plain of the Mississippi Valley.

3. The drainage system has some striking features of resemblance to that

of the United States when we consider tie- short rivers which flow <

ward into tin Atlantic, and the long rivers, like the Upper Ohio, Kenawha
and Tennessee, which How through the Allegheny .Mountains dmr/t dip,

westward into the Mississippi. For Mr. Derby describes four main rivers :

1. The short ltibeira which alone flows cast, through the granite range, into

the Atlantic ; 2- The long Iguassu on the s >uth, and 3, the long Paranapa-

meiia on the north, both ol which drain the tirst htLrh plateau ami flow in

Opposite directions from one another, and ihen turn and cut westward into

the face of and through both escarpments, and through the second plain
;

and 4, the long Ivahy, between them, which cuts across the second plain

and third escarpment westward, also into the Parana.

4. Mr. Derby shows that the pot holes of the Tibagy (a branch of the

Paranapamena) got their diamonds and other crystals not directly from any

older formation than the Devonian, for the Tibagy drains nothing but

Devonian country. But again he shows that the diamonds, tfcc, must have

been set free by the erosion of the Devonian sandstones as pebbles or sand-

grains or fossils ; tor the Devonian sandrocks are not in the least metamor-

phosed. The diamonds must therefore have been originally derived from

much older itacolumite rocks, Av c, out of which the Devonian rocks them-

selves were constructed by erosion and deposition.

Dr. LeConte, at the request of Mr. Dubois of the V . S.

Mint, exhibited a very tine specimen of laminated native

PROC. AMUR. THILOS. SOC. XVIII. 103. 2f. PKINTEU JUNE 10, 1879.
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copper from the Calumet and Hecla mine, Lake Superior,

and explained its appearance on the supposition that it had
heen subjected to a sliding pressure between the two walls

of a fissure, thus representing a phase of slickensides.

Prof. Cope presented a paper entitled, "Notes on some

landshells of the Pacific slope, by J. G. Cooper, M. D.

Mr. Lesley exhibited a slab of limestone full of Trenton

trilobites, given nine years ago to Dr. Isaac Lea by Mr. S.

Emlen Sharpies, of Bucks County, Pennsylvania, who took

it from the walls of a limekill at a quarry near Greenville,

on the north edge of the belt of limestone rocks (enclosed in

Mesozoic) 3000 feet thick, and dipping northward.

The slab is given by Dr. Lea to the Museum of the

Geological Survey, and is valuable in evidence of the pres-

ence of the Trenton formation in a range over which dis-

cussions have been and are still taking place. It is of es-

pecial interest just now in view of the late publications of

Prof. J. D. Dana, on the new localities of Trenton fossils

around Poughkeepsie, east of the Hudson river.

The minutes of the last meeting of the Board of Officers

were read.

Pending nominations Nos. 878 to 883, and new nomina-

tion No. 884 were read.

The Treasurer moved the following resolution, which was

adopted

:

/;, tohed, Thai the Treasurer be authorized to execute under the seal of

the Society a transfer of the certificate of $501)0 of the U. 8. six. per cent.

loan held by them, and called in i>y the Secretary of the Treasury.

Dr. LeConte'fl resolutions of May 2, being in order of busi-

I, it was, after debate, on motion of Mr. MeKeau. re-

solved that the consideration of the resolutions be postponed

t<» the second regular meeting in October next.

< )n motion, leave w&s given to Mr. Briggs, and Dr. Barker,

and to Mr. BrittOD to withdraw their reports read at the

lasl meeting.

On motion, an appropriation Of $10 was made for sub-

bing to the life Oi Dr. William Smith, bv II. W. Smith,
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one volume of which was exhibited, and the other promised

in August next.

The meeting was then adjourned.

The Geology of the Diamantiferous Region of the Province of Paran6,

Brazil. By Orville A. Derby, M. 8. (English Version.)

(Read by permission of the Director of the Brazilian Mutswn before the

American Philosophical Society, May 16, 1879.)

A portion of the ancient Capitania of Sao Paulo, now the province of

Parana, has long been known to he diamantiferous, hut as no extensive

washings have ever been undertaken, and as the gems thus far found have

been of small size, although of good quality and color, only very little

attention has been attracted to this region, in comparison with the more

fully explored diamond fields of the provinces of Minas Geraes and Bahia.

During a recent excursion in Parana, I was able to make some observations

on the geology of the region in question, and on the mode of occurrence of

the diamonds.

The province of Parana lies between Slo Paulo on the north, and Santa

Catharina and Rio Grande do Sttl on the south, ami extends from the

Atlantic to the river Parana, occupying about six degrees of longitude and

three of latitude. Topographically it is divided into two very distinct

regions : a mountainous region along the coast, extending about 100 miles

inland, and a plateau region, occupying the central and western portions

of the province. The hist or mountainous region constitutes a distinct

geological area, while the plateau portion is divided into two grand geologi-

cal provinces. Strictly speakimr, the whole province, with the exception

of a coast belt from ten to twenty miles wide, is a plateau, the coast moun-
tains, constituting a part of the great Serra do Mar system, hut known in

this province by the beautiful and appropriate name of the Serra Graciosa,

rising abruptly from the coast belt, and forming the margin of a plateau,

from 800 to 1000 metres in height. In the northeastern part of this great

plateau, an interior range of mountains, a continuation of the Parana-

piacaha range of SI') Paulo, rises above the general level, hut dies away
towards the south. The coast belt, the Serra do Mar, and the eastern por-

tion ot the great interior plateau, whether mountainous, as in the north,

or nearly level, as in the south, have the same general geological charac-

ters, and may properly he united together in what I will designate as the

first or mountainous or, geologically speaking, the. metamorphic region.

The topography of this region, in the more mountainous portions, is hold

and abrupt, with picturesque peaks, rising to a height of about 1500 metres

above the sea, and 600 to 700 metres above the river valleys and the more
level portions. The latter are, in general, moderately undulating prairies,
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with strips and patches of forest. In the southern portion of the province

one such area, of considerable size, extends from the Serra do Mar to the

margin of the second region, and reaches northward to beyond the capital,

Curityba. Another and much smaller area exists to the west of the second

range of mountains, in the north of the province, about the city of Castro.

This last is generally included in the second region, under the name of the

Campos Geraes, but geologically it has nothing in common with those eam-

.nd belongs to the first region.

The rocks of this region are all metamorphic, the beds being highly

inclined, with a general strike E. N. E. Along the coast and in the Serra

do Mar granite, porphyritic and schistose gneisses occur, as in the corres-

ponding region of the province of Rio de Janeiro, with an abundance of

igneous rocks, including diorite, porphyry and a compact variety with a

basaltic structure. In the plains about Curityba epidotic rock occurs abun-

dantly, with schistose gneiss ; while farther west t lie latter is associated

with metamorphic, noncrystalline, red schists, which are either taleose or

hydromica, and with red, metamorphic porphyry, which is a more meta-

morphosed portion of the same schists. In the plains about and to the

wot of Curityba a thick deposit of decomposed material covers the rock

and good exposures are rare. The rocks seen in situ are those above men-

tioned, but an abundance of pebbles of itacolumite and other varieties of

quartzite attest the existence of other rocks in the vicinity.

Unfortunately I was unable to visit the northern mountainous portion of

this region, about the head waters of the river ltibeira, which is by far the

DlOSt interesting part of the metamorphic belt. In the western margin of

this district, which is known by the general name of Assunguy, I found

the red schists and porphyries, above mentioned, extensively developed.

witli beds of white marble and iron ore. From the specimens and

information I was able to obtain from this region, it appears to he

very rich in marbles, iron ores and auriferous rocks. From about fif-

teen miles north of Curityba, I saw a greenish serpentine marble, idem

tical with that associated with the same red schists near Sorocaba, province

Of SiO Paulo, and from other portions of the Assunguy region, I saw

specimen! of Itacolumite and of the peculiar auriferous, ferruginous quarte-

tte called Jacuttoga, so characteristic of the metamorphic region of Minns

These specimens, and the few observations I was able to make.

confirm the opinion 1 had already formed, thai the non crystalline meta

morphlc series, composed of quartettes (itacolumite, itabirite, jacutinga,

hydromica?) schists and marbles," so characteristic of the

interior of the provinces of Bahia and Mines Geraes, extend in a continu-

ous lie 1 1 to the south wari I, probably as far as Kio (irande do Sill, presenting

everywhere the Mime essential char.i

I ii M.'ici presented reasons for referring (he crystalline meta*

ii i.i. -s i, ii' I., >
i

• 1 1 1 1 1 1 • | »: 1 1 1 ..I i in' Miles, whloh, for

••, [ i- hi no .i-h ii hum the older orj italllne

rigs, n mei loan Philosophies] BocUty, page 1*1 abo*; >
\\ eh I torn do Mu I ro, Vol, II, 1878,
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morphic series to the Archean, and the non-crystalline series to the Lower

Silurian or Cambrian, a classification in which I but follow my esteemed

friend and teacher, the lamented Prof. Haiti

Going west from Curityba, at a distance of about thirty miles, an abrupt

escarpment, called the Serrinha, or Little Sena, is met with, rising to an

elevation of 1040 metres, or about 200 metres above the plateau of Curityba,

which it completely dominates. This escarpment extends across tbe prov-

ince la a general north-south direction, being, however, somewhat irreg-

ular and zig-zag towards the north, where it becomes, in a measure, con-

founded with the higher lands of the Assunguy region, which rarpaM it

in elevation. In consequence of this it does not separate so completely as

in the south the various systems of drainage.

This escarpment is composed, in the lower part, of the inclined meta-

morphic beds above described, capped by massive horizontal beds of coarse,

friable, white sandstone, which rise everywhere to the same level, but vary

in thickness from 20 to 100 metres, owing to the irregularities of the sur-

face upon Which they were deposited.

The Serrinha forms the eastern margin of the second region, the far

famed Campos Ceraes. This is a vast greasy plain, extending westward

about 100 miles, with a gentle inclination towards the west, where the ele-

vation of the highest portions becomes reduced to from 850 to 900 metres.

The surface along the margin is almost perfectly level, but the innumera-

ble streams, \\n\ by thousands of springs and by torrential rains, soon cut

themselves deep valleys, descending in the western portion of the region to

an elevation of 800 metres, rendering the surface more and more undula-

ting, as one enters the Campos. In a broad zone in the western part, there

are, in addition to the Irregularities due to denudation, others of greater

Consequence, caused by numerous immense dykes of diorite.

The character of the rock changes also in going we- ward, the sandstone

becoming finer anil tending to give way to beds 0' shale, which occur

interstratificd with the sandstone, in such a manner as to show that they

belong to the same formation. In general it may be said that, in the west,

as a rule, the lower portion of the formation is composed of shales and
shah- sandstones, the shales in the extreme west becoming Charged With
silicious and calcareous concretions, and containing a few subordinate beds

of a peculiar, silicious, oolitic limestone. This shaiy >ortion is wholly, or

in part, overlaid by soft sandstone, which to the eastward is the predomi-

nant formation. The sandstone appears to cover the shales over the entire

region, but on this point I cannot form a positive opinion, before making a

detailed study of the fossils collected, as it is possible that, in the wooded
limestone region, I may have been deceived in regard to the identity of

the sandstone that occurs there, with that of the open campos, further east.

The rock is everywhere charged with pebbles, and often, in limited re-

gions, changes to a pudding stone or conglomerate. In a ravine near

Ponta Crossa, I found such a conglomerate, containing boulders a foot and
a half in diameter, of metamorphic rocks, such as gnel s, syenite, quartzite,
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etc. The most interesting!; is a boulder of metamorphosed conglomerate,

containing rounded pebbles, the size of one's list, of the rocks above-men-

tioned, united by a metamorphosed, silicious cement. These boulders un-

doubtedly indicate the neighborhood of some high point of the original

surface of the underlying metamorphic rocks, which, before being buried,

formed an island in the sea, in which the deposits of shale and sandstone

were being laid down.

In the portions of this region where the sandstone is the prevailing sur-

face rock, the soil is poor and sandy, supporting only grasses and, on the

slopes, small patches of forest, in which the Arauearian pine occurs in great

abundance. This tree is also extremely abundant on the metamorphic

plateau of Curity ba. The shalv portions of the region have a somewhat

better soil, but are still poor, in the eastern and central parts. Going west-

ward, the soil improves, the beautiful open campos giving place toothers

with scattered pines and an abundance of shrubs, and these in turn, in the

extreme west, where the shale is more varied in character, and where

diorite and calcareous rocks are abundant, are replaced by luxuriant forests,

showing the superior quality of the soil.

Tin' geological age of this sandstone and shale has never been satisfac-

torily determined. The first light on the subject was thrown by a few

fragmentary fossils, discovered by Mr. Luther Wagoner, Assistant of the

Geological Commission, in 1876, and determined by Mr. Rathlmn and my-

self to be Pahvozoic, and probably Devonian. A few months ago, I found

in the province of Bio Paulo, in a cherty limestone, identical with that

above mentioned, a few obscure Lamellibranehs, belonging to Devonian

or Carboniferous types. In my last excursion 1 visited the localities dis-

covered by .Mr. Wagoner, and had the good fortune to find more perfect

specimens. From a bed of shale, intcrcallated in the sandstone, at Ponta

i, close by the conglomerate locality above mentioned. I found a

species of Ophiuran, a few badly preserved I.amellihranchs, and species ot

l.hnjiihi, DUcina, Spirjfera, Rhynehonslla, Streptorhynchus and VituUna,

Strongly resembling, and probably identical with, those of the Devonian

of the Aina/.onas. The 8pir\f«ra, Sfn jiior/ii/nr/nis and VituUna are par-

ticularly well-marked Devonian types, the former being probably identical

with 8. duodenaria. in the cherty limestone at Ivaby, I found a number
ot species of Lamelllbrancbs, some of which are identical with those of

Paulo, but I could not. in the Held, give them the study required to

determine With certainly whether they belong tO the Devonian or Car

coniferous, fragments of Ltpidodendron also occur in the same rocks.

As above remarked, the elevation ol this second region diminishes some

what towards the west, where the heights, including the diorite rid

I 10 metres, although, owing to the excessive deepening and

Widening of the numerous valleys, the general level is somewhat lower.

Prom t

h

i-^ level pment, known as the Bern de ESsperanca,

to a height of 1040 metres <>u the steep slops there is seen, In ascend

i'ii- thick oft, red sandstone, overlying Ihe shales
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and sandstone of the second region, and above this a bed, IOC) metres or

more in thickness, of amygdaloidal and porphyritic trap, apparently a kind

of trachyte. The amygdaloid is full of beautiful agates. This second

escarpment is the beginning of the third geological region, the topographi-

cal features of which are very similar to those of the second or Campos
Geraes region, —that is, produced by denudation on horizontal beds. The
escarpment extends entirely across the province, in a north-south direction,

and into the province of Sao Paulo, where I have recognized the same

rock, in the margin of the plateau, west of the Piracicaba river. South of

the river Iguassu, I am Informed by Mr. Luis Cleve, a very competent ob-

server, that it bends eastward, under the name of Sena de Espig&O, and

extends as far as the Serra do Mar. Prof. Ilartt had already observed that

the Serra do Mar, in Santa Catharina, is capped by phorphyritic trap. It

is probable, therefore, that these rocks cover the greater part of the in-

terior of that province, as well as the neighboring portion of Rio Grande
do Sul, in which agatiferous trap is common. A portion of the Republic of

Uruguay probably belongs to the same formation. To the west the coun-

try is unexplored, but from the scanty information I could obtain, it seems
probable that the trap formation extends to the river Parana.

The surface of this region is, in general, a heavily wooded plain, but

has several extensive campos, the most important ones being those of

Guarapuava, which unite, to the south, with the extensive campos of Rio

Grande do Sul. There appears to be a slight inclination towards the

Parana, and the river valleys being deep, present high steep slope*, that

have been dignified by geographers, as well as the common people, as

mountains. In point of fact, no true mountains exist in the province, out-

side of the metamorphic area.

No very definite data exists for determining the geological age of this

enormous outflow of trap. It is certainly later than the Devonian, and is

most probably Mesozoic. In lithologlcal characters both the trap and the

red sandstone, which appears to lie associated with it, and to be distinct

from the underlying Devonian series, resemble in a striking manner the

Triassic rocks of eastern North America.

The drainage of the province is determined by the above described topo-

graphical features, and is principally toward the Parana, only one large

river, the Ribeira, flowing directly to the Atlantic. This river rises north

ofCurityba, in the mountainous Assunguy region, and flows northward,

into the province of Sao Paulo, breaking through the Serra do Mar, above

the city of Iguape. Some of its tributaries flow down the slope of the

Serrinha, and have cut ravines, indenting the margin of the sandstone

region, but can hardly be said to drain any part of the Campos Geraes.

In the same metaniorphie region, between the Sena do Mar and the

Serrinha, rises the principal river of the province, the Iguassu, which flows

first southward and then westward, traversing the second and third re-

gions, to empty into the Parana. Passing over several almost unknown
rivers, belonging exclusively to the third region, we come to the Ivahy,
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Which rises in the wooded western portion of the second region, flows for

some distance northward, skirting the base of the Serra de Esperanca, and

finally turns westward, entering the third region, and traversing it to the

Parana. In the north, forming a part of the northern boundary of the

province, is the large river Paranapanema, which, like the Igaassu. rises

in the metamorphic region and traverses the two others, receiving from the

province the Itarari, Rio de Cinzas and Tibagy. The latter is, par excel-

lence, the river of the Campos Geraes, in which it rises and flows, to with-

in a short distance of its mouth, where it enters the third region. It re-

ceives from the north the Pitangui and Yapo, both of which rise in the

metamorphic region, about Castro, and enter the sandstone region by deep

canons.

The diamantiferous region is principally in the valley of the Tibagy.

Its tributaries, the Yapo and Pitangui, also contain the gems, but are sup-

posed to be less rich than the main river, perhaps because of insullicient

examination. Fine diamonds are also said to have been found in the Rio

de Cinzas. As far as I was able to learn, they have never been found in

the Iguassu or Ivaliy, although I see no reason why they should not occur,

at least in the former river.

The gems occur in the sands of the river, in the nunu'i'ous pot-holes, and

also in gravel banks, known as dry washings, siluated in the campos, at a

greater or less elevation above the river. Near the village ot Tibagy, are two

of these dry washings. One is in a depression of the Devonian shale, in the

valley of a small stream, and is only a few metres above ihe level of the

river. It may therefore be supposed to have been deposited by the river,

or by the stream that now cuts through the deposit. The section presents

below a very irregular deposit of pebbles and sand, a few centimetres in

thickness, which is the part washed. Above this are three or four melres

of coarse, variegated sand, with pebbles scattered irregularly through the

bed, which shows very irregular lines of deposition, as if deposited in an

eddy. 1'ortions of ibis bed have been cemented by oxide of iron, forming

curious, corrugated sheets, globes, and Irregular masses, ofextravagant form.

On top is about a metre and a half of dark-red, structureless clay. The
other washing is on a hill side, near the top, at an elevation of about I went

y

metres above the be I of a small stream, which Hows along the base of tbe

hill, and empties into the river, at an elevation of about 100 metres below

the mine. Tbe dep. .si! has evidently been laid down under water, but it

I
ly be attributed tO any of the present streams. It also rests on

Devonian shale, fragments of wliich are scattered abundant ly t h rough it. and

I, al 'ui three metres thick, of Sand and pebbles, iii wliich

diamonds are Irregularly distributed. Above ibis are about six metres of

structureless, red clay, like that ol the Brsi washing.

The pebble, in l» ill i these wash in g| are well n ui in led, and consist mainly of

quarts and ol quarts with pebbles of gneiss, and of various other

imorphlc and i neous rooks. The red clay continue! nearly to the top

Of the hill, which \ it h moderate I extends lor a
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considerable distance horizontally, but whether it is everywhere underlaid

by the diainantiferous gravel or not, I cannot state. Other washings have

been opened, some twelve or fifteen miles below Tibagy, and it is probable

that there are many other localities in which diamonds may be found.

As I saw no work in progress, I could form no idea of the richness of

these mines. The diamonds are said to be rare, and small and poor, in com-

parison with those found in the river. The workings have been conducted on

a very small scale and very carelessly, so that, although the mines are cer-

tainly not extremely rich, it is impossible to affirm that they would not re-

pay better, and more systematic management. A small quantity of gold

also occurs in these washings, and this metal is quite generally distributed

throughout the region.

In the river, the best stones are found in the deposits in the pot holes,

which contain gravel, firmly cemented by ferruginous matter. Rarely pot-

holes are found with a very hard, bluish cement, and these are reported to

contain the most diamonds, which are of the best quality both as regards

size and perfection. Not baying seen this cement, I can form no idea of its

character. The miners note as a curious fact, that in a group of pot-holes

close together, one may have the bluish cement, while all the rest have the

ferruginous, the pebbles of the one being quite different from those of the

others.

Many of the stones shown me were broken and worn, but a fair pro-

portion were perfect crystals. The largest ones I saw were about

the size of a small grain of corn, but were irregular and broken. The
most valuable stone found here, of which I could obtain an authentic

account, was sold for a conto of reis ($500). The stones are in general of

good color and brilliancy.

Coming now to the question of the origin of the diamonds, it seems to

me to be very evident that they are washed out of the Devonian sandstone.

As already remarked, the Tibagy is almost exclusively a river of the De-

vonian plain. The lower portion, in the trap region, is not known to be

diainantiferous, and if it is, since the stones occur throughout the whole

course of the river, before it enters the trap formation, the latter may be

eliminated from the problem. There remain then the Devonian rocks and

the diorite. Having passed around the head of the river, and crossed it at

three different places, 1 have become satisfied that these are the only rocks

that come to the surface, to the eastward of Tibagy, that is to say, in the

diainantiferous region. It is of course possible that the river may have cut

down, in certain places, to the underlying metamorphic rocks, but of this

there is no evidence, and it is not probable that any considerable area of such

rocks are exposed, or if so exposed that it could have furnished diamonds to

so wide-spread a region. Two considerable tributaries, the Yapo and the

Pitangui, flow from the metamorphic region, and might be supposed to have

brought the diamonds from the rocks cut through in that region, but I was
unable to obtain any notice of diamonds, found in those rivers, before en-

tering the sandstone district, and the Tibagy is diainantiferous above, as

well as below, its confluence with them.

PROC. AMEH. PUILOS. SOC. XVIII. 108. 2g. PRINTED JUNE 10, 1879.
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The diorite can scarcely be supposed to have furnished the gems, not

alone on account of the nature of the rock, but because in the upper part

of the valley, where diamonds are not uncommon, diorite is extremely rare,

if it occurs at all, and because the pebbles which always accompany the

gems, certainly do not come from the diorite. This last has most probably

furnished, by decomposition, the red clay, above the gravel at Tibagy.

The only other rocks which, as far as I observed, could have given such a

clay, are those about Castro ; but it would be difficult to account for its

transportation from there to Tibagy, while large dykes of diorite are com-

mon near the latter place.

The secondary origin of the gravel is not far to seek. The sandstone is

everywhere full of pebbles, and on every slope where this rock is exposed

the surface is strewn with gravel, set free by disintegration. The primary

origin of the pebbles is equally clear; they, in common with all the ma-

terial of the Devonian beds, are derived from the metamorphic series.

That the diamonds have the same primary origin can hardly be doubted,

as they cannot be supposed to have been produced in the sandstone, which

does not show the slightest sign of metamorphism or of crystallization of

any kind. That the diamond must have originated in some series rich in

crystals is evident from the fact, that it is always accompanied by a

variety of crystals, called by the miners informations. I have not had an

opportunity of determining those of Tibagy, which do not differ materially

from those already described from Bahia and Minas Geraes.

It may then be regarded as extremely probable, if not absolutely certain,

that the diamonds originated in the metamorphic series; that, during the

Devonian age, they were washed out and redeposited in the sandstone,

from which they have been again extracted, to find their third resting

place in the sand banks and pot-holes of the river, and in the gravel deposits

of the campos. May we not suppose that the rare patches of gravel, with

blue cement, are nests formed in the sandstone and laid bare by the forma-

tion of pot hoi

As to What portion of the extensive metamorphic series constituted the

original matrix of the diamond, I could obtain no data in Parana. The

evidence on the subject, which is being slowlJ accumulated, tends appa

rently to the continuation of the old idea, that it belongs to some pail of

the Itaeolnmlte series.

After my studies in Parana, it seems to me probable that the extensive

high sandstone plat ntral Brazil, which we have been accustomed

insider of Tertiary age, are In reality much older, and probably PaUeo

sole. P ia yel t<«> early to form a decided opinion respecting them, but if

my suspicion regarding their age proTes correct, we can explain the coarse

•logical erenti In Bract! much more satisfactorily than at present.

The lower plateaUS, Of almost precisely similar topographical and litlio-

..
i on :! - ooast ind on the Amasonae, are certainly later

than the Cretaceous ; bul none of those, whose age can be positively deter

m iii. ichabore 1000 metres, and the higher plateaus of thelnte

rred to the Terttarj . solely on resemblancea in lithologU

cai (i \ hioh, in r.i.i/ii, are peculiai >\ deceptive and ontrustworthj

.
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ObituaryNotiee of the late Isaac Hays, M.D. By Daniel G. Brinton, M.D.
i

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, May 16, 1879.)

The subject of the present memoir, Dr. Is;iac Hays, had been at the lime

of his death, a member of this Society for very nearly fifty years, his name
first appearing upon its rolls in 1830. For many years lie was also one of

its most active members, and in the published volumes of our Proceedings

which embrace the period previous to 1850, his name frequently recurs.

Most of the subjects which he brought before the Society, related to medi-

cal science, and especially those portions of it connected with the physi-

ology of vision and ophthalmic surgery. But he did not confine himself to

professional topics. I find, on looking over the earlier numbers of our Pro-

ceedings that he took considerable interest in geology, particularly in the

remains of the gigantic mammals preserved from the post-tertiary period.

About 1840, a number of such remains wrere collected in Missouri by Dr.

Koch, and subsequently exhibited in this city and London. An active dis-

cussion arose among palaeontologists as to their classification. Besides, the

mastodon, the Elephat primogeniui, and the mammoth, they distinctly

proved, so one party maintained, the former existence of another species of

mastodontoid animals belonging to the clato ProbottidCB, to which was given

the name Tttracnalmlon. Dr. Hays sided with this party, and in addition

to many verbal statements embodied in the Proceedings, he published in

the Transactions a paper on the teeth of the mastodon, evincing in it-

preparation a most careful study of his theme. That later investigations

have disproved his position, detracts hut little from its merit ; for the ah

stract correctness of a scientific theory is of less importance than the

honesty and ability with which it is advocated. At various periods Dr.

Hays served on the Committee of Publication, and the Council, and was

Curator.

At the time Dr. Hays was elected to this Society, he was thirty-four

years of age. He was born July 5, 1796, in this city, his father residing at

that time on Chestnut street below Third. His education had been first at

the Grammar school kept in those days by Samuel Wylie, next at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, whence he was graduated, A. M., in 1216; and

finally as a medical student In the same institution whence he received the

degree of M. D., in 1820. His preceptor was the eminent Dr. Nathaniel

Chapman, celebrated not less for his wit than for his professional skill.

In early life Dr. Hays was much interested in natural science, and even

before his graduation in medicine, he joined, in 1818, the Academy of Natu-

ral Sciences. With its history and success, he was identified for more than

half a century. From 1865 to I860 he was its President, and in many other

official capacities actively aided its progress and influence.

His sympathies with the advance of general science led him to unite with

others in the organization of the Franklin Institute. He was one of its

original members, and for a number of years its Corresponding Secretary.
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To his activity much of the success of that prosperous institution can justly

he ascribed.

As a physician, Dr. Hays studied and practiced his profession in a spirit

of liberal culture and honorable feeling. The special branch which he cul-

tivated was ophthalraolog3r
, and for a long time he stood first in that de-

partment in this city. He was one of the earliest to detect the pathological

condition known as astigmatism, and the case which led to his discovery of

it was reported to this Society.

His professional life was not confined to the care of his large practice, but

extended to the relations of medical men to each other and to the public.

Thus he was a member of the Convention which organized the American

Medical Association, and of that which led to the formation of the State

Medical Society of Pennsylvania. As Chairman of the Committee of the

former body to draw up a Code of Ethics, he was mainly instrumental in

collating and reporting the code which has since been universally adopted

throughout this country, and in some parts of Europe. He was also Chair-

man of the Board of Publication, and Treasurer of the Association for sev-

eral years.

In September, 1835, he was elected a member of the College of Physicians

and for a number of years was its Senior Censor. He was also Chairman

of its Building Committee, and it was largely through his endeavors thai

the commodious structure at the corner of Thirteenth and Locust street,

was erected for the College.

Dr. Hays literary labors include an edition of Wilson's Ornithology,

1828; Anion's Elements of Physics, 1848; Iloblyn's Dictionary. 1846;

Laurence on Diseases of the Bye, 1847, ami some other medical works
;
but

he is best known in this connection as the editor of the American Journal

of the Medical Sciences, with which he was actively connected from

February 1837, until his death. The ability and judgment he displayed in

this task met with full recognition from the profession, both in this coun-

try and Kuropc, and the Journal has for half a century been recognized the

world OTer.afl unsurpassed by any other medical periodical of its class in

this country.

Advancing age led tO his retirement from active practice in 1864-5, but

lie continued his literary and scientific labors, with unimpaired faculties

and undiminished interest in the progress of knowledge to the last.

In conclusion, I may add that Dr. Hays married in is:;;;, and at bifi

death left four children, one of whom is a prominent member of the sane

profession, and has succeeded to his lather's position as editor of the Amer
ican Journal of the Medical Scieie
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Eleventh Contribution to the Herpetology of Tropical America.

By E. D. Cope.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, June 20th, 1879.)

The materials studied in the preparation of the present paper, are the

following

:

1. A collection made at Batopilas in Southern Chihuahua, by Edward
Wilkinson, Jr.

2. Two collections made at Guanajuato on the Mexican Plateau, by Dr.

Alfredo Dug£s.

3. A collection from the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, by Francis Sumi-

chrast.

4. A collection made in Costa Rica from Jose Zelodon

.

5. Three collections from the Island of Santo Domingo, made by Messrs.

Wm. M. Gubl) an 3 Charles A. Fraser and Dr. J. J. Brown.
6. A collection from the Island of Dominica, made by Ferdinand Ober.

7. A collection from the Island of Tobago, also from Ferd. Ober.

8. A few specimens from North west Bolivia, from the late Prof. Jamo
Orton.

Of these, all excepting Nos. 1 and 8, and a part of No. 2, belong to the

Smithsonian Institution, and have been placed in my hands for identifica-

tion, by Professor Baird, the Secretary.

No. I. Batopilas, Wilkinson.

Batopilas is a mining town of Chihuahua, in a region celebrated for the

extent and richness of its silver deposits. It is on the western side of the

water shed of the Cordilleras on the upper waters of a tributary of the

Rio Puerto, which forms in the lower part of its course the boundary
dividing the States of Sonora and Cinaloa. The surrounding oountry is

mountainous and dry.

This locality is one of especial interest in its relations to the faunal dis-

tricts of the adjacent parts of Mexico and the United States. The absence

of Batrachia and Turtles from Mr. Wilkinson's collection shows its simi-

larity to the elevated regions north and south of it.

Lacertilia.

1. Anolis nebvlosus Wiegm.
2. Cyclura acanthura Wiegm.
3. Uta biearinata Dum.
4. Sceloporus tristichus Cope. Report U. S. G. G. Survey W. of 100th

Mer. G. M. Wheeler, Vol. Ill, p. 571.

5. Sceloporus clarkii Bd. Gird.

6. Phrynosoma cornutum Harl.

7. Phyllodactylus tuberculosa Wiegm.
8. Cnemidophorus communis Cope, Var. II. Proceedings American

Philosophical Society, 1877, p. 95.

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 104. 2H. PRINTED AUGUST 11, 1879.
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Ophidia.

9. Stenostoma humile B. & Q.

10. Procinura cemula Cope, gen. et. sp. nov.

Char. gen. Dentition opisthoglyph. Form that of Elapomorphus.

Two nasal, one loreal, and one preocular plates ; internasals and prefron-

tals distinct. Scales smooth, excepting those of the posterior dorsal and

caudal regions, where they are keeled, those of the latter so much so as to

be tubercular. Anal plate double.

This genus is near to Scolecophis Cope, but the peculiar tubercular cari-

nation of the tail distinguishes it. The only known species inhabits a

rocky, mountainous region, and I have little doubt that this peculiar char-

acter enables the animal to force itself into the earth or beneath stones.

The tail is used as a fulcrum in pushing against rough and resistant bodies.

Char, specif. Scales broad rounded, in fifteen longitudinal series, the

median rows rather smaller than the lateral, of which three rows are equal.

Muzzle projecting beyond the mandible, rounded, the rostral plate visible

from above, presenting an obtuse angle posteriorly. Top of head flat. Pre-

frontals much wider than long, their external can thai border equal to that

of the internasals. Frontal wide, sending a long angle backwards. Parie-

tals short, wide ; temporals 1-2, the first small, as deep as long. Superior

labials seven, all except the first, deeper than long, the third and fourth

entering the orbit. Preorbital vertical, narrow, not reaching frontal ; pos-

torbitals two, equal and small. Loreal quadrangular. Inferior labials

eight, fourth largest ;
pregeneials three times as long as postgeneials and

separated from gastrosteges by six rows of scales. The dorsal carina? first

Appear on the twenty-second transverse row of scales anterior to the vent

and occupy the median nine series. All the caudal series are keeled, and

as they are wider than long, the free apices of the keels projecting, give

them a depressed pyramidal form, Gastrosteges 148 ; urosteges 41.

In the coloration of the body this species is an almost exact repetition of

the lilaps fulvius. It is surrounded by wide black rings, which arc broadly

bordered with yellow, and separated by red interspaces of twice their

width. The scales of the red spaces have each | central black spot which

are more distinct than in K. fulriux, on the anterior part of the body above

the sides
;
posteriorly thoy are weaker. The black annul] pass round the

belly, but all are somewhat broken anteriorly- Between them the gastros-

teges have black shades. The coloration of the head differs from that of

tin- h'.fitlrius in having merely a large black spot covering the parietal,

Miliary and frontal plates, and extending round the eye but not rcacli

Ing the edge of the lip. Mu/./.le and chin unspotted.

Total length, M. .864 \ lengtii <>f rictus oris, .on
; length of tail. ,061.

Although this curious and handsome serpent so much resembles the

• J'lhiut, It is not yet known that the two speries inhabit, tin- same

11. I'hiinniln/ra ;/rn/i<i miir H. iV' <!., numerous specimens.

(/'''m l.iini. variety near the subspecies ortliihilii. having
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the dorsal and lateral bands and lateral dark spots, obsolete. General color

bright olive.

13. Eutmnia cyrtopsis Kenn.

14. Trimorphodon upsilon Cope.

15. Elaps euryxanthus Kenn.

Rematiks.

This collection, though small, is of interest as serving to fix the exten-

sion of the Sonoran fauna to a point further south than has been hitherto

practicable. The following are the faunal affinities of the fourteen species

enumerated above. JSutamia sirtalis may be dismissed as common to

Mexico and the Nearctic Realm ; Procinura mtnula may also be passed by
as peculiar to the locality investigated, so far as yet known. Stenostoma

humile, is, according to Baird and Girard, an inhabitant of the Pacific dis-

trict, and is a very rare species. Species found in various parts of Mexico
are : Anolis nebulosus, Gyclura acanthura and Cnemidopliorus communis ;

the last occurring also in S. W. Texas. Trimorphodon upsilon is a species

of West Mexico, having been found at Guadalaxara, Guanajuato, and the

present locality ; but is not as yet known from the West Coast. Six species

are exclusively of the Sonoran district viz : Sceloporus tristychus
,

clarki, Phimolhyra grahamice ; Eutomia cyrtopsis and Elaps euryxanthus.

Phyllodactylus tuberculosus belongs to the Sonoran fauna, but occurs also

south of Batopilas in Western Mexico. Phrynosoma cornutum is also

Sonoran, but is Texan besides. The comparison of tills list so far as it

relates to the Mexican fauna, is with that of the Tableland ; only two
species of it, occurring in the Tierra Caliente also ; these are the generally

distributed Cyclura acanthura and Cnemidophorus communis.

Mr. Wilkinson's collection contained a specimen of Pelamis bicolor,

which he informs me was taken in the Gulf of California near Guaymas.
In the Proceedings of the Philadelphia Academy for 1808, p. 310, I

noted that William Bischoff had sent to the Smithsonian Institution from

Mazatlan the species Agalychnis dacnicolor Cope, Leptodira personata

Cope, Leptodira pacifica Cope, and a species of Holbrookia, which I named
H. bischoffii, but did not describe. Since then it has been described under
the name of H. elegans by Bocourt (Mission Scientifique de Mexique 1874,

p. 164), which name it must retain. I add to this list Bufo debilis Girard,

which gives the extreme western limit of its range. It occurs also in West
Texas.

II. Guanajuato, Duges.

One collection from this locality was sent me by Dr. Duges, and another

collection was subsequently received by the Smithsonian Institution. I

give the catalogue numbers of the specimens contained in the latter.

Batrachia.
1 . Spelerpes belli Gray.

2. Bufo punctatus B. and G.

3. Bufo intermedius Giinth.

4. Bufo monksim Cope, sp. nov.

Cranium without any crests, superior borders of orbits not reverted, can-
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thus rostralis sharp, lores perpendicular, muzzle vertically descending to

lip. Tympanic disc concealed, parotoid gland a wide oval, and rather

large. Fingers moderate, first and second equal, fourth longer. Heel of

extended posterior limb reaching posterior border of orbit. Web of toes

measuring half the length of the shorter. Skin rough with small harsh tu-

bercles, which are more remote on the back, but are closely appressed on all

the inferior surfaces. They are especially acute on the limbs. There are

two distinct tarsal tubercles, which are prominent, though small and with-

out cutting edge.

Color above, blackish-brown with a few small ashen spots, and an ashen

cross band extending across the eyelids and intervening frontal space.

Lores and lips brown spotted ; blackish spots on the sides, belly, throat

and limbs.

Length of head and body, M. .035 ; axial length of head to angle of man-

dible, .010 ; width of head at angle of mandible, .012 ; length of hind limb,

.042 ; length of hind foot, .020. No. 989G.

This is one of the few Mexican species without cranial crests, resembling

in this respect, the B. compactilis ;* B. hmrnatiticus, and B. politus. From
the first it differs in the absence of the fossorial spur ; from the last two in

the roughness of the skin, and the degree of palmation of the feet ; the

acute canthus rostralis distinguishes it from the B. politus. I dedicate it

to my friend Miss Sarah P. Monks, of Cold Spring, New York, who has

paid especial attention to the cold blooded vertebrata of North America.

5. Spea hammondi Baird.

Several specimens. This species was also brought from Chihuahua by
John Potts, so that its range is shown to be wide. Nos. 9881, 4-5, 9915.

6. Hyla eximia Baird. Nos. 9875, 9898.

7. Hyla arenicolor Cope. Nos. 9897, 991G.

8. Malachylnles guttilatus, gen. et sp. nov.

Char. gen. Mostly like Syrrhophus and Phyllobates, but with a fronto-

parietal fontanclle as in Liuperus. Nasal bones wide, in contact on the

middle line. Vomerine teeth none. Toes free, no tarsal spurs.

This nrw genus is of interest as exhibiting the lowest station In the

series which is typified by Kylodtt, excepting that the nasal bones are not

so reduced as in the type of Phyllobates. The presence of the fontanclle

placet it nearer to Ilylor/iinu than any other of this group, anil allies it to

the Liit[ie,riiu division ; but its \i|ihisternum is a thin cartilaginous plate,

ami the terminal phalangee aapport a transverse piece aa In the Hylodina.

Vhur. nj„rif. lleail Hat and rat her wide, with an oval muzzle. Canthus

iiis not well marked. Bye nol promlnenl nor large, ite diameter equal

ace from 1U anterior border to the nostril. Muzzle not overhanging.

The heel reacheathe posterior border of the orbit, and the wrist reaches

nd Of the mOSSlO, The IbOt is rather short, and the terminal dilata-

tre small. Tarsal tubercles insignificant. SUin without folds, smooth,

ine small tubercles mi the eyelids, and a trace of arcolation on the

I
the sides and abdomen.

Bl ; Ballet goeHH Pkllonatbtqat Bztrael <.
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Color above dark mulberry-brown witb numerous, very faint small pale

spots. On the sides the ground color becomes paler, and the light spots

much more distinct. Limbs banded with rufous. Lower surfaces uniform

yellowish.

Length of head and body, .022 ; of head to angle of jaws, .007 ; width of

head at angle, .009 ; length of hind limb, .030; length of hind foot, .014.

No. 9888.

This species has some resemblance to the Syrrliophus leprus from Te-

huantepec.

9. Cystignathus microtis, sp. nov.

Like all the Mexican species of this genus, this one has short series of

vomerine teeth behind the posterior nares, and a discoidal fold of the ab-

dominal integument. It differs from the G. melanonotus Hallow, in not

having a dermal margin of the posterior digits. The dorsal skin does not

present any glandular folds such as occur in C. labiaUs and C. gracilis.

The muzzle is not elongate, and is convex in transverse section, the can-

thus rostralis being absent. The limbs are very stout, especially the femur,

as in C. melanonotus, but not elongate, the heel only reaching the posterior

border of the orbit. The eye is not large, and the tympanum's diameter

is only two-fifths of its length, a characteristic peculiarity of the specie;.

Color above dark brown, with a blackish pale edged triangle between

the eyes, with its apex directed ]w>steriorly. A dark light edged spot be-

low the front of the orbit. Tympanum and a streak behind it, blackish.

No light stripe on the upper lip. Belly dirty white gray, marbled ante-

riorly. Throat dark brown ; limbs light brown below.

Length of head and body, .028 ; length of hind leg, .038 ; length of hind

foot, .020 ; length of head, .009 ; width of head behind, .009.

Three specimens. Nos. 9906, 9908-9.

10. Rana montezumce Bd. No. 9891.

11. Rana halecini Kahn. var. No. 9900.

Laceutilia.

12. S-eloporus dugesi Bocourt. Nos. 988(3, 9893, 9904-5.

13. Sceloporus formotut Wiegm. var. Nos. 9876, 9878.

14. Sceloporus torquatus Wiegm. var. 9877.

15. Sceloporus spinosus Wieg. Eupataro.

16. Sceloporus grammicus Wieg. Eupataro.

17. Holbrookia maculata B. and G. ; sub-species approximans Baird.

This is the Mexican form of II. maculata, and has not been found within

the limits of the United States. Nos. 9894, 9903.

18. Cnemidophorus communis Cope. Nos. 9879, 9882-7, 9901-2.

Ophidia.
Conopsis NASUS Gthr.

19. Ogmius variant Jan. (Oiyrhinn) Ogmius Cope, Proceed. Amer.
Philos. Soc. 1869, p. 162. No. 9913.

20. Adelophis copei Duges MS., gen. et sp. nov.

Char. gen. Allied to Tropidocloniwn. Scales keeled ; anal single
;
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caudal scutella two-rowed. Teeth equal. Cephalic shields normal. Nasals

distinct, and separated by a space from the single preocular, which is occu-

pied by the prefrontal, since the loreal is wanting. Head little distinct from

body. Rostral plate not produced. The absence of loreal plate is the only

character that separates this genus from Tropidoclonium.

Char, specif. Total length, 33 centimetres ; tail very acute and termi-

nating in a cone ; length of tail, M.0.066. Cephalic scales convex ; dor-

sals and supra caudals carinate, those on the flanks smooth. Urosteges

divided ; a single preanal. A single preocular and two post-oculars

;

temporals three (1 + 2). Superior labials five, the first in contact with the

two nasals and the rostral ; the second is in contact with the posterior

nasal and fronto-nasal ; the third is in contact with the fronto-nasal, the

preocular and the eye ; the fourth is in contact with the eye and the in-

ferior post-ocular ; the fifth and largest is in contact with the inferior post-

ocular, the first temporal and the inferior temporal of the second row.

There are two nasals ; the nostril piercing the posterior border of the an-

terior one The rostral projects very slightly above the level of the muzzle.

No frenal, the frontonasals extending on the sides till in contact with the

superior labials. The internasals are small, triangular. The frontal or

vertical is much longer than wide, and is six-sided. Palpebrals (supra-

oculars) are elongated, straight; occipitals large. Five inferior labials on

each side, and a small mental. Four elongate inframuxillaries, the ex-

tremity of the posterior ones angulated and separated by two small gulars.

Three rows of gulars on each side.

I have counted fifteen dorsal rows of scales longitudinally; the rows in

contact with the gast03teges the largest and smooth, those on the back

and upper side of tail carinated, rhombic and truncated (emarginate) at

their extremities. The preanal is undivided.

On the middle of the back there is a yellowish line extending from the

occiput to the commencement of the tail, which embraces two rows of

scales. On each side of this line a chestnut-brown band of the same width

as the former, which is bordered below by a black line ; the line is lost in

the tail, and behind the eye it forma an elongate black spot. The thinks

and belly are light brown
;
there is % Mack line on the posterior margin of

each of the scales in contact with the gastrosteges ;
towards the tail they

disappear. The upper side of the head is chestnut and the lips are like the

flanks in color, very yellow.

Habitat, Guadalajara, Mexico.

21. FMmothpra tafoftjan., (.)883.

MHMti D. A B. ZamtwU D. A B, Bnpntaro.

28. Bairn ni >i a, In-niatum laterals Hallow.

I
.'it, i ni. i .i/rtuj,.iiH Kenn , US'.)'.',

i Linn., 0699.

86. Ifi/jmiytiwi "i-ftror/ii/iir/tii* Cope, ilSS'.l.

Trtmorpko&on upttUn Cope, 8911-19.

Etap$ fulviun I.
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28. Crotalua polystictus Cope. G. triaeriatua Jan. nee. Wagler. C.

ximeneaii Duges.
Remarks.

Points of interest in geographical distribution, indicated by the collection

of Dr. Duges, are the following : The species of the above list which be-

long distinctively to the Sonoran district fauna are five, viz : Bufo punc-

talus, Hyla arenieolor, Spea hammondi, Eutoenia cyrlopaia, Hypaiglena

ochrorhynchus. Besides these genera, the following belong to the Nearctic

Realm, and not to the Neotropical : Rana, Sceloporus, Holbrookia, Pkimo
thyra, Baacanium. Cyatignathua is the only Neotropical genus; while

Mulitrhylodes, Ogmius, Canopsia and Trimorphodon are especially Mexican.

I add that Dr. Duges has sent Hypopachua varioloaua Cope, from the

State of Guadalaxara, a species heretofore only known as Costa Rican.

III. Tehuantepec, Sumichrast.

A list of species from this locality and collector was published in the

Proceedings American Philosophical Society for 1869, p. 161. Since that

date a number of collections have been sent by Mr. Sumichrast, which add

materially to our knowledge of the distribution of the Batrachia and Rep-

tiliaof the district of Mexico properly so called. I append Mr. Sumichrast's

notes.

Batkachia.

1. OSdipus rufeacena Cope, 10042 (15). Heretofore only known from

Vera Cruz. Found in tufts of T'illandaia.

2. (Edipua carbonariu* carbonariua Cope.

2. CEdipua cai'bonariua aaloini Gray.

3. Siphonopa mexicanua D. & B.

4. Bufo agua Daud.

5. Bufo sternosignatus Gthr., 10014 (No. 2). Only found in the begin-

ning of the rainy season breeding in pools.

6. Bufo cannliferus Cope, 10015, 10022 (No. 3). Found in woods, and

not seen in pools at the breeding season.

7. Bufo coceifer Cope.

8. Bufo valliceps Wiegm., 10013 (No. 1).

9. Microphrym puatuloaa Cope. 10023-8.

10. Engystoma uatum Cope, 10021.

11. Rhinophrynua doraalia D. & B.

12. Hyla miotympanum Cope.

13. Smiliaca baudini D. & B., 10016 (No. 4). Abundant, but only seen

in the rainy season, when it comes to pools, lagoons, etc., to breed.

14. Hyldla platycephala, sp. nov.

This species conforms to the characters of the genus Biylella, as I under-

stand them, viz: in the general structure of Hyla, including fronto-parietal

fontanelle and narrow divergent nasal bones, but wanting vomerine teeth.

The present species is not large and has elongate hind limbs, the heel

reaching the middle of the orbit. The sole of the hinder foot is rather
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short, not exceeding the length of the astragalus more than the fifth of its

own length. The digital dilatations are well developed on hoth extremi-

ties ; the posterior digits are two thirds webbed, while the anterior are

scarcely one-fourth palmate. The species is particularly characterized by

the abbreviation and flatness of the head, which is also wide. The canthus

rostrales are distinct and very convergent ; the muzzle is truncate vertically,

but projects a little beyond the mandible. The nostrils are terminal and

lateral, and are as far anterior to the eye as the long diameter of the latter.

The latter dimension is four times the diameter of the tympanum, and is

equal to the interorbital width. The skin of the superior surface is every-

where smooth. The thorax, belly and inferior face of part of femora are

areolate.

The color in spirits is light ashen above, rather darker on the head.

Canthus rostralis dark shaded. Inferior surfaces light orange. No mark-

ings on the sides or concealed faces of the limbs, nor on the superior faces

of the limbs.

Length of head and body, .033 ; length of head to angle of jaws, axially,

.007; width of head posteriorly, .011 ; length of fore limb, .015; of hind

limb, .045 ; of hind foot, .019.

This is the first of the genus detected in the Mexican district. It is larger

than the H. carnea Cope, of Brazil, has a weaker palmation of the fingers,

and more uniform coloration.

From Japana, from an elevation of from 2000 to 3000 feet. It is found

in the tufts of epiphytic Tillandsia and M. Sumichrast thinks it undergoes

its metamorphoses there, in rain-water held in the axils of the haves.

15. Lithodytes rhodopis Cope, 10020 (No. 8).

16. Lithodytes podiciferus Cope.

17. Syrrhophus leprus, sp. nov.

The genus Syrrhophus was proposed by me in 1878* to receive frogs

allied to Phyllobates, but with largely developed nasal bones, which meet

on the middle line, as in Ifi/lndes, thus covering the ethmoid cartilage.

The typical species is the S. murnochii of West Texas ; a second species is

the S. cystignathoides Cope, J and the present frog increases the number to

throe. These species are distinguished as follows i

Posterior liniks short, heel to tympanum; liead wide; tympanum half

orbit ; rufous, brown spotted S. riutrnovhii,

Posterior limbs longer, heel to front of orbit ; head wide, a canthus ros-

tralis; tympanum one-third orbit
j
brown, pale spotted S. Ic/in/s.

Posterior limbs longer, heel to front of orbit ; head narrow, no canthus ros

tralis; tympanum one third orbit; brown, dark spotted,

S. cyxti'i/ihif/iotrft's.

In the A lepntt the muzzle is bfoadly acuminate ami obtuse, with ver

tlCAl profile; mires lateral and terminal, and as tar from tin- orbit as the

of tbe lattof. Lorei rerttoal. Bye not prominent upwards.

• American Nuturallsl, p. 2VI.

t
/'/i.y//'.' 'i. \m. riiihis. Sod., 1BW, p. 89.
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Choana? and ostia pharyngea small and equal ; tongue obpyriform and en-

tire. The digital dilatations are small, and the inferior tubercles of the

digits are well marked both anteriorly and posteriorly. A large palmar

tubercle ; solar tubercles weak. The hind foot is rather slender, the solar

part equaling the tibia in length. Skin everywhere smooth.

All the superior surfaces, including limbs, a dark mulberry-brown, dot-

ted with moderately large gray spots ; below a pale pinkish brown (in

spirits), without markings. Lores and upper lip like the back.

Length of head and body, .024 ; of head to angle of jaws (axial), .008 ;

width of head at angle of jaws, .009 ; length of hind limb, .035 ; of hind

foot, .010.

From Santa Efigenia. No. 10040 (No. 14). Pound in woods. Accord-

ing to Mr. Sumichrast, the dorsal spots are yellow in life.

18. Cystignathus melanonotus Hallow.

19. Cystignathus perkevis, sp. nov.

The species of this genus are numerous, and difficult to distinguish.

They fall naturally into groups defined by the form of the series of vomer
ine teeth, and the presence or absence of a discoidal fold of the abdominal

integument, and of membranous margins to the posterior digits. The
latter character does not suffice for the discrimination of a genus, hence

I regard Tarsopterus It. & L. as synonymous with Cystigiiathus.

The species of the Mexican district of the Neotropical Realm all have a

discoidal abdominal fold, and the vomerine teeth in short transverse series

behind the line of the posterior boundary of the choana3. I know but one

species which has dermal digital margins. The species are distinguished

as follows. I premise that the presence or absence of spots is not con-

stant among them

:

I. Posterior digits with dermal margins.

Dermal glandular folds numerous, generally broken up ; legs stout, heel

reaching orbit; tympanic membrane .60 of eye; no light stripe on

lip C. melanonotus.

II. No digital dermal margins.

No glandular folds ; legs slender, heel reaching front of orbit ; tympanum
.06 of orbit ; no light lip stripe C. perliFvis.

Glandular folds (?) none ; legs very robust : heel reaching orbit ; tympanum
.4 of orbit ; no stripe on lip C. microtis.

Glandular folds present ; legs short, reaching orbit ; tympanum equal or-

bit ; lip stripe imperfect C. gracilis.

Glandular folds; legs long, reaching front of orbit ; tympanum .6 of orbit;

a lip stripe C. labialix.

The C. perlatvis is characterized by its exceedingly smooth and shining

skin, which is entirely without the glandular ridges usual in the genus.

The head is angular oval in outline with distinct canthus rostrales, which

arc near together, and much within the labial outline. The muzzle pro-

jects a little, and the nares are about one-third the distance from its apex

to the orbit. Tongue a longitudinal oval, entire behind ; choanre rather

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 104. 2l. PRINTED AUGUST 11, 1879.
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small and equal to the ostia pharyngea. The vomerine series are well

separated from each other and extend but little external to the inner border

of the nares. Vertical diameter of tympanic disc a little less than the hori-

zontal. Second and fourth fingers equal ; the first a little longer. The pos-

terior foot is slender, and the solar portion is as long as the tibia and half

of the astragalus. Solar tubercles insignificant.

Dark ashen gray above, sides blackish above, speckled with white and

blackish below. An interorbital dark spot ; upper lip marbled
;
posterior

face of femora dark, with light specks. Below white, the sides gray

marbled. Throat gray, white spotted. Posterior limbs obscurely cross-

banded above.

Length of head and body, .038 ; of head axially to angle of jaws, .014
;

width at latter point, .0133 ; length of hind limb, .055 ; of hind foot. .028.

Taken from a well near Japana. 10041. (No. 16, F. S.)

20. Cystignuthas gracilis D. B. 10018-9. (No. 6-7.) Found under old

logs and stones, near water.

21. Cystignalhus labialis Cope, Proceeds. Amer. Philos. Soc. 1877, p. 90.

The original description of this species was taken from young specimens

in which the posterior limbs are not as long as in adults. Numerous speci-

mens from Tehuantepec, which fix the characters and locality. There are

also three specimens sent by M. Sumichrast, from Potrero, near Cordova,

Vera Cruz.

22. Ranula offinis Pet. (No. 5, F. S.) Rather common in pools ami

rivulets. It grows to a large size, when the dorsal markings become obso-

lete.

Rana halecina Kahm, var. with indistinct dorsal spots.

Some varieties of this species from its extreme southern range, look quite

different from the typical form. The dorsal green becomes more vivid, ami

has sometimes a blue shade on the head. The spots become obscure, ami

there is a general resemblance to the Ban ula nfflnis. It may be distinguished

from that frog by the less pabnation of the toes, which are without apical

callosities, and by the presence of dermal folds between the dorso-laterals,

although these are sometimes faint. The most aberrant examples come

from Coban, Vera Paz.

Lacertilia.

24. Kpaplielnn tumichratti Cope.

M.nn 1 MMfi dope,

20. CiUntua chalybaua Cope.

27. jJmrun iui<n>le/>i(l<>i>un Cope, Proceed. Amer. Plnlos. Soc.

nidophonu uiiir, ,i,,r ( lope, L o

n iIh/i/hiI-US imilt'lt<i/>i'li* Cope, 1. c

80. Ontmidophont* lathittU Oopa, i.e. p m.

81. \dulata Wlegmann.

82. Ltpt&ophyma imWUL Booouri
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Ophidia.

33. Stenosloma phcenops Cope, Journal Academy Philadelphia, 1875, p.

128.

34. Loxocemus bicolor Cope.

35. Geagras redimitus Cope, Journal Academy Phila., 1875, p. 141.

36. Ficimia olivacea Gray.

37. Tantilla rubra Cope, loc. sup. cit. 144.

38. Conophis sumichrasti Cope, loc. cit. 137.

39. Coniophanes proterops Cope, 1. c. 138.

40. Coniophanes jissidens Gthr. 1. c. 138.

41. 8pilote8 corals melanurus D. and B.

42. Ba8canium mentowrium D. and B.

43. LeptopMs diplotropis Gthr.

44. Bryophis fulgidua Daud.

45. Himantodes cenchoa L.

46. Oxyrrhopus delta L.

Remarks.

This catalogue represents a part of the Mexican fauna properly so -called.

There is not a single non -Neotropical genus excepting liana and Basca-

nium. Of the remaining thirty genera, fifteen are characteristically Neo-

tropical ; twelve are peculiarly Mexican, two are cosmopolitan or nearly so,

and one {Celestas) is West Indian.

IV. Costa Rica, Zeledon.

This collection includes a number of species which I have named in my
monograph on the Herpetology of Costa Rica,* with some additional ones.

I now give the names of the latter only, enumerating them from the end of

my former list.

3. Gulipus morio Cope. Inserted in the essay above cited as doubtfully

occurring in Costa Rica. From Cartago on the Plateau.

45. Coleonyx eleganx Gray. Inserted in my list on the authority of Peters.

Zeledon's collection contains fine specimens, which he states were found

in ant hills on the table land near San Jose.

131. ScolecopJiis zonutus Hallow.

132. Coluber triaspis Cope. The Plateau near San Jose. The most

southern locality for this species and genus.

133. Porthidium nasutum Bocourt.

From Limon, on the East Coast. This species is very near the Both-

riopsis proboscideus Cope, and may not prove to be distinct from it. In

the latter there are two nasal plates, the supranasals are longer, more con-

cave on the external edge, and more widely separated than in P. nasutum,

and the frontal scales are carinate. They are smooth, or nearly so, in Mr.

Zeledon's specimen, which also has the rostral plate a little shorter than

in the B. proboscideus. The specimens of the latter are smaller than the

single P. nasutum. It is questionable whether a large series will sustain

Journal Academy Philadelphia, 1875, 93.
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these characters. In P. nasutum the scuta are, 136-27; in B. proboscideus,

132-31.

V. San Domingo, Drs. Brown, Fraser and Gabb.

A few of the species of the collection made by Dr. Brown are from the

Island of Gonave, off the West Coast of Santo Domingo ; the others are from

near Port au-Prince.

Batrachia.

1. Trachycephalus marmoratus D. and B., Fraser and Gabb. Puerto

Plata.

2. Hylodes martinicensis D. and B., Gabb and Fraser.

Lacertilia.

3. Celestus rugosus, sp. nov.

Scales in thirty -six longitudinal rows ; each with a strong median keel,

and seven or eight weaker ones on each side of it, making fifteen or seven-

teen in all. The median keels are strong and continuous from the nape,

becoming stronger posteriorly, especially on the tail, whose superior and

lateral surfaces are thus thrown into gutters. In the specimen the distal

part of the tail is lost. The keels form oblique lines over the sides ; they

are strong on the hinder and weaker on the anterior limbs.

The general form is slender, and the limbs are quite weak ; the latter

when extended along the side fail to meet by the length of the posterior

foot and leg to the knee. The head is flat and rather elongate, and its

scuta are normal. There are nine superior labials, of which the eighth is

the first one angulated above. Both the loreals are rather higher than

long. Five supraorbitals, the posterior separated by two scales from the

parietal. Interparietal large as parietal ; a large post-interparietal. Five

pairs of large infralabials, which are separated from the labials by scales.

Ground color gray; no longitudinal lines, but the nape and back are

crossed by seventeen brown cross-bars, which are nearly in contact me-

dially, and taper to disappearance on the upper part of the side. Their

dorsal portions are sometimes confluent longitudinally. A series of faint

dusted brown spots on the inferior part of the sides. Below, white, with

a few scales here and there brown. Limbs brown above.

Length from end of muzzle to vent three and a half Inches; from do,

to middle of auricular meatus five-eighths of an inch ; from do. to axilla

one and five etghthl inch.

From Puerto Plata, Santo Domingo. Charles A. Fraser. No. 10260.

Thli species is quite distinct from those previously known in both

gquaination and color.

4. CeUntu» tUnttnu Oope, var. Proceedings Academy, Philadelphia,

186«, i'.
r.'f.. Puerto Plata. Pri

5. Cihttux ji/i'.riniis Oope, Gabb,

fl. ftji/i.iri'ihirii/iuH atopics Oope, Pri

7. J tttnut ( lope, tlabb.
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8. Anolis semilineatus Cope, Gabb.

9. Anolis cybotes Cope, Gabb and Fraser.

10. Anolis disticKus Cope, Gabb, Fraser. Puerto Plata.

11. Lioceplialus trigeminatus Cope, Fraser. Puerto Plata.

Eupristis ricordii D. & B., Gabb and Fraser.

Amphisbama innocens Weinl., Gonave Island, Brown.

Ophidia.

12. Typhhps lumbricalis D.B. Puerto Plata. Fraser.

13. Ungualia hcetiana, sp. nov.

Scales in twenty-seven rows, entirely smooth. Body stout, head not

distinct, tapering; eye small, its diameter less tban one-third the length of

the muzzle in front of it. Internasals longer than wide ; internasofrontals

and prefrontals much wider than long. Parietals as long as frontal, in

contact medially. Superior labials 9-10 ; only those in front of the orbit

higher than long. Oculars 1-3, fourth and fifth labials entering orbit.

Gastrosteges 192 ; urosteges 32.

Color brownish-ashen above, with four rows of alternating round black-

ish brown spots, of which the median are larger and become confluent at

some parts of the body. Another row of dark spots on the inferior part of

the side, which are separated by yellowish scales. An additional row of

larger spots alternating with these involve the ends of the gastrosteges, and

may or may not meet across the middle line of the abdomen.

Total length, .680; of rictus oris, .017; of the tail, .075.

This, the largest species of the genus, much resembles the U. maculata

of Cuba, etc., but it has a larger number of scales, and also exceeds it ma-

terially in the number of gastrosteges. Its smooth scales distinguish it

from the U. mehtnura and XT. partialis.

From Port-au-Prince and Gonave Island, Dr. Brown. No. 101G4.

Puerto Plata. Fraser.

14. Homoloehihu striatus Fisch. Frazer.

15. Dromicus parvifrons Cope, Gabb. Puerto Plata. Fraser. A va-

riety was found on Gonave by Dr. Brown. In two specimens the ground

color is black, and the belly is white ; a light olive color extends on the

sides as far as the third row of scales. Belly not spotted as in the usual

variety.

1G. Hypsirhynchus ferox Gunther.

Dr. Brown, Port-au-Prince. These specimens agree exactly with Dr.

Giinther's description, and differ from the H.scalaris Cope, in the presence

of a loreal plate and the triangular form of the dorsal spots. Although I

have united these supposed species, I now incline to believe them distinct.

17. Jaltris dorsalis Giithr., Gabb.

18. Leptophis catesbeyi D. and B., Gabb. Puerto Plata. Fraser.

19. Leptophis oxyrhynchus D. and B., Brown.

Cuocodilia.

20. Crocodilus americanus Seba, Fraser. Puerto Plata.
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VI. Dominica, Ober.

As no study of the herpetology of this island has been made, the follow-

ing list of five species partially supplies a deficiency in our knowledge.

1. Mabuia cepedei Gray.

2. Xiphosurus oculatus, sp. nov.

Abdominal scales smooth, those of sides and back minute : two median

dorsal rows a little larger, keeled, and elevated on a moderate simple dermal

fold which extends to the head. Superciliary scales separated by one or

two rows of scales, and widely removed by scales from the small occipital.

Muzzle rather long, flat above; ridges not prominent, covered with large

scales, and separated by a shallow concavity, which contains in front, four

rows of smaller smooth scales. Six or seven loreal rows ; three large in-

fralabials, the first smaller than each symphyseal. Supraorbitals surrounded

with granules, consisting of three inner scales the largest, five in the inner

row smaller, and six in the external row the least, all nearly smooth. Oc-

cipital concavity not profound or sharply defined posteriorly. Scales of

arm and posterior leg keeled. Caudal spines well developed in the male.

Color above brownish-ash, with numerous white spots which sometimes

form vertical lateral bands, and a white band extending from above the

axilla to the middle of the side or beyond. Above this band, on the ante-

rior half of the side are two round black spots, each of which has a white

spot in the center. A white band from upper lip to side of nape ; lip brown
spotted, inferior surfaces dirty white, face yellow posteriorly. Tail uniform.

Total length, .185 ; of head and bod}', .072 ; of head to angle of mandible,

.021 ; width at latter point, .008 ; length of fore limb .032 ; of hinder limb.

.055 ; of posterior foot, .025.

The animal which I suppose to be the male, generally has one row of

scales between the superciliaries, while the female has two, and has no

caudal crest. The color differs in being brown, without the lateral white

hand or black eye-spots. The white spots form vertical series OU the sides.

It is possible that this is a different species, but it is in general identical

with what the female of the X. oculalm should lie.

This species differs from its nearest ally, the X. cristatellus, in having the

superciliary plates separated on tlie middle line, by the shallow occipital

depression, the longer muzzle, and in coloration.

Evidently abundant on the island. Nos. 10139-48, 10150-1, 10168.

8. Aporophis* julue sp. nov.

kblet the Opktomorphttt miltagrii Shaw [Idophit mtrremii D. and

B.)i ,i1 " hti the long tail oi the L'enus A]ior<>]>/ii\ this member entering the

lOtal length M times. Appropriately, the number of the urostcges is con-

siderably in excess of that found in the longest tailed varieties of 0. mele<ii/-

rin, where, according to Dumeril and Bibron, they do not exceed (i;!. They
here number 89, and the gBjtlO 158.

The Males are in seventeen rows, and are rather wide, and are as in

otlli : I ApOTOpMi, poreless
; ne\ ert heless I here arc a few on the

. PrOOMd, A nnT. 1'lillos. Sue. \ffft
p. Is. f.i/

;
/'>]>>ii.i olllll.
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sides posteriorly with a single apical pore. Rostral plate small, not pro-

duced ; nasals subequal ; loreal high as long : preocolar not reaching fron-

tal. Two postoculars ; temporals 1+2-f 3 ; the first and second bounding

the parietals large and subequal. Superior labials eight, fourth and fifth

entering orbit. Inferior labials ten, six in contact with geneials. Pairs of

geneials equal. Frontal with straight sides, longer than wide in front,

equal occipital.

Ground color above black, each scale with a round yellow spot near the

base, including the first row, and excepting a row on each side of the ver-

tebral row, which is uniform black (with an occasional spot) for the pos-

terior third of the body. A median dorsal black line on tail. Ground

color of head above brownish-yellow ; a black band through eye, which

sends branches along the borders of the labials ; a black spot on top of

muzzle ; a black cross band between eyes, and the greater part of each

parietal plate black.

Total length, M. .640 ; tail, 190.

This handsome species is named for my daughter.

4. Alsophu stbonius, sp. nov.

This species does not conform exactly to the diagnosis of the genus Also-

phis, which I gave in 1862,* since the tail is less than one-third the total

length, not much exceeding one-fourth. It thus approaches Liophia, and the

question of reference to one genus or the other is left to depend on the

character of the scale pores. These have the full number common to the

species of Ahophis and the ground Colubrine snakes generally, while in

Liophis there i3 but one on each scale, as in many Coronelline and water

snakes.

The physiognomy of the A. sibonius is much that of species of the A.

antillensis type, but the coloration resembles that of the common South

American Sibon anmdatum. The scales are thin and are in nineteen

longitudinal series. Gastrosteges 191 ; anal double ; urosteges 118. Total

length, .648 M. ; tail, .200. Eight superior labials, the third, fourth and

fifth entering the orbit, the part of the third contributing being small.

The muzzle projects above and is obliquely truncate below ; the rostral

plate is flat and barely appears on the superior surface of the head. Post-

nasal higher than prenasal ; loreal longer than high, the superior border

straight, not angulate. Preocular not much elevated, not reaching the

frontal. Postoculars small ; temporals 2-2-4. The superior temporal of

the first row larger than the others and in contact with the inferior post-

ocular only. The inferior temporal adjoining it does not reach the post-

oculars, and is, in fact, a dismemberment of the seventh superior labial,

which is, in consequence, reduced to a very small size. This arrangement

is identical on both sides of the head. Inferior labials ten, six of which

are in contact with the geneials ; latter subequal. Top of head flat, and

orbits not prominent. Lengths of internasals and prefrontals on median

suture equal. Frontal longer than wide, the superciliary borders but little

* Proceedings Academy Philadelphia, February.
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concave. Occipitals short and wide for the genus ; each is bounded pos-

teriorly by a single large temporal plate behind the anterior one on each

side, which are only separated on the median line by a small scale.

The ground color in spirits is straw-color. The dorsal region, between

the fourth row of scales on each side, is occupied by a series of large

rounded brown spots, whose borders are almost in contact on the median

line. There are forty-two between the nape and the vent. Occasionally

two or more of them are confluent on the middle line. Below and between

them the sides are brown shaded, the shade assuming the form of spots

anteriorly. Head brown, with a pale spot on each side of the nape ; a

brown spot with darker borders passes from the muzzle through the eye,

and joins the brown dorsal spot on the nape. All the colors become darker

posteriorly. Inferior surface unspotted anteriorly; it is sparsely dusted

with brown on the posterior half of the body, and the caudal scutella are

dusted most densely along the middle line, forming a stripe.

No. 10138 Mus. Smithsonian.

VII. Tobago, Ober.

Amiva surinamensis tobaganus, sub-sp. nov.

A single Amiva from Tobago forms a strongly marked race of the com-

mon continental species, but whether separable as a species or not I am not

yet able to state. It differs from the typical A. surinamensis in color, in

a disposition to a somewhat greater subdivision of the scuta of the limbs

and belly, and in the greater length of the posterior foot. There are twelve

rows of abdominal scales at the middle, as is sometimes seen in A. suri-

namensis. The two inner rows of antebrachials extend to the wrist ; only

one row extends so far in A. surinamensis. Both brachial and postbrachial

scales, as well as those of the gular fold are rather more numerous than in

A. surinamnesis. In the latter species the length of the posterior foot

equals the distance from the axilla to the middle of the loreal plate ; in the

form tobaganus the foot is as long as from the axilla to the end of the

muzzle.

Color olivaceous, with a black lateral band with undulating edges, which

are not light bordered, but which are marked by small yellow spots at

regular distances. Back with a chain-like series of black annuli on each

side, each ring with an Ohtcnre yellow spot in its center. Sides black and

yellow-spotted ; below uniform straw -colored ; head uniform brown, lips

lighter.

No. 10118; size less than thai of the adult A. surinamensis.

Ana'i* alligator D. and B.

Drymobiut bo&dotrtfi Beetzen.

(ArojM i,u, rial,ii> Hen Per de lance.)

thirty one and t liii
t
y t hrce longitudinal rows ; colors pale, with

the era - bandi obacure, as in other West Indian specimens.

/////..,/,, nuirliiiir, nxin I), and I'.. No. 10191.

The bland ofl LntlUoti the aeareai to Trinidad,
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and it might, on this account, be anticipated that its fauna would present a

larger representation of continental types than the more northern islands of

the series. That this is the case is shown by the present very limited list,

which includes two Brazilian species of the genera Aniivn and Drymobius.

None of the species of the Dominica list were found on Tobago by Mr.

Ober.

VIII. Northern Bolivia, Orton.

Among the collections sent by Prof. Orton to Philadelphia before his de-

parture for the Beni River, was a collection of reptiles from La Paz, on the

eastern slope of the Andes, in Western Bolivia. This city, as is well known,

is situated a short distance above the forest line, and enjoys a temperate

climate.

In packing, some specimens from Puno, on Lake Titicaca, were mixed

with those from La Paz. As reptiles are rare at that elevated locality it is

probable that most of the species enumerated were derived from the latter

place.

fi'/fo sjdnubisus Wicgm.

Qzyrrhopui doliatu* 1). and B.

Aporophu Uxniurut Tsch.

Bothrops miorophthalmut Cope, Journal Academy Philadelphia, 1875,

p. 182.

Scales in twenty-one longitudinal rows, all earinate excepting the first

row, the keels not unusually prominent, and not reaching the apex of the

scale. The second labial scute bounds the maxillary iossa in front, but it

is partly cut off by suture on both sides.

In the above characters the single specimen of the collection differs from

the type. The latter is large, the present individual is small, and the I6M

development of the keels of the scales is perhaps due to immaturity. The
scales on the top of the head ar< larger than In other species of the genus

but not so large as in the type. The superciliaries are wide as in it, and

there are only seven superior labials. The color of the inferior surface is,

anteriorly, mixed black and gray, posteriorly black.

Fossil (?) Forms in the Qnartzose Rocks of the Lower Susquehanna. By
Per*ifor Fruzer, Jr. With a plate.

(Read before the Ameri m Pit iloxophical Society, April 4, 1879.)

The forms which accompany and illustrate this paper are found in a

hard quartzose greenish rock, difficult to name, which forms part of the

left border line of the great rirer in Cecil County, Maryland, just below

the Pennsylvania line.

By a mistake (not the fault the writer) In the title, the figures are given

as from Lancaster county, Pennsylvania. In reality the discoverer of these

curious and as yet unexplained phenomena, Dr. C. H. Stubbs, of Fulton

PROP. AMKK. IMIIT.OS. SOP. XVIII. 104. 2.T. PRINTED SEPT. IS, 1879.
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Township, Lancaster Co., found them all in one locality, viz: Frazer's

Point, a headland in the river about half a mile below Mason and Dixon's

line

Two of the original specimens have been submitted in turn to Prof.

Whitfield, of the New York Museum ; Prof. Jas. Hall, State Geologist

of New York, and Dr. Joseph Leidy, of this city.

Letters from the first two are found below. Dr. Leidy expressed no

definite view.

In the face of the inability of such eminent authorities to determine

anything in regard to these objects, I feel reticence to be but the part of

sound wisdom. I will only add that these have been very faithfully and

accurately delineated of actual size by the artists, Mr. Faher and Mr.

Tuthe. (The latter transferred all the drawings to stone, besides making

the original sketch of No. 1.) The horizon whence these were taken is

believed to have been that immediately under the Potsdam, but in no ease

can be ascribed to one more recent than the latter formation.

A partial analysis by the undersigned of the very thin film out of which

one of these forms, not here represented, was made, here follows. Amount
obtained for analysis 0.0562 Gram :

Moisture 2. 13

Silica 57.11

Iron Sesquioxide 4.!>;5

Alumina 7.58

Lime 5.93

Magnesia 2.88

Sum , 80.50

Undetermined and loss 19,50

Total 100.00

The following are the letters from Prof. Whitfield and Prof. Hall,

referred to above:
" AAIKKIC \N MlM.I M «)l NAII KAI, lllSl'OKY,

Central Park, 77th street and 8tta A.veuue,
Ni:w Vokk, Oct. '.), 1S7S.

SHr:*******
"ThC article* Mill are fttff fossil*, nor are they <>rt/iut/r but present ewry

appearance Of sandstone pebbles of wry line texture. The unnulations on

the OrthoCeiM-like specimen '

l-'i • ">) "are lines of fracture, and pass

the rock on each side, showing conclusively their nature."*******
••In Inline I hope you may have better success than in the present

'ire.

"I remain yours wry truly, R. P. W nrrri i:i.i>
"

'.
i u JTOMK STAT1 Mi -i i \i OF N ATI' HA I, HISTORY,

A I.HAN \ .

,i lies, ,<i>i„tri nth/, obliquely to the hues of bed

'bin'. iiikI (lie intliicni e o| these llm .i mark I he enclosed
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piece. It is impossible to say that it is a fossil, nor could a fossil, unless

previously silicified, be preserved in a rock so highly metamorphosed.

"I do not believe it to have been a pebble. The extremely elongate form

and elliptical section would in my opinion preclude that view of the matter.

" Should you ever obtain specimens of which you could spare a thin slice,

it would be the best method of determining the nature of the material.

Fig. 4.
'

" The enclosed material lies apparently in the plane of tin; bedding or lam-

ination of the enclosing rock. The substance is too thin to give an idea of

the full original form, but from its outline I infer that it has been similar

to the other specimen" (Fig. •*)). " The outline is, in my opinion, quite too

symmetrical for a pebble, and, while we have no evidence of its organic

character, it is not easy to give any satisfactory explanation of its origin.

"The specimens are extremely interesting and others should besought

for. J. Hall."
Since the receipt of the above letters the other specimens have been

sent to the writer by Dr. Stublis.

On Pyrophyllite from Schuylkill County, Pennsylcunia. By F. A. Oekih.

(Head before the American Philosophical Sori,ty, July 18, 1879.)

One of the most interesting varieties of pyrophyllite is that from the

coal slates of the "North Mahanoy Colliery " (old Sillitnan Colliery) near

Mahanoy City, Schuylkill county. Pa.

It had been mistaken for damourite, until, by chemical analysis, I estab-

lished its true character.

I am indebted to Mr. Eli S. Keinhold, of Mahanoy City, for specimens

and for the following Information with reference to its occurrence.

In the bed, known as " Buck Mountain," it is usually found in hori-

zontal seams, parallel with the coal beds, although it occurs at times in

irregular seams in other directions. Thus far it has not been found in any

of the other beds of the same mine, and only this mine has furnished it,

although the bed in which it occurs is worked in other mines. It also is

observed as marking or constituting the plant impressions on the coal slates

at this locality.

It is found in thin seams of a delicate fibrous structure. At first glance

much resembling the serpentine variety " chrysotile." It seems that this

pyrophyllite has been filling up cavities and cracks in the coal slate, and
the exceedingly delicate Impressions left by the coal plants in theslate are,

after their decay, tilled up with pyrophyllite material. Then, it is often

not thicker than the finest tissue paper, but still shows, when magnified,

the fibrous appearance. In larger cracks it seems to have crystallized from

above and from below, and the two seams, thus formed, are mostly sepa

rated by a thin layer of pyrite in minute crystalline masses, which leave

the impressions of their crystals upon the pyrophyllite. Frequently the

fibrous pyrophyllite, as well as the pyrite, are coated with a very thin

layer, not thicker than the finest tissue paper, of a scaly variety Of pyro
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Approximate Quadrature of the Circle. By Pliny Earle Cha*e, LL.D.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, June 20th, 1879.)

AB = 3 ; AC = 20

AD = 3 AB ; AX = 3 AC
BE parallel to CD
EY 5= AC
XY = 3.141585 AC

The deviation from perfect accuracy is less than ?T
l
55 of one per cent,

which would give an error of less than \ of an inch per mile. For all

practical purposes the construction may be regarded as exact, for the error

would be inappreciable in any mechanical work.

Havekfokd College, June 16th, 1879.

Note.—July 16, 1879. My attention has been called to the following

more-complicated construction, and closer approximation, in Perkins's

Geometry (D. Appleton & Co., 1853).

On an indefinite straight line A N, take AB = BD = DE-— 1; atE
erect a perpendicular EG = 2AB = 2EF; onEN take E H = 11 K
= A G, K L (towards A) = A F, L M (towards N) = DG, MN = DF;
bisect E N at P, E P at It, A B at C ; trisect E R at T. Then C T =
3.1415922.

The author calls this method "very simple," and says, that a better one

"can hardly be expected, or even desired." But the approximation of

Adrian Metius, f$|, *s st'^ closer, and the following construction of his

ratio is simpler.

On AB=7 erect the perpendicular BC = 8; extend C B to D, making

B I) — 9 ; on A D erect the perpendicular D F — 15 ; take A E = A C, and
AF

draw E G parallel to F C. Then ^- =s HI = 3.1415929, the true ratio be-

ing 3.1415926-f.

The error of this construction is less than Yiiosjs °f one percent. Per-

kins's error is more than j-jshiss of one per cent. Neither method is so

simple, nor so desirable for practical purposes, as the one which I commu-
nicated to the Society at its June meeting.
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i on some Land-shells of the Pacific Slope. By J. G. Cooper, M. B.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, May 16, 1879.)

The recent publication of Vol. V of the "Terrestrial Air-breathing Mol-

lusks of the United States," etc., by W. G. Binney, as a "Bulletin of the

Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard College," forms a fitting oc-

casion for making some further observations, biographical and taxonomic,

on the species found west of the "Great Plains," which form the chief

boundary within our limits between the eastern and western groups of

species.

It is to be regretted that Mr. Binney has not had " time and inclination"

to improve on the classifications of Albert and Von Marten, which his own
original investigations have made quite inadequate to the subject (Preface,

p. iii).

The many improvements made on the system adopted in the " Pul-

monata »leophila, " of Binney and Bland (Smithsonian Misc. Pub.,

194, i860 , are very satisfactory, few of the errors there noted being

retained in this work, which is to a great extent a republication of that,

witli additions from other sources, rendering it more complete as a manual

of the subject. The liad results of the habit of blindly following foreign

authorities is shown in the higher divisions adopted on p. SI, the first,

Agnnthu, being founded on a negative character as to the jaw. while those

Of the lingual teeth are not different In divisions B and C, and all of them

show that these parts are insufficient for classification alone, while they

lead to far more confusion of distinct forms than divisions founded only on

external characters.

The labored Investigations of the mlcroscopists into the internal anatomy
has at last led to nearly the same results as a comparison of external forms,

i as they prove a elose connection to exist between the two groups of

characters. ;md we may hope that the less difficult system of classification

by external resemblances will in time resume its former importance, modi-

tied and improved by a knowledge <>f the entire structure of the animals.

The fallacy of making family divisions to depend on a few internal charac

Li- been often shown, and is becoming more and more certain with in

' Investigation. I do not claim that the shells alone should guide

ill cla-«i!i< .ilion. hut, with the form of the animal, they should define the

blgher groups, leaving the details of special organs to determine genera and

Qenui Hi

tin follow Sir. Binney uses "Helia" asacompre
[Ve term, like I'l'eillef Including ill it e\e|\ lielicoid 1:111.1 shell, and

•he French naturalists making genera by disintegrating it without

ma! lleii\. No other genos founded bj the immortal

hard a fate, and it i- to be hoped that at !• eclee

uiii >ei bo found to he :. Helix.
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I have before shown that our west -coast banded group lias claim at least

to be considered first cousin to the type of Helix, and cannot yet see more

than sub-generic differences, supposing lapicida to be the type. Mr. Bin-

ney, however, while admitting that the shell furnishes the most reliable

characters for the division (p. 352 1, makes it subordinate in most genera,

and appears to me to give it too little value.

Sub-genus Arionta.

I am more convinced by further comparisons of additional specimens that

the group of forms of this sub-genus found around San Francisco Hay are

merely local races of one, species, the ealiforniemi* of Lea, running into

the Tar. nemorionga Val. (usually called nicklhiiana Lea, which however

was so described as to include several), bridgexi Newc, passing into next,

ramentoxa Gld. (nearly — reticulata Pf. ), and the extreme Monterey race

vincta Val. (= californienxw of Binney I,

A specimen from Cedar Mountain, east of San Francisco Hay, found by

Dr. Yates, has nearly the form of var. vincta, being almost as nigh as wide,

but much dwarfed. Occasional specimens occur within the range of each

variety connecting it with some of the others. I suspect that the examina-

tion ofnumerous specimens of each would make the differences in internal

characters pointed out by Mr. Binney less uniform than he makes them ap-

pear, as he admits much variation in these respec s in several species thus

examined.

The named varieties of the European A. *rbv$tarum are even more dis-

tinct than in our group inhabiting the region around San Francisco Hay.

In the only admitted species of the Sierra Nevada, A. tudiculuta, I have

before mentioned that many varieties exist, though less localized and

marked, only one having yet been named, the var. ci/preophiln Newc.,

MSS. ; distinguished by thinness and umbilicus. This form, of very small

size, was also found by Dr. Yates in 187">, at Shasta, Cal., near lat. 41°,

the most northern point at which it has recently occurred. Nor does it pass

east of the Sierra Nevada, though lately included in the shells of the Great

Basin by Ingersoll, from misunderstanding the locality of ''Bear River,

Cal.," given by Carlton.

It may yet be proved that .1. arrOM is but a sub-species of culifi>rnieuxix,

the varieties arboretm-iuii Val , and the later varieties holdari&aA xtieersi-

ana described by me, forming the connecting links. In that case; A. e.riir-

aia P£ must also fall into the series, being connected with arrosa by inter-

mediate specimens, though rare and local. But the very rarity of all these

links tends to indicate an original difference In the chief forms, now-

becoming obscured where they meet in their ranges of distribution. (See

Amer. Jour, of Conch.. IV, 238.)

In a recent article I have shown by maps the peculiar distribution of the

species I refer to, Arionta being grouped in narrow limits as compared with

the others. (Proc. Cal. Acad. Sc, V, 121, 1873.)

Having now disposed of the Ariontas of the San Francisco group, there

remain those of Southern California, and the islands, extending onto the

peninsula. I have before shown in various articles that these are all con-
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nected by intermediate forms, even that retained by Mr. Binney in genus

Enpurypha {Tryoni), the difference in this being merely tbe result of a

greater abundance of lime in its food, and therefore in the shell. It is

also not improbable that the species called Euparyplia from southern Eu-

rope, etc., are merely Ariontce developed under similar conditions. In

our species, however, I see no reason for allowing more than specific dif-

ferences. Specimens of 77. kellettii, and of var. cirbristrinta may be

selected, and are more common fossil, that have just as much claim to

be considered Euparyphit (or of other genera) as Tryoni. No single char-

acter, external or internal, will suffice to distinguish genera in this family

or order of animals.

A. redimita W. G. Binn. The author of this name now calls it "proba-

bly a variety of A. rame/dosa," relying upon a resemblance in soulpture.

But this file-like surface is characteristic of many forms in the young state,

and of these species, the island variety first named redimita, shows in

its form a much nearer approach to A. kellettii than any other, and much
the same sculpture. The jaws and Unguals ire also nearer. A variety of

MW, however, comes very near it in form, and was formerly

mistaken for it on this coast.

I have before discussed the close gradations between the other southern

species of Arionta.
Sub-genus Cami-yl.ka".'

Retaining thia name provisionally, I merely refer to my previous writ-

ings for the distinguishing characters between it and Arionto. The re-

markable differences in the geographical distribution of the species, shown
in the maps referred to, is among the most striking of their characters. It

is quite probable that more thorough search In intermediate localities will

tend to increase the number of connecting s, but as now known the spe-

cies are more distinct than in Arimitu, thou a regular gradation in char-

aetata Corresponding with their distribution lias been already referred to.*

* With his ebaraeteriatie devotion toEuropean precedents, even where plainly

wrong, Mr. Binney retains tbe uaine Agiaitt {nan asagenusj though long ago
shown to be preoccupied i wioa In Molluaca. Besides it was used first for a south
American snail of apparently dlsttnot generic characters from ours. Bui be-

llbers long ago placed f'.fld*iis In this group. II Is retained, with tbe sub-

species orsouthern inoe i n i a hi it, i, and because the latter bas a form like that of
//. lull* In iituli, Mr. Kinney lias put this also wit 1 1 them, IgUOrlUg the fact that

this apeclea bears sxaotly the same relation tn // tnormonum as //. tnfwmaia
ml that Intermediate specimens arc even more common between

the tw>. first. //. iii'iiiiiiiiiinii, however, is an " ArtoiUa" according ii> Mr,

I'.iio.

(fowanyons with the shells before bint can see a regular gradation from //•

•mil through tnormonum, uquoloola, dupeWhouarti, tratkii, oarpanttri,

, ,iihiiirtii,\>> /iti/n ami hirtn. [fonelS an . I ,/Iuin, a II are, I .lie ill ller-

tnd Ai-imihi being In the shells, though Binney'ade-
iol make II al all clear. Savin before pointed oul the dlstlno-

i ir, "i ih., V, 201 . i merely wish hers i" a menu
then, : II. rui ihiiIii i \\\ An, nil, i I'ruin III isa |i|irelieusloii

, and Unit iimiii, ell as this, is probably a variety

ilthough th tsrlbed b> Binney aa diabloeitslt appears lobes
,
of which he da re a type a The typea, however,

p i.
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A link connecting fidelis with mormonum found at the Dalles, Or., seems

to me, however, most properly referred to the former. The most northern

locality for mormonum now known is at Shasta, Cal., lat. 41° (nearly), alt.

1160 feet, where in the volcanic region Dr. Yates found a very few stunted

specimens with but five and a half whorls and the bristle-granulations of

the young very strongly developed.

11. dupetithouarsi Desh. The figure copied by Binney from Deshayes, if

accurately drawn, is larger than any Monterey specimen I have seen, although

Deshayes gives that as the locality. It also has two black bands alternating

with three light ones, thus appearing more like the variety of fidelis with

a light upper surface, while the character "lighter above," also suits that

rather than the Monterey shell. As Dupetithouar's expedition visited

Oregon, I suspect that Deshayes really figured a fidelis as a better example

of the species, not having seen Gray's nor Lea's then recent descriptions,

just as he overlooked Conrad's of marine species collected by Nuttall in

California.

Still as he gives only Monterey as the locality, the name had better re-

main with that species which the description suits (with the exceptions

here noted in color and size).

This confusion may account in some degree for authors confounding

with this species others from distant points, and thus giving it an enormous

instead of very limited range. Some late authors have also obtained it at

second hand from amateur collectors on this coast, who, although getting

it directly or indirectly from Monterey, thought it only a finer variety of

the banded snails of their own vicinities, and thus gave it as a generally

diffused species.

II. Jldrlix var. infumula. Mr. Binney docs not refer to the evidences

given by me for making this a variety, nor to its ranging 86 miles south of

San Pablo Bay.

//. tsqvoieokt Cp. This local race has characters connecting fidelis, mor-

monum and dupetithowirsi in about the degrees by which it is distant from

their ranges. Mr. Binncy's description, from a somewhat faded specimen,

differs some from that of the types. Only the young shell is bristly up to

five whorls, thus longer than in traskii and mormonum. His figure of

traskii is from a small, probably stunted variety, as it grows a third

larger. That of didbloentU is also from an immature specimen, if not a

typical ram^ntota. The colors of the animal of mormonum are described

by him as different from that seen by me, but as the shells differ much in

color, the animals may also in various localities of its long range. (See

Proc. Cal. Acad. Sciences, VI, 187.3, 18.)

II. rufocincta Xewc. I spent several weeks on Santa Barbara Island,

and examined it carefully for helices, finding thousands of some species, but

none of this, so that I think the large race mentioned by Binney must have

been from Catalina Island, where alone I found it, varying much in size. I

was wrong also in referring the San Diego shell to this, as it has since been

generally considered carpenteri. I have before stated the close resem-

rilOC. AMEH. PIIILOS. SOC. XVIII. 104. 2K. riUN'TED SEPT. 18, 18? (
J.
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blance in everything but small size of H. gabbi to this species, which it

seems closer to than to //. facta with which Binney unites it.

As confirming the near relation of this group to Campglcea, it is notable

that Mr. Binney mentions " Campykea" lapicida (p. 379), which is so

similar to our angled species. If not the type of Helix, the name IJelici-

gone Risso, 1826, is, however prior, if the MSS. name, Cliilotrema Leacf, is

rejected.
Mesodon Rat

M. toicnsendianus Lea. The internal characters of the animal certainly

connect this species more nearly with Metodon than Arionta, and the

shell confirms this connection. Its more developed and reflexed lip, with

the lower lip furnished with a " careniform looth" is typical, while a

little resemblance in sculpture is all it shows in common with Arionta.

M. (Odotropi*) deofau Gould. In that interesting locality, Shasta, Cali-

fornia, Dr. Yates also found a dwarf variety of this species only about T
4
ff
of

an inch wide, and with only five whorls, evidently the Southern stunted

race of this Northern species, nearly like Rocky Mountain specimens. Mr.

Binney is certainly wrong in calling the bristly and three toothed Triad.

muUani, a variety of this species, though examples with faint teeth may
look much like dwarfed derins. He unites them on p. 338, but on p. 482

Shows that the jaws and teeth differ very much. On the same grounds 1

might call the Shasta specimens loHcata as they approach it in size and

form, or we might make half the Eastern Triodopset varieties of Metodon*.

" Triodopsis" harfordiana Binney, not Cooper, p. 309. The shell

here described and figured is certainly not my shell, but seems a variety of

T. mi/Hani, the differences described in jaw and Unguals not being so

great as in iniillaiii and drriiis. My shell dill'ers in the flat spire, unrctlexed

lip, wider umbilicus, and li (not 4) whorls. In his arrangement it would

lie a I'o'ggi/ra near P. triodorUoidet, and is very unlikely to range in the

direction of Idaho.

Mesudon (Aplodon) COlumbfanUi Lea. I am satisfied that the examina-

tion of a few more animals of the toothed anil imperforate form found in

California, which so much resembles a large genua wis, would prove

Mi. Binney's satisfaction that there Is a regular gradation in the number

of ribs on the Jaws from 8 to 11) as stated recently by myself. Whether

the genitalia constantly dififer as described in Oregon specimens, requires

further comparison! of fresh as well as alcoholic examples.

The litl on p. 1H, would siiir'_r e-.t that both these species extend to San

i, though really not found as yet south of lat. 86°, if so far.

Qltptoi roMA Binney ami Bland.

'I' he form Of jaWI aloOfl is allowed to locate this near llcli.r, though most

of itx ohai m to indicate a nearer affinity to /'a/nla.

IVli i.\ Held.*

M now unites /'. ,,,,,/„ ri with /' strigosa, but on the same

bould make all tin the Central Province varieties of

laws of " / •iiui, i "show timi ihtsergtMi muM be eon
• it. in
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solitaria. The evidence from intermediate forms, is like that in the case

of the Ariontm, and yet the intermediate specimens are scarcely numerous

enough to determine them as mere varieties, while he finds the teeth differ

considerably. The fact that solitaria occurs as far west as near Vancou-

ver, W. T., and near the localities of strigosa, at the Dalles (which is

within the Central Province), without mixing, tends to prove distinctness

of species in some degree. Future investigation of climatic peculiarities

may determine the cause of some local variations.

The Patula from Alaska referred by me to P. ruderata with a (?), in

the Araer. Jour, of Conch., V, 202, was certainly not P. pauper Gould es I

at the time stated, and the diagnosis I gave then would distinguish them

perfectly, yet Mr. Binney assumes that the Asiatic species is the same ;

though differences exist between them nearly as great as between P. ida-

hoemis and P. alternatu
'

Maciiocyoxis Beck.

It is not yet determined that the Chilian type of this genus (J/, laxata)

is congeneric with our species, which may yet prove to require the name
Mrsmitphi.r Hat' (type cotHOOa according to Ferussac).

On p. 1)0, Mr. Binney followed my former statement that M. f vancou-

verensis did not extend B. of lat. :37
J

, though in Amer. Nat., Jan. 1873, I

stated that I found it common near San DiegO, and I have seen specimens

from Central America, exactly similar (cellieata Forbes -

.').

Zonitks Cray, not Mont fort. The original type of this genus, uhjira,

appears to be very distinct from the thin diaphanous spce : es, belonging

to Hyalina Fer, though Ompkalina Etaf. (type e uprea-fuliyinoxit* Griff.,

MSS.), may possibly have precedence.

Mr. Binney gives "Z nitidux" astound at Astoria, Oregon (p. 114),

and " Z. alia rins" as from Astoria, N. Y. If no confusion of localities

has occurred, the former is just as likely to have been introduced on ships,

as the latter, and not to be really circumpolar.

There appears to be an error, either in the dimensions given or the scale

showing size of " Z. xtearn,xii," p. 128. Other probable errors of this

kind occur in the book, among them a repetition on p. BOOof 81 mfflimi

for 21, the actual breadth of the type fig. of A. redimita. The want of

a uniform scale of enlargement of minute species, is to be regretted.

Akioi.imax Morch.

The figures given from alcoholic specimens have almost no value in

comparing the outlines of the species, as they vary much, according to the

degree of contraction of the animal, either when dropped in, 'or afterwards

on account of the variable strength of the spirits used to preserve them.

This variability also affects the form of internal organs, though in less

degree, but probably enough to account for some of the differences de-

scribed in viscera, though not those in jaws and Unguals.

The figures given of A. hemphilli and .1. audi rsoni show only BUefc

differences as can be found in a number of any one species put in alcohol
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under varying conditions, and are thus undistinguishable from examples

of A. niger. Of the value of the differences in jaws and teeth, it will re-

quire comparison of many from various localities to decide.

The species however, is A. andersoni W.G.B. not Prophysaon ander-

soni J. G. Cooper, sp.

Living specimens of these forms differ from A. niger only in pale colors,

but all the slugs vary so much in this that it is an unreliable character.

Pkophysaox W. G. Binney.

The figure given of P. hemphilli, represents exactly the alcoholic ap-

pearance of my Avion? andersoni (p. 236), and the description is con-

formable, allowing for difference in this respect. Still the internal differ-

ences observed, may distinguish the northern form until fully compared

with the southern.

In my MSS. description, I remarked on the differences from Avion, and

suggested the name Limacarion, which some friend suppressed in printing,

probably thinking it preoccupied. I still have specimens so labelled at the

tune of writing. At any rate Prophysaon andersoni has priority, as a

specific name over P. hemphilli.

On p. 889, Mr. Binney refers to the fresh specimens sent byme to him, but

tries to find a discrepancy in my statement that it has a caudal mucous

pore. I still think that it has one, but so small as to be imperceptible when

Contracted by alcohol. This "mucous pore" continues to be a great

stumbling block in classification, although it only differs in degree of de-

velopment in various genera. All of them are covered with mucous glands

as in f.i'iiia.r, each gland with a pore opening externally, and the caudal

gland merely varies in size. No more mucus is produced by Ariolimax

than by a Prophysaon or Unui.r of the same size. The large cavity Under

the mantle as figured by Binney, is rather a notch between it and the end

of the foot, than the opening of an enormous gland. In describing Avion

foliolatii*, Dr. Gould calls it a pit which tends to prove that form to be

an Ariolimax.

Besides this character the position of the spiracle In my figure of .1..'

andersoni was sufficient to prove t" Mr. Binney thai it was not an Ario

> that there was no need of making confusion by applying the

name of my species to one of thai genus.

The number of ribs o:i the jaw seems variable with age, and as 1 de

scribed the largest specimens, I found more than given by Binney In any
ol tin-in In some cases also, two or more ribs appear consolidated into a

wide one, and the lateral ribs are rudimentary.

In quoting my locality of Santa ISarhara for .1. Oolu inhi.i n us Mr. Hinney

det that I afterwards se|iaraleil .1. califoniini.* from thai

las, and that tin- <\iivme southern specimens arc most likely to I"'

the latter, If nol i nen form.
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Surface Geology of South-irest Pennsylvania and adjacent portion* of West

Virginia and Maryland. By John J. Stevenson, Professor of Geology^

in the University of the City of Neio York.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, August 15, 1879.)

Introduction.

I. Benches along Cheat River and vicinity—Along the Monongahela

River— George's Creek—Redstone Creek—Along the National Road— Chest-

nut Ridge— Youghiogheny River— Wextmortiund County, west from C/hxI-

nut Ridge—Ligonier Valley—Somerset County— h'ast from the Allegha-

nies.

II. Resume of the Facts— The Horizontal Benches—The River Terraces

—Conclusions.

The region in which the observations recorded in this paper were made,

embraces of Pennsylvania the counties of Fayette, \\'i stmoreland, Wash-
ington and Greene, witli parts of Alleghany, Beaver and Somerset; of

West Virginia, parti of Monongalia, Preston, Mineral and Hardy ; and of

Maryland, the extreme western portion. But the observations were made
chiefly in the four counties of Pennsylvania first named and in Mononga-
lia county of West Virginia.

The Alleghany Mountains of Pennsylvania form the eastern boundary

of Somerset county. West from these in the same county are Negro
Mountain and the Viaduct Axis, which unite with the Alleghanies near

the northern line of Maryland to form Prof. W. B. Rogers' Tygait'l Val-

ley anticlinal in West Virginia. This great anticlinal is divided by Ty-
gart's Valley into two monoclinal ridges, known as Cheat Mountain and
Rich Mountain.

Laurel Ridge, the next west from Negro Mountain in Pennsylvania, is a

bold mountain separating Westmoreland and Fayette counties from Cam
bria and Somerset ; it extends into West Virginia and dies out before

reaching the Great Kanawha river. Chestnut Ridge passes through West-

moreland and Fayette counties at twelve or fifteen miles further west, and
is separated from Laurel Hklge by the Ligonier Valley, a canoe-shaped syn-

clinal, which disappears southward not far beyond the southern line of

Pennsylvania. Chestnut Ridge becomes insignificant soon after entering

West Virginia, but in Pennsylvania it is almost as imposing as Laurel

Ridge or the Alleghanies. West from Chestnut Ridge, only the Saltsburg

anticlinal is strong enough to affect the topography. It forms Brush Ridge
in Westmoreland and Fayette counties, but disappears very near the line

of West Virginia.

The drainage west from the Alleghanies belongs to the Ohio river sys-

tem and the smaller streams arc tributary to the Conemaugh, the Youghio-

gheny, the Cheat, or the Monongahela. The first of these large streams

flows into the Alleghany, while the second and third are tributaries to the

Monongahela, which unites with the Alleghany at Pittsburgh to form the

Ohio.
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The Alleghanies of Virginia are reached in Maryland. They are not

the s:ime with those of Pennsylvania, but belong to the series of antielinals

next east. In this region, the Potomac river, rising near the Alleghanies

of Pennsylvania, breaks through the Alleghanies of Virginia and flows

past Cumberland on its way to the Atlantic Ocean.

"Within the whole area examined, no traces of glacial drift occur, except

along the banks of the Ohio river, where such material appears on the ter-

races, having been brought down by the Beaver and Alleghany rivers

from the northern counties.

Some notes respecting the river terraces of the Ohio and Monongahela

rivers were given in my report on the Greene and Washington district of

Pennsylvania (1875). The observations begun in 1875 were continued

during 1876 and 1877, and the surface geology was studied as closely as

was possible without interfering with the economic investigations, which

were the main object of the survey. Some of the observations are recorded

in my report on the Ligonier Valley of Fayette and Westmoreland coun-

ties (1877). Barometric measurements were made wherever a terrace or

bench could be recognized, but, in very many cases, these observations

proved to be worthless as no spirit-leveled line was within reach to be used

as a base. The measurements given in this paper were verified by direct

reference to leveled lines and by repetitions.

I.

Benches along Ciikat Rtveb and its Vicinity.

Cheat and Monongahela rivers unite in Pennsylvania at about two miles

north from the line of West Virginia. Their channel-ways diverge rapidly,

SO that the former stream issues from Chestnut ridge at little more than

three or four miles south from the State line, while the latter breaks

through the same ridge at fully thirty miles further south. The course of

Cheat is rudely north-west, and that of the Monongahela rudely north and

south.

Stewartttoicn B&nchM, In the peninsula between these rivers and west

from Chestnut Ridge, a line of high knobs begins at about a mile west of

south from the mouth of Cheat and continues in an irregularly south direc-

tion to Dorsey's knob beyond Morgantown in West Virginia. These hills

are nearly alike in height and reach to about 000 feet above the rivers at

their junction, They are rudelj conical and their sides are terraced. <bi

• me of these hills is the village ofStewartstown, at nearly three miles from
• river. In descending from this place U) either river, the following

aeries of bandies was seen
;

Tenth Bench 888 ft. above river, l '-"•>•'» ft. above tide.

Ninth " 468 " 1285 '•

ith " 428 " '•
1108 "

nth " 800 " •• 1180 "

th " 880 " "
I mo ••

Fifth •• 880 " "
1060 "

HO •• •
980 "

Third ..180
" " 080 "

80 " "
'

"
•.mi

• " ; "
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Ice's Ferry. Descending from the State line to Ice's ferry, on Cheat

river, at neftrly nine miles above ils mouth, one sees the first, second, third,

sixth, seventh and eighth benches of the series just given, but the fourth

and fifth have been so disguissd by erosion that they cannot be recognized.

Above the third, there are no transported fragments, and the higher

benches to the sixth are covered by an irregular deposit of sand with more

or less clay. But no clay was observed on the eighth bench. Ascending

the opposite side of the river and following the road toward Morgantown,

one finds rolled and polished stones, mostly of small size, occurring in

great numbers up to the level of the third bench, where they suddenly dis

appear. The ninth bench is reached on this road at about three miles from

the river near the church and school house. The mile-ground, a level

stretch about a mile long and nearly the same distance from Morgantown,

is on the eighth bench.

Standing here and casting the glass around the horizon, one finds this

bench marked by fiat-topped hills far beyond Decker's creek, which enters

the Monongahela at .Morgantown, while the same bench is distinctly con-

tinuous along the face Of Oheitaat Ridge southward to certainly beyond the

gorge of Booth's creek, which enters the Monongahela river at SOflMVhal

more than 12 miles south from the; State line. A- Ml attained from tie

cords of wells bored or digged on the mile ground, the deposit consists of

coarse sand, sometimes containing a little blue clay, in all from 4 to 22

feet thick.

The seventh bench of the Stewarlstown series is reached further along

the road, where the valley of Decker's creek is first reached, and it is con-

tinuous thence around the hills to the Monongahela side. The third bench

is well marked at Morgantown and, opposite that village, decayed shells of

unio have been ploughed up at that level.

Line Ferry. Here, at three miles from the mouth of the river, the sev-

enth, eighth and ninth benches of the Stewartstou n series are distinct on

the West Virginia side, but the lower ones have been removed or they

have been disguised by erosion so as to be unrecognizable.

In descending from the north towards this ferry, one has difficulty in rec-

ognizing any of the benches, as the hill is abrupt and covered with forest
;

but rolled stones appear suddenly and in great numbers at 210 feet above

the river bed, and increase thence in size as well as in number to the sur-

face of the stream ; while on the opposite side, transported fragments are

numerous up to the level of the fifth bench. On both sides the higher

benches are covered with sand, showing no polished fragments, but con-

taining many small pieces of rock belonging to the it).mediate vicinity,

which have been little affected by weathering and evidently have not been

subjected to the action of running water.

Benches along the Monongahela River.

Beticeen the State Line and George's Creek. Coming from the south to

Point Marion, where the Cheat and Monongahela rivers unite, one finds all

the Stewartstown benches distinct except the third, which has been de-
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stroyed by erosion on the east side of the Monongahela, though it is still

shown on the west side. The higher benches are almost equally distinct

on both sides of the river. Polished fragments occur in great numbers up
to the line of the fourth bench and, even at that elevation, many of them
are of enormous size.

Crossing the Ferry at Point Marion and taking the hill-road to New Ge-

neva, at the mouth of George's creek, one reaches the third bench at half

a mile from the river. It is covered by coarse sand mingled with clay,

which has boulders freely distributed throughout its whole mass. Such
fragments are numerous up to 280 feet from the water's edge, the line of

the fifth bench. The eighth bench is reached at somewhat more than a

mile from Cheat river, and at the first cross-road it bears a deposit of sand

whose thickness has not been determined. A flat-topped hill near this

place marks the level of the ninth bench.

The fifth bench is of interest here. It is reached on this road very soon

beyond the divide separating George's creek from Cheat river. There it

bears a valuable fire clay with pockets of excellent glass sand. The irregu-

larity of the deposit is shown by sections obtained in two neighboring pits-

The one shows :

1

.

Sand, clay, etc 11 feet.

2. Sand, white, very clean 3 "

:'.. ( 'lay, ferruginous, sandy 1 foot.

4. Clay, black, very good 1 "

"i. Clay, white, good, but containing ferruginous streaks 7 feet.

6. Clay, ferruginous, seen 10 "

Total 33 feet.

The other section is :

1. Sand, clay, etc 8 to 10 feet.

2. Clay 3 to 10 "

:;. Ferruginous conglomerate Oft. l inch.

1. (J lass sand C feet.

ikI, Inferior unknown.

peeling the Ihicknen of the ferruginous clay, No, 8 of the first sec-

tion, nothing is known further than that at 10 feel from the top the tools

Oted in boring became hopelessly fast. An attempt was made tO bore

through the land, No. ">, of the second section, but the tools could not be

pushed beyond IS (eel

i little distance beyond the pits, the third bencb of the Stewartstowu

Is reached, but the fourth bench baa been masked by urosion so that

the wash from the thick deposit on the fifth covers the place of the fourth

tad becomes continuous with the deposit on the third. Throughout the

us on ttotii benches, transported Eragmenti are found in vast numbers.

A well digged on the third bench is •.';! feet deep and does not reach the

utdj deposit At a little waj beyond, the bottom of the

Is reached and the thickness to the rock]! ihelf is shown to be B8 feet.
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Tlie black clay of the first section, commonly known as the "swamp
clay," was reached in a boring hen; at 2~> feet from the surface. In it,

amid the numerous fragments of half-rotted wood, the cupule of an acorn

was found along with what seemed to be berries of the black haw. The
latter were thoroughly carbonized and crumbled rapidly on drying ; but

the acorn cup was still tough, and it was kept for some time as a curiosity.

The wood in this clay is tough enough to snap in breaking and it has the

peculiar tint characterizing the half-rotted wood so frequently seen in

peat bogs.

A point of the third bench projects towards George's creek at a little

north from the road. Unio shells, much decayed, are common here and

are barely covered by the soil.

A rise in the road at half a mile nearer to New Geneva brings it again

to the level of the fifth bench. There a small deposit of glass sand was

found, but it was soon worked out. It rested on an irregular deposit of

clay ail' I sand.

This fifth bench is continuous along the river hills from the State line to

the mouth of George's creek, except where cut away by streams, but some-

times it is so defaced by erosion as to be recognized only with difficulty.

It is handsomely preserved at Greensboro', on the west side of the river

opposite i\'ew (ieneva, where it shows vast numbers of rolled stones.

Mingled clay and sand occur above it to 800 feet above water level.

Ihtireen George's Greek and B4d$tone Creek. Below Greensboro' on the

river hill, benches occur at 20) 180, MS and 8t0 feet above low water. At

the mouth of Whitely creek, in Greene county, the third bench of the

St e wart stow n series, at 180 feet, is very distinct up the creek to the village

of Mapletown, and polished fragments are numerous all the way. At the

mouth of Muddy creek, in the same county, the fifth bench, covered with

rolled and polished stones, is handsomely shown, and along the creek it is

quite perfect as tar as Uarmichaels, where the detrital coating is as thick

as it is along the river.

On Pumpkin run, in the same county, this bench is shown with the

same features. The measurement given in the Greene and Washington

report* is erroneous and the bench isCODfounded there with one which was

not seen in the Stcwartstown series, 'nut which seems to be intermediate

between the fifth and the sixth, and to be persistent along several of the

streams in Greene county at 80 feet above the fifth bench. At the mouth
of Ten-mile creek the first, third and fifth of the Stewartstown series are

shown, together with the supplemental one just mentioned ; while at Fred-

erick, in Washington county, or rather, at two miles back from the river,

and near Frederick, is a still higher one, which is clearly the same with the

eighth of the Stewartstown series, though the erroneous measurement

given in the Greene and Washington county report would make it inter-

mediate between that and the seventh.

* During part of the season ofl875I used a barometer whieli proved to be quite

bad. In this way came the erroneous measurements referred to.

PROG. amkk. riin.os. BOO. xvut. 104. She. printed sept. 26, 1870.
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Between Redatow Creek and Pittsburgh. The benches are handsomely

sbown on both sides of tbe river below the mouth of Redstone creek,

which enters the river at Brownsville, 50 miles above Pittsburgh. At

Belvernon, near the northern line of Fayette county, the deposit on the

third bench has been opened to procure glass-sand ; and at present two ex-

cavations are worked on the opposite side of the river. At the upper one

of these the following detailed section was obtained :

1. Alternations of fireclay, gravel and coarse sand, with frag-

ments of varying size ; the whole containing much carbon-

aceous matter in streaks, mostly broken coal ; very ferrugi-

nous toward the base 12 to 1G ft.

2. Sand, fine and angular, excellent for manufacture of fine win-

dow and mirror glass ; containing thin, irregular layers of

blue plastic clay, with occasional layers of conglomerate

cemented by oxide of iron ; contains also numerous rounded

fragments of rock, some of them very large ; the pebbles are

of limestone, sandstone, and carboniferous conglomerate 16 to 22 ft.

3. Coarse sand and gravel, with many small rounded fragments ;

much carbonaceous matter, coal, and imperfect lignite ; oc-

casionally yields large fragments of trees. This is often a

ferruginous conglomerate 2 ft.

4. Ferruginous Band, frequently conglomerate ; contains some

transported fragments of considerable size 2 to i ft

5. Blue plastic clay to 4 ft.

6. Blue laminated shale of the lower barren series.

The plastic Clay, No. ">, is evidently derived from the underlying shale

on which the deposit rests. The section shown in the other excavation is :

1. Clay, Containing rounded fragments, lumps of coal, etc 10 ft.

2. Dark sand used for moulding 7 ft.

:i. White sand,used in making glass 7 ft.

ndy and clayey material, containing rounded fragments

and lumps of iron ore 1 ft.

5. Dark sand 4 ft.

As these excavations an- barely half a mile apart, they show the extreme

ularity Of the deposit, which is from •(<> to 40 feet thick at the upper

itioii, while at the lower one it rarely exceeds ''>'> feet

At sfonoagahela chy, the third and fifth of the Stewartstown benches

are :it IM and 890 fed Shore low watermark; above these are the sixth

and eighth at 1110 and 1190 feel above tide. Between the third and fifth

there is ;in ill <lelined bench at 990 fat above low water, which is distinct

further dow n the stream, for s terrace, holding that place, [ reported from

rhompson'i rum. The third bench, also, ]» well defined

down tin- river, being that along which the Pennsylvania Railroad runs

from Just below Braddocksfleld almost to Pittsburgh.

The lowest bench at Klonongahela cltj Is at 10 feel above the river or at

750 fat abovt Phe Baltimore and Ohio Railroad runs along this
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bench for a considerable part of the way below the mouth of the Youghio-

gheny river. It is the bench along the river front at Pittsburgh.

Benches along George's Creek. The third and fifth benches of the Stew-

artstown series are persistent along this creek, but constantly rise up-stream

so that at the village of Smithfield the fifth is 304 and the third 200 feet

above the river at the mouth of the creek. The rise is quite regular and

in this distance the lower one has gained five feet on the upper one.

The eighth bench is shown on the south side of the creek near the

village of Morris Cross-roads, forming the crests of several flat-topped

hills on the divide between George's creek and Grassy run, the latter a

tributary to Cheat river. Its absolute level is unchanged, being 1195 feet

above mean tide. The sixth bench is found near Grassy run, and the

second is there at 80 feet above the run, or 125 feet above Cheat river at

its mouth.

Crossing the divide between Grassy run and Rubbler's run, also tribu-

tary to Cheat river, several benches were seen, but their relations could

not be made out owing to lack of time. On .Mitchell's hill, projecting from

Chestnut Ridge almost Immediately behind the old Bpringhill furnace, the

eighth bench stands out from the mountain for almost 400 yards. This

bench is continuous thence southward to the line of West Virginia, where,

as the divide between Kubbler's run and Cheat river, it extends for a long

distance eastward and westward. Its elevation was determined on this

divide and differs from that near Stcwartstown by barely five feet.

Returning to George's creek and taking the road from Smithfield to

Uniontown, which follows the west side of the valley, one finds the third,

fifth and sixth benches constantly persistent along the side of Brush ridge,

Which, as already mentioned, is the elevated land marking the course of

the Saltsburg anticlinal, lvist from the road are some minor benches

Whose relations were not made out.

Beyond the creek, on the Hank of the mountain, fragments of the eighth

bench are occasionally shown, and the same bench is reached on the road

at the summit of the divide between George's and Redstone creeks at one

mile from Uniontown.

Meanwhile, in ascending the creek, the fifth bench has shown a constant

increase in altitude, so that as the divide is approached, that bench takes

place of the sixtli and finally is merged into the seventh. According to the

barometer, the eighth bench is somewhat higher here than at the mouth of

Cheat river, being 1806 feet instead of 1195, but the measurement was not

verified. No opportunity was afforded for following out the minor benches

in this valley, but their steady rise from the river to the village of Smithfield

justifies the belief that they rise with the stream until, at last, the "bottom "

becomes merged into the highest bench at the head of the stream.

Benches on Redstone Creek. No little difficulty was experienced in the

attempt to trace out the benches along Redstone creek, which enters the

Monongahela at Brownsville, 50 miles above Pittsburgh. From the river

to Upper Middletown, ') miles below Uniontown, the creek is hemmed in
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by high bills and the valley is so narrow in many places that tbe benches

are necessarily very indistinct. It is sufficiently clear, however, that tbe

bench, on winch Uniontown is built, is the same with the third of the

Stewartstown series as exposed at Brownsville. The transported fragments

were seen on Redstone at rive or six miles from the river, where the bench

is fairly well defined. Further up, tbe same bench is imperfectly shown at

Upper Middletown.

Along the road leading from Uniontown to Connellsville, the eigbtb

bench is reached very soon after leaving the National road, and it is ex-

posed again near Lemont furnace at four miles from Uniontown, where the

sixth bench is handsomely preserved at 90 feet below it. The latter bencb

shows changes in level as insignificant as those of the former.

The eighth bench is persistent throughout the whole of the Redstone

valley east from Brush Ridge, but it becomes a little obscure near the sum-
mit dividing the waters of Redstone from those of Dunbar creek. There

a higher bencb was seen, which belongs between the ninth and tenth of

the Stewartstown column.

On the old Pittsburgh road leading north from Uniontown, the eighth

bench is well shown, and, at the first summit, the tenth bench is reached.

This seems to be the most extensive plain along the east side of Brush

Ridge.

Benches along the National Road.

Between Uniontown and the Monongahela Iliner. The National road be-

tween Uniontown in Fayette county and Washington in Washington

county seems to have been laid out with the view of crossing the summit
of every high hill between the two boroughs. It affords excellent oppor-

tunity for the study of the higher benches with the least possible expendi-

ture of labor.

The eighth bench is soon reached west from I'niontown, and a persistent

floor representing tbe seventh bench is shown at 60 feel below it. Tho
tenth bench is seen at three miles west from I'niontown ; and a rude sur-

vey of the surrounding country, made with the level, shows thai bench to

. widely persistent and to be the important plain of Brush Ridge.

The ninth beneh is reached on the hill holding the eastern outerop of the

/'ittxlnirf/h coal bed at live miles west from I'nionlown. At that place one

come- to the benches Of Dunlop'l creek, and the ninth bench is seen to be

constantly distinct along that stream during its passage through the arch

Of (hS Salisbury avis.

on the hill beyond the old hotel at nearly nine miles west from Union-

town* a higher bench is reached, Which if shown in several hills in the

vicinity, all ofthem Bat-topped. These truncated cones mark an eleventh

bench, whose altitude i- ii,r Mian that of the tenth, or [850 led

:in ;in tide.

!i bench is reached again at a little way further west, and thence

tbr road runs on the ninth which It handsomely
• Ictlm d.
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Thence to within a mile of Brownsville, the country is so disfigured by

erosion that nothing can be determined ; but at that distance from Browns-

ville one comes within sight of the Monongahela river and the road soon falls

to the eighth bench, which has an absolute altitude of 1185 feet, if the en-

gineers' station at West Brownsville was correctly identified. This is ten

feet less than at the mouth of Cheat river and 5 feet less than on the Con-

nellsville road near Uniontown. The other benches below this are

sufficiently distinct along the river above Brownsville.

Between the Monongahela Hirer and Washington. On the west side of

the river, the eighth bench is reached within a mile and it is the im-

portant one north and south as far as the eye can reach, until our comes to

a station, known as Kreppsville, say three miles west from the river

as measured along the road. But there, at a. short distance north from

the road, a higher bench is seen at 1225 feet, which seems to be the ninth of

the series and is persistent northward. The road reaches this bench at a little

way further west and follows it to near the village of (Vntreville, where,

while crossing a stream, it comes down to the eighth bench. At Centre-

ville, it returns to the ninth, while both north and south from the village a

higher bench is seen in fragments, with an elevation of 124") feet. Still

further north, the tenth bench is shown in the crowns of several flat-topped

hills, which have an elevation ot 1286 feet.

Between Centrcville and a mile and a half east from the village of

Beallsville, the road runs alternately on the 1299 and the 124") feet bench,

but at the latter place it falls to the eighth as it crosses the valley of a

stream emptying into the Monongahela river. It quickly rises again to

1225 and then to 1245 feet, both distinct benches, and within a short dis-

tance it comes up to the tenth. The last is the great bench north and south,

and apparently it is the most important bench thus far on this side of the

river.

West from Beallsville is a high hill, which seems to mark the dividing

line between the benches of the Monongahela Valley and those belonging

to the valley of Chartiers creek and the Ohio river at the west, though it

is broken by Pike run at a little way north from the National road. On
this hill, one rises to 1420 and 1445 feet above tide, two splendid benches,

and the summit of the hill is little less than 1500 feet.

Descending the west side of this hill, one comes to the 1420 feet bench

and goes below it ; but in ascending the first summit east from Hillsbor-

ough, he crosses benches at 1420, 1445 and 1475 feet, all of them perfectly

distinct, the first two quite as much so as on the east side of the Beallsville

Ridge. Descending from this, one soon comes to the tenth bench at 1209

feet, but in ascending to Hillsborough he again crosses benches at 1420,

1445 and 1475 feet and reaches 1605 feet at the hill- top, the three benches be-

ing very distinct. Hillsborough is at 12 miles east from Washington.

At eleven miles east from Washington, the road crosses the 1445 fe t

bench ; at ten miles, the bench at 1380 feet ; and at 9^ miles, the tenth at

1295 feet. At nine miles, one teaches the head of Pike run, and in the
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whole region north from the National road, the tenth bench is the most

widespread, the one which gives character to the country. At 8 miles and

a half from Washington, the general elevation of the country increases and

the road rises, so that from that point to the four-mile post the road oscil-

lates between the 1420 and the 1445 feet bench. But near that post it falls

to 1375 or 1380 feet and comes upon a fine terrace, which is of considerable

extent north and south from the pike.

Between the second and third mile-posts, the road crosses an island of

the 1420 feet bench and at the second post it is again at 1375 feet. This is

the principal bench of the Chartiers Valley, being well shown on both

sides. The lower benches came out in their order from this horizon down
to the railroad depot at Washington, which is near the place of the sixth

bench.

The observations from the river to Washington were made altogether

with the barometer, but under very favorable circumstances, for on repe-

tition the measurements showed insignificant variations ; and in both cases

the total change in the barometer during the passage was barely five one-

thousandths of an inch ; the altitudes of the stations terminating the line

having been well determined by railroad levels.

Benches on West Side op Chestnut Ridge South from the
Your; huh; ii in y River.

This slope shows for the most part a very regular face in the Redstone

region. Near the West Virginia line and beyond that southward as far as

tin- observations were carried, the rocks of the Lower Barren and Lower

Productive Coal Series have so far escaped erosion, that the benches below

the eighth arc easily recognized. Northward from the middle of George's

township, in Fayette county, to the divide between Redstone and Dunbar

creeks, the lower rocks of the Coal Measures have been in great part re-

moved, and the massive Pottsville (Serai) conglomerate, resisting erosion,

has remained to give the mountain its present slope. The benches do not

where this rock forms the face of the ridge and traces of them are

very rare. It is noteworthy thai the outcrop Ol this Conglomerate, though

at a considerable distance t'rom the plane of the axis, is not much below the

average elevation of the summit ot'ilie ridge.

On the summit, at the National road, the surface is covered by a line

reddish sand, almost lice from clay, which is well shown at the Summit

hotel. The well (in the opposite side of the road was digued in this sand

to the depth <>\' 10 I'.-i 1, and the people in the vicinity v\ere surprised by

the occurrence or river snails ami mussels, many of them being quite fresh

This point is about 8400 feel above tide. A well marked hench

was seen on the Beaton road, iso feel higher, which extendi along thai

. I wo miles south I'nun the National road and is covered with

i sand desired from the disintegration of the Pocono (Vespertine)

el bench covered bj loose sand can be followed ftw

. Ice.
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Some of the low gaps, which extend to hut a short distance below the

summit are beautifully terraced. The benches in Wymp's gap, exposed

by removal of the timber, are distinct to one standing even on the opposite

side of George's Creek Valley. The gorges made by the larger streams are

usually so narrow and have so abrupt walls that no benches remain, and it is

doubtful if benches could have existed in any but very few of them. For
this reason no benches below the eighth have been fully recognised along

the greater part of this face, south from the Youghiogheny river.

Benches along the Youghiogheny River.

The river " bottom" at M'Keesport is at 705 feet above tide. Thence it

is continuous to Connellsville, at the mouth of the Chestnut Ridge gap,

where it is 894 feet above tide.

At Perryopolis, just south from the river, a fine bench is shown covered

by Band, which contains many enormous bowlders, all of which have been

brought down from the mountain gaps.

Possum run enters the river almost opposite Connellsville. On the road

leading along this run from that borough to Brownsville, a bench, reached

at the first summit, barely 200 feet above the river, is the highest limit of

transported fragments. All of the bowlders are of huge size and many of

them weigh not less than a ton. They have polished surfaces and are so

numerous that the farmers use them in building fences. This bench is the

same with that seen at Perryopolis.

This bench is persistent along the river above Connellsville, but it can be

followed only with difficulty as slides In the gaps have masked it at several

localities. It is very nearly 300 feet above the river at Connellsville, but

thence it rises less rapidly than the river bed, so that at Ohiopyle Falls it

is not quite 140 feet above the stream. While flowing on this bench as its

bed, the river ran directly across the neck of the peninsula at Ohiopyle

Falls, and the gorge through which the stream now flows has been eroded

since the bed fell below that bench.

At Confluence, immediately above the east end of the gap through Laurel

Ridge, the river "bottom," which is only 763 feet at M'Keesport, is 1340

feet above tide or 581 feet higher than the same bench at the mouth of the

river. A very fine bench was seen southwest from Confluence at 1820 feet

above tide. The persistent bench to which reference has been made, is

still seen along the river, but is much nearer the stream than it is at Ohio-

pyle. Riding up Castleman's river, which unites here with the Youghio-
gheny, one soon rises above this bench or rather finds the river bottom
merged into it.

Benches in Westmoreland County West from Chestnut Ridge.

Few available measurements were obtained in this part of Westmoreland
count}'. The survey was made during the autumn of 1870, a season

strangely marked by violent fluctuations of the barometer ; but no measure-
ments have been accepted as trustworthy except such as were verified by
direct comparison with a spirit-leveled line as a base.
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Though the observations thus available are very few, yet they suffice to

show that the system of benches in this county is the same with that found

in Fayette and Washington.

The eighth bench of the Stewartstown series is shown half a mile west

from Jacksonville, near the county line on the Pittsburgh and Bedford

road, at 1190 feet above tide ; a still higher one at Jacksonville with an

elevation of 1230 feet, is evidently the ninth of that series. These benches

are well shown both north and south from the pike, forming the crowns of

many hills, while the tenth is distinct north from the Pennsylvania Rail-

road. Following the pike one finds the twelfth bench at three miles and a

half west from Greensburg, with an elevation of 1380 feet, precisely the

same as on the National road many miles southwest ; and at two miles

west from Greensburg the ninth (?) is shown with an elevation of 1242

feet. Benches were seen north from Greens! »urg at 1185, 1270, and 1300

feet on the road to New Salem, evidently representing the eight and tenth

with the intermediate bench seen in Fayette county between the ninth and

tenth.

The highest point at the village of New Salem is on the eleventh bench,

which is of wide extent in that part of the country. The benches are fine-

ly shown west from New Salem along Turtle Creek and its tributaries, but

unfortunately, all of the measurements made in that vicinity proved alto-

gether worthless, owing to flagrant variations in the barometer.

Measurements made on the Bedford pike near Latrobe, as It descends to

Loyalhanna creek, showed the fifth, sixth, eighth and ninth benches at

1050, 1105, 1185 and 1240 feet above tide. The fifth is here the

"bottom" of the Loyalhanna. The highest plain seen near the pike is

about 1450 feet above tide.

Benches in tiii: LxaONiSB Vam.ey.

On the National Road. There was do means of verifying the measure

menta made here. The base used is the altitude of Chestnut Ridge

summit as determined by the original survey at 8400 feel above tide. This

determination agrees closely with thai shown by the barometer, the rail-

road level at Dnlontown being taken as the base
i
but as gross errors were

made by the engineers In running the line for the road, and as there is no

well-fixed point nearer than Dnlontown, the altitudes of the benches can

not lie regarded as fairly determined. At the same time it may be best to

rd the levels obtained, because they show that the surface of Ligonier

Valley is marked by horizontal benches precisely similar to those seen on

Use west side of Chestnut Ridge. The following series was made out be

n the summit and the village of Farniington, midway between Chest

nut and Laurel Ridges i 8156, 8060, 1066, I860 (eel above tide. The crowns

ol the hills ill tbil pari of the \ alley ale almost absolutely level and the es

of the he teep, The forms stand out tnorefairiv

th in th. v do west tiom ( Ibestnut I!

iih from the National road, Laurel U mountain character
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and, as it were, breaks down into a broad level country, known as the

"Glades," which stretches over into West Virginia and Maryland.

Thougli thus breaking down, the ridge loses little of its height, and the

"Glades " are not far from 2200 feet above tide. In general character this

plain is precisely like the benches.

A fine series of benches was seen near Indian creek at Springfield in

Fayette county, but no way existed whereby the exact altitude could be

determined, and no measurements were made.

Near the Luyalhanna. Between Ligonier and the village of Stahlstown

in Westmoreland county, on the divide between Four-mile run and the

Loyalhanna, the following benches were found : 1690, 1570, 1520, 1480,

1300 and 1245 feet above tide. These measurements were verified by ref-

erence to the levels of the Ligonier and Latrobe Railroad at Ligonier.

The last three are remarkably near three seen on the National road not far

from Hillsborough, and the last two undoubtedly represent the ninth (!) and

twelfth of the series.

Benches in Somerset County.

The elevation of Meyersdalc on the Pittsburgh and Connellsville Railroad

has been well established at 2063 feet above tide, Within sight of that

village are three fully defined benches at 212:!, 2288 and 2323 feet above

tide, as determined by barometer from Meyersdale.

The first bench is the floor of the country away from the Castleman's

river ; is shown on the hill between Elk Lick creek and the Castleman's
; is

the first bench on the road to Berlin north from the River, where it is beau-

tifully distinct ; and is again reached on the summit beyond the crossing of

Blue Lick by that road. At each of these places the bench is seen to be

persistent over a wide area.

The second bench is at the hill-top on the property of the Cumberland

and Elk Lick coal company, and its place southward from that locality is

shown by flat-topped hills. The same bench was seen on the road to

Berlin.

The third bench was seen on the road to Berlin at the Pine Hill church

as well as at Berlin, where its existence is proved by the flat-topped hills.

All of the benches are distinct at Berlin, and the second and third are well

preserved along the west face of the Alleghanies.

East from the Alleghanies.

The observations here are not in detail. For the most part they were

taken hastily along Wills creek and in the vicinity of Cumberland.

Enough, however, was ascertained to show that a series of benches similar

to that already described, exists along the east side of the Alleghanies in

Maryland.

Fine river terraces were seen along the Potomac and on Wills creek,

which enters the Potomac river at Cumberland. The chief terrace of the

Potomac is easily traced from Cumberland to Piedmont, and has even more

rapid rise than along the Youghiogheny or the Castleman's river. The

l'ROC. AMEK. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 104. 2M. PRINTED SEPT. 2t), 1870.
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detrital fragments become very coarse in the mountain region, just as they

do on the Youghiogheny and Castleman's, and the deposit bears some re-

semblance to glacial debris. The huge fragments have been transported

but a short distance, and slides from the mountains are mingled with de-

tritus moved by the stream ; so that, upon the whole, the deposit has little

likeness to the material covering the terraces on the lower Monongahela or

Youghiogheny, where the larger blocks have been rounded during their

long journey, while many of the smaller ones have been reduced to fine

sand or clay.

II.

Resume of the Facts and their Relations.

Looking now at the observations recorded in the foregoing part of this

paper, we see that although very fragmentary, they show the existence of

two sets of benches, in one of which, the higher, the individuals have an

almost unvarying level, whereas in the other or lower set. the members

have no definite altitude with respect to tide, but vary much, as do the beds

of the streams along which they are found. Arranged in tabular form, we

have, first the benches of the higher series :

1. Chestnut Ridge, Seaton road above tide, 2580 feet.

2. Chestnut " National road " 2400 "

8. Top bench in Somerset county " 8828 "

1. Middle bench of " " 2888 "

5. Bottom " " " 2123 "

8. Bench near Confluence " 1820 "

7. Sixth bench near Loyalhanna " 1G90 "

8. Fifth bench " " " 1570 "

9. Fourth " " " " 1520 "

10. Third " '* " also at

Hillsborough and IVallsville " 1475 "

11. National road, Washington county. . " 1445
"

12. " " " " 1420 "

18. Second Loyalhanna bench. Also Na-

tional road near l'xallsvillc and

Hillsborough " 1880 "

14. National road cast from Hrownsville " 1850 "

15. Tenth bench of Stewartstown series, " 1890 "

16. Intermediate bench, Dunbar cr.,

Possum cr., Greensburg " 1270 "

17. Ninth bench of Stewartstown series

I Loyalhanna bench...above tide, 1885 to 1840 "

. bench of Stewartsto* a scries, above tide, 1 19

19, Seventh •• • " •' 1180 "

80. Si\ii. •• •« " " 1100 "

levation of Ion d b] the City Burvey-

nut) •
i above mean tide.
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Comparison of the levels given in this table with those given in the pre-

ceding notes shows some discrepancies. The altitudes used in the tables

approach the means, or nearly so, of the measurements At the same time,

no bench, aside from No. 17, shows any material variation, and in that two

are confounded. That two distinct benches belong here will be seen at

once by examination of the notes on the National road and on Westmore-

land county west from Chestnut Ridge. But it would be unwise to cornet

the error in this table, as the numbers there given have been published

elsewhere,* and any change in the order might prove inconvenient.

The benches seen in the southern part of the Ligonier Valley are omit-

ted, because their elevation cannot be regarded as satisfactorily determined.

The variations in level exhibited by individual benches of this series are

so slight that they may be due either to petty variations of the barometer

or to errors in reading it, or to the fact that, in every case, the highest

point on the bench was sought, so as to determine the top of the detrital

deposit. As that deposit, though very thin, has suffered more or less from

erosion, one could not, even with perfect instruments, obtain a series of

measurements which would tally accurately. The extreme of variation,

even in No. 17 where two benches are confounded, is scarcely 18 bet ; so

that one is fairly justified in regarding the benches as practically horizon-

tal and parallel.

The deposit on these benches sometimes contains a little clay, but sand

greatly predominates. No rolled or polished fragments of stone occur ; and

such fragments as are present belong altogether to rocks found in the im-

mediate vicinity. Nothing shows that running water had ever passed over

these plains, so that if the water were in motion, its effects must have been

confined within a limited space.

The benches of the lower series have no fixed level, but are precisely

analogous to the bottoms of the streams which flow below them. In tabu-

lar form this series may be given as follows :

1. Fifth bench of Stewartstown series above tide 1050 feet.

2. Fourth bench of same " 980 "

3. Third bench of same " 950 "

4. Second bench of same " 850 "

5. First bench of same " 790 "

The elevations given in this list are those observed at the mouth of Cheat

river, and are used only to show the intervals between the benches at a lo-

cality where the series is well exhibited.

It has been said that no absolute altitudes can be assigned to members of

this series ; the lowest bench is 790 feet above tide at the mouth of Cheat

river, but at Pittsburgh it is only 765 feet ; the third bench is 950 at the

mouth of Cheat, but 920 at the mouth of Turtle creek in Allegheny county.

More marked variations occur on George's creek, the Youghiogheny and

many other streams.

* American Journal <>/ Gtotetu* for May, 1878: and Part II of Report on the Fay-

ette and Westmoreland District of Pennsylvania (1877);
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As mentioned in my first report on the geology of southwestern Penn-

sylvania that for 1875), these lower benches are merely shelves cut out of

the rock, on which are spread thin deposits of irregularly or even wholly

unstratined debris. At some localities, the lower part shows little aside

from clay, while the upper part is made up almost wholly of sand, but or-

dinarily one of these occurs in pots within the other.

Transported fragments, rounded or polished, appear with this series.

Those in the Monongahela benches have been brought from the south and

east, for no rocks are represented except such as occur in the mountains

crossed by the Youghiogheny and Monongahela or their tributaries ; and

no material belonging to the northern drift was found anywhere south

from the junction of the Ohio and Monongahela rivers. The detrital cov-

ering seems to be greatest on the third and fifth benches, where it is of no

small economical importance, the third yielding the glass-sand of lielvcr-

non, and the fifth, the glass-sand of Perryopolis and the fire-clay of Mew
Geneva.

The upper limit of rolled stones shows some perplexing variations,

which can be accounted for only by supposing that the higher benches of

the series have been worn away from one side of the stream, or that, du-

ring the formation of two successive terraces, the channel-way held close

to one side. On Cheat river, near lee's terry, at nine miles from the

Monongahela, the upper limit on the south side is the third bench ; near the

Line ferry, further down on the same river, no fragments occur on the

north side above the fourth, though they are numerous on the south side

uj) to the fifth ; the fourth terrace is the upper limit on the south side at

Point Marion, whereas fragments are abundant up to the liMh on the north

side. No fragments have been found anywhere above the fifth bench.

Alter pawing the third bench, the Monongahela river seems to have suf-

fered changes in its channel way. Below Belvernon, there is distinct evi-

dence that it now flows along a line Very different from that followed when

it- bed was on the third bench. The change was more serious near Pitts-

burgh. The river had a direct course from Kraddockstield to the Alle

gheay and that line is now followed by the lYnnsyl vania Railroad. The
nt channel way of the river is very tortuous. A similar change is

shown at Ohiopyle Falls on the Youghiogheny, where the old channel on

the fifth bench CrOlSOd the neok of a peninsula, While the new channel-

way makes a long and close bend around the peninsula.

The Conditions, then, are these ! The area in which observations were

made ei.vers more than 10,000 square miles: embraces thai pari of Penu<

Inj south from the Ohio and Oonemangb rivers and west from

doIodes part of Maryland and \\ < it Virginia, lying on

both sides Of the Alb and has the channel ways of four

m iinia. Cheat, Sfoughloghenj and Potomac, Ij

'iiin it. Along ail these streams are terraces, covered by detritus,

Mid Ira" incuts polished by running water ;
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these terraces fall down stream, though not so rapidly as do the present

stream beds.

But a second series of benches or terraces appears throughout this whole

region and seems to be characteristic of a very much wider area than that

in which observations were made. The members of this upper series differ

in many respects from those of the lower series ; their coating of debris

contains little clay and no polished fragments ; they are almost absolutely

horizontal and parallel ; they do not merge into the lower series, though

as the higher benches often form divides between the streams, the lower or

stream terraces always end up in one of them. These horizontal benches

begin within the area west from the Alleghanies at 1100 feet above tide ;

they line the faces of the mountains, they curve round the conical hills and

often they are Indicated only by the leveled crowns of the higher knobs.

Let us look at these series separately, beginning with higher one.

Thk IIoiuzontal Benches.

Standing on the highest point crossed by the National road between

Chestnut Ridge and the Monongahela river, one finds himself on an island

of bench 14, or I860 feel above mean tide.* Below him an almost continu-

ous plain of the fifteenth bench Stretches tor a long distance north and

south and is broken only by gaps through which the larger streams i

Brush Ridge. He sees also that this plain is the divide between two val-

leys, one at the east between Brush and Chestnut Ridges, and the other at

the west, through which the Monongahela river flows. The latter is uninter-

rupted, but the former is crossed by strips of the fifteenth bench as well as

by lower benches of the series, which breaks its continuity and convert it

into a succession of basins. On each side the surface from the summit of

Brush Ridge falls off in regular steps.

[f now the observer turn his attention to the region lying west from the

Monongahela river he will see that the fifteenth bench is a broad continuous

plain beyond that river ; but that still further back toward the west, the

fourteenth, on an island of which he is standing, forms a similar plain,

while still further west, the thirteenth, with an altitude of 1380 feet,

stretches northward and southward, and is broken only by narrow valleys,

in which the larger streams flow.

Should the observer'* position be changed to Hillsborough, on the

National road nearly midway between the Monongahela river and the

borough of Washington, where the elevation is about 1501) feet above tide,

he will see that this thirteenth bench is of great extent north and south,

while back of it the country rises to a still higher level, again and again, until

it reaches to 1445 feet above tide. This last bench is the ridge, which practi-

cally separates the benches of the Monongahela from those of the ('harriers

Valley further west, though near the National road that ridge is broken by

Pike run, along which all the lower benches of the series are shown. From

the river westward to Hillsborough, or rather to the ridge passing nearly three

* The numbers are those on tie last tabic.
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miles from that place, the surface rises in a succession of steps which are

beautifully marked. From the hill-top at Beallsville, three miles east from

Hillsborough, the descent of these to the river is well seen. There is here,

then, a repetition of the conditions shown east from the M.onongahela. The

diagram rudely represents the succession.

Profile of benches from Chestnut Ridge to Hillsborough.

In the valley between Brush Ridge and Chestnut Ridu'e. benches lower

than the fifteenth fringe the several drainage areas, while the sixteenth and

eighteenth form subordinate divides.

Two general questions present themselves here, the one relating to the

time when the valleys were scooped out, the other to the age and origin of

tbesc benches by which the sides of the valleys are marked.

Wrosionoftfa Valleys. The present drainage system was outlined at a

very early date, in part no doubt before the elevation ofany ofthe great axes
;

the Coneraaugh river taking its rise on the western slope of the Alleghany

Mountains of Pennsylvania, breaks through both Laurel and Chestnut

- well as the Blaireville, Baltsburg and Waynesburg axes, which

are west from Chestnut Ridge ; Loyalhanna, .laeob'sand Dunbar creeks cut

through Chestnut Ridge ; the Foughiogheny has worn its way across all

the main axes west troni the AlleghanleS of Pennsylvania ; Cheat river

heads again*) the Alleghanies of Virginia, ami its deep channel-way passes

by deep gape through the Alleghanles of Pennsylvania and all other axes

at the west, until it enters thai of the Monongahela midway In the Balts-

burg arch ; while 1 lie main fork Of the Monongahela river splits the

at'u Valley axis In West Virginia, Bowing for miles in a broad anticli-

nal valley, and after breaking through the west slope of thai axis, runs

rudely northwest and north, until, having cut through every axis to the

Bend, ll joins the Alleghany river at Pittsburgh.

ther probable thai this \\ stem developed Itselfgradually as

the land I d the central pari of the basin, and thai the
1

greal

before anj marked elevation of

.'I l.lkell pi
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One is not fairly justified by the facts in supposing that the system was

established after the axes had heen elevated enough to affect the topography.

Several canoe shaped synclinals lie between the Alleghanies of Pennsyl-

vania and Laurel Ridge ; a similar synclinal exists between Laurel and

Chestnut Ridges and another between Chestnut and Brush Ridges. A
drainage system, like that now existing, could hardly have originated in

parallel synclinal troughs separated by distinct ridges such as these moun-

tains are. A series of lakes might have been formed, but that they would

have been in communication so as to give a uniform drainage system, tend-

ing wholly westward and breaking through the axes, seems not altogether

probable ; for Laurel and Chestnut Ridges are little, if at all inferior to the

Alleghanies of Pennsylvania, either in altitude or in the inclination of the

strata.

It is equally difficult to believe that the streams now flow along lines of

original weakness, crossing the several axes, or that their present courses

through the mountains mark lines of transverse fracture. A transver-e

fracture would necessarily be parallel to tbe direction of the disturbing

force, and it could arise only in case the rock on one side of a line has

greater power of resistance than it has on the other. Associated with the

transverse fracture there would be a greater or less faulting of the axis.

So that there would be no difficulty in deciding the presence or absence of

such a fracture ; for even were the direct evidence masked by river erosion,

the side throw would be distinct. But there are no evidences of such side-

throws near the gapfl or anywhere else in these mountains, and all the con-

ditions go to show that any supposition of their existence is altogether Im-

probable. For, as I have shown elsewhere,* though the axes are thrown

off successively toward the southeast, yet there are no breaks. The two

parts of a shifted axis overlap, one becoming gentle toward the north and

the; other toward the south, until each is over- ridden by the other.

In addition, such a hypothesis necessarily assumes not only that these

fractures must have existed in all of the mountain axes, butalso that much
more extensive erosion had taken place in the region west from Chestnut

Ridge than any of the more eastern troughs, in order that by deepening

the fractures in the several mountain ranges, the waters could be drawn off

into the next trough west.

While neither the hypothesis nor its attendant assumption goes beyond

the range of possibility, each oversteps very far the bounds of probability.

Erosion must have been going on all the time east from Laurel Ridge,

while the valleys were deepening on the west side of Chestnut Ridge; and

a system of drainage must have existed in one region just as well as in the

other ; unless, indeed, the region east from Laurel Ridge was arid, which

is wholly improbable. If these systems were not one from a very early

date, it isdiflicult toconceive how they could become one at any later date;

at all events it would be impossible by any. natural deepening of gaps or

removal of divides to divert the drainage from one side of an axis to the

* Reports on Fayette and Westmoreland Dlst. Of Penn.
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other in a region like this, even were the ridge no greater than Brush

Ridge, which marks the course of the Saltsburg anticlinal.

The accuracy of this statement will he apparent at once to one standing

on the National road at the sunynit of Chestnut Ridge, where on the west

he sees deep gorges made hy Redstone creek, while on the east side he

may look down into the almost equally deep gorges made by Cheney's run.

The water from the former flows to the Monongahela by way of a close

gap through Brush Ridge ; while that from the latter, flowing against the

dip of the rocks, which rise southward towards the point of the Ligonier

canoe, passes by way of Sandy creek to the Cheat river. Each stream has a

rapid fall, so that no possible cutting down of the divide by natural opera-

tions would suffice to divert the drainage from one side to the other.

Altogether the more probable hypothesis, therefore, is that the main

ins flowed along or near their present lines before the axes, which they

cross, had been elevated so as to affect the topography ; and that the gaps

were eroded during the slow elevation of the folds. This process has been

well described by Mr. Gilbert in his Memoir on the Geology of the Henri/

tfaini, and Maj. Powell has given instances where it is clearly impos-

sible that the disturbance could have ante-dated the erosion. Some of these

are analogous to the ones under consideration.

The great length of time which lias elapsed since this erosion began is

shown not only by the general wasting of the surface between the axes.

but also by the structure of the gaps ; for in these, above the highest river

terrace, the walls slope with comparative gentleness, and In many places

they are deeply trenched by streams Sowing directly along the axial line;

whereas below the line of the highest river terrace, tlie walls are abrupt.

The same Conditions exist In minor gorges made by such streams as

George's creek, Redstone creek, Jacob's creek and Bewickley creek through

the axis of Brush Ridge, for there also the lower part of the gorges has

abrupt walls, while the upper part is wide, with walls sloping gently toward

the streams. It will be understood, of course, that there are occasional ex-

ceptions to this general statement of the conditions.

That the erosion of the valleys antedated the formation of the horizontal

benches Is shown by the distribution of the benches themselves. These

appear la many localities only as the crowns of Bat topped hills
; the

fifteenth is an extensive plain along Brush ridge, but between that and

Mint Ridge it occurs only in the crowns of hills or as the summit of

narrow strips stretching from one ridge to the other. Some benches are

ong the mountain slopes, while others line both sides of narrow

; from the rivers into the interior of the counties, All

of the ' telow the twelfth are shown along Pike run In

'ii county, thougb that stream breaks througb the ridge

w hi' from < ihestnul Ridge. For this

from the M igahels to Washington along the

road frequently flrom higher benches to lower ones and

them all < tlnci The lower benches can be sees along the
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valleys for a considerable distance from the National road towards the river,

and when followed out they are found to be continuous with those previ-

ously crossed on the road.

Age and Origin of the Horizontal Benches. The surfaces of these benches

are still level, and in many places the escarpments are so nearly perfect

that one has difficulty in believing that the flat-topped hills are not ancient

fortifications. The detrital covering is well preserved, though it consists

only of loose sand with occasionally a little clay.

Some may suppose, that, in measure at least, these benches are creatures

of the imagination and that they are merely such as must occur in a region

where the rocks are of unequal hardness and are horizontally stratified.

But such a supposition would be wholly erroneous. The rocks are not hori-

zontally stratified and the benches bear no relation whatever to the dip of

the rocks. Thus in Springhill township of Fayette county, on the west

slope of Chestnut Ridge, the rocks dip at from 4 to 6 degrees toward the

north-west, but the fifteenth bench is as level there as it is on the side of

Brush Ridge, eight miles away, where the dip is but one degree, or at

Uniontown, ten miles away, where the dip is three degrees, or at any

other locality within the whole region. That no relation exists between

the stratification and the benches is a fact which cannot be stated too

positively.

It has been suggested that these benches may be regarded as marking

base levels of erosion, such as have been described by Maj. Powell. In de-

fining the term, that author uses the following language : "We may con-

sider the level of the ocean sea to be a grand base level, beiow which the

drylands cannot be eroded ; but we have for local and temporary purposes,

other base levels of erosion, which are the levels of the principal streams

which carry away the products of erosion."

As Major Powell states, the term "level " is used with some freedom in

reference to stream-beds, and the term base-plane might have been more
apt. Major Powell notes the fact, that, for all practical purposes, a stream

ceases to deepen its channel-way long before the bed has reached the level

of the lower end of the stream. If I understand the doctrine aright, it is,

that after the corrasive energy of the stream has reached its minimum, it is

less rapid in its effect than the wasting away of the adjoining surface ; so

that eventually the whole region will be worn down to a slightly inclined

plane, having about the same altitude with the base-line of erosion or the

bed of the stream.

It is with some hesitation that I venture to disagree with those who
would explain the phenomena on this hypothesis, for they have had oppor-

tunity for very extended study of surface geology; but the explanation is

insufficient here, and is open to serious objections, some of which are

almost insuperable.

The wide-spread horizontality of the benches seems to conflict with any
such explanation. One can conceive that all the streams feeding the Alle-

PltOC. AMEH. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 101. 8F. 1'IUNTKO NOV. 5, 1S?0.
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ghanv and Monongahela could reach tlie limit of corrasion at the same al-

titude above tide, and that, after that limit had been reached, the tribu-

taries of those streams could continue to eat away the surface until at length

a broad and almost horizontal bottom might be formed on each stream, all

having the same elevation. But such a condition is inherently improbable.

Aside from that, it would not sullice to explain the phenomena, for the

bCBMSMB would not be horizontal, they would be river terraces, with a gen-

tle slope down stream.

If the plains of south east Pennsylvania and the adjoining region have

resulted from any such process as that described by Major Powell they

must be very ancient ; for although the rainfall has always been very great in

this region, yet that very excess of rainfall has been the means of prevent-

ing too rapid erosion by encouraging the growth of vegetation. In like

manner, if the plains had originated as suggested, they would necessarily

ante date the tremendous erosion by which the valleys below have been

scooped out ; for often they are shown only by the leveled tops of slender

hills ; they must be fragments of once continuous plains, which have been

broken up by the erosion producing the valleys as they now exist. It is

needful then to thrust back their origin to a time when the drainage was in

its infancy.

In this ea<e the origin might seem to be readily explained* It may be

said that when the drainage was in its infancy the fill of the streams was

insignificant; that if the drainage existed before the mountains rose, and

thecorrasive power of the streams was equal to Of somewhat greater than

the rate at which the axes were elevated, there would be no difficulty in

understanding tin' formation ot the benches ; for since tin; How was gentle

the limit of corrasion would SOOD be readied and erosion would soon pro-

duce the benches, so that at each elevation of the land a new bench would
be formed.

But all this appears to be in discord with the facts. The benches could

not have been formed during the elevation of the axes, for the rocks were

not lifted vertically j
the elevation was effected by a lateral thrust which

Wrinkled the rock-. It would have Wrinkled in like manner, any stratum

rotting upon tin-in. and the horisontallty <»[' the benches would have heen

3 fii.

The phenomena, too, are tnoreoeni
;
the deposits are too well preserved.

If horizontal plains, such as these, had existed SO long ago, those plains

would not ha\e been in existence to day. li i- Incredible thai in a region

witii grant rainfall, perfectly horizontal plains should remain unbroken,

while valleys, hundreds of feet deep, were being digged out below them.

ted, the deposits On these benches consist only of loose sand

ioneilya little clay, it the benches were of ancient origin this

...uid he ahsenl ;
the iiai crowns of the hills would be rounded,

•Specially where lie !.' oulin the

the horizon tallty is complete and iho
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But the character of the deposit on these benches shows that it could not

have accumulated under such conditions as must have existed had the

plains resulted from lateral corrasions by streams with bat slight fall.

Under such circumstances, as has well been shown by Maj. Powell, the

debris torn away by tributary Streams would be distributed over the wid-

ened flood-plain of the main stream and would not be washed away by

that stream. Such a deposit would contain many transported fragments,

fragments, indeed, of rocks belonging not far away, but showing distinct

traces of water-wear, for their motion would be slow and their exposure

long-continued, owing to the slight fall of the transporting streams. No
small period would elapse from the time of tearing them from the rock to

that Of depositing them on the Hood-plain ; and during all this period they

would be subjected to the action of water.

This condition is well shown on the great plains stretching eastward

from the Rocky Mountains for hundreds of miles and finally merging Into

the prairies of the Mi.-souri Mississippi Valley. These plains are covered

with a deposit which originated certainly according to Maj. Powell's doc-

trine. The character Of the deposit is shown in the channel-ways of all

the streams. On top is an Irregular layer of tine silt, which rests on a

mixed mass of fine silt, travel and large water-worn fragments; while,

above all, over the whole surface, water worn fragments are freely stiewn.

The higher benches toward the mountains as well as those on bills far out

in the plains show a similar covering. The coarser beds of gravel are

often cemented by carbonate of lime into firm conglomerates. But

this is not the character of the deposit on the horizontal benches of the

region under consideration. As has been said so often in this paper, the

deposits on these benches contain no water- worn, transported fragments
;

the only fragments found belong clearly enough to the underlying rocks,

and show no signs of having been subjected to the action of running

water.

The doctrine of base levels of erosion, though adequatelyand beautifully

explaining the conditions existing in the arid regions of the far-west, fails to

account for these horizontal benches in the Alleghany region, one of great

rainfall. These plains are too widespread, too nearly horizontal and par-

allel, too recent and too nearly free from traces ot running water, to be re-

garded as marking base lines of erosion referable to stream beds.

It is impossible to account for the phenomena on the hypothesis of a

great Hood's sweeping down over the whole region, for the action of such

a Hood would be too violent to produce effects such as have been described

in this paper.

The benches bear much resemblance to beach lines, marking successive

stages of emergence from a body of water ; but they are not due to base-

level erosion in the full sense of that term in this connection. The areas

of the benches are so insignificant in many places that they could not have

been leveled by water falling on and Bowing off the surface. Such a process

would require a vast length of time, altogether too vast in view of the
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freshness of the detrital covering on the highest benches. More than this

if the time were long enough to admit of leveling the insignificant areas by

ordinary erosion, it was not too short to admit of leveling the larger areas

and of removing the mountains during the successive stages. But no such

leveling exists ; on the contrary the mountains and hills still exist, and the

numerous benches are found on their sides.

Had the phenomena been observed only on the west side of the Allegha-

nies, there might have been room for supposing that the benches resulted

from the draining away of some great lake ; but this hypothesis would be

useless, since one would have difficulty in finding a sufficient barrier at the

south or west for the retention of the water. For in those directions the

surface falls away so rapidly that in the whole of south-west Pennsylvania

and West Virginia, west from the mountains, it rarely rises to even 1500

feet abore mean tide. But there are distinct benches at 2400 feet above

tide. A temporary barrier, 1000 feet high, is beyond the reach of even the

most indolent credulity.

The conditions suggest that these benches were formed by ocean wear

between tides. Their horizontality and their excessively comminuted de-

posits go far toward supporting this supposition. The features closely re-

semble ancient sea beaches in other parts of the country. Such a supposi-

tion involves a submergence to a distance of more than 2.100 feet above the

present line of mean tide ; and the submergence would have' to be some-

what greater to account for the even crests of the Aileghanies and other

ridges west from the Blue Ridge, Horizontality of crest characterizes all

those ridges as far south, at least, as the New river of West Virginia, for

there they look, not like mountains as generally understood, but rather like

a succession ofgigantic waves which have not approached near enough the

shore to show signs of breaking.

To some, perhaps, the absence of marine fossils may be regarded as a

vital objection to this hypothesis. But not so. The detrital covering is

. not Compact, and the occurrence Of fossils would lie cause for sur-

prise. Their absence is not.

Immense deposits occur in the Rocky Mountain region which are un-

questionably of marine origin, yet over great areas they contain no traces

of fossils. The enormOUS red sandstone seen along the east face of the

j Mountains in Colorado, is to all appearance devoid of fossils. Simi-

lar conditions exlsl in the sandstones of the Upper Cretaceous or Lignitic

series in by Bur the greater pan of Colorado and New Mexico. They fre

qoently contain fUCOidi and remains of other plants, hut animal remains

are absent from the loose rocks Bui here and there calcareous or lerrugl-

rials bare rendered the rock.

.

m 1 In such eases animal

cur.

nee mentioned to mo by Prof. Gelkle, A

i bonlferous sandstone In Scotland is celobrated as b repository of

ched diligently at mauj localities during a

whol( on, it failed to yield even a single relic of animal life until
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November of 1877, when a Mytiloicl shell, which is associated with Ortho-

cera-s and other forms of marine life elsewhere in the district, was found

inside the cast of a Lepidodendroii, where it had been preserved by the

superior hardness of the material in which it was imbedded.

If fossils were ever present in the detritus covering these benches, they

have been dissolved out by ordinary water or by water carrying carbonic

acid in solution. As the coating is merely incoherent sand, all animal

remains would be leached out of it in a comparatively short time, while

fragments of wood, which occasionally occur, would be unaffected. In-

stances of this kind are common enough, so that they need not be referred

to in detail.

An objection to the marine origin of these benches may be found in the

existence of fresh water forms on the summit of Chestnut Ridge. That

such forms do occur there seems to be altogether probable from the t<

mony of several persons, but I have been wholly unable to discover the

localities, although I have made diligent search. The shells obtained at

the summit of that ridge near the National road could not have been

numerous, for close examination of the sand on several occasions yielded

not even a fragment.

If remains of fresh-water mollusks do occur on the crest, they mark

places once occupied by ponds such :is those now to be seen at a little way
north from the National road and very near the summit. The presence of

the great Lower Carboniferous limestone is exceedingly favorable to the

growth of mollusks. This explanation is the more acceptable because

according to the statements made, the specimens are too well preserved to

admit of the supposition that they had been entombed for any considerable

length of time. They still retain the epidermis. Such being the case their

presence has no bearing whatever on the age or origin of these benches.

If these benches are old beach lines, as seems by no means improbable,

they show that, at some period since the glacial time, the sea has covered

the greater part of the continent, certainly submerging the present summit

line of the Alleghanies in Pennsylvania. This would confirm the surmise

offered by Dr. Hitchcock in his " Illustrations of Surface Geology," when
discussing the sea-beaches found along the streams of New England.

The lowest of these benches is at 1100 feet above tide. This statement

ho'ds good only for the extreme north-western part of the area examined

In the Ligonier Valley the lowest horizontal bench is at a greater altitude,

so, also, in southern Somerset county. Of necessity the horizontal benches

ceased when the drainage was re established, that is when the line of sub-

mergence sank below the stream beds previously existing. When the

water sank below 1100 feet, it fell below that level in this region and the

lower series of terraces begin to form ; but further west and south-west

where the elevation of the country is less than within the area described,

horizontal benches should be found at altitudes less than 1100 feet above

tide, possibly down to within a very little way above the tide-level.
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The River Terraces.

The river terraces fall down stream and are covered by irregularly bed-

ded sand, clay or gravel, containing transported fragments which have

been rounded by the action of running water. When followed up the

streams these terraces show differences among themselves in degree of

slope, so that each is merged successively into the next higher, until that,

which at the mouth of the stream is the river "bottom," becomes the only

terrace and is lost at last in one of the lower horizontal benches.

For the most part the terraces occur at the same elevation on l>oth sides

of the stream, being divided by the channel-way just as the present " bot-

tom" is divided. Sometimes a single terrace and occasionally the whole

series of terraces is wanting on one side of the stream. In such a ease it is

clear enough that erosion was confined to one side so as to remove all

traces of the terrace or to prevent the formation of the terraces, just as is

seen in the present channel- way, the " bottom" being present often on only

one side while stratified rocks reach to the water's edge on the opposite

side.

AjB stated in my report on the Greene and Washington district of Penn-

sylvania (187.j), these terraces are merely shelves in the rock, on which a

thin coat of detritus rests. Mr. G. K. Gilbert, in his Memoir on the

Geology of the Henry Mountains, describes the Occurrence oi' similar ter-

B8 in those mountains.*

These terraces then do not fall in the same category with those described

by Dr. Hitchcock in Ins "Illustrations of Surface Geology," for those had

been eroded from valleys previously filled by gravels. No evidence lias

been found suggesting that any valleys of that sort exist in the region

Under consideration, while there is good reason for believing that the val-

leys lined by the river terraces, described in Ibis paper, were not in e\ist

to be filled with gravels.

The terraces below Pittsburgh on the Ohio river are covered by a deposit

-ting largely of northern drift brought down by the Alleghany and

Nb stieh material is found along the Monongahela and other

rivers south from the Ohio, as they flow altogether beyond the southern

limits of the drift. Hut their age is as clearly shown as is that of the ter

on the Ohio. The fifth terrace, at New Geneva, on the Monongahe-

la, has ;t layer known as the " Swamp ( May. " which contains much half

rotted WOod. With the WOOd are berries like those of the black haw and

in the iame clay i well-preserved acorn cupule was found. In the same

vicinity, as well us near Morgantown in West Virginia, the third terrace

show- men; I nin sheila in an advanced stage of decay, while al Belver

lion, on tin ihela, much wood is found on this terrace. MMiat the

third older than the second and thai this is older than the river

been published at the tltn< ,bu< Mr. GUb«i
kindly kK' Lion oi till*

i
<ii i no whole subject "i land toulp-

i
i ittberl during adj ol the
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"bottom," is sufficiently proved by the condition of the Unio shells on the

several terraces. For those on the first are fresher than those on the

ond, and those on the second arc fresher than those on the third ; -while

the species on all are apparently the same with those now existing in the

river.

Since the deposits on the first, second, third and fifth terraces are dis-

tinctly of recent origin, there would seem to be good reason for supposing

that the valleys below the highest of the terraces are also of recent origin.

It has been suggested, however, that the terraces resulted only from re-

working of the sides of valleys which had been digged out previously.

Jbit this suggestion seems to be hardly in accord with the facts.

It must he remembered thai the streams Mow on a rock bottom, so that the

beds are now at the lowest point ever reached by them ; that there is no evi-

dence thus far, going to show thai any gravel deposits ever existed along the

Monongahela, so as to make its valley like that of the Ohio at Wheeling or

Steitbenville ; that the deposits on the ierrace shelves are not remains of

valley gravels, bnt simply accumulations Of material brought down by the

streams and distributed as the matter has been distributed on the pn

"bottom." Rocky banks are shown at the mouths of tributary streams.

Had the valley been tilled by gravels, it is Incredible that even the most

comprehensive erosion could have failed to leave some trace of their exist-

ence.

The structure of the valleys below the highest terrace is very different

from that observed above it ; for in the upper portion the sides are gently

sloping, whereas below the highest terrace they become Steep almost at

once. Above the line of that terrace, the valleys of the smaller streams are

broad .swales, with smooth sides, while below that line the streams usually

flow in gorges. The abruptness of this transition from gentle to abrupt

walls shows that erosion had been long at work on the upper part of the

valleys and that it began in the lower part at a comparatively recent

period; in other words, that the lower portion was eroded alter the upper

portion had acquired its present form.

The river terraces are relics of river beds, such are the present "bot-

tom ;" and the valleys below the line of the highest river terrace have been

eroded since the drainage system was re-established by withdrawal of the

submerging Hood to below the line of the former stream beds.

Contusions.

The general conclusions which seem to flow readily from the beta

recorded are :

First. That the erosion, to which is due the general configuration of the

surface above the line of tli i highest river terrace, began even before the

elevation of the anticlinal axes and continued until the region was sub-

merged in post-glacial time.

Second. That the horizontal benches are due to the re-working of pre ex-

isting valleys, and that they mark stages of rest during the emergence of the

continent from the submerging tlood.
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Third. That the river terraces and the valleys, which they line, were
formed after the drainage system had been re-established by withdrawal of

the water to a level below that at which the streams had previously flowed.

It will be seen that the last conclusion leads to one of wider application.

So long time had elapsed between the beginning of this drainage and the

coming of the great flood, that deepening of the water-ways bad become
not more rapid than the general wasting of the adjacent country ; for we
find comparatively gentle slopes down to the line of the highest river ter-

race. But after the drainage had been re-established, the rate of flow must

have been more rapid than before, so as to increase the corrasive power of

the streams to far beyond what it had been, for in the newer parts of the

valleys the sides are abrupt. There must, therefore, have been a change

of altitude with respect to tide-level, to lead to this increased rate of flow

and the consequent increased speed with which the channel-ways were

deepened.

It would appear then, that, after the submergence following the glacial

period, the continent rose to a greater height than it bad before the sub-

mergence, or that the ocean was drawn off to a lower level than before
;

the result in either case being the same—to depress the mouths of the

great rivers, to increase the fall of the streams, and therefore to cause the

deepening of the channel-ways.

The Philosophy of the Biblical Accotint of Creation.

By Aug. R. Orote, A. M.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, September 19, 1879.)

Mr. Grote introduced his subject with a list of works winch he bad con-

sulted, by the following authors: Keil, Kucnen, Colcnso, Bleek, Sharpe,

Haverick, Geig'T, (Joldziher, Geo. Smith, Delit/.sch. Cory, II. ('. Ruwlin-

son, Geo. Rawlinson, Von Herder, Arnold. Spiegel, Simrock, Max Midler,

and Prof Adolf Duschak.

He then gare in brief the historical distribution of the Shemitic languages

and their literary remains ; following this with the Hebrew text (in En-

glish letters) of the first two Chapters Of Genesis, and in opposite columns

his own translation, with that of the authorized English version in paren-

thesis, thu

Vayyomer Elohim Vishr't/.u And Blobtm (God) said: Let

haininayini sheret/. nefe-h chavyah the waters abound with (bring forth

: ;ilh:i :iret/.. al p'nay rakee- abundantly) creeping (the moving)

ah ha-hainayiin.* civ ituiv living (that hath life) ami

fowl shall My (that may fly) above

the earth in the face (in the open)

of tli firmament) of hea-

ven.

Ol of
• mil with . 'I'll. •

object, and unpotiei :> roll
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And to this verse he drew special attention, subsequently, as showing

that in the Elohistic Genesis the fowls were described as created out of

the waters ; whereas In the Jehovistic Genesis (2 : 19) it is said :

Vayyitzer Yahveh Elohim min And out of the ground Yahveh

ha-Adamah kol chayyath hassadaih Elohim (the Lord God) formed every

v'aith kol of kashshamayim vayyab- beast of the field and every fowl of

hai el ha-adam, &c. the heaven (air) and brought (them)

before the man (unto Adam), fto.

The "literary criticism" with which the author follows these chapters

discusses the evident distinctness of the two narratives.

"They differ in almost every particular, in the arrangement, in the

facts, in the name of the Deitv, in their object, and lastly, in the language

used. The different arrangements of the two accounts need hardly be

pointed out.

"In the first account we have an orderly progression, a subdivision of

the whole drama into acts. After each act, occupying a day, the curtain

drops; the work must have been done in the night, as the day begins with

the evening, although we are somewhat puzzled to understand how the

author could have imagined 'evening and morning ' before the creation of

the sun.

"The second account, on the other hand, beginning Oh. II, 4, has no

division of time at all, nor is there an orderly subdivision of events ; all

events are only told with reference to one central fact, the creation of

man. A comparison of the facts narrated in each shows the following

differences :

"The first account begins with Chaos, as in the Greek Cosmogony, the

first differentiation being between light and darkness on the first day.

The second day brings about the division between heaven and earth. On
the third, land appears.

"The second account opens with the earth as a dry arid plain without

vegetation and animal life.

" In the first account the earth is made to produce the herbs bearing

seed and the trees bearing fruit with seed, independently of rain and human
interference.

"In the second account the herb of the field does not grow until it has

rained and man has tilled the ground, though we are not told whence he

obtained the seed to plant, nor how the uncultivated plants originated.

Man, however, appears firtt on the ground, while in the first account he

is the last object of creation. In this act itself a variety of divergencies

may be noted.

" In the first account man is made in the image of Elohim, in the second

no mention is made of his "god-likeness," on the contrary we find that it

Avas quite against the w ill of the Deity that he should become so. And after

he had become so by the advice of the serpent and the curiosity of Eve, he

PBGC. AMKK. I'UII.OS. SOC. XVIII. H)t. 2o. PRINTED HOT. 5, 1S71».
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is driven from the Garden of Eden for, says Yahveh Elohim (Ch. Ill, 22),

'Behold the man lias become like one of us to know good and evil," ex-

actly as the serpent had foretold in the same chapter (verse 5) :
" for Elo-

him knows that on the day of your eating therefrom, your eyes will he

opened and you will be like Elohim knowing good and evil.

"In Chap. II, 27, man is created, male and female.

"In the second account woman appears only after a surgical operation.

"In the first account the birds appear on the fifth day, the wild beast

and domesticate/! cattle at the beginning of the sixth day, after which fol-

lows the creation of man, male and female.

"In the second account. Adam is first made alone, in a manner to which
we find no reference in the first account. Then the ' beast of the field and

the fowls of the Heaven' are made by Yahveh Elohim from the ground

before woman is created. .Mark also, that first beasts and then fowls are

made by Yahveh Elohim himself, out of the ground, in the same way as

.Man : but in the first account the fowls are produced, at command on the

fifth day, out ottht /ruler, and beast and cattle are] brought forth by the

earth on the sixth day.

"The first account knows nothing of the Garden of Eden, of the four

of forbidden fruit, of the naming process and of matrimony.

" The second does not mention the creation of heavenly bodies, of the

foheti and ' whales,' and of creeping things. It knows nothing of 'festive

seasons' and of the Sabbath.

•• In the first account Man is given unlimited control over the whole

earth and all animal creation; in the second he is simply the gardener of

Eden."

11 next dklCWUCB the difference between Elohim and Yahveh Klohim

as names for the Creator, and infers that the first account was penned by

an Kphraimitc, anil the s cond by a Levite, who omitted mention of the

Sabbath because the Levltio tendency was to refer all festivals to the Exo-

dus, the Sabbath Included (see Dent.:): 15); whereas the Elohistic Sab-

bath was an adaptation from the planetary (Saturn) worship ofpre-Levltlc
time-. "The Hebrews were undoubtedly Zabeana in the early stages of

their development; In evidence of which we have the word 8habbah
%
to

m. 1'roin 8A ren ; i. <•.. swearing meant to call the seven stars

ids to witness. Ws find A>moi (5; '-'•'») reproaching thera with worship

ot sr« in."

I in- Yah\i»i'- account has a dill'eienl object in view. When it was

Bitted to writing the priestly dominion must have been already very

pronounced." "We hear Yahveh declare {9 S) that the wickedness of

tit i i
I

..ii tin- ciilh, and the in-tinet of the Imaginations of his

heart was only SVll day by day " "( ain and Abel bring saci'ili. . I

"In thi' b t"i\ of N'n.ih WS find the distinction Of Cleatl and unclean

..I ' 1. 1 phi ci I notices (\ 10, II; we may bun that the t radc
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with India, opened by Solomon (1015, 975 B. C). must have settled down
to staple articles." " Considerable time elapsed from the first partner-

ship of Solomon witb Hiram, before India became well known and its gold

proverbial." "The Eupbrates was tbe chief river since the main

troubles of tbe Israelites originated thence."

Tbe author then gave a chapter on tbe "Testimony of Archaeology,

"

describing tbe Assyrian tablets of the Genesis, Deluge, &c, and laid special

stress on the occurrence of tbe deity 11 in tbe Chaldean Pantheon, "stand-

ing at its head, the fountain and origin of deity, equivalent to the Hebrew

El, Eloah, with its plural Elohim, and of the Arabic AUah."

"The word used in the' Hebrew text of Genesis, and translated Cod, is

Elohim, a plural, but the verbs and pronouns agreeing witb it are all in

the singular, excepting in the account of the sixth day. The twenty sixth

verse of the first chapter <>f Genesis reads, ' And Elohim said
: Let us make

man in our image, after our likeness.' The twenty seventh verse again

returns to the singular by beginning, ' So Elohim created the man in his

own image, in the Image of Elohim created be him.' We see then the

noun signifying the Deity is plural, but conceived as a unit in its creative

] lower.

"And now let us look at the first verse of tbe account of the fourth day

and the fifth Chaldean tablet quoted above in full. 'It was delightful all

that was fixed by the Great Gods (Illinu, Hebrew Elohim) stars their ap-

pearance in figures of animals B« arranged.' Exactly as in the Hebrew
text, the noun is in the plural and the pronoun and verb in tbe singular,

and this is kept up throughout the whole account. Thus, under the test

of the linguistic crucible, this difference also gives way and the identity of

the Hebrew and Chaldean accounts, not only in their incidents, but even

in their fundamental mythological notions must be accepted as proven."

He then discussed the probable date of the Chaldean originals of tbe

Assyrian tablet stories, and "the conclusions. ... reached may be tbus

briefly Stated : The legends having existed for a long time as oral tradi-

tions, were committed to writing before the union of the kingdoms or

before 3284 B, C, when Abraham, according to Biblical chronology, was

not yet born. The earliest date assigned to the composition of the Biblical

records is tbe time of .Moses
;
this date is positively established through

bieroglvphical inscriptions to be that of the king Menephthah, the Pharaoh

Of the Exodus, who followed his father Kameses II. on tbe throne in the

year 1248 B. C According to this the Chaldean account of Genesis would

be nearly 1000 years older than the composition of the Biblical legends."

After giving "parallel myths" from other races and nations, the author

concluded his paper with "The testimony of facts."

"At the outset it will be seen to be foreign to our purpose to introduce

here any evidence in proof of the reality of the process of Evolution. But

the existing evidence that things have been brought to their present con-

dition by a slow process of succession, in which the more simple forms pre-
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ceded the more complex, is unanimously conceded by all who have investi-

gated any branch of natural science, and effectually contradicts the sudden

and separate origin of things deducihle from the account in Genesis. With

this, it will he sufficient if we point out in a hrief way the facts discovered

by science which contradict the account of creation in Genesis, whether

we accept the sequence of plants and animals revealed by a study of fossils

and living kinds, as indicating a genetic connection, or us being insufficient

grounds for such a conception.

"From internal evidence, Genesis is not homogeneous in its composition,

hs we have already seen. An originally detached portion having a different

immediate source, terminates with the third verse of the second chapter,

and it is quite evident that in dividing the text into chapters a mistake

has been committed in this instance ; the second chapter should begin, if

an arbitrary division into chapters is intended to help the comprehension

of the text, at its fourth verse. That these two accounts contradict each

other is plain. The first account affirms that when God created man,

'male and female created he them.' The second account as positively

declares that man was created in the person of Adam as one sex and soli-

tary. Finding that such a creation was incomplete and useless, the Deity

made woman not out of the ground or dust, but of a bone of man himself.

At one time one can readily conceive that such a belief could be seriously

entertained when we read the accounts given by existing savages of their

own origin. But it never for one moment occurs to us to credit such con-

ceptions. The idealists have been busy with this account of the origin of

woman. It is taken as symbolical of the marriage state, of t lie dependence

of woman upon man, ' bone of his bone, flesh of his tlcsh.' But to the

uncultured races their fairy-stories are real, they believe them as Roman
Catholics believe modern miracles and Protestants ancient miracles.

Among the people who originated this fairy-tale of the origin of the first

pair, the Story passed tor circumstantial fact. It satisfied their natural

enquiry as to the origin of things, and it arose out of their mental status.

Hut to ask us, who have gone beyond their mental condition, to still accept

it as true, is unreasonable, and it is quite impossible that we should comply

with such a req.1

"In the second account the events of creation are given in a different

Ofdei from the fust, and this account is throughout more circumstantial.

Tin- Garden ol' ESden U described, and this has been lately identified with

the mythological center of the ancient Chaldean Pantheon. Before both

nt~ were Oail in their present fossil condition in the Hebrew Bible,

probably had a connection, as we have seen in a preceding chapter,

and had Undergone a development in which both had lost sometbin

their original form, the first account more, the last less.

i
.

• kcoount in the first chapter of < ienosii may be now compared

ascertained by science. We must believe that, the text.

hIioiiM be Understood literally when il ipeakl Of •day' and 'night,
1

became- with th vlth the context, Prom the alternation
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of light and darkness sprang 'day' and 'night,' and 'the evening and

morning were one day.' To take these days as indefinite periods is a proof

of want of exact thought, it is an effort to reconcile an exploded statement

with the new facts, rather than cut loose at once from demonstrated error.

The Hebrew word Yom not only means a day of twenty-four hours, hut it

expressly means day in this connection.

"But even granted that we take the less natural meaning of the word

'day 'as the proper rendering, and that by tins word 'day' any con-

ceivable measurement of time is intended, it is only on the fourth of these

days that the Sun appears. Astronomy, if it shows anything, proves that

the satellites of a central orb, as separate masses of matter, must have been

projected from it and at one time formed a part of such a body. The rela-

tion between the earth and the sun, as we gather it from astronomical

sources, is a different one from that intended by the account in Genesis.

"We cannot conceive that the sun or the moon were created for the benefit

of the earth or its inhabitants. Night and day are not necessities in the

sense that we could not have become accustomed to some other division

of times, for darkness and light, as tsdeed the Eskimo now are. Our organs

of vision have plainly adapted themselves to the light which evidently

existed before eyes were developed. And as to the succession we find that

the earth is the child of the sun and the parent of the moon. But, that such

a succession was comprehended by the writer of Genesis cannot be main-

tained. He undoubtedly believed that the sun and the moon were created

for the benefit of the earth, which he did not know was round and a satel-

lite, but imagined as flat and the center of the system. Li ;ht is also con-

ceived of as Independent of the sun. Plants bearing "seed and fruit after

their kind,' are regarded as being created before the sun, whose rays, the

physiological botanist now shows, alone give them health and vigor.

Again, whole groups of animals of whose remains mountains are made,

such as corals and rhizopods, are omitted from the account. Such an

omission, if it tallied with the restricted knowledge of the times in which

such an account was believed, proves conclusively that the account was

not extraneous, or in any way above the level of ancient civilization. And
undoubtedly it does so tally, and the most powerful argument against

Genesis, for those accessible to reason, lies in the fact that it contains no

information superior to a very low grade of observation in natural history.

Later on, in the magnified and equally improbable story of Noah's ark, we
find no mention of the rescue of the plants or how they stood the flood.

At that time it was simply not known that plants breathed like animals

and would drown as well as they.

"The records of the rocks tell us unmistakably that plants and animals have

flourished through untold ages side by side, new forms succeeding old ones.

But in Genesis, the creation of trees and shrubs took place in a period

perfectly distinct from animals. The paleontologist must, then, reject the

account of Genesis as perfectly incredible. Again the distinction between

the ' beast of the earth after his kind and cattle after their kind, ' shows
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a belief that domestic animals were created in a state of domestication.

The Hebrew word b'htmalt means cattle, i. e., domesticated animals, in

contradistinction to wild animals. The other term chayah means Wild

beasts, in contradistinction to tame animals. The use of both terms shows

that both kinds were believed to have been created 'alter their kind,'

and as distinct species. There is nothing contradictory in the conclusion

that the statement was at one time believed in, because Bavage man still

believes in parallel assertions, and this particular belief was generally

current in Europe before naturalists had shown its contrary to be true,

and that all domestic animals were originally wild and by man's selec-

tion have been changed from their original physical condition. A \

table diet is also assigned at first to beasts and man, but the physiologist

knows that carnivorous animals have always existed and that the instincts

of animals are true to their teeth.

"The story of Genesis takes no account of the different races of man-

kind nor of prehistoric man. Its chronology is recent and special. All

attempts to consider it as merely omitting to mention these facts, which it

could as well have given, must be rejected as defective reasoning If it

could go so far as to note the creation of Cultivated races of beasts, such as

cattle, it should not have failed to note the more important races of man-
kind. The character of the fauna of the country in which the myth
originated is stamped on the face of the recital. All attempts to consider

it as the true Genesis of the white, or Semitic and Aryan races, and there-

fore as reliable to this extent, must likewise fail. The history of the

descenl Of man is no*, yet written, but, so far as we have the tacts, they

make for the view that the negro is a geographical variety, thrown off from

an ancient stock of mankind, and therefore not an older stem through

which mankind has passed to become white.

"Finally, at no time can it be true to say that ' thus the heavens and

earth were finished and all the hosts of them." Change in all nature is

the well attested truth, and this change has never relaxed its endless pro-

II.

"Unessential as much of the scientific criticism directed against Un-

ethical portions of the Scripture is seen to he, such criticism must lie appro-

priate when directed against a portion which deals almost exclusively with

statements of (acta,

The Gods of the two accounts in Genesis expressed by nouns plural in

form mark a reminiscence of a preceding plurality of deities and are plainly

not coincident wiiii our modern conception of the Deity. The notions of

the Bible* liter- a I K hi I God ire not the same as the notions Of the Israelites

daring the times of which the Bible writers treat. And our notions about

ih. ise <>f the Bible writers, There lias been on

the on.' huel a grOWtfa in the direclion of a recognition of an universal

•in' ti was tribal and national; and on the other hand

in the direction ofa rucognltii f our (iod, the

filial I the minor deities into himself.
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This last change runs parallel with our progress in science and philosophy.

We have gradually conic to the knowledge that the laws which govern

Nature are related and correlated and it is now no longer necessary to have

a separate Gtod tor each phenomenon. But our Gods were those of the

Aryan nations, Greek and Roman, Indian and Scandinavian, and th

nations were behind the Semitic in the expression of monotheism. In fact

we came hy our present and popular monotheism suddenly through

Judaism in its form of Christianity ; while the monotheism of the Hebrews

was not fully expressed until the eighth century before Christ. Ho&C

has been abundantly shown, was not a monotheist. In the ten command-

ments, which in their ideas are certainly his, we find the expression, " Ye

shall have no other Gods before me (Vahveh)." This carries the force of

an acknowledgment that after Vahveh, and as of inferior rank and power,

other Gods mighl he worshiped. The monotheism of the Israelites is more

especially a development on the side of morality. Vahveh is the High

and Holy One; a broken and contrite heart He, will not despise! By

giving Yahveh the character of supremacy the Aral steps towards a pure

monotheism were slowlv established ; and the straight line of the best con-

duct being recognized, it was easier to reach monotheism by this route

than by an Intellectual acquaintance with the forces of Nature, upon winch

the Indo-European mind, before its contact with Judaism, principally con-

centrated its powers. Hut in the mythology of Aryan nations a pn.

towards monotheism can be shown ; only the Aryan idea is more abstract

and intellectual, the Semitic concrete and moral. As soon, therefore, as

Judaism was offered as the true religion for Aryan nations, it was only ac-

cepted in its dilution of Trinitarianism. It is now the province of science

to demonstrate from the intellectual side the truth of the monotheistic

philosophy. Hut, undoubtedly, the prime error of the orthodox Biblical

expounders, as also the error of the Bible writers themselves, is the

measuring of past epochs by present conditions.

"In the Biblical story of creation we have to do with a myth, which had

undergone many changes before Genesis was written. Since that time and

when the latter could no longer change, many differing conceptions of the

origin of things hive found their orthodoxy in a play niton the meaning of

the words and a distortion of their original intent. A lax wording, a

shorter and more general statement, a monotheistic conception, gives an

elasticity to the story of Genesis and a certain adaptive ness to later dis-

coveries; hut in its treatment of the heavens and the heavenly bodies, in

the little hit of the earth on which its miracles are performed, it is still

akin to the notions of the Homeric ages with regard to the Universe."
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The Cosmogony of Laplace. By Daniel Kirkwood, LL.D., Blooming -

ton, Indiana.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, Sept. Idt7i, 1879.)

Laplace's celebrated nebular hypothesis was first distinctly stated in his

ine du Monde.* The reasoning by which it is there sustained is gen-

eral, and it does not appear that the author made any effort to test his

theory by analysis. The law of the conservation of energy was then un-

discovered, and hence data, which now seem available for a critical exami-

nation, were entirely wanting. Let us consider the hypothesis in some of

its obvious aspects.

1. It is assumed by Laplace that nebulous rings were abandoned only in

the vicinity of the present orbits of the planets. While I have for many
years believed that the matter of the solar system originally existed in a

gaseous condition, and hence that a nebular hypothesis in tome form must

furnish the true explanation of the planetary motions, I have more than

once ventured the opinion that this assumption of Laplace is wholly un-

warranted. I make a single quotation from the Monthly Notices of the

Royal Astronomical Society for January, 18G9 :

"The known facts in regard to the zone of minor planets, as well as the

phenomena of Saturn's rings, seem to demand a modification of the nebu-

lar hypothesis as generally held. No reason has ever been assigned why
the solar nebula should not nave abandoned rings at distances intermediate

between the present orbits of the planets. On the contrary, it seems highly

probable that, after first reaching the point at which gravity was counter-

balanced by the centrifugal force arising from the rotation of the con tract -

spberoid, a continuous succession of narrow rings would be thrown off

in close proximity to each other, and revolving in different periods accord-

ing to Kepler's third law."

The view thus expressed in 1868 has never been called in question, and

I have Men no reason to modify it. The ring theory thus seems to require

that after matter began to lie thrown oil' at the equator of the revolving

the process should have been almost continuous until the nebula be-

came transformed into a dose system of rings presenting the appearance

thin plaie Of disk. The theory would thus fail to account for the

formation Of the solar system as it actually exists.

Bui even if we adopt Laplace's theory of ring formation, we at once

oacounter difficulties »>> lest serious, it is obvious, on the slightest exam-

ination, that the mutual attraction of different portions of a /.one could

little Influence in bringing its molecules together around a com-

mon nucleus. Laplace, it is true, supposed the fragments of a ring to have

been thus collected Into s single planet "Almost always," he

DUght tObe divided IntO several masses, which, bc-

i with velocities that differ little from each other, should continue

a from Lite sua Tie uum
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a spheroidal form, with a rotary motion in the direction of that of their rev-

olution, because their inferior particles have a less real velocity than the

superior; they have, therefore, constituted so many planets in a state of

vapor. But if one of them was sufficiently powerful to unite successively

by its attraction all the others about its centre, the ring of vapors would be

changed into one sole spheroidal mass, circulating about the sua, with a

motion of rotation in the same direction with that of revolution."

In regard to the mutual attraction here referred to, it may be remarked,

that two parts of the Neptunian ring on opposite sides of the sun

could produce no sensible perturbation of each other's motion. If, more-

over, the fragments of any ring were distributed around the orbit with ftp-

proximate uniformity, their mutually disturbing effects would nearly

destroy each other. That this state of things should have obtained in the

case of some of the eight principal planets is extremely probable. The
theory, therefore, of planetan ion by the attraction between dif-

ferent parts of the rings, requires an indefinite antiquity of the solar

tern. Let us suppose, then, that the planet-forming process was due to the

different velocities of the fragments into which a ring had been broken up.

Take, for example, the ring which was transformed into Neptune. Let us

assume that two fragments, A and 15, differed in longitude by 180°, and
that the mean distance of the centre of gravity of A from the gun's centre

exceeded that of B by 1000 miles. It is then easy lo show that the corres-

ponding difference of their angular velocities would not bring them to-

gether around the same nucleus in 15 millions of years. But even after

all the fragments had thus been collected, other millions of years—assuming

with Laplace that the united tna>s was still in the gaseous form—would be

required for the process of condensation. The supposition we have made
is not an extravagant one. In Laplace's cosmogony, therefore, hundreds

of millions of years are involved in the separate history of a single planet.

reat an implied age of the solar system admissible?

According to Ilelmholt/, whose theory is now generally accepted, the

sun's heat is but the transformed motion of its parts condensed or drawn
together by the force of gravitation. Now, the law of the conservation of

energy enables us to calculate the age of the sua, knowing (1) the amount
of solar heat radiated in a given time, and (2) the amount produced by a

given contraction of the sun's mass. It has thus been found that conden-

sation from the distant-.' of the nearest fixed stars to the sun's present vol-

ume, would have kept up a supply of heat equal to the present for about

twenty millions of years. This estimate, it will be understood, is based on
the assumption that the sun's density is uniform from centre to surface.

If. as is altogether probable, the density increases towards the centre, the

age of the sun may be considerably greater.*

* " On the only hypothesis science will now allow us to make respecting the
source ofthe solar heat, the earth was, twenty millions of years ago, enveloped
in the Aery amosphere of the sun."—Prof. .Simon Xfucomb in the X. A. Reci'tc,

for July, 1876.

PROC. AMKK. PHILOS. BOC, XVIII. 104. 8P. I'KINTKn NOV. 7. 18Tit.
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3. The difficulty here presented is one of no small importance. If re-

moved, however, we are immediately met by another perhaps still more

formidable. Assuming the increase of Neptune's radius to have been uni-

form during the time required for the accumulation of the ring around a

single nucleus, the daily superficial deposit would be less than one-sixtieth

of an inch; the density being equal to the present density of the planet.

This extremely slow transformation of the nebulous zones would develop

little heat ; so that the planets would be nearly cold during the process of

their formation. Laplace's theory, therefore, obviously fails to account

for the origin of satellites.

4. It is easy to show that the period of a rotating nebula in the process

of condensation would vary as the square of the radius. If the solar neb-

ula, therefore, rotated once in 1G4.G years when it filled the orbit of Nep-

tune, its period when it had contracted to the orbit of Uranus ought to

have been 67 years ; at the orbit of Saturn, Hi. 7 years
; at that of Jupiter,

4.94 years, &c , &C. This obvious inconsistency with Kepler's third law*

has been noticed by astronomers, and recourse has been had to the addi-

tional supposition that the rate of variation of density from surface to cen-

tre was continually changing through all tin; cycles of planetary forma-

tion, f Till this latter hypothesis—invented to sustain the hypothesis of

Laplace—shall itself have been placed on a basis of facts, the super-

ttrUCture must be regarded as eminently unstable.

COXCII -ION.

It has been shown (1) that the hypothesis of Laplace gives no explana-

tion of the immense intervals between the planetary orbits; (2) that, apart

from this Objection, the periods required lor the formation of planets from

nebulous rings arc greater than the probable age of the solar system
;

(3) that it fails to account for the origin of satellites; and (I) that it is ap-

parently Incompatible with a known physical law. The conclusion seems

inevitable thai this celebrated hypothesis must yet be abandoned, or that

its principal features must be essentially modified.

* I.et >•, ;
', ami i, i

1 represent lbs radii and periods of rotation of the lolai

nebula at two different epochs; then i
i t':: r« :

»'-. Bui by Kepler's third

law, t : I':: A: r'i.

m tii" able an>i Interesting memoir "" the rTebnlar Hypothesis i>y Prof.

David Trowbridge, In the Am. Journal of Belenoe tor Nov., 1864.
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Additional Botes upon the (Jol'eciion of Co :m an I Med lis now upon Exhi-

bition at the Pennsylvania Ifuteu n end School of Industrial Aft, Memo-
rial Hall, Fairmouni Park, Philadelphia. By Henry Phillips, Jr., A.M.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, October 3d, 1879.)

Since the notes I had the honor of presenting to our Society last Feb-

ruary there have been so many additions to this collection that a further

description may be of interest.

Recurring to the arrangement originally projected, the first head to

which I would call the attention of the Society is that of Medals.

The medal issued to commemorate the 21st anniversary of the founda-

tion of the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia (January

I, 1879), and the twelfth presidential term of the Hon. Eli K. Price, has

been placed In the medal case, and likewise the full materials for exhibiting

its process of manufacture. First there is the large plaster cast taken from

the wax me billion originally modeled from life ; this latter being perish-

able has not been preserved, but the planter representation exhibits a per-

fect fat simile of the original. Secondly, is the same portrait In platter

reduced by mechanical means to the size it is to occupy on the die. Third
is the hub upon which the portrait is cut in alto relievo by a machine
which reproduces in any desired size the figure which it is to bear, and
which is afterwards tempered to hard steel. Fourth, the die which is

struck from the hub and shows in intaglio the portrait intended to be

Impressed upon the medal. It is at first soft, so as to easily receive the im-

pression, and it is then afterwards hardened so as to bear the necessary

amount of pressure and blows. There are also leaden trial impressions of

the dies. These show the whole process of making the dies.

The medal bears upon its obverse the portrait of the venerable gentleman
in whose honor it was struck, surrounded by the inscription, Em K. Pkice,

President, 1879. On the reverse the seal of the Society and the inscription,

Tut-: Numismatic and Antiquarian Six tety OF PHILADELPHIA, founded
January 1, 1858. The meaning of the devices on the seal are as follows :

The owl, which is the crest, symbolizes wisdom and learning ; it is taken

from the device upon the coins of Athens, issued in the fifth century before

the present era, and is a faithful copy of that archaic work of art.

The shield, upon which the quartering* are displayed, is the Saxon
shield, emblematic of English ancestry and associations; the emblems on
each of the four portions of the shield represent, respectively, Europe,

Asia, Africa, and America.

Europe presents the cross as found upon the coinage of the first Chris-

tian kings of England; Africa, the Egyptian sphyn.x ; Asia, a Chinese

coin, and America, the s'.one arrow heads, axes and implements of the

Aborigines. The motto vestiyia rtrum sequi refers to the nature of the

Society's occupation*.

There is also a medal (In bronze) of the late Joseph J. Mickley, the first

President of the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia.
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This medal was cut by Mrs. Lea Ahlhorn, of Stockholm, medalist and

designer of the Rival Swedish Mint. The execution of the Hesli is re-

markably well done, and the whole medal is a credit to the skill of the

female artist.

There are also medals of Lavater, Cervantes, Shakspeare, of the Si ritt

Xumixmatirt, and of Alexander the First of Russia, and Louis XVI. of

Fiance, deposited by H. Dumont Wagner, Esq., of this city.

A bronze medal commemorating the Massacre of St. Bartholomew bears

on the obverse the head of Pope Gregory XIII.; on the reverse an angel

armed with sword and cross destroying and putting to flight a multitude,

with the inscription Hugexotokum Stk.voks.

It may be observed in regard to this medal that doubts have been castas

to whether it was actually issued by the Papal authorities, but rather that it

lone by those inimical to the Church of Rome, in order to cast discredit

upon it by appearing to exult over such a scene of carnage. The present

medal, however, is of most undoubted genuineness, having been purchased

in Koine with the whole series of the Pontifical Medals direct from the

Director of the Papal Mint. The author of " La Science des Medailles
"

(Paris, 1715), says, il nefaut pas confondre aoec les veritable* medailles des

» que les ennemis du Saint Siege ont fabriquees pour lea in-

sulter, ou pour les rendre odieux. Telle est celle du Jules III. nvec cette

inscription qui lui sert de recers. Gens i:r EtaaNOM Q.OOD non seuviekit

Tim I'EiuniT. Telle e*t la Medaille de Taul III,

<i>i:i'\ii zhnos /:>/' aim:/,

que Von ne doit jamais placer parmi les medailles veritable*. (No, 52 in

the Hockley collection.)

Pinkerton, however, is of the opinion that this latter described medal is

genuine and was cut by Michael Angelo. It is certainly a handsome piece

Of Workmanship and WOUld do DO discredit even to that great artist if the

attribution be correct.

A.11 the medals before Paul the Becond, according to the same author,

were issii.-d during the Pontificate of Alexander the Seventh. It is stated

that the Abbe Bfeol had the design of issuing a full line of all the Popes,

which he was prevented from ace unplishing by the death of the reigning

pontiffnnder whose auspices the undertaking had been begun.

Pinkerton slates thai the medal of Juliui tin* Second, • contra stimulum

ne eal'-itrni, "
i the flrsl medal which was struck instead of being cast.

•tributes to Cellini the medal of Clement the Seventh, " ut hibat popu-

inn;" that of Gregory XI 11. upon the reformation of the Calendar to

110 and to i'.a-iano and Cavino , the celebrated Paduan for

the diet of the medals of Julius the Third.

Bohlen of this city Irna deposited n number of Interesting

Ltnong W llich latter are the follow ing :

\ : medal (sizo tt of the scale of the Numismatic and

of Philadelphia)! bearing on the obverse n view oftlre

lam . in the fore-round the ri\cr Amsel tilled with vessels
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containing armed men. Above the city and below ft shield charged with
its coat of arms a hand appears holding a heart, projecting from a cloud

and surrounded by luminous rays. The inscription consists of these Hol-

landish verses :

Ons iiert en handt
Is VOOK HET IiASDT.

On the reverse a garland of olives encloses the words Godt Heeft ons

Bewaert.
Around the wreath is the inscription, Zyn Hoogheyt Willem Pkins

Van Orange heeft de Stadt Amsterdam hri.eegert den 30 July
ENDE WedBROM Afgetrocken DEM 4 Augcsty, 1650.

This medal appears to have been chased entirely by hand, and not to

have been struck from a die. Dissensions arose among the Stales compris-

ing the Dutch Federation during the early summer of 1650, and the

Prince of Orange after endeavoring to procure a peaceable settlement of

the existing difficulties resolved to obtain justice by force of arms. To this

end he sent a secret order to the troops in garrison at Nimegaen, Arnheim
and elsewhere to march against Amsterdam, rendezvousing there on the

30th day of June, at an early hour of the morning to force the sturdy

burghers into submission. The Prince joined the army, after arresting

treacherously six of the prominent men ofHorn, Delft, Dort and Harlem, and

proceeded in his enterprise, which, however, failed of success, the citizens

of Amsterdam having received timely warning. They had placed them-

selves in a condition of defense, and were prepared to open the sluices and

dykes in order if necessary to flood the country, and render it uninhabita-

ble for an army.

The Prince seeing that he could not capture the city had recourse to ne-

gotiations, the result of which was that after an agreement bad with the

Burghers he withdrew his troops from before the city on t lie 4th of

August, 1050.

The present medal is one of a scries struck to commemorate this oc-

currence. (Van Loon Vol. II. p. 3'2'J et seq.)

A beautiful silver medal bearing on the obverse a Janus bust on a pedes

tal, female head facing left, male head lacing right. Above is the inscrip-

tion,

V E K( iANH 1 : X 11 E IT, GBK3 E X W A RT, ZUK U X FT,

AlS ALLEN SCHOEl'KE l)IR FllKlDKN.

lleverse. Upon a band in centre extending from side to side of the

medal is the sign of Aquarius, between Capricornus and Pisces. Above is

the sun in full glory, sending down beams which till the whole field and

penetrate a cloud which is below the band referred to.

A grand silver medal commemorates the repulse of the Turks before the

City of Zenta on the Theiss.

Obverse. A river god standing holding on his left hand a victory which
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is offering him a crown. In his right an urn from which a river is flowinj.

Under his left arm is a tablet with the inscription,

AUSPICIIS

LEOPOLDI MAGNI
VIRTUTE EUGENII

Sabavdice D.

ExERCIT. TURCIC.

CLADE XX. Host.

Facta
PrTMARIIS DUC1B.

DEI,ETIS

castris un ivers.

Torment, xcviii.

omnioue apparatu
BELJ,ICO

ixterceptis.

cossus prokmgat

D.jV Sept

A fl MDCXCVII

Reverse. A besieged city, in the background a river and bridge and

mountains: over the town the word Zenta. In the foreground, cannon,

horsemen, infantry, ramp, &c. Above is the inscription, Intekfecit

EXERCITUM HOKUM ET SUBVEKTIT ROTAS CURUUIWI KKUEBANTUUQUE IN

PROFUNDI - M EXOD. 14.

On the edge In raised letters is the Chronogram, En novvs ex xoto fei.\x

ijtopoLue trmtphxi; making the date lii'.'T.

A silver medal shown on obverse a winged female figure standing by a

monument overhung with floral wreaths and on whose summit is a casket

of flowers, and around whose bast; plants and flowers are growing. In-

scription, Di.in SOHUTZ QxrST m: K\zi: ukink TAGS.
\erse. A branch with flowers horizontally across the field and divid-

ing the inscription, kit Fbbckdscbaft likb umd ikeude stets

— (branch)

—

wujucbausbj anen bbbz&b oi r t
There is a noble medal in gold With a clasp, evidently to he worn as a

decoration, of Frederick III of Denmark and Bofla Amelia, bis Queen, in

commemoration of the courageous defence of Copenhagen against the

Swedes under Charles Qustavui In 1058.

Obverse a Snelv i xecuted male laureated bust in bigb relief, [nscrip

l'Kn\

\ I. unrated female Itiisl with the Inscription, Si'Ks M\\ i\

JM.n.

'I'ho peace oi Rodtchlld (Feb., 1888) had scarcely been concluded, when

led the design of conquering the whole
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kingdom of Denmark, and. under the pretext that the stipulations of the

treaty were not being carried out, in the month of August be unexpectedly

blockaded the roadstead of Copenhagen. All was consternation, and the

courtiers begged the King, Frederic the Third, to take to flight for safety

into Norway. But his noble spirit revolted, and with Roman bravery he

resolved to defend his capital to the list gasp, gave his personal superintend-

ence to all the necessary preparation! for its defence, planted the Royal

Standard on the ramparts, armed the citizens, assigned to his officers the

command of different portions of the city, and, animated by the hopes and

promises of succor held out to him by the Netherlandish provinces, whose

interests were in common with those of his kingdom, he resolved to perish

beneath the ruins of Copenhagen, with his whole family and court, rather

than fly or fall* into the hands of his enemies, Nor were his hopes un-

founded. When tin; States of Holland knew the design of the King of

Sweden to be the e tnquesl of Denmark so as to fall upon the Elector of

Brandenburg and he avenged upon him for bis having deserted the Swedish

cause, and saw that bis efforts were to obtain the complete eoutrol of the

Baltic Sea, to the exclusion of their commerce, they resolved to send a tleet

and an army to the relief of the threatened nation, although by some it was

argued that to do so might imperil their relations with France and Eng-

land, which were supposed to he favorable to the Swedish pretensions. On
the l?th of October) Admiral Obdain set sail to succor the King of Den-

mark, who was continuing to defend his capital, with valor and fortitude,

although the enemy had became masters of the Castle- of Cronenbourg

and Helsinbourg, and held the mouth of the Blind blockaded by their rest

so that, the llollandish tleet in order to bring relief to the besieged would be

obliged to run the gauntlet of the fires of these two fortresses, and at the same

time manoeuvre their ships in a narrow passage to avoid the dangers of an

intricate navigation. On the 8th of November the Admiral divided his

fleet into three squadrons and proceeded to engage the enemy's vessels,

manned chiefly by Scotch and Irish sailors, and commanded by the illustii

ous Wrangel, as Captain General of the Kingdom of Sweden. About i)

o'clock in the forenoon the combat began, and raged for six hours with

great fury in the presence of the King of Sweden himself who in company
with his wife and sister and other personages of high rank watched from

the Castle ol Cronenbourg the fortunes of the fight. The Swedes fought

bravely as ever, but the extraordinary valor of the Hollanders was ulti-

mately crowned with success. Of the enemy's vessels they captured three,

and burned and sunk eight others, forcing the rest to take to (light, thus

permitting a juncture to be made with the the Danish flotilla under Admiral

Bielke. The Sound was opened by valor and force of arms, and the Swed.s

chased out of that sea by a most glorious victory, whose memory was pre-

served in this and some other medals.

A silver medal presents on the obverse Neptune boldly engraved s'and-

ing in a chariot drawn by two horses upon a sonny ocean whose waves are

lashed into fury by .Eolus in the right cor.ier. in Meptu le's left hand is
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his trident upright, his right is extended open pointing right. Upon the

seat of the ear is a crown. Inscription, Motos. tiukstat. comfoneke.

FIACTUS.

Reverse. Upon a calm and stilly sea is floating a nest in which are two

halcyons. On the right the setting sun is illumining by his rays the whole

field of the medal. Ahove on a band is the inscription, IImaiomhus. ue-

DUCTXS. SEXATL'S. AmsTELOD. CIVIBUS. SUIS. HOC ANTIQU.E. VIKTUTIS

SPECTATJiQ. FIDEI PK.KMU'M. J.AKGITCK.

In the exergue, mdcxcvi. (Vide Van Loon, Vol. 4, p. 331.)

It would he hardly credible wha: a tumult could always be started in the

Netherlands from the most trivial causes were not history so very explicit.

The present medal was struck to commemorate a sedition which grew out

of an ordinance regulating the number and the salaries of the criers at the

public funerals. Those who were excluded from this employment felt at

one blow their whole subsistence taken away from them; were full of dis-

content and clamored loudly against the magistracy, alleging that their

offices had been wrested from them in order that the underlings and para-

sites of their rulers might be provided for comfortably. To further wg-
neat the popular feeling it was given out that the bodies of the poor were

mutilated by branding previous to interment. The people became inflamed

and maltreated the new criers wherever they met them, till at last, embold-

ened by the usual applause and serenity of the bystanders, on the night of

the 80th of January, the day preceding that 00 which the new regula-

tion was to go into operation, they assembled in great numbers on the Hum,

a public place in front of the Hotel de Ville. The troops w 9*6 called out

but their presence only served to increase the tumult while the populace;

armed with stout cudgels, formed themselves regularly into companies, ral-

lying under aprons of blue cloth and beating for drums upon empty beer

barrels.

Tin- mob continued to grow and traversed the streets like madmen, t'ol

lowed by a troop of children. Arrived at the . i&n EPuia they

put tC flight the soldiers placed there as a guard to the syndics of the criers

of funerals, and fired by their exploit, in thus baring overturned constituted

authority, they turned to pillage the houses of obnoxious officials. The

6TI were Called to arms, now realizing that the rioters intended to

sack the eity if |x>ssil>le, using their grievance merely as a stalking horse.

Niirht tell upon the scene, but in the early morning before the citizens had

assembled to take arm-, the rabble came together again and after pillaging

with renewed fury laid licgeto the house of Burgomaster De Vries. The

ed an order declaring that force must be resisted by force;

the citizens assembled and marched towards the fleld of battle, tired upon the

riot" lv, killed two and put the Others tO flight. Whilst this was tak

a portion of the ni.. the house of a rich .leu

nan, and COUld there ever I" 1 popular Uprising in Europe without

being pill is fallen upon by another detachment of

the , .it the point of the sword. The brl
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were all raised, and the gatherings in other quarters dispersed by a sum-

mary administration of justice.

Two of the robbers taken in the field were hung to the neighboring

lamp-post, and a strong force was posted on the Dam and other exposed

parts of the city. At the first news of the insurrection the regiment of

Guards, which was stationed at '8 Gra\ einoer, had taken op its march

toward the city to assist, it' needed, in quelling the disturbance, bat when

distant only two leagues from Amsterdam, the Council did Dot judge it ex-

pedient to receive the troops, but thanking them heartily for their zeal,

begged them to hold their present position unless it should so happen that

the riot could not be put down by the fidelity and the valor of the citizens.

Volunteers under the command of Messrs. Hinlopen, Six, Burg and Huyde-

hooper, patrolled the streets to preserve order until the fourth of February.

On the Oth, six of the rioters were executed, and the corpses of four others,

who had been killed in the tumult, were hung up by the feet on the same

gallows. Several of the survivors were shut up in the BoQM of Cor-

rection.

The Magistracy sensible of the zeal and courage of the train bands and of

the volunteers, and desiring to exhibit in an honorable way the gratitude

of the citizens, caused the present medal to be engraved in three different

sizes, which, on the 88th Ol November of the same year, were distributed

publicly to all the troops, each man receiving a different size Recording to

his rank.

A silver medal bears upon the obverse a widow seated between two

children in a cemetery, pointing to the all-seeing eye in the heavens in a

triangle surrounded by rays from which an angel is descending and empty-

ing upon their heads the contents of a cornucopia. ():\ the left is an obe-

lisk (upon which is engraved the letter (..'), surrounded by English yew-
trees. Above, on a ribband, is tin' inscription, llv is dek wkkzes vadeu.
In the exergue, Teh QBDACRTBBN .van DJB iceezen nil gedeeld.

The reverse exhibits three sides of a building enclosing a court-yard
;

above is the inscription, Luth. Dim. \\ kkhuis. In the exergue, gerticht

mdclxxviii. Jubile gvolerd 24 Aug. 1778.

A bronze medal commemorates an Industrial Exposition, held at Berlin,

in 1844. Obverse, (iennania seated upon a rock holding a wreath in right

hand, a sword partially drawn from its scabbard reposing on her lap. Her
left hand rests on the rock which bears the inscription, Seid eintg. Exergue,

Gekmania. Inscription, Ekinnkiung an die austeleum; deitscii-

BB oKWEunsKuzKi'oNissE Zu Beki.in, 1S44. Keverse, a locomotive

crossing a bridge, Around this is a wreath on which are live shields

with emblems respectively representing navigation, manufactures, mining,

philosophy and agriculture. Inscription, Vouwaekts mit DEUT8CHBS
ELEISSE UNI) PK.t TSCIIKK KHAFT.

A bronze medal represents on the obverse a King standing by a throne,

with his right band extended in the act of swearing, between two female

figures. The one on the left holds a tablet on which is inscribed OBOBU
ri'oc. amek. PfllLOS. sot . XTIII. 104. 3o,. printed Nov. 7, 187J.
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wet : that on the right, a spear. Inscription, Nederi.and 12 MBI IS 19
;

exergue, <Ae iiuiintiendrai.

Reverse, a female uncovering a mule portrait before a throne, and a

kneeling female inscribes upon tablet xxv Jaau. Inscription, Nkdehi.a.nd

18 km 1874 ; exergue, Jubikvum.

A fine bronze medal exhibits a beautiful laureated head of Napoleon

within a wreath tied with ribbands on which are inscribed, Wagram, Tiooli,

Pyramid*, Marengo, Luneville, Amiens, Codes, Lejion d'honneur, Au*(er-

itdj Tilsit, Simplon.

Reverse, a view of the Island of St. Helena, with ships in the foreground,

setting sun to right, eagle on branch in air. Inscription, Ii, mockut sur

un rociier. Exergue, lie Sle Helene. 6 .1/'/;' 1831.

A gilt medal bears on obverse, a male bust in costume of the fourteenth

century and inscription, Joan GkALEATTOS vice com. a fundamentis in-

CIIOAVIT AN. MCCCI.XXWI.

Reverse, the Cathedral at Milan with the inscription, LATUB, eccl.

KBTBOF. MEDIOI.AM.

a bronze medal bears on the obverse a Cathedral with date in exergue,

1848-1519. Inscription, DBB VaTBR fkommki; Sinn iukk DIOH ins i.eisen.

Reverse, the rear of the same building in a ruined. Incomplete condition ;

in exergue, zerxtorl am 7 Mai 1848. Inscription, Yekeinte kkakt wikd

WORDIG DICB BRHKBBIT.

A white metal medal, on obverse an unfinished Cathedral with date in

exergue, 1848. Inscription, as follows:

l>.\s ai.'I'F, Coi.n HAT EtNBT GEGRfJBDET

Dies Wundeuvolle Qotteshai

rse, tbe same finished with inscription,

Doc ii Di.i i m hi. and ii at sun .ikt/,1 VEUBUNDET
BATJT MTT GOTTEs Hill'' BB ACS.

Exergoe, the date 1842.

Hi !. i't' New York city, has presented to the Numismatic

and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia, a number of medals in white

metal and copper, (8800(1 by himself commemorative of various events, and

Whleb have 1 n placed in the exhibition. One of llavcrford College

.'). bean on tin- obverse a well executed bead Of William

I'eiin, with an inscription, and 00 the reverse a view of the College build

Another bear-, on tl bvorse the head of Washington In i keystone

with dale- 1788 17!>!>; on the reverse, the inscription, "Washington, Hi

me in the triumphal arch which spans the nation's oentury."

tooths i). has "ii the obverse the bead of Washington

landed by the Inscription, "The lover of peace he espoused the sword

tor the colonic,' birthright 1775—100 yean 1875;" reverse, s repre-

bouse •nil! trees with Inscription, "The Washington Kim.

June Sid, 187.1. Centennial Celebration.

"

An.iiiei Im-.us the head of Washington with the Inscription, "True, ami
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wise, and merciful and just. 1732-09 ;" on the reverse, a representation

of Washington's tomb with the inscription, " M Hint Vernon Chapter, No.

228, R. \A. \M. \ Mnt. Vernon, N. Y. ' Anotlier struck to commemorate
the dedication of St. Patrick's Cathedral, New York city, by Cardinal

McCloskey, on the 25th day of May, 1879, bears on the obverse a represen-

tation of that building, and on the reverse an inscription setting forth the

event for which it was issued.

Anotlier bears on its obverse a representation of "Founder's Hall,"

Haverford College, and on the reverse a chapel, with the inscription,

"Alumni Association of Haverford College, Pennsylvania."

A bronzed medal. Obverse, the bead of Major Andre, with the inscrip-

tion, Maj. John Andre, October 1, 1789. Reverse, a church, with the

inscription, Old Dutch Ciiurch, Tappan, where Maj. Andre was
tried.

A bronzed medal. Obverse, head of Washington, "Historical, and
Forestry Society oe Roc kland County, organized Feb. 22, 1

Reverse, a farmhouse, "Washington's Headquarters, 1780, Tappan.
Ekected 1700."

A bronzed medal. Obverse, bust of General Wayne, Centennial An-
niversary of the Battle of Stony Point, July 10, 1*79. Reverse, aii

army besieging a fortress across ;t river and on a bluff Stony Point ex-

PUGNATU.M, XV.IULY, MDCCLXXIX.
Among the series of copper Dutch medalets, which are on exhibition in

the first medal case, the following are of the most interest :

No. 84141, bears on its obverse upon a sea violently in commotion,
lashed by storms, a ship whose topmasts have been broken off, above
which is the date 1563. Inscription, Incertum . quo . fata . fekent.
On the reverse, a female figure holding her right hand towards heaven,

and in her left an anchor; from above rays are streaming down upon her

head. Inscription, Spes . ai.ma . supersit.

This jetton was struck in reference to the dissensions and lack of unity

then prevalent in the Netherlands and the unfavorable outlook of the times.

No. 34179 has on the obverse the inscription, Lapis . reiectus—caput .

anguli. Within a circle of very tine lines a three-cornered stone, show-
ing its broadest part, downwards; below is a crowned lion with a shield

near the inscription on the border. Reverse, dns. fecit, hoc. et. fu.

(it) mi. (rabile) in oc. (ulis) ii. (oininum.) 1574. The sacred name of

Jehovah in Hebrew letters within a circle, beneath which are clouds,

whence beams and rays are spreading downwards.

No. 34214. Obverse, Aeemctos . docet . viam . suam. 1577, and a

five leaved rose. In the lower foreground is the figure of a man resting

up;)ii the earth (the prophet Elijah), receiving in his right hand a piece of

bread, which a hand is reaching to him from out of the clouds. In the

background of the landscape appeals a city. In the clouds l lie name of

Jehovah in Hebrew letters. Reverse, LlBRAT . a . condemnantiijus .

animau . e.tis. Daniel in the lion's den by the side of two lions. Above
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the name of Jehovah in a cloud (as on the obverse), and a hand stretched

out. This piece refers to the gloomy slate of affairs and is intended to

recall to the mind of the distressed or doubting Hollanders the two sigual

examples of the Divine beneficence that are commemorated upon this coin.

No. 84370. Obverse, Zelus . domini . exercituum . fecit . hoc.

Upon the upper portion of the field the name of Jehovah in Hebrew letters,

surrounded by a cloud from which a naked arm holding a sceptre is pro-

jecting ; below is a landscape in which several cities and towns are visible.

Reverse, Stknovico.
|
otmarsia.

|
covokdia.

|
captis.

|
iioste.

|
repul-

so.
|
Sen.

I

Fced. Pro.
|
F.

|
F.

|
md xcii. This piece refers to the cap-

ture of the cities named.

.34404. Obverse, Castracon
|
spexit inse

|
adversaria

|
sei.vot.da

CUM
| BlBIJECHIO ad

I

NOV MDXCV. Reverse, a battlemented tower, at

whose base a battering ram worked by eight warriors is being operated

and has effected a breach. Tins and the next jetton commemorate the

capture of the towns of Selvold and Bislich.

No. 34405. Obverse, Qu.erere. Within a circle of vines Mars stands

armed with lance and shield ; by Ids side the trunk of a tree, upon which

a bird is resting; in the foreground a mass of infantry. Reverse, Et.

tueri. mdxcv. A female figure seated facing front, with a large helmet

upon her head, holding in her right hand a shield, upon which is dis-

played the Lion of Holland ; in the left a lance ; at her right side is seated

an owl upon a branch. In the background is an encampment of tents.

This relates to Prince Maurice's prudence in preserving his conquests and

to his Mars like valor in effecting them.

No. 84407. Obverse, Frlstka . oimtonat . OSQUEDUtt . PBOTBGIT .

DKUS. Soldiers standing by a river bank with a crowned leader ; the other

Bide of the river is protected by a shield which a hand holds out from

heaven. Under the shield arc four soldiers ready for the fray, and behind

them are Been kneeling three persons in prayer. Reverse, VlGIL.vn. . BIT .

ouate . deo. OOXFIDBNTES . mum vi. A seated female figure with folded

hands ; upon her right a sentry is keeping watch ; on her left a shield, dis-

playing a crowned lion, by the side of which is a tower, upon whose

summit there is also a sentinel.

This jetton refera to the province of Zealand being threatened by the

Archduke Albert

No. 84438. Obverse. Oudis.
|

Ar-rir. ruiN.
I

M.M1U. DUCTU.
I
IIostk

ah Tt:\i
i

N<>r mm C •!•><>.
| dim IBM iiimdis. i:r.

|
minis. Manas.

|

i\imi.

|
oibrhj dii i-m-a'i'a.

1 1587, Reverse, Boxi. two.

u>>\, i:ia. The Belgian Lion rampant, holding a sword and handle

ol arrows, This celebrates the victory al Turnhout and the recapture of

niin- t0

niri i; mhi;. M LBI8. i DOKTOUB A full

tip under m i aoo 1608. a (our

II crosses. Tin << • niuicivi' an<l n:i\

lion
i .mill to be ii\ ely,
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No. :Ubil. Obverse, Ars. gkavk. tolt.it. onts. A man bending down

over a lever is endeavoring by its means to raise a huge millstone. Re-

verse, Industkia et LABOKE. A spade transpiercing a crown. In the

exergue MDCII.
This relates to the surrender of Grabe.

No. 34491. Obverse, Servat. vkiiuntia. concohs. Mi>cvr. A ship

in a storm-tossed ocean, whose waves are breaking its masts ; clouds are

in the heavens. Seven figures are to be seen upon the ship who are busied

in taking necessary measures for the preservation of the ship and bringing

it to its destination. Reverse, .Modick.
|
Fidel QUID. |

ti.metis.
|
s. c.

This refers to the general depression and consternation of the Nether-

landers.

No. 554.518. Obverse, i outitudo . iselgica. A bundle of arrows with

their points upwards. Reverse, mdcxii.
|
inductar.

|
iiii.

|
s. c.

|
This

commemorates the fourth year of the truce.

2*D. COIN'S.

Among the coins a number of tine specimens have been added, of which

the following are a few of the more important.

There is a very Interesting silver coin of ancient Spain. It bears on the

obverse a head with astern forbidding countenance, and crisp curled hair

and beard, calling to mind the conventional Assyrian type. There are also

certain rude letters both on the obverse and on the reverse. It is the cur-

rent opinion among Numismatists that these coins were copied after those

issued by the early Greek monarchs with such changes as the lack of skill

on the part of the artists would naturally cause. The reverse exhibits a

horseman charging with a lance seated upon a steed whose forefeet are

raised in motion from the ground. The action is spirited, and by no means

80 Stiff as the low state of the arts would have warranted us in expecting.

The head on the obverse does not, in my opinion, bear out its presumed

Greek origin, and I incline to the belief that it is rather a representation of

some one of their gods, possibly the Phoenician Hercules.

The first settlements in Spain were those of the Carthagenians, estab-

lished ages before the earliest known periods Of classical history.

There exist numerous varieties of these early Spanish coins with various

inscriptions, which have only been deciphered in the last few generations,

and even as yet their true signification is in doubt. The author of La
srienee ties MedniUes, an early work on Numismatics, published at Paris in

1715, speaks of these coins as being truly medullas desconnocidas, which no

one had undertaken to collect or reduce into order, although " Lastanosa

ait crti rendre un gr<tnd setvict an.r cu.rieu.r, de se donner la peine d'enfaire

un Volume, qui fat imprimi a HvetC i en Kit") ou il a fait gramr environ

deux cents de res medaillt's qtt'il arait dans tan ( 'n/n'net, lapluparl d" argent."

Lastanosa had an insight into the true status of these coins which had

been considered as bearing Punic letters, lie maintained that the charac-

ters on them were those of the early language of Spain, and that it was
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to these coins Pliny referred when speaking of the boot}- carried away by

the K 'iivins fr >m Spain, arg ntnm tignatutn nscease.

The coin of which we are speaking has been ascribed by both ITenin and

Akennan to the city of Tarragon, the capital of the Province of the same

name, much celebrated in ancient authors for its beauty and opulence.

Pliny writes of it that it was Scipiorum opus ut Carthago Foinorum.

Augustus erected in honor of his visit, an altar, upon which subsequently a

palm-tree grew. It issued coins while under the dominion of the Romans,

and there are some extant bearing the heads of the Gothic rulers of Spain.

:thage is probably one of the best known cities of antiquity, and abund-

ant specimens of its coinage have descended to our own times. The pieces

in the exhibition are small bronze coins bearing on the obverse the bead of

Demeter (or Persephone) adorned with necklace, earrings, etc., and on the

reverse the figure of a horse and a palm tree.

The Carthaginians adopted from Sicily the worship of Demeter and Per-

sephone, and the horse possibly refers to Libya, which was famous for its

bones, or perhaps to the horse's head fabled to have been dug up at the

foundation of the city. Carthage was ultimately destroyed by the Romans
1 18 15. C , and the coin was probably issue. I about the third century before

the present era.

There is a very fine didrachm of VbLTA in Lucania bearing on the

obverse a beautifully executed head of Apollo, and on the reverse a lion

in the act of leaping upon a stag, which it is rending to pieces. The

muscles are admirably portrayed, and the action is depicted entirely with-

out Stiffness, but with the ease and grace which arises from the COliSCious-

nesfi of DOWCr and strength.

Ydia was a large and prosperous city founded by the Greeks, and fts

Coinage exhibits the undoubted confirmation of history. Greek culture

alone could have produced such tine specimens of Art It is now known as

<( Brucca, and lies between Po'.icastro and the Gulf of Sa

lerno. It was mentioned by both Strabo and Pliny, and was the scat of

the El atic seel of Pbllosopb UN, who received their appellation from the

City ; their leaders were Zenophanes, Parmenide^, Zeno and Mclissus. The

tlations of tin-; school rose to a higher region of puro though I than

those of the loaic or Pythagorlc schools, and among the Blcatics for the

- distinctly into play the dialectical movement in human
thou

: i ut h. in Achaia, is represented by a line didrachni. bearing on the

ne helmeted bead of Venus; and on the reverse, Pegasus, wllh the

letter ECoph), the ancient or Phoenician form of K. " A city," n iv-i

rich mid prosperous; replete with men (it for the handling

OTtOl affair, civil, artistic and political." Founded by Hcllero-

phon, the type of the revet i ol the Btced

culture, 11

thorough
, ri any wanting, of the truths wliloli history records df
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its refinement and luxury. From the earliest days of its coinage, when
the reverse was simply the rude punch mark, to the last periods when its

money was issued, the pieces struck and engraved for this city are worthy

of a high rank and possess a great merit.

The very first coins issued by Corinth bear on the obverse Pegasus, witli

the archaic letter y (Koph), which disappeared from the later Greek

alphabet. Reverse, the so called key pattern punch mark. The execu-

tion of the living horse is very bold.

This city was colonized at a very early period by the Phoenicians, and

was destroyed by the Romans under L. Memmius, B. C. 140. The present

piece was issued about 480 B. C.

It is interesting to compare the coinage of this city with that of Sybaris,

both of infamous renown for the pursuit of pleasure.

There are also specimens of what is known as the ineuud coinage of

Magna Grsecia. These pieces were issued by the Grecian colonies settled

in lower Italy, and are probably the most remarkable specimens of the

monetary art which have over been produced. Instead of being thick and

hemispheric-ally raised towards the center, they are thin and tlat, and bear

on the reverse in intaglio tin; same subject which the obverse bears in alto-

relievo. This coinage had been abandoned before t lie sixth century B. ('.,

and all these coins are of very great antiquity, yet their workmanship is

tine and artistic, even when the design is of the simplest What the object

for the adoption of so peculiar a form could have been, has been the sub-

ject of numerous conjectures, but as yet none seem satisfactorily to explain

this abnormal condition of coinage.

The specimens which the Numismatic and Antiquarian Society have

placed on exhibition are BTBARIS and Mktapontum.
The coinage of Metapontutn bears on the obverse an ear of corn, on the

reverse the same incused. This city was founded about 700 B ('., by a

colony from Northern Greece, and its prosperity became exceedingly great,

owing to the fertility of its soil, which was especially rich in wheat. The
Metapontines sent annually to the temple at Delphi a golden sheaf of wheat

and considered Ceres SJ their tutelary goddess, impressing her emblem, the

ear of corn, upon their coinage.

Sybaris presents, on the obverse, a bull standing and looking backwards,

and the same type incused on the reverse, with the inscription }'.!/, being

written from right to left in the most ancient manner and with the tigma

of an archaic type, resembling a mu. The history of Sybaris and its suc-

cessor city, Thurium, is well told by Dr. Cardwell.

"The peO| le of Sybaris, on the bay of Tarentum were conquered and

their city destroyed by the Crotoniats about the year 500 B. C. Fifty eight

years afterward the Sybarites endeavored to rebuild their city, but were

again driven away six years later by their old enemy. The aid of Athens

and the Peloponnese was invoked, which in 444 B. C. laid the foundations

of Thurium, near the site of the ancient Sybaris, taking the name from a

fountain in its neighborhood. Soon the foreign element prevailed over the
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Sybarites and put them to the sword. * * * What then is its numis-

matic history? We have several coins of Syharis, bearing in the form of

their brief inscriptions and workmanship the strongest evidence of high

antiquity, so that we may fairly assign them to a period fully five cen-

turies before the Christian era. The constant device on these coins was

j; ,s Ua i»«t retpieietu, showing that it was the acknowledged cognizance

of Syharis. The next coins belonging to the place are more recent, as we

may judge from the form of their letters and their highly finished style of

workmanship, and taken on the analogy of coins in general, they might be

assigned to a period not much anterior to the time of Philip and Alexan-

der. Hut we find from these that the devices of the place have undergone

an important change. The ancient cognizance of Syharis is now of sec-

ondary consequence and has given way on one face of the coin to the CitpiU

Palladia the well-known badge of Athens. The inscription, too. is, in one

instance, the abbreviated word Syharis, in another a similar abbreviation

of the newly contracted name, Tlntrium. So then, these coins strictly

mark the period when the natives and foreigners were living together in

compact, mutually endeavoring to conciliate each other, each party pre-

serving tokens of its hereditary attachments.

"The next set of coins is distinguished by a minuteness of ornament

which marks them decidedly as the most recent of the three, and these

coins, in perfect accordance with the historical narration, bear no memo-

rials of the ancient Syharis. The inscription in every instance is of Thur-

ium, the ( is prominent, and the ancient cognizance of the

Hull is no longer (tons et rstpicietu but irruen* et eornupeta. Doubtless

there was found in the meaning of the word Btmplov.fk reason for the differ-

ence they adopted 'a bull running and butting.'

"When, later in the history of the town, Athens and Other powers of

C6 began to claim il as a dependency, they boldly refused to acknowl-

edge any other founder or patron than the deity of Delphi. Ami what

In- coins'.' Some of them, which seem to have been minted when the

republic was yet scarcely free from its ancient habits, retain the badge of

Athens, bat some also bear the emblems ol Ceres, the tokens of agricul-

tural prosperity, and others ate impressed with the head and insignia of

Apollo."

The device ut' the bull oceans upon the reverse of a denarius of Augustus

(of which a specimen ii in the pretenl collection)! and also those of the

Tuosi \. " The ' Bos Irroens, - aj tit I Northumberland family

in- a fierce bull charging, i^ n>> doubt a panning allusion

to the moneyei npetuous, and not an agrarian em

Men. Sonic antiquaries, however, insist that il alludes !i> an agrarian law

Introduced by the tribune Bp. Thorlus Balboa, which lex concerning the

Roman public land ived upon the back part of the same tabid

mtaioed tb< rllla de Repetundls; this table) was broken

i. Dlodorm Bionlus, Ixl., 90, Ac.; lxll.
f

, li in
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at some unknown time, but seven of its fragments have been preserved

and published by Fulvius Ursinus about A. I) 1577."

"The symbol of the bull plays an important part in many mythoses.

This animal was intended to represent j)ower of body and unwearied mas-

culine energy, two great attributes especially coveted by ancient kings and

great men. The bull seemed to be, in a manner, sacred to Venus,

whilst the lion was emblematic of the male creator. The bull and the lion,

among the Assyrians, occupied much the same place as the lion and unicorn

do in modern heraldry. Lajard (Culte de Venus) has summed up the mat-

ter in the following words :

" Les deux principaux attributes characteristiques de Venus furent en

orient comme en Occident le taureau et le lion, l'un symbole du principe

de la chaleur et du pouvoir generateur actif, l'autre, symbole du principe

humide et du pouvoir gcncratif passif ; et tons les deux signes du Zodiaque,

mais avec cctte difference que le taureau ctait le premier signe de l'equinox

vernal et la domicile de la lune a l'epoque de sa pins grande exaltation, et

que le lion place au solstice d'ete ctait le domicile du soleil pendant la

canicule. Ces deux animaux furent done aussi les hieroglyphes ideograph-

ique de rhermaphroditisme de Venus, divinite a laquelle les anciennes

traditions assignent, comme a Mithra, une place cntre les equinoxes et les

solstices etdonnent pour monture le taureau." In another passage he writes

thus: "Premier etre sorti des mains d'un dieu createur du monde, le

taureau, symbole de vie, est appelce d'un nom qui signitie a la fois vie et

taureau. Par une consequence immediate d'une doctrine qui enseignait

que les premiers Sties vivants etaient ne dans l'eau, il est, en meme temps,

le symbole de principe humide, du pouvoir passif de hi generation ou du
sexe feminine." i Inman's Ancient Faiths. Vol. 1, p. ;57(i, etseq.)

The symbol of the bull also is frequently taken to represent water, or the

watery principle in which life takes its beginning* and hence, no doubt, the

reverence paid to rivers, as instanced, even at the present day, in India, by the

burial of the Hindoo dead in the holy waters of that region. It may there-

fore be considered as a representative of the /i
'/'/.72' or the great humid

principle of nature.

Not a trace now remainsof Sybaris, this great city which once ruled over

twenty five of its neighboring towns, and sent into the war that resulted in

its downfall three hundred thousand righting men. Nothing is known of

its mansions and its palaces, not one stone is left to show the s[>ot where
"men slept upon beds of roses and those renowned banquets took place to

which women were bidden a year in advance that they might have the

whole interval tor rendering their beauty more irresistible." Recent ex-

plorations have resulted in the finding of a sarcophagus full of carbonized

matter, showing that the corpse had been cremated prior to interment.

Amidst the remains of the funeral pyre, near the head of the corpse, were
some golden fragments, the ornamentation of a box, and afterwards the

bronze nails with which it had been fastened were found. Near the breast

*cf Iiirnan, p. :>77, note.
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of the deceased were two small silver plates, of the size of large buttons,

which bore in relief two beautiful female heads. Near the remains of the

skull was discovered a small plate of thin gold folded together, on which

were visible some traces of Greek writing, and which, on being opened, dis-

closed within its folds another similar tablet likewise bearing an inscription.

The learned professor to whom this find was given to decipher, believes

that the larger plate contains mystic matter written by one familiar with

the Elcusinian mysteries ; the small plate contains an inscription in capital

letters in the Doric dialect, in which a hierophant addresses the dead, con-

gratulating him that after having suffered the worst of evils he had from a

miserable mortal become a god. having pursued the right path which leads

to the fields reserved for the just in the bowers of Persephone.

There is a fine Tetradraclnn of the famous city of Tyre (in Phoenicia),

bearing on the obverse a laureated head of Heracles, on the reverse an eagle

on rudder behind a palm branch, to left date /// (year 18), inscription,

IfI'll r IEPASXA1 All'Any.

Tyre was one of the grandest cities of all antiquity, and its commerce

and riches are frequently spoken of in the classical writers. From Tyre,

as from modern London, ships went to visit all parts of the globe to which

they could reach ; and to Tyre came merchandise from all parts of the con-

tinents of Europeand Asia. According to Herod >tus it was founded about

9766 B. C, and received its independence about 126 B. C. This coin was

therefore issued about 108 B. C. The execution of this coin is especially

noteworthy. The massive boldness of the head o\' Melkarth (the Tyrian

Hercules; exhibits a brutal and repelling countenance ; the eagle (sacred to

this god) on the twerse is in an attitude of life-likeness almost QnSUrp&SS

able. The rudderexhibits the maritime character ofthe cityand the palm was

the emblem of Tyre and EHdon. Phoenicia is fabled to have taken its name
from this tree, which in Greek was known as 'I'D IMI. The palm was

likewise the well known emblem of victory. As found upon coins it is,

according to Spanheini, of three varieties, viz :

1st. That which is tall, thick branched and leaved, but bears no fruit.

2d. Smaller, less dense and bears fruit.

:id. The small sterile dwarf palm.

'I'lie palin tree ot'.Iudea, which bears fruit, is found upon the coinage of

that country. As a branch the palm is found upon the coins of Arabia
;

as a tree, upon those of Tyre, Damascus, Alexandria and the Phoenician

Colonies of Sicily, Airioaand Spain.

The palm tree was one of to namenta sculptured In Solomon's Tem
pie, and among modern writers (#. g. t [nman'i Ancient Faiths) has been

i.red to be a Phallic emblem equivalent toAsshur, "Onaooio ol

Bpfaesns a p dm tree is represented as springing up by the side of stagejut

ler, meaning thai the 'Great God (Kronot or Hot) being cul otr, the

palm s ail.'
"*

• Inman, Vol
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The epithets, IEPA1' (Holy) and ASlfAQS (inviolable sanctuary) were

adopted by many other cities. After a very long period of life, with check-

ered prosperity, Tyre was finally destroyed by the Saracens, A. D. 1291,

after having withstood many sieges, including one by Alexander the

Great.

In addition to these already described in my previous paper there

are a number of so called family coins, among which are well pre-

served specimens of the Cornelia, Fulvia, Hostilia, Maiania, Opeimia,

Pomponia, Scribonia, Vibia, and other gentes, presenting interest-

ing types. The gens Cornelia was a most noble family, both Pa-

trician and Plebeian, and has left a number of devices upon the

denarii which are attributed to it. The gens Fulvia although "con-

fessedly one of the most conspicuous of the Roman gentes, is only known
by one denarius, except some colonial ones figured by Morel 1

" (Smyth

Family Coins, p. $')). It bears on the obverse the head of Pallas Nike-

phora with alated helmet and the word ROMA ; on the reverse, " Victoria

alata holds out a chaplet in a biga galoping to the right. Under the horse

is CN FOUL, and in the exergum M GAL Q MET. Although we do not

hear of the Fulvii till L. Fulvius became consul in B. C. 322, it is known
that even then they were of long standing in Tusculum. * * Of the

ladies of this gens two played a very conspicuous part ; the first, a woman
of rank, divulged the Catalinian conspiracy, the second married Mark
Antony for her third husband, breathing nothing but war and domina-

tion. This is the fury who pierced the dead Cicero's tongue with a bodkin,

uttering all sorts of opprobrious epithets all the while." (Smyth, loc cit.)

A denarius of the gens Maiania presents on the obverse "a winged and
galeated head of Roma with tlie mark X ; on the reverse, a winged Vic-

tory in a rapid viga holding the reins firmly with her left hand, while her

right is whipping the horses, which are unusually free from harness.

Below is the inscription (' MAIANIA ; exergue Roma. History makes
no mention of this gens and its rank is unknown." (Smyth, p. 127.)

The gens Opeimia presents "the galeated head of Pallas, bearing stern and
manly features, wearing an earring with a long pendant and a necklace ; in

front is the denarial stamp x, and at the back is a chaplet. On the reverse,

L. Opeimi ; exergue Roma. Victoria alata in a galloping quadriga holds

the reins with her left hand and a laurel crown in her right. This was
probably struck by L. Opeimius, the aristocratic pra-tor who suppressed the

revolt of Tregelhe, B. C. 125. This is the man who being consul fouryears

later, hunted C. Gracchus, with personal animosity, to his destruction
; and

being himself condemned for receiving Jugurlha's bribes, died, hated and

insulted, a poverty stricken exile at Dyrrachium. * * * The Opeimi

i

are first brought on the stage of history at the time of the Samnite wars,

yet the components of the gens are but little known." (Smyth, 157.)

The denarii of the gens Pomponia occur frequently and are of many
devices. Upon some are seen the figures of the Muses, Clio, Euterpe, Thalia,

Melpomene, Terpsichore, Erato, Polyhymnia, Urania, and Calliope, with
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the symbols respectively indicative of their supposed avocations. Upon
one denarius is found the representation of Hercules Musagettt playing upon
a lyre. "The temple of Hercules Musarum was built in the Flaminian

circus by the consul Fulvius, who having, when imperator in Greece,

recognized Hercules as Musagetes, consecrated to his tutelar protection the

nine statues of the Muses, which he had brought over from Aetolia, B. C.

189. The Pomponia, though a plebeian gens, were very proud, and, towards

the end of the Republic, followed the example of the other Roman gentes

by claiming high antiquity, pretending descent from Pompo, one of the

sons of Numa." (Smyth, p. 184, etseq.)

The gens Vibia likewise affords many varieties of obverses and reverses.

Among the former we find the laureated head of Apollo, the head of

Pallas, an ivy crowned head of Bacchus, a scenic mask of Pan, a laureated

female head supposed to represent the Goddess Libertas, laureated head

of Hercules, bearded head of Jove ; on the reverses are galeated figures in

quadriga, Ceres crowned with wheat marching across a field, Jupiter

Axuris, Roma seated on a pile of bucklers, holding in her right hand a

spear, in her left the parazonium, pressing with her left foot on a globe,

and in the act of being crowned by a Hying Victory, two clasped right hands

sustaining a winged caduceus (relating to D. Brutus, who being besieged

by Mark Antony at Mutina, B.C. 45, was liberated by the consuls Hirtius

and Pansa), a panther with his fore feet raised on a decorated cylindrical

altar on which are the Bacchic attributes, a bearded mask and a long

thyrsus adorned with ribbons, Victoria alata placing a garland upon a

trophy Composed of spoils, and Ceres, crowned witli corn, holding a lighted

torch, Beated in a car drawn by two dragons." These dragons are

portentous creations of the ancient imagination in all countries. The

serpent worship was all but universal. It is alluded to in the earlier

portions of the Bible, and il is known to have prevailed among theChal-

the Persians ami the Egyptians as emblematic of the Sun and Time
and Eternity. From the Orientals it descended to the (i reeks, and from

them to the Romans, among whom it became a type of Victory, Prosperity

and Bealth." (Smyth, p. 253 etseq.) (Vrcsin hercar, drawn by dragons,

Likewise occurs upon the coins ot the gens \'<>ltci

There is a handsouicU executed l'aduan fabric ion of a fust brass of

the Emperor Otho, bearing ins head on the obverse, and on the reverse

tie- Emperor standing with his righl hand extent over an altar clasping

th<- hands of three soldiers who bear military ensigns ; Inscription Bboi ai

a Roman first brass of the Emperor Otho is something

has always been a desideratum ; none are known i>> exist or to have

ted. BlOnSeS from the Egyptian .Mint are to be met with and

these atone most replace the Roman issue in collections unless the unex

peoted, which is always occurring, should some day bring to lighl a hoard

<>f these coins The usual explanation given for the absence of the fust

i this Emperor is based upon the power retained bv the Senate of

in <! while their ruler had u urped the privilege of coining gold
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and silver. The denarii of Otho are of not infrequent occurrence, not-

withstanding the extremely short duration of his reign.

We cannot more appropriately conclude this sketch than with the words

of the Spanish writer, Gusseme :

"No pretendo que la aflcion a las medullas sea la vnica ; pero si que no

se olcide, que no se abandone, antes si que se cultive. Ella es de tal calidad,

que siempre recrea, que ofrece a cado paso nuevas MtUfaeciontt, y con. una.

solidez, que no se halla eon lanta frequencies en los demas estudios. * * *

La Erudicion debe ser en todos tiempos, y en todas Naciones apetecida y
sollcitada ; y segura minte no hay modo para adquirirla con mayor exten-

sion que el iiso de los medullas, el estudio para $u perfclo conocimienw^ y el

manejo de los libros que tratan de ellas. Quien las culliru va adquiriendo

de grado en grado los mas utiles eonocimienlos, y una casta extension en el

cantpo de las belli* let t rax.

" Cada medalla es un diploma o instrumento autentico ; que comprueba

la verdad de la Hiltoria ; y )u> hubrd en el mundo archico de mas segurux

y antiguos documentos. * * * * El ettudio de la antiguedad es cosa

qui no debemos jaunt* olvidar y ubundonar segun Clailduino ;

Nee desinat unquam
Tecum Grata loqui, tecum Roman a vetustax."

On the Formation of Bibenzyl by the Action of Ethylene Chloride on Benzol

in the Presence of Aluminium Chloride. By William II. Greene.

{Read at the Meeting of the American Philosophical Society, October 17, 1879.)

By a series of the most remarkable chemical investigations of late years.

MM. Friedel and Craftfl have shown that the radicles of the saturated hy-

drocarbons can be grafted upon the benzol nucleus by the action of alu-

minium chloride upon a mixture of benzol and the monatomic chlorides, bro-

mides, etc. Thus, on passing methyl chloride into benzol in which alu-

minium chloride is suspended, all of the methyl derivatives of benzol, from
toluol to hexamethyl benzol, may be formed, according to the proportions

of benzol and methyl chloride which are brought into contact. In the

same manner, the ethyl, propyl, and other derivatives of benzol may be ob-

tained abundantly.

In these reactions, rochloric acid is disengaged, and the explanation

proposed by Friedel a; d Grafts supposes the reaction to take place In two
phases : In the first, a compound of benzol and aluminium cldoride is

formed, with elimination of hydrochloric acid.

C6H6 + AFC16 = C fiH5
. Al-'CP -f IIC1

In the second, the aluminium-benzol compound reacts upon the mona-
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tomic chloride present, the organic radicle enlering the benzol nucleus, and

aluminium chloride being reformed.

C6H>. AFC15 + CrFCl =r C6H5
. CH3 + Al*01«

A small quantity of aluminium chloride serves for the preparation of an

indefinite quantity of the new bydrocarbon.

By the action of aluminium chloride on the monatomic chlorides alone,

hydrochloric acid is also eliminated, and the radicle is condensed. Hence,

the reaction which would take place between benzol and a polyatomic

chloride under the same circumstances cannot be entirely foreseen. It

seems possible that in the case of ethylene chloride, for example, both

atoms of chlorine might be replaced by pbenyl groups, but it would seem

more probable that, after the first substitution, one molecule of hydrochlo-

ric acid would be removed from the ethylene chloride, and that a more

condensed hydrocarbon, styrol, would be formed. However, the first re-

action is that which actually occurs.

When aluminium chloride is introduced into a mixture of benzol and

ethylene chloride, the reaction begins in the cold, and becomes energetic

on the application of heat. Hydrochloric acid is disengaged abundantly ;

when the reaction has ceased, the mixture is thrown into water to separate

the aluminium chloride, and the oily liquor which separates is heated with

alcoholic potassium hydrate, in order to decompose any remaining ethylene

chloride.

After washing and drying the product, it yields, on fractional distilla-

tion, very nearly the theoretical quantity of dibenzyl, after which a thick

oily mixture remains, which dors not completely distill at 200° in a vacuum.

This mixture consists of condensation products, and yields no satisfactory

results, as it cannot well be fractionated, and docs not solidify in a freezing

mixture.

Pure dibenzyl melts at ~)2.?)-?>3°, and boils at 879°, under a pressure of

767 millimetres, the thermometer being entirely Immersed in the vapor.

This boiling point is lower than that given by Cannizarro and Rossi (284°),

and higher than that indicated by Fit tig {^12°).

On Dioxyethylmethylene, and the Preparation of Methylene chloride. />//

Win. If, drccue, M.D.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, November 21, 1879.)

With the exception ot the diethyl ether of methylene glycol, all of the

•bvi substitution oompoundi of methane have already been described.

Orlliol.inuie .Hut, 0H(OC 1 1
' r. WSJ sun lied bj Kay and Williamson, and

is generally known as Cay'i ether i ortboearbonlc ether, 0(O0*Ha
'. was

discovered and described by li. Bm '" methj 1 ethyl oxide baa long been

known.

i reaction ttmUar to ths4 by which these ethers are Ibrmsd, I have
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isolated dioxyethyl -methylene, the reaction between sodium ethylate and

methylene chloride taking place as indicated by theory.

The chief difficulty lies in the preparation of pure methylene chloride
;

the process described by Perkin, and depending upon the reduction of

chloroform by zinc and ammonia, yields only small quantities of methy-

lene chloride, and the direct chlorination of methylchloride yields equally

unsatisfactory results. The method which, after numerous experiments,

I have found to answer best, consists in the reduction of an alcoholic so

lution of chloroform by zinc and hydrochloric acid.

The zinc and chloroform mixed with several times its volume of alcohol

are placed in a flask connected with a suitable condensing apparatus, and

hydrochloric acid is added in small portions. The reaction develops con-

siderable heat, and methylene chloride and chloroform distill over ; when
the reaction has somewhat subsided, and no more liquid distills, more

hydrochloric acid is added, and a moderate heat is'applicd, If necessary.

In any case, the mixture is heated towards the close of the operation, until

alcohol begins to distill in quantity. The operation is then arrested, and

the product in the receiver is washed, dried and rectified, that portion

which passes below about 58° being retained. The residue is returned to the

flask and again submitted lo the action of the zinc and hydrochloric add.

By several careful rectifications of the product passing below 58°, pure

methylene chloride, boiling at 40-41°, is obtained.

By several operations in this manner the yield of methylene chloride may
be brought up to about twenty per cent, of the chloroform employed.

Little or no advantage is gained by attempting to fractionate the product

as it distills from the flask, so that the chloroform may tlow hack into the

reducing mixture, for such distillation necessarily takes place in a stream

of hydrogen which carries with it about as much chloroform as methylene

chloride.

Dioxyetiiyl-methyi.ene.—This compound was prepared by gradually

introducing one molecule of sodium into a mixture of one molecule of

methylene chloride and about four times the theoretical quantity of absolute

alcohol, contained in a flask connected with a reflux condenser. After all

of the sodium has been introduced, the mixture is heated on a water-bath

for about an hour, and is then distilled. The distillate is fractionated, and

the portion which passes below 78 5 contains all of the diethyl ether.

It is agitated with a tolerably concentrated solution of calcium chloride,

and the light ethereal layer is separated, dried over calcium chloride and

carefully rectified, until a liquid is obtained which boils at 86

Dioxyethyl-methylene so obtained is an ethereal liquid, having a pene-

trating, pleasant odor, somewhat recalling that of mint. Its specific gravity

at 0° is 0.851, and it boils at 89°, under a pressure of 709 millimetres. It

is slightly soluble in water, from which it may be separated by the addition

of calcium chloride ; it mixes in all proportions with ether and alcohol,

and it cannot readily be separated from its alcoholic solution if much
alcohol lie present ; in such a case, fractional distillation and treatment of
the portion which passes below 78 D with solution of calcium chloride, effect

the separation.
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On the Coordination of the Various Method* of Expressing Thought as

Applied to the System of Public School Instruction. By Lewis M. Haupt,

C. E., Prof, of Civil Engineering, University of Pennsylvania.

(Head before the American Philosophical Society, November 21, 1879.)

Language, in its most general signification, is any medium by which

thoughts or ideas may be conveyed from one person to another, and the

avenues through which it affects the human intelligence are the senses.

In transmitting an idea, the senses maybe called into act ion either singly

or in combination. Tims speaking involves the sense of hearing, for a

person born deaf must of necessity be dumb also. We may therefore re-

gard the vocal organs and the ear as complementary fVmctions for the trans

mission and reception of audible intelligence. These may be supplemented

or entirely supplanted in their absence by the hand and eye, also comple-

mentary. In both of these cases the vocal organs and hand are the media

of, while the ear and eye are the guides to, the proper form of expression.

From this it follows that there may be two distinct forms of language,

namely, Oral, or that proceeding from the mouth, as in speaking, and

Graphical, or that produced by the hand, as in writing, drawing, and

printing. Oral language appeals to the ear of the recipient, Graphical, to

the eye, for the correct interpretation of the idea intended to he expressed.

If the same meaning be given to a combination of words, by the recipient,

as was intended by the originator of an idea, then the result will be an

identity of thought and a mutual understanding resulting in harmony.

Bat as words have many meanings, the same words may produce very

different impressions upon different minds even under similar circumstances,

hence, to avoid misunderstanding, with its attendant confusion or discord,

it is desirable to employ, if possible, a less ambiguous form of language.

A -ingle instance will serve to illustrate this proposition.

I.' i Hie name of a substance, as iron, be mentioned. An audience eom-

I of |>b_\ sieists, cliemists, engineers, artisans, artists and literati imme-

diately begin to think of some of its characteristic properties.

While the man of letters may regard it as a rigid, Incombustible sub-

stance, the Chemist considers it flexible and burns it with great brilliancy;

while the prisoner may look upon it as an obstruction, the electrician makes

it a Channel of communication. The agricultural isl may use it as an im-

plement of peace, whilst the soldier will make it an instrument of war.

With the civil or mechanical engineer it is an important material of con

stnietion, whilst with the military engineer il is an engine of destruction.

"The meaning of such a word is like the rainbow: everybody sees a

different one, yet all maintain it to be the same."

It i- thus with many word- in our vocabulary, and hence arise sectarian

burnt, difficulties, violations of contracts and tedious litigation to determine

me particular form of expression.

iry to dilat' further upon the ambiguities of language,

in.r of the in:iin MrloUf Mid ^"netiuies comical mistakes resulting from
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tliem, but a few suggestions may not be out of place as to the necessity for

more extended instruction in that branch of it which relates to the expres-

sion ofideas by graphical representations and especially by drawings.

It is a matter of primary importance to the progress of civilization that

every avenue for the interchange of thought should be unobstructed, that

there may be an unification of purpose and action ; and secondarily, that the

media used to convey such thought should be unambiguous and of general

application. Now, since all ideas must have for their subject matter things

physical or metaphysical, it follows that there may be a different form of

language used in giving expression to each. As most physical concep-

tions treat of tangible objects, having form, and as such form or line of

apparent contour is the first characteristic observed by the eye, and is

more or less familiar to all persona living within the habitat or range of

the object, it is natural that this form, more or less conventionalized or

symbolized, should have been used to represent I lie object in an unmis-

lakable language.

In developing the intellectual faculties of mankind, beginning with the

child, there is first the inception of an idea, derived from some form and

an associated sound, expressing its name ; this is followed by the repetition

of the sound by the child, giving rise to vocal language which is developed

in later years in the public school system of instruction by spelling and

reading. Thus the first, or oral, division of language is cultivated, while

the second, and more extensive in ils range and application, the graphical,

does not receive the attention which its importance deserves.

It is true that writing has long held an important place in our popular

educational systems, and of late years drawing has also been introduced

systematically, but as yet only so far as to cultivate the eye and hand in

sketching outlines and shading, that is, in making pictures and elementary

designs either for decorations or for the practice which such operations

afford in estimating magnitude, distance and direction.

That important division of drawing which is the basis of the correct

interpretation of all forms and magnitudes and is of the greatest practical

importance to all artisans and many artists and professional men, is as yet

entirely ignored.

I refer to a knowledge of elementary projections, without which a work-

ing drawing can neither be made nor understood, and the artisan destitute

of it is obliged to acquire the practical knowledge for the successful applica-

tion of his handicraft by long years of apprenticeship while he learns the

uses of the various templates that may be placed in his hands by a master.

A moment's consideration will convince an observer that there are two
methods of representing objects, viz.: 1st, as they appear to exist, consti-

tuting perxjin'fitu ; and '2d, as they do actually exist, as in prpfeetiont, in

which, relative position, form and magnitude are given. The perspective

view is of little practical importance to the workman, as he is unable to

obtain from it the data necessary to reproduce the object.

No two persons in an audience can set; the same object from the same

PR0C. AMKU. PHTIiOS. BOC. XVIII. 104. '2s. PBINTBD DEC. 12, 1870.
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point of view, and hence unless it be symmetrical with reference to a point

in space, as a sphere, the line of apparent contour will be different to each.

The magnitude will also appear larger or smaller according to the distance

of the observer from the object. Thus, if a circular disk be held up before

an assembly it will appear circular only to that person at the end of its

axis, while to those in the plane of the disk it will appear to be a straight

line, and to all others the ellipses of which the line and circle are the limits,

thus verifying the aphorism of the poet Longfellow, when he says,

•' Ami things are not what they seem,"

With projections, however, the case is different, as, if understood at all,

they can only convey one impression to the reader. But it must he con-

i that they are no more intelligible without a knowledge of the prin-

ciples upon which they were constructed than is a printed work to one

ignorant of letters.

The principles of projections are, however, as simple as those of element-

ary geometry, upon which they are based, and can be readily compre-

hended by the pupils in our public schools. And a knowledge of these

principles would enable many of them to work much more intelligently in

the various trades in which they may thereafter become apprentices.

The application which may be made of such information is very ex-

tended. As a disciplinary study it is one of the first order, developing the

COnceptive faculties and enabling one to grasp an idea readily. It has its

application in nearly all manufactured articles and in all constructions and

designs, in wood, iron, stone, clay, or other materials. It is used con-

stantly by the engineer, architect, builder, pattern-maker, iron or sheet

metalworker, stair-builder, stonecutter, designer, and a host of others.

It is the basis of all perspective drawings which are generally made by rule

and without reason, and is essential to a correct Interpretation of all sug-

gestions relating to constructions of any kind. It is used to explain and

reinforce verbal language, and should be so used whenever possible.

One of the most important applications of graphical language must not

In- overlooked. To the statistician as well as merchant it, is valuable as

furnishing at a glance information which if expressed in a mass of figures

would be Unintelligible. It cannot be surpassed as a method of exhibiting

rapidly the distribution Of population, of products, of poverty or wealth, of

crime or morality, of vital, or in fact any statistics which may be expressed

numerically. To the physicist it is also particularly useful in investiga

ti>Mi- into llie properties of molecular or mass physics, and enables him to

dISOOYeT almost Immediately the laws governing the motions of matter.

Fluctuations of prices, in the market values of daily commodities, may
in- more Intelligent!] expressed by this means than any other ami can be

cm.! e in short, the number of Intelligent and eminently

^plications that may be made of projections , s almost limit less.

Introduction would supplant a certain amount oi mnemonlcal by

.ni iiiiini.il development, and would thui be a relief to a system

d \\ Mil llie I i,
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Another means of disseminating thought, as well as of developing the

mental and manual faculties simultaneously, would be the introduction of

typo-setting in the public school as a weekly exercise, but as it is not the

purpose of this article to discuss here the means and methods of industrial

education, any further remarks on this bead will be out of order.

It is merely intended to call attention to the fact that there is need of a

more complete development of all the faculties used to convey or receive

impressions and to coordinate them into a closer and more efficient system

of instruction as a basis for the more intelligent expression of thought.

Stated Meeting, Jane 20, 1879.

Present, 5 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A photograph of Mr. J. F. Mansfield, was received for in-

sertion in the album.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Natural

History Societies at Wiirtteniberg, April 1 (101, 102); Frei-

burg, Feb. 2 (101); the Societies at Harlem, Aug., 1877 (97,

98, 99); Lyons, Aug. 1,1878 (I to XV); Edinburgh, Oct. 31,

1878 (100, Cat. Ill); the Royal Academy, at Amsterdam, Oct.

22,1877 (100, Cat. Ill); New Hampshire Historical Society,

June 16 (103); the Essex Institute (103); the U.S. Military

Academy, at West Point (103); the New York Historical

Society (103); the American Ethnological Society (103), and

Astor Library (103); the Numismatic and Antiquarian So-

ciety (103), and Historical Society at Philadelphia (103);

the Wisconsin Historical Society (103); and various mem-
bers (103).

Letters of envoy were received from the Royal Academy,
at Amsterdam, Feb. 7, 1879 ; Imperial Academy, at Vienna

;

Royal Academy, at Munich, April 10, 1879; Holland So-

ciety, Harlem, Dec, 1877; Government Surveyors, Victoria,

Feb. 12; Greenwich Observatory, June 20; Meteorological

Office ; and Mrs. Sarah S. Pickering, May 19, 1879.

Donations for the Library were received from the Acade-

mies at Amsterdam, Bruxelles, Berlin, Vienna, Rome, and
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Philadelphia; the Societies at Copenhagen, Harlem, Got-

tingen, Gorlitz, Freiburg, Stuttgard, Liege, Lyons, Bor-

deaux and Salem; the Observatories at St. Petersburg,

Munich, Paris, Greenwich and Cape Town; the University

at Christiania; the Statistical Commission of Belgium; the

Anthropological Society and Geological Institute at Vienna;

the German Geological Society and Botanical Association,

at Berlin; the Zoological Garden, at Frankfurt; the Geo-

graphical, Anthropological and Antiquarian Societies, Eth-

nographical Institution and Museum of Natural History, at

Paris; the Physical, Linn?ean and Geographical Societies, at

Bordeaux; the British Association; the Astronomical, Me-

teorological, Geographical, Geological and Zoological Socie-

ties, Victoria Institute and London Nature; Mr. L. C. Miall,

of Leeds; T. P. James, of Cambridge, Massachusetts; Mrs.

Pickering, of Boston; the Cambridge Library and Museum
of Comparative Zoology; Prof. J. D. Whitney, Prof. "VV. A.

Norton and Silliman's Journal, ofNew Haven ; the Brooklyn

Entomological Society; the American Chemical Society and

Mr. F. R. Rathbun, of New York; the Franklin Institute,

Zoological Society, Medical News, American Journal of

Pharmacy and International Committee of Philadelphia; the

American Journal of Mathematics, at Baltimore; IT. S.

Smithsonian Institution and Win. 15. Taylor, of Washing-

ton: the Wisconsin Natural History Society; the (Jco-

Lteal Society and National Museum in Mexico.

A medal of Joseph Henry, was received from the en-

gravers of the Mint, Messrs. Wm. and chas. EL Barber, lor

\v'
'

i, on motion, the thanks of the Society were presented

to the donors.

Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr., offerdd for the acceptance o

under certain conditions, a copy of Salmi's I Jil >l io-

theca Americana, at far as pablished, which, on motion, was

accepted for the Library.

Of the Proceedings, JOB! issued, was laid upon the

table for examination.

mplfl and oloselj approximate dia^rammat ie solution
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of the problem of squaring the circle was communicated by

Prof. P. E. Chase. (See page 281.)

A communication entitled, "Eleventh Contribution to

the Herpetology of South America," was received from Prof.

E. D. Cope. (See page 261.)

The Committee on a Eulogy on Dr. G. B. Wood reported

a recommendation that Dr. Henry Hartshorne be appointed

in the place of Dr. Alfred Stille, to prepare an obituary no-

tice of the deceased, which was adopted.

Pending nominations 878 to 884 were read, and the meet-

ing was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, July 18, 1879.

Present, 5 members.

Y ice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A photograph of Prof. John LeConte, and a vignette of

Gen. F. E. Spinner, were received for insertion in the album.

. Letters acknowledging the receipt of Proc. No. 102, were

received from the Royal Danish Society, June 17; and of

Proc. No. 103 from Prof. Steenstrnp; Mr. A. Agassis; the

New Jersey Historical Society; Prof. Fred. Prime; the

Maryland Historical Society; the Engineers' Club; the IT. S.

Naval Observatory ; Mr. Asaph Hall; Prof. Kirkwood; the

Davenport Academy; the Georgia Historical Society and

Prof. John LeConte.

Letters of envoy were received from the Batavian Obser-

v ry, May 7 ; Dr. II. Scheffler, of Braunschweig, April 20;

th< Bureau des Longitudes per U. S. State Department; and

the Engineers' Club of Philadelphia.

On motion, the Librarian was authorized to supply a

copy of Proceedings No. 97 to the Cherbourg Natural His-

tory Society.

On motion, the Journal of Medical Sciences was ordered

to be placed upon the list of correspondents to receive the

Proceedings.
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An offer from the State Librarian of Michigan to ex-

change was accepted.

Donations for the Library were received from the Acade-

mies at St. Petersburg, Berlin, Brussels, Rome and Minne-

apolis; from the Geographical Societies of Russia, Paris and
Bordeaux; the Observatories at Prag and Adelaide; from

the Bureau des Longitudes; London Astronomical Society;

and the Corporation of the City of London ; Essex Institute

;

Boston Society of Natural History; Brooklyn Entomologi-

cal Society; American Chemical Society and the Xew York
Mercantile Library Association; Franklin Institute, Ameri-

can Pharmaceutical Association, Union League and Engi-

neers' Club of Philadelphia; Smithsonian Institution; and

Argentine Scientific Society; Yale College; Wabash Col-

lege; U. S. Engineers' Department; Mexican Agricultural

Bureau; Melbourne Mining Bureau; Young Men's Associa-

tion at Buffalo; Dr. Scheffler, of Braunschweig; Canadian

Naturalist; Silliman's Journal; New York Entomological

Society, and Mercantile Library; Journal of Pharmacy,

Journal of the Medical Sciences, Pennyslvaniu Magazine of

History, &c, Prof. Frazer, Dr. Genth, Mr. Benson, Prof.

Jacques, and Dr. Gro
A communication was received, entitled, "On Pyrophyl-

lite" from Schuylkill Co., Pa., by Dr. F. A. Genth (p. 279).

Mr. Lesley described a recently discovered ancient buried

river channel crossing the Allegheny river twice, from the

mouth of the Clarion, above and below Parker, at the north-

ern limit of Armstrong County.

As Mr. Carl] has shown that the pregladal Allegheny river bad its

ina<ls in tin- bigfa ridge south ofTldioute, in Venango County, it is evident

that the Clarion river was then the main Allegheny river; wliieh explains

the ancient double carve at Parker. After the ice had retreated from the

northern country, leaving all tin- valleys ohoked with drift, the combined
waters which until then bad entered tin- basin of Lake Brie, at Dunkirk.

in N-w York State, broke away through the ridge helow Tidioute, ami

cut the pi. banne] at Parker, across and LOO feet lower than

m e nt channel

Pending nomination -
I o 884, and new nomination

ltd.
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Pending nominations 878 to 884 were balloted for, and

after scrutiny of the ballot boxes by the presiding officer,

the following persons were declared duly elected members

of the Society

:

Prof. Charles Martins, of Montpellier, France.

Sir George Biddle Airy, Astronomer Royal of Great

Britain.

Mr. Charles M. Wheatley, of Phoenixville, Pa.

Mr Andrew S. McCreath, ot llarrisburg, Pa.

Prof. Ira Remsen, of Baltimore, McL
Prof. E. Reneviers, of Lausanne, Switzerland.

Mr. Benjamin B. Comegys, ot Philadelphia.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, August 15, 1879.

Present, 2 members.

Secretary, Dr. J. L. LeConte, in the Chair.

A portrait of George Ord was presented by Dr. M. Hay,

for insertion in the album.

Letters accepting membership were received from Mr.

Charles M. Wheatley, dated Pha'nixville, July 24, and Mr.

Andrew S. McCreath, dated llarrisburg, Pa., July 24.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Reale

Academia dei Lincei in Rome (101, List. Cat. Ill); and the

Boston Society of Natural History, July 21 (103, List. Cat.

III).

Letters of envoy were received from the Zoologico-Botani-

cal Society of Vienna, May 20 ; and the Natural History So-

ciety of Gorlitz, March 2, 1879.

Donations for the Library were received from the Insti-

tute of France; the Geological Institute, Zoologico-Botani-

cal Society, and Anthropological Society at Vienna ; M.
Joseph de Lenhosack, of Buda-Pest ; the Societies at Gor-
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litz and Bremen; Prof. F. Sandberger ; the Royal Danish

Academy ; the Geographical and Anthropological Societies,

School of Mines, Polytechnic School, and Revue Politique,

of Paris ; the Linnsean and Geographical Societies at bor-

deaux; the Royal Institution, Astronomical, Meteorologi-

cal. Geographical, Geological, Zoological, Asiatic Societies,

and Prof. Bickerton, of London ; the Royal Geological So-

ciety of Ireland; the Canadian Naturalist and Survey of

Canada; Essex Institute; Boston Natural History Society;

Museum of Comparative Zoology ; Old Colony Historical

Society, at Taunton; North American Entomologist ; Amer-
ican Journal of Otology ; American Chemical Society of

New York; Franklin Institute, American Journal of Phar-

macy and Medical News and Library, in Philadelphia; the

U. S. Naval Observatory, Engineer Department, Department

of the Interior, and the Department of the U. S. A.; the

Cincinnati Society of Natural History; Indiana State Geo-

logical Survey ; American Antiquarian ; Botanical Gazette.;

and M. Barcena, of Mexico.

A donation for the Cabinet was received from M. Joseph

Von Lenhossak, of Buda-Pest, per M. Eugene Turnoosky,

M. D., 73 West Forty-fifth street, New York, March 30,

1879, viz., a cast of the skull figured and described in his

work, entitled, " Deformations, &c," received of same date

for the Library.

A communication entitled, " Surface Geology of South-

west Pennsylvania and adjacent portions of West Virginia

and Maryland, by John J. Stevenson, Professor of (ieology

in the I'niversity of the city of New York," was read. (Sec

pagi

And t be meel ing was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, September L9, L879.

Present, i<> members.

Vice-President, Prof. Cbndall, in the chair.

Lett • -Hi!" -

1

• -
1 1 i

| . were received from Prof.

J. Reneviers, dated Lausanne, Aug. 5, l*7'.i: from Prof,
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Cli. Martins, dated Montpellier, Aug., 1879; and from Sir

Geo. B. Airy, dated Royal Observatory, Greenwich, London,

S. R, Aug 12, 1879.

A" photograph of Charles Martins was received for inser-

tion in the album.

Letters of acknowledgment, were received from the Astro-

nomical Society at Leipsig, dated Aug., 1879 (101); the

Natural History Society at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, dated Aug.

13,1879(102); the Philosophical Society at Glasgow, dated

Sept. 5,1879(102); the Society of Antiquaries at London,

dated Aug. 5,1879(102); and the Free Public Library at

New Bedford, dated Sept. 11, 1879 (103?).

Letters of envoy were received from the Royal Irish Acad-

emy, dated Aug., 1879 ; and the U. S. Naval Observatory,

dated 1879.

Letters asking for back numbers of the Proceedings were

received from Triibner k Co., in behalf of the Geologieal

Survey of India (II 15, 17, 19 ; IV 2s, V 1 1 62, 68, «J4, X 73,

XIV 92), and in behalf of two public libraries in London
(XV Trans, 2, 8; Proc. 101,102).

A letter from the Society " Amigosdel Pais" of Santo

Domingo, July 21, forwarded by II. Bellini, Dominican Con-

sul, Aug. 13, requesting Trans. XVI was read.

Donations for the Library were received from the Depart-

ment of Mines, Melbourne; the Observatory at Adelaide ; the

New Zealand Institute; the Asiatic Society of Japan ; the

Academies at Berlin, Rome, Uruxelles, and Boston; Prof.

C. A. Dohm of Stettin
; the Geographical Societies at. Paris

and Bordeaux ; the Museum of Natural History and Revue
Politique, Paris ; the Geological and Antiquarian Societies

at London; Profs. (J.J. Brush an 1 \\. S. Dana, of New
Haven ; Mr. II. C. Bolton of Hartford; the American
Chemical Society; the North American Entomologist; the

Franklin Institute, Journal of Pharmacy, College of Physi-

cians, and Medical News; the Departments of War, Engi-

neers, and Agriculture, at Washington ; the Observatory at

Mexico; and Dr. Hugo von Meltzel, Koloszvar, Hungary.

PROC. amku. iMUi.es. soc, win. 104. 8t. printed dec. IS. ls?9.



A communication was read entitled, "The Cosmogony of

Laplace. By Daniel Kirkwood." (See page 324.)

A communication was read entitled, " The Philosophy of

the Biblical Account of the Creation. By Aug. R. Grote,

A. M." (See page 316.)

On motion it was resolved that the Hall Committee he

authorized to provide additional shelving for the Library.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, October 3, 1879.

Present, 9 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Eli K. Price, in the Chair.

A letter accepting membership was received from Mr. B.

B. Comegys, dated Philadelphia, Sept, 27, 1879.

A letter of acknowledgment was received from the

Etoyal Geological Society of Ireland (101 ; Cat. III).

Letters of envoy were received from the Botanical Garden

at St. Petersburg, Sept. 1 ; the Harvard College Observatory,

Sept. 15; the Flora Batava,per the Consul-General of the

it-rlanils. New York, Sept. 26; and the New York State

Library, Sept 19, 187».

Donation- for the Library were received from the Bo-

tanical Garden at St. Petersburg: the Flora Batava; the

AnnaU-s dea Mines, and Revue Politique; the Commercial

graphical Society a1 Bordeaux; Harvard College Obsett-

\at.»rv: Prof. < ). 0. Marsh; the American Chemical Society ;

the New York University; the Engineering and Mining

.lournar: the Brooklyn Entomological Society ; Botanical

•Mr; and the American .Journal of Pharmacy,

Qunieation wras received, entitled, "Additional

,].on the Collection Of Coine now on exhibition in the

Pennsylvania Museum and School Of Industrial Art, Memo-

rial Hall, Kairiii-.iint Park, Philadelphia. By Henry Phil-

lips. .Jr."
I

7.)
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Mr. Lesley exhibited a mounted set of uncolored proof

sheets of the contour curve map of Morrison's Cove, Canoe

Valley and contiguous region to the west, extending to the

crest of the Alleghany Mountain, in Blair County, surveyed

and drawn by Mr. II. 1ST. Sanders, Assistant Geologist on

the Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, and executed

on stone by Mr. Julius Bien, of New York, for publication

in Report of Progress T, by Mr. Franklin Piatt, Assistant

( Jcologist. He pointed out its most striking topographical

and geological features.

Pending nomination No. 885 was read.

On motion, the Librarian was authorized to complete the

printing of the Catalogue.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Staled Meeting, Odoba- 17, 1S7«.».

Present, 18 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Bel-

gian Academy (102, 10'3) and the Royal Zoological Society

in Amsterdam (102, L<

Donations for the Library were received from the Victoria

Mining Bureau ; Russian Academy ; Revue Politique; Vic-

toria Institute ; Royal Asiatic Society ; Cobden Club ; Har-

vard College ; SiUimaa's Journal ; Prof. Newberry ; En-

gineering and Mining Journal ; North American Entomol-

ogist ; Franklin Institute ; Journal of the Medical Sciences
;

Medical News; II. S. Departments of the Navy and Educa-

tion ; Mr. A. R. Grote; Mr. Philip II. Law, and the Mini-

sterio de Fomento.

The death of Henry C. Carey, at Philadelphia, on the

13th inst., in the Silth year of his age, was announced by

Mr. Fraley ; and, on motion, Prof. Robert Ellis Thompson,
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Professor of Political Economy in the University of Penn-

sylvania, was appointed to prepare an obituary notice of the

deceased.

Dr. Le Conte, on behalf of himself and others, presented

to the Society a portrait in oils of the late Joseph Henry,

copied by Mr. Ulke, of Washington, from Mr. Ulke's origi-

nal portrait from life, painted in 1876.

A communication was read, entitled, " On the formation

of dibenzyl, by the action of ethylene chloride on benzol in

the presence of aluminium chloride. By Wm. II. Greene."

(See page 345.)

Mr. Lesley exhibited a photograph fac-simile of a contour

map of a region of Western Pennsylvania, extending from

Johnstown in Cambria County on the east and Indiana on

the north, to Latrobe on the south and Greensburg and

Saltsburg on the west. lie described its eventful history :

how it had been surveyed and drawn by himself, under

orders from the President of the Pennsylvania Railway

Company, for geological purposes, in 1S52-3-4; lost for

twenty-rive years; recovered without explanation in the

Bpring of 1879 ; and recently photographed in duplicate by

Mr. Julius Bien, of New York, for future completion and

publication in the Reports of the Geological Survey.

Pending nomination No. 885 was read ami postponed, on

account of the absence of its nominators.

The resolutions of Dr. Le Conte, offered May 2, and post-

poned from May 111. were called up for consideration and,

after debate, passed (with an amendment pf the third reso-

lution i, as follows

:

'. TImi the further consideration of processes Cur economically

utilizing anthracite coal <lu>t be Indefinitely postponed.

Jiesiiimi, Thai the Committee appointed to investigate 1 1 »
«

- subject be

discharged, and the thanks of 1 1 1 * - Society be tendered to the Committee,

for the industry and patience with which they have, endeavored to come
hi on the subject.

/.'.-..'.../. Thai the prlie heretofore offered by the Society for a process

for the ' oonomli inttoacite coal dust, be w IthdraM n.

And the meetinj ujourned.
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Stated Meeting, November 7, 1879.

Present, 9 members.

Vice-President, Mr. E. K. Price, in the Chair.

A photograph of Mr. Juhlin Dannfelt was received for

insertion in the album.

A letter accepting his appointment to prepare an obituary

notice of the late Henry C. Carey was received from Prof.

R. E. Thompson, dated October 22.

Letters of envoy were received from the U. S. War De-

partment Nov. 6, and Smithsonian Institution, Nov. 4.

Donations for the Library were received from M. Dann-

felt, of Stockholm; the Academies at Copenhagen, Berlin

and Brussels; the Vaudois Society; the Geographical So-

ciety and Political Review of Paris; Annales des Mines,

and Museum of Natural History; Commercial Geographical

Society at Bordeaux; Nova Scotia Institute; Essex Insti-

tute; Boston Natural History Society ; Cambridge Museum

;

American Antiquarian Society; American Journal of Sci-

ences; American Chemical Society, and Journal of Otology,

N. Y. ; Brooklyn Entomological Society ; North American

Entomologist; Pennsylvania Historical Society, Medical

News, American Journal of Pharmacy, and Mr. II. Ilaupt,

Jr., of Philadelphia; Second Geological Survey of Pennsyl-

vania; Prof. Himes, of Carlisle, Pa.; the Cincinnati Society

of Natural History ; Dr. Saml. D. Gross ; Mr. Geo. \V. Ranck
;

the American Antiquarian, of Chicago; the Ministcrio de

Eomento ; and the U. S. War Department.

The death of Prof. James Clerk Maxwell, of England,

Nov. 5, 1879, in the 48th year of his age, was announced by

the Secretary.

Dr. LeConte exhibited a piece of iron pipe much corroded

and obstructed by deposit from city water during the last

thirty years, as illustrating the formation of brown hematite

ore beds. The pipe connected the Juniper street main with

the laboratory of the U. S. Mint, and leaked from having

spontaneously parted.
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Pending nomination 885, and new nominations 886, 887

and 888 were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, November 21, 1879.

Present, 12 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A photograph of Mr. 11. Phillips, Jr., was received for

insertion in the album.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the R.

Society, Tasmania, Hobartstown, -July 17, 1878 (09); from

the R. Academy, Lisbon, July 28, 1879 (101) ; from the R.

Observatory, Brussels, Nov. 3 (102, 103) ; and from the Vic-

toria Institute, London, July 2 (102).

Letters of envoy were received from the Car. University,

Lund, Aug. 1.3 ; R. Saxon Society, Leipsig, May 29 ; Hol-

land Society, Harlem, .June 10 ; and the Second Geological

Survey of Pennsylvania, Xov. 17, 187 1

.
1
.

A letter, offering on the part of the family of the late

Joseph Henry to restore for use to the Society hack num-

bers of the Proceedings, \v;is received from Prof. Baird,

dated Smi i hsonian Institution, Washington, Xov. 15.

Donations for the Library were received from the

demies at St. Petersburg, Berlin, Bordeaux, Madrid,

bon and Dublin; the Observatory at Adelaide; the Uni-

versity al Lund; the ft. Societies at EEobartstown, Leipsig,

( ii.lfingen and Pom Ion ; the A nt li Topological and ( leograph-

i<-al Societies, Geological and Meteorological Institutes at

Vienna; the German Geological Society; Jablownonfraki

and Natural History Society at Leipsig; the Natural

iety at Bonn; Zoological Garden at Frankfurt
;

Holland Society at Harlem; Geographical and Anthropo-

logical Societies, and Revue Politique, Paris; Physical,*.

|. Ideal and LinDatad Societies at Bordeaux-; Zoological,

phical, Meteorological and Astronomical Societies*
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and Victoria Institute at London ; Philosophical and Liter-

ary Society at Leeds ; R. Cornwall Polytechnic Society ;

Mr. James Henry, of Dublin ; the Mining Bureau at Mel-

bourne; the Wesleyan University, Connecticut ; American

Chemical Society, N. Y. ; Princeton Museum of Geology

and Archaeology; Franklin Institute; and Pennsylvania

Geological Survey.

The death of Mr. John Walter Harden, in West Philadel-

phia, Nov. 8, aged 63 years, was announced by Mr. Lesley,

who was appointed to prepare an obituary notice of the

deceased.

A communication, entitled "On Dioxyethyl-methylene,

and the preparation of Methylene-chloride, by William II.

Greene, M.I).,*' was read. (Sec page 346.)

Dr. Greene stated that a paper on the formation of <L benzyl

by the reaction described by him at the meeting of Oct. 17,

had been published by M. Silva in the Comptes Rend us of

Oct. 6. Priority must therefore bo granted to M. Silva,

although the journal containing the results of his investi-

gations did not arrive here until after the presentation of

Dr. Greene's paper,

Mr. llaupt made a short verbal report of the progress of

the extension of the U. S. Trigonometrical (Coast) Survey

in Berks, Chester and Lancaster counties, Pennsylvania.

A communication, entitled u 0n the Coordination of the

various methods of expressing thought as applied to the

system of public school instruction, by Lewie M. llaupt,

C. E., Prof. Civ. Eng., Univ. Pa.," was read. (See page 348.)

Mr. Eli K. Price referred to the growing use of graphical

testimony in the law practice of the courts.

Mr. Briggs described the recent invention of a perpetual

battery by Profs. Houston and Thompson, exhibited at a

meeting of the Franklin Institute.

Notes on the etymology of jypau&tyc were read by Mr.

Lesley.

The minutes of the last meeting of the Board of Officers

and members in Council were read.
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rending- nominations 885 to 888, and new nomination

889 were read.

Mr. Fraley reported the receipt of $131.81, being the last

quarterly interest on the Michaux Legacy fund, duo Oct. 1.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, December 5, 1879.

Present, 13 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the ('hair.

A letter enclosing a photograph for insertion in the album

was received from Prof. Richard Akerman, dated Stock-

holm, Nov. 13, 1879.

An acknowledgment of the receipt of Proc. No. 103, was

received from Professor J. J. Stevenson, dated New York,

Nov.

A letter of envoy was received from the Central Physical

Observatory at St. Petersburg, dated Oct. 1879.

A letter was received from the Cleveland Library Asso-

ciation requesting exchanges.

Donations for the Library were received from the Senk-

cnburg Society of Natural Sciences; Revue Politique ; Com-
mercial Geographical Society, Bordeaux; London Nature;

logical Survey of Canada; Boston Society of Natural

History; Yale College; Mr. Rodfield, of Philadelphia; the

Botanical Gazette; North American Entomologist; and the

Ministerio de Pomento, Mexico.

The deatb ofM. Michel Chevalier, al Paris, Nov. 28, aged

urn' eed by the Secretary.

Mr. Moncure Robinson was appointed t<> prepare an

obituary notice of the deceased.

Mr. Lesley exhibited a slab of roofing slate covered with

Bulhotrephi ihtained by Prof. Frajier for

the Museum of ths Second Geological Survey of Pennsyl-

vania, from the Rev. Pro£ Randall, of Lincoln CJuiversity,
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who obtained it (with several others) from a miner in the

Peach Bottom slate quarries on the Susquehanna river near

the Maryland State Line. The other slabs are in the York

Museum, in York County, Pennsylvania. The species of

fucoid was determined by Prof. Lesquereux from a careful

drawing, which he pronounced sufficiently characteristic.

The great importance of this discovery in confirming the

long suggested possible existence of Hudson river slates

(Lower Silurian, No. Ill) so metamorphosed as to be almost

totally destitute of organic remains, in the so-called sub-

palaeozoic, hypozoic, hvpaaoic, azoic, or eozoic (Huronian,

Cambrian, or Laurentian) belt of the Atlantic sea coast, was

dilated upon and discussed by Prof. Lesley, Prof. Frazer,

Prof. Cope, and Prof, llayden. Mr. Lesley said:

Prof. Lesquereux 1ms just determined Buthotrephia flexuoaa on a slab of

roofing slate from the quarriM on the Susquehanna river near the Mary-

land line. This is a most important discovery. Prof. Frazer has been

studying the roofing slate belt and adjoining chlorites for several years in

connection with his York and Lancaster county work. He never found

any traces of organic life, nor could hear of any. But he found several

curious forms in the rocks across the State line in Maryland, one of which

looked like a flattened Prof. James Hall and Mr. Whitfield

were disposed to consider them not organic. They "nave been figured for the

American Philosophical Society's Proceedings and for the Reports of the

Survey. These are the only fossils ever seen in that region to our knowl-

edge. The slab of 7?. fieWUOM, is in our Museum and will be figured. Prof.

Frazer received it from a Presbyterian clergyman, President I. N. Ken-

dall of Lincoln University, who got it from a miner, as part of a mass four

or five times as large, the remainder of which he sent to the York Mu-

seum, York, Penna., in acknowledgment of aid from the citizens to the

university. There seems to bo no doubt that the slabs came from the

Peach Bottom quarries as asserted.

There are two species of Buthotr&phii known, one in the Trenton, three

in the Hudson river slates, one in the Clinton. One is reported from the

Devonian of Russia. Several from the Bubcarboniferous remain unstudied.

B. Jlexuosa is characteristic of ihe Hudson river. It is in the upper part

of the Hudson river formation, along the foot of the Kittatiny or Blue or

North Mountain, on the Lehigh river, in eastern Pennsylvania, that we
have our Slatington and other roofing slate quarries ; and no trap is known
in the neighborhood, and no reason can be assigned for excessive metamor-

phosis of structure (not of lithology); but on the Maryland line, a trap dyke

many miles long has been followed by Prof. Frazer, across Lancaster

PROC. AMER. PIIII.OS. SOC. XVIII. 104. 2U. PRINTED DEC. 30, 1879.
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county, from the Peach Bottom roofing shite belt through the Gap Nickel

mine, north-eastward into the Welsh mountains. But, as the rowing slate

belt is several miles long, I can see no important connection between the

trap at one end of it and its metamorphism.

Prof. Frazer feels sure that the rooting slates are part and parcel of the

chlorite slate formation which makes such a show along the river for miles

north of the quarries. But the structure is very obscure. To the north of

the south dipping) chlorites, a bold, double-crested anticlinal (of Tocquan

creek) crosses Lancaster and York county, and is finely exposed upon the

two banks of the Susquehanna river, bringing up massive gneisses, &c, evi-

dently referable to our Philadelphia gneisses, to those of the "Welsh moun-

tains west of the Schuylkill river, and to those of the Highlands of New
Jersey and New York states. The chlorite slates are always seen in this

region in juxtaposition with limestones which we teel confident are No. II

(''Magnesian'" "Calciferous"
| ; but the structural connection is not yet

quite satisfactory. Mr. C. E. Hall is disposed to look upon them all along

the Chester county "south valley hill," and across the Schuylkill into

Philadelphia, and towards Trenton, as No. Ill (Hudson river) metamor
phnsid.

Kverythimr points towards nonconformable basins or outlying patches of

metamorphosed Silurians in the heart of our Azoic country of southern

Pennsylvania and Maryland, and this discovery of B. fleatwsa leaves very

narrow room for Further doubt on the subject.

Prof.'Frazer pive ;i partly detailed description of the sec-

tion along the Susquehanna,—an analysis of the difficulties

lie encountered in making out its true structure,—and the

doubts which still bang over the relationship o[' the roofing

slate belt to the chloritie, mica slate and gneissbid areas, on

each side of the great Tocquan anticlinal.

Prof. Frazer said that in reference to the effect of the

determination of the Teach Bottom slates bs of Hudson

r aire, a word of explanation would make its extent.

Tin- Susquehanna section was prepared carefully loot by foot with a per-

fectly accurate 200ft. 1 Inch K. K. plotting in the band. Tbc exact

'i'-n ol every Station (the stations were all 100 feet apart) and the

OatllOA ot the ibon and CUrVM in tbc road were given on the plot,

while the inner aide of the outer rail was painted with the number corre

i Location! were therefore almost perfectly ac

From Colombia to Turkey hill i i 5 miles south) was tilled with

Uhloriu tne in abruptly at Turkey bill, and last along

bore (still itb) to within a mile or so of Baffo Harbor, when
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they gradually alter to mica schist, and beyond Safe Harbor to true

gneiss. Tikis lasts for about eleven miles, with its dips about evenly divided

by the Tocquan creek, the northern portion dipping gently X. W. and the

southern portion S. E. Whatever be the age of the chlorite series there-

fore, and whatever be the age of the Tocquan rocks, the latter interpose a

limit to the extent to which a change of horizon of the former may affect

the structure. The Tocquan anticlinal is too broad and flat and extensive,

not to mention its strongly marked lithological characteristics, to be any-

thing else than what it seems. Nobody can invert either of its limbs. It

is a Safe Harbor to the bewildered stratigrapher ; and a Mount Ararat to

the ark of the propoumler of theories. Tins welcome element of structure,

however, fades out into inconclusive and rare exposures near Fishing creek,

after which the chlorite series begins to appear, ami continues, with nu-

merous exposures, to a point a little less than half a mile north of Peters

creek, quartz entering largely into the composition of the rocks which are

otherwise highly convoluted, green and unctuous. Here come in the Peach

Bottom slates with but little time for transition, and pass, altera breadth of

a few hundred yards, equally abruptly, into chlorites again, and finally into

a greenish chloritic quartzite, which is the northern boundary of Peters

creek (when in flood). This greenish quartzite puzzled the speaker so much

that in his report written two years ago, but not issued, he deemed the

matter important enough to present two views of its age. He says, page

185, "The structure supposed in the section will not assign to this rock

contemporaneity with the (Miikis quartzite, nor form a continuity with the

quartzites to be noted further down the river" (which are ascribed to Pots-

dam age). "But the interpretation of the stratigraphy here is of the

greatest difficulty," &C &C. Again, page Ml. another structure than that

adopted is given which makes "the hydromica schists in the basin of the

first synclinal the lower limestone slates or hydro mica schists." Not be-

cause of any lithological considerations, however, but solely on the hy-

pothesis that the column of formations appear in their normal order, which

needs to be established.

In other words, if the Peach Bottom slates be established as of Hudson

river age, the real difficulty would seem not be a stratigraphical one ; for

they might be supposed to be deposited unconformably on any of the older

series, without the intervening members of the column. But the only diffi-

culty—not an insurmountable one perhaps —will be to account for the

alteration of the argillaceous strata characteristic of that horizon, to the

highly crystalline magnesia hydiomicas which remind one so much of

what the speaker asks permission still to regard as the true chlorites—the

chlorites of the South Mountain.

It is interesting in this connection, to call attention to the analysis of

these Peach Bottom slates, made at my request by Mr. A. S. McCreath, at

Ilarrisburg.

The specimen is from J. Humphrey & Co. 's Quarry, half a mile east of

Delta, York county.
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Silicic Oxide (SiO2
) 55.880

Titanic Oxide (TiO-M 1.270

Sulphuric Oxide (SO3
) 0.022

Alumina
|
AX-O*) 21.849

Ferrous Oxide (FeOl 9.033

Manganous Oxide (MnO) 0.586

Cobaltous Oxide (CoO) trace

Lime (CaO) 0.155

Magnesia (MgO) 1.495

Soda (Na20) 0.460

Potash (K'O) 3.640

•Carbon(C) .. 1.794

Water (H-'O) 3.385

Iron Bisulphide (FeS2
) 0.G51

Total 99.800

Mr. McCreath added a note which is not at hand, but to the effect that

he believed this 1.794 p. c. of carbon (so common an ingredient in Hudson
river rocks) was not in the form of graphite.

Carbon might be looked for lower as well as higher than the horizon as-

signed to the chlorite series, but, if the former, it would be more likely to

appear as graphite.

The following extracts from a letter of President Rendall

to Professor Frazer, in answer to further inquiries as to the

genuineness of the fossil, are of importance in view of the

length of time which may possibly elapse before another

specimen is brought to light.

In 1870, 1 visited the quarries in company with Dr. s. B. Howell of

Philadelphia I am nol oertaio whether he obtained a speci-

men at that time. I think he did of the rock but hoi of the fossil, i went

from quarry to quarry Inquiring of the old workmen and of the owners,

Whether they had at any time seen any marks on the slate. The answer

for the most part was no
;
hut two of the more experienced workmen said

they liad noticed some marks, but they had a vague notion of them, and

could not give an adequate description. They thought they had Been them

recently, and searched some piles of slate without success.

I left an order with them to preserve for me any specimens which might

turn up. They promised In a friendly way t<> keep whatever might he

found. There was n>> promise of money. They did not expect reward, and

had ii" reason to procure specimens to deceive, unless for the pleasure of

T to notify the resident Pros, minister u ho proml ted

wesion for me. In a little while they sent word to him that they

h id
•

ii>. lie omitted to go for U, or to notify mo,

• i sea .,i ii. ilniktloim.
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and after keeping it for some time, they threw it out among the rubbish.

In 1876 (in the fall), I was on the ridge myself, and went to each of the

quarries, and learned what I have just written ; and at one of the quarries

the superintendent said they had found a few days before a slab with some

marks on it, and had thought of me, but not seeing that the marks were in-

dicative of anything especially interesting, they had thrown it away over

the edge of the rubbish pile. The superintendent called three or four work-

men, and directed them to search for the block which he said could not be

buried very deep.

We threw the top pieces over, rolling them further down, and in per-

haps half an hour came upon the piece they were looking for, and with it

the piece which is in your possession. All the indices are in favor of its

origin in the quarry at Peach Bottom. There was the first report that cer-

tain marks had been seen, but that they were rare. The workmen were

not in the habit of finding end holding for sale specimens of the rock.

These specimens were not regarded as interesting or valuahle, but were

thrown away, and only recovered as I have said. The block I speak of

niusl have weighed, as I saw it, not less than seventy-rive pounds.

The State geologist has the opportunity of identifying the slate on which

the stems of the fucoid are with the slate of Peach Bottom, or of some other

locality. Until some evidence is obtained that ends all doubt, this would

be a confirmatory mark. The slate at Peach Bottom 18 not identical with

the Lehigh slate. But I have no doubt the evidence on the spot can be

made sufficient. The fossil is rare. Any one might have to wait there a

long time to see one I do not know the name of the men. who
found the piece for me, but I can get them by correspondence

Prof. Cope presented a communication entitled, "Second

contribution to a knowledge of the Miocene Fauna of Ore-

gon."

The paper for the Magellanic premium being called up,

and no report from the Board of Officers presented, a

special meeting of the Board was ordered; and on motion

of Mr. Briggs, it was resolved that a Commit toe of five be

appointed by the Chair for considering and reporting upon

the value of the claim. The Chair appointed Mr. Briggs,

Prof. Chase, Prof. Kendall, Prof. E. H. Houston, and Mr.

Coleman Sellers.

The Treasurer's annual report was read and referred to the

Finance Committee.

Pending nominations Nos. 885 to 889, and new nomina-

tions 890 to 892, were read.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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Second Contribution to a Knowledge of the Miocene Fauna of Oregon.

By E. D. Cope.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, December 5, 1879.)

Two contribution* to the present subject have been heretofore made by

the writer, viz., in the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society,

for November, 1878; and in the Bulletin of the U. S. Geological Survey of

the Territories for February, 1879. In the latter article thirty-eight species

of vertebrata were enumerated as having been discovered in the Truckee

beds of the White River formation of Oregon, of which all but one were

mammalia.

I have since conducted explorations in that region, the expeditions being

mostly under the direction of Jacob L. AVortman. This gentleman has

obtained a great many specimens, several of which indicate new species,

which it is the object of the present article to describe. In addition to these

discoveries. Air. Wortman has .-cut remains of Lacertilia and Ophidic, or-

ders previously unknown in Oregon. I had discovered them in the White

River formation in Colorado in 1873.

Hesperomys nkmatodon, sp. nov.

This rat is represented by a beautiful skull, discovered by Prof. Thomas
Condon, of Eugene city, and by several jaws, and other fragments subse-

quently found by Mr. AVortman.

The frontal region is not contracted as in Enmys elcynns and Filn'r

zibethicus, but the superciliary ridges are well separated from each other,

as in Hetperomyt am The frontal and posterior nasal regions are

slightly concave in transverse section. The molars display tubercles on

one side, and crescents on the other, the former being external in th<

perior series. The first superior molar lias an additional tubercle at its an-

terior extremity. The incisors have a transverse anterior lace, which is

divided by several delicate ridges.

l :tli of superior molar series, .0066 ; length of first superior molar,

.0028; interorbital width, .0048. Length of interior molar series (speci-

men No. 2), .0064; length of first molar, .002; width of incisor, .Hill
;

depth Of ramus at second molar, .001.

S< n Rl - \<>i;im \\i. Bp, nov.

Like tii Colorado White River he. is, this is a rare

• >nlv represented by a mandibular ramus in my collection.

This part is remarkable for its doptb as compared with its lengtb ; and the

ronold proi n anterior position, [t rises opposite the

I lor part of the third molar, ami Its anterior border descends to a point

..•low the posterior part of the flrsl molar. The Inferior border of the

i
i^ a pi Inenl edge, which descends below the inner in

of the ramus. The molars diminish regularly in size for

!,. ir (low: In-shaped, with the anterior angle of thi
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ternal border elevated, and the inner border notched medially. Incisor

compressed.

Length of inferior molar series, .010; antero posterior diameter of first

molar, .0024
; length of fourth molar, .003 ; depth of ramus at diastema,

.0066 ; depth at third molar, .0091.

This species is considerably larger than the S. relictm. It is dedicated

to Jacob L. Wortman, of Eugene, Oregon, a successful explorer of the

paleontology of that State.

Paciculus insolitus, gen. et sp. nov.

Char. (/en. Superior molars three, rooted. Enamel forming three entrant

loops on the external face of the crown, and one on the internal fare

While the number of the superior molars of Pooitiului is as in the Mu-

rUhv, the details of their structure is much as in I) ityprocta and Steiieo-

fiber. But one species is known.

Chitr. spec. Size small. Molars regularly and rapidly diminishing in

size posteriorly. Inner enamel loop turned forwards ; the external straight

and transverse, excepting In the first molar, where the anterior column ot

the tooth is extended forwards, and the anterior loop is turned backwards.

Length of superior molar series, .000 ; length of lirst molar, .0021 ; width

of first molar, .0018; length of third molar, .001.

Can is lemur, sp. nov.

This species is represented by several crania in my possession. It is the

smallest of the genUI yet discovered in the Miocene formation of Oregon.

It Is characterized by the contracted proportions of the muzzle, the width

of the front, and the large size of the eyes. The poslorbital process is only

a short angle. The superior border ot the temporal fossa is traceable from

the postorbital process. Those of opposite sides embrace a smooth sagittal

area of an elongate urceolate form, and unite posteriorly in a very short

crest. The species is further characterized by the large size of the lirst su-

perior tubercular molar, which with the second, has a distinct inner cingu-

lar border, and median tubercle. The superior sectorial is short, and its

inner cusp is anterior.

Some mandibles probably belonging to this species exhibit posterior cat-

ting lobes on the third and fourth premolars. The blades of the sectorial

are very short, and the heel large and wide. The tubercles of the tubercu-

lar are large.

Length of cranium to front border of orbit. M. .0525 ; elevation of occi-

put, .058; length of superior sectorial, .007; length of first tubercular,

.0058 ; width of first tubercular, .0078 ; width of second tubercular, .005 ;

length of second tubercular, .0035; interorbital width of second specimen,

.005(> ; length of inferior dental series, .018; length of sectorial, .008;

length of heel of sectorial, .0035 ; length of inferior tubercular, .055 ; depth

of ramus at sectorial, .0105.

This species is smaller than Cants gregarim, and differs from both it and

the C. cuxpujirux in the larger orbits, more contracted muzzle, and in the

distinct superior border of the temporal fossa, etc.
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The dog which I referred to the genus Enhydroeyon (Cope) under the

name of E. basilati/s, probably belongs to another genus. Portions of the

maxillary bone present the dentition of Irtisyon, viz., P-m. 4, M. 1, thus

differing from Enhydrocyon, which possesses P-m. 3; M. 2. As there are

but three premolars in the inferior series, this species cannot be referred to

lcticyon. but must be accepted as typical of a new genus. This I propose

to call Hyanocyon. It resembles Hycena more nearly than any genus yet

discovered in North America, but probably belongs to the Canidce.

Amphicyon extoptychi, sp. nov.

This rather small species is represented by a skull which lacks the ex-

tremity of the muzzle and the mandible, and has its parietal region crushed.

The superior premolar teeth are rather short in anteroposterior diameter,

while the tubercular molars are relatively large. There are no posterior

lobes on the former ; the internal and external cingula are well developed

in the first and second of the latter. The third tubercular is about as wide

as the second is long. The sagittal crest is only distinct on the posterior

part of the parietal region. Estimated length of skull, M. .110; length

of superior molar series, .041 ; length of true molar series, .010 ; length of

nrst tubercular, .0073 ; length of second tubercular, .058 ; width of second

tubercular, .0074 ; length of third tubercular, .0086; width of third tuber-

cular, .052 : Length of sectorial width between anterior external angles of

first tuberculars, .030.

The teeth of this species are about half the size of those of A. veins Leidy.

Am n.Ki.ruus demms Cope.

American Naturalist, 1870, p. 7!IS</, December.

Char. gen. Dentition, I.
j} ; C } ; P-m. ! ; M. '

; mandible with the

anterior face of the symphysis separated from the lateral face by an angle

which is not produced downwards. Superior sectorial without anterior

lobe; inferior sectorial with heel. The characters place AreJuBtutu* at the

base of the Filidie, Showing that it is the most generalized form yet known,

and about equally related to the feline and MachaTodont sei

Char, specif. General structure o{' the jaws weak. Superior canine

BmalL little compressed, with an acute posterior edge which Is not serru-

late. First premolar in each jaw one-rooted ; second inferior premolar

large ; Sectorials targe, dlastemata very short. Alveolar border below the

inferior sectorial and tubercular teeth everted, forming ft large osseous

cdhis, which bass free Inferior and posterior margin, the latter rising Into

the base of the coronoid process. Zygomata slender; postorbital processes

little prominent ;
front wide, convex transversely.

Igth ofCranium, M. .200; superciliary width, .062; Zygomatic width,

ill from orliit to superior incisors, .086 ; length of superior sccto-

tli of Inferior molar Series, .bill
I

diameter of superior canine,

About the size of the panther, or of the Ntmraovi bracKyopi.

The OSMOUS CallOS below the true molan iS B remarkable character,

di -Hi's a proi Islon against the

weakness oi i in mandibular rami, at the point ol greatest strain.
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HOPIiOPHONEUS PLATYCOPI8 Cope.

American N<durali*t, 1870, p. 7936, December.

This is the largest sabre tooth discovered in North America. It was twice

the bulk of the //. ptimtnV* Leidy, and differs i'rom that species and the

H. occidentalis in the relatively larger size of the premolar teeth, winch are

less obliquely placed than in the latter. The first superior premolar is very

small. The canine is large and compressed as in the species of Machcerodus,

and has serrulate posterior and anterior cutting edges. Inferior incisors

with conic crowns. The symphysis is very deep in consequence of the

large development of the inferior flares for the canines. Sagittal crest

making a steep angle with the front.

Total length of cranium, M., .280 ; zygomatic width, .102 ; length from

orbit to superior incisors, .095 ; length of inferior sectorial, .02")
;
of in-

ferior sectorial, .022 ; length of inferior molar series, ,0W ; length of crown

of superior canine, .0(50 ; width of superior canine at base, .098. This skull

is less than one-sixth smaller than that of the Bengal tiger ( Cncia tiyris).

(In.ENoim:s dkckdkns, gen. et sp. nov.

The characters of this genus will be best understood by comparison with

those of the two other genera of suilline animals which occur in the same

formations.

Premolars three, a wide diastema between the anterior one

and its successor Ghaenohyus.

Premolars four ; diastemata before and behind the first . . . Thinohyus.

Premolars four, in a continuous series Pakvochozrus.

It is then apparent that Chamohyn* differs from Dicotyles in having the

diastema behind the anterior premolar instead of in front of it.

Char, spec. This hog is represented in the collection of Prof. Condon

at Eugene City, Oregon, by the anterior part of a cranium, which includes

both maxillary bones. Its size is a little less than that of the Dicotyles

torq'Kilus. The series of maxillary teeth is slightly convex externally,-

and the teeth diminish rapidly in size anteriorly. The difference in dimen-

sions bet ween the first and last true molars is much greater thin in the

other suillines of this period known to me. The external tubercles of the

true molars are somewhat flattened externally, and a distinct cingulum

passes entirely round their external bases. The first superior premolar has

one root, the other premolars possess two.

I suspect that the Dicotyles hesperins of Marsh belongs to Chanohyus.

It differs from the G. decedens in its materially smaller size. According to

Marsh, it is considerably smaller than his Thinohyus socialis, which is

about as large as the G. decedens.

Discovered by Prof. Condon in the region of the John Day river.

Thinohyus tkhh.kms, sp. nov.

Represented by the greater part of the maxillary and mandibular bones

of both sides, with teeth.

PKOC. AMEH. PU1LOS. SOC. XVIII. 104. 2v. PRINTED DEC. 30, 1879.
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There is a diastema behind the second inferior premolar, about equal in

extent to that in front of it, which is twice as wide as the one in front of

the first premolar. The first and second premolars have but one root,

while the two others have two. The first superior premolar is close to the

amine, and has but one root ; it is separated by a diastema from the second.

The latter has one root, and is near the third, which has two roots. The
third and fourth superior premolars have each one compressed external,

and one internal lobe. That of the third is lower and is pressed against

the external. It is continued as a ridge posteriorly, enclosing a shallow

basin with the external tubercle.

The true molars of both jaws have the intermediate tubercles well de-

veloped. The external tubercles of the superior molars are not flattened,

and have a low cinu;uliim surrounding their bases. Surface of enamel

nearly smooth. Length of true molar series of upper jaw, M. .040 ; of last

superior molar, .017; width of do., .013. Diameter of first true molar,

—

anteroposterior, .012; transverse, .011. . Length of posterior three pre-

molars along base, A)'2S; of diastema, .011. Length from inferior canine

to third inferior premolar, .028; length of diastema anterior to second pre-

molar. .008; do. of diastema posterior to second premolar, .007.

This is the species I formerly called Palieochoerm amdo/ii* Marsh (Platy-

gonus Marsh . That species belongs to the Loup Fork fauna, and not to

the present one. Some teeth which probably pertain to it in Prof. Con-

don's collection, exhibit the peculiarity of not possessing any basal cingula

on the molars of either jaw.

From the fact that Pomelf implies that some of the species of Palwochce-

rus present a diastema, I have referred the Thinohyus of Marsh to it as a

synonym.]; Pound's genus was, however, established on a species ( P. ti/pax)

which has no diastema, hence Thinohyw is probably to be preserved.

This species is about the size of the ThinohyitS UntUS of Marsh, and

agrees with his descriptions in several respects. There appears, however,

to bea material difference between the specimens in the relations of the in-

ferior premolars, Mush describes a much more considerable diastema in

front of the first premolar, and docs not mention the one behind the second

premolar. I am acquainted with a second species of the genUS of about the

lamellae, in which there are but two diastemata. viz., one before and one

behind the fust premolar, and I rappflSfl this one to resemble the T. lentux.

meni of this CbaraOterare in thy collection, and 1 have seen one in

PrOf < omlon.

I'm, i •;<•< iih:ki q>. now

This suilline is represented by an entire cranium whtcb was discovered

bv P in, It Indicates a species of the size of the Dicotylti tor-

'. and smaller than the Thinohyus trieh(Bnu$.

Tie- tli ,t true molar is not disproportionately sin iller than the third ; and

• iiuii. i

,1 il V.rl.

V, |.. II.
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there is a distinct cingulum at the external base of the superior true molars.

The external faces of the external tubercles of these teelh are somewhat

flattened. The first premolar has one root, the others have two. They are

equidistant and not very closely crowded.

Several suillines are described by Marsh and Leidy, either imperfectly or

from imperfect material, so that I have had some difficulty in determining

my specimens. The D. hesperius of Marsh is probably, as above observed,

a Clueiiohyus. I have specimens Agreeing with Marsh's description of

Thinohyus socialls. They belong to an animal of the size of the Chceno-

hyux din dens, but the superior molars have no basal cingulum. Its generic

position is yet uncertain. Other specimens agree in characters with the

Dicotyles pristinus of Leidy, with which Thinohyus lent a* of Marsh agrees

in size. In this hog there is no diastema in front of the third interior

premolar, so that it is clearly distinct from the Thinohyus triehaenus of

the present paper.

Mekycopateu guiotianus Cope.

Having obtained several crania of this species, I can give the characters

of the genus Merycopater * more fully than hitherto. Dentition ; I. A
j
a

;

(!.
| ; I'm.

J
; M.

J.
A diastema above and below ; fourth superior pre-

molar with two external crescents
;

fourth inferior premolar identical

in form with first true molar ; the first inferior premolar functionally the

canine. Orbit open posteriorly; no facial fossse or vacuities.

This genus is Ayriochn'riis, with a considerable diastema, and very much
reduced superior premaxillary teeth. In my best preserved cranium there

is no alveolus for the first ; that of the second is rudimental, and that of

the third is small. The premaxillary bones are very small and distinct

from each other. The enlargement of the cingula represents the posterior

internal tubercle of the fourth superior premolar, so distinct in Oolortodon.

The deficiency in superior incisors is an interesting approximation to

true ruminants not heretofore observed in 0r«odontid<8. I have found the

inferior incisors deficient in the genera Cyelopidius and Pithtcistes.

COLOItEODON KKltOX, gCll. et Sp IIOV.

Char. gen. Dentition, I. ? ; C. l
; P-m. 3

; M. 3
; a wide diastema

above; the first inferior premolar functionally the canine. Last superior

premolars with two external and two internal crests Orbit open poste-

riorly ; no facial fOBSffi or vacuities. The genus differs from A'jriochitrus

in the wide diastemata, presence of but three superior premolars, and two

inner tubercles of the fourth premolar.

I possess two specie? of this new genus, which are represented in my
collection by crania without premaxillary bones and mandibles.

Char, specif. Size of Oreodon cnlbertsoni. Maxillary bone excava'cd

above the diastema, the superior border of the concavity extending nearly

to the base of the zygoma. Zygomatic arches expanded, their external

face concave below the orbit, and plane posteriorly. Saggittal crest very

* Cope, American Naturalitt, 1879, p. l'J7.
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high, dividing anteriorly into two ridges, which diverge widely, and

terminate at a point opposite the postfrontal process. The space enclosed

in their angle is plane. Space between supraorbital foramina convex.

The posterior internal tubercle of the fourth premolar is much smaller

than the anterior ; the inner basal tubercles of the second and third are

subposterior and acute. The length of the diastema is equal to that of the

premolar series. The enamel of the molars is wrinkled. The canines are

robust.

Estimated length of skull, M. .200 ; length of superior molar series,

.066 ; of diastema, .028 ; diameters of second true molar, — anteroposte-

rior, .016, transverse, .017 ; width of palate at do., .033 ; interorbital

width, .060.

The strongly developed crests and wide zygomata of this animal, to

gether with the large canine teeth, evidently indicate that it was a formid-

able antagonist even for the Caniivora of its time.

Discovered by Charles H. Sternberg.

COLOKEODON MACKOCEPHALUS, sp. nOV.

This Oreodont is considerably larger than the V. feror, being of the size

of the Eucrotaphus major, while the former equals the Oreodon culbertsoni.

It also differs from its congener in the relatively longer and narrower

frontal region. The sagittal crest is elevated, and divided into two crests

opposite the posterior part of the zygomatic fossa. These branches are

nearly straight, and diverge at an acute angle, terminating above the

postorbital processes. They enclose a deep coneavity, which is conlinuous

with the front anteriorly. In C. ferox these crests diverge much more ab-

ruptly and widely from a more anterior point, and enclose a much smaller

concavity. The supraorbital foramina are close together and are separated

by a small protuberance of the middle line. The parietal walls of the tem-

poral fossa are rugose. The posterior tubercle of the fourth premolar is

well developed, while a single tubercle is present on the preceding premo-

lar.

Length of cranium from inion to above superior canine. M. .'230
; length

from superior canine postorbital angle (axial . »194j length from junction

of cresti to supraorbital foramina, .060 ^ [nterorbita] width, .072 ;
length of

bases of the molars except the last, .050 ; length of three premolars .027.

Length of diastema, .
(,: '>".

Prom the North Fork of .John Day Kivcr ; found by J. L. "\Vortinan.
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Stated Meeting, December 19, 1879.

Present, 10 members.

Vice-President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A letter of acknowledgment and envoy was received

from the Linnaean Society, London, Oct. 20 (99, 100, 101
;

XV, 2).

Letters of erivoy were received from the Batavian Society

of Arts and Sciences, Feb. 23, 1877, and April 15, 1878
;

from the Royal Observatory, Brussels, April, 1879 ; from

the Bunker Hill Monument Association, Boston; and from

the Society of Geography and Statistics, Mexico, Nov. 17,

1879.

A letter requesting cabinet exchanges was received from

the Bridgeport Scientific Society, Conn., Nov. 20, 1879.

Donations for the Library were received from the Asiatic

Society of Japan ; Royal Society, Victoria ; Batavian Socie-

ty, Batavxa; M. Joachim Barrande, Prag ; the Academies

at Berlin, Munich, Brussels, and Philadelphia; the German
Geological Society ; Zoologisehe Anzeiger, Leipsig ; Socie-

ties at Bonn, St. Gall, Cherbourg, Cambridge (England);

the Commercial Geographical Society at Bordeaux; Geo-

graphical and Statistical Society, Mexico; Geographical

Society, Paris; Geological, Geographical, Zoological, Lin-

naean, and Antiquarian Societies, Victoria Institute and

Nature, in London; Dumfrieshire and Galloway A. N. II.

Society; Bunker Hill Monument Association and Natural

History Society, Boston ; Silliman's Journal ; Brooklyn

Entomological Society ; Journal of Pharmacy, Medical

News, and Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr., Philadelphia ; Peabody

Institute, Baltimore ; Smithsonian Institution; Milwaukee
Public Library ; and National Museum, Mexico.

A bronze medal for the cabinet was received from the
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Batavian Society, with the inscription:

—

societas . art .

SCIENT . BAT . IN . MEMORIAM . I . SAEC . FEL . CLAUSI .

in a wreath, and around the margin a. p. vin . x . mai .

mdcclxxviii—mdccclxxlviii . On the reverse, a palm,

labeled on its trunk X > mountains in the background

;

marginal legend : ten nutte van't gemeen batavia's

GEXOOTSCHAP.

Mr. Chase communicated a note on the Sun's apparent

diameter and the nebular origin of the terrestrial day.

Dr. Horn communicated two papers: 1. "A monographic

revision of the species of Cremastochilus of the United

States;" 2. "A Synopsis of the Eaphoridce df the United

States." With one plate.

Mr. Hale gave an interesting verbal account of his ac-

quaintance with the various Indian tribes collected on the

Canadian reservation at 1> rant ford, east of London, Upper

Canada: of the most distinguished surviving chief of the

Six Nations, Sakayenkwaraton (disappearing mist), known
to the English as John 8. (smoke) Johnson, now S7 years old.

Hia son, Chief George Johnson, bears the official title of the

one of the original .">() council chiefs whom he represents.

Mr. Hale described the formation of the confederation,

three centuries ago, and testified to the accuracy of Mr.

Morgan's history of it.

He then described the Book of Rik8, which after two cen-

turies of verbal tradition was reduced to writing by some

ed with the early missions. Two copies exist, and

Mr. Hale is obtaining a translation of it. It is the only

known Americau aboriginal piece of literature, north of

IfexicO. It has many archaie words, and is engrossed, in an

old-fashioned current English hand, in a common school.

copy book.

lb- then described the Wampum belts of the confedera-

tion^ partly preserved by theOnondagaa in New York, and

partly among the Indians in Canada.

Ele also told of his discovery that the Tuteloa were not an

tnix-.ii.it trere allied to the Dakotahs or Sioux of
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the West. Their first seat was in North Carolina. Brainard

reported that Tutelos, Iroquois and Delaware* lived to-

gether at Shamokin, Pa., sneaking three entirely different

languages. The syntactical position of the personal pronoun

before, after, or between any two syllables of the verb allies

the Tutelo language with the two dialects of the Dahcotah,

and separates it from all the other Indian dialects. But
Tutelo seems to be older than the Dahcotah. So also Huron
(Quebec) was older than Iroquois (Six Nations); and Dela-

ware older than Chippeway. It looks as if the movement
was from east to west, and not from west to east.

Repeated questions from the members present elicited

many curious and interesting personal details from Mr.

Hale, who hopes to have before long a memoir ready for

publication.

Pending nominations 885 to 892, were read.

The Minutes of a special meeting of the Board of Officers

and Members in Council were read, and the claim for the

Magellanic premium was referred to the Committee ap-

pointed at the last meeting of the Society.

The Report of the Trustees of the Building Final was

read, dated December 16, 1879, by which it appeared that

the receipts since January 30, 1877, had amounted to

$2882.04; and that the Fund now consists of assets to the

value of $12,58(3.50. Signed, Benj. V. Marsh, Treasurer;

Eli K. Price, F. Fraley, auditors of the Finance Committee.

The Report of the Finance Committee was read, and the

appropriations for the expenses of the ensuing year, recom-

mended in the report, were on motion, ordered.

And the meeting was adjourned.
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• nomicul Approximations. I. Apparent Semi-diameter of the Stin,

and Nebular Origin of the Terrestrial Day. By Pliny Earle Chase,

LL.D., Professor of Philosophy in Uaverford College.

(Bead before tla American Philosophical Society, Bee. 19, 1879.)

The various mathematical deductions which I have drawn from the

nehular hypothesis, as modified by Herschel's theory of "suhsidence,"

furnish many independent tests for judging of the probahle accuracy of

delicate and difficult astronomical observations. The consistency of the

tests may be shown by examples, one of which is given In the present note.

The hypothesis that the solar system has been shaped by undulations,

moving with the Telocity of light, leads to the following equation :

(1 year\' rr / Earth's distance \ 3

1 day/ 2 \Sun's semi-diameter/

From this equation we find, for Earth's mean distance from Sun, 214. TA

solar semi-diameters \ and for Sun's apparent diameter, 83' 2".86. The
accordance of this result with observations is as follows :

Ncwcomb,
Chase,

Fung.

British Naut. Almanac,

American " "

Lockyer,

Dr. Fung's estimate, which approximates most closely to my own, is

deduced from 0827 measurements* Notwithstanding the vast labor which

i- represented by thOte measurements and their BUbBequenI discussion, I

cannot but believe that my own result is still more accurate. For it In

volves no careful micrometry, no allowance for irradiation, and no other

elements Of possible Uncertainty than small fraction- of I second, in the

estimated lengths of the sidereal year and of the mean solar day.

This re-nit may, perhaps, he tightly regarded as an e.cpt'riuicittiiiii cruris.

Therefore, t<> avoid the trouble of referring to the papers in which 1 have

Uahed the data fur my formula, 1 will repeal the fundamental eon

side rations on which it \<

Any body, revolving in a circular orbit, under the intluence of a central

//, which raries inversely as the square of the distance, would ac

quire the velocity of revoh.ti.. in the time of describing an arc

equivalent to radius, it would acquire s parabolic velocity
, igr, In

Olntion, and it would acquire _ times the parabolic ve

v in a hair revoiuti.ii), provided all the Increments of the cental

vi..;' clti 'l iii .!'». Journ. Ek

Distance.
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force were retained. The parabolic velocity is the limit between the

tendencies to incipient aggregation and to complete dissociation, in the sub-

sidence of dense nebulous particles.

In a body which is both revolving about the centre of a system and ro-

tating on its own axis, every particle is subject, during each half-rotation,

to cyclical variations in the systematic stress, which are antagonized by the

constant central force of the body itself.

In a condensing or expanding nebula, the time of rotation varies as the

square of radius. At any given instant, the squares ot the velocities, or the

living forces of different rotating particles, are proportioned to the squares of

their radii, or to the times of nebular rotation and synchronous revolution

when condensed to their respective positions.

If the velocity of synchronous rotation and revolution is determined by
the aggregate resistances of the central force of the nucleus, to cyclical

variations of stress which may be represented by a wave-velocity, while

the velocity of rotation of a detached planet is determined by a force which
may be represented by an incipiently aggregating OT parabolic velocity, the

representative parabolic velocity of the nucleus may be found by taking

— gt; g representing the force of gravity at any past, present, or future
7T

equatorial limit of the nebula, or Laplace's limit of possible rotating at-

mosphere, and t being J the corresponding time of synchronous rotation

and revolution. I have already shown that gt, in the solar system, is the

velocity of light,

Let a represent the time of synchronous rotation and revolution when
Sun's surface should contract so that Laplace's limit would correspond with

its present equatorial radius;
j
j
j
a mean solar day; y, Earth's mean dis-

tance -i- Sun's radius
; <5, a sidereal year. Then a — <5 + yl; ; tang. Sun's

1

apparent semi -diameter = —

.

r
According to Leverrier and Hanson. Earth's present aphelion, or limit

of incipient condensation, is at 1.010771 rad. vec. This corresponds, within

T£ ff
of one per cent., to Stock well's determination of the centre of the belt

of greatest condensation.* The relations between the primitive solar and

terrestrial centre* are thus simplified, so that the foregoing considerations

lead us at once to the following equations:

> -

* = t (IX
A 9 \a/

*The arithmetical mean between Mercury's secular perihelion (.2974.507) and
Mars' s secular aphelion (1.7363251) is 1.016838,

ruoc. AMEIl. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 104. 2\V. TRINTED DEC. 31, 1879.
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A Monographic Revision of the Species of Chemastochilus of the

United States.

By George H. Horn, M.D.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, Bee. 19, 1879.)

In the Trans. Ainer. Ent. Soc. 1871, p. 339, et. seq., will be found a table

prepared by me of the species then known, after a short study, the object

of which was to present some means for their identification in a ready

manner, the descriptions being scattered in books, inaccessible to many,

and sometimes unintelligible, either from their brevity or want of apprecia-

tion of characters which have since come to be of greater value. The
above mentioned table was made use of by Prof. West wood (in his "The-

saurus Oxoniensis, " p. 58), who at the same time described a certain num-

ber of supposed new species, since which others have been described by

Dr. LeConte, so that the aggregate assumed quite formidable dimensions

for a genus so peculiar.

The types from which Prof. Westwood's descriptions were made are for

the most part in the Royal Museum of Berlin, where I had the opportunity

of examining them, through the kindness of the curator in charge. The
descriptions appeared soon after my examination had been made, and left

nothing to be desired for their identification.'

HaYing had occasion to study the species more closely, I have seen no

<>n for any great alteration of the table already given, further than to

add the new species and transpose one which seemed rather out of place.

The accompanying table is, however, made so full as to contain nearly all

the important characters of each species, so that the chances of a mistake

in identification are reduced as near as possible to the minimum.

Before proceeding to the table it seems proper that the characters should

ri-ei ivc more extended notice and comparison, which can be accomplished

Bidding the different members in order.

The baad is short, oval, rather deeply inserted in the thorax, the vertex

I] y convex, the clvpeus more suddenly dellexed, forming an angle wilh

the front, [n pldBOttU and WW'W the head is more exsert and presents

in each characters worthy of special observation, these are—the carina on

the middle of the clvpeus common to both species, the supraorbital carina-

ofthe liist and the sudden narrowing of the head behind the eyes in the

el. In neither speeies is there an obtuse ridge Indicating the limits

of the clvpeus and front, but the upper surface of I lie head is gradually

roufl in plpnatw and very convex In iomcum* in piloeitclUti ertnitm

• front is rat lie 1 ilat and the limit between it and the clvpeus

' d by an oliluse annate ridge, so thai the clvpeus seems suddenly

dethxi d from the tiont. In the li'onl and clvpeus are on the

aame plane, nearly Mat, while all the other species not already mention. -d

tin- front oonrea bul Lo a variable degr<
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The clypeus normally is not broader than the head, the margin reflexed,

the anterior edge more or less arcuate, the angles rounded. In two species

the clypeus is wider than the head, In Wheeleri conspicuously so with the

angles rather acute, in crtnitas less dilated with the angles rounded. The

anterior margin is rather widely reflexed and is useful in aiding the species

in their fossorial tendencies.

The mentum presents important modifications, the simplest being that

of leucostictus or saucius, in which the face is quite flat and the margins

narrowly reflexed. From this form the mentum becomes more concave

and the sides more widely reflexed so that it becomes cupuliform. Those

species with the mentum least concave have the posterior margin entire,

as the concavity increases we find a Blight notch, which in the last four

species becomes a rather wide and deep excision semicircular at bottom.

These modifications of the mentum form a very natural means of dividing

the species.

The thorax is so modified in form and structure in all the species, that

nearly all can he separated by it alone. The simplest form is that of

leucostictus which resembles that of Trichius ; apex feebly einarginate,

sides feebly subangulate, hind angles rounded, the margin acute posterior-

ly, there is no incisure about the front angles nor are there any pubescent

spots such as occur in every other species. In plnnatus the sides are sub-

acutely margined, arcuate in front and gradually narrowed behind, not

very unlike Iphthimus, in fact the species resembles a Tenebrionide when
walking. The anterior angles are small, the notch or fovea within feeble,

and there is a notch in the lateral margin which limits the angle. The

bind angles are continuous with the margin, not very prominent and limit-

ed by an oblique groove within. The next modification in degree is in the

Hchaumii group, in which the thorax is broader and less depressed, the an-

terior angles are feeble, the fovea within them, but no lateral notch in the

margin. In two of the species the hind angles are not limited by any
groove and the anterior margin of the thorax beneath is not notched. In

aivjulnris, however, the hind angles have a limiting groove, and beneath

the front angles is a slight incisure.

The three species following augulari* do not present any very important

modification of its type, the angles are nearly the same and there is the

subangular incisure, but in pilosiC'rtUx, we observe a groove running out-

ward from the fovea and limiting the anterior angles. This gives the first

intimation of the tuberculiform angle which is observed further on.

In nitens, the front angles begin the nodiform structure by the greater

depth of the transverse groove. The hind angles are also much retracted

within the line of the sides, and the groove which limits .them within is

so deep that the angle is depressed below the surface of the disc of the

thorax.

In passing to variolosus, the anterior angles become so completely sur-

rounded by deep grooves as to bee >inc almost like isolated tubercles, and
may be assumed to be the result of the gradual exaggeration of the various
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grooves and incisures mentioned in the preceding forms. In Hirrisii the

anterior angles are rather broad and more obtuse than in any of the species

described and the incisure beneath them is very feeble.

Of a totally different type of thorax we must consider sto/c'u* and

Wheeleri, which require special mention. These have the disc of three

parts, B central more depressed portion and the lateral more convex, which

may be compared with Iletauius or IMegaderus. The division is best

marked in saucius. The region of the anterior angles in this species pre-

sents a curious modification, in which the anterior angles appear to be

auriculate, but this is really an extension upward and forward of the an-

terior margin or collar of the thorax, and corresponds in homology with

that portion of the under side of the thorax Of the other species which is

below the incisure. The true anterior angle will be observed in the figure

behind the auriculate process. The hind angles are spiniform, their struc-

ture will be observed in the figure. In W/teeleri, the tripartite character is

less observable. The anterior angles do not depart much from the normal

type, and the incisure beneath is well marked. The hind angles are broad

but obtuse, and have a feeble trace of an oblique limiting groove. This

spi cies deserves mention as being the only one with the middle OOXSB

utely contiguous and the prosternum behind the coxa' slightly eleva-

ted.

The legs also vary to an Important extent, and will be found described

with each species. The tarsi follow the modifications of the legs, and,

from being as long as the tibia', are reduced to even less than half that

length in BehawnU. Asa rule the shorter the tarsi the more compressed

do they heroine, the only exception being in leiu'^xtictin, which with short

tar-a has the upper side flat, so that the transverse section of a joint would

be an Uosceles triangle.

The distribution of the Specie* in accordance with the form of the men-

tn in is well known. Those with the mention entire belong from the east-

ern base of the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific Coast, there being but one

exception, UwoitMu$, from .Maryland. Where the mentum is notched

Or deeply einaridnate, the species belongs to the At lantic fauna, most of

them having a wide range of distribution, except in the case of s</aa»i>t-

bism, which is limited to Georgia and Florida.

In the aeoumpanjing table and descriptions there is rery rarely any

mention made of the hairs of the surface. These QXlal to a greater or less

0Xtea1 on all the species hut are very easily rcnio\ ed and are therefore Ol

uncertain v;ilue. So also with the spots of whitish exudation which I

iv.iter or- leas-exteal on UuoMtictut, pUMiatlUt, angu-

It, canal These have all

Mil plate entire behind.

\ ill) last tWO joints thickened.

• middle, bead with lateral carina' above the e\.s

prolonged backward In obtuse |
plansttu l.< i
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Anterior tarsi not thickened, more slender at tip.

Disc of thorax trilobcd.

Clypeus carinatri at middle ; tibiae slender at base saucius Lee.

Clypeus not carinate, broader than the head ; middle and posterior

tibia; broad and flat; middle coxae contiguous.. .Wheeleri Lee.

Disc of thorax simple, not trilobed.

Hind angles of thorax rounded, the margin posteriorly acute ; tarsi

very short and flat above leucostictus Burm.
Hind angles of thorax more or less prominent.

Legs and tarsi short, the former decidedly fossorial, the latter

much compressed.

Tarsi very short, less than half the tibiae, hind angles continu-

ous with the disc Schaumii Lee.

Tarsi longer than half the tibiae.

Hind angles continuous with the disc Westwoodi Horn.

Hind angles limited by an oblique groove angularis Lee.

Legs ambulatorial, tarsi as long as the tibia1

.

Hind angles continuous with the side margin.

Front angles smooth, limited behind by a transverse impres-

sion pilosicollis Horn.

Front angles continuous with the disc, punctured.

Clypeus wider than the head crinitus Lee.

Clypeus not expanded Knochii Lee.

Hind angles Strongly retracted. Surface shining .. .nitens Lee.

Mentum plate with a small acute incisure behind,

Hind angles of thorax much retracted, anterior angles prominent and
distinct from the disc varioloaus Kby.

Hind angles feebly retracted, anterior angles continuous with the disc. .

squamulosus Lee.

Mentum plate with a deep emargination at the middle of the posterior

niaririn.

Disc of thorax coarsely and densely punctured. Surface opaque.

Anterior angles of thorax continuous with the disc.

Hind angles feebly retracted, continuous at the outer margin with

the disc canaliculars Kby.
Hind angles strongly relractcd, depressed below the surface of the

thorax retractus Lee
Anterior angles separated from the disc by a transverse itnpres>'.on,

hind angles feebly retracted but depressed beneath the surface of

the disc castaneae Kn.
Disc of thorax sparsely and irregularly punctured.

Anterior angles short, obtuse, hind angles moderately retracted and
slightly depressed Harrisii Kby.

In the above table Wheeleri is placed in the series with entire mentum,
although that organ is usually, but not always incised posteriorly. It

would be decidedly out of place anywhere else, when the aggregate of its

Construction is taken into account.
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C. planatus Lee.

Elongate, black, sub-opaque. Head densely punctured, clypeus snbtrun

-

cate in front, angles rounded, margin moderately retlexed, a sbort carina at

middle, vertex above the eyes obtusely carinate, the carina prolonged

backward in a pyramidal process, occiput deeply transversely impressed.

Mentum plate transversely oval, pointed behind, the sides and posterior

margin reflexed, the anterior margin thickened. Thorax broader than

long, narrower at base, sides in front arcuate, posteriorly oblique, margin

subacute, anterior angles nodiform, excavated in front, the concavity pu-

bescent, posterior angles moderately prominent, smooth, limited within by

a distinct groove, surface coarsely punctured and with a vague median

groove. Elytra flat, the disc limited by an obtuse ridge, vaguely bicos-

tate, and moderately closely sculptured with elongate punctures. Pygidi-

um obtusely carinate surface with coarse ocellate punctures. Body
beneath with very coarse punctures, less dense on the abdomen. Legs

slender, moderately long, anterior tibiae bidentate near the tip, the mid-

dle and posterior unispinose at middle, tarsi slender, at least as long as

the tibiae, the anterior with the last two joints suddenly thickened.

Length, .6G-.72 inch ; 17-18 mm. PI. iv., fig. 1.

This species is one of the most peculiar in the genus from

the length of the legs and the structure of the anterior tarsi.

The latter character is not sexual, the female possessing it to

an extent as great if not greater than in the other sex.

With this species [ have united depressus Horn, founded

on a specimen in which the hind angles are wanting hy ac-

cident or deformity.

Arizona, Dr. Irwin ; southern coast-range of California,

\V. M. Qsbb.

C. lauclm Lee.

Castaneous or piceous, Shining. Head sparsely punctured, widest at the

EUld rapidly narrowing behind them, clypcusoval hj) front, anterior mar

gin broadly retlexed. a! middle a Strong carina, vertex con\ ex without cari-

Meiitum Hat. sides and posterior inaigin narrowly tellexcd. Thorax

:, afl wide a> the el ylia, surfaee of three parts, the i nidi He less convex,

and the aides more convex, forming a broad thickened border as in ITeta

rim, anterior angle aurionlate, separated from the thickened margin by a

re, sides moderately arcuate, near the hind angles suddenly siuu

ate, I! K-ui t-. -in ly punctured. Kl\ tra slightly narrow ed

crlorly, moderately convex, disc at middle eaguolj Impressed, surface

Mired with ihoi P idium finely punctured. l!ody beneath

id rather finely punclui ed. Legs SUb I'ossorial. the femora

' and ( tpretutcd, anterior tibia with tb iter apical angle prolonged

and with | tooth at middle, middle and posterior tibia- compressed, slender

i toward the tip, spine at middle of outer mar
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gin ; tarsi slender and except the posterior as long as the tibia?. Length

44-.52 inch; 11-13 mm. PL iv, fig. 2.

A specimen which Mr. Ulke has loaned me is larger and

darker in color than any other I have seen, its mentum is

not pointed behind nor have the four posterior tibiae the

spine at middle, it, however, agrees in all other important

particulars, and I take it to be an abnormal specimen, espe-

cially as there are three sets of claws on the left anterior

tarsus, pi. iv, fig. 11. The trilobed form of the thorax ia

certainly a very remarkable character which at once suggests

the similar structure of Hetcerius.

Occurs in Kansas, Nebraska and Texas.

C Wlieeleri Lee.

Black, subopaque. Head sparsely obsoletely punctate, not narrowed be-

hind the eyes, clypeus truncate or feebly Insinuate in front, wider between

the anterior angles than the head, margin moderately reflexed, angles

obtuse, vertex rather flat. Mentum transversely oval, pointed behind, very

deeply cupuliform, lateral angles very prominent. Thorax transversely

quadrate, broader at base, sides irregular, sometimes a little wider behind

the middle than at base, anterior angles obtusely prominent, pubescent

within, hind angles pyramidal, obtuse at tip, disc of thorax depressed, lateral

third more convex, the former more densely punctured, the latter less so,

the angles smooth. Elytra a little wider than the thorax, disc flattened,

at sides gradually rounded, surface with elongate fovea' sparsely placed.

Pygidium coarsely punctured. Prosternum behind the coxa; slightly

elevated. Middle coxre contiguous. Body beneath opaque, coarsely but

sparsely punctured, abdomen with short yellowish hairs. Legs Bub-fossO-

rial. Anterior tibia; bidentate near the tip, the apical tooth not much pro-

longed, middle and posterior tibiae flattened, broad, very little narrowed at

base, a small tooth at middle. Tarsi compressed, nearly as long as their re-

spective tibiae. Length .40-44 inch ; 10-11 mm. PL iv, fig. 3.

The mentum in some specimens is feebly notched as in

vaiiolosas, but in others less acute and entire, so that the

present might be associated with that species. The division

of the disc of the thorax into three parts, although less dis-

tinct than in saucius, seems to indicate some relation between

them, although this is hardly supported by any other char-

acters. The form of thorax recalls somewhat that of Plega-

derus, and the hind tibiae, Psilosctlis. The peculiar charac-

ters of this species are—the broad clypeus, the point of
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prosternum slightly elevated behind, the middle coxae con-

tiguous.

Occurs in Nebraska, New Mexico and in Eldorado county,

California.

C. leucostictus Burm.

Black, shining, elytra with whitish spots at the sides. Head sparsely

punctate, clypeus subtruncate in front, not wider than the head, angles

broadly rounded, anterior margin moderately reflexed, vertex and clypeus

nearly continuous in the same plane. Mentum plate flat, smooth and

shining form hexagonal, margins, except in front, narrowly reflexed.

Thorax broader than long, apex feebly emarginate, base truncate, feebly

emarginate at middle, sides subangulate in front of middle, in front of

which they arc straight, posteriorly arcuate, margin very acute posteriorly

and feebly reflexed, anterior angles not prominent, posterior rounded, disc

sparsely punctate at middle, a little more densely at the sides. Elytra

feebly depressed, disc very vaguely bicostate, surface with small fovcai

sparsely placed. Pygidium moderately densely punctured. Body beneath

shining, sparsely punctured and without pubescence. Legs sub-fossorial.

Anterior tib'ue bidentate externally, the upper tooth distant from the apical.

Middle and posterior tibia' moderately compressed, narrow at base, a

moderately strong oblique ridge at middle. Tarsi short, scarcely as long

as half the tibia', slightly, compressed, the upper edge, however, broad and

flat. Length .5$ inch ; 13 mm, PI iv, fig. 4.

I have seen but one ? specimen of this species, which is

peculiar by the absence of prominent thoracic angles. The

short tarsi came t is species to approach Schanniii and aygu-

laris in which also the mentntn is feebly concave. Tbe tarsi

tluMiisflvos arc; peculiar in their very flat upper side, so that

iii transverse section the joints arc very distinctly t rian^ular.

3pecimen, Maryland, in the cabinet of Mr. Tike, who
kindly loaned it t*<>r study.

< . Si hamuli I

Black, lUbopaque, above with short Muck, erect hairs, sparsely placed,

beneath with longer Imin Head m< erntery densely punctured, clypeus

Mie.oilier, ut middle arcuate, sides oblique. Mention nearly flat, punc-

tured at tiie aides, posterior margin alone reflexed. Thorax one bait'

derthan long, s little wider at base than apex, sides regularly arcuate,

- (eebly prominent, excavated and pubescent «>n the Inner

«ide, posterior ontinuoua with the carve of kbo margin or, very

i [curved, triangular, smooth above and with silken pubescence

UK convex, densely, coarsely punctured,

flattened on the disc, at Bides convex, surface with oblong

Hum with coarse bImIIom punctures. Body
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beneath coarsely punctured, abdomen less densely. Legs short, decidedly

fussorial, femora short and broad, anterior tibia} scarcely narrowed at base,

near the apex feebly bidentate, middle and posterior tibiae broad, scarcely

narrower at base, compressed, outer margin unispinose near the middle.

Tarsi short, compressed, gradually narrowed toward the end and scarcely

as long as half the tibia;. Length .00-. 64 inch ; 15-10 mm. PI. iv, fig. 5.

This species is abundantly distinguished from all others

in our fauna by the extremely short tarsi. The surface of

the hind angles of the thorax is continuous with that of

the disc, there being no limiting depression.

With this species must be united orp^sipea \\
r
est\v. I

have seen the type and know it to be identical with

Schaiimii, Prof. Westwood having mistaken the next species

for the present.

Occurs in California, especially in the south, near San

Diego.

C« Westwood i, n. sp.

Similar to Sehaumii in all its character*, except in the form of the tarsi.

These are at least two thirds the length of the tibia', compressed, but

scarcely broader at base than at tip. The joints are moreover more loosely

articulated and do not appear to lie ret raced the one within the other as

in Qchaumii. The body beneath and abdomen are more densely punc-

tured. Length .00 inch ; 15 mm.

Occurs in Owen's Valley, California, where it was not

rare, being found usually in or near ants' nests.

C annularis Lee.

Black, subopaque, very sparsely pubescent above and beneath. Head

densely punctured, clypcus arcuate in front, lateral angles broadly arcuate.

Mentum moderately concave, the entire margin narrowly retlexed. Thorax

broader than long, sides moderately arcuate, anterior angles moderately

prominent, excavated and pubescent within, and limited behind by a slight

transverse impression, hind angles triangular, continuous with the lateral

margin; smooth above, pubescent beneath and separated from the disc by

an oblique impression, disc feebly convex, coarsely and deeply punctured,

median line vaguely Impressed. Elytra Battened on the disc-, convex at the

sides, surface with o*nl fovea- moderately closely placed. IVu'idium coarsely

and deeply punctured. Body beneath as in Srhuiuuii. Legs decidely fos-

sorial, the tibia; a little narrowed at base, tarsi about half the length of the

tibia1

, strongly compressed, and gradually narrowed to tip. Length .50

inch ; 14 mm.

This species is closely related to Sehaumii, but is always

smaller, and more elongate. The impression within the hind

PROC. AMEK. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 104. 2x. PRINTED DEC. 81, 1879.
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angles gives them an aspect of being more prominent than in

Schaumii. The tarsi are formed similarly to that species, but

a little longer. The next species is also closely allied, but

the legs lose their fossorial character and become ambulato-

rial.

This species is widely distributed in the Pacific region.

C. pilosicollis Horn.

Closely related to ang>ilaris, but usually flatter above, and, when recently

captured, with longer hairs. The head and thorax do not differ especially,

except that the transverse impression behind the anterior angles is more

distinct, and the median line more marked. The legs are ambulatorial, the

tibiae slender at base. The tarsi are as long, or very nearly so, as the tibiae,

slender, compressed and scarcely wider at base. Length .40-.50 inch ; 10-

13 mm.

Specimens recently captured have moderately long hair on

the thorax, and the elytra have whitish spots arranged in

irregular transverse strigae, these characteristics are evanes-

cent and are of no specific value. If the figure of tlu> legs

of C. armatus Walker be correct, the name should have

priority over pilosicollis (see Westw. Thesaurus, pi. xiv, fig. 1).

Occurs in California, Nevada and Oregon.

C. crinitus Lee.

Black, opaque, body above clothed with long, yellowish hairs, which are,

however deciduous. Head densely punctured, elypeus a little wider than

the head, in front feebly arcuate, sides rounded, anterior margin broadly

rettexed. Mentum plate smooth, transversely oval, pointed behind, at

bottom Hat, margin! reflesed more widely at the sides. Thorax broader

than lonir, between the basal angles wider than at apex, sides moderately

arcuate, anterior angles moderately prominent i' 1 trout, within foveate and

pubescent, posterior angles triangular, smooth, limited within by an oblique

Impression, disc of thorax Bat, a vague median line, surface very coarsely

punctured. Elytra Hat on the disc, very vaguely hieostate, surface ci.arsely

ii<- punctate. PygtdUun coarsely, sparsely punctate. Bod; beneath

i-iy punctata. more shining. Legs ambulatorial, anterior tibiae blden

near the tip. middle and posterior slender at base, gradually broader to

tip. Tarsi oearly as long as the tibiae, compressed. Length .50 inch
; 13.5

nun. PI It, I-

I have leeu bul owe" <>f this species. It is closely allied

icollis and Knochii^ l>ut differs from bosh by the

clypetm being wider than the head between the eves, ii,

dill. from the former \>y the ab r transverse
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impression limiting the anterior angles, and from Knochii by

its much more depressed form, coarser sculpture. The hind

angles are continuous with the lateral margin as in the two

species cited. The hairs of the upper surface, although few,

are a marked feature, but as they are probably deciduous as

in pilosicollis, too much value cannot be attached to them in

a specific point of view.

Occurs in California or Utah, locality doubtful.

C. Knocliii Lee.

Black, feebly shining. Head moderately densely punctured, front

slightly concave on each side, clypeus arcuate in front, side rounded, ante-

rior margin reflexed. Mentum plate flat at bottom, sides and posterior

margin more widely reflexed. Thorax one-half wider than long, base not

wider than apex, sides broadly arcuate, anterior angles feebly prominent,

not limited behind by a line, and feebly pubescent within, posterior angles

triangular, smooth, distinctly limited within by an oblique impression, disc

of thorax usually moderately convex, at middle vaguely canaliculate, sur-

face with coarse but not densely placed punctures. Elytra moderately

convex, disc rarely depressed, surface with oval shallow fovea? not densely

placed. Pygidium sparsely punctate. Legs as in crinltu*, tarsi as long as

the tibiae, slender and feebly compressed. Length, .8G-.52 inch ; 9-13 mm.

This species exhibits a slight range of variation in the

sculpture of the upper surface, the punctures at times being

coarser and more closely placed. This usually occurs in

those specimens with the disc of thorax and elytra flatter,

causing them to resemble the preceding species. The medi-

an line of the thorax is always more distinctly impressed.

In very fresh specimens the surface is sparsely clothed with

very short yellowish hair.

The three preceding species form a small group among
those with entire mentum, by the legs being ambula-

torial, tarsi moderately long, the hind angles continuous

with the side margin of thorax, and not retracted.

To this species should be referred the crenicollis of "West-

wood.

Occurs from Illinois westward to Utah.

1'. iiil«'iis Lee.

Castaneous, moderately shining. Head coarsely and densely punctured,

vertex convex, clypeus arcuate, angles broadly rounded, margin moder-
ately reflexed. Mentum plate smooth and flat at bottom, sides and pos-
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tenor margin widely reflexed. Thorax one-half wider than long, base not

wider than apex, sides rather broadly arcuate, margin crenate, anterior

angles very little more prominent than the apical margin, pubescent on the

inner side, limited within and posteriorly by a deep grove, posterior angles

smooth, auriculate, retracted within the line of the sides, and much de-

pressed below the level of the disc, surface moderately convex, shining,

punctures coarse, sparsely and irregularly placed, leaving large smooth

spaces. Elytra slightly convex on the disc, coarsely, deeply and closely

punctured. Pygidium coarsely punctured. Body beneath shining,

coarsely but irregularly punctured. Legs ambulatorial, anterior tibia; bi-

dentate near apex, the terminal tooth moderately prolonged, middle and

posterior tibia? stout. Tarsi as long as the tibiae, feebly compressed.

Length .44 inch ; 11 mm. PI. iv, flfg, 7.

This species is the only one at present known in which

the mentum plate is acute behind without notch, and the

hind angles of the thorax retracted within the line of the

sides. The middle and posterior tib'ue are thicker or less

compressed than in any species of this series. It seems to

be the link between the groups with the entire nienttun and

those with that organ notched or emarginate posteriorly,

these till having the hind angles more or less retracted.

Two specimens, western Kansas.

C. variolosa! Kby.

Black, slightly shining. Head coarsely and densely punctured, vertex

convex, clypcus arcuate, margin retlexed. Mentum plate deeply concave,

shinim:, posterior margin acutelv notched. Thorax more than half wider

than long, sides moderately arcuate and gradually wider behind, very sud-

denly and rather deeply constricted in front of the hind angles, anterior

angles smooth, tiibcreulilbrm, completely surrounded by a deep groove,

hind angles smooth, somewhat triangular, projecting laterally and sepa

rati d from the disc by a deep impression, disc of thorax slightly convex,

jely and densely punctured. Klytra tlattened on the disc, surface with

•ball9W Oblong f-.vea', BO|newh«t COnflueot. Pygidium coarsely punctured.

Body beneath verj cparqeiy but rather sparsely punctate. Legs as in

tqwiHiulosuH. Length .•!•'> Inch ;
'.) mm. l'l. iv, tig. 8.

Thia is abundantly distinguished from the pre-

ceding by the thoracic: characters, the anterior angles being

tin. re completely surrounded by a groove than in any other

, in OUr fauna. In some - 1 »» » i i n <

«i i- the median line

<d the t borax is feebly impiv

•n\ naoua with this species are cicatricosus and Pcfclieroni

in the Middle States region.
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C. ><i ua in ii I os us Lee.

Brownish or piceous, moderately shining, sparsely clothed with very

short ineonspieuous pubescence. Head coarsely and densely punetured,

vertex convex, elypeus arcuate in front, sides broadly rounded, margin

rehcxed. Mentuni plate deeply concave, posterior margin acutely incised.

Thorax broader than long, sides rather irregular, usually diverging at

apical third, then parallel at middle, in front of hind angles suddenly but

not greatly narrowed, anterior angles scarcely more prominent than the

margin, nodiform, smooth, limited within by a rather deep depression and

posteriorly with a very faint groove, hind angles triangular, not very

prominent, feebly punctate and separated from the disc by a deep oblique

impression, disc of thorax slightly convex, coarsely and very regularly

punctate. Elytra slightly convex, surfaee coarsely, deeply and rather

elosely punctate. Pygidium coarsely and densely punctate. Body be-

neath coarsely but not closely punctate. Legs ambulatorial, tibia- stout,

the anterior bidentate near the tip, the middle and posterior with a slight

Oblique ridge at middle. Tarsi as long as the tibia-, rather slender and

feebly compressed. Length .:i<J-.4;> inch ; 9-10 mm.

The notch in the margin of the nienttun plate varies in

extent, sometimes befog very plight, but usually extending

through the reflexed edge.

With this species must, fa united junior Westw.

Occurs in Georgia and Florida.

c. camaliculatug Kby.

Black, feebly shining. Head densely punctured, front convex, elypeus

arcuate in front, lateral angles broadly rounded, margin reflexed. Mentum
plate deeply concave, sale and posterior margin very widely reflexed,

deeply emarginate posteriorly. Thorax one-third wider than long, sides

moderately arcuate and slightly coaretate in front of the hind angles, ante-

rior angles obtuse, feebly prominent, limited within by a deep fovea, surface

continuous with the disc and punctured, hind angles triangular, punctured,

tip slightly turned outward, limited by a moderately deep groove, but not

depressed below the surface of the disc, disc slightly convex, coarsely mid
densely punctured. Khtra flattened on the disc, vaguely grooved, ami
with shallow fovea- moderately densely placed. Pygidium coarsely and
densely punctured. Body beneath densely and coarsely punctured, abdo-

men less densely. Legs as in nitenx. Length .50 inch ; 18,5 mm.

This species is known from castanete by the hind angles

being much less retracted and not depressed below the disc,

as well as by the form of the anterior angles.

Occurs in Canada, Georgia and Illinois.

C. retractus Lee.

Resembles very closely the preceding species in form ami sculpture, and
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differs in the following characters : Disc of thorax more convex, hind

angles much retracted, separated from the surface of the thorax by a deep

impression, and depressed beneath it. Length .44-.48 inch; 11-12 mm.

Plate iv, fig. 10.

The characters separating this species from canaliculatus

are those in which it agrees with castanece from which the

form of the anterior angles will distinguish it, the present

species having the front angles of the first and the hind

angles of the second.

Two specimens, Iowa and Texas.

Syuonymous with this is Walshii Westw.

C. castaneae Knoch.

Piceous, feebly shining. Head coarsely and densely punctured, front

convex, clypeus arcuate in front, sides broadly rounded, margin re Hexed.

Mentum plate deeply cupped, the margin Widely rerlexed except in front,

hind margin deeply emarginate. Thorax nearly twice as wide as long,

sides moderately arcuate ami slightly coarctate iu front of the hind angles,

anterior augles tuberculiform, limited within by the usual deep fovea' and

l>osteriorly by an impressed line, hind angles triangular punctured at base,

tips turned outward, separated completely from the surface of the disc by a

deep impression, disc moderately convex, coarsely and closely punctured,

median line sometimes feebly impressed. Elytra moderately Hat, surface

with large shallow fovea1
. Pygidiutn very coarsely punctured. Body be-

neath coarsely and sparsely punctured, abdomen with very few punctures.

- as in n'tens, but with the tibia' a little less thickened. Length .40

inch ; 10 mm.

This species is known among those of the present group

by the Qodiform front angles which are (separated from the

disc by the transverse impression, the hind angles are also

completel}1, surrounded by a groove, and become depressed

below the level of the disc.

C. Lccontei "Westw. is ni.rely a feeble form of this species,

and is found in the more western regions.

Occurs in the Middle States region, extending westward

lorado.

< . Barrisii Kby .

Ptoeotu, moderately ihlning. Head very ooanely and deeply punc-

nv.w, clypeus arcuate, alleles broadly rounded, margin re

!le\ed. Menlum plale deeply eime.i\e, margins relieved, more stroii'ly

at the |!dd and postcrim ]\ , tin- posterior margin rather broadly and deeply

I .i ,\ ic I hui -mm- hill Wider than hi. iu,'. sides very li-el.ly
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arcuate, anterior angles short, obtuse, limited within by a deep impression

and behind by a finely impressed line, hind angles moderately retracted,

somewhat triangular, smooth, separated from the disc by a moderately

deep impression, disc slightly convex, sparsely irregularly punctured with

smooth spaces and a broad impression at the middle of the sides. Elytra

flattened on the disc, surface very coarsely, deeply and densely punctured.

Pygidium shining, coarsely and closely punctured. Body beneath coars< ly

but not densely punctured, abdomen nearly smooth at middle. Legs very

closely resembling nitens. Length. 40 inch ; 10mm. PI. iv, fig. 9.

This species is easily known from the others of this group

by its comparatively shining surface and the sculpture of

the thorax. The impression of the disc near the sides is

variable in extent, being in some specimens quite feeble.

Occurs in Canada, Middle States and Illinois.

Notes on the Species described or quoted by Prof. Westwood in his

" Tlusaurus Entomologicus Oxoniensis."

The work of Prof. Westwood, so repeatedly quoted in the preceding

pages, seems to require a little more notice than has been given it, from the

fact that its distribution in European Libraries will have considerable

weight in the determination of our species ; and as the species are I with

one exception) peculiar to our fauna, it seems proper that they should be

reviewed in the light of more material than Prof. Westwood nottacoocfl .

In this work there are described as new, seven species, Lecontei, Wahltii,

cicfitricoxux, junior, Percheroni, i-reiiiadUs and oraniptl, the type of the

latter being in the cabinet of Maj. Parry in London, Percheroni in the

Univ. Halle, and the others in the Berlin Museum.
With the first six we have more especial need to deal. Lecontei and

Walshii are described from specimens in the Berlin Museum, from very

short notes made in 1809, before my synoptic table appeared giving suc-

cinctly the differential characters of the species. The next four species

"are introduced in this work mainly on the authority of Dr. Schaum, who
possessed specimens of them, and who was in an excellent position to

judge of their specific rank, both from possessing the typical specimens of

Gory, and from his actual acquaintance with the American collections

made during a long visit to the United States." The authority from Prof.

AV.'s own statement is derived from letters written in 1847, '48 and '4'.»
!

and had the science in America been dormant, those species might possibly

have remained twenty-five years umlescribed. That the}- are all to be

added to our synonomy is to be regretted, while it is fortunate that so able

a describer has made the task of their determination so easy.

As Prof. Westwood has given descriptions of all our species either by

quotation or from nature, with figures ot many, I propose to pass them
briefly in review, giving tlie synonomy and notes on the figures.

V. (Psilocnemis) lettcotfibtus Ihirm. Westw Thesaurus p. 00, pi. ii, fig.
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4. The thorax of the figure is incorrect in outline and sculpture., and the

tarsi too long, except in fig. 4 d. (See annexed plate, fig. 4.)

C. G&nalieulatua Kby. Westw. p. 58 ; no figure given.

C. cnstuiute Ivnoch. Westw. p. 59, pi, xiv, fig. 4 ; a fair figure.

C. HarritH, Kby. Westw. p. 59 ; no figure given.

C. Lecontei Westw. p. 60 note, is our western form of ccLitanem. No fig-

ure is given.

C. WaUhii Westw. p. 60 note, is t lie same as reirnctuz Lee. I can

hardly determine the priority. The latter name appeared in March, 1874,

the " Thesaurus" is simply dated 1874. No figure given.

C. variotosus Kb}'. Westw. p. 60, pi. xiv, fig. 7. The figure is good,

except that the sides of the thorax in front of the posterior emargination

are much too acutely prolonged.

C. cicatricosu* Westw. p. 60, pi. xiv, fig. 9, is variolous, and the figure

much better than that above.

0. S'jii.tiiui-foxus Lee. Westw. p. 60, pi, xiv, fig 8. From the index to

plates this figure belongs to the next.

C. junior Westw. p. 61, pi. xiv, fig. 8, is squamulosux, and the figure a

moderately good one of that species.

C. Percheronii Westw. p. 61, pi. ii. fig. "», is mriolofUi, and the figure a

far better one than those above quoted (pi xiv, figs. 7 and 9).

C. planatut Lee, Weetw, p. 6$, pi. xiv, fig. 5. The figure is not at all

good, the anterior angles of the thorax are represented as double., and the

tamJ dilatation not well shown.

C. depressu* Horn. Westw. p. 89. A quotation.

C. angulari* Lec. Westw. p. 68, pi. xiv, tig. 1. This figure" seems to be

made from specimens collected by . I. Iv. Lord, in Vancouver, which arc

the types of Mr. Walker's ('. ann it>i*. If the tarsi arc correctly figured,

then this name should have priority over pitosicoUtt Horn, which this fig

ure fairly represents. The tarsi are not those of angularit Lec. West-

wood says that this species (arfMtut has I"', 'ii rec sired from Japan.

C. /
Horn. Westw. p. 68, a quotation. Sec note above.

0. niten* Lec Westw. p. <>:{, pi. xiv, fig, 8. West wood appears to

quote the description, yet gives a figure without stating its source ; it is,

hmvevcr, not good.

Westw. p. til, a quotation.

0. Knochii Lec. Westw, p. 64, pi. \iv. fig. 8 ; a fair figure.

C. Westw. p. 64, pi. \iv, fig ::. The figure is a copy

from one drawn by Wagenschleber and sent by Bchaum, in which the

and tibia' are not well drawn. The body fairly represents the above

species, while, as it stand-, it more nearly resembles Wettwoodi Horn.

is. Knl. SOC. London, [878, pi. 1. B|

i, I haremm the type. The figure is m.i a rery

(J. B, is 1 iSC .
and, in 1849,

.: ibi I .• •: 1
1 is from Schaura by the artist above

niation of Knoehii than that on pi. \iv. fl
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psis of the Euphoui.k of the United States.

By George II. Hokn, M.D.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, Dec. 1!). 1871).)

The occurrence of several new species in our fauna affords an opportunity
of briefly reviewing our entire series.

The first question presenting itself is the generic name winch should be
adopted, and this seems to he a difficult matter to determine. The ablest

European authorities who have had to deal with the Cetonia group as a

FROC. AMER. 1'HILOS. SOC. XVIII. 104. 2y. PRINTED JAN. 2, 1880.
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whole do not seem to be in accord as to the limits of genera, so that we
have on the one hand a multiplicity and on the oilier a synonymic union

which does not seem tenable. Laeordaire, under the name ffrAtyomia,

collects the contents of about ten genera, all of which, with one exception,

are the creation of Burmcistcr. This aggregation is again dispersed in the

Catalogus (G. and H.) with Erirh>p:s alone suppressed. It seems highly

probable that neither of these extremes is correct.

The name Buryomia, at present used in our literature, has for its type

a Madagascar species, which presents characters entitling it to be separated

from the forms which occur in our fauna, whatever may be its relations

with the other old world types which Laeordaire has united with it, con-

sequently our species should bear some other name. Euphoria is adopted

as most convenient, because the name suggests no special character.

Laeordaire states that the genus is not capable of being defined, seeing

that the species differ more among thcmsel ves than they do in the aggre-

gate from the other neighboring genera. It is, he says, "a genus estab-

lished on geographical distribution alone."

In a limited series, such as our fauna presents, S/ephonuc/in might be

allowed to remain separated, but this seems hardly necessary until the

limits of all the genera an' better delined than they are now.

Having driven the reasons for adopting the generic name, the following

table of s|>ecies is pres nted for the consideration of our students :

Clypeus dentate in front. Base of thorax entire.

Quadridentatc [Stephanucha] areata Fabr.

Bidentate verticalis, n. sp.

Clypeus entire or feebly eiiiarginate, the angles rounded.

Mesosternal protuberance round or nearly so 2.

Menial protuberance transverse 11.

2. Thorax either shining or punctured and pubescent 3.

Thorax opaque, scarcely punctured, not pubescent 10.

3. Base of thorax at middle not emargiiiate 4.

of thorax emargiiiate at middle 5.

4. Thorax arcuate at base, elytra not suleate aestuosa, n. sp.

Thorax truncate at has.' Kernii Hald.

".. Punctuation Of thorax dense, surface pubescent or hairy 6.

Punctuation sparse, surface glabrous or scarcely pubescent 7.

6. Body beneath and legs very hairy hirtipea, n. sp.

Body beneath ami legs normally hairy sepulcralis Fabr.

7. Mesosternal protuberance punctured aqd hairy beneath..devulsa, n.sp.

-Irrnal protuberance glabrous beneath 8.

Punctuation 6\ thorax coarse, elytra with short and inconspicuous

pulu melancholica < < .
A. I'.

IMinctuatioii of thorax sparse, usually inconspicuous, body above en-

tirely devoid (> | puli • 9.

ellow with black fasciae fascifera !,<•,

liable, the in lor with green <>r blue lustre rolgidfi Fain.
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10. Clypeus longer than wide, rather deeply emarginate. .californica Lee

Clypeus not longer than wide, feebly or not emarginate. .herbacea Oliv.

11. Elytra luteous, maculate with small black spots inda Linn.

Elytra sooty, with small transverse luteous spots Schottii Lee.

From the above table I have rejected bumlis, dimiduitu and citnesceiis,

as they are Mexican, and are very rarely found in Texas or Arizona. The

species described by Say as Cetonia vestita is believed to be C. hirtella

Linn. (Schaum, Am. Ent. Soc. Fr., 1849, p. 2(37), and nothing has ever

been found since in our country which will fill the description, it is there-

fore dropped into European synonymy.

E. areata Fab.

Black, moderately shining, elytra luteous \vi;h black spaces at the hu-

meri, and subapical umbone and along the suture, upper surface with short

erect yellowish pubescence, longeron the head denser OB the thorax and

very sparse on the elytra, beneath hairs long and sparse. Clvpeus short,

narrowed in front, quadrideiitate, the middle teeth closer and arising from

a common base. Thorax oval, base arcuate entire, surface densely punc-

tured. Elytra very obsoletcly Iticostate, the punctuation very indistinct.

Mesosternum feebly prominent, the protuberance trans\erse. Pygidium

usually moderately, densely punctured. Abdomen with very few punc-

tures. Length .4S inch ; 12 mm.

The club of the male antennte is a little longer than that

of the female. The anterior tilme arc tridentate in both

sexes.

The normal form of coloration, and which is almost inva-

riable in the eastern specimens, is that in which the elytra

are in great part luteous, with tic base narrowly black,

the suture is also black, this color dilating into a large cir-

cum-scutellar patch, a smaller transverse space behind the

middle, and again dilating at apex. In the specimens from

Kansas and Nebraska, the elytra arc more roughly sculp-

tured and almost entirely black, the luteous color being re-

duced to a U-shaped mark by the extension of the elytral

black spaces, and by the margin being dark.

A specimen in Mr. Ulke's cabinet requires special men-

tion. It is of the size of <testU68tt, the humeri and subapical

umbone are similarly tipped with piceous, and the suture

very narrowly piceous, disconnected from the suture and

along the region occupied by the faint cost;e are irregular

small piceous patches. The sides of the thorax are irregu-

larly bordered with a whitish coating, and the pygidium
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except at tip clothed with similar material. The clypens is

formed as in normal areata, and the characters genera 11}- are

those of that species. From its appearance it might he sus-

pected of heing a hybrid hetween aestuosa and areata,.

Occurs from the Middle States, westward to Kansas, and

south to Texas.

E. verticalis, n. sp.

Black, moderately shining, upper surface without pubescence, form

robust, moderately convex. Clypeus as long as wide, a Utile narrowed in

front, anteriorly emarginate, the angles acute and reflexed, vertex with an

obtuse tubercle, surface of head coarsely, densely and deeply punctured.

Thorax oval, narrowed in front, broader than long, sides strongly arcuate,

especially in front, bast- less arcuate, not emarginate, disc moderately con-

vex with coarse punctures sparsely placed, but closer near the anterior

margin, a narrow smooth median space. Scutellum smooth. Elytra one-

half longer than the thorax, disc with rows of ocellate fove;e forming

nearest the suture two distinct pain separated by very feeble eos!a\ be-

tween the ocellate fovea' are simple punctures distantly placed, at the sides

the punctures are irregular, and more densely placed ; suiural angle obtuse.

Pygidium sparsely punctate. Body beneath with brownish hair, abdomen

nearly smooth, a few coarse punctures at the sides only. Length .83 inch
;

|| mm. PI iv, tig. 1J.

The sexes differ only in the form of the pygidium, that

of the male heing more convex and intlexed at tip. The an-

terior tihiie an- acutely tridcntate, the Upper tooth more

distant than the other two. The antennal club is nearly as

long as the entire stem in both sexes. The niesosternal

hut t.m is tran>\vrsely oval and hairy in front.

In general form this species resemhles a /rata, hnt is a

little more rohust. It is easily known among the species in

our fauna hy its hidentate clypeiis and totally hlack eolor, as

well aa hy the elytral sculpture. I'»y its form of clypens it is

allied to EL /A/-'/ liiiriii. from South America.

Two specimens are before me, one of each sex from Ari-

zona, and the ftdjacenl portion Of California.

I.. aesluosa, n. sp.

PiceoUft* moderately .shining, body almve luleous, thorax uith a I

median piceous ipace, humeral and subapical urabonea of elytra tipped

with ptceout, form moderate!) robust above and beneath with

•em nee. clypeus a little Wider than long, slightly

br in front, uoglet rounded, anterior margin moderately relieved and
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slightly emarginate at middle. Head and front coarsely and densely punc-

tured with moderately long hair. Thorax oval, narrowed in front, slightly

wider than long, sides moderately arcuate, base not narrower than mid-

dle, hasal margin regularly arcuate, surface coarsely and densely punctured,

with short erect yellowish pubescence. Scutellum smooth. Elytra niod-

•erately convex, disc very vaguely bicostate, surface Irregularly sparsely

punctate. Body beneath piceous, shining, sparsely hairy, tibiae very feebly

fimbriate. Pygidium concentrically strigose, smooth near the tip.

Mesosternal button round, hairy. Length .54 inch ; 13.5 mm. PI. iv,

fig. 14.

In the unique 9 before me, the club of the antenna nearly

equals the stem. The anterior tibue are acutely tridentate,

the teeth rather long and equidistant. From the few species

in our fauna which have the base of the thorax simply arcu-

ate, this species differs, either by the form of the clypeos or

the elytral and thoracic sculpture.

One specimen, Kansas, given me by Dr. S. V. Summers.
It is probable that the color will vary from this unique.

The scutellum is black, and the suture and apical margin
narrowly piceous, and these spaces may possibly be found

extending so as to form a style of coloration analogous to

that of areata.

E. hi it i pes. n. sp.

Piceous, elytra lutcous, above with moderately long yellowish hair.

Clypeu* as broad as long, not narrowed in front, anterior angles broadly

rounded, apical margin slightly reflexed, feebly emarginate. Head coarsely

and densely punctured, clothed with rather long yellowish hair. Thorax
oval, broader than long, narrower in front, sides strongly arcuate, base

narrower than middle, the margin broadly arcuate, and opposite the scu-

tellum emarginate, disc moderately convex, surface densely but rather

irregularly punctured, a smooth space along the middle and one on each

side, pubescence rather long and erect. Scutellum smooth, a median im-

pression MB.T the tip. Elytra slightly narrowed toward the tip, disc feebly

convex, vaguely bicostate, the intervals irregularly punctured, the punc-

tures bearing moderately long hairs. Pygidium moderately densely punc-

tured and hairy. Body beneath and legs clothed with long yellowish hair.

Abdomen coarsely punctured. Mesosternal button round and hairy in

front. Length .42^-.50? inch; 10.5-14 mm. PI. iv, fig. l:!.

The antennal club is about the length of the stem, and
similar in the two sexes. The anterior tib'ue are rather

broad, tridentate, the apical tooth longer and more distant

than the other two. The legs are less hairy in the female
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than in the male, which has, especially on the hind tibia% a

dense brush of long hair on the inner side.

In form, this species bears a resemblance to sepulerqlis,

but so diners in color and vestiture, not only from this, but

also from all our others, as to make it very conspicuously

distinct.

Occurs in Dodge county, Nebraska.

F. Hernii ITald.

This species has become so generally known as to need no extended de-

scription. The clypeus is nearly square, the angles rounded, the anterior

margin feebly eniarghiate. The thorax is transversely oval, base truncate

at middle, surface densely and coarsely punctured. The elytra are each

rather broadly and deeply hisulcate, the surface sparsily punctate and at

the sides transversely wrinkled. The pygidium is concentrically strigose.

The mesosternum does not project iu a buttondike protuberance. Length
.40-. 52 inch; 10-13 mm.

The male antennal club is a little longer than that of the

female. The anterior tibia1 are very decidedly tridentate in

the female and either simply bidentate in the male or with

the upper tooth showing a very feeble trace.

Xo species in OUf fauna exhibits such a wide range of

color variation.

In the normal form the under surface and legs are piccous

or black. Head black. Thorax black, sides more widely,

base very narrowly bordered with yellow. Elytra in great

part yellow or reddish-yellow, maculate with black spot> >!

irregular size and shape, becoming moiv or less continent.

The first noticeable variety (Clarkii Lee.) has the abdomen,

po-trrior legs and the anterior four tibia* pale reddish-yel

low. The diecal black space of the thorax is divided by a

pale median Btripe, the elytra remaining normal in color.

Fully as common as this last variety is one in which the

entire body above and beneath is black.

These las! forms resemble the species described further

• hi as devulsa, but this has the base of thorax emarginate.

Occurs <>\<t the region Of the Plains from Kansas to

I . «!«•» uls;i. !

Ptoeotu black, shining clothed with very ihorl ineoniptouoas
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pubescence. Clypeus a little wider than long, sides feebly arcuate, an-

terior singles broadly rounded, apical margin slightly refiexed and feebly

emarginate at middle.- Head coarsely and densely punctured, more

sparsely on the clypeus. Thorax oval, narrowed in front, broader than

long, sides regularly arcuate, basal margin emarginate at middle, disc

moderately convex, coarsely but not densely punctured. Scutellum

coarsely punctured at the sides. Elytra moderately convex, sub bicostate

on the disc, the intervals with variolate fovea, which gradually become

simple punctures toward the sides of the elytra, sutural angle rectangular.

Body beneath sparsely clothed at the sides with yellowish hair, abdomen

very Bparsely punctate and with few hairs at the sides. Tibia* slightly

iimbriate within. Pygidium concentrically strigose. Mesosternal button

punctured and hairy beneath and in front. Length ,40^-.48+ inch;

10-12 mm. PI. iv, fig. 15.

The anterior tibiae are tridentate in the two sexes, the

upper tooth more distant. The antennal eluh is very nearly

as long as the rest of the antennae.

This species resembles the Mexican E. <Vt)iiuliata in form,

sculpture and size, and differs in the style of coloration and

the punctured scutellum. It also resembles the entirely

black varieties of Kcrnii, but the latter lias more deeply

sulcate elytra and the thorax truncate at base.

The males differ from the females by their smaller size,

narrower form and more convex pygidium.

Occurs near San Antonio, Texas.

r.. sepillci ;ilis Fab.

Body beneath bronzed, shining, distinctly violaceous, above dark bronze,

not very shining. Clypeus a little wider than long, anterior angles rounded,

apical margin slightly retlexed, not emarginate, surface coarsely punctured,

vertex with short erect yellow hairs. Thorax transversely oval, sides ar-

cuate, base emarginate at middle, surface coarsely punctured, not densely

at middle, but densely and subconfluently at the sides, pubescence short,

erect and very persistent. Scutellum usually smooth, often sparsely punc-

tured at the sides. Elytra distinctly bicostate, intervals with numerous

punctures which tend to become ocellate fovea-, at sides the punctures are

converted into short, deep transverse striga\ especially near the apex, sur-

face sparsely pubescent with numerous short, sinuous lines of whitish or

ochreous color; tip of elytra distinctly sinuous, the suture slightly pro-

longed. Pygidium concentrically strigose, often whitish at the sides. .Me

sosternal umbone transversely oval. Metasternum smooth at middle, stri-

gose, and often coated with white at the sides. Abdomen sparsely punc-

tured at middle, at sides more coarsely and with few hairs, often witli

whitish coat. Length .44-. (50 inch ; 11-15 mm.
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The club of the male antenna is very little longer than

that of the female, the anterior tibire tridentate in both

B€rfe*

This species is, next to indq
y
the most common in our

fauna. It occurs from the Middle States westward to

Kansas, and to Florida and Texas, extending oven into

The above description, rather detailed for one so common,
is given that the specific limits when compared with mclan-

cholica may be made more evident.

E. in ela ncliol ica Gory.

Body beneath black, shining, usually with green or dark blue lustre,

upper surface equally shining, surface greenish d>hi3 or nearly black. Clyp-

eus as in sepulcruli*, bead not hairy. Thorax formed as in that species,

the punctuation coarse, denser at the sides but not confluent., the surface

entirely devoid of hairs. Elytra also similar, the punctuation less deep and

more sparse, and at the sides very faintly or not at all strigose, surface de-

void of hairs, and with whitish lines similar to those of geputoralis but less

sinuous. Body beneath as in a, /nilrrnh's. Length .48-.G0 inch; ifl-PS mm.

The ftnteflhal club of the male is very distinctly longer

than that of the female. The anterior til/me are tridentate

in both sexes, but the upper tooth is smaller in the male.

By a comparison of descriptions it will be seen that this

species is more shining, less deeply sculptured, and the upper

surface without pubescence. The sculpture of the thorax

and Bides uf elytra is notably dillercnf in the two. Here the

sides of the thorax are usually margined with cretaceous,

but in 8epulcr<di& rarely so. The sexual characters ban arc

also better marked.

ii-s in EuitlSafl, Texas and Mexico.

I. I, IS, ,.,,.. I

lining, uiabi-m, :s a > broad as long, anterior angha

rounded, margin relieved, not ennuginate, surface coarsely and densely

punctured. Thorax triangular, sides feebly annate, base cma.rgiru.itR i n

front of seiitelbim, apex truncate, the middle of apical margin slightly

thereto, surface sparsely punctate, color reddish yellow, with

pace, or wltli the space replaced by four black

i He, punctures sparse and coarse, on ibe disc

lor a reddish yellow, with I basal, median and suba|.icai

lack, J'y gidium cue.m i nilly sirigo.se. Qodrj
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beneath very coarsely transversely strigose, and with sparse short pubes-

cence. Abdomen very sparsely punctate, and slightly pubescent at the

sides. Mesosternal umbone moderately prominent, rounded at tip.

Length .52-. 74 inch ;
13-19 mm. PI. iv, fig. 16.

The club of the male antenna is a little longer than that

of the female ; anterior tibise tridentate in both sexes.

The specimens before me, six in number, are exactly alike

in their elytral markings, scarcely varying in the minutest

detail ; in one in my cabinet, from Utah, the thorax has the

large black discal space replaced by four smaller spots.

The entirely glabrous surface and the general outline of

this species place it in close alliance with fulgida.

Occurs in the Peninsula of California, and extends to

South-western Utah at St. George (Dr. Palmer).

E. fulgida Fab.

This species, well known from its brilliant green surface, varying to blue,

needs but little comment. The upper surface is entirely devoid of pubes-

cence. The head is brilliant green, the thorax similar in color, but mar-

gined at the sides with yellow, its surface sparsely punctate. On the ely-

tra the traces of costoe are almost entirely obliterated, the punctuation

usually sparse and indistinct, often more or less maculate, with cretaceous

spots. The pygidium is concentrically strigose, and with four cretaceous

spots more or less confluent. The metasterum is smooth at middle, and at

sides deeply strigose. The abdomen is smooth, with but few coarse punc-

tures at the sides, and along the margin of the segments, the sides are

usually broadly cretaceous, sometimes with a double row of cretaceous

spots. The mesosternal umbone is prominent, oval at tip. The legs are

reddish or brownish-yellow, tarsi piceous. Length .52-.80 inch ; 13-20 mm.

The male lias a larger antennal club than the female, the

tibia? are tridentate in both.

In the specimens from the Northern States, the elytra have

less of the greenish surface lustre, and exhibit a brownish-

red ground color ; these have also the fewest whitish spots.

In the specimens from the Gulf States, the color is always

more brilliant, the punctuation more evident, and the whit-

ish spots more numerous.

Occurs from the Middle States westward to Missouri, and

south to Florida and Texas.

E. « a I i fornica Lee.

Bright green, opaque above, shining beneath, very similar to faJgida,

upper surface without pubescence. Clypeus longer than wide, slightly

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 104. 2z. PRINTED JAN. 3, 1880.
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narrower in front, apical margin deeply emarginate, feebly reflexed, sur-

face not densely punctured. Thorax transversely oval, sides rather

strongly arcuate, base emarginate at middle, disc moderately convex,

sparsely obsoletely punctured, a small white spot on each side of middle,

lateral margin very narrowly cretaceous. Elytra obsoletely bicostate, the

punctures between the costse very fine and in two rows, sides rather

strongly plicate, suture rather strongly elevated, especially near the tip,

where it is slightly prolonged, surface opaque green with small cretaceous

spots, the first at middle on the inner costa, the second at three fourths,

between this costa and the suture, a third behind the second near the apex,

two at the margin placed obliquely behind the first two, a very small

spot behind the humerus. Pygidium strigose, a white spot each side.

Body beneath shining green, sparsely clothed with hair along the sides.

Metasternum and abdomen smooth at middle, coarsely punctured at the

sides. Meso-metasternal protuberance long, parallel, rounded at tip. Legs

bright green, tarsi black. Length .64 inch ; 16 mm.

Of this species I have seen but one specimen, the type.

It was given by Baron Osten-Sacken to Dr. Leconte, with

the statement that he obtained it in California, but I do not

know if it was collected by him. The species seems to me
to resemble the East Indian type and to belong to the genus

(?) Glyciphana, but until an opportunity is afforded for com-

parison no positive statement can be made, and I leave it

with the doubts above given.

E. herbacea Oliv.

Body beneath green, moderately shining, above dull green, changing to

opaque brown. Clypeus as broad as long, sides and apex retlexed, the

latter not emarginate, surface sparsely punctate. Thorax transversely

oval, sides moderately arcuate 9» or more triangular with sides nearly

straight <j\ base emarginate at middle, disc sparsely punctate. Elytra

vaguely bicostate, intervals finely punctate, sides with coarse strigie, surface

variable from brownish-green to brown, opaque, with numerous whitish

spots of Irregular size and shape behind the middle and near the apex and

sides. Pygidium concentrically strigose and with abort hairs. Body be

neath gIMIl, thlning, abdomen often brownish. Metasternum smooth at

middle, MrigOae and hairy at the sides, abdomen sparsely punctate over

the entire Mil lace, pubescent at the sides. MeSOStemal button oval, a little

broader than long. Length .f><l-.lM inch ; 14-16 mm.

The male club is very decidedly longer than that of the

female, the anterior tibtfce tndentale in both sexes.

TIi'ih nicies is entiivlv devoid bf pubescence on the npjSer

|.t fche bead and pygidimn. It is a well-known

species to all oolleeton, bat less common than \naa.
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Occurs in the Middle States region, occasionally found

abundantly, but usually not common.

I-', inda Linn.

Clypeus broader than long, apex not eraarginate, angles rounded, margin

reflexed. Mesosternal button more than twice as wide as long.

This species is so well known as to require no further

comment.

Occurs everywhere in tlie United States east of the Rocky

Mountains.
I-'. Schottii Lee.

Black, beneath shining, above opaque, elytra variegated with short trans-

verse luteous spots. Clypeus nearly square, anterior angles rounded, apical

margin slightly reflexed, truncate, surface coarsely and moderately densely

punctured sparsely clothed with erect yellowish hair. Thorax subtriangu-

lar, sides feebly arcuate, base emarginate at middle, surface coarsely punc-

tured, more densely at the sides and very sparsely near the base, pubescence

short and sparse, color piceous with three luteous vittse at middle. Elytra

piceous opaque, with irregular, short, transverse and sinuous luteous spots,

disc vaguely bicostate. intervals biseriately vaguely punctate, at sides

irregularly punctate and posteriorly distinctly plicate. Pygidiuin indis-

tinctly concentrically strigose. Mesosternal protuberance transverse, arcu-

ate in front. Metasternum smooth at middle, coarsely strigose at the sides,

sparsely pubescent. Abdomen very sparsely punctate and with short pu-

bescence. Femora brownish, tibiae and tarsi piceous. Length .44-.5C inch
;

11-14 mm.

The club of the male antenna is very nearly double that

of the female, the anterior tibiae are bidentate d\ or triden-

tate 9.

In form this species bears a considerable resemblance to

herbacea, being much less robust and more depressed than

inda and with less distinct pubescence. There is, however,

a very close relationship between inda and Schottii, as shown
by a general similarity of appearance, and the form of thr

mesosternal protuberance.

Occurs in Texas, Eagle Pass.

Bibliography and Synonymy.

Euphokia Burm.

Haudb. Ill, 370.

E. areata Fab. Syst. Ent. 1, p. 50 ; Gory et Perch. Mon. p. 267, pi. 52,

fig. 1 ; Burm. (8tep?ianucha) loc. cit. p. 395.

E. verticalis, n. sp.
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p. 391.
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Explanation of Plate 1 V.

1

.

Cremastochilus planatus Lee.

& C. saucius LOC.

3. C. Wheeled Lee.

4. C. leucostictUB Burin.

5. C. Schaumii Lee.

<i. C. crinitua LeC.

7. C. nitens Lea
M. C. variolosus K!>v.

'.». C. Harriaii K l»\

1". C. retractus I.' > .

I 1. Tarsal monstrosity in C. saucius.

18, Euphoria vertlcalis Horn.

18, E. hirtipes Horn.

I t E. aestuosa Horn.

i: devulsa SOTB.

I I E. fascifera I
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Stated Meeting, January 2, 1880.

Present, 5 members.

President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A letter accepting his appointment to prepare an obituary

notice of the late M. Michel Chevalier, was received from

Mr. Moncure Robinson, dated Dec. 22, 1879.

A letter of envoy was received from the London Meteor-

ological office, dated Dec. 1879.

A letter requesting a copy of Proc, No. 100, to complete a

set was received from the Central Austalt fur Meteorologie,

dated Vienna, Dec. 4, 1879.

A letter respecting exchanges of specimens was received

from Mr. II. B. Dawson, dated Morisania, N. Y., Dec. 5,

1879.

Donations for the Library were received from the Prus-

sian Academy ; Revue Politique ; London Astronomical,

Geographical and Meteorological Societies, and the Cobden

Club; the Royal Geological Society of Ireland; the Massa-

chusetts Historical Society ; the Boston Society of Natural

History; the American Chemical Society; Mr. A. R. Grote;

the Franklin Institute ; American Journal of Mathematics
;

the North American Entomologist ; the U. S. Treasury De-

partment; the Botanical Gazette; the Ministerio de Fo-

mento of Mexico, and Mr. S. 11. Scudder.

A communication on the Velocity of Light, by P. E. Chase

was read.

A paper entitled " An account of an old work on Cosmog-

raphy, by Mr. Henry Phillips, Jr." was }>ostponed to be

read at the next meeting.

A paper on the relation of the crystalline rocks of South-

eastern Pennsylvania to the Silurian limestones, and on the

Hudson river age of the Hydromica schists (with map and

specimens), by Mr. Charles E. Hall, of the Geological Survey,

was postponed to be read at the next meeting.

PKOC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 105. 3a. PRINTED MARCH 30, 1880.
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The report of the judges and clerks of the annual election

for officers of the Society was read, and the following named

persons were declared duly elected to be the officers for the

ensuing year

:

President.

Frederick Fraley.

Eli K. Price,

Viee-Presiden ts.

E. Otis Kendall, J. L. LeConte.

P. E. Chase,

Secretaries.

Gt. F. Barker,

D. G. Brinton.

J. P. Lesley,

R. E. Rogers,

Councillors for three years.

Robert Bridges, Oswald Seidensticker,

Richard Wood.

Curators.

Hector Tyndale, C. M. Cresson, Henry Phillips, Jr.

Treasurer.

J. Sergeant Price.

Pending nominations Nos. 885 to 892 were read,

Mr. Lesley was nominated for Librarian tor the enstdng

\ MR
And the meeting was adjourned.
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Stated Meeting, January 16, 1880.

Present, 16 members.

President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A letter of acknowledgment was received from the R.

Academia dei Lincei, Dec. 16, 1879 (102, 103).

Letters of envoy were received from the U. S. Department

of the Interior, Jan. 2 ; the U. S. Naval Observatory, Jan.

16 ; and Dr. B. A. Gould, Director of the Argentine Ob-

servatory at Cordova, S. A.

Donations for the Library were received from the Geo-

logical Survey of Japan ; the Russian Academy ; the

Zoologischer Anzeiger ; M. Delesse, and the Revue Poli-

tique of Paris ; London Nature; the Museum of Compara-

tive Zoology at Cambridge ; the Canadian Naturalist ; Har-

vard Observatory ; Silliman's Journal ; the Scientific

American ; the Numismatic Society ; the Journal of Phar-

macy ; the Cincinnati Natural History Society ; the Botani-

cal Gazette ; the Bureau of Education ; the Geological Sur-

vey of the Territories; the Fish Commissioners; the De-

partment of the Interior ; General Wheeler ; and the Mexi-

can Meteorological Bureau.

The death of Dr. Jacob Bigelow, at Boston, Jan. 10,

1879, aged 92, was reported.

Mr. Phillips read an elaborate description of his latin

copy of the curious Cosmography of Sebastian Munster,

who was born 1489, and died at Basle, circa 1552.

Mr. Hall exhibited his provisionally colored knap of

south-eastern Pennsylvania, from Trenton westward to and

across the Siisquehanna River, and discussed the age of the

Philadelphia rocks on his hypothesis of their metamor-

phism, considering them Silurian, and perhaps in part Devo-

nian.

Mr. Rand, Prof. Frazer and Mr. Lesley took part in the
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discussion, the last two dissenting from the view held by

Mr. Hall.

A communication was made by Dr. Greene " On a New
Synthesis of Saligenin"

Mr. Lesley was elected Librarian for the ensuing year.

The President appointed the Standing Committees as fol-

lows :

—

On Finance.

Mr. Eli K Price,

Mr. B. V. Marsh,

Mr. Henry Winsor.

On Publication.

Dr. John L. LeConte,

Dr. D. G. Brinton,

Dr. G. H. Horn,

Prof. E. Thomson,

Dr. C. M. Cresson.

On the Hall.

Gen. H. Tyndale,

Mr. S. W. Roberts,

Mr. .1. S. Price.

On the I/ihrary.

Mr. Eli K. Trice,

Kcv.C. T. Ki-.iuth,

Mr. Henry I'liillips, Jr.,

Dr. \{. s. Kenderdine,

Profi K. .!. Houston.

Pending Domin»tioi to $92 were paad, sj*

and baUotted tor, end Dn icmtjnjr <>r tlu> Fallot l.oxo* by
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the Preside'nt, the following persons were declared duly

elected members of the Society :

—

Cav. Damiano Muoni, of Milan.

Mr. Charles Francis Adams, of Boston.

Mr. Henry Wharton, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Charles A. Ashburner, of Philadelphia.

Mr. Robert C. Winthrop, of Boston.

Mr. Archibald Geikie, of Edinburgh.

Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, of Boston.

Mr. George Whitney, of Philadelphia.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, February 6, 1880.

Present, 14 members.

President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

Letters accepting membership were received from Robert

C. Winthrop, 90 Marlborough Street, Boston, January 23;

Henry Wharton, 2011 Delancey Place, Philadelphia, Janu-

ary 19 ; Charles A. Ashburner, 9 Woodland Terrace, West

Philadelphia, January 28 ; Charles Francis Adams, Bos-

ton, January 22 ; and Oliver Wendell Holmes, M. D., Bos-

ton, January 23.

Letters of acknowledgment and postal cards (Proc. 104),

were received from many correspondents and members.

Letters of envoy were received from the London Meteoro-

logical Office, December, 1879, and the Royal Society of

Kew South Wales, December 18, 1879.

Letters were received from Prof. S. F. Baird and Miss

Mary A.-Henry, respecting Prof. Henry's library.

A letter was received from Mr. J. G. Henderson, Win-
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Chester, Scott Co., 111., January 6, respecting mound
skulls.

Donations to the Library were received from the Asiatic

Society of Japau ; the Academies at Berlin and Brussels
;

the Ludwig iSalvator Museum, at Dresden ; the Geographi-

cal Society and School of Mines, at Paris ; the Geographical

Commercial Society, at Bordeaux ; the R. Astronomical

Society and Meteorological Society, in London ; the Rev. S.

S. Lewis of Cambridge, England ; the Museum of Compara-

ative Zoology in Cambridge, Mass. ; the Boston Society of

Natural History ; the American Journal of Science and

Arts in New Haven; Prof. W. Carrington Bolton; the His-

torical Society and American Chemical Society, of New
York ; the Poughkeepsie Society of Natural History ; the

Pennsylvania Historical Society; the Franklin Institute;

the American Journal of Pharmacy ; the American Journal

of the Medical Sciences and Medical News; Mr. Henry Phil-

lips, Jr. ; and Dr. B. A. Gould, Director of the Observatory

at Cordova, South America.

The death of the Hon. Adolph E. Borie, at Philadelphia,

on the 5th instant, aged 70, was announced by Mr. Price.

The death of the Eiev. Dr. Rudder, at Philadelphia, on the

29th ultimo, aged 58, was announced by Mr. Price.

Prof. Cope exhibited suites of skulls of extinct mammalia

(allied to canis, fetlsand ursus), obtained in the Tertiary de-

posits on the Pacific Coast, and described their order of evo-

lution. Among them was the skull of a large cave-bear.

lb- then iv.i.l ;i paper "On the Foramina perforating the

posterior part of tin- Squamosal 1 k>i it of the Mammalia."

a nominations Koe. 898, 894, 896 were read.

Mr. Kmley reported the receipt of the last Quarterly in-

teresl on the Miehaux Legacy, due -htn. t, amounting to

( )n motion of Mr. Phillips it w as

'I'h a whereas tin- Society w&a Incorporated en the LStta day

on which the lair Mr. Robert M. Patterson laid
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great stress in his address before the Society in 1843, as having given 'to

this Society for the first time a legal position which it now occupies, ' and

" Whereas, The 15th day of March, 1880, will mark the hundredth anni-

versary of such incorporation, therefore be it

"Resolved, That the Board of Officers and members in Council be re-

spectfully requested to make suitable arrangements for celebrating this an-

niversary."

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, February 20, 1880.

Present, 17 members.

President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A letter accepting his appointment to prepare a eulogy on

Dr. Wood, was received from Dr. Henry Hartshorne, dated

on the 9th instant.

A letter of envoy from the Harvard College Observatory

was received, dated Jan. 29,

An acknowledgment of the receipt of Proceedings, No.

104, was received from Prof. Wm. P. Blake.

A circular letter of invitation to send delegates to the

Centennial Anniversary of the American Academy of Arts

and Sciences, on the 26th of May next, in Boston, Mass..

was read and its consideration postponed to the next meet-

ing.
.

•

A circular letter of invitation to attend the celebration of

the two-hundredth anniversary of the discovery of the

Falls of St. Anthony, at 10 o'clock, a. m., on the 3d day of

July, 1880, on the Universit}7, Campus, Minneapolis, Minne-
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sota, was read and its consideration postponed to the next

meeting.

A circular letter was received from the late Chief of the

Statistical Bureau of Sweden, Herr Fr. Th.Berg, and another

from his successor, Herr Elis Sidcnbladh, desiring a continu-

ance of correspondence.

Donations to the Library were received from the Swedish

Bureau of Statistics ; the Academia dei Lincei ; the Revue
Politique; the Bordeaux Geographical Society; London

Nature ; the American Academy, and Boston Society of

Natural History; the Hon. Gr. C. Winthrop; the Har-

vard Observatory; the North American Entomologist;

the Franklin Institute; the Medical News; the Smithsonian

Institution; the U. S. Naval Observatory; the Light House

Board ; the Department of the Iuterior , the Cincinnati

Society of Natural History, and the Re vista Scientifica.

An obituary notice of the late Joseph Henry was read by

Mr. rVirman Rogers.

The death of Mr. James Lenox, in New York, on the

18th inst., aged 80, was announced by the Secretary.

The death of Dr. John Neill, in Philadelphia, on the 12th

inst., aged 60, was announced by Mr. Price. On motion, Dr.

Brinton was appointed to prepare an obituary notice of the

deceased.

Dr. Konig eommnnioated facts respecting his discovery of

Spinel and Chondronik in the crystalline limestone of Ches-

ter county, Pennsylvania, and exhibited specimens, compar-

ing t Im-iii wit b specimens IV..m Orange county, X. Y., and

Jaining their analogy with the minerals of KYankliu,

\. .1.

l)r. Printun ( .unmunicated a memoir on the Timucua

language Of Florida, by Albert S. < Jatschet, and gave a ver-

bal fcUmin*{ contents, manner and value. This is

third Important study of this group of languages, the

other two baring been already published in the Proceedings

o| the
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Prof. Frazer explained by diagrams his new arrangement,

by a side-hinged mirror, for illuminating intensely the

whole field of the object under a microscope. A strong

side light is reflected at a low angle from the under smi;

of a glass plate placed across the front of the objective, on

to and again from the side mirror suspended from hinges,

oii to the object, and so back through the tube to the eye of

the observer.

The minutes of the last meeting of the Board ot Officers

and Council were read.

Tending nominations Nos. 893, 894, 895, and new nomi-

nations Nos. 896, 897 wen- read.

And the meeting was adjourned.

Stated Meeting, March 5, 1880.

Present, 17 members.

President, Mr. Fraley, in the Chair.

A letter accepting membership was received from Mr.

Archibald Geikie, dated Geological Survey Office, Edin-

burgh, Feb. 2.

Letters of acknowledgment were received from the Natural

History Society, Emden, dated Nov. 15 (102); the Royal

Society of Luxembourg, dated Aug. 20 (102) ; the Societe

Ilolhtndaise, dated Harlem, Sept 20 (102, 103) ; and the Sur-

geon General's Office, at Washington, dated Feb. 20 (104).

Letters of envoy were received from the Trigonometrical

PBOO. AMEIl. IUIILOS. SOC. XVIII. 105. 3B. P1UNTED MARCH 30, 1880.
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Survey of India, dated Dehra Dun, Jan. 20 ; the Natural

History Society, dated Emden, Nov. 15 ; the Royal Saxon

Society, dated Leipsig, Oct. 25 ; the Imperial Academy,

dated Vienna, Dec. 1 ; the Societe Hollandaise, dated Harlem,

Dec. ; the U. S. Naval Observatory, and Department of the

Interior, dated Washington, Feb. 19.

A letter respecting Dr. Gabb's memoir was received from

Mr. R. S. Swords, acting Librarian of the New Jersey His-

torical Society, dated Newark, March 3.

Donations for the Library were received from the Mining

Bureau at Victoria ; the Repertorium fur Metcorologie at

St. Petersburg; the Academies at Berlin, Vienna, Rome,
and Brussels ; the Societies at Moscow, Stuttgardt, Halle,

Giessen, Emden, Bordeaux, Liege, and Harlem ; the Swedish

Bureau of Statistics ; the German Geological Society at

Berlin ; the Geological Association at Dresden ; the Revue

Politique ; the Grand Ducal Institute at Luxembourg ; the

Minister of the Interior at Brussels ; the London Astro-

nomical, Geographical and Meteorological Societies ; Society

of Arts, and London Nature ; the Essex Institute ; the New
York Academy of Sciences ; the Brooklyn Entomological

Society ; the North American Entomologist ; Dr. Wm.
Elder; Mr. W. B. Taylor; the U. S. Department of the

Interior; the Army Bureau; the Journal of Pharmacy,

at Philadelphia; the Cincinnati Observatory; the St. Louis

Public School Library; the Kansas Historical Society; and

the San Francisco Mercantile I /i i>iarv Association.

An obituary notice oi the late John \V. Harden was read

by Mr. Lesley*

The death of Cen'l Clement A. Finley, in West Philadel-

phia, September, 1879, was announced by the Secretary.

< >n motion the committee on the paper of \. V. X. for the

Miijellanie premium, was entrusted with the car*' of the

document for examination, to report.

Mr. A-hbiiruer exhibited specimens and photographs o$

oil ud road a paper obj tfce constitution of the Brad-
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ford Oil Sand of McKean county, Pennsylvania. Remarks

were made by Dr. Rogers and Mr. Lesley.

Prof. Frazer exhibited his microscopic reflector, made by

Mr. Zentmeyer.

Mr. Frazer then discussed the principles of the problem

of the popular 15 number puzzle with Mr. Briggs.

Pending nominations Nos. 893 to 897, and new nomina-

tions Nos. 898 to 901 were read.

On motion, the subject (postponed from the last meeting) of

appointing delegates to assist at the Centennial Anniversary

of the American Academy of Science and Art, at Boston,

was referred to the President, Mr. Fraley, with power to act.

And the meeting was adjourned.

!

On the Constitution of the Bradford Oil Sand. By Chas. A. Ashburner,

M.S., Asst. Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania. ( With a plate.)

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, March 5, 1880.)

The constitution of the petroleum sands of Western Pennsylvania, which

were discovered in Venango county twenty-one years ago, and which

have ever since been producing mineral oil, is no doubt familiar to most of

our geologists. The question suggests itself ; in what way is the Bradford

sand of McKean county, Pennsylvania, and Cattaraugus county, New
.York, dissimilar?

Before describing the structure of the sands, permit me to give some

general facts showing the relative per centage 6T dry holes and the out-put

of the producing irells in the two districts. At a glance, the comparison

will indicate that some essential differences must exist in the sands and

mode of occurrence of the oil, to account for the different results which
have been obtained.

During the year 1879, there were 475 wells drilled to the Venango oil
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sands in the counties of Warren, Venango, Clarion ami Butler ; of this

number 122 were dry holes or produced no oil ; being 25.7 per cent.

In the Bradford or Northern district, there were during the same year,

2536 wells drilled to the Bradford oil sand, of which number but 76 were

dry holes or only 3 per cent. ; being nearly 23 per cent, less than in the

Venango or Western district.

The average daily production, for the first month, of the wells drilled in

the Bradford sand was about 20 barrels, while for the wells in the Venango
sands it did not attain that amount.* When we take these facts into con-

sideration, we can readily understand why there should have been 3&M
wells drilled in the Northern district to only 475 in the Western.

Since the beginning of the year 1875, when the Bradford oil horizon was

discovered, there have been 6240 wells drilled in the district, of which 236

were dry holes or 3.77 per cent, From the most authentic statistics which

I can gather in the Western district, about one-fourth of all the wells

which have been drilled in the Venango sands, since their discovery in

1859, have proved dry.

The Bradford sand consists of a gray and white sand, of about the same

coarseness as the ordinary beach sand of the Jersey coast ; compact, yet

loosely cemented. The average thickness of the sand is about 45 feet,

and from top to bottom, the sandy strata change but little in their general

character. It is only when specimens from the successive layers are placed

side by side and closely examined, that any difference in structure can be

recognized. The grains of sand arc angular, vary but slightly in size,

color and the quantity of cementing material which holds them together

in their rock bed.

The same homogeneousness, which characterizes the vertical section, is

found to exist over a Considerable horizontal ana. In fact but little change

is found to exist in the sand obtained from wells 15 miles apart, or in the

sand from the intermediate wells.

The greatest length of the Bradford district, is IS miles north, 80° east;

ivaiest width is 12 miles in a.north and south direction. The area of the

territory i> between LOO and 1 10 square miles. In this area the sand is so

,.ir and constant that il wells were drilled at random the number of dry

. which would be obtained, would hardly exceed 2 in even 100. The

percentage Of dry bolefl spoken of as being obtained in the district, includes

tboM which were drilled outside of the probabU oil. territory and were

genuine wild-rat irells.

In the WisIitii district the eharacteristicsof the Venango sands arc quite

different Thfl third Or bottom sand, Which II the most productive pf the

• Some of the welli drilled to the Venango third oil Band have produced from

MOO to 000 barreli ol oil per dajr, while t he largest well ever round In i lie I

ford nj hundred, The Largest individual wells

'..ii located in tin' Western district •. the largest average writs in the
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group, is sometimes thin, very fine, micaceous and muddy when taken from

the sand pump ; in this condition it seldom produces any petroleum. This

is the character of the sand at Pleasantville, where it contained only a trace

of oil. The black oil of this district came from what was known as the

stray or split third, occurring some 25 feet above the regular sand. Where
the Venango sands are formed in thin layers, fine grained and clayey the

driller views the territory with suspicion.

Note.—It must be remembered in comparing the sands of the two dis-

tricts that they belong to different geologic formations. Based on lithological

and stratigrapliical facts, I make the Venango oil sand group the equivalent

of the lied Catskill, No. IX (Old Red Sandstone), while the Bradford sand

is of Chemung age.

The following general section shows their relative positions :

Venango group, Catskill, No. IX.

First 9and 40 feet.

Chemung, No. VIII. {^fT*1

I Brad ton

Interval 105 "

Second sand 25 "

Interval 110 "

Third sand :55
"

1000 b
d sand 45' "

gee "Oil Sands of Penna.," Franklin Institute Journal, April 1878, also

"Bradford Oil District," Transactions American Institute Mining Engi-

neers, Vol. VII ; by the Author.

The accompanying illustration shows a typical specimen of a good pro-

ducing third sand in the Venango group and a specimen of Bradford sand,

such as might be taken from any of the producing wells in the Northern

district. A productive Venango sand consists of a white, gray or yellow

pebble rock ; the pebbles being loosely cemented togeU er and generally

bedded in line sand. The rock is open and porous. The interstices be-

tween the pfebbles and sand grains are extensive and capable of containing

a large bulk of oil ; but this character does not maintain itself over any
extended area. Areas of such sand are small and scattered and are sepa-

rated by sand beds, possessing a character belonging to the unproductive

sands.

The Venango sands are not homogeneous over any considerable area and

are frequently very heterogeneous in section. The thickness of the sand

varies ; in one locality the upper part of the sand may be pebbly and of

productive character and the lower part fine and contain no oil, while but

a short distance away the conditions may be reversed.

Such then are the principal features of the two great oil producing rocks

of Pennsylvania.
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Resume. The Bradford sand is fine but porous ; constant in thickness ;

homogeneous in section ; the character of the sections remaining the same

over a very wide area.

The Venango sands are sometimes coarse, pebbly and porous, and some-

times fine, compact and clayey ; variable in thickness ; heterogeneous in

section and subject to sudden changes in very short distances.

The difference in the structure of the sands, when considered in connec-

tion with their relative productiveness, is a strong argument in support of

the view which has been accepted by the best informed of our geologists

that the sands are only reservoirs or sponges which serve to hold the oil,

coming almost entirely from an inferior formation to which it is indigenous.

The conditions under which these two sands were deposited must have

been essentially different. The Venango sands were undoubtedly shore

and shallow water deposits. The currents, by which the sediments form-

ing the group wfere transported, were evidently rapid and shifting. It has

been suggested that the sands may have been laid clown in a river bed.

This would necessitate dry land at the time, on either side of the terri-

tory where the sands are at present found.

The Bradford sand was possibly deposited in deeper water, by a slower

and more constant current. It does not bear any evidences of being a

shore deposit, but was probably formed in a bay or estuary.

An Obituary Notice of tile La/c John W. Harden. By J. P. Lesley.

(Head before the American Philosophical Society, March 5, 1880.)

John \v. Banian was bom at Leicester, England, June 19th, 181<>, and

died at Philadelphia, Norember 8th, 1879.

Ib' itai Verted In the arts of Horticulture and Floriculture, and for a

number nf years followed them professionally. Was especially successful

in designing, ornamenting and laying out estates, notably those of lion.

C;i|i ' r.riiileyliury, 1 lertloidsliire and Sir Ralph Howard, Hart.,

' ra\en ( Iflttagfl <>n Hie Thames.

lb- commenced practice as a Hitting "Engineer In 1846, and In thai year

took ihe management ol the Hawk—bury Colliery, near Coventry, Bhg
land. lie \vas ihe means of introduciiiL' into the Waru icUshire coal Held

• ol the modern improvements at that lim il\ in \i<r at the lust col

the North of England) W tool, the place of hemp ropes
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and chains, guides and carriages were introduced, high speed direct acting

hoisting engines replacing the slow, geared machine of the condensing

type. These improvements required corresponding facilities, anil extended

operations underground, so that much larger areas of mineral were hy

these means won through one shaft.

He left this colliery in 1857 for the purpose of sinking the New Shafts

for the Exhall Coal Company, for winning the coal and ironstone under-

lying the Blakeslee estate, to the dip of the Hawkeshury Colliery. He
succeeded in passing the waterbearing strata and reaching coal, although a

former attempt by others had failed. He here met with an accident from

which it was thought he could not recover. In descending the shaft he

was caught between the carriage and surface plate; receiving injuries

about the head and face which disfigured him, and no doubt shortened his

life many years. After his recovery he made a professional trip to this

country, from which he derived so much benefit that he determined to

settle in America, and did so in 18C5, and for a time had charge of the

Anthracite, Klines of the Plymouth Coal Company, in Luzerne county,

Pennsylvania.

In 1866, he with his sons, established and maintained a large professional

practice in Wilkesbarre until 1870, when he removed to Philadelphia,

continuing practice until physical disability confined him to the bouse.

His last report was made in August, 1874, for the Cameron Coal Company.

He retained all his faculties, and continued to give advice up to within two

weeks of his death.

He was married three times, and leaves a widow and two children, be-

sides four grown sons by Ins first marriages.

He was a member of the North of England Institute of Mining and

Mechanical Engineers, the American Philosophical Society, and the Amer-

ican Institute of Mining Engineers.

My acquaintance with Mr. Harden commenced on board the Liverpool

steamer in the autumn of 1803. I was going to make a special investiga-

tion of the alleged success of a new process for hardening the heads of

rails, which led me on to an examination of the Bessemer experiments in

various parts of Europe ; and he was returning from the journey to which

I have already alluded.

His face was disfigured by the terrible injuries it had received ; but that

could not conceal the dignity and amiability which was natural to it. He
was attractive in all respects, and I soon found the utmost satisfaction in

our intercourse. Sir Henry Holland was our constant companion in our

walks on deck, and it would be hard to say which of the two, unlike as

they were, inspired one with more pleasure.

No one could long know Mr. Harden without loving him and confiding

in him. His judgments of men's motives were kind ; his criticisms ol

their acts tempered by justice and guided by a long experience; his

opinions were liberal and manly ; his business decisions were gravely and
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concisely expressed, after a close and systematic statement of all the facts

of the ease after personal examination. He impressed every one with the

feeling that tliey were dealing with a man who professed to know only

certain things, and to know these because he had used or made opportuni-

ties for learning them well, before he spoke of them. His uprightness was

so evidently ingrained that it seemed to hold no relations with either an

educated sense of duty, public opinion, or business interests ; and the per-

fect straightforwardness with which he treated everything and everybody

gave to his carriage and demeanor the air of nobility.

The>e traits of character witli which I could not help being greatly im-

pressed during our voyage, and which merely made me at that time look

upon my companion of a week as one of the finest specimens of man I

would be likely to encounter, became in after years the basis of a warm
friendship between us.

In the following year I was called upon to designate the Superintendent

of an extensive colliery near Wilkesbarre, to equip which it was neces-

sary to make both sinkings and buildings, lay railways and throw a large

bridge across the Susquehanna river. I was fortunate enough to induce

Mr. Harden to accept the responsible position, and he took this oppor-

tunity to settle with his sons in America. Had his accident of 1803 not

implanted the seeds of paralysis in his brain, we should not now be

lamenting the long Bufferings and death of a remarkable man ; for, during

a number of year- lie acquired a reputation among our coal and iron men,

which would have placed him foremost among professional experts of

Mining Engineering in Pennsylvania.

His physical energy and endurance so well supported his intellectual

ability ; his long experience was so completely at the command of a good

judgment ; the warmth of his heart colored so charmingly his inflexible

and proud integrity; while natural force of will and earnestness of pur-

made his executive plans rapid and direct, and his methods so

thoroughgoing as to he the reverse of that penny wise pound-foolish,

hand to mouth manner so common with Americans, —that life alone failed

to the establishment of his tame among US.

Such was the man wtlOM n inn- stands worthily on the list of members

of our Society.
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Astronomical Approximations. II, III. By Pliny Earle Chase, LL.D.,

Professor of Philosophy in llirerford College.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, Jan, 2, 1880.)

II. Velocity of Light, and Kirkwood's Analogy.

The cosmical undulations should produce effects at every centre of in-

crtial reaction, which would furnish data for approximate determinations

of the velocity of light. We have seen that the favorable central position

of the Earth, in the belt of greatest condensation, leads to a simple equation

for Sun's apparent diameter and, therefore, for finding the quotient of

Earth's distance from Sun by Sun's semi-diameter. The accuracy of tin-

result is continued by other inferences which may be drawn from the

same data.

Kirkwood's Analogy may be formulated thus:

(/ X ( / = acon8tant ( l ->

Let P
o
denote Sun's semi-diameter

; pv [>.,, etc., the mean vector-radii of

the several planets (Mercury^ Venus2> etc.); /-*, mass; t, time of rotation

synchronous with revolution at Laplace's limit; V number of rotations in

v
Q
orbital revolutions synchronous with primitive solar rotation ; c ., velocity

of light; v
H , velocity of revolution (i 'gr) at the surface of planet ; /•,

planetary radius; the subscript figures being applicable, to !J > t, ', r, and

r. The actions and reactions of light-waves, between the nucleal centre

Sun) and the principal centre of primitive condensation (Earth), lead to

the equation, similar to Kirkwood's :

0$ * (±y *GX -X x('»y'; w
For Earth, />„ =- p3

= 214.54/> ;
»n — ", = 3G6.25G> ; v

n
= e, ess

1

.0012-

383>y, v = 2UMp + 497.83 = .43096,»
o . Substituting, and taking the

square root of equation (2), we get

:

81454* _ .0O18888rB
^o

866.266 "
.48096/M

X
*li

If we designate density by <\ mass varies as r*£, or as the square of

•i / •* r\ / 1 year \
Therefore ~- = { „ -*- „ J = I

J
, -4- 5074 sec. 1 = 3.9175

$o V^o •/>/ V 214.54-
'

214.54-

PROC. AMEK. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 105. 3C. PRINTED FEB. 28, 1880.
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Substituting in (3), dividing and reducing:

X 3.9175
214.54- .43000

306.256 .001238§

108.155r3 = p = 428,000 miles.

p3
= 214.54.% = 91,950,000 miles.

v, = p3
-5- 497.83 = 184,710 miles

(#
.(4.)

If we suppose Sun to contract till Laplace's limit would correspond with

Sun's present equatorial radius, the foregoing equations would all be de-

ducible from the following :

4.007

1S4,710

.(5.)

h _ ft

t*o to
v
x

1 (1
-
v

a .11624 d
1 o

P = 323,350,"3 J

In these first approximations no allowance has been made for orbital ec-

centricities, or for disturbances by the principal planets. I am, therefore,

inclined to attach more importance to the following methods.

The equivalence of luminous action and reaction, between the nncleal

centre (O and the principal centre of primitive condensation \r.,\ is shown

by Earth's still retaining one-half of the original rupturing torce. Accord-

ing to Stockwell, Earth's mean eccentricity is .083837$. If the rupturing

locus is represented by mean perihelion, since the superficial velocity of

rotation in a condensing nebula varies inversely as radius, the rupturing

1

velocitv w times the mean velocitv.3
11334

3 The constant solar equa-

tion
.'/.. '„

r ., would be satisfied in .9661334 X 1 V>'-. if Vve look only to

solar gravity at the corresponding nncleal surface, or in ,9361334 yr., if we

look 10 initial terrestrial gravity as one half <rf corresponding solar gravity.

v, — !9661824 x 865.356 x 86490 x
880874 = l^VJs;

ps
— 497.88b = 93,343,000 miles.

miles
1

J

(6.)

In equation (4), If we substitute Earth's mean solar day for the sidereal

day,

A. = ('•''

x 128,000 = 439,200 miles.
'° V365.256^

• pt
=rr W,070,009 miles. )

v = 184,970 mile*, 't

Bj tiie well known laws of elasticity, M. the solar mtthihuot light, or

the I, ethereal atmosphere, at Sun's surface, which

•(7.)
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1-•hi\sc

• rv
would transmit undulations witli tlie velocity of light, is i /

J ,v This is

equivalent to (
- 4^Pi)6 Yn — 474,500" For »,, as we have already

V .001)02503/ 2

seen, is .4:3000,%, and v is
2*^ x <

214 - 54 )' x
2 4 ''4 '"° = .00002503,%. If

305.250 x 86400 pn

the cyclical variations of alternately increasing and diminishing stress, to

which every particle of the Sun is exposed during each half-rotation, arc

due to the velocity oflight, the equations, ?2 " == v., and I

'

ga ,, — .0006-
2 ''

2503/V give :

g = .00000039142/> "j

<o
= 2 X ,43O0fi/'

o = 2)20, 050 gec = 25 486 d
I (8.)

ffo J

The continual disturbances at Sun's surface, and the combined influence-

to rotation and revolution upon spots near the solar equator, make it im-

possible to rind the exact value of/,, by direct observation. Laplace's esti-

mate was 25i days; Harrington's 30.88 days. According to his observa-

tions, 'near the equator the period was about 25.3 days, while it was a day

longer in 30° latitude. Moreover, the period of rotation seems to be dit-

ferent at different times, and to vary with the frequency of the spots. But
the laws of these variations are not yet established, In consequence of their

existence, we cannot fix any definite time of rotation for the Sun, as we

can for the (Sarin and for some of the planets. It varies at different times,

and Haider different circumstances, from 25 to 2G± days."*

It is, therefore, impossible now to assign any more probable vain

t than the one which I have deduced theoretically from the stress of lumi-

nous waves. If future observations should lead to the acceptance of a

period which is either slightly less or slightly greater, the discrepancy can

lie easily accounted for, either by orbital acceleration or by inertial resist-

ance and retardation.

If Pa represents Stoekwell's determination of the centre of the belt of

greatest condensation (1.01G878,"
:1
= 21S.li;,",,) and if we suppose a simi-

larity of action and reaction at the nucleal centre (Sun's centre == („) and

at the dense-belt centre (c
o ),

we find :

Pl

\~x f f''\ k - 1 '""
* /"

(474500 x 1.010878 X 814.54)* = 30G.25o'/"

g = 27. 78^.

P = Ho_l. r, — 27.783X. 0175X3002.8 = 431,250 miles.

ft«a

p3 = 914,54/>a = 92,520,000 miles.

v = 185,850 miles.

'Newoomb: Popular Astronomy, p. 250.

• (9.)
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The influence *of luminous undulation is also shown by the principal

planet of the light belt (Jupiter), which is also the controlling planet of

the system. Fpr the time required by light, to traverse the linear orbit

(4,^) which would be synchronous with Jupiter's orbit, is equivalent to

(r~\
2~V-i I.

4 x 5.2028 X 497.829 =
9 /10360V = 1 m2
S. V10043/

103G0.24 b 2"- 1

1

.'/;>

r± = (1047.875
ft

: 1047.875 -

ft

- 1.0642) 3 bb 9.9485

(9.9485) 2 = 10.587.

>5
- = 11. 8G x 365.25G K 24* -*- 9* 55

m
26

8
.5* = 10477.5G.

Ml

— = (10.587 X 0.0485^
-,

*L = 24
h

-v- 9
A 55" 26*. 5

= (10.587 X 9.9485)* X 088.84 = 7069.5

2.4183.

Substituting in (2); (5.2028 X 214.54) (10477.56)2
^1047-SS

v
' 7069.6s x

.(10.

Multiplying by
r
- = 9.9485, and reducing ; 137718750 = (Tl\*

/> = 108. 33r, ss 429,300 miles.

/>
3
= 214 54% sb 92,100,000 miles.

v = AZ0dQPo = 185,000 miles.

The experiments which arc now to progress, for measuring the velocity

of light, may lend interest to the following comparative tabulation, in kilo-

is, of some of tie most Important approximations to the velocity.

By Measurement.

Maxwell (Electricity), 288,000 kil.

on and ivny " 298,000 v

Fcifauli, 208*860 '•

Mi.l.elsun, 299,820
"

( nrmt, 800,000
"

itj Lbe Neiiuiai' Hypothesis.

From Kirkwood's Analogy, 207,264 kil.

" • Jupiter's density, (10) 8&7,78d "

• Earth'i mean perihelion 12 !'

I'riinitive condensation (0) •i
,

.i
,.».(»ss »

i iph Hull.
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All fche elements for the foregoing calculations can he measured with

much greater accuracy than the solar parallax, the position of the moon's

centre, cometary disturbance, or any other similar astronomical data. The
identification of luminous and electro-magnetic action, by Weber, Kohl-

rausch. Thomson, Maxwell, and Perry and Ayrton, together with Peirce's

investigations of the influence of repulsive force in the miniature world-

building of cometary nuclei,* lead me to hope that further research will

show what modifications are needed in order to secure exact astronomical

measurements, by means of the equal action and reaction of opposing

forces.

III. Controlling Centres.

The principal centre of gravity in the solar system (Jupiter-Sun), is at

5.2028 X 214. .-,4,",, - 1047.88 = 1.06522/V The ratioof synchronous lineal

2
_ . The wave-velocity which counteracts Earth'sand circular orbits

3° 08 V 4308°
semi-diurnal variations of stress, is r_ = _ - = 261.76 miles.

/S 5280

Equating radial (numerator) and tangential (denominator) influences, we
find :

.(1.)

i 2 jLOt;

5 -
X

*n

v — 186,025 miles.

/>
3
= 92,606,000 miles.

At any given distance from cosmical centres the orbital influence is pro-

portioned to the mas*. Hence the equation :

A
X "-.

186,025
|

1

261.76 ' V 5. 2028
311.56

(2.)

J

.311.56 X 1047.88 — 326,500
fit

A similar reciprocity, introducing some further interesting considerations,

may be found by looking to the centre of reciprocal nebular rupture, Nep-

tune's secular perihelion. Adopting Stockwell's value of Neptune's greatest

eccentricity (.014.">0<>(>), and taking the mean between Stockwell's (30.03386)

and Newcomb's (30.05437) estimates of Neptune's mean radius -vector,

Neptune's secular perihelion («») is at 8" pv Both the linear centre of

oscillation and the collisions of subsiding particlesf tend to produce cosmi-

* Trans. Amer. Acad., 1859.

fAntc, xvii, 100.
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This tendency, considering <o as a centre, would

fix the boundary of the belt of retrogradely rotating planets at — «
o

.'.")/',, or between Saturn's mean and aphelion positions, so that Saturn

well represents the surface of the belt of directly rotating planets. When

the rotating wave-velocity (w>) was operating in Saturn's orbit (at - \ the

orbital velocity / -1 | was found at I -— = - |/»3 , or in the asteroidal belt

0.142), nearly midway between the mean perihelion of Mars (1.403), and

the secular perihelion of Jupiter (4.886\ and also nearly midway between

Earth's secular aphelion (1.068), and Jupiter's mean distance (5.203), as well

as between the mean aphelia of Venus (.774), and Jupiter (5.619). The
next change of wave-rotating to orbital velocity brings us to Earth, the

central and greatest mass in the belt of greatest condensation. If we start

from 2", the surface of early subsidence which would give orbital velocity

at °>, all these relations may be embodied in the equation :

«>3 V
k
.7» I »o i\>/

'688.84'

.16.982,

87.78% = g

By Eq. II., (!)); P3 = 92,540,000 miles.

/*„= 329,200/', J

The action ami reaction between the reciprocal centre (Neptune) and

the centre of condensation
|
Karthi, are also shown in the ratio between C3

and the velocity of terrestrial rotation {ir,}:

to, .289

(

(;
x •

/:| = 59.217
.(8.)

= 16.982

/jo

to

,(U

329,200

10.982
= 19,385

unite for "'. a-- deduced from observations on Neptune's

70. By combining (4) with Eq. (11) in "Farther

( lonflnnationi o'l Prediction,' ' * we timl the equation between moments of

reciprocal rotation ^ ,| *Qd times of synchronous rotation ami revolu-

( \ /
:

• lb, will, VMI.
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l* Pi P3
t

19,385/V __ 329200 X 5074 sec.

X 81558150 sec.

(5.)

329,200/'.,' 1

pa
= 29.993G/'3

The Saturnian orbit embraces the primitive centre of rotating inertia
;

Saturn's mean position having been influenced by the locus of reciprocal

rupture (Neptune's m. p.*), the two chief points of incipient condei

Lion (Jupiter's s. a. and Saturn's «. «.), and the mean positions of the other

plaints, as will be seen by the following table, in which Sun's mass =
10,000,000,000 :
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s*=* 13,440,100

Ip.pt — 1,222,948,248

9.539Vlfip Z.U.

.(7.)

The ratio of Uranus to Neptune appears to have been determined \>y the

incipient condensation of the system. For orbital velocity is proportioned

^_ J ; therefore, for any constant initiatory velocity, like v , mass is

proportioned to the radius of equal orbital velocity, or inversely to the
a— power of the velocity of reciprocal orbital revolution, or to the cube
o

root of the distance from the Sun. Designating the locus of incipient con-

densation (Neptune's secular aphelion) by p , we find

/;.
7
(30.4696)* = /i

(19.1834)*
D 19385

.(8.)

'"'" — 22618.

Newcomb's estimate of -° is 22600 ± 100.

The inner retrogradely-rotating planet (Uranus) is connected with the

belt of directly-rotating planets by the two proportions :

,"7

I'o

I>1

!
J i • fian ' Piy*)

£•_. : : .90(51 : 20.044
1047.88

_ 20.014 x 1047J
.9861

1

22630

,(9.)

: Co 3)

: /*>: ,
211..-)! : , 1.019250

X,
214.54

019256
X 22530 = 826,900

.(10.)

rn equation (!»)• /'•; = Eartli'i mean perihelion; ," 7<l mean aphel-

ion of iranus. iii equation (10), »#w = Telocity of projection at the mean

pniiiciiun centre of gravity of Son and Jupiter (5.2028 x 81 4.5-1 .95684

1047.88 1.019M6); *m = Earth's mean orbital velocity. The Influ-

6f Jupiter's mean perihelion position will he further shown in the

following comparisons ( 111. I I )

in the early ell >i truncate^ paraboloidai nucleus Indicated by
• iry ami niOtCO of which I raiius (19x1886)
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represents the perihelion, and Neptune (30.034) represents the aphelion,

Jupiter's mean aphelion (5.4274) was central.

The centre of reciprocal rupture (Neptune's secular aphelion = 30.47),

the paraboloidal centre (Jupiter's secular aphelion == 5.52), and the centre

of the dense belt (Earth = 1), are connected by- the geometrical proportion

1 :5.52 : : 5.52 : 30.47 (11.)

The masses at the centres of rotary inertia (Saturn), and of early nebu-

losity (Jupiter,, are proportioned to their respective gravitating tendencies

towards the nucleal centre (Sun), or inversely proportioned to the squares

of their vector-radii, so that their primitive moments of rotary inertia were
equal.

PtPi = PePs

5.2028Vo

1047. 88
ft, X 9.5388*

i-° = 3522.3

(12.)

Bessel's value is 3501.0, so that the theoretical mass is about .000 too

small. This approximation, which was first pointed out by Professor

Stephen Alexander, convinced me that all the cosmical masses must be
determined by ascertainable laws, and thus led me to the results which are

embodied in the present and previous communications.
The ratio between the masses at the centre of rotary inertia (Saturn),

and at the centre of greatest condensation (Earth), appears to have been
determined by Jupiter's perihelion influence and by centrifugal force, since

the masses vary nearly inversely as their gravitating tendencies towards
the Sun, or directly as the squares of their vector radii.

=
Pt X 9.53882

.(13.)

LI = 326,061

/VY __W
fa /'o

Pa

8MjJ X 1.0102

P,

Pi

The ratio between the masses at the nucleal centre (Sun), and at the

centre of primitive nebulosity (Jupiter), combines the projectile, the cen-

trifugal, and the square of the centripetal ratios, thus illustrating the ther-

modynamic law that equal quantities of heat correspond to equal increments

of vis viva in simple gases.

(*Y x a = (*Y (»Y
\P 6 ' Pt \p&' \>a'Pi \p 6 * Pt

Po _ 9.5388° X 1.019!

Pi

Pi
(14.)

5.2028*

The centrifugal ratios between Saturn and Earth (13', and the centripetal

ratios between Saturn and Jupiter (12), are further illustrated by the

PKOC. AMEIt. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 105. 3D. FKINTED FEB. 28, 1880.
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vector-radii of the centre of inertia and the centre of nebulosity. For,

9 2
if we take a locus at — of p6, pb

is at - of the locus, or at the centre of sub-
11 o

sidence collision and the centre of linear oscillation, while the locus

itself is at the centre of projection due to Saturn's spherical vis

(Aof± = t).
\ 11 11/

This approximation gives a value for Jupiter's mean radius-vector which

is only about of one per cent, too large.* 290
°

In the dense belt, the moment of rotary inertia (P-p~) ofMars (7,Sd6) is

— of Earth's (30,600), while that of Venus (12,246) is .4 of Earth's, thus
4

indicating the influence of Sun's mean spherical moment of inertia, when
expanded to Earth's orbit. The uncertainty with regard to Mercury's mass

is too great to warrant any present speculation as to its origin, or its in-

fluence on the stability of the system.

The principal considerations, involved in these approximations, are :

I. Fouiicr's theorem, that every periodic vibratory motion can always

be regarded as the sum of a certain number of pendulum vibrations.

& The natural alternation of radial and tangential oscillations, in elastic

media surrounding centres of inertia.

3. Maxwell's theorem Of equality between vires vine of translation and

vires vivm of rotation.

4. Equality of action and reaction, especially in centripetal and centrifugal

tendencies.

5. Perihelion indications of primitive centrifugal or rupturing force, and

aphelion indications of primitive centripetal "subsidence.''

il. Synchronism of rectilinear (•!/•) and circular i2~/M orbits.

7. Tlie tendency of nodes in elastic media to establish harmonic nodes.

8. Tin' laws of elasticity which connect arithmetical ratios of distance,

with geometric and harmonic ratios of density.

!l. The different, variability, in condensing nebula', of times of rotation

(OC r-) and times of revolution (a

10. Laplace's limitation of rotating elastic stress, by the radius of equal

times ot rotation and revolution.

II. Tin- counteraction of the cyclical variations of stress, during each

half rotation, by the central force </), after the analogy of projectiles from

al the nude*] surface til any expanding oi eontcaet-

value £1,

Pho tendency, In ti"' primitive rupture of a nebula, to rotations in
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14. The continual reciprocal action, between attracting centres, I y oc ' |

of disturbances proportional to mass.

15. The limiting influence of parabolic velocities, upon tendencies to dis-

sociation and to aggregation.

16. The ratio of stress-opposing force, at Laplace's limit, to parabolic

—= land to orbital (") velocity.

17. The influence of centres of linear and of spherical oscillation.

18. The conjoint influence of centres of nucleation, of density, of nebu-

losity, of rotary inertia, and of reciprocity.

19. The equations of relation between oscillatory and orbital motion.

20. The interesting and suggestive fact, important in chemistry and gen-

eral physics as well as in astronomy, that the central stress-opposing value in

(9t\
o B

'

1S tne velocity of light.

The Relations of the Crystalline Rock* of Eastern Pennsylvania to the Silu-

rian Limestones and the Hudson Rioer Aye of the Hydromice Schists.

By Charles E. Hall. With a Plate.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, January 2, 1880.)

Recently Prof. Frazer called the attention of the Academy of Natural

Sciences to the fact of the occurrence of the fossil Bufhntrephis jleraosa in

the Peach Bottom roofing slates of Fork county, Pennsylvania. As Prof.

Lesquereux admits that this fossil does not extend below the Trenton lime-

stone, it is in all probability within the Hudson river group. Dr. Emmons
assigned this fossil to the TaCOnic System. Since Dr. Emmons' time, I

think the fossiliferous bed of the Taconic system have been pretty well

proven to be of the Cambrian series, which would place this Taconic fossil

of Emmons somewhere about the Hudson river group.

I embrace this opportunity to state some facts from which I have drawn
conclusions concerning the relative positions of the rocks forming the crys-

talline series of Eastern Pennsylvania.

I shall endeavor to make my statements concise, and I think my reason-

ing will be understood.

We have the following series of rocks:

First. A series of granitoid, syenitic, quartzose, and micaceous schistose

rocks, to be seen on the Delaware river above the city bridge at Trenton,

and extending in a south-easterly licit across Bucks and Montgomery coun-

ties, as far west as Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia.

Second. A series of syenitic, hornblendic and quartzose rocks extending

from the neighborhood of Chestnut Hill westward across the Schuylkill

river, and covering a greater part of the northern portion of Delaware

county. Fine exposures of this rock are#o be seen on the Schuylkill river

below Spring Mill, Montgomery county. This series may be the upper

members of the first, or that extending from the Delaware river to Chest-

nut Hill.
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Third. Potsdam sandstone, conglomerate, quartzite, and occasional

schistose bpds. In this group is included the Edge Hill rock which ex-

tends in an unbroken ridge from the Delaware river at Trenton to Hunt-

ingdon Valley in Montgomery county, and another ridge of the same rock

from a point south of Willow Grove to Spring Mill, Montgomery county,

near the Schuylkill river. The Edge Hill sandstone is identical with the

quartzites flanking the north side of the limestone valley of Montgomery
and Chester counties, and merges into them about Willow Grove. This,

the Potsdam sandstone, rests unconformably
- upon the preceding two groups. The un-

conformity is seen at points east of Willow

Grove, where the lower conglomerates con-

tain fragments of the syenitic rocks.

Fourth. Dolomites, schistose or slaty micaceous beds, limestone, mar-

ble, hydromica schists and bastard marble. This group of limestones and

schists rest upon the above group, and are the equivalent of the Cambrian
limestones of the Great Valley. Trenton fossils have been found in the

upper part of this group at Buckingham, Bucks county, by Mr. Ash. This

Bucks county belt of limestone is cut off from the limestones of Chester

Valley by the New Red Sandstone. There is no apparent unconformity

throughout the limestone group. The lower beds are Dolomites; there

are occasional alternations of shale throughout the mass. The marbles are

all confined to the upper horizon and are followed by alternations of shale

and shaly limestone.

I-'ifth. Hydromica schists, quartzose schists, chloritic schists, and occa-

sional beds of quart/lies and sandy beds and serpentines. It is difficult to

draw a line between this group and the limestones, which pass into it by

alternations exactly as the Trenton limestone passes into the shales of the

Hudson river group in Central Pennsylvania. These are the Hudson river

shales and tlank the Chester Valley. on the south from some point not far

east of the Schuylkill river throughout the entire length of the valley.

The\ .1 il 1» to the syenitic rocks of the second group, and west of,

the Schuylkill to the neighborhood of the Brandywinc creek in Chester

COttnty, and gradually widening out to the south-west.

ih. Micaceous, garnctifcrous schists, limestone in beds which rapidly

thiii out to the cast ward, mica schists, and sandstones. The area of this

ip I have nut determined^ but it is principally confined to the southern

central portion of Chester county, resting upon the Hydromica schists of

the group above mentioned. The eastern boundary Is about the line of the

I
I \ w i 1 1 1

- creek, although a tongue extends east of the creek to the

liborhood of Dillworthtown. This group rests unconformable upon

the we-;, in extension of the ucpnd group.

Semii/i. The mil i of Philadelphia, mica schists, bornblend^c,

ganietlferous, talco* tone and serpentine. These rocks

i the SOUth Of the lir-l ami second groups of rocks, and are cut oil" mi

the m nil by He- mck-, .,i ihr second group from any connection

with the ntj C' r<
' uneonfprniably upon the
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first, second, third and fourth groups and are somewhat different in charac-

ter from the fifth group, though they resemble portions of the sixth group.

There are besides these groups probably two serpentine horizons, which

are undoubtedly unconformable deposits above the second group. I think

the northern belt of serpentine may be considered as altered Hudson river

rock ; while the southern belts are doubtful.

The first and second groups are the oldest rocks, overlaid by the Pots-

dam sandstone unconformably. The Potsdam is flanked on the south by

the first from Willow Grove to Chestnut Hill, where this group seems to

be succeeded by the second. It may be only the upper part of the first,

however, the sandstone rests on both. The first group is flanked on the

south by the Edge Hill rock or Potsdam S. S. from the Delaware river to

the Pennepack creek in Montgomery county. To the north the upturned

edges of these rocks are overlaid by the New Red Sandstone. West of the

Pennepack creek the structure is plainly a synclinal, Ihe axis of which

would be just south of Willow Grove ; and an anticlinal, the axis being

about on a line from Abington to Attleboro.

The syenitic rocks flank the Potsdam on the north of the synclinal

north of Willow Grove, encircle the end of the synclinal and are exposed

along the anticlinal to a point near Chestnut Hill. The Potsdam sand-

stone is not found between Huntingdon Valley on the Pennepack and

Waverly Heights, south-west of Edge Hill P. O., along the south side of

the anticlinal.

The overlying limestone occurs just south of Huntingdon Valley, over-

lying the sandstone, and extends westward beyond the Pennepack creek

some distance, lying immediately above the gneisses of the first group.

The Unconformity is evident between the gneisses of the first group and

the limestones, and inasmuch as the limestone occurs almost on the line of

slrikc of the sandstone which again appears at Waverly Heights, it would

seem to lie sullieient proof of its unconformity to the sandstone.

Pesting on the Potsdam sandstone from the neighborhood of the Dela-

ware river to a point near Huntingdon Valley, and on the limestones be-

tween Huntingdon Valley and Waverly Heights, and ateo on the Gneisses

of the first group, we have the micaceous, garnetiferous schists of the

Philadelphia group. These are unconformable, resting upon and against

these lower rocks.

The sandstone along the south margin of the synclinal, which I spoke

of as extending from Willow Grove to the Schuylkill is, most of it, very

different in character to that along the north side. The difference in

character on the north and south sides of the valley may be due to the in-

filtration of ferruginous matter derived from the New Ked sandstones

which flank the group and overlap it on the north.

The dips are high, the rocks are sandy, light colored and very free from

iron as a rule ; the ridge is known as Edge Hill. Towards the Schuylkill

it dies down rapidly, and disappears below the limestones at Spring Mill,

not only swallowed up by a fault, but unconformably overlapped as well.

On the north side of this synclinal valley, we find the quartzites and
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sandstones forming prominent ridges, having a much less dip and covering

greater areas. There are several cynclinals and anticlinals. the axes of

which form an obtuse angle to the line of strike of Edge Hill. These folds

die down very rapidly to the eastward, hut are marked by slight irregular-

ities in the line of strike of Edge Hill.

I have been lomr inclined to consider the elevations of sandstone along

the north Hank of the limestone valley, as having heen caused by folds and

faults, hut I do not sec any proofs of faulting. But there is evidence of

unconformity between the two groups, as at Spring Mill, where the lime-

stone overrides the upturned Potsdam ; at a point west of the second cross-

ing of Sandy Run by the North Penn. R. R., just south of Fort Washing-

ton, the limestone occurs in a bay in the sandstone, having a slighter dip.

Just south of Mogeetown, east of the Schuylkill river, near Norristown,

the limestones rest unconformably upon the Potsdam, to all appearances.

The anticlinal ridges of Potsdam extending diagonally into the valley,

are flanked on both sides by limestone, and, in some cases, disappear be-

low the limestone which encbcles it ; but in the most eastern fold I doubt

whether the limestone is connected.

The marble is confined to the south side of the valley. The dip of the

limestone being t>> the south, it would place them at or near the top. Mar-

ble quarries are found in Chester county, close along the southern margin

of the limestone valley, and in close proximity to the slates. In Mont-

gomery county the same rule holds good; and very shortly after the disap-

pearance of tin I he east of the Schuylkill, we find the marble is

missing as well.

The rucks rise ra: idly to the eastward. The slates of the South Valley

Ilill are in regular succession upon the limestone. This may lie seen where

the Sooth Valley Hill ends at Gulf Mills. The structure is clearly proven

by the succession of rocks, which

is marble, bastard marble, shale.

on the north side of the synclinal

and a double repetition on the anti-

clinal at (iulf Mills. The cove

made by the erosion of the anti

clinal is just west of (iulf Mills,

west ofOonshobooken. Thetrans

/ ition shaly limestones are repeati d

several timesby minor Contortions,

and extend over a wide area from

GttJf Mills to the BchtiylkU] river.

The alternation! from the limestone into the slates is everywhere visible

the southern margin of the Chester valley.

ed by a trap dyke, which crosses the Schuylkill at

liohocketi. I do not think it marks the line of any disturbance tff inv-

I
neliiml mid anticlinal of the slates do not cross the

8dh»jrJMll river. The slates llankiic the marbles easl of the Schuvlkill

.oinM-linal. pitching to tin' south : i : i i 1 1 - 1 the Potsdam, which
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upturned along the line from Spring Mill to Edge Hill P. O., probably prior

to their deposition. This is evident from the fact that the limestones lap

over the rocks of the second group at West Conshohocken.

It may be that the great unconformity of the measures west of the Schuyl-

kill river cannot be explained without a fault along the line of junction.

The southern margin of the slates of the South Valley Hill is somewhat

irregular, they come In contact with the rocks of the second group as far

west as the east branch of the Brandywine creek, or that neighborhood,

where they are succeeded and overlaid by micaceous garnet iferous rocks

with limestone of the sixth group.

The southern boundary of the South Valley Hill slates or Lower Hud-

son river slates, is about on a line from West Conshohocken to a point

about four miles north-west of West Chester, and gradually diverges from

the line of the Chester valley as we proceed westward. This divergence

is caused partially by the flattening of the measures, and partially by their

increased thickn<

The sixth group which flanks the Smith Valley Hill rocks on the south

and overlies them, increase rapidly in thickness to the west of the IJrandy-

wine creek. This group lies upon the rocks of the second group and en-

circles the western end of that area. The East Branch of the Brandy wine

week cuts along close to the line of junction, between these groups. The
schists in places are found on both sides of the creek, while at other points

the syenitic rocks of the second group extend west of the line. The lime-

stones of this group are well exposed in the neighborhood of Doe Run.

The most easterly exposures are at Caleb Cope's and Copesville on the

Brandywine; also at Brinton's Bridge on the lhandvwine, and two local-

ities east of Brandywine creek, one in Birmingham and the other in Thorn-

bury township.

The locality at Caleb Cope's place, north west of West Chester, is a simi-

lar deposit to the one at Brinton's Bridge, a thin bed of impure crystalline

limestone between beds of schistose rock.

The first locality is on a line with the locality at Cope's Mill, and as can

bfl seen by the map, is also on a line with a number of limestone quarries

west of it I have satistied myself by walking over the ground that they all

belong to one horizon, and if not absolutely continuous they are only broken

by the thinning out of the limestone itself. The locality at lirinton's

Bridge is on a line with the quarries of East Marlborough and London
Crove townships, and although it is a small bed, it is flanked on both sides

by the same rocks which flank the heavier beds further west. The fact of

it being a thin bed bears me out in the assertion that all these beds thin

rapidly towards the cast.

I am not prepared to say whether or not there is more than one horizon

of limestone in this portion of Chester county. I am forced to the conclu-

sion as to its superposition to the South Valley Hill slates, as the succession

is clearly seen along the East Branch of the Brandywine Creek.

The rocks of this group seem to vary considerably, and it is not im-

probable that they may have to be subdivided, as I have included all the
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schistose rocks with limestone from the South Valley Hill slates along the

East Branch of the Brandywine to Chadd's Ford or the Maryland line, and

"west at least as far as Avondale, Chester county. From their position ahove

the slates of the South Valley Hill, which are Hudson river, they helongto

a limestone group ahove the Hudson river group. Inasmuch as no fossils

have heen found as yet, it is difficult to assign them to any particular age, hut

I am inclined to think that they may he Silurian and possibly Hclderberg.

There may he an unconformity between these schists and sandstones

and the slates below, hut as yet I have not been able to determine the area

of the upper group accurately, and before this is done it is impossible to

state decidedly what the relation is.

In Eastern Xew York, south-west of Albany, we find the Hudson river

shales and sandstones overlaid by the Niagara in thin beds of concretionary

limestone, often not recognizable, followed by the Helderberg limestone,

the Oneida conglomerate, Medina sandstone, the Clinton group, and Onon-

daga shales, all having died out east and north before reaching the Helder-

berg escarpment. May we not have similar structure here?

The limestones of the Chester Valley extend in an almost, straight line

from the Schuylkill river to the neighborhood of Quarry ville, in Lancaster

county, where the straight valley ends and connects with the great lime-

stone valley of Lancaster county at Camargo P. O.

At Camargo P. O., according to Prof. Frazer's map, a tongue of slates

connects across the limestone and is colored the same as an ana of rock

north of the limestone valley, extending to the county line south and east

of the Gap P. O.

The limestone valley from the Schuylkill to Quarryville or thereabouts

isamonoclinal, the beds all pitching to the southward, followed byChloritic

schists, Hydromica schists and Mica schists, which overlie the limestones.

This is clearly demonstrated at the eastern end of the South Valley Hill,

which is formed by these slates. The marbles, which are always confined

to the southern edge of the valley, mark the horizon of the Trenton lime-

Btone with its alternations of slate and slaty limestone, passing by alterna-

tions into shale anil slate of the South Valley Hill Ot Hudson river group,

.lu-t north of Gulf Mill a synclinal of the slates dies out, and at Cult' Mill

we have ;i double repetition of the alternations of impure limestone and

found Hanking the synclinal on the north, which proves Gulf Mill to

lie on an anticlinal axis. (See wood cut.)

The dips. M a rule, are pretty high towards the Schuylkill river, varying

from 50° i" 88 • I'm ai we proceed westward they become somewhat less,

Which may in part account for the widening of the slate area before spoken

of, but then I a marked thickening in the beds to the southwestward,

which alio mutt be taken into consideration.

Owing to the short time I have for the preparation of this paper, I will

dctc nninalions of horizons south westward.

P, 0., wc uMiid bare an anticlinal of slates overlying the

inticllnal would bo on s Dne of the axis of the Tocquan

d by Prof. Prater on the Susquehanna.
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Tlie lower portion of Pequea creek Hows along an anticlinal in which
the limestone is exposed along the creek to the neighborhood of Martic-

ville P. O. A tongue of slates extends eastward between the Pequea and
Concstoga creeks as far as Willow Street P. O., which is on a line of a

synclinal axis shown to end at Compassville, and along which the Pequea
creek flows from Compassville to Wheatland Mills P. 0. An anticlinal

having its axis about on a line between Petersville P. O. and the mouth of

Conestoga creek. A synclinal of Chloritic slates ending somewhere near

Indian town. An anticlinal exposing the limestone, extending from i'

pect Furnace P. 0., in York county, to Lancaster.

A synclinal of slates extending from a point south-east of Montville P. O.

to Washington Manor P. ()., and crossing the river, is evident from the

distribution of slates in York county, beyond the line of the Peach Bottom
It. R. Lastly, we have a monoclinal Hanking the Chickis Potsdam, extend-

ing from Hempfield. which is at the extreme eastern end of the Potsdam
anticlinal through Columbia in Lai- inty, and Wrightsville, York,

Springforge to Hanover in York county. North of York the limestone

is not continuous across to the northern arm of the anticlinal, which is

principally covered by the Trias, but has a considerable exposure in

Lancaster county. The slates, therefore, south-east of the limestones of

Chester county, are of Hudson river age.

The slates of York and Lancaster counties, which includes the rooting

slates of Peach Bottom, are a continuation of those of Chester county,

which flank the limestone on the south, and are referable to the same group.

The serpentines of Radnor township, Delaware county, and those of

Easttown, Willistown, East and West (iosheii, are Undoubtedly altered

beds of the South Valley Hill slates, or Hudson river slates. They lie un-

coil formably upon the syenitic rocks of the second group.

The probability is that all the serpentines of Chester county will lie

found to belong to the Hudson river group, and are possibly pretty nearly

on the same horizon as the limestones of West Bradford, Merlin, east and
west Marlborough, London Grove, Kennet, and other townships of south-

ern Chester county, although I have spoken of this limestone group as

being possibly of Heidelberg age. The serpentines of southern Lancaster

county are undoubtedly altered beds of the Hudson river group, and from

their relative position to the roofing slate? Ol Peach Bottom, would be in

their proper place.

Dr. T. Sterry Hunt insists that the serpentines of the Schuylkill are

below the Philadelphia schists. If they are, the structure would be even
more simple than otherwise. Placing them below the Philadelphia schists

they would be on a horizon with the serpentine beds of Chester county,

and these Philadelphia rocks equivalent to those which they resemble in

southern Chester county : but if the serpentines of Montgomery and Dela-

ware counties are above the Philadelphia series, they necessarily belong to

a later age than those of the Hudson river group.

At present I am inclined to place these serpentines above the Philadel-

proc. ameh. rinj.os. soc. win. 105. 3k. printed march 2, 1880.
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phia rocks, and, by so doing, assign the Philadelphia series to a higher

group than the Hudson river.

The relation of the Philadelphia schists to the schists of the sixth group

is not full}- determined, but they bear a great resemblance to them, and in

many respects are identical. The syenitic rocks of Delaware county which

belong to the second group, cut off the connection between them.

To all appearances the serpentine belts, which are visible on the Schuyl-

kill river at Lafayette station, Montgomery count}', and at a point just

north of them, are above the mica schists of Philadelphia. The southern

belt extends in an almost unbroken line from Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia,

to Bryn Mawr, in Montgomery county. A less prominent belt extends

from the Schuylkill river to the neighborhood of Rosemont station, on the

Pennsylvania R. R., in a parallel line to the first belt.

The serpentines of Delaware county are on a general line of strike with

these belts, and without doubt represent the same horizons.

There is no evidence in this section of the Oneida conglomerate or

Medina sandstone, as far as I can observe, but there are sandstones in the

south-eastern portion of Chester county I have classified with the sixth

group, which may prove to belong to a sandstone formation succeeding the

Hudson river slates.

LIMESTONE.

MICA SCHISTS,

f SERPENTINES.

J

GARNETIFEROUS SCHISTS.
HYDROMICA SLATES.
CHLORITIC SLATES.
Alternations of Slate

AND LlMESTOXF..

r MARBLE.
II. \ SLATE.

( DOLOMITES.

I. POTSDAM SAN1,S "
QUAKTZITK.

SYENITIC AND
GRA.NITIC ROCKS.

There is no doubt tliat magnesian beds maybe altered into serpentines

wberever they ma v be, and tlie mere tact of serpentine existing at any

place is not proof of a given horizon, but it is in all probability routined to

definite horizons within limited areas.

The w hole question nf >t rue! u re would be easily solved could we prove

w hat If everywhere indicated, viz, a gradual subsidence of the formations

north weM ol'the line of junction between the South Valley Hill slatesand

k ot the > ip, which change in level, at the close of

the Hudson river group, allowed the upper magiiesian beds of that group

to be deposited over the edges ofand encircle the ucond group.

The evident ie .neon lot i ii i I v between the Philadelphia schists and the

III. i
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rocks of the first, second, third and fourth groups may be due to subsequent

faulting, but they are nevertheless more recent.

The accompanying map gives the general outline of the groups. I have

used Prof. Frazer's section along the Susquehanna river for illustration

with my interpretation. He produced the section through Chickis in his

report C. C. of the Second Geological Survey. The changes I have made
are on structural grounds.

An Account of an Old Work on Cosmography. By Henri/

Phillips, Jr., A.M.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, January 16, 1880.)

It has occurred to me that as all knowledge is within the scope of our

pursuits, an analysis of a work on Cosmography, the production of a once

famous author, might not prove unacceptable. The errors among which

men once blindly groped, the silly tales of wonderment with which re-

turned travelers were wont to astonish their stay-at-home friends, the ab-

surd statements once received as absolute facts, but later exploded by the

Ithuriel -touch of truth, now at these later days, when we are entirely freed

from superstition, folly and ignorance, and a blind reliance upon the ipse

dixit of anyone, may afford us a lesson pregnant with instruction. It is,

therefore, with this view that I venture, this evening, to present to our

Society an account of a book which bears for its title :

"Cosmographia Universalis Libri VI. in quibus juxta certioris fldel scripto-

rttm traditiomim deseribuntur omnium babltabtlli orbla ptfrtlom sitns propria

irquc dotes, regionnm topographies effigies. Terra Ingenie quibui fit ut tain
dill'erentes et varias speeie its at aniinatas it inanimatas feral. Animalinni
peregrinorum nat ara el plot lira. Noblllorum eivitatum ieones et deseriptiones,

Begnornm initia, Inerementa et t ranalatlonea. Begum et principium Qenealo-
giai. Item omnium gentium mores, leges, rellglo, mntatlonM ; atque mtmora-
bilium in bone usque adannnm 1669gestarnm rerum Hlitorla. Antore Sebast.
MUNSTKHO."

On the recto of the title-page appears the portrait of the author, an

elderly, hard-featured man, beneath which are two Latin poems, laudatory

of that distinguished person and his work. The preface is dated at Basle,

March, 1850.

Sebastian Munster may serve us as an example of the scholars of the

olden time. He was born at Ingelheim, in 1489, and became a Cordelier

monk, but, having adopted the opinions of Luther, he renounced the robes

and the yoke of a cloister and took to himself a wife. Such was the usual

course in those days which the converted clergy took to show their hatred

to the tenets of the church of Rome, where enforced celibacy was of prim-

ary importance, and weighed so heavily upon them.

For several years Munster taught at Basle, where he gave to the public

many valuable works, having rendered himself so very learned in geographi-
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eal and mathematical science, and in the Heorew language, that he was

known as the Esdnis ami the Straho of Geimany. The mere enumeration

of his writings in Gesner's Bibliotkeca occupies several folio pages, lie died

at Basle, of a prevailing pestilence, on the twenty-third day of May,
155„\ in the sixty-third year of his age. Aidi

This book was one that became very popular and ran through many
editions. It was published at Basle originally in 1550, then successively

in 1569, 1574, 1578, 1592, 1598 and 1614. All these editions were in Ger-

man. The Cosmography was issued in Latin in 1550 and 1554, having

been translated by Minister himself. It was issued in French at Basle in

1550, and at Paris in 1575
J
in Italian at Bale, 1558. A selection from its con-

tents, entitled " A treatise on the New India with other newe founde lande

and islandes as well eastwanle as westwards by Sebastian Minister, trans-

lated into English by Richard Eden, " was published at London in 155;!, and

another translation, "A brief collection of strange and memorable things

gathered out the Cosmography of Sebastian Minister, '' was published at

London in 1574.*

The book, which is crowded with quaint and rude wood-cuts, begins

with a number 6t full-page maps, among which are the world on the

Ptolcmcean system (America, of course, not shown), surrounded by a

border representing the various winds, Europe and its various divisions

(embracing the kingdoms of Bohemia, Hungary, Poland), Africa, Asia

and the New World. The British Islands were not of sufhcient import-

ance to warrant a special map and are crowded up towards the top of a

i ral map of Kurope in such a manner I hat very little of Scotland is

shown. England was at this time under the dominion of Edward VI.

(1 547-1 55:-5), and the inlluenee exercised by it upon the polities of Con-

tinental Europe was very inconsiderable: it was looked on, in fact, only

as a semi barbarian island in the far-otf northern seas.

Naturally the author begins with the beginning and starts u ith the crca-

tion of the. world, drawn from Biblical sources. To this chapter is pre

-

fixed u wood cut representing the world as a plain from whose bounds

arise lofty mountains, inhabited solely by animals. In the background is

a circle of tlaines : in the foreground is an ocean with fishes mid an old

fashioned lii'jrh -pooped Dutch galliot, navigating apparently by its own
instinct (for not a living being is anywhere to be seen upon in the new

made w:ii monsters raise their heads from the billows and ua/c

with rapt amazement at the ship, taking It, doubtless, for some novel marine
1

- rhead are shining the sun, moon ami stars, while fiod,

represented as all Old man with a papal tiara upon his head, is seated be

ti tie- heavenly bodies upon a cloud. At each of llie upper cornel's of

the pi ale i4 an an h of the lower coiners a \ en -aiyr looking

dene. ii.

Then follow ehapter-i upon land, sea, islands, the earth with its vege-

table and mineral wealth, i at I hiplake-, hoi springs and half i 1 ill"
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in tht; bosom of the ground, natural phenomena, metals ami their mode of

being mined, the mines and the spirits and devils who rule in them, and

the localities where metals are found.

On page 9 is represented a man using the divining rod (Olueckruth) of

forked witch hazel, that is turning in his hands as he steps over a place

where mining operations are being conducted. A section of a hill is

shown with men at work breaking ore and loading a rail car upon a tram-

way which leads to an elevator running up to a level with the opening of

the mine.

On page 11 we find a machine in use for crushing the crude ore, repre-

sented as somewhat similar to a modern quartz crusher, the motive power

of which is furnished by an overslmt-wheel.

In speaking of the earth and its dimensions, the author says it is hollow

jn the centre ; that this opening or void space is full of flames, and is hell ;

that it is of sufficient capacity to contain all the millions of damned souls

that it will be required to hold. That the earth itself is round, about 5400

(German) miles in circumference, and about 1718 (German) miles in diam-

eter*

There are accounts given of early sea navigation, the deluge, and the

terrestrial paradise, of which latter there is an illustration exhibiting the

Garden of Eden with a fountain in the centre, walled around with crenated

battlements, a lofty tower rising from the middle of the enclosure, and we

are also favored with a view of the trees of life and knowledge.

On page :S7 we find a picture representing the migration of -nine early

tribe, every one of whom, male ami female, is dressed in the fashions prev-

alent among the Germans of the sixteenth century ; before them is drawn

a low truck containing standard siorcs for the journey, in which are sev-

eral barrels distinctly suggesting to the mind of the observer the idea of

beer. The parade is passing an old castle.

On page 42 occurs a description of the liritish Islands, aecompanied by

a map of the same. England has only three towns represented, viz : Lon-

don, Dover, and what the engraver is pleased to call Orh.st njt'irt (Oxford).

Scotland has only Edinburgh, and Ireland a large city in the extreme south,

called Yntfin-il. The shape of the British Islands is simply atrocious. It

must be a mortification to an Englishman to c<>n-idcr of how littl" import-

ance his country was but three hundred years ago, while kingdoms that

now have sunk into oblivion and their names even lo>t, were then potent,

flourishing, and even objects of dread.

The description of England is short, and contains nothing of nib

Speaking of Ireland, reference is made to the rebellion of 15«>4, and the

great slaughter that followed in its wake. The manners of the Scotch are

condemned, but their mental and moral qualities much praised ; a state-

ment is made that the use of coal for burning is so common, that in Scot-

land the beggars supplicate it for alms. In this kingdom is found the very

wonderful stone known as Oaijalex (p. 45) :

" A stone which, although of a roogfa and common appearance, yet partakes
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somewhat of a Divine essence, for it kindles fire in running streams which
nothing but oil can extinguish. If any one should drink the water in which
this stone has been steeped, if there has been any stain upon the chastity of

such a one, he (or she") will immediately be compelled to micturate, nor can he

(or she) possibly avoid it: but if it is drunk by one who is pure, no such evil

effects will result."*

The English language is thus spoken of: "It is a mixture of many
tongues, especially German and Gallic. Formerly, as we learn from Bede,

it was entirely Germanic, who thus writes : 'The ancient inhabitants of

England were accustomed to reckon their months according to the course

of the moon, calling the moon Mona (which the Germans call Mon), and a

month, Montha. December was called Haley monnth (i. e., Holy month),

and April, Eoxter monnth, from a goddess named E»Htre, to whom the

Teutonic tribes were wont to sacrifice in this month in Pagan times. May
was called Thri mtlci (thrice milked"), because in that month they usually

milked their cattle so often.' This passage," continues Minister, "is not

to be in the printed copies of Bede's works, but I found it in a manuscript

which Glarcanus ex Nigra Silva in lo!5 sent here to Basle."

Scotland possesses yet another wonder (p. 49) :

"Here there are trees which produce a fruit enveloped in leaves; this when the

proper time arrives falls down into the water below and is turned into a living

bird which is called lho Tree Goose. Tills tree grows In the Island of Pomonla
which lies to the north of Scotland at a short distance therefrom. This tree is

mentioned by all the old nomographers, especially Saxo C.rammaticus, so you
must not think we have made up this account. .Kneas Sylvius writes in this

manner concerning it :
' We have formerly heard t hat there was a tree In Scot-

land growing on a river's bank, whose fruit was in the form of aniseed, which
when it had come to maturity fell of its own accord, some on the land and some
intothe water; and those which fell on the land petrified, but those that alighted

In the water soon receiving life began to swim and afterwards on their wings
and pinions took to flight. When we were in Scotland in the reign of King
.lame hearing of these things we endeavored to investigate them, all persons

uniting in atlirming the marvel, but t he further to the north we traveled the

further was removed the place of the miracle so that it was finally said not to

exist in Scotland at all but in the Orcades Islands." "

The description is accompanied by a woodcut representing the tree with

its fruit in various stages of developments Some are entirely closed, some

are a crack open, some have the heads of the birds peeping out of them.

At the ba-e of the tree is water within whose vivifying inlltienees a num-
ber of tin otici may lie seen disporting themselves. () win g to Un-

favorable position Of the tree, only tWO Of itS fruits are threatened with

premature extinction by falling upon the dry land.

Then is a map and metrical description of tin- city of Paris, dated 1548)

and on page is-, fg a large two-page plate representing tin- theatre at

Verona, in its perfect state as K formerly appeared, hut of which "only

ruins now remain." It is a huge edifice buUl upon arcades and around it

ol a itonfl o tiled ;! Brltajn
I

hi |. t, which i- hi icu and sparkling, glittering In the

md, u lion lioalod, drlvetb awaj sei i- " :
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a river is flowing. It was ascribed to Octavius and is said to have fur-

nished seats for 23,184 persons.

At page 249 is a description of the dialect formerly spoken in the island

of Sardinia.

At page 408 is given a description of two terrible earthquakes which oc-

curred at Basle in 1346 and 1350, accompanied by a wood- cut representing

the overthrow of the city ; the church steeples, palaces and houses being

raised in the air and cast upon the ground.

At page 431 mention is made of curiosities found in the mines of Alsatia,

as follows :

"There is in this region a lake extremely long and broad arid deep, which con-

tains many kinds of living animals and reptiles reproduced by nature in pure

Copper on the neighboring rocks so that they can be most easily recognized and
known. That most learned man John Hobcnsaek sent me a specimen of one
of these stones which figure I have reproduced here."

According to the picture it is a very ugly looking lish, with a large head

and Cms close behind the junction of the head and body, and a single fin

lower down ; the body seems coated with plates like a crocodile, with a

dividing line running up the back.

At page 488 occurs a description of the town of Mayence, in winch is

found a description of the invention of the art of printing, winch is attrib-

uted to John Guttenlierg.

At page 489 is a long description of the invention of cannon and gun-

powder, which latter is ascribed to Bcrnhard Schwarz. A picture of the

very rude artillery in uee in those days accompanies the letter-press.

At page 493 occurs an account of the tradition of Bishop Hatto and the

Mouse-tower, where it is stated that a similar tale is told of i king and

queen of Poland (names not given) who, with their children, were de

voured by mice. A woodcut shows the tower on an island in the Rhine,

with the mice swarming op the walls, climbing into the windows, and

gnawing at the foundations.*

A monster born in the Palatinate is thus described on page 625 :

"In the year 1485, in the month OfSeptember, a woman at Bierstadt gave birth

to a monster in the form of two girls, whose bodies were joined together at the

forehead, so that they always looked into each other's eyes, but in all other re-

spects were entirely distinct and Separate. I (Minister) saw them myself at

Mayence, in the year LS01, when they were about six years old. They were

forced to have a common will, to walk together, to sleep and rise together; and
when one went forward I lie other went backward. Their noses a'most touched

each other, and their eyes, instead of being straight to the front, were crooked
to one side. They lived to be almost ten years old, at which time one of them
dying, it was necessary from the decay of the corpse to cut them apart; but the

wound mortified, and the survivor quickly followed her sister to the grave.

The explanation given for this prodigy was that as a pregnant woman was con-
versing with another, a third suddenly coming up from behind knocked their

heeds together, and the Impression of the fright was communicated from the

mother to the foetus."

• Vide also Camerarius, Vol. II, p. !•">.
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There is ft wood cut. representing these girls as joined at the forehead,

and looking into each other's eyes.

A representation of the manner of coining money in vogue at that time,

is found at page 092, and at page 708, men and women are represented

bathing together, entirely nude, in one of the mineral bath resorts. The
Vehni Gericht is described on page 7 IS, the animals of Prussia at 784, and

the martyrdom of John and Hieronymus lluss at page 801.

At page 820 is an engraving which recurs very frecpieutly throughout

the book. The subject is, "A great contention between two kings." Two
men in regal paraphernalia are represented as hauling and mauling and

pulling and tugging at each other, in a tremendous state of excitement,

clutching at each other's beards and hair and garments. This probably

conveyed to the readers, better than the mere force of words, the close and

violent nature of a combat between sovereigns.

On page 832 is a description of Norway, and of the monsters that abound

therein. Among these the whale stands pre-eminent with a head shaped

somewhat like that of a dog, with huge projecting tusks like those of a

boar, and is shown in the act of swallowing a man, who is all out of sight

i \(•ept his head and arms. His comrade, more fortunate, appears on the

mainland, naked and in full flight. A vessel is being sucked down into a

whirlpool, of winch the text states that there are many on the Norwegian
;

. The ocean is seen swarming with fishes, and a man is portrayed fol-

lowing the sport of angling with a bait that resembles a bundle of hay.

The Lord's Prayer in the language of the Lapps and Finns is given at.

*17, and on Hie same page a description of Iceland occurs, with a.

npnxntation of Mount lleela in full eruption.

A short description is given of &ro* nlmul, at page 860, as follows :

"<;r(l nla nil means (J recti land rims 1,mi . so e:i 1 led mi account of I he luxuri-

ant her hair c found there. QjJ which, as well as of cat tie, there is exceeding a hun

-

dance, as may he seen from the reports brought haeU hy those who have vw,\ aged
thither that they make g real amounts of hut t er and cheese, from which we may
ei in

j
eel lire that, that country is not rough wit h mountains. It. contains t wo Bish-

opries, whose liishops are ordained h\ the A rehhishop of N id r< w s . The people,

through the negligence. Of their spiritual pastors, have almost relapsed into hea-

then ism. being of fickle disposition, and greatly given to magic arts. By means of

l ilea n tat ions and spells, they are reputed tO be able to raise, at will tempest nous
.,., mill to cause the shipwreck Of foreign \essels WhOSe remains t hey de-

plunder. Their o\\ n vessels being Of Mm, and \ery light, are unite safe

I'oiu ooUlslOIM Bgalnsl their rocks."

An odd tWO page Illustration OCCUre at paye 853 Of the monsters which

are to lie found in the Northern Regions. So laughably ftUBUrd, so ridicu-

le their representations that no pen could ever attempt

to describe them with the ilighteel approaoh ^q juatloe, On examining

theln one feel-, lenipted lo exclaim W itll HoMolll, when lie awoke from his

nehalluiiiiation, "The eve of mail halh not heard, llie ear of man
hall. man's liand is m.l able to lasie, his lollglle to eoneei ve, not

i uk ihle I'fiiiv, were inleniled lo con
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Monsters of every conceivable age, shape, size, appearance and color;

fish with the heads of owls ; whales with crocodile's scaly backs and the

heads and tusks of wild boars; pig-headed animals with lish's tails and

elephants' bodies; fish with cats' faces and ruffles around their bodies;

fish that look like turnips and carrots; fish swallowing young pins; fish

with leopards' heads and claws ; fish with wolves' heads ; fish with oxen's

heads
;
griffin-headed fish ; fish with heads of birds and bodies like dock

leaves; fish attacking men; gigantic lobsters and crawfish; wonderful

fish that look like crows ; a sea serpent swallowing a vessel ; and many
other objects which the credulity and superstition of our ancestors accept-

ed in good faith. A whale is represented as attacking a vessel whose

mariners are vainly endeavoring in accordance with the established cnstoin

to divert its attention from their ship by throwing overboard a number of

small barrels or tubs ; a usage from whence arose the saving of r.istt'ii;/ <>

tub to the trluilts, meaning to divert one by means of a lesser matter from a

greater one. In one corner of the plaic occurs the barnacle tree, already

described, with its fruit,

At page 905 is the portrait of a monster who was born at Cracow in

February, 1547, and lived three hours. It is a boy whose feet and hands

terminate in four duck-like webs instead of finders and toes. There gt&m)

out of each knee and out of each elbow a dog's head, being four in all,

while from each of his breasts protrudes the head of a ram. At the bottom

of the breast bone in his hell}' is an extra pair of eves ; a forked tail waves
up to his Ik ad. He lias a long and flexible elephant'9 proboscis in place

of an ordinary nose ; large and round, saucer-shaped eyes, and an extra

pair of ears growing out of the corners of his eyes, which, as well as the

ears in their usual position; are formed like those of a rabbit.

At page 1025 occurs the history of the Tower of Babel, apropos of which
Minister gives the word bread in fourteen languages, and speaks of NottB

as being identical with Jann,».

The Phoenix is described on page 1004, and at page 1045 the llyr-

canian Tiger ; the latter as follows ;

"It is a large animal of various colors, which is quite tame when its hun-

ger is appeased. It sleeps three days at a time and upon awakening it

washes itself and raises a cry and (units a peculiar scent that attracts to it

all sorts of wild animals, for with all such does it preserve friendly rela-

tions save with the dragon and with the asp."

The Tartars are described at page 1060 as being anthropophagi, and one
of them is delineated as superintending the process of roasting a human
body impaled upon a spit, over a tire, in the act of turning the viand care-

fully so as to cook it evenly on all sides.

At page 10(i() is a description of India and its customs, one of which is

represented by a woodcut of an elephant attached to a plough and serving

as a tiller of the soil.

Dragons are seen on page lOIJ!) with all their usual fabulous horrors of

scales and wings ami jaws
; duels between these animals are pictured as of

PKOC. AMEIt, PJJILOS. BOC. -Will. 105. oF. PRINTED MARCH 2, 1880.
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frequent occurrence. Nor is the griffin forgotten among the prodigies

which nature is supposed to have lavished upon the lands of the Orient.

At page 1073 a hippopotamus is figured as a horned horse with huge

fangs, whose body is half concealed in the river. Snakes are also repre-

sented with several heads, each of which bears a regal crown. Still fur-

ther on (at page 1080) we find the Cynocephali, "the men whose heads

do grow beneath their shoulders, " the people who have but one eye and

that in the centre of their forehead, a race of double-headed dwarfs and a

nation whose feet are more than twice the size of the rest of their bodies.

These last are represented as taking their ease on their backs under the

shadow of their own feet, which they are holding propped in the air sup-

ported by their hands. The pygmies and their incessant warfare with

their hereditary enemies the cranes, are not forgotten.

At page 1410 occurs a woodcut illustrative of the customs of Cat hay

winch iitixlextue gratia is transcribed in the German of the edition of 15G3 :

"Wau einer sein tochter nic kan aussteurn, nlmpt ertrumen nnd pfeyffen,

and /cticht mil seine tbchtern utr den iharekt, and so joderman herssa lautrt ais

zu eincin olt'entlichen speetakel oder schawspil, hebt die tochter ire kleider du-

ll inden aiill'bissan die sell ul tern, mid lassesieh da hi tide n besehen, darnaeli liebt

sii- rich dafornen aach aafTblss tlber dlebrust, uod lasst Ihreleib daforne aucb
st'ben, nnd so etwann elner do 1st dem sie gefall, der nimpt sie /,u der eli, und
that kein blinden kautl."

The foregoing extracts will give a general idea of the work and its con-

tents. To transcribe at greater length would be profitless, as the remain-

ing matter for the most part presents no novelty either of subject or treat-

ment. There are narrations of the voyages of Columbus and Vespucius,

but differing in DO wise from the generally received accounts.

There is a very remarkable map of the New World, which, however, I

pass over for the present, intending in the hereafter to make it a study by

itself.

It is needless to dilate upon the pleasure to be derived from the perusal

of old books. Cardan Bays with much truth

:

"That as in traveling t lie rest go forward and look before t hem, an a nl apiarian

looks : 1
1-<

• 1 1 1 4 1 about htm, seeing all things, both the past, present and future,

and so he alone hath a complete hori/.on." "Such studies allure Iheinind by
their agreeable attraction on account of the incredible variety and pleasantness

ol their subjects and excite to further steps toward knowledge, What greater

pleasure can there be than to peruse those books of cities put out by Braunus
and BogenberglusT TO read those exquisite descriptions of Haghius, Muruter,

iiiih im, i.ad, Morula, Boterus, Leander, Ac? These famous expeditions of

toph. Columbus, Ameiicus Yespucius ? These hodo-poricons tO remote
ami fabulous places of the world? To see birds, beasts, and fishes of the sea,

.. all creat 1 1 res set out and truly represented ?"*

The book itself is one of those huge folios in whieli OUT ancestors so

lly bad their delight; booki with broad margins, heavy linen paper.

black ink, large type, bound in ponderpui oak boards covered with

hi, and weighing several pounds. ("Scholars of a former

lull
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age regarded with contempt small books and a common reproach against a

man was that he was the author of such." But the very magnitude of a

work has often been the occasion of its neglect, as but very few persons

have either leisure or inclination to wade through long series of ponderous

tomes ; a fact only apparent to book publishers within the last one bundled

and fifty years. Such sized volumes tempt the reader to cry out as Macaulay

did in his celebrated criticism upon Dr. Nares' life of Lord Burleigh.

The learning which gave rise to such works was as weighty, as solid, and

as substantial as the volumes themselves. The period in which it flourished

was before the day of easy paths to knowledge, compends, abridgments

and short cuts; the royal road had not yet been discovered, the quagmires

filled up, nor the forests leveled that obstructed the pathway. The con-

sequence was that those who were scholars were more thoroughly and

deeply learned than those of the present day. The diffusion of knowledge

lias seemingly resulted in sciolism ; where once the lew were educated, the

many now are sinatterers.

Knowledge is like a powerful stream, whose currents while checked

within its banks (lows deeply and strongly although silently; but when the

obstructions which hem it on each side are removed, when the obstacles to

its free dispersion are leveled, it spreads itself over the adjacent country, so

that where once a noble river ran, naught now remains except a shallow

babbling brook.

Diffusion of knowledge, as it is fashionable to call it in the cant of our

day, is unfortunately frequently only a diffusion of ignorance.

On a New Synthesis of Salir/enin. Ily Win. II. Greene, M.D.

{I'uad before the American Philosophical Society, January 10, 1880.)

The method by which I have obtained saligenin synthetically is an ap-

plication of a general method for the preparation of phenolic derivatives,

made known by Iteimer and Tieinann. Indeed, since by the reaction of

chloroform or of carbon tetrachloride on an alkaline solution of sodium
phemUe salicylic aldehyde or salicylic acid may be obtained, it may natur-

ally be expected that, under the same circumstances, methylene chloride

would yield saligenin, the latter being an oxybenzylic alcohol.

A mixture of 80 grammes of methylene chloride, 80 grammes of phenol,

and 40 grammes of sodium hydrate dissolved in 50 grammes of water, was
heated in a sealed matrass in a water-bath. The reaction is complete in

about six hours, after which the contents of the matrass is neutralized with

hydrochloric acid, and agitated with ether, winch takes up the saligenin

and the excess of phenol. The ethereal solution is decanted, and the ether

distilled off; the residue is repeatedly exhausted with boiling water, which
takes up the saligenin and leaves the greater part of the phenol undissolved.

The aqueous solution is concentrated to a small volume, and the drops of
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phenol which separate on cooling are removed. After exposing the residue

For some time over sulphuric acid, a crystalline mass is obtained, which is

pressed, and recrystallized from boiling water or from alcohol. Pure

saligenin is thus obtained.

The quantity of saligenin is by no means in proportion to the quantity

of phenol employed, and an alcoholic solution of sodium hydrate was found

to yield no better results than an aqueous solution, although the reaction

took place more promptly.

Isomeric oxybenzylic alcohols may be, and probably are, formed at the

same time, but I have not yet been able to isolate such compounds.

he, Foramina Perforating tlie Posterior Part of the Squamosal Bone of

the Mammalia. By E. D. Cope.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, February 6, 1880.)

The number of perforations of the posterior part of the squamosal bone

in the Mammalia is considerable, and they have not attracted that atten-

tion from anatomists which their Importance deserves. As I have found

them to be especially valuable in diagnosis, I have thought it might be

useful to place on record the manner of their occurrence in various re-

cent genera with whose structure we are more or less familiar in other

The one of these foramina of which some notice has been taken, is the

potlgletteid, Which is mentioned by Flower (Osteology of Mammalia) as

Occurring in the dog and bear, and as absent in the cat. I find five other

foramina which usually form the outlets of canals which are eonneeled

with the lateral venous sinus. The principal canal extends from tin- post-

L'lenoid foramen upwards and backwards between the 08 petrosum and the

squamosal, and enters the eranial cavity at the superior border of the for-

mer. At a point in the parietal bone, often on or very near the sipianms.i

parietal suture, it issues on the surface again, in the foramen which may be

called the jioxtjiarirtiil. A branch ot the canal may take a posterior dircc

tion and issue on the neei'iital faee of the skull in the suture belween tic

OSsa /ir/riimi m and r.rnrrtpitale, forming the mastoid foramen. Or a pos

terior branch may issue in the posterior part of the squamosal bone in a

lateral foramen, the poitsquatnotal. In certain Mammals a large foramen

perforate! the base of the sygetnatie pvoosss of t he squamosa i from above,

: B Short COUISe Of itS own
;
this I call the so/ira

•ramen. Still another inlet, to the canal is found in some Main

,
porforating tin d below the crest which conno joma

with the illioll, OCCUpying a position p nil exterior to the post
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glenoid, and generally looking more downwards than outwards. I call this

the subsqtuuuosal. These i'onunina may he arranged in four sets, as follows :

I. Looking downwards
;

Postglenoid.

Subsquamosal.

II. Looking outwards ;

PoUsquamosal.

Poslparietal.

III. Looking upwards
;

Supraglenoid.

IV. Looking hackwards
;

Mastoid.

Some foramina of the same region are not necessarily connected with

the sinus lateralis. Hyrtl, in his essay* on the arterial system of the

Edentata, shows that a foramen near to the postsquamosal of the Tamandua
Utrndnrtiila, gives passage to an "arteria dipIoPtica," which is formed hy the

junction of the occipital branch of the carotid with an ascending branch of

the temporo-maxilltirix division of the carotid. The a. diploetUM issues in

a foramen which perforates the parietal bone on the orbital border. These

two foramina may be called the/. diplortirani posterior and/. </. anterior,

respectively. The former enters from the fundus of the same small 1<

which is also perforated in its superior portion by tbe f> poxts<piainosau',

the canal from the latter foramen taking the usual vertical direction.

Still another foramen e\ !fet% which is, so far as my present knowledge

goes, confined to the Monotn imila and MarxnpitiUa. It enters the posteri-

or base of the zygomatic portion of the squamosal, and is directed forwards.

In Tachyglossus it passes through the base of the zygoma, issuing in the

base of the zygomatic fossa. In the Marsupialia it enters a fossa of the

squamosal bone, which may or may not be partially tilled with cancellous

tissue. 1 call this the foramen piist:,t/f/i>maticitm.

I now give the results of my observations/)!! the crania of the most im-

portant genera which 1 have observed, one hundred and sixteen in number.!

MONOTUKMATA.

Tae/ti/f/Iosxu*. The only foramina are the/./, diplo'rtica anterior and pos-

terior, and the poxt.?t/t/o/natieum. The anterior half of the canal connect

ing the former two has no external wall.

Ornithorhi/nrhus. Postzygomatic large and passing through the zygo-

ma; postsquamosal large ; no other foramina.

Marsupialia.

The types of this order generally have the postglenoid, and hardly ever

have the supraglenoid or postparietal. They are generally distinguished

* Denkschriften Wiener Akudemie, 1851, T. Ill, pi. 1.

fMost of these are preserved in my private colleetion ; for a few lam indebted
to the Museum of the Philadelphia Academy.
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by the presence of the suhsquamosal, hut in Hypsiprymmts and Macropus
this foramen becomes the postsquamosal, through the failure of the post-

zygomatic crest. It need not be confounded with another foramen also

found in these genera, which enters above the meatus auriitorius externus,

and communicates with the tympanic chamber, and which I call the su-

pratympanic foramen. The suhsquamosal enters the sinous canal, and in

Phascolarctos, where the postglenoid is wanting, constitutes its only exter-

nal outlet. The order is further characterized by the presence of the post-

zygomatic foramen.

Phascolomys ; postzygomatic chamber enormous, extending above mea-

tus. No foramina below, except supratympanic ; above, a supraglenoid

and one or two postglenoids.

Phascolarctos ; suhsquamosal and postzygomatic only ; the latter com-

municating with an empty chamber.

Macroj>us and Hypsiprymnus ; postglenoid, postzygomatic, supratym-

panic and postsquamosal ; the second communicating with a chamber rilled

with cancclli.

in., l.—skull of opossum (Didelphys virginiana) natural ilie, posterior view,

parts of the rigbl mastoid and •qoamosal bones removed, M, mastoid (bra-

men; BBS, labsqoamosal j PG, postglenoid; PZ, postsygomatle foramen.

DtdeipJiyi : postglenoid, postzygomatic, Bubsquamosal and mastoid
;

gomattc small.

Daxi/uruH ; postglenoid, sabsqUamoSal ami probably mastoid. I cannot

find a pottzj gotnatic,

/v. tsqoamosal and postparietal only ; no pottsygomatlo

nor su|initym|»anic
l.DIm I ATA.

HpMttea anUtifot and pont&rior, and postsquamosal

only.

• noid (lai (squamosal, mastoid,

i letals, an< ibsqtiamosah
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Chlamydophorus ; a postglenoid only.

Manis ; postzygomatic only.

Megalonyx ; postsquamosal and supratympanic ; a closed fissure at posi-

tion of postglenoid. A large foramen below the usual position of mastoid.

Brudypus and Choliepus ; no foramina.

KODENTIA.

In this order, so far as yet observed, the supraglenoid and postparietal

foramina are never present, while the mastoid is rarely, and the sub-

squamosal is generally, represented. The ridge connecting the zygoma

with the inion being weak, the (inference between this foramen and the

postsquamosal is less marked in this order than in the Marsupialia. It is,

however, always on the inferior border of the squamosal bone.

Lefius and Lagomys ; no foramina.

Lagidium ; no foramina.

Cercolabes ; no foramina.

Lagostomus, Geomys and Eriildzon ; an enormous postglenoid without

internal canal.

Capromy8, C'celogenys, Sciurus, Haplodontia, Hesperomys, Mus ; DOSV

glenoid and postsquamosal only,

Hystrix, HydrocJicerus, Neotomn ar.d Arcicola ; postglenoid and post-

squamosal foramina confluent ; no others.

Castor, Cynomys and Spermophilus ; postglenoid, postsquamosal and
mastoid. *

Insectivora.

The foramina are very much as in the Rodentia in the smaller forms,

and as in the Carnivora in the larger.

Blarina, Condylura and Scalops ; postsquamosal only.

KWnaceus ; postglenoid and postsquamosal only. Mystomys the same,

according to Allman's figures.

Centetes ; postglenoid, postparietal and mastoid.

Solenodon (from Peters' figures)
;
postglenoid and postparietal.

Chiroftera.

In some members of tins order the foramina are, as in many Carnivora,

limited to the postglenoid ami postparietal.

Scolophilus (fuxrux); postglenoid, postparietal and mastoid.

Pteropus; postglenoid, subsquamosal and postsquamosal.

Carnivora.

In this order the foramina are few in number, and are very well defined.

None of them possess more than three, while the specialized forms both

terrestrial and aquatic, do not possess them.

Trie/ecus and Arctocephalus • no foramina.

Platen ; a rudimental postglenoid.
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Urtua, Arctotherium and Hycenodon ; postglenoid, mastoid and post-

parietal.

Enhydrocyon and Temnocyon ; postglenoid and postparietal only.

Fig. •_'.— Temnocyon coryphceus Cope, Lower Miocene of Oregon; one-half nntu-

r;il size. PP, postparietal foramen.

Arc/uhlurus, Dinictis, Pocjonodon, Hoplophoneus and Muc/uerodus (cere-

bralis)
;
postglenoid and postparietal only.

Procynn, X<tmu and Biusuris : postglenoid only.

Canitt, Vulpes and Urocyon; postglenoid only.

Viverra, Mustela, Putorius&nd Mephitis; postglenoid only.

lis (domsstiea) ; sometimes a minute postglenoid only; sometimes none.

Ilycena, Unein, Cynmlurus ; no foramina,

I'kosimi.k.

Lemur, OMrogalem and Tarsius ; a postglenoid only.

QuADUUMANA. *

ifiip'iifi ; postglenoid and postsqnatnosal.

Cell"* ; postglenoid and postparietal. The latter is on the suture of the

parietal and squamosal hones
;
in HapaU penicillata it is entirely within

the -ijuaiiiosal lionet.

Ateles, CaUithriz, Myt and Oynocephalus ; no for-

amina.

Macaeus ; a small postglenoid.

Troyi' orilla ; a closed fissure, but do foramen postglenoid

-

euin.

Homo; 00 foramina in sixteen North American 1 ndiansexamined of the

Klamath, Bannock, ('row, Sioux, and < Jheyenne tribes, one postglenoid on

South Australian. One or two mastoids are more usual, hc-

ing found in a good many specimens of all races. They are rarest in Hot-

trill'.'

(
'

I I A i
I A .

• oo foramina.

lb,
| \fanutut : a b >id only.



llijrqx ; no foramina.

Elephas ; no foramina.
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Hykacoidea.

Puoboscidia.

[Cope.

Pehissodactyla.

In this order the number of the foramina ranges from very few to man}'.

V_.,<

pj« £ Aphelopt megalodvu Cope, Loop Fork of Colorado ; one-clxth natnral

size dahowing portpaiietal foraptea.

Ii/ti ziorer an, Aphelopt ; poatparietal only.

Fig. I.

skulls of Aphelopa meoatodu* | Fig. I) and A. totaiger i Fig. 5) from behind ; one-

sixth natural size; showing absence of mastoid forawien.

Tupims ; post parietal and a huge mastoid.

Aiichitheriinit, Hippotheriwn, Protohippvs and Bqtuu ; postpanetal,

postsquamosal, postglenold and supraglenoid. In the last three genera

puoc. ameis. I'll 1 1 os. aoc. .win. 106. 8a. pbiktkd march 6, L880
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the vessel issuing from the postsquamosal, grooves the pet-rous bone, leav-

ing it at a point near that usually occupied by the mastoid foramen. In

the second and last genera, and probably in the third, the sinous canal is

protected by a bony crest in front, throughout its entire length.

Aktiodactyi,a.

Great diversities are found in this order, especially between the suilline

and ruminant divisions. In the former, with the exception of the Hippo-

potamidce, there are no foramina ; in the lluminantia they are more nu-

merous than in any other order of the class. The Ruminantia are, like the

equine Perissodactyla, characterized by the presence of the supraglenoid

foramen; to this the Camrlid<i: and some others add the mastoid. The

Tragulina must be excepted from this rule, for they have nothing but ihe

postglenoid.
Omnivora.

Sux, Dieotyles and Phacocharw '; no foramina.

Hippopotami* and Cluvropns ; postglenoid, postsquamosal, mastoid

and a rudimental supraglenoid.

ihut/itia.

Truf/uhm : postglenoid only.

Oreodon; postparietal and mastoid. In one specimen of 0. c\dbert*>>n,i

from Colorado, I rind a minute supraglenoid on each side ; in other speci-

mens it is wanting.

Poebrotherium ; postparietal, postglenoid ; mastoid; a small supraglen-

oid.
^

SPC

Pig. & skull of Prooam ly, Loup Pork of New Mexico;

one i'. urih minimi iIm; ihowtn nold foramen, SP&

imehu, Oamelvt, Auehenia ; postglenoid, supraglenoid and mastoid.

<
,- postglenoid and rapraglenold only.

a ; poslparietal, postglenoid, mastoid, and a large pupraglen

old

glenoid, >np sglenold, postsquamosa&anid Mastoid.
. postglenoid, npraglettoid) poitsqiMMmial, postpa

told
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From the preceding the following conclusions may be derived :

(1) The sinous foramina furnisli valuable diagnostic characters, and

may, with proper limitation, be used in systematic definition.

(2) The primitive condition of the various mammalian orders appears

to have been the possession of ii limited number of these foramina.

(3 1
The monotreme-marsupial line have developed a number of loramina

in their own special way.

(4) The Rodentiji have chiefly developed those of the inferior part of the

squamosal bone, if any.

(5) The Gurnivoru commenced with but few foramina, and have obliter-

ated these on attaining their highest development.

(0) The history of the Quadrvmana is identical with that of tlu- C<ir-

nivora.

(7) The PertSiodaetyla present very few foramina in the lowest forms,

and did not increase them in the line of the llhinuceridce. In the line of

the horses an increase in their number appeared early in geologic time,

and is fully maintained in the existing species.

(8) In the Omnivorous division of the Artiodartylu, time has obliterated

all the sinous foramina. In the Camelt an increased number was apparent

at the same geologic period as in the history of the horses (White River or

Lowest Miocene), and has been maintained ever since ; while the existing

I'ean-a present a larger number of the foramina than any of the

Miiiiiiaulia.

The only relation between these structures and the habits of the spe<

concerned that can now he traced is, that the largest number of the forain

ina is found in the specialized vegetable feeders, while the smallest num-
ber is found in omnivorous forms.

I now give a synopsis of the distribution of the sinous foramina accord-

ing to the foramina themselves. The /. /. diploetica, posUtygomatiea and
nupratympanieum are not included, as their existence is restricted to the

few types already mentioned.

I. No foramina.

Homo, Troglodytes, Gynocephalus, Seinuopitheeus, Mycetes, Gal-

Uthrix, Ateles.

Uncia, Hyosna, Arctocephalus, Trichecus.

Elephiu, llyrax ;

tius, Phiifir/iiinis, Dicotyles.

Lepiu, Lagidium, Cercolabex.

OholcBp im, Bradyp a.s.

II. Postglenoid only.

a . Rudimental.

Felit ; Plior.d

.

aa . Developed.

Chliiiiij/dujiliorus.

Lemur, G/urogaleux, Tarsiu.i ;

Macac'ix.
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Mu*iela, Patorius, Mephitis ; Canis. Vulpes, Urocyon; Viverra.

Procyon, Nasua, Bassaris.

Tragnlus.

aaa* Enormous.

Lagostomus and Geomys.

III. Subsquamosal only.

Phascohirctos.

IV. Postsquamosal only.

Ornithorhyncus, Tamandua, BVirina, Condylura, Scalops.

V. Postparietal only.

Rhinocerus, Apheh>i>x.

VI. Mastoid only.

ffaRcore, Manatus.

VII. Postglenoid and subsquamosal only.

Hystrix, Hydrochcerus, 'Gapromysy
Coilogenys, Swttriu, llaplo-

dontia, Neotoma, Hesperomg*, Mus, Anncola.

VIII. Postglenoid and postsquamosal only.

Erinacvu*.

Macropus, Hypsiprymnus.

Jlapale.

IX. Postglenoid and postparietal.

Chiroptera sp.

Temnocyon, Enhydrocyon ;

Arclmlurus, Dinictis, Pogmwdon, Uoplophoneus, Macharodm.

Gebus.

X. Mastoid and postparietal.

a. Mastoid small.

don.

an. Mastoid enormous.

Tupirus.

XI. Mastoid, postglenoid and poslsqitaniosal.

Castor, Gynomys, Sperm<>i>/iih/s.

XII. Mastoid, postglenoid and subsquamosal.

Daxyurus, Dide.iphys.

XIII. Mastoid, postglenoid and postparietal.

Oentetes.

III/,! I, mil, li. I

XIV. Supni'.dciioid and postsquamosal only.

l'huHii,h,iii!iH.

XV. Sllpla'jl'lioid and postglenoid only.

xvi. Bupraglenoldi postglenoid and mastoid.

/*/ i ur in inn.

xvil. Bnpraglenoid, postglenoid, mastoid, postparietal

,/. Supra Mill.

• ill in.
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ua. Supraglenoicl large. .

Antilocapra.

XVIII. Supraglenoicl, postglenoid, mastoid and postsquamosal.

«. Supraglenoicl small. •

Hippopotamus, Chcbropsis.

aa- Supraglenoicl large.

Oiraffa.

XIX. Supraglenoid, postglenoid, postparietal and postsquamosal.

a. Supraglenoid small ; mastoid not grooved.

Anchithervna.

p. Supraglenoid large, mastoid grooved.

Ilippotherium, Protohipput, Eqwti.

XX. Supraglenoicl, postglenoid, postparietal, postsquamosal and mastoid.

Genus, Oreas, Ovis.

Biographical Notice of Professor Joseph Henry. By Fairman Rogers.

(Read before the American Philosophical Society, February 20, 1880.)

The admirable memoir of Prof. Joseph Henry, prepared by Mr. William

B. Taylor, and read before the Philosophical Society of Washington,
October 2ti, 1878, is so exhaustive both as to his scientific labors and the

incidents of bis life that little can be added to it until at some future time

a biographer will undertake the preparation of a more voluminous life and

letters.

As to his scientific career, the memoir deals principally with bis earlier

work as being more directly personal, and the results of his own manipu-

lation and experiment, while his later days were devoted to the direction

and coordination of the work of others.

Regret has frequently been expressed by the scientific friends of Prof.

Henry, that his acceptance of the Secretaryship of the Smithsonian, and

his devotion to the interests of that Institution had withdrawn him from

those lines of original research, in which he shone so conspicuously, and
while these regrets are perhaps well founded, it is a question whether he

could possibly have been of more value to science under any circumstances

other than those in which this later part of his life was passed.

In his position his intbicnce upon American Science was great and

varied. He was a constant and shining example before the eyes of the

younger scientific men of an unselfish devotion to the interests of science

for itself, and not for self aggrandizement. Honest in the widest and
deepest sense of the word, he never permitted expediency, self-interest or

passion to interfere with the search for truth, and his clear and simple ex-

pressions on such subjects put it out of the power of those who consulted

him to do otherwise than follow the example which he set them.
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Filling for years a position in which, without violating any of the prin-

ciples which man}', nay, most men consider quite sufficient for their moral

guidance, he might have used his knowledge for the furtherance of his own
selfish ends, he never swerved for an instant from his determination to ex-

amine and decide all matters from the purely scientific point of view, un-

biassed by an}1 considerations as to how his decisions might affect the in-

terests of any one, and the hosts of inventors and projectors who are con-

stantly hovering around Government headquarters found him a sentinel

whom it was impossible to cajole or to pass without that countersign of

true worthiness which his trained mind was quick to recognize.

While he no doubt, had he remained in his laboratory, would have

added year after year to the knowledge of the world by original research,

he did so much in his prominent position to encourage and assist such work

by others, that it may be fairly presumed that the results wine equally good.

While there are many men who in the solitude of the laboratory can

carry on important investigations, there are few who join to an accurate

scientilic training the ability to impress and to. direct men who are their

scientific equals, the lofty incorruptibility of character, and the clear-

sighted power of grasping a subject which he possessed.

In this respect as well as by his official position he much resembled his

friend Alexander Dallas Bache with whom he was intimately associated

for the many years during which they both lived in Washington.

Brought into continual personal contact with the active scientific men of

the day, they exerted an incalculable effect upon what we might call the

scientilic morals of the younger generation, and always trod themselves,

tin' paths which alone lead to honor.

BillglQ minded and steadfast in their purposes, they would listen to no

projects which had about them the taint of selfishness or corruption, and

the man who met them with any project which would not bear the full

light of day soon felt that he had made a grievous mistake, and retreated

in confusion.

In writing thus, I do not mean that, Prof. Henry frowned only im those

projects which the average sentiment characterizes as dishonest, that

was his clear and evident duty, but he also taught that scientific work had

for its object the development of truth, and that all the petty considerations

of claim* of priority, and the jealousies which so often embitter the rela

tions of scientific men were unreal and unimportant, purely secondary

.what doubtful whether any > imii occupy a-;aiu a position in

the American scientific world exactly similar to his. Commencing his

i at a time when it was quite possible for a great man to

know the whole RUIgQ ol' LlwS physical sciences in a way more or less coin

; up to by all men working 10 those fields M Ml MS

knowledged authority, and his influence was ttrni rerj eltenllre. Now
liceonu nd varied thai it is hardly possible for

,,,,,,• mole ihan el the power Ol coordination
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which Prof. Henry in common with Bache and Agassiz, exercised is gone

witli them, and must perhaps now be concentrated in Academies and So-

cieties.

Prof. Henry's closest connection with the American Philosophical Soci-

ety was during his residence at Princeton, from the year 1832 to 1840, during

which period he made constant communications to the Society, and attended

its meetings regularly, forming and cementing those friendships with many
Philadelphians which lasted through his life. This was the time of his

greatest activity in original work, and as Faraday, in England, Blot and
Becquerel, in France, and Riess, in Germany, were engaged in parallel

investigations of the greatest importance, the period was one of the most

interesting in the annals of science.

Upon his election, in 184li, as head of the Smithsonian Institution, his

opportunities for direct private investigation in his own laboratory ceased,

but he had improved facilities for controlling extensive investigations

through correspondents, which added largely to scientific knowledge, and

some of his later personal researches, such as those relating to lighthouse

oils and to sound signals, were of the greatest importance.

Elected President of the National Academy of Sciences, in lS'lS, after

the death of its first President, Prof. Bache, he exercised in its affairs the

same strong, sensible, quiet intluencc that characterized his usual action,

and his last formal connection with it, only a few weeks before his death,

Was marked by two incidents, in themselves of much interest.

His waning powers and several sharp attacks of illness had warned him
that his life was drawing towards its close, and one of his intimate friends,

with whom he sometimes took counsel about his family affairs, found that

he was troubled by the fear that his family might suffer from straightened

circumstances after his death. Without giving him the least intimation of

what was intended, a fund of forty thousand dollars, in one thousand dol-

lar subscriptions, was quickly made up among his friends and admirers in

several Eastern cities, principally in Philadelphia, and placed in trust for

the benefit of his wife and children during their lives, with the proviso

that after their death it should go to the National Academy of Sciences,

and form " The .Joseph Henry Fund," the interest to be applied to assist-

ing investigators in original research.

Nothing could have been more pleasant than the way in which Prof.

Henry took this compliment. He appreciated exactly the spirit in which
the movement was made, and said that tin; only source of trouble in his

mind was now removed. He frequently referred to it, and enjoyed draw-
ing a parallel between his life and that of his intimate friend, Bache, re-

marking that they had worked together, had occupied high scientific po-

sitions under government together, had both been Presidents of the

Academy, and that now the chain would be unbroken, for he would leave

behind him, in the hands of that Academy "The Joseph Henry Fund,"
as Bache had left "The Bache Fund."
The presentation of this fund to the Academy formed a conspicuous part
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of the business proceedings of the Session of April, 1878, and the Presi-

dent's address, which was his last formal communication to that body,

touched in the most feeling manner upon the compliment paid to him.

The other incident was the exhibition to the Academy, by Mr. Edison,

through special invitation, of the phonograph, and of a number of im-

provements upon the telephone and kindred instruments. A private ex-

hibition of them was made in Prof. Henry's private rooms in the Smith-

sonian Institution, and nothing could have been more interesting than the

spectacle of the famous ok! physicist studying with the most intense inter-

est and the clearest appreciation, the very latest developments of the sci-

ences to which he had devoted his life, and the application of those investi-

gations, in many of which lie had led the world fifty years before.

He felt, and those about him felt, that it was probably the last time that

he would have any direct connection with the active science of the world,

and so it proved ; for, within less than four weeks, his friends were called

upon to mourn his death.

The funeral services of Prof. Henry were the occasion of a large gather-

ing of the scientific men of the country, and of others who, prominent in

their respective offices, admired the pure spirit which had. passed for so

many years unscathed by the breath of scandal, through the temptations

of official life ; and, on a sunny May afternoon, his remains were deposited

in the beautiful cemetery which overlooks the city of Washington, in

which he spent so many years, full of honor.

Wit hin a year of his death, the Congress of the United States paid to the

memory Of Prof. Henry its highest Compliment. Both Houses passed on

the loth of December, 1878, the following resolution : "That the Congress

of the United States will take part in the services to be observed oil Thurs-

day evening, January Hi, 1879, in honor of the memory of Joseph Henry,

late Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, under the auspices of the

Regent - thereof, and for that purpose the Senators and Members will as

s.nible on that evening in the Hall of the House of Representatives, the

Vice President of the United Slates, supported by the Speaker of the

House, to preside on that occasion."

The exercises which were held in a crowded auditorium, consisted in an

opening prayer by Dr. McCosh, of Princeton College, and addresses by

itor Hannibal Hamlin, Senator I!. K. Withers, Prof. Asa Gray, P*of.

William li. Rogers, Representative James A. Garfield, Representatives. S.

. and General W. T. Sherman with the concluding prayer In the Kev.

Dr. Sunderland, Chaplain of the Senate

With this mention of such a fitting tribute to his worth, and to the esii

mation in which he was held by his fellow men. our short memoir of Prof.

!
i
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THE TIMUCUA LANGUAGE.

By Albert S. Gatschet.

{Bead before the American Philosophical Society, February 20. 1880, a* a

third sequel to the article* on this subject read April 6, 1877, awl April 5,

1878.)

This third article on the Floridian language once spoken by the Timucua

or At i moke people is herewith pretested to those interested in linguistics,

with the remark of the author, that all his attempts to connect it by its

radical elements with some other language spoken in the neighborhood of

its native soil have proved infruetuous, and that therefore he regards it as

constituting a linguistic family for itself. The position of the author as a

linguist of Prof. J. W. Powell's D« S. Bureau of Ethnology, Washington,

1). ('., has materially facilitated his researches upon the idiom, and any

further notice bearing upon the history, ethnography and language of this

remarkable nation, the last remnants of which are perhaps not yet ex-

tinct, will he received with thanks by the author.

Tins article subdivides itself into the following portions : Historic K

marks, Ethnographic Remarks, {Bibliography, Radical Affinities, Dialects,

Grammatie Notes and Selected Texts. Among the texts a missive sent in

1 OSS hy the Timucua chiefs to the King of Spain will be read with much
interest.

Historic Remarks.

Our historic information about the Indians of Florida speaking the Timu-

cua language is very fragmentary up to the period of the publication of

Rene de Laudonniere's report on his expeditions to that country, or, as he

calls them rather unassumingly, "Voyages." His account treats of no

other American people but of this, for Florida was the only portion of this

continent of which he possessed a special knowledge. From the report!

of the chroniclers of the expedition Of De Soto (1 j:!.)-l:l) we can gather the

fact that this race extended across the whole northern part of the Floridian

peninsula, for they mention proper names of persons and places on its

western coast, which can he explained through no other language but that

of the Timucua.

Modern research has proved that the dialects of the Indians Inhabiting

the northern part of the Floridian peninsula belong to a linguistic family

diff ring radically from that of the Maskoki, Yuchi, Cheroki and Algonkin.

But the early explorers were not aware of this fact, or at least they did

not put it in evidence. In those times not, even instructed people could

appreciate the enormous ethnologic importance of the difference of lin-

guistic stocks, and had only a vague idea of linguistic classification. The
disparateness of linguistic families means early local distance of the tribes

or nations speaking them, and those who have paid some attention to these

studies, know that these linguistic ditlerences must go back into an eposh

remote from ours by fifty or by a hundred thousand years. Thus the differ-

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. 80C. XVIII. 105. 3H. PRINTED MARCH 20, 1880.
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ence of linguistic families proves, and is associated with racial difference.

But racial difference is not always associated with a disparateness of lin-

guistic family, for it is recorded that certain individuals, tribes and nations

have, in the course of time, been prevailed upon to adopt the idioms of

neighboring populations, especially when conquered by them.

Although the method, how to infer a difference of race from a thorough,

radical disparateness of language was above the conception even of the

most learned men of the sixteenth century, we see that these as well as the

common adventurers who flooded the islands and coasts of America were

close observers of the ethnographic peculiarities of the tribes they visited.

Their records leave us in the dark concerning the languages spoken by the

TeqeStas and Calos on the southern extremity of Florida ; we cannot

gather from them whether Carlos, "Western or Northern Indians were

settled in the peninsula at the time of their visit. But they transmit us

many peculiar traits and customs, from which they seem to have inferred

that all Southern Indians of the Gulf States belonged to one slock.

Our present knowledge of Timucua shows that it stands in no radical

connection with the Galibi dialects of South America (Arowak, Cumana-

gota, Chaymas, etc.), nor with the extinct Galibi idioms of the "West In-

dies (Eyeri, Taino, Lueayo, etc.), nor with the Carib on the coast of Hon-

duras. We must therefore discountenance, in some degree, the far-going

speculations concerning Carib colonies, and their influence on the Indians

in the Apalache country, indulged in by Ilervas, Catalogo I, pag. 38t> &G .

though seafaring men of this nation may have temporarily settled on that

coast, Ilervas quotes the following terms from Bristock :
" Palal.ras de

los Apalachinos que tienen de los caribes: buottou maza, taumali tjui-xado,

banare amiijo familiar, etotou enemi;/), allouha arro, allouani jleclias,

taonabo la;/-), estana>te, mabouya espiritu maliijno, akarnhoue alma h>iman,ii

y innumeiables palabras de eosas CUrioeat v raras, comunes a los caribes

de las Antillas."* Pag. 8$6 : 'Las provincias lapalaches) de Amana y
Matibue, en donde hay inuehas I'amilias de earibes, tienen miiehas palatums

del autiguo idioma caribe."

/,'. ni dr. Ln<:- report, from which Ilakluyt made his English and

Tin- mIuic de Bry his Latin translation, is dated 1688, and hears the follow-

ing title :

b'HfSVOIRl |

N'oTAl'.I.K I)K LA FLO
| RIDE sriTKK 68

I\Di;s
]
Occfdentaiee, contenanl lea ttott voyages falta en leelte parcet-

tataa Capttalnei A Pilotes Prancals, desctita par le Oapttaine Landonnlcre,

qui y a eoiiunande I'eepaCfl d'vn an trois moys : a laquelle a e>le adiouMe

vn <|natrii'Miie voya'je tail par le ( 'apitaine < Jourgues.

Mi-.-rti Inmterepar M. Ba&enler, gentil hofiffme Francois Mathetnatieieti.

(V I HerophOIl and the chimera.)

l.-nt illi-il with Cnrlli wi.r.ls ..ncr in 016 OB the

Island of Guadeloupe, etc. of. H a, Noteion tba ii.penin-

kiiiu,
i
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A Paris, Chez Guillaume Auuray, rue sainct Tean de Beauuais, au

Bellerophon couronne. mdlxxxvi. avec privilege dv roy.

gr. 12ino, 124 leaves, numbered recto only.

To give a historic sketch of the various vicissitudes of the French adven-

turing soldiers who arrived in Northeastern Florida on June 22, 1564,

and established Charlefort or Fort St. Charles (arx Carolana) on the south-

ern shore of the St. John's River, is a task quite foreign to my purpose.

My inquiries on the Timucua have prevailingly linguistic tendencies ; hence

our attention will be solely occupied by gathering from the above, and

other sources, notices on the social status, in which the explorers found the

people of the Atimoqua, and by the information which can be made avail-

able for linguistic science.

In the countries drained by the St. John's River and its tributaries Rene

de Laudonniere heard of the existence of five paracusi, and some of them
ruled over a considerable number of Indian chiefs and their towns. These

five paracusi were called Saturiwa, Holata I'tina. Potanu, Onethcaqua and

llostaqua.

Saturiwa and his son Athore resided on the Atlantic coast, south of the

outlet of St. John's River, and controlled thirty sub -chiefs, while the Ilolata

Utina, or m De Laudonniere calls him in French orthography, "data
Ouac Utina, " ruled over forty chiefs and their towns further inland. The
ma]> added by Theodor de l>ry to his pictorial description of these "Vo
ya-es" placesthe seat of the I'tina east of some targe inland forest, west of

the SI, John's River, and there are reasons for locating his seat near Lake

St. (ieorue, a sheet of water formed by the St. John's River in its middle

course. That map locates the town of Timoga, which belonged to the do-

main of this head chief, Upon the eastern shore of the St. John, and De
Laudonniere's text, places it twenty leagues from Saturiwa's seat. The
Timagoa people were the most inveterate and implacable enemies of Satu-

riwa's warriors ; and when a war was impending between Saturiwa and the

Timagoa, because the former had obtained some silver by force from the

latter, De Laudonniere offered his military assistance to Saturiwa. Be
thereby hoped to obtain trustworthy information on the countries, where

the silver, as well as the gold of which some of their ornaments were made,

was obtained ; constant rumors pointed to the "Apalatci mountains" as

to the source of these precious commodities. Both sexes wore various or-

naments made of gold, and most conspicuous were the disk -shaped gold

pieces worn around their loins at dances and on other solemn occasions.

Potanu, written Potauou by De Laudonniere, was twenty -five leagues

from Utina ; he gives this name to a chief, Pareja gives it to a province in

the interior.* This chief controlled an upland tract of country; lu this

tract was found the hard slate stone, from which the people made wedges

to cleave wood and to finish their canoes after they had burnt out a cavity

Personal names are frequently confounded in De Laudonniere's and other
narratives with local Timucua names, and vice versa.
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in the logs beforehand. To deprive Potanu of his slate quarries, the Olata

Utina warred against him, and an officer of De Laudonniere assisted him

in putting Ii is antagonist to flight.

The home of Onethcaqua is located "near the high mountains" ; the

map reads : Onathcaqua. Hostaqua, Houstaqua is a settlement located by

the map a short distance from Onathcaqua, and we are told that the people

of these two communities (De Laudonniere calls head-chief's by these

names
J
painted their faces black, while the people of Molloua (Mulua) used

red paint for this purpose.

It is probable that these five paracusi were nothing but head-chief* of

tribal confederacies, and that the real power was not in their hands, but in

those of their sub-chiefs or holata. Head-chiefs and chiefs surrounded them-

selves with considerable ceremonial and pomp, and probably on this ac-

count the chroniclers call them kings ; but some kind of etiquette sur-

rounded all chiefs throughout the territories near the Gulf of Mexico, and

that the Timucua people enjoyed a sort of democratic rule is shown by the

election of a new chief by the warriors. From Parcja's writings alone,

which were composed fifty years later, Ave would certainly be led to assume

that the Timucua people was ruled rather despotically. On many points

the narrative of the French captain is neither precise nor satisfactory; we
learn nothing positive about the territorial extent of the settlements of the

Timucua rare, nor about the national name by which they called them-

selves. His book goes to show that TrmOga, Timagoa was the name of one

town, village or chieftaincy only ; in later times it was extended over sev-

eral chieftaincies only by the circumstance ihat the Indians of 'tills place

were among the first christianized, and that missionaries composed hooks

in their dialect only. The same thing has occurred with the MtJtsuh of

San Juan Bautista, California.

Some of the French explorers seem to have reached the locality where

rjdd was obtained in the Band of the rivers and brooks, but the result being

not satisfactory, they soon returned to Fort St. Charles.* When they

in to Buffer of famine, the Indians showed to them their natural

treacherous disposition and settled them for their misery, but never at

tacked them, protected as they were by an insular fori armed with Can-

nOna. Two Spaniards were liberated by them, who told them about the

• nee of the CalOS "kingdom " at the southern extremity of the pen in

t'thein had been despatched as a messenger by ttie Oalds chief

t .1 chief ' >ithchai|ua, a four or five day-' journey north of Oalos. Half way
•. the Island Serrope Id a fresh water lake of the same name.

it lie, 1,, mentions forty towns or settlements of the Utitos, or Cillos

. ,U l»\ I Ii.mii ,|,-n.;i |Hi-:i
|

J
. 1 1.

1
. r, ./, ,</< llmr). The eh mine I er l'on

il the "mlm btano, situated In tnosnoy-clat] mountains
mo, the most distant possesions . >l \hol jehl ;" M <

1 1 1 . |>. :: '. i 'I'. : "The
irldian Indians.

I \ wJeu-
oa ih. Plor. i' Brlntaa thinks Lhai tie-

lualntod wit h the nu uf the A naluch
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Indians, who held the south -western portion of the peninsula (Brinton.

Notes, p. 113). Among twenty of their number, Comachica and Cala-ohe

are probably belonging to the Timucua language (hica, land, country
;

kala-abo, fruit-stalk or fruit-tree) ; the town of Tampa has a Maskoki name:

itimpi near, close to it. Some of these towns were located on Lucayo Islands

(the Keys?), and four in the land of the Tocobayo, on Lake Mayaimi.

Near Manatee, Brinton found a small lake called Lake Mayaco, a name

not altogether unlike Mayaimi ; but Lake Mayaimi is described by the

chroniclers as being of huge proportions. Sarasota Bay and Island, Mana-

tee Co., on the western coast, seems to be a Timucua name, but the ma-

jority of the present Indian names ot localities found on maps of tin' pen-

insular part of the State are Seminole, an idiom differing but very little from

the Creek, of the Maskoki family. Thus Welaka, a town on St. John's Kiver,

Putnam Co., is the "great water," o iwa thlako, contracted into withlako;

this was or is still the Seminole name for the St. John's River, and is inter-

preted by, some writer: " river of many lakes. " The French called the

St. John's River la Riviere Mai, because entered on May 1st by their

sels ; the Spaniards named it Rio de San Mateo, Rio Picolata, Rio de San

Juan.

South of Cape Canaveral, the country along the Atlantic Coast was called

by the Spaniards, who had a post there, the "Province of Tequesta.'' The
northern portion of this section of land was called in later epochs A.U,

Is, and Santa Lucia by the Spaniards. Ais is interpreted by aisa, <l;er, a

term not belonging to the Timucua language, but identifiable with iteho,

deer, in Seminole, or itchi, itche in Hi'.chiti and Mikasuke.

The work of christianizing the Florida Indians began with the establish-

ment of a permanent Spanish garrison at Si. Augustine by Adelantado

Pedro Menendez de Aviles, in 1.104. The padres mostly went to the

southern portions of the land ; two were sent to the " Calusas" in 1507,

and 1508 ten others arrived, who dispersed themselves in various direc-

tions. Padre Antonio Sedeho settled in the island of Guale i Mary's. Santa

Maria, now Amelia Island) and was the first to compose there a catechism

and a grammar of some North American language not specified.

After Menendez had returned to Spain in 1587, the French Quguenoi
leader De Gourgues, allied with the paracusi Saturiwa, demolished the most

important Spanish forts in the same year, and the Spanish missionaries met

with the most cruel reverses. Padre Rogel returned from the Calos country,

disgusted with his ill-success, and went to San Felipe, a Spanish coast set-

tlement in the "Province of Crista," north of the Savannah River, but did

not remain long. Coava, chief of an inland country named Axacan, one

hundred and fifty leagues from San Augustine, put to death all the apostolic

missionaries sent among his people. The English captain Francis Drake

destroyed San Augustine in 1580.

In 1592 twelve Franciscan padres were sent to this bloody field of Catho-

lic martyrdom, and two years after this, twenty "mission houses" were in

existence. But the indomitable spirit of the aborigines could not tolerate
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any priestly interference with their own customs and traditions. They
murdered in cold blood Pedro de Corpa, missionary at Tolemaro, near the

mouth of St. Mary's river, killed the missionaries at Topiqui, Asao, Ospo

and Assopo. all on Guale island, and destroyed their churches and other

mis-ion establishments. .

In 1612, the "Custodia" of the eleven convents of Florida was erected

into an independent ecclesiastic " Provincia de Santa Elena," the principal

Jiouse being at Havana; thirty-two Franciscan priests were sent there

H'iK'-I:', to found missions, and in 1616 their number was increased by
twelve others.

In 1638 a war took place against the Apalache Indians. The civil adminis-

tration of the province was from [653 to KiT.l in the hands of Governor Don
Diego de Rebollado, "Capitan-General." His successor from 167.1 to 1683

was Don Juan Ilita de Salacar, who was followed by Don Juan Marquez
Cabrera. Twenty-four Franciscans were disembarked in 1676 to christian-

ize the natives. A town Timucua is, not long after this, recorded at New
Smyrna, Volusia Co, on the Atlantic coast, about ninety miles south of Sau

Augustine.

In 16^7, Governor Juan Marquez attempted to remove some Indian tribes

of Florida. Apalachis, etc., to the West Indian Islands, Upon this a revolt

broke out in San Felipe, San Simon, Santa Catalina. Sapala, Tupichihasao,

Obaldaquini and some other towns ; the natives emigrated to G.'orgia, or

t >ok refuge in the forests. Tins revolt does not seem to have extended over

pueblos or towns who sent the letter, printed below, to King Charles

II, of Spain (f 1700), and they were evidently well satisfied with their pre-

sent governor.

It was perhaps a consequence of this revolt that, in lf>s7, some Yamassi

Indians living under Spanish rule, left their country for the South, invaded

the mission of Santa Catalina, in the province of Timucua, pillaged the

church anil convent of San Francisco by rem >vinu. its plate and vestments,

burnt the town of Timucua, killed many converted ladians, while others

were brought as slaves to Santa Elena. The reason given by th • Vanias-

r this unprecedented massacre was that they were disgusted with the

rule of the Franciscans, and tried to put an end to it. English instigations

were supposed to lie at the bottom.

The English colonists of < Georgia ami the Carolina^ jealous of the Span-

ish and their power, began from 1702 a s Ties of inroads into Florida,

which lasted for half a century, ami entailed much misery on the Spanish

Indians. Col. Daniels, who led the land force of < iovcrnor M>oiv's army
' .-.Is St. A.UgU8tlne, and met. as far as known, with no resistance.

TheM incursions lasted until 1706, and an inroad of the Aliliamu Indians

I rred In 1706, Portlier English tnroads are recorded for the \ ens 1719,

ITlUai.d i; I'..

n. • TlmUCUa Indians survive at the

nt time, tor tie- Pueblo de los Atiinucas on the MuskltO lagoon,

Vol' I long after the beginning ol the English i
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Either the Atlantic coast or the borders of the interior fresh-water lakes,

or the Seminole settlements, Fla., might still harbor some of the race,

though little hope is to be entertained that their ancient vocalic language

may still he heard among them.

Ethnographic Remarks Concerning the Timdcua People.

Not only for the history of the Floridians, but also for their ethnography

the report of Rene de Laudonniere is of the greatest value. In the

small extent of territory which he saw, the manners and customs were

probably the same everywhere, on the coast and in the interior ; but. fur-

ther to the west, among the Apalache, Ilitchiti and Creeks, they must

have differed not inconsiderably. The artist Jacques ie Moync de Morgues

accompanied the captain on his expeditions inland, and with his skilful

pencil reprodueed most tastefully what he had observed among the red men

of the plains and forests. TbttW sketches do not seem to be historically

faithful to every respect, for striking pictorial effect often seems more desir-

able to artists than historic truth; but taken as a whole, they f'w e us a

vivid picture of the reality of life among the Timucua. They were pub-

lished in Theodor de Hry's collection of pictorial voyages, vol. IT, with

Latin text at the lower maruiti |
lirevis Narratio; Franeofurti ad .Moenuui,

l.V.IS, fob). Alb. J. Pickett, History of Alabama, Charleston, INol i \! vols.,

12mo.), has reproduced several of these drawings, together with extracts

from De Laudonniere ; but he wrongly supposes that LeMoyne's pictures

represent the appearance and customs of the Southern Indians in general.

Neither he nor Fairbanks, nor any other southern writer speaks of the

Timucua as a distinct race.

Condensed from De Laudonniere, Pareja and other sources, 1 present the

following short sketch of what appeared to me the most characteristic, of

all the Timucua customs and peculiarities :

Men and women generally went nude. Their bodies were well propor-

tioned, the men were of a brown-olive color, tall stature and without ap-

parent deformities. The majority of men tattooed themselves in very

artistic devices on the arms and thighs, and to judge from Le Moytie'>

pictures, the chiefs at least were tattooed over the whole body. They

trussed up their long black hair in a bunch resting on their head, and

covered their privates with a well-dressed deerskin. Women wore

the hair long, reaching down to the hips, but on losing their hus-

bands they cut their hair otf to its root, and did not remarry before it

had grown again to reach the shoulders. Both sexes were in the habit of

wearing their finger nails long. The custom of pressing the heads of in-

fants is not mentioned.*

*Th is custom prevailed largely among the Cli.i'hta, who were willed Flat-
heads on that account. The German anatomist. A Fcker, has lately examined
twenty skulls excavated on the western coast of Florida, and published the re-

sult in' tli<- l»i unswiek " Archie jar Anthropologic" vol. X (1878), page 201-14, under
the heading: ' Zur Kenntniss des KOr'perbaues frtiherer Finwonuer der Halb-
insel Florida." 1 Ie thinks that a portion ol them was artitleially altered and
deformed, hut that they belonged to a race similar or identical to that encoun-
tered by the first Spanish explorers; he further believes, that the people which
accumulated the shell-heaps which are so frequent on the Floridiau shore-line
differed from the above, and perhaps belonged to the Carib stock.
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Women were seen to climb the highest trees with agility, ami to swim
over broad rivers with children on their backs. When they became preg-

nant, they (and the Creek women) kept away from their husbands, and

during their periods were careful to eat certain kinds of nutriment only ;

they drank blood to render their sucking children stronger and healthier.

Chiefs had one legitimate wife, whose children alone could inherit them,

and one or two concubines. The first-born males in the tribe were sacri-

ficed to the chief, under solemn ceremonies.

Most Indians were found to be diseased by the "pox," for they were

exceedingly fond of the other sex, calling their female friends " daughters

of the sun." Pederasty was not unfrequent, and the French noticed quite

a number of "hermaphrodites, " who were very strong in body, and used as

load carriers, especially on war expeditions. The Indians showed a feel-

ing of repugnance towards them.

The Timucua declared war by sticking a number of arrows into the

ground, fliers up, in close vicinity to the enemy's camp. This was done

with the utmost secrecy the night before the attack, and locks of human
hair were seen dangling from the end of the arrows. The chiefs led the

warriors on the war-path, club, arrows and bow in hand ; when the fight

had begun, they placed themselves in the centre of the combatants, and

their usual mode of attack was to surprise the eneni}', as is done by all In-

dians. They fought valiantly and impetuously, when compelled to fight

openly ; their weapons were spears, clubs, bow ami arrows, and a small

target hung on the chest. Their arrows were headed with stones and fish-

bones, both being worked quite handsomely and carefully. The warriors

put to death all men captured (though exceptions to this are recorded), cut

Off their arms above the elbow, and their legs above the knee, took their

Scalps, and ran an arrow into their anus, leaving them in this condition on

the battle-field. The scalps and sometimes the CUt-ofFllmbs were brought

imp, stuck on poles which they connected with garlands, and during

the Scalp dance, which lasted three days and nights, the most revolt-

ing orgies were gone through. The oldest of their women were com-

pelled to join hands in the maddening dance ; the scalps of the slain were

over a lire, while praises were sung to the sun for the victory

:!'!. Women and children of the enemy were kepi as slaves. War
riora ornamented their heads with all kinds of feathers, leaves and plants,

like the A/tec- and Mayas, or drew the head or skin of some wild animal

OVOT their (oreheadf, to protect the head.

When A hey hid themselves in deer skins, and thus shot

tleii game by decoy. The various superstitions of hunters are contained
! ' peaks of their barbaco.is or provision houses,

nnd l.e Mkryne'f picture shows tlial these were law palisade huts, roofed

and ha\ Ing only one issue. I o the rfmir.e gathering season, the whole

ed to these bam*', and subsequently it was portioned out to

to kit quality. The watchmen of these barns, when
'Ml of their duties, were executed by a heavy blow on

the 1,. ,-lub.
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As one of the pastimes of their young men is mentioned the throwing

of balls against a square mat made of bulrush reeds, hanging from a pole

8-9 fathoms high; the one who succeeded in making the mat come down,

was winner in the game.

At the dentli of a h'rilata or chief, men and women cut their hair off to

half length, and a thorough abstention from food was ordered for three

days ; the deceased was buried ceremoniously, on the top of a terrace

mound, a smaller mound erected over his grave, and a large conch or ma-

rine! shell, which had been his drinking cup, placed over this monticule.

The concli was then surrounded by a circle of arrows stuck perpendicu-

larly into the soil, at two or three feet distance from the conch.

In a people which believes in the power of conjurer* over ghosts and

spirits, the influenceofthebewitcherorshanian must be necessarily immense.

From Pareja's queries we gather the fact that mostly old men, naribua, were

acting as conjurers ; they consecrated the arrows before a hunting party

left for the woods, and when the game did not expire from the first

shots, they prayed over another arrow which would certainly finish it
;

they produced rain, restored lost objects to their owners, spoke their bene-

dictions over corn-cribs and new fish weirs, over a catch of fish and over

baskets of recently gathered fruits. They treated the sick with incanta-

tions and physicked them with herbs; they sometimes cured them half-

ways only to exact more reward from them. They predicted future events,

especially at a time when everybody was interested in what they might re-

veal : during war expeditions. Before goingtowar, the chief sitting amidst

his warriors, consulted one of the oldest and smartest conjurers
|
who had

to be also an accomplished contortionist), concerning the result of tbe war,

the force and the whereabouts of tin; enemy. In their midst the magician

knelt down on his small round target in such a manner as not to come in

contact with the soil ; after various incantations he derived inspiration

from demoniac powers, and while grimacing, drew a magic circle in the

sand around his shield. After contorting himself in the most terrific

manner for about twenty minutes, while singing incantations and uttering

imprecations against the enemy, he' finally stood op, and after getting

cooler, he revealed to the "King" the number of the hostiles and their

hiding places or whereabouts and the best moment to attack them.

Although we find no direct mention of .solar and lunar ir:>rship in

Pareja's writings, both prevailed among the Tinmcua, and solar worship

throughout the Southern territories. The term acuhiba, moon, really means

indicator (of time), literally: "the one who tells." The Tinmcua wor-

shiped the sun under the image of a deer ; they raised a stuffed deer skin

on a high pole and testified their reverence for it by singing and dancing

rites.* The sun was invoked before a battle and praised after a victory

gained ; the natives once refused to accept meat from the French and

* This is perhaps the origin of the tribal name A:.s«, Alt, Ays, previously men-
tioned.

PBGC AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 105. 8l. PRINTED MARCH 26, 1880.
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made them understand that they were accustomed to wash their faces and

not to eat hefore the sun had gone down.

Another object closely connected with their beliefs was the sacred number
three. While the Maskoki tribes had a traditional reverence for the number
/."//• on account of the four points of the compass and the winds coming
from each of tl.ese four quarters, and while they assigned a particular color

to each of these four points, we find over a dozen references in De
Laudonniere to a worship of the number three among the Timueua. They
fivsted three days at the death of a chief, their sealp-tlanees lasted three

days and three nights ; at the toya festivity, which probably represents the

green -corn festivity of other Indians, men ran into the woods, as if crazed,

and stayed there three days, while the women cut themselves and their

daughters, crying "he toya !" Even in Pareja this number is alluded to,

for he mentions that chiefs just coming into power ordered a new fire to be

made in their cabins to burn during six days, and at sowing time the chiefs

caused six old men (ano miso) to eat a pot of fritters. Six is the double of

three. The holy fire in t lie temple of the sun, among the Naktche, was

fed by three logs only
;
and a Peruvian creation myth pretends tint tlrn'e

tell from the skies ; from the golden egg issued tile royal family, from

the silver egg the nobility, and from the copper egg the commoners.

Concerning their mode of m*teitnnce the Timueua stood high above the

northern savages, for they tilled the soil and were not altogether at the

mercy of nature,-when an inclement summer season had deprived them of

food. A hoe, made of a heavy fish bone or shell adjusted to the end of a

stick, served in loosening the compact soil ; the women made grooves in

Um ground by hand and carefully deposited maize seeds in each of them.

Here the agricultural work did not devolve entirely on the women fir the

males turned the soil with their hoes. They made artificial ponds to let

lisli, eels, turth tine in, and afterwards caught them when needed.

They were drinking the black drink, an exhilarating beverage made from

tin- canine plant falso known amonir the (reeks), and to this, probably,

refer;- the charge' of drunkenness made by Pareja. They ate alligators,

iriifcMfl] doirs, and almost every kind of quadrupeds ami fruits, and were

. mixing coals and sand in their food ; their main staple, however.

maize, and the French saw them kissing the "baskets of mill," tapaga

tapola, Standing hefore them.

During tin- three or four months of the rainy teason they retired to the

(food! and lived there in lints covered with palmetto leaves. They did so

evidently to avoid the burning rays of the subtropical sun.

Ahnut their a ' lift nut much is transmitted to us. The
term taCl ni limutema, "my fin is out'' (PrOC. of 1STS, page 406|), shows

that ' up the lire in the lodge all day. The description Of the

h, with the chiefs hou-e on u limine by llei nando de Solo on

Tamps B well known to need repetition here. The ordinary

the Timueua tfere a conglomerate of huts surrounded by

ool unlike the kraalt ('from Span, corral, medieval
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Latin : curtinale) of the Kaffirs; They must have hoen very fond of

personal ornaments as LeMoyne's pictures tend to show, and tattooing with

some indelible color was carried to a high pitch of artistic development.

They seated themselves on coarse benches made of nine poles or canes run-

ning parallel, the benches forming half circles ; there they held their councils

of war and peace, while the women prepared food for them, or let the cattl04

drink muke the round of the assembled warriors. They were adepts in

the art of manufacturing fans, hats and other tissues from palmetto leaves,

and also moulded large wrthtfk vessels, in which water was carried. Not

less were they acquainted with ideographic writing, for each of the two

head-chiefs Olata Utina and llostaqua sent rive painted skins as prcseflfjl

'

to Captain Rene de Laudonniere.

A study of Pareja's totendc, list goes to show that two kinds of descendcn-

cies existed among the Timucua. The names of the first refer simply to

the relations which the men of the tribe or tribes entertained to their chief,

as councillors, etc. ; but the sec >nd list contains the ancient nam ••> ot the

gentes or clans, as given to them through their totem. The majority of

these totems are names of animals, and herein the Timucua do not differ

from other North American Indians east of the K >eky Mountains. The
two lists of Parcja seem to stand in no reciprocal connection, and hence it

is to be presumed that a man who belonged, /'. L, to the Anacotima could

belong at the same time to tlie Apahola or some other clan mentioned in

the second list.

BiBLIOGKAPHY.

The following are th 3 titles of Pareja's works consulted by me i:i the

library of the Historical Society of New York :

I.

Cathec.smo en lengua Castellana, y Timuquana. En el qital M contiene

io que se les puede ensehar a los adultos que an de ser bapti/ados. Coin-

puesto por el P. F. Francisco Parcja, Rcligioso de la Orden del seraphico

P. S. Francisco, guardian did Conucnto de la purisima Cocepcion <!

Senora tie S. Augustiii, y l'adre de la Custodia de sancta Elena de la Flor-

ida. (Woodcut.) k.n mkxico, en la iinpreta de la Yiuda de Pedro Balli.

Por (J. Adriano Cesar M. DO. XII.

In IGino., eighty leaves or Kit pages, not numbered, but every quire

marked with a letter of the alphabet running from A to K inclusive, at

lower right hand margin, tin; leaves being marked with Roman tigures :

Biii, Biiii, Gii, Iv etc.

II.

In the copy consulted by me the following " Doctrina " is bound into

same volume as part of a second Catechism :

Calechismo y breve exposicion de la doctrina Christiana tnuy Biii y
necessaria, asi para los Esparioles coino para los Naturales, en Len>_rua Cas-

tellana y Timuquana, en modo de preguntas, y rcspuestas. Com|Htesto j>or

el P. F. Francisco Parcja de la Orden de N. Seraphico P. S. Francisco,

Padre de la Custodia de S. Elena de la Florida.
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Follows a woodcut extending over more than half the page.

Back of title : Woodcut representing the infant Jesus with the cross, and

Spanish versos to its praise. 176 leaves, paged only recto; the List three

leaves 174-76 not numbered. Profusely illustrated with rough woodcuts.

Tire colophon reads as follows:

Con Licencia de los superiores, en Mexico, en casa de la viuda de Pedro

Balli. Aho de 1612. Por C. A. Cesar.

III.

Confessionario En lengua Castellana y Timuquana. Con algunos con-

sejos para aniniar al penitente. (*) *' Y assi mismo van declarados algu-

nos ett'ectos y prerrogatiuas deste sancto sacramento, etc. Ordenado por el

Padre Fr. Francisco Panda. Padre de la Custodia de Santa Elena de la

Florida. Religioso de la Orden de nuestro Seraphico Padre San Fran-

cisco. Impress) con licencia en Mexico, en la Emprenta de la Viuda de

Diego Lopez Daualos. Afio de 1613.

Colophon : Aquino van puestoa los Canones, hallarsean en el libro

llamado scgundo mandamiento. Ib'IO

LA US DEO DE 1 1" A lt.E<>U E

o M A B I .K o

The hook is in 16mo and the title is followed by seven unpaged leaves,

containing testimonials.and documents of the press authorities eonecrninir

Paivja's books. Follow eight unpaged leaves containing errata and list of

contents. Follow leaves, the numbers of winch run from 1) to .;>», some

Bet up in one. others in two columns, the former being more frequent.

The volume is illustrated with many coarse woodcuts. The star, as marked

in the title, occupies the middle of the page.

: 11 llic ollicial pr«-I:n<- to tin- Con less ionario (leaf 8) tin- President ami
auditors olHi.' royal "Ainliin.-ia '" oi New Spain mention the following writ

logs composed by Father Pareja: u Fray Francisco Pareja ide )a Orden
a eompuesto, trndnztdtv y declaradd la Dbctrlna Christiana, tres Catheetsmoa,
Coin. \ 1 !•. 5 \'.M-alni!ario. y ot ro t rat ado ilc las penas del I'uriratorio,

\ d< lei inlleriio: y g0B#f de la (iloria, y el Kosario do la Virm-n con

deuoclon, en lengua Caetellanu y f^prldaoa, y gastudo en eetp

mail dc die

appeared In prl

•/ y Beys an »a." it is possible Ibal some ofthese writings have never

In print.

To the above I add the titles of two works by Grcgorio ,le Moiiilla. as

copied from

IV.

In 111 Doclrina que coinpuso el cardenal Bclarmino, |i >r man

diulo del s, 1, .1 I'apa Clemeiite s. • Traducid a en Lcn^na Kloridana : por

bo ile Moiiilla Dilllnidor de la I'roiiincia dc santa Klcna,

de la < Milen de 8 I'laneiseo, natural de la Villa Cta Carrion de los Comics

vi p o-.i mi eaUlogo de •

tfl I is.
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liijo de la Prouincia de la Concepcion, y del Conuento recolcclo de nra Se-

fiora de Calahorra. Corregida, enmendada y afiadida en esta segunda im-

pression por el mesmo Autor. En Mexico Impressa con licencia en la

Imprenta de Iuan Ruyz. Afio de 10:55.

(En 8°, 12 fojas preliminares. Fojas 1 a 197. 2 fojas de iudicc, sin nu-

meral". Al fin :)

Acabose a 9. de Enero de 1636. con licencia en Mexico, por Iuan Ruyz.

V.

(A continuacion se halla este otro opiisculo):

Forma breve de administrar los Sacramentos a los Indios, y Espafioles

que viuen entre ellos. •[ Aprobado por Autoridad Apostoliea, y sacado del

Manual Mexicauo, que se vsa en loda la nueua Espana y Pirn, mutatis

mutandis, esto es, lo que estaua en legua Mexicana traducido en lengua

Floridana. Para vso de los Heligiosos de nro Padre S. Francisco, que son

los ministros de las Prouineias de la Florida, f Por el Padie Fr. flrfCrifl

de Mouilla. *j Con licencia del sehoi Don Lope Altamirano Comissario gen

eral de la santa Cruzada. lmpresso en Mexico. Por Iuan Ruyz. An«>

de 1C35.

(En 8°, 32 fojas. En labiblioteca del Senorl). J. F. Ramirez, Mexico.) La

primera edicion de este libro es de Madrid. 1631, en 8'
; pejro liahiendo re-

sultado con muehas erratas, volvio el autor a imprimirlo en Mexico, corre-

gido y aumentado. Asi lo dice en su prologo.

Radical Affinities of Language.

My attempt to compare the Timucua language with other linguistic fami-

lies in regard to lexical affinity may be called premature, for we do riot know

over two hundred vocables of it with some degree of certitude. There

are no two languages in the world which will not yield many real or fan-

cied resemblances when confronted with each other, and to build air-

castles on these has been a frequent mistake of many unexperienced in-

vestigators. Linguistic families, which are ancient neighbors of Timucua,

are the Yuehi, Cherokee, Maskoki and Carib, but none of them seem to

give any chances for fruitful radical comparisons, and Yuchi and Maskoki

differ widely from it phonetically. The Carib or Ualibi dialects, anciently

spoken in the West Indies, are quite fluctuating in the pronunciation of

their vowels as well as of tbeir consonants, like some Polynesian dialects,

and since we observe' the same peculiarity in Timucua, an additional diffi-

culty springs up in the way of arriving at a result.

A. Timucua-Maskoki affinities.

Ilolata chief. This Timucua term is evidently loaned from the Eastern

Maskoki dialects, for in Creek hola'hta is a ceremonial title of men
officiating in annual festivals and busks, and is often connected with

the war-title hadjo, hadsu, which corresponds to our b>ld, /yv.
;

(hola'hta hadsu). In rank the hola'hta, hula.vta stands below the

tustenoki, who is himself inferior to the miko or chief. Hola'hta IE
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the word holati, with prefix ok- : o.vohiti blue, sky bine, the blue

color having become in some way or other the emblem of these

titled warriors. In the cognate llitchiti dialect blue is holatle.

Among the Creeks blue was the color symbol of the south.

Aba, abo stick, club ; stalk, plant ; maize-stalk; abopaha corn-crib ; aboto

to beat with a stick ; abara maize field. In the Maskoki dialects

this term appears as api in Creek : stalk, stem ; adshim api stalk of

maize or Indian corn ; adshi-intal api cob of Indian corn. Tbe
Hitchiti dialect pronounces the a longer than Creek : api stem, han-

dle ; nofapi beech, lit. beech-stalk. In Cha'hta this word may be

traced in : nusapi oak-tree, and in haksh-ap bark. •

B. Timucua-Carib affinities.

Piro red ; ano pira red min, Indian. In Galibi ta-pire is red and yellow;

in Tupi piranga is red
;
pira piranga red fish, name of some fish spe-

cies (Martins) ; in Taino pu, bu meant scarlet.

Paha house, lodge, wigwam. In Arowak we find balm (and : baacheh)

house ; boharque in Taino : bohio, buhii, ubanna : twjurium, in the

same dialect (Martins).

Ele young, fresh, recent. In Eyeri el is son, in Taino el, ili, gua-ili (with

derjaonstfat. prefix gua-, wa-) young, oll'spring, infant; in Arowak
elunehy : boy.

Ichali weir, fishpond. Raymond Breton (Dictionn. Caraibe franqais, 1665)

page 282, has Ichali : garden for raising vegetables, p. 468 : tona icali

(or ariche), fish weir: "reservoir de polsson," tona meaning river.

The word OUbacaTi he also translates by garden J oubao island, icali

garden. Ibid. p. Ill : ehalaali he was drowned ; na chalaroycm I

am drowning, I go to the bottom. These two words are evidently

representing different linguistic roots, and the first lias to be pro-

nounced [shall, according to the French pronunciation. Pareja ex-

pressly states that ichali was used for weir on the coast, puye in the

interior, and I think it may he a loan word from the south ineor-

porated into tin; language after suppressing the tona, which alone

<|iialifies the ( 'aril) word (as spoken on the island of (iuadeloupe) as

a ti-h pond. In Kyeri, as spoken on l'orto Rico, chali mean! a gar-

den also.

The terms pointed out certainly agree in hoth languages, hut they may
be loan words; 'Wen if they retted on a common origin, their number is

too small in prove identity of elhnic origin of the two peoples.

Othel resrilllilallres niaV lie traced, hilt IJlcV a IV loo <lol|l)tflll tor being

lelicd on :

hapn three: kiibbnin, kabnin Arowak.

maca, in. 10 in Taino , if. pa in parana, the Tnpi term

l"i- *ea.

i yorona eel: ihiri in Arowak. The Timucua word is derived from the

veii.yiui tremble.
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Dialects of the Timucua Language.

This is a topic on which very few indications were transmitted to us by the

authors. But we are told hy Parcja that dialects spoken by one tribe were

intelligible to tribes speaking other dialects. He mentions several dialectic

differences, f. i., that between iehali and puyu fish-weir, yame and yaman-

chu brother-in-law, amitina and chirima my younger sister.

The dialects to which he refers, are :

1. The dialect of Timoga or Timagoa, on Lower St. John's River.

2. That of Potano, west of St. John's River.

3. That of Itafi.

4. That of the Fresh-water District.

5. The dialect of Tucururu, on the Atlantic coast.

6. The dialect of Santa Lucia de Acuera, a short distance south of Cape

Canaveral.

7. The dialect of Mocama, a term which means : "on the coast."

Many other dialects and sub-dialects must have been spoken throughout

the vast interior of the peninsula, of which we have no knowledge. The
most instructive passage on this subject is found in Hervas, Catalogo uY las

Lenguas conocidas, I, p. 888, who quotes Parcja, of whose writings, he

had seen none but the catechism of 1621 : "Los indios quetienen mas dife-

rencia de vocables y mas toscos que son los de Tucururu y Santa Lucia de

Acuera, por participar de la costa del Sur, (pie csotra lengua, entieoden a

los de Mocama, que es la lengua mas politica, y a los de Tinuiqua, como lo

he experimentado, pues me han entendido predicandoles."

Thus Parcja declares the coast dialect of Mocama (which latitude?)

to be the most polished of all and a medium of inter communication with

the southernmost dialect with its rude pronunciation. Otra hn'jua does

not necessarily mean "a language of a different stock," but only an idiom

differing from ours.

Gisammatic Notes.

On account of the unsatisfactory state of the Timucua texts at hand,

our grammatic and lexical knowledge of this idiom can increase but

slowly. Pareja's " Arte" or grammar would considerably help our inves-

tigations, but no trace could as yet be discovered of its manuscript or of

the book itself, if it has ever been printed.

The following remarks contain the result of my studies on the gram-
matic part of the idiom. Many of them may be revoked in doubt or cor-

rected by further research, for the state of the texts often admits several

interpretations of the wording. For this reason I have even hesitated for

a while, whether it would be justifiable to publish them or not.

In plume'icx the most prominent feature is the alternation of some
vocalic sounds among themselves, and of the consonants pronounced with

the same phonic organ of the vocal tube.

Other changes are very frequent also, especially those produced by con-

traction, viz. : synizesis, syncope, ekthlipsis.
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Thus, the article (or pronoun) na frequently combines with the follow-

ing word, whether this begins with a vowel or not :

na acuta : nacuta, acuta ; nacanu : na acu ano.

na uquostano : naquostano, uquostano.

Bo-aye : itaye ; iti ayaqe : itayaqe; isaye isa : isayesa ; isaye nate : isa-

yente.

soba hebi : sobaebi
;
piaha : pia.

chuqua cosa : chuquosa ; chi iquila : chiquila.

aya-lacota : yalacota; ano eyo : anova.

Tue Vehb.

The verb being the most important part of speech in every language, I

first call attention to the polymorphic and intricate nature of its infection

as it appears in the texts. It certainly shows analytic features by not in-

corporating the subject-pronoun, for this may be placed before or after the

finite verb, its place being determined by the run of the sentence. Where
this pronoun is found combined with the verb, phonetic attraction alone

seems to have produced this effect.

Tli<- synthetic character of the Timueua verb exceeds largely its

analytic features or anything that could be construed into such. It shows

itself in the formation of the modes, participles and verbals, of the mini-

bus, of the voices and tenses, of negative and interrogative verbs. To ex-

press grammatic relation and derivation, pretlxation is much less resorted

to than suthxntion.

A large number of American languages do DOt distinguish more than

two tenses, though others show a variety of them. Timueua is poor in

tenses ; the tense of the incompleted action, which mostly coincides with

our fv lure, is expressed by suffixing manda, manta to the stem, a deriva-

tive of the verb mani to doiirt. The fact that manda sometimes appears

before its verb, and sometimes is used as a verb for itself (to be tcitling, to

ir.int, to require), proves that its real function is that of an auxiliary verb.

As such it is placed after all the suffixes that may bfl added to the stem :

vipoma niponoslheromanda bohobi chot did you believe that the husband

Would possibly return (to VOU)1

hen, . unepiene iibalianetilainamla bohobi cho V did you believe

that the deer and the partridge uouli not (no longer) be caught 1

nocomilomanda it will become true.

The action completed orjost being completed is expressed as follows :

l. When the action belongs to the post, and is expressed by our imper-

preterit or pluperfect, hi, vi is suffixed to the stem or basis of the

verb : taCS qUOSObl Choi did \oh make a lire '.'

Wleii the action is in COUrse Of Completion, and the tense answers to

oarprmtni tense, then the pure stem of the verb is used, and la is added,

when lone in the presence of the speaker: motala 1 assent,

bile I an ben) . babosotala l accept.

ihe particle of the affirmative mode, expressing certainty,
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positive statement, actuality, can be added to any tense or mode, but is

most frequently used to express the present, especially when the first per-

sons are used.

nocoini ninihabefomanda bohobi cho? did you believe that he would cer-

tainly expire ?

Ma nanemima ohohauefo.it gives everlasting life.

hanibltifej evidently he has not neglected.

In chuqualehaue chuquosa cho? how often did you do this? the preterit

tense is not marked by any suffix or other syllable.

The plural of the verb is often indicated by the suffix -ma, in participles

by the suffix -qe, both of which are used for many other purposes also. In

the queries (Pruc. 1878, p. 498) mante he desires, lias pi. niantenia they

desire or want ; lapustela it requests, pi. lapustamala they request.

No instance of a dual form has occurred to me in the verb or substan

tive. From yucba two is formed yuehaqua both.

Whether the verb is making a distinction concerning male and femmttt

gender isa matter of doubt, and I can adduce only one passage (ibid., p. I

which seems to indicate some distinction of this kind :

viro uqtiata puenonieala 1 bring a male infant.

nia uquata puentanicala 1 bring a female infant.

viro niaquene puenonieala I bring male and female infants.

Of the modes of the finite verb one is marked by the suffix -hero, -ero, -to,

which expresses possibility and probability, corresponding somewhat to

our auxiliary verb mag, might, could. This form, which could be called

either a conditional or a facultative mode, may be illustrated by the follow-

ing syntactic instances :

anoco nihihero manlbi cho? did you desire that anybody may <H

balu pontabero be may give life.

niponosihero-m mda bohobi cho? did you believe that he would possibly

return ?

To show the forms of the imperative and erhortatice mode with some
degree of certainty we have not enough instances on hand.

Participle* are formed by means of tic suffixes -mate, -no and -ta, -te.

-mate corresponds to our participle in -ing, and to the Latin gerunds, but

is appended to nouns also, especially when they become connected with

verbal forms in -mate

paha pononomate samota quosobi cho? after returning home, did you rub

yourself with herb juice?

cuyumate honoso honomate feeding on fish and deer meat.

henomate ibijiemate for eating and drinking;

etabualunimate after having given birth to.

-no, nu is found in participles of the medial and the passive form :

ecaftfl made, worked, worked over.

itori/idehaue equelacoma on days where (people) have to fast.

PUOC. AMEIt. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 105. 2j. PUINTED MARCH 27, 1880.
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honoma, calama ituhuHwleqe fruits prayed over.

na care he?wmano caqua all these things, when eaten.

-ta and -te occurs in participles of passive, and also of intransitive verbs;

to distinguish it from the negative and the interrogative -ti, -te is not

always ad easy matter, -ta mostly occurs as the ending of a substantive.

ubuata caught, from ubua to catch, capture.

hibate missa tbe missa having been said, or having said the missa.

atofa hororoquene hebataqe when the owl and the red owl were screeching.

nimota being hunted.

ibirila m woman) who is menstruating.

eta baluta (a woman) confined.

inosobote one compelled to work.

ituhute over which a prayer was said
;
prayed over.

There are two negative particles in the language, aya (ya) and -ti, -te.

The former either stands for itself, or is prefixed to the verb ; when pre-

fixed it becomes only agglutinated to, not incorporated into the verb. Aya
is a particle of an objective nature, while -ti, -te is usul in a subjective, puta-

tive sense, the negation of a fact or thought existing rather in the sneaker's

mind, than objectively. Therefore it serves also as an interrogative parti-

cle, and then is mostly joined to in- as inti, though frequently found incor-

porated into the verb, and placed after particles of derivation. It then cor-

responds to Latin -ne in dicisne? and to fiiov (fxij <>u>^ or to our not in

" don't you say t" which means the same as "do you say'.'" though with

a slight shade of difference.

aya liononia ituhunu fruits not prayed over.

banibitila he did not neglect.

manino-ticote without feeling hunger.

Di<»H bubuasotaUatila? have yon not loved God?
isayente for Isaye nate)1 is she thy mother)

isayeste? does thy mother say sol

The formation of relleetive, reciprocal, medial and causative verbs is

effected by derivational affixes, and some of them are mentioned among
the " Prefixes and SuHixes <>f Derivation.'' How frequentative And usita

live, durative and attributive verbs are formed cannot be determined yet

Oil account of the Infrequency Of Syntactic examples. Instances how

derivatives are formed, will be seen under mo- and orobo In the •• Words

ami Beaten

'I'm. Nm \.

TheTimuoua p»<nin present* many difficult problems To designate the

of tiie direct object we find in the tubitantive foursufflxts:

ma, and the plural siillix i|c, or we lind DO SUffljl at all. While

Hive, plural and verbal Suffix at the same time, uu seems con

neeted with certain < nouns only, of the aid mate as well as of the

Inanimate trder. rfone of them is a sign ofa distinct t

chofntnn pllunomn Ibine Ichicosn to throw Itverand lungs Into cold water.
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ponachica viroma ? niama? do you bring a male, female (infant) ?

balunu nancmima ohuhauela it gives eternal life.

The adjective, when used attributively, does but in a very few examples

agree in its sufhx with the substantive it qualities,- and generally hal no

suffix at all, but stands after the substantive.

-mate is a postposition joined to nouns, in honosoinate cayamatequene,

from the deer and from the partridge, Confess, p. 129.

The possessive pronouns can become suffixed to conjunctions and adverbs

just as if they were substantives or participles. Tims the sutlix of the

second person of the singular, -aya, -aye is met with in examples like the

following, which prove that these particles were originally participles or

other nominal forms :

naquostanaye ? in which manner you ?

chucaya haheno? how often did you eat'.'

equelaya haheno chuquu V how many times a day did you eat'.'

The third person of the singula! :

Diosi hebuano nemoquamima emoqua against God's law ; lit. "God's
law against his against.

"

In participles this is observed as follows :

orobotanaye one cured by you.

ara uque naponaye you anointed with bear's grease.

caqi nia hutauaye that woman with whom you slept.

ilifotanaye for your killing (deer).

A syntactic curiosity are the suffixed particles -leqe, -lehe, -ma, -mano,

-qe, which are sometimes placed after each word of a series of consecu-

tive terms. Tbey serve, no doubt, to establish a connection or reference,

or to show mutual coordination of these terms, cf. tacachulehcco, cV.e.,

Confess, p. 132 v. ; cuyuleqe, ibid.

The suffix -qe often serves to connect a principal clause with the princi-

pal clause just preceding.

We also tind repstitions of verbs and nouns, which seem quite unneces-

sary to us, and embarrassing the sense :

honoso lienomate inti uquabi cho'.' deer-meat eating did you eat V

hebanimanda banibi cho? did you quit to cease eating?

nia iquimi iquiti mosobi cho? did you insult any women? lit. "to

women with insults did you insult-cause?"

Incorporation.

There are also a few instances where the nominal object, direct and in-

direct, seems to be incorporated into the verb, as it is the rule in the Ast£G

language. Traces of this have been discovered in many other American

languages. Some of the examples below are simply compound words,

which differ in nothing from the Greek aixo8op.(w and the Latin aniiiitid-

verto.

utihanta one banished from home, exulant ; lit. one yearning Chani) after

(his) country (uti).
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sobae to eat meat ; lit. to meat-eat (soba-he).

ibine-ichicosa to put or thiitiw into cold water; lit. to cold-water (some-

thing). It is not probable tliat cosa forms here a word for itself, but ibine

ichi," a noun with its attribute, becomes verbified by the suffixation of -cosa.

cf. afatacosi to gather chestnuts. If the relation existing between the suf-

fixes -co and -ma was clearly established, we could decide whether -co is

here the sign of the objective case or perhaps the radix of the verb coso

to make, produce.

cuyuhanta one who eats no fish, lit. missing, deprived offish.

atimoqua lord, master ; lit. servants attend (on him).

As well as the direct and indirect object of the verb, other portions of

the sentence can become incorporated into one single term in this idiom.

If the constituent parts of the sentence, the subject, object, predicate, at-

tribute, etc., were morphologically as well denned here as they are in the

Indoeuropean and Semitic languages, this would be an impossibility.

The grammatic affixes of Timucua do not bear the imprint of sharp logi-

cal distinction and segregation, but embody too many relations at once,

material and purely relational ones, as we clearly perceive in the example

of -ma and -mate.

Diosi hebuano nemoquamima emoqua, lit. God-law-against-his-ugainst

(did yon proffer curses?). In this sentence -mima, which is the possessive

pronoun hi$, could stand just as well after the possessor (Diosimima

hebuano), but the simple fact that it can stand elsewhere also, shows us the

true charac!er of the language.

Soba sobaebi (for: soba-hebi) cho? did you eat meat? lit. "meat did

you meal-eat?" Here the fust soba is the object of the verb sobaebi clio,

tbc second soba is the Incorporated object of hebJ cho only. This sentence

seems to u* to contain an unnecessary repetition, but the Timucua certainly

did not consider it in this light.

Chui|Ualehaue cbuquosa cho'.' how often did you do this? chuqua, how
often, is here verbified in both instances, cbuquosa standing for chuqua-

COSa. This seemi tO bfl more than a mere ellipse of a syllable.

Cuyuma nbuata (|ibenoo melasonolehabetele mosobi cho? did you order

tlit the first fish /pi.) cuight be hot thrown into hot water? In the direct

object, cuyuma ubuata ojibenoo, the last term onlycontalna the sign of the

objective ease, t&, hence the two terms standing before qibenoo must, in

the mind of the Timucua. have formed one word only with qibenco through

incorporation.

Aim pequataye inosobotequa ; your lubordinates who are put to work.

Sere the sign of the plural number, qua. is appended to the last term

only, though plurality extendi to pequataye as well ss to ano.

ha pononomate, lit. "after-home-returnlng." A.fter paba s post-

position of a V catlre character is expected ;
its lack seems to prove that the

Timucua regarded both i< le compound word formed by IncorpOfs.

tion of the Indirect object Into the verbal form.
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Prefixes of Derivation.

Prefixes subservient to the formation of derivatives are not numerous and

cannot be easily confounded with syllables entering into the composition of

compound words. The demonstrative pronoun na, which we can often

render by our definite article the, coalesces in some instances with the word
following it after losing its accent, and the same is true of the pronoun

chi thou; but these are not prefixes.

i-, verbal prefix : iquaso, iquase to screech, scream ; ipai u to swallow (?)

iquileno in iquilnona married to the sister of my wife ; iquiti to insult,

abuse; ko, ccso and ike to make, do, to cause to.

i-, nominal prefix : ichini and cliini nose, nostrils ; iti father ; isa mother;

isale sister of mother, itori subsequent to : iquini breast, udder, milk ; ibine

water, lake.

ju-, yo-, a prefix equivalent to our through, ticroxa or by, near, prist ; yu-

bueha, yubehe to transfix, pierce
;
yuquiso to deposit on the side of

;
yoqua

past, bygone.

ni-, verbal prefix : mero hot, nimaru to preserve one's heat
;
naquila to

perfume, ninaquilasi to perfume ; poaa to conic, niponosi to return to ; nacu

to drink, ninacu to ask for a drink.

si-, verbal prefix of a medial signification, which frequently adds to the

verbal base the idea of " for oneself" and is sometimes reflective. Siqi or

siqisa in siqisama my father, lb. " the one who procreated me," ef. siqita

pahana all people belonging to my house, family ; uque oil, grease, suquoni

to rub something on oneself (for si uquoni).

Suffixes ok Deuivatiox.

A .short examination of the specimens of Timucua given by me in the

"Proceedings" will prove to readers that this language is in a high degree

polvsynthetic, not only in its signs or syllables of relation (inflectional

forms), but also in derivational forms. Often one and the same syllable

serves as an intlectional and as a derivational form, and it is a peculiarity

of this language that these forms can occur in the form of whole syllables

only, either single or double.

Suffixes arc more numerous than prefixes. They are either intlectional

or derivational. The latter alone will be considered in this chapter, and

although the number of them as given here is rather small, Timucua forms

a much larger number of them by combination. To define accurately the

functions and origin of them all, is what a full grammar of this Floridian

language will perhaps one day be able to give.

-ba, nominal suffix : hiyaraba lion ; narilm and naribua old (of persons
;

from na ariba) ; hibe louse ; soba meat, deer-meat.

-bale, identical with -male, Proe. 1878, p. 41)7.

-bo, verbal suffix forming transitive verbs : tinibo to pierce, perforate
;

iniso and inlsobo to make somebody work ; aboto and abotobo to beat with

a stick ; orobo and oroboni to cure, heal, to treat for sickness.

-cha, -chi suffixed to nouns is not a real suffix ; it is the relative particle
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cha, hacha, " the one who, those who, that which ;" chulufi-chi those of the

j ay -clan or totem ; cam yachimale she that was horn with a brother, the

female of twins, ya being the pronoun she; po-cha, and haehi-pa cha

somebody, anybody, lit." the one who is born ;" ela-pa-cha the members of

of one family, lit. " those born young together."

-co in isitoco to cause to bleed; -co is a verbal suffix, but mostly occurs

in combination with other suffixes and has a factitive or causative function :

ichi cold: ibine-ichicosa to throw into cold water; a fata chestnut: afata-

cosi to gather chestnuts ; isi blood : isitoco to cause to bleed, -co also oc-

curs in paracusi head -chief. This suffix seems to be merely the sign of

the objective case, here incorporated into the verb.

-fa, nominal suffix : chofa liver, chorofa jay, atofa owl ; ituhu to charm,

bewitch : itufa conjurer. This suffix probably alternates with -ba, -fi, and

also with -hi.

-hani expresses the idea of cessation, discontinuance, and is in fact a

verb; when connected with other verbs it serves as a sort of auxiliary

verb, (ni) he-hani-manda I shall cease to eat, I will not eat.

-la, -le, nominal suffix : itelc uncle, so called by nephews : uncle on

fathers' side ; cumele heart ; iqila sick, diseased : apahola buzzard, crow
;

eqe, equela day
;
tola laurel ; anoquela lineage, kinship, pedigree.

-lesi; -lesiro, verbal suffix expressing the idea of to bedMne, to bujin to be:

-si being causative, -ro pointing to probability and future time ; -le seems

to have the power of verbifying, like -si. Ohristlanoleslro to become a

Christian, holatalesiro to become chief, muenolesiro to receive a name
;

lit. "to begin to be called." abotosiro to receive blows, to get beaten.

-mi, verbal sutlix : ene to see, enemi to discover, find out.

mi, nominal suffix : nanemi perpetual ; adv. always; noeomi true
; ha

somi those belonging to one lineage, clan-people.

-ni, nominal sutlix : ichini nose, nostrils ; ibi, ibine, ibino water, lake ; he

to cat, bini tobacco ; t lie word for tobacco is in many Indian language's a

derivate of to tat, because the smoke is often swallowed by the natives.

meleni petticoat

-ni, verbal sutlix : hani to cease, stop : lianini to neglect, orobini t . go
to confession ; orobo and oroboni to cure, treat in Bickness : suquonl to rub

If with, icasinl to altercate, quarrel
;
ponatocome : puenoni to bring.

110, -1111 nominal sutlix, also found in participles of the passive : ituhu to

pray, ituhunu prayer; bebus to speik. bebuaUO word, saying, discourse;

pacano subsequent to; pileno lungs; abono young; banlno rainbow.

-no, vcrlial sutlix : pons to conn- : ponono to return to; bohODO to be

lie

nominal »uiiix aba malse, abara tnalse-field ; Itori late. p
ii<n , bororo red owl

; jufere flsb catcher'! wioker basket.

•si, v 1 bai Miiiix . afataoosi to gather chestnuts ; elosi to whistle for is it

<-l"!i ol to aHarcate, quarrel ; at] >si to return to somebody ; Ibl-

Di (0 tickle

;:li\ : ui|e rain : uqulso to produce rain ; Inoso and
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inosobo to cause to work, to work somebody ; ituhu to pray : ituhusu to

cause to pray, to let pray ; uquaso to give to eat ; coso to make, produce ;

moso to make, cause ; iquaso, iquase to scream, cry ; inibiso to drink to

excess, be to eat, beso to make eat

-so, nominal suffix : be, heno to eat : bonoso deer, antelope.

-ta nominal suffix, forming ( 1) nomina acti, and otber terms : bibuata say-

ings, words, ceremonial terms ; uquata body, flesh ; afata cbestnul ; aquita

maid; ibine water: hibita river; pequata bondsman ;
hulubota maize-ear.

(2) occurring in participles : eta baluta a woman after confinement ;

ibirita a female during her period ; nimota for na emota being bunted ;

ene to see : na eneta a seer, one wbo sees ; beta nacuta adv. immoderately.

-ta, -to forms transitive verbs : abo stick, aboto to beat witli a stick ; isi

blood, isito to cause to bleed ; samota to tinge, rub oneself with ; buta to

cohabit with.

Conclusion.

A retrospective view upon all that could be gathered to this day con-

cerning the structure of the Timucua or Atimoke idiom shows it I

remarkably simpb' as far as its phonet'c structure is concerned, but intri-

cate in its morphology. Its syllables consist either of one (long or short)

vowel, or of one consonant followed by one vowel. When exceptionally

two consonants are joined, some vowel must have been eliminated. The

r seems to l>e ;i real trilling sound, and not a graphic substitute for some

other sound, for it alternates with no other sound but wiih 1

This elementary syllabism Impresses its character on all the morfihotoaie

features of the idiom ; roots, prefixes, suffixes are monosyllabic, or if poly-

syllabic, the suffixes at least can be proved to be compounds. A vocalic

character is imparted to the language by this elementary syllabism, but

whether the idiom was Bdnorout is still an open question, the solution

of which depends on the fact, whether the vowels were pronounced clear

or dumb. No doubt the Timucua dialects showed some differences In this

particular among themselves.

The language is thoroughly synthetic in forming the voices of the verb,

possesses an affirmative form in -la and a negative form in -ti, and verbals

as well as participles are formed by sutllxation. Its synthetic structure is

also shown by its numerous array of derivational prefixes and suffixes (in

this respect Timucua is polysynthctic, not synthetic only), and by a set of

postpositions and case postpositions affixed to the noun. A possessive case

does not exist
;
possession is indicated by a possessive pronoun added to

the sign or term of the proprietor, or by placing the latter before the thing

possessed. The other nominal cases are not made clearly distinct from each

other by their postpositions. The synthetic character of the idiom is

shown also by various suffixes, which serve to form a plural in the noun

and in the verb, and by others which impart to the verb a modal or a tem-

poral character.

Timucua is analytic in not incorporating the subject pronouns into the
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verb ; they are placed either before or after the verb. Concerning the

object pronouns the evidence on hand is too scanty. The nominal object

can become incorporated into the verb, but this is not done regularly.

The language has two relative or demonstrative-relative pronouns, liacha

(cha) and acu, which help In a groat measure to disengage the intricacy of

construction and prevent the language from becoming too "participial."

The number of conjunctions seems to be rather small, and in this respect

the language is far from being analytic.

The most important question of morphology to be decided by every lin-

guist who gives a grammatic sketch of an idiom to the world, is whether

the idiom possesses a real verb or not, the verb being typical of the lan-

guage itself. For the Timucua the answer is, that the verb is neither a

real verb, nor a pure noun, but a noun-verb. It is true that the plural is

formed in the same manner and by the same suffixes in the noun and in the

verb, as we find it done also in the Maya family ; it is true that no real sub-

ject-case exists, and therefore no real case for the direct object either, all

the nominal postpositions being originally of a locative character, as it

seems ; it is true also that several relational suffixes of nouns repeat them-

selves in the verb. But the subject-pronouns are by no means identical

with the possessive pronouns of the nouns and participles, some of which

are always suffixed, not prefixed to them, and though the verb docs not

inflect for person, it inflects for tense and mode. The verbal forms which

correspond to our finite verb are nomina agentis.

The result is that the verb of this peninsular idiom is a mixed produc-

tion between a real verb and a noun used as verb; it is a noun-verb, hold-

ing a middle position between the finite Indocuropean verb, and the finite

Algookio and Creek verb, both of which arc nomina actionis.

Tli'' nature of the texts makes it difficult to find out whether there is a

substantive verb to be or not, and therefore we are still in the dark con-

cerning the attributive verbs. However, the existence of a verb to be is

very improbable ; it is often circumscribed by the article int. Adjec

Hied attributively an; sometimes Inflected with the same postpositions as the

noun Which they qualify ; sometimes with other postpositions, while at

other timet th'ey show no inflectional endings al all, winch proves thai

tbev were then considered as forming one term with the noun, which thej

qualify. They always follow the noun, unless used predicativcly.

The locorporatlve tendency of the language his been spoken of above.

It is not very prominently nor frequentlyput to use, and most sentences do

not sllOW any trace of it; hut it e.ristx, and this fact is enough for us to

direct our judgmenl concerning the nature of this southern Idiom, Subject

pronouns and s une of lie adverlis arc in.!, hut most oilier parts of speech

ne united Witb the verb, or among themselves, into "collective

terms," which are so Instructive tor the study of agglutinative languages.
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SELECTED TEXTS.

Questions Addressed to the Chiefs.

Ilolatama. bueta yechinoma canteln.

(Pareja's Confessionario, leaf 183 v.—184 v.)

Did you exact more tribute or

other articles from your subjects

than you were formerly in the habit

of doing?

Did you exact the labor or day's

work from those who work for you?

Did you employ your subjects at

some work, so that they missed the

holy mass?

Did you order [them] to work on

feast days without the priests' per-

mit ?

Did you order, that no one open

the corn-crib or approach it, unless

the conjurer has previously said his

prayers over it ?

Did you forbid to eat of the new

maize or other new fruit, before the

conjurer lias tasted it

!

Did you design that weddings

should take place; to the benefit of

the Indians without giving a share

to the priest ?

Did you consent to [your] slaves'

sleeping together!

Do you keep any negro slave as a

mistress?

Did you consent that some people

of your village recite incantations

over some herbs?

Did you cause any conjurer to

search by diabolic arts for something

stolen or lost?

After eating bears' meat did you

ask for drinking from another shell,

lest j
rou would fall sick?

Andaque cumeleta hachibueno

hachi ichusubinaco Christianolenaye

ofueuona yameta hachima OSOarO-

sota nichusimaea mobi cho?

Ano pequataye inosobotequa ha-

cheleheco yerebana nayolehecoquene

hochi uquabi cho?

Ano pequataye inosobo chique

Missaleno hani mobi ?

Itimilenoye inosohale masetiqua

fetecatiqua fiesta equelama inosobi

cho •'.

Ano misoma ituhutetima avoho-

pahama Iqinoleheleqete mobi cho?

Tapolabacaqe aya bono tocaco to-

coqe uquaca ano misoma hetetileta

beqeqere benolohabela motabt cho?

Anopira comeleta niamate nata hi-

buasi mota viroma nacunata hibua-

soniata mosobi cho?

Ateco anoco fastaqe nate manibi

cho ?

Atemimaqua inihimi chu mosobi

cho V

Hicaye ano niye nquata ituhu-

teeo hibuataqe nate naquenta hani-

mate manibi cho?

Nuquenoco hachibueno teraco

chebeque yalacosobi cho ?

PIIOC. AMEK. PIIILOS. SOC. XVIII.

Ara-hete toomama nacunuma nina-

cusi chi caqe honi-hete ninacuqe ni-

qilabosohabele nacunu eyo nacunu-

lehaue mosobi cho ?

105. 3k. printed mahch 27, 1880.
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To preclude young women from
.

dancing did you have some of them
insulted, or inflicted punishment on

them?
Early in the sowing season did you

CVDM six old men to eat [a pot of frit-

ters] ?

Just before becoming chief did

you order a new fire to be made for

six days in the cottage, and to have

it closed Up by laurels or other things?

Did you desire the chief's death

to succeed him 7

Having fallen sick, did you con-

struct a new house, declaring " Here

I shall live and die?"

Did you order laborers to be pun-

ished so as to bftve their arms broken,

not for the sake of work, but for be-

ing an -ry '.

For what other reason, but for be-

ing angry, did you have anybody

punisli

Ela nia muquano iquimi iquiti

mosobota hachibueno nabalusobota

mosobi cho?

Echerosota ano miso marecama
hesobi cho 7

Holata ichi qihabeleta taca chaleca

alata itorita ela mareca hutanolehaue,

acu tolalehecote hachibuenolehecote

viro pahama naquiluta m >so:iolehaue

mobi cho?

Xihitaruqe honihe holatalesiro

manibi cho?

Chiquilabotanimano palia chaleca

ucunuleqe fata orobinlhale caqua

fanoinano ninihihauele tnobi cho ?

Anoco inonino namoquatima ma-
fia ine eyo nayuricotnita ebacali

carema tuchemaca mo chi aboto-

moipie yabi vichubj '.'

Anoco ineca lub.i ticotc hoehie yu-

ricono yebueta iqimileqe ineeo na-

hiqe abotosiro-manda quosta nasl-

sobi cho ?

Indian Prognostications and Pagan Ceremonies Still in Practice.

Anopira huchirare uinomtt: hUuiacumrteno/nittequene eitntela.

(Confessionario, leaf 138 r. and v., 124 r. and v.)

When somebody was crazed, did

you believe [his] words would lie

coin'- tnii- 7

Did you believe that it was a sign

Of tiOmebOdy'ft arrival, or that some

thing new would happen, when |

jay was chattering to another liird,

and when my b->d; wa~ t n milling ?

Did von believe, that by making a

new lire in I Separate spot, the sick

would reo

When \oll were sick, did \ oil have

hi. i) made teparat

Isiicit echa, hebuatema nocomile-

manda bohobi clio?

Hachiplleco cacaleheco chuluti

cyolehecote iialiebuasota, caqueni-

haiie ([cstehi, mota unayaruru cate-

mate, caiiiieniliaiieiie intcla inanta

bohobi eh

Ano ii|ilab:imabuelaleqc taca obj

areootaoa baluhauele mania

bohobi cho 7

( iniqllabotaqe, taca chaleca nalasl

uolchaue bono intico lacuna ochoqo

Hull iln-\ in. i> cn.ik victuals to he your niiiihihaiiela inanda mosobi cho'.'

you would die. yanacu ano eyocobueta motaqc bo-

did you bellere In ihli

!

uobl cho!
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When a woman was in travail, did

you think it sinful to approach the

fire (lumbre) just burning?

Did you consent that a herb-doctor

should cure you by reciting over you

demoniac words?

Did you offer to this purpose at the

door of the house the maize to the

Devil, as you were in the habit of

doing before?

The ceremony of the laurel, per-

formed to [serve] the Demon, did

you perform il
'.'

[When collecting] acorns or other

fruits, did you not eat the first [gath-

ered ] ?

When lightnings struck into the

clearing
|
mca) or maize-field, did you

not cat of it? and did you advise

anybody not to cat of it?

Did you advise not to eat the first

maize of the newly-cleared field?

When the water is flooding the

new fish-pond and the first fish is

caught, did you order not to throw it

into hot water, lest no others would

be caught?

Did you place the first fish close

to it (the new tishpond), to make come

a large quantity by the next tide?

When flooding a new tishpond, did

you desire that the conjurers pray

over it, believing that many more

fish will enter it ?

(Same sentence, the inland term

ptiyt "weir" being substituted for

ichali, used on the coast.)

Vilu tacaco inti uquata ibiretaco-

co inti uquata quosobi cho?

Isucuma chorobonima hiti hebu-

ata ituhuta choroboqe nate nim-
bi cho?

Tapolama ucuchua easota hitima

tacatosibinaqechu naquosobi cho?

Tola ucuchua nacaquibinaqechu

naquosobi cho

?

Ahano calama qibeniate, hachi-

bueno eyo calama qibemate inti

uquahicho?

Pilema uuma hebuama nabotoqe,

tapolamano inti uquahicho? yanacu

ano eyo, inti uquasota, mosobi cho'.'

Auara ele tapolama ecano qibe-

mano inti uquata mosobi cho?

tchali ele iribosobinaco, cuyuma
ubuata qibenco melasonolehabetile

cuyuma naqua ubuahauetile naquo-

satiqua nimaca mobi cho?

Cuyu ubuata qibenco yuquisotani-

qua, cuyu arota ubuahauelc-manta

quoaobi cho?

Ichali ele iribosota, hiti hebuano-

mani ituhusinoleqe»ubahauele man-

ibi cho ? yanacu ituluibi cho %

Puyeca quibinaco hiti-hebuano-

mani ituhusinoleqe hubuahauele

manibi cho? yanacu hoqua ituhubi

cho?

(Confessionario, leaf 127 v.)

All these things, all these abuses,

the tremblings of the body, the

omens from the birds, from the

beasts, nothing of them must be be-

lieved in.

Una caremaqua hachibueno, care

nayalacota, caque nihaueyat ala muc-

nomate isticoqe uamota bohonole hi-

tima chisisotamano bohatiquani

hach(e?).
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To Married People.

(Confessionario, leaf 208 r.)

Did you suspect your consort of

some wicked action?

Did you outrage your consort by

affronting terms, by insults, by scoff-

ing, or by laving hands on ?

Have you gratified too much the

desires of your sons, allowing them
their own will without punishment

and correction, and leaving them

their liberty?

Did you consent that your son or

others of your house act in a turbu-

lent or knavish manner?

Did you give no longer to eat to

your husband, and did you not act

upon his command?

Inilumima inibati cumelesta inta

ninco nahe v- nale manibi cho?

Inihimima hebuanoleheco inino-

leheeo mosima na-isticosota iquiti-

mosota hebuabi cho ?

Siquisonaye malm ere timoqiti

mine cumelebi nincoqua na-inta-

nas'uii puenta honochiqe beta nacu'.a

orol)istileno chiqena inta alihota-

habe nate manibi cho?

Siquisonayeleheco anoyaleheco

orobistilima anoletaqe nate manibi

cho ?

Inifaye cobuosatileta bono, na-

cume ecatileta tera liebuatanima

hanisobi cho?

(Here follows: Have you not murdered Proc. 18T8, pg. 499.)

Misdeeds to be confessed to the Piukst only.

(Catechism, leaf 83 verso to 84 verso. In the original, this article is ti\H

divided into paragraphs or sections as here.)

Iloiio-mclomano pilanileqe nabe

dhaleqe qnehema u&yarota ebetoqe

Ibama oahabosoqo mosoteqttarobama

naliitaniina ; naipiente pia elasosiqe

niinarul)i michuqui mosilenomaiio

. neneha 1

1

i :

n

i i i > i miohuqol ni)-

siinano hecate.

iui nioiiiliaucniaiio inihcti ini

noinilc atic'uicolo orobotemaqua on>

iiinta mithtth paosonlhaueta caql

ano oroholrmaiio [esu ( 'hrislnnia.

na ichiqilei hule.

|U<- nihaueqiientclaha valniino-

• ooma Inta oabo aabomota,

naqaoionole betitnaas m anohttema.

The shell of the ocean opens every

night and every morning to receive

the dew from the sky, wherewith

the pearl congeals in it ; the pearl

locks itself in, when the sun has

risen and the day has advanced, and

preserves its natural heat (y viene

escalentando), and so that it may
lie seen afterwards by all, it locks

itself in.

We likewise must manifest our

shortcomings only to the c >nCeasing

priest, as to a vicarious person for

i 'lnist, and to none else.

Many arc doing just the opposite

of this
;
those who glory themselves

when acting mischievously and

ice. >unl of their
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Nahitela naquenema Esaias : Ts-

tanimano namotemano mine istico

inino niimaqua na-iribota hebuata ne-

laeare ehienta, Sodoma hicayayima,

anoraa isomoni michuqui mosotema

nahitela.

Naquenema banta eyobeta taano-

lenomano unabine yucbinoma ela-

care cliieta, balifonoma nan tela.

Gatomano piaha-manda ayahibua-

noma
;

piteta nuqua ecate bachipile

inemimano, yucbi nilie mosima,

apimimaqua nacuquete una oquo
3'ucbi namotcmahcta, na-iqilabono

nabitcinano isucuniaqua nabiabosota

eyomano.

Chiqesta mosote quentemano ini-

beti iiiinoniileno eyomano ; chiqesta

aticbicolo isueuinaqua saeerdote in-

terna loloba ajosta na-orobininole-

banela.

Naquenemano ano yaba mosimano

inibeti ininomima yuebeti elaeare

abota.

Acu caquenta nabalu bache itimi-

lonoma inota nimatecanimaselainota

na'icla nabonta na-anolctcma na

bitcla quosonolebltila Sacramento

na-orohininoma nabena sabata iso-

nola Mquenema intila.

Of tbese people says tbe prophet

Esaia: '-Peccatum suura stent So-

doma praedicaverunt." They bave

praised and publicly exhibited their

sins, like tbose of Sodom.

Tbat tbe sinner should reveal bis

sins, unless while confessing, seems

to be against nature.

Cats Will bide tbeir excrements

and cover tbem well [so tbat tbey do

not stink nor smell bad to others],

and all animals cover themselves by

tbeir tail ; and people "wbo bave any

ugly infirmities conceal and bide

tbem from others' sight, except from

tbe physicians wbo aretobeal tbem.

All this teaches us, that sins must

be covered and concealed from all,

save from the spiritual doctors, to

whom they must be cbttfl

openly.

Sinners must not be like monkeys,

who show themselves nude to all,

without shame or bash fulness.

There are people, also, who di-

vulge not only the sins which they

have confessed, but even the pen-

ances, which they have endured for

them, and in this manner almost ex-

pose to mockery the Sacrament of

the confession.

Miscellaneous Queiues.

(Confessionario, leaf 210.)

Pabamico anomilebeco ano eyole-

hecote qttenetna tnibati intaqe nate

manibi cbo?

Inihiminco ano eyo napatabohero

maninoma nate quentahaue manibi

choV

Niaco obachamisibi cbo?

Chuqua?
Niareqe cbuquareqe?

Caqi nia butanaye inemimano ano-

mieote hu'abi cbo?

Did you permit any married or

other person to have sexual inter-

course in your house or elsewhere ".'

Did you consent that any one have

connection with your consort V

Did you kiss a woman ?

How often?

How often each woman ?

Aie there any mothers among all

those with whom you had inter-

course '?
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(Catechism, loaf 50.)

Santa Maria aquitasiqema hebuas-

ta istala.

Caqi aquitasiqe Miriancono chica-

conte 1

Mine (h)achibueno tera inemi naya

iynnmate, graciamatc nacumotaqe

iyenotima ; nocomi Dios-isomima

nantela.

Caqi minequa iyenotincono chan-

co hibuante?

Hacliaqueniqe Diosima mueno-

lete?

Nanun liachibueno carema na-

eneta naqebanta, numamate utiniate

queneqna mineecoyalcta hachibuena

c.irema caquenta hauemantema nan-

tiqe ona Diosila.

Dios itimi, Dios qiemima .Tesu

Christo nante, Esiiritu Santoinate.

Ano qiemamate Diosi?

O, Diosila.

Quiemilenomate Diosi?

I speak with the Virgin Mary.

Who is the Virgin Mary ?

Some great queen, rich in all vir-

tue-; and graces; the true mother of

God she is called.

Where dwells this grand queen ?

Why is he called God ?

Because he sees all things, and

ministers to them, he being the

powerful ruler of all things in heaven

and on earth.

God father, God's son

Christ, and the Holy Spirit.

Is the Father God V

Yea, he is God.

Is the son God '!

Jesus

(Catechism, page 27v.)

Mime una oquomimano hacha-

(pH'iita tuqiialamanafaye V

N:m:tcit una oquoinano utinaleno

divinidad inucuoinacasinta yahota

fayela.

Niliinima haohaquentaquere tabu-

ale'.'

vano, hacheqiieniqr Christia-

nolHiala iixiic clio?

.Min-- Diosi ni:ii|iia, inostnuiqua

nuina a!>o oraliououia niniilicro ni-

inandaqc, ( 'lirisl imiolcsiro ni ma

In which state did his body re

niiiin when in the tomb?

His body was united with the

Godhead Itself.

In which manner did he rise from

the dead?

Furthermore, why do you declare

that you want to beeomr a Christian !

Thai l may serve Almighty God,

gO to IIe:iven, and thai there the

glory may be conferred upon me
|

therefore 1 warn to be a Christian.
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Address of Thanks,

Sent to the King of Spain by his Loyae Subjects, the Chiefs of

the Timucua People ; dated the 28th of January, 1088.

Shortly after the revolt of the Indians of the northern part of the Flori-

dian peninsula against their Spanish governor, who attetnpled to send some

of their numl)er to the mines in the West Indies, and after the inroad of

the Yamassi Indians into their puehlos (1687), the loyal Apalache chiefs

sent a letter of explanation to the Spanish monarch, dated Apalache, Febr.

15, 1688, and endorsed hy the Governor Diego de Quiroga y Lossada,

"Capital) general," on April 1, 1688; the Timueua chiefs sent to htm a

loyalty address hearing date of Jan. 28, 1688. The vidimus of this letter

states, that it was " escrita de todos los CaCiques de la timucua," and

translated by Fray Francisco de Kojas, a Franciscan of Santa Elena Prov

ince, interpreter of Timuquano in the city of St. Augustine and " minis" m
de los naturales, etc." This remark of the translator is dated February 17;

the vidimus of the magistrate, "AloSMO Solana," is dated February 21,

1688.

The Apalache and the Timucua letter were published in fac similes of

the original documents, with printed Spanish translations and vidimus, by

Mr. Buckingham Smith, in an undated (1859) folio edition of nine leaves,

and printed in fifty copies only,

A copy having no printed title is in the Library of Congress, and from

this I have reproduced the text below. Lcclerc mentions the publication'

of Mr. Smith in his " Bibliotheca Americana," Paris, Maisonneuve A Co.,

1N7S.

In my English rendering of the address I have followed as closely as

possible the corrected Timucua text. The vertical bar | shows the end of

each line in the text of the original.

Reader* will remember that only the " Text of the Original" and the

" Xpitnix/t Tr<imltition of 1688," are reproductions of what is left to us.

The original is worded in a dialed differing in some respects from that

found in Parcja's books, and was written some eighty years later. Where

we find, e. y., lahacu, bota in the address, Pareja would use leheco, mota.

The queer orthography of the original prompted me to attempr a more cor-

rect reading of it, and this I have sought to reproduce in my English

translation.

At the head of the letter stands the sign of the holy cross, and in the

original it is repeated where the (' stands before reiheca. Every C of the

text is written as a capital letter. The i's have all long oblique dashes over

them (i). In the term namonimanibotela the nam is erased in the original

with ink. Numerous difficulties still encumber the full understanding of

this interesting missive.
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Spanish Translation of 1683.

t

Al Rev nro Senor

Siempre emos sido vasallos de V.

If. pen ftgora con mejor raQon y de

ttodo corac, m lo somns y asi quere-

ntos hahlar.= V. M. a ynviado

muclios govemadores pero como Don
Diego m> emos vistto Qinguno ; otros

que an sldos govemadores estan aqui

pevo como este no emos vistto nin-

guno, y por estta causa damos a V.

M la* gracl&s ; nos a socorrido a los

caalqoee y pobrea vassal los de V. M.

con ropa por cuia causa estamos muv
agradecidos, Dioa ee lo p&gne a V.

M. ; y si los sefiores govemadores
que ban* benido fueran com > el quo
oy esta faeramos mejores xptianos

y hnblera machos mis xptianos. Su
nu,"1 a trauajado mucho en utro vien

con tan inalos tiempos y p >r si m \s-

iiiii a uisitado ttodoa los lugares de
xptianos y de ynfieles como t'ue

Basisa y nos a dado mucho coasuelo

y oon todoe cstos trauajo* tunica a

dejado de oy- misa y asi decJmoa

(j
e es an hombre santto. A nos en-

cargado mucho qae bonrremos que
rreberenciemos a los sacerdoites que
nos asisten, comoau m 1 lo ae/ia del-

ante de nosotros, suplicatnoa u V. .M.

Be airua de continoarnoa mucho* a °*

al Sr Governador que es porqae pro

n r" vieu aconsejandnnod como
liuen \ptiano qae oygamOS misa y
atendamoa macho a lo qae lo* rreli-

-'n in ; bolaemoa a

Buplicar a V. M. nos <• mtinna el

s r Don Diego aueatra Gobernador
para nro oonaaelo : nro Bsftor da as

ttodO B V. M ttodo gOCO v sal ud
c hud <->ti>s pobrea rai dloa Ie di

j \i ktheo en >-\ met da
licniTo vcinitc y OChO dfl mil',

ochentta y otfeo aftoa. Bacriptu y
Armada da Loa oaaiquea "pic nos bat-

i > .ii Froi
- hi M itlieo. Don Pedro

de H in Pedro. Don Bentura
\ if. Don 1

1

tilque

hi .liim

. ntc n Sun Miitbco.

Text of the Original.

t

C reiheca AnoConiCa

nanemi Anequelamito-ioma hi

eiabobila liacacheqeno
|
Cumenati-

moCoCo Anoquelamitonoma nl

eiabdtela
|

queniqe Anohebasisiro-

nimanibotaqe
|

Anonaio holata puquahimesoboniM-

lahaCu
|
dontleCnnaquimnsi ' niene-

bobitila Ano naio hohita
|

yoqua

Caremite eiatamalahacu naquimosi

ni
|
enebobitila naquenema betaleq

diosiquimi leqeysa-
| CO niquosobori-

habenamotaniCa ieholatayncmimote

j

Anoipielacuncinate Amunapuqita-

ninabarasobo |
ta niquo aoboniqney-

sai'tiuiaiita in'anicila Aba Ano
|

naioholata ponohi icqucariunaCa.

Co niso bonetnaqd |
mo sinisobomo-

bilenincono Cristiauo nipuquaCoCo-

lebo
|
hela Crist'tanolen > lenoleha-

bemi tacubaiithcba
|
aibonela nifnetti

patoquilononebeleca ynta CristE
|

Anoutima niparifosibonelahaou patn*

(ptilonoina
|

quayquinu'leq 'inisa-

mano haninibiti laeantole
|

nelenela

namonimahlboteln ytecarena boso
|

noletahabe careraate oihebaalbota-

innsoniqeysa
|
Comantu ciatanicaBc-

misa oCotono letahabeCa |
remate

nilicbaneCa sibotahoinotaminiqe

ygaOO |
mania ciataniCare naqiiciii'-

mabetaleqa Oaqi
\

Anonaioholata-

hilianteini diosjquimilrqe | Anilu-

pusimitaiiiCale diosihalunu ohonta-

haao
|
tomanOo Oaqaanlbi tnsibon-

tahorooimanl |
botaqe Anihelmsiini-

tanlbale Ban Mateo
|
enero aJaoto-

ma ynlboqe plqlnabll eromano ss
|

don franataoo oayatale Acu Iran

ciaoainantnti |
Don P Baa l'" holata

Dudifl JO Marlial a liolata
|
Vi'llluro

Asilc liolita OregOriO S .In"' ho
I

lata
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Text as corrected by myself:

t

Reyheca anoconica :

Nanemianoquelaniitonoma ni eya

bobilahaca cheqeno cumena atimo-

coco anoquclamitonouia ni eya

botela queniqe ano hebasi siro ni-

mani botaqe.

Ano nayo holata puquabi miso

bonibilabacu Don Diecu naqui mo-

si ni-enebobitila; ano nayo liolata yo-

qua caremate eyatamalabacu naqui

mosi ni-enebobitila. Naquenema
betaleqe Diosi iquimileqe ; isaco ni-

quoso ponihauena mota nica naye

liolata inemi mote anoquelacune-

mateamunapuquaninabaraaobota ni-

quoso boniqe isaco manta intanicala.

Acu ano nayo liolata ponobi yoque

caremacaco nisobonemaque mosi ni-

sobo mobilenincono Cristiano nipu-

qua cocolebobela Cristianoleno leno-

leliauema. Tacubani hebasi ponela

minete pataquilono nebeleca inta

Cristi (-anole V) ano utinni nipari-

t'osi ponelahaou pataquiloaomaque

iquimileqe niisainano baninibitila

santole nelcnela nimani botela ; ite-

care nabosonoletahaue caremate ni-

hcbasibota moBOQiqe isaco manta

eyatanioare misa ocoumo-letahaue

caicniate niliubanica sibota honiota-

miiiiqe isaco manta ey» tanicare.

Naquenema betaleqe caqi ano nayo

liolata hihantcma Diosi iquimileqe,

ani lapusi niitanieale Diosi baluiiu

obontaliaue tonuuieo eaqua nihibasi

pontahcro nimani botaqe. Ani he-

basi mitaninialc San Mateo, enero

erao tuma yucbaqe piqinahu eroma-

no 88. Don Francisco na-istalc, acu

Francisco Martinez. Don Pedro. San

Pedro holata. l)u(n) diego Macha-

ua liolata. Ventura Asile liolata.

Gregorio San Juan liolata.

English Translation

:

t

To our King our Lord :

Always we have been your sub-

jects, but now with more reason and

with whole heart are we your sub-

jects, and intend to speak in this

way.

Some white governors you have

sent us, but like Don Diego we have

seen none : former white governors

stay here, but like him we have not

seen any. Therefore we invoke

(upon you) the grace of God ; he has

succored us, the chiefs and the poor

subjects (of you) with clothing, and

for this cause we show our gratitude.

Those white governors who came
(here), had they all been like the

present one, we would be better

Christians, arid there would be

many more Christians in existence.

For our benefit he has worked a

great ileal, and in person has visited

all settlements of Christians and un-

believers, has helped us with advice,

and having during all his trouble

never neglected to attend holy mass,

we hence call him a saint; all the

priests who assist us, he told us to

honor and reverence, as he has done

himself before our eyes. We there-

fore pray you to let the governor
stay many years with us, for he
works for our weal, advising us to

hear mass, and listen to the teach-

ings of the priests. Therefore we
supplicate, that God bestow His
graces upon this white Governor,
our adviser ; we all pray God he
may give life (to him), and thus we
constantly pray and wish.

We all present have thus spoken
at San Mateo, the twentieth and
eighth day of the year (Hi) 88. Don
Francisco was speaker, and he Fran-
cisco Martinez. Don Pedro, chief of
San Pedro. Don Diego, chief of
Machaua. Ventura, chief of Asile.

Gregorio, chief of San Juan.

PROC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XVIII. 105. 3L. PRINTED MARCH 29, 1880.
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Words and Sentences.

acuyano besides, further, furthermore ; in addition to.

afuenoma, see ofuenoma.

Alimacaui a Floridian chief, also called Halmacanir, Allimicani paracussi

;

contains the word maca, moca sea, ocean. The map in De Bry,

Brevis narratio. locates his settlement on the coast, just North of the

mouth of St. John's River,

anoleta knavishness, sin, misdeed.

antipola bonassu. These words were uttered by the Indians on the St.

John's River, when they saw De Laudonniere revisiting them on

his second expedition. They seem to represent the Timucua words :

"anta, balu pona cho?" brother, have you come (returned) alive?

This author interprets them by "brother " or " friend," and A. Gal-

latin (Archaeol. Amer. II, page 106) attempted to explain the first

word by a Cha'hta, the second by a Creek term,

ati, ate subordinate person ; slave, subject, servant. Atemima chu some-

body's negro slave. Atemalema master and slave, or : female slave

and owner,

atichicolo spiritual

atichicoloye atimoqua your spiritual lord
;
your Christian God.

atimoqua, atimoqe master, ruler, lord ; from ati and maqua, moqua.

Atore, Athore, nom. pr. of the eldest son of the paracusi Saturivra (De

Land.). Contains the word itori following, subsequent to.

ayahibuano excrements ; lit. "what cannot be spoken of.''

benasaba, balusobo to dance.

betale to supplicate.

Bfanini, nom. pr. of the mythic "Fountain of Life" imparting eternal

youth to those who drank from it and restoring health to the diseased.

Ancient traditions and maps place it on an island north of the Ba-

hama Islands. Contracted from ihine mine, "superior water."

The authors of the sixteenth century mention the Antillian hi life

and mini scarce, but I have looked in vain for analogies to these

terms in the other (lalilii dialects.

cani 1) palmetto leaf 2) hat made of palmetto leaves.

care, pi. c-arema "together;" expresses the idea Of temporal- and *oine

times local simultaneity. Viro niaquene care uquata : male and

female infants nt the same time. Cam amitiniale: male twin, lit,:

brother born at a time with a sister. Hiea noiv/vmalc 5 fellow

eiti/'

Chilili, nom. pi. of M inland Indian town, on an allluenl of St. John's

I
, aod of tti chief

Cliiipiolu, iiMin. pr. Of " irreat lord of the country.'' dwelling north of St.

John'i Blrer. iin Mature exceeded thai of ins subjects by- more
then on.- fool

1
1
>• Lend .

chlllllfl. ehorofu Jay; cliululi-chi those of Hie Jay elan (i hi. apher. of hachil.
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cote, ticote, ticotacu, cotacu (suffixed to verbs) : unless, lest, if not ; al-

though, though not.

manino ticote without feeling hunger,

cote, cota tongue ; language
;
portion of discourse, paragraph,

mine cotemano the first part (of book, sermon, etc.).

anacoti councillor, adviser.

Cuaresma the fasting period of Lent, lat. quadragesima.

Cuaresma pira : Red Lent, viz : Lent marked red in the calendar,

cumele heart.

cumelcnima bohote cho? do you believe with (or in) the heart?

cumeleno natimo heartily, with full heart (de todo coniQon).

cumelesota document ; c. hebuanoma d. of all what was said,

ecalcta to perform, to obey, act upon something,

ecano made, prepared ; part, of ica to make.

auara ele ecano field recently cleared or prepared for maize-culture,

ecoyaleta ruler, manager,

elo, elosi, or elofi to whistle, hiss at ; aqetu elosibi cho ? did you hiss at the

tempest ?

Emoloa, Emola, Molua, nom. pr. of a Timucua settlement and of its cacique

or chief, who is reported to have been subordinate to the Holata

Utina. De Bry's map has a locality Homoloua on the St. John's

River, near Fort St. Charles,

equelete today.

hachi pacha some person, somebody; lit. "who is born."

liani to cease, stop, quit, itorinoina hanibi cho? did you cease fasting?

Missaleno hani to miss the holy mass, inifaye viroma chi haniqe after

your husband had left you.

hanini to neglect; haninihitila he has not neglected.

nt iliania exulant, deserter.

Helicopile, nom. pr. of a chief (De Laud.),

lieso to cause or give to eat ; from he to eat.

heta nacuta, beta ucuta to excess, immoderately,

hete what can be eaten : meat, food, edibles ; hetetileta untasted yet.

ara-hete bear's meat ; honi-hete edible mussel, nutritious sea-shell,

hiatiqe interpreter.

hilmasi, hibuaso wedding,

hini tobacco ; der. of he to eat.

Hiocaia, nom pr. of a chief dwelling twelve leagues north of Fort St.

Charles. From hio to imitate, and caya turkey, partridge, the

name perhaps referring to a headdress of feathers.

Hirrihiqua, nom. pr. of the Timucua chief, who captured Ortiz, a Spanish

soldier. This is in fact a local name ; War-land, or war-district (iri,

hica).

hitiqiri owl, lit. " demon-screecher."

hochie, hochi, echa, other pronunciations of hacha, pron. relat.

bono 1) shell, fresh-water or sea-mussel ; lit. food (he : to eat).
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honi-hete edible shell, bivalve ; hono-melo shell of the salt (melo)

water ; oceanic shell, pearl-shell. On Floridian fresh-water shells,

shell heaps and shell mounds, cf. Fifth Ann. Report of Peabody

Museum, Boston, 1872, page 22 sqq.

2) fruit ; berry found in the woods.

hororo red owl.

Hostaqua or Hustaca, nom. pr. of an Indian settlement and its chief, on an

affluent of St. John's River.

iarua sorcerer, conjurer (De Laud.). This epithet given to the Timucua

shamans refers to their prophetic power and the convulsions affected

by them to obtain oracles of war ; from yuru to tremble, to be

shaken or contorted.

ichi cold ; ibine-ichicosa to throw into cold water.

ichuqui to throw away, to spill.

inoni to work. Domingo equelemate inonibicho? did you do any work on

Sunday ?

inoso, inosobo to make work, to cause to work.

iquaso, iquase to cry forth, to utter a cry, to scream ; iquaseti not to utter

a cry. Cf. qi in hitiqiri.

Iracana, nom. pr. of a river falling into the Atlantic, probably in Georgia

(De Laud.); also called Salinacani. The French called it "laSomme,"
or according to the map of De Bry, I'Aisne (Axona).

iriboso to flood something.

isi blood.

isito to bleed ; ichinima isitoco to cause my nose to bleed.

itori alligator. These reptiles served as food to the Timucua people.

ituliunu prayer.

juferc a wicker basket for catching fish (Span. nasa).

vfchino query, question.

jroQe, yoqua past, bygone, ano nayo holata yoqua former white governors,

yuquiso to lay, deposit on the side of.

yubuelia, yubehe to transfix, pierce, strike, atulu chi yubeheti the arrow

may pierce you.

yulnio, yuliana sodomite.

Yupalia, iKiiii. pr. of a town seen by Hernando de Soto's army. Contains

palm " houses ;" perhaps: Yoque palia, "Oldtown."

yuri, yuru to be shaken up, to Iremlile; to be angry.

ona (for yurnna) eel.

Maraeii. in the Kreneh orthography Marraeoii. an inland camp of Indians.

Beemi to ooatoin men., melo warm, hoi,

inela, inero liot, lie;ited, boiling.

incliisonulebabctUe cuyumft !
not. to throw the lish into hot water.

IlilliaiU to preserve die's Ileal.

ni peiiieoiii
,
probably made of hullaisle ,lt . nmrsli (ef melo).

Iiieleiii.ji to put on ;i |iettieo;it.

DOelOMli il'ini melo salt water; inoea melo salt sea; liono melo 008BD
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shell. Probably identical with mela, mera hot, warm, the tempera-

ture of the sea water forming a contrast with that of fresh-water

springs in southern latitudes,

mine winter ; minama in winter-time, during the wintry season ; viz. first

(mine) of year,

miso old, aged ; older than, ano miso mareca six old men. ano misoma
ituhute incantated by a conjurer,

mo to speak, say, tell.

mono, mueno to call by name, to name.

moso to make.

mani to consent, desire ; manino to be hungry or thirsty.

manta, manda 1) to wish, desire ; 2) sign of the future tense,

mota to agree, consent, declare ; 2) a word, saying ; 3) thus, so.

moqua, maqua to serve, attend
;
to wait upon, cf. atimoqua ; mine Diosl

maqua to serve the great God.

nabe, every, each ; nabe chaleque every morning; viz. : every new (day),

naboto to strike (for ni-aboto) ; said f. i. of the thunderbolt (numa hebua).

nacu to drink ; ninacu to ask for drinking,

nacunu contr. from na acu ano.

nayo (when standing for na eyo) : another, any other,

naquila, ninaquilasi to perfume ; from uque oil, grease,

nate (among other significations) or, or else, or either ; acunate again.

Nia Cubacani, nom. pr. of a woman (De Laud.) ; probably: niaco pacano.

niponosi to return to somebody; from pona to come.

niponosihero-manda bohobi cho? did you believe that he would possi-

bly return (to you)?

ofuenoma, afuenoma, ofonoma, 1) after, behind (temporal and local), ofue-

noma Diosima : in preference to God, after God. hibate inaytines

ofonoma : after having said the morning mass ; halifonoma nantela

I call it to be against nature. 2) on the subject of, concerning, about

something : caqi mandamiento ofuenoma yechino cantela, or : caqi

mandamiento ofuenoma na-yechinoma cantecarela : all these are

questions (or queries) concerning that commandment.
Olataraca, nom. pr. of the nephew of the chief Saturiwa (De Laud.). The

first part of the name is holata, chief,

orobo, oroboni to cure, heal ; to treat for sickness,

ch-orobonate you to be cured.

orobisi to correct, chastise, orobini to go to confession,

orobisiono advice, counsel ; naorobisionoma (good) advice, intelligence
;

orobaso to bewitch, orobota incantation, witchcraft,

orobono glory (of heaven).

Patica, nom. pr. of a coast settlement or locality eight leagues from the

French Fort St. Charles, on St. John's River. It lay a short distance

south of the outlet of that river ; the name is a compound of paha
hotises, and tico canoe ; canoe-houses, cabins near a harbor,

pia, piaha to hide, cover up.
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pile field
;
pilema numa hebuarua nabotoqe when lightnings have struck

the field.

hachipile animals ; lit. "what is on the field."

purucusta to run. If paracusi is a derivative of this, it means "the chief

of the war-expeditions."

samota 1) to bathe in ; samota niyena to bathe in the juice of an herb; 2) a

rubbing with, a bathing in.

Sarrauabi, also written Saranay, Serraney ; nom. pr. of a river and of an

Indian settlement located on its shores, north of the outlet of St.

John's River.

Saturiwa, or, in French orthography, Satourioua, nom. pr. of a paracusi

on St. John's River, mentioned by De Laudonniere. Lived on sea-

coast, a short distance south of the outlet of St. John's River.

Seloy, nom. pr. of a river in the Timucua territory, interpreted by De Lau-

donniere par "la riviere des dauphins," Porpoise River.

sieroa pira red metal, gold (De Laud.).

suquoni to rub on, to rub oneself with ; niye suquoui to rub oneself with

the juice of herbs.

Tacatacuru, nom. pr. of a river falling into the Atlantic Ocean north of the

St. John ; contains taca fire, probably in a redoubled form. The
French under De Laudonniere called this river La Seine.

tapaga tapola "little baskets of mill " (Hakluyt) ; a compound term ; the

latter word is holaba, tapolaba Indian corn and contains abo stalk,

maize-plant.

toca "new fruit," tococo to eat that " new fruit."

toya name of a feast of the Timucua people (De Laud.).

tola laurel ; Tolemaro a town near the outlet of the St. Mary's River,

on Northern boundary of Florida ; once inhabited by Timucua

Indians. Tho name contains tola laurel.

ubua, ul>a 1) to enter, go into, us into the net. cuyuma ubuata qil>e the first

tlsh iplur.) oatlght ;
',') to catch, gel hold of.

uqua to eat, said of certain edibles only, tapolamano inti uquabi eho? did

you cat the maize (-ears) ? uqiiaso to cat, and to give to oat.

uipic oil, irrcasc ; ara uquc bear's grease.

uqui, hiiqo, rain ; uquihe, uquisa, uquiso to produce rain.
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A Mirror for Illuminating Opaque Objects for the Projecting Microscope.

By Persifor Frazer, Jr.

(Bead before the American Philosophical Society, Feb. 20, 1880.)

The subject of the present note is an arrangement for representing

opaque objects through the gas microscope, especially adapted to Zent-

mayer's 1£ inch objective. It is only claimed to be better than the para-

bolic reflector of Smith & Beck, J. Lawrence Smith, Sorby and others,

where the working distance of the microscope is comparatively large

{i. e., the distance from the objective to the object on the stage is ^

inch or more) and for the purposes mentioned. Where the distance is as

great as that just mentioned the dispersion of rays from the reflexion at <>ne

point, of rays from very different parts of the mirror, is so great that only

a few rays from the upper part of the mirror reach the lens at all. It would
be different with a lens having a very small working distance, ami in this

case a parabolic reflector would be preferable.

The apparatus consists of a brass tube made to slide over the lens, on the

lower end of which is fixed a glass plate about 1 mm. in thickness so

attached as to be capable of a sliding motion towards or away from the

hinged mirror which is attached to the edge of the metal flange In which
the glass plate slides. This simple contrivance permits the glass plate to be

brought into close contact with the reflecting mirror no matter at what
angle the latter may he placed.

The mirror is made of nickel-plated German silver neatly mounted on a

small hinge.

The light is admitted from below through a diaphragm after the rays

have been rendered parallel by the condenser of the lantern, the aperture of

the diaphragm being adapted to the maximum thickness of beam winch

can be effective for illumination, and which (calling a the aperture of the

lens and i the angle of incidence of the beam) = a cos i: or for an aper-

ture bty (=0.875") and an Incident angle of G2°, 0.411" or roughly 0.4".

The less the incident angle of course the larger the beam of Kgfat will be,

and the greater diameter of the diaphragm. The refractive index of the

glass employed to make the plate being 1.5, in order that the critical angle

41° 48' may not be exceeded in the refracted ray, this angle of incidence

or » must not be less than 61° 51' or roughh ()2
J

.

This minimum value of t determines the area of surface which can be

illuminated on the mieroscope stage, but by altering the angle of the mirror

very slightly all parts of the object may be successively projected on the

screen. This minimum value is easily obtained from the critical angle of

the glass employed, which is 41° 48'. The complement of this, or 48° 12'.

is equal to the angle of refraction (or r) when the minimum value of i

is attained.

sin i

sin r

sin i = 1.8 (sin 48° 12')

i = 61° 51'.
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la other words, the angle between the luminous ray and the glass plate

can never exceed 28° 09', or in round numbers 28\
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Three Methods and Forty-Eight Solutions of the Fifteen Problem. By
Persifor Frazer, Jr.

{Bead before the American Philosophical Society, March 5, 1880.)

First Method.

1
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Tlie requirements of the popular Fifteen Puzzle are to "move the blocks

until in regular order." This regular order may be of three kinds, when
the numbers are in consecutive series and the blank space is left either at

the beginning or the end :

1. That usually understood where the numbers follow each other in

broken lines like reading matter in type, or in the opposite direction.

2. "Where the numbers follow a single coil from some point on theedge

of the box to the centre, or vice versa.

3. Where the numbers follow a zigzag course across the box, reading

from left to right on the first and third lines, and from right to left on the

second and fourth, or vice versa.

It can be shown that the three conditions which render possible one or

the other of these solutions are : 1st, the number which heads the outside

column, whether 1 or 15 ; 2d. the direction in which the numbers increase

along the outside, whether with or against the motion of the hands of a

watch ; 3d, the order in which the four middle numbers occur.

Note. The direction of the motion of the column itself must always

be such that the head does not move to a square just vacated by one of the

series of which it is the first or last member.

There are sixteen possible solutions under each of the three methods,

eight of them applicable to cases where 1 is at the head, and eight to

cases where 15 is at the head.

Of these eight solutions four only are possible in any given position of

the middle blocks in the box, the other four becoming possible when the

positions of any two of the middle blocks are exchanged.

Of each group of four possible solutions in any given position of the

middle blocks, two are possible when the outside column of numbers in-

crease in magnitude with the motion of the hands of a watch, and two

when the increase is the reverse of this.

Finally <>f the two possible solutions where the outside numbers are in

arithmetical series and the position of the middle blocks is given, one

bring! tin- bead Of the outside column to a given corner, and the Other to

tin- diametrically opposite comer.

The middle numbers must always be the lowest four or the highest four.

The following four tables comprise all possible groupings of these two

sets of four numbers. The dots in the small squares indicate by their num-
ber the method by which the solution can be obtained without disturbing

the middle blocks, provided the outside numbers have been put in the

proper order

:
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Table I.

2. 1.

Table II.

2.

12* 15
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First Method.

Arrangement of numbers in consecutive lines reaching from left to right

or from right to left.

Number one heads the column of outside numbers.

Solutions only possible when 12 and 13 are diagonally adjacent. The
motion of the head of the column must be past 15-12 in the order named,

the 1 stopping on the square diagonally adjacent to that occupied by 12.

Only those combinations permit solution when the 12 and 13 are diagonally

adjacent. After the first row is complete, the 5 with its following series

pass on the next line pushing the 15-12 before them, and the 9 and follow-

ing three numbers pass on the third line pushing the 13-14 before them.

When this third row is complete the numbers are in order. If after the

outside series is complete the middle numbers occur as in any of the com-

binations of Table I (which are resolvable into each other by moving one

of the blocks temporarily to the vacant space on the outside, rotating the

others and then replacing it and if necessary repeating the operation by

thus temporarily moving one of the blocks which is in its right place and

rotating again till the desired combination is effected) the following solu-

tions are possible:

I. The middle numbers occur as in some combination of Table I.

1. The increase of outside numbers is with the motion of the hands of

a watch; a 1, and b 1 (turn box half round).

2. The increase of outsiders is opposite to the above ; c 2, and d 3.

II. The middle numbers occur in some combination of Table IT.

1. Increase of outside numbers with motion of watch hands c 1, and d 3.

2. Increase of outside numbers opposite to motion of watch hands a 3

and b 2.

Number fifteen heads tlie column of outside' numbers.

Solutions are only possible when the 4 and 3 are diagonull'// adjacent.

The 15 passes the 1 and 4 in this order and stops at the square diagonally

adjacent u> the}. The 11 passes to the next line poshing the 1-4 before it ; the

7 to the third line pushing the :!-2, and when this line is tilled the numbers

III. The middle numberi a the combinations of Table III.

1. The il'iieuse of niitside numbers with motion ot watch hands, c 1

ami

2. Tin-'!' le numbers against motion of watch hands, b8
ami a 1.

*

numbers are tome eombtnoiton of Table 1 V-

l. Decrease of outsiders with motion of watch hands, a 'J ami b 1.

lie of ootslden tout motion of watch hands, «• I and d i.
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Second Method.

Number one heads the outside column.

Solutions only possible when 12 and 14 of the middle numbers are diag-

onally adjacent. Bring the 11 alongside of the 12.

I. The middle numbers occur as some combination of Table I.

1. The increase of outside numbers with motion of watch hands ; a 3,

and c 1.

2. Increase of outside numbers against motion of watch hands ; d 1,

and b 2.

II. The middle numbers some combination of Table II.

1. Increase of outside numbers wiih motion of watch hands

and d 1.

2. Increase of outside numbers against motion of watch hands ; c 2,

and a 1.

Number fifteen leads. Solutions only possible when 1 and 3 are diagon-

ally adjacent.

Bring the 5 alongside the 4.

III. The middle numbers occur as some combination of Table III.

1. Decrease of outside numbers with motion of watch hands ; b 2.

and d 1.

2. Decrease of outside numbers against motion of watch hands ; a 3,

and c 3.

IV. Middle numbers occur as tome combination of Table IV.

1. Decrease of outside numbers with motion of watch hands ; a 3,

and c 1.

2. Decrease of outside numbers against motion of watcli hands ; b 2,

and d 2.

Third Method.
The numbers read from left to right on the first and third lines and from

right to left on the second and fourth, or vice versa, thus :

12 3 4

8 7 6-,
9 10 11 12

15 14 13

The order of outside numbers is 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 7, 6, 5, 9, 10, 11.

Solutions are only possible when 12 and 15 or 1 and 4 are diagonally ad-

jacent. The first four numbers pass 13-12 in I and II, and 3-4 in III and

IV, in the order named, the head of the column coming to rest at the

square diagonally adjacent to the 12 or the 4 respectively.

Number one heads the column. The upper line is full.

I. The middle numbers a combination of Table II.

1. First four numbers increase with motion of watch hands ; a 2, and

d2.

2. First four numbers increase against motion of watch hands ; b 1,

and c 3.
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II. Middle numbers a combination of Table I.

1. First four numbers increase with motion of watch hands ; b 3, and
c3.

2. First four numbers increase against motion of watch hands ; a 2,

and d 2.

Number fifteen heads the column. Order of outsiders, 15, 14, 13, 12, 8,

9, 10, 11, 7, 6, 5.

III. Middle numbers a combination of Table IV.

1. Last four numbers decrease with motion of watch hands ; a 1, and

d 3.

2. Last four numbers decrease against motion of watch hands ; b 3,

and c 2.

IV. Middle numbers a combination of Table III.

1. Last four numbers decrease with motion of watch hands ; b 1, and

c2.

2. Last four numbers decrease against motion of watch hands ; d 3,

and a 2.

It is thus seen that there are four tables, each containing twelve combina-

tions of the middle numbers or 48 combinations in all. Each of the three

methods of solution takes four combinations from each table or one from

every horizontal line, and no combination will permit of but one solution.

Since these are all the possible combinations and a solution is given for

every one it follows that no other solutions are possible than those above

given.

It is but just to say that the first demonstration of the possible solutions

of the first method was printed by me in the Bulletin of Feb. 26

;

showing that in the 13, 15, 14 difficulty position, two solutions were pos-

sible, but that the box must be turned if the 1 was to occupy the left hand

upper square. A ficrwards a paraphrase of this was printed in the New
York HfraJdofFeb. 28, without credit.

Erratum on page 258, 3d line from bottom. For 1000 meters read 1000

It. Hathbun.
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1. Address by the lJresideut,

Frederick Fralev, LL.D.

" It is not facts which perplex us, but the opinions about those facts."

—

Epictetus.

In May, 1843, our Society celebrated the One Hun-
dredth Anniversary of its foundation. The century

that had thus encircled it was one of the roost remark-

able the world had witnessed.

Whether looked at from political or scientific points

of view it was marked by most important changes, the

fruits of which as now enjoyed have added greatly to

the civilization, wealth and happiness of mankind.

The historian of the Society, in his address in 1843,

gave a most eloquent and faithful account of the his-

tory of our institution, but he found his limits too nar-

row to portray all that he desired, and it was left to

others in sessions that continued for several days to

tell of the wonders of scientific discovery.

When my esteemed friend Dr. Robert M. Patterson

closed his address he made a pointed reference to the

incorporation of the Society, in March, 1780, and

expressed the hope that when another celebration

should be held, the Society could be found as honor-

able and as honored iin the years to come as it has

been in those which he commemorated. Little did I

think then that I should stand in his place to-day and

try to trace with no hand or voice like his the record

that he left unfinished and the story of the years that

have followed. I can scarcely realize that I am the

only surviving member of the Committee of Arrange-

ment for the Centennial of 1843, and that my venerable

friend, Dr. Isaac Lea, is the only survivor of the Board

of Officers and Council of that day.
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The then roll of members is greatly diminished, but

our ranks have been filled up with the names of men
whose worth and whose works keep up our well-

earned history.

It has been my good fortune to have had personal

knowledge of all the Presidents of the Society, except

the first three, and to have been knit in bonds of active

friendship and almost constant intercourse while they

lived, with Chapman, Patterson, Franklin Bache, Dallas

Bache, .Kane and Wood. Dr. Patterson spoke of

Franklin, Rittenhouse, Jefferson, Wistarand Tilghman
;

and what histories were theirs.

Franklin, the philosopher, economist and statesman,

the diplomatist, the noble and true courtier, the man of

America, the useful citizen of Philadelphia, to whom
we owe so much for the establishment of our insti-

tutions of learning and charity. We may thank Bos-

ton for having given him to us, but God planted

him in his true field and he did great honor to the

planting.

Rittenhouse, the astronomer and mechanician, self-

cultured, like Franklin, mild, modest, benevolent, just

the man to be loved for his virtues and to be honored

for his great and perfect knowledge.

Jefferson, the statesman and philosopher, whose pen

could write the strong words that came from heart and

h'-ad to rouse a young prop]*- to the assertion of their

rights, and afterwards to command and guide them in

the path of wisdom lor their preservation.

W'ia.ir, the beloved physirian, the fitted Anatomist

and SiiPM-on, <>ne <>f the worthiest of the worthies,

wlio raised ihe Medical Department <>f the University

Pennsylvania to at reputation; and withal, the
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kindest and gentlest of men, opening- weekly his hos-

pitable house as a centre for the assembling of men of

learning: whether in science, law or politics, philan-

thropy or general affairs. He died comparatively

young and one of his successors made his fitting eulo-

gium.

Robert Patterson, the fifth President and the father

of Robert M. Patterson, was born in Ireland, in 1743,

of humble but respectable parents. After a varied

and somewhat trying youth, he emigrated to this coun-

try and attempted business as trader. This was not

congenial or successful. The bent of his mind was for

Mathematics and Natural Philosophy and he speedily

turned his attention to teaching. He applied for and

was elected to the office of Principal of an Academy at

Wilmington, Delaware. It is recorded of him that his

duties required the giving of instruction in the Latin

language, of which he knew nothing, but he manfully

went to work to study it and to keep ahead of his

pupils, thereby managing to give satisfaction to his

patrons. He was engaged in this work when the war

for Independence broke out, and before and after school

hours drilled several companies of his townsmen in

military movements. The knowledge for this he had

acquired as an enlisted soldier in Ireland, having been

enticed into that sort of life by a promise on the part of

the sergeant that he would have the chance of studying

mathematics while in service.

He entered the army of the Revolution first as an

assistant surgeon, for which he had qualified himself by

a short study of medicine, and was afterwards ap-

pointed Brigade Major. On leaving the army he

commenced farming, and being disheartened by the
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loss of some sheep that had strayed away, while absent

in search of them his wife accidentally found by an

advertisement in a newspaper of Philadelphia, that a

Professor of Mathematics was wanted in the College

of that .city. He proceeded with her advice to apply

for the place, and after a courteous reception from

Provost Evving, he was appointed and continued in

office for many years, holding in addition to his Profes-

sorship the office of Vice-Provost. He was one of the

best mathematicians of his day, and his general knowl-

edge of scientific and general subjects was large and

usefully employed.

His residence in Philadelphia brought him immedi-

ately and closely in contact with the leading men of

the day, and he soon became a member of our Society,

contributing to its Transactions and filling the offices of

Secretary and Vice-President. In 1805 he was ap-

pointed Director of the Mint of the United States,

which office he held until within a few weeks of his

death in 1S24. He took a deep interest too in the

progress of mechanical science, and became one;

of the original members of the Franklin Institute,

and, I think, was Chairman of its Hoard of Munu-

rs when lie died. I lis career \v;is one of great

honor and usefulness, and his obituary notice by Chief

Justice Tilghman is full of interest. Tilghman, the

at jurist to whom the law owes many of its noblest

expositions, whose tender and affectionate spirit was

like that of a woman, but whose love of justice was as

indexible and exact as if in him were enshrined the

purest ((inceptions of the truly god like duties he we;

called on officially id tiischar

The wen- the hei" •, of our earlier history,
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and we come now to the men of whom we can remem-
ber the goings out and comings in.

Duponceau, who presided at the Centennial of

1843, had come from France to be the private Secre-

tary of Baron Steuben during the war of Indepen-

dence, and afterwards was admitted to the bar. He
was a scholar of considerable acquirements, of a philo-

sophic mind, very patriotic in his impulses, and served

the Society faithfully and acceptably for many years as

President. He made a number of valuable contribu-

tions to the Transactions of the Society and was highly

respected and justly esteemed by its members. With

his death in 1844 the more modern history of the

Society begins. Two gentlemen equally distinguished

in their professions were voted for and the choice

fell on Dr. Robert M. Patterson, but with that chival-

rous feeling that distinguished him and in accordance

with the preference he had expressed for his com-

petitor, he declined to accept the office, and the presi-

dency remained vacant for a year, both Chapman and

Patterson serving as Vice-Presidents.

In 1846 there was no contest and Dr. Chapman
was elected President. He was a doctor of medicine,

skilled in the highest degree in his profession, a Pro-

fessor in the Medical School of the University, with a

large practice. He was one of the most brilliant men
of- his day, and his sententious lectures told for the

advancement of the knowledge of his students, as the

vast resources of his wit and humor, gave brilliancy

and pleasure to his social life. For many years he

filled a large space in society in Philadelphia, and was

one of the most popular men of his time.

Dr. Robert M. Patterson, was our next President,
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one of the most accomplished men I ever knew.

In early life becoming Professor of Natural Philoso-

phy and Chemistry in the University of Pennsylvania,

in the Department of Arts he soon achieved a wide

reputation for his learning, and for his skill as a

teacher. He was a most eloquent man, of captiva-

ting manners, and so genial ancl attractive that the old

as well as the young sought his society. He was for

a time a Professor in the University of Virginia, and

for many years was the Director of the Mint of the

United States. He was one of the original members

of the Franklin Institute, and its first Professor of

Mechanics and Natural Philosophy. To me he was

one of the first links in a chain of friends, which being

welded in 1825, held together for nearly twenty years

unbroken, and then in death, link by link, it gradually

fell asunder. With him began the list of Presidents

that formed the body of my own personal and very

dear friends, and the years that I spent with them

are filled with the choicest of my recollections.

For a while the Society had a rule that the Presi-

dential term should be for two years, and hence it was

that dating from the time of Dr. Chapman to that of

Dr. Wood, we had five Presidents.

Franklin Bache was the next President. He was

a great-grandson of Dr. Benjamin Franklin, and

in many traits of character resembled him. lie

had a bland serenity of manner, .1 great deal of

quiet humor, a very sagacious mind, and habits of

careful and persevering industry, lie was fbr a long

time one <>| the Secretaries <>l the Society, and the

neatness and completeness of his records, and their

handwriting great)) identify him with his ancestor.
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He was a doctor of medicine with considerable prac-

tice, but soon became a Professor in his favorite De-

partment of Chemistry. He succeeded Dr. Wood
as Professor of that subject in the College of Phar-

macy, and held the same Chair in the Franklin In-

stitute. He was subsequently chosen Professor of

Chemistry in the Jefferson Medical College, and held

that office until the day of his death. He was one of

the authors of the Dispensatory of the United States,

and wrote and published a good deal on the subjects

to which he devoted his attention. He was a liberal

donor to the Society, and for many years one of its

most useful and iniluential members. He was a man
of very noble personal presence, and courteous and

kind to his young associates.

Next in the order of succession comes Alexander

Dallas Bache, another great-grandson of our illustrious

Founder. As Franklin Bache resembled Franklin in

many traits of character, Dallas Bache was regarded

by those who knew him intimately as being almost the

"tout ensemble" of the venerated sage and philoso-

pher. Like Franklin, he was not college bred, but

after an early training In our best private schools,

he was appointed a cadet, and finished his prepara-

tory education at the West Point Military Academy.
I say preparatory, for he never ceased to be a student

or to learn. He graduated from that institution with

great honor, and was in course appointed a Lieuten-

ant of the United States Artillery, and placed in

charge of the construction of fortifications at Newport,

Rhode Island. But he was an innate scientist, and was

soon called to act in that sphere, being chosen Profes-

sor of Chemistry and Natural Philosophy in the Uni-

PROC A.MKK. PHILOS BOO. XVIII. 100. 30. PKINTED MAY 20, 1880.
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versity of Pennsylvania. Here he expanded into his

true proportions, and took his rank in the highest

social and professional circles. He became an ac-

tive member of the Franklin Institute, and with the

coterie of devoted men that then influenced its coun-

sels and organized its labors, not only laid the founda-

tions of its great usefulness, but raised it to that

pre-eminence as a widely useful institution, which it

has so long enjoyed, and which it so successfully main-

tains.

When the munificent bequest of Stephen Girard

was given to the City of Philadelphia, for the establish-

ment of the Girard College, and the plans for organiz-

ing that institution were to be prepared, the Directors

elected Professor Bache, President of the College.

He resigned his chair in the University and accepted

the appointment. He immediately proceeded to Eu-

rope to visit and study the educational institutions of

all kinds then in operation there, and his Report on

Education in Europe, made to the Directors on his

return, contains a complete account of such insti-

tutions, and was the most full exhibition of the sub-

jects of which it treated that had up to that time

:i published. When he returned the Coll<

buildings had not been finished, and while awaiting

their completion he prepared the plans lor and organ

i/.ed the Philadelphia Nigh School, serving some

time as its Principal, and bringing to his aid the very

m<-n who could niier fully into his plans and aid him in

an enterprise Which had so much promise of useluhc

I lc w.is .in admirable organizer ;m<l the great success

which I :xl<-d the school is due in large measure

to the pei with which he si.und it. 1 )el
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having attended the completion of the Girard College

buildings and being unwilling to hold nominal offices,

he again accepted his old chair in the University

which had become vacant by the resignation of Pro-

fessor Roswell Park. He was heartily welcomed back

by Professors and students, for there was no man who
possessed a greater faculty of reading human charac-

ter and striking the chords that could bind every one

to him and, as it were, making them a part of his own

being. He was not allowed to remain long in his old

and much loved seat. By the death of Mr. Hassler,

the office of Chief of the Coast Survey of the United

States became vacant and the unanimous voice of the

scientific men of the day designated him for the place.

The Government wisely yielded to this call, and

the wisdom of the appointment was demonstrated by

the complete success which attended all the subse-

quent prosecution of the work.

He put new life into all its departments, he organ-

ized anew the details of the field and office work, he

caused more accurate and delicate instruments tc be

made and the measurements and observations to be

recorded, verified and tabulated in the most complete

forms. Here, as in every thing else, confided to him,

he always found the right man for the right place, and

for years the work went on, full of honor for him and

for his associates, and alike honorable and useful to

his country. It still bears the impress of his genius

and skill, and is justly regarded as one of the great

marks of scientific progress of the century.

His services were called for in many other matters

of public concern, and were always faithfully and

efficiently rendered. He was one of the founders of
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the National Academy of Science, and by his will gave

it a bequest of a considerable sum for its endowment.

I have dwelt on his noble character and great merits

with peculiar pleasure, for he was my schoolmate in

youth and one of my dearest friends for half a century.

Our next President was John K. Kane, born and

bred in Philadelphia, and admitted to practice in its

courts at an early age. He was a fine scholar and an

active citizen, participating in many ways in measures

of public interest. He took an active part in the pro-

ceedings of the Society and was highly esteemed in its

councils.

After practicing his profession for many years, he

was appointed Judge of the District Court of the

United States, for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania,

.and died in office as Judge and President.

All the Presidents from Duponceau, to and including

Judge Kane, had held office as Secretaries and Vice-

Presidents, and were thereby characterized by full

knowledge of the working of the Society.

Dr. George B. Wood was elected President in

January, 1S59, and by re-elections held office until his

death in 1K79. He was born in New Jersey, and re-

ceived both his literary and professional education in

the University of Pennsylvania. He was by profession

a doctor of medicine, and was as a general praclitioner

Olic of the most skillful and successful of his day. He
soon !)(< anir distinguished too as a teacher, and was

successively <lect< <1 Professor of Chemistry in the

' Pharma. y, I'mlessor of Materia Medica

in the University <>! Pennsylvania, and finally l'ri':

ol the- Theory and l'ra< lit •< <>| Medicine in that in

mtiun. ile
1
man <>l peculiarly jjraVB and
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imposing presence, and yet had so much of kindly

human sympathy that he could readily be kindled into

great geniality, and give out very bright flashes of

hearty humor.

He was quite a voluminous writer, and one of the

great standard works of his labors is the United States

Dispensatory, which he prepared in conjunction with

Dr. Franklin Bache as before stated. His special

Text Books are held in high esteem by the profes-

sion. He was quite an eloquent man, and participated

in public affairs to a considerable extent. He was a

liberal giver in all philanthropic movements, and took

a deep interest in the prosperity of. the Society, and

besides special donations gave it by his will a legacy

of $20,000 for aiding in the erection of a fireproof

building for the preservation of its valuable library

and other property.

I have thus briefly sketched the personal history of

our Presidents to the date of our present Centennial

Celebration.

Would that I had time and space to make a like

record for our members.. But as that is impossible, I

can only invite your attention to the names which our

roll of past and present associates will give you of

those who have been deemed worthy of our fellowship.

Both at home and abroad men have been selected for

this honor who had either already won or were win-

ning the highest distinctions in Politics, Science, Litera-

ture, and in the liberal and useful Arts, and also men
of influence in the general walks of life and in what

are called "affairs."

It has thus come to pass that the Society may be

considered as presenting the most perfect type of a
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body devoted to the " promotion of useful knowl-

edge."

It has not forgotten either to recognize that women
as well as men are in the circle of those to whom
the world is indebted for its progress, and that same

roll contains the names of women of eminent and

varied knowledge deemed worthy of such honorable

recosfhicion.

Let me repeat here the counsel given in 1843, DY
the Committee of Arrangements and specially en-

forced by a resolution then offered by our late asso-

ciate, Joseph Henry, that it should be a matter

of special concern that the officers and members

should keep constantly in mind that it is an imperative

duty to call every one to membership who by worth,

virtue and special fitness is calculated to benefit the

world by what he can give to it out of the gifts be-

stowed on him.

But I come now to a field on which I really fear to

tread. My predecessor in Centennial- duty shrank

from it on account of its vast extent ; and the years

that have elapsed since lie spoke have added immense-

ly to aii)
r adequate conception of what has been wrought.

in the civilized world from 1743 to 1880. I shall, there

fore, as he did, leave to others, to make: special rcfer-

ences to the various subjects into which the history

div: If and present only a summary of what has

marked our human pn 1

ivrrnment all the true advancement of

<-ty mainly rests, we may mark what has been accom-

plished for the settlement and amendment of political

institut: The principles introduced into th

eminent oi Britain in t68$, had to be cultivated
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and sustained by many grave struggles and partial

civil wars, before the complete settlement of the insti-

tutions of that country, in nearly their present form was

finally accomplished, by the full acknowledgment of

the Mouse of Hanover as the source of sovereignty.

That government is the only one in Europe that has

not been changed by violent revolution, and its per-

manence under wise provisions for general amend-

ment, seems now to be perfectly secured. Our own
Country in 1776, then thirteen Colonies, literally strug-

gling under many political burthens and disadvantages,

boldly struck for its independence and freedom, and

after a seven years' struggle, conquered the full

acknowledgment of them, from the British King.

They soon found that the bands of a Confederacy were

too weak and loose for a Nation, and in a peaceful

examination of respective rights, powers and duties,

the sovereign States yielded enough of sovereignty

to the people to establish a glorious and permanent

Union, to be a model for the world, of the advantages

of self-government, and of adaptation to meet the

wants of a constantly growing Empire. The thirteen

feeble Colonies of 1776, have grown to be thirty-eight

powerful States. The three millions of people that

won independence, are now swelled to more than forty

millions, and our Country, in Arts, Science, Manufac-

tures, Literature and Arms, is acknowledged as a great

power in moving and molding the world.

France copying from the United States has within the

century tried four times to remodel her government in

the interest of true liberty, and has three times relapsed

into the bonds of despotism, but we may hope that the

fourth effort will be attended with happier results.
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The struggles for freedom have indeed pervaded

die whole continent of Europe with more or less effect

in securing popular rights and modifying ancient insti-

tutions.

War has had a great hand in accomplishing all this,

and the needs of war have stimulated human industry

and ingenuity.

Nearly the whole of the continent of South America

has been freed from monarchical rule, and the whole

of the two Americas now seem destined to be republics

on our model.

The art of war has been wonderfully improved, and

as its instruments have become more powerful and

complete its carnage and misery have been increased.

But even in it we find compensations by a better

recognition of the political rights of States, and

also by a better regard for the laws of humanity and

private rights.

If the political interests of mankind have been im-

proved by these great changes, how infinite have been

the advantages derived from the mechanical inventions

of the last hundred years.

The steam engine, the great motor for nearly all

of these as they now exist, has emerged, as it were,

from an embryo, to almost a living being, weaving the

,am<T threads of animal and vegetable life, with the

san that it moves the mighty masses of ocean

Or wheels the countless trains of ears over

the iron pathways of every continent.

Mai hinery lor aim- -ry mechanical art lias l>e-

ly automatic, and whether it moves the

minutiesl drill, the loom, die printing press or the won-

'nl ponderous or delicate hammer, it is everywhere
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in our most active life, the willing and obedient servant

of men.

Railways were in their infancy, when the celebration

of 1843 took place, now they count by hundreds of thou-

sands of miles, they are even threading the routes of

ancient commerce. As they increase and multiply, so

the world is knit more closely and happily together, and

human brotherhood becomes more intimate and per-

fect. I las science stood still during all these years ?

The answer comes back to us through the telegraph,

the telephone and the myriads of inventions that

depend on Magnetism and Electricity. It speaks also

in the wonders of Geology, Biology, Chemistry, As-

tronomy, Physics, Metaphysics, Historical research,

and in Medicine and Surgery.

But would these results be ours if we had not had the

use of types and printing ? What revolutions they have

wrought in our speech and thoughts. If the world's

knowledge had depended on slow copyists, multitudes

would never have had one bright intellectual ray.

Our founder, Franklin, was a printer, and perhaps

the most intelligent and skillful of his day. Look at

his old press as it stands now in one of our museums,

and compare it with one of those that to-day strike

off many thousands of copies in an hour, and you

can form some conception of what types and printing

are doing for the promotion of science and useful

knowledge. When the world was brought to this

city in 1876, to interchange the exhibition of its natural

and artificial productions, we had an instructive picture

of what the present civilized world is. History enables

us to penetrate in some degree the obscurity and im-

perlection of ancient times, but we could have no other

PROC. ami'.i:. Pill LOS. BOC. wilt. !<>•' Bp. PUIKTBD MAT 21, 1880.
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feeling than that of real exultation in beholding- spread

before us in our Great Centennial Exhibition our pres-

ent world in all its strength and grand proportions and

its ability to realize for mankind what the ancient poet

wished for his people

:

"O fortunatos nilnium sua si bona norint."

I must forbear from the further attempt to give the

marvels of what 1743 to 1880 reveal. Many of them

take date within my own memory, and I am truly

grateful that I have witnessed the revelation of such

infts to men.

We may be proud to feel that our Society has had a

full share in all this wonderful work.

Among our members have been found the States-

men, Philosophers, Mechanicians, Manufacturers, Doc-

tors, Lawyers, Judges and Merchants who both here

and elsewhere have been the workers in the fields.

We have in our Transactions and Proceedings essayed

to give the world the benefit of their discoveries and

investigations, and in return they have reflected honor

on us.

I must now leave to my associates to tell us of the

march of modern science in all its forms, and to perfect

the imperfect sketch of it which I have given.

The Society published the first volume of its Trans-

actions in 1773, and they now number twenty-one vol-

umes, with an additional one, ready for publication.

These volumes contain the more elaborate and impor

tant subje< ts that have been communicated and are io a

•.tent the important records of scientific

pro h

I Ik- publication of the Proceedings was begun m
1838, -and they have now reached ki.| pari
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Practically they for many things supersede the

Transactions, being less formal in their character, and

issued in rapid succession, give the current contribu-

tions of our members for the advancement of science

and the progress of original research.

Our commemoration would .not be complete without

some reference to the Society as a corporate body.

It was incorporated by the General Assembly of Penn-

sylvania, March 15, 1780. The preamble of the act

declares the objects for which it is created with con-

siderable detail and then come the enacting clauses

which gave its name and powers.

It is remarkable how fully and clearly the powers

are expressed, and the only amendments or additions

that have been made to them since are those which

enable; us to sell and rent our real estate. It contains

one remarkable clause which shows the clear and

catholic views that our founders held as to the neu-

trality p{ science, for it provides that all correspond-

ence or communications to or from the Society shall

have free transmissions, notwithstanding the preva-

lence of war.

In 1785, the State granted a lot of ground to the

Society, as a site for the erection of a hall. This lot

forms a portion of Independence Square, and its dimen-

sions are 70 by 50 feet. The building was begun

in 1785, and it was occupied but not completely

finished in 1 789. The old minutes to which I refer

any curious inquirer,* contain many amusing as well

* The plan for incorporating the Society was ordered at a meeting held (as

usual then) in the University, Dec. 17, 1779. Dr. Smith, Dr. Duftield and Mr.

Biddle being constituted a committee.

Feb. 17, 1780, inquiry began to be made for some lot of ground on which the

Society might erect a building for itself.

April, 1 1, donations were ordered to be solicited.
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as instructive memoranda of the difficulties of get-

ting- through with such an important work. Such

difficulties are not unknown even to the present genera-

tion. But at last they were happily surmounted, and

with but a slight change in the basement story, the

building stands to-day in the same shape as originally

constructed. By several additional enactments the leg-

islature authorized the Society to rent such parts of

the Hall as were not needed for its own purposes, and

under these we have always had a considerable income

from rents. The city of Philadelphia is now the owner

of the whole of Independence Square, except the lot on

which stands our Hall. They purchased the Square from

the State in 1814, and out of the sale, our lot was re-

served, and a prohibition made of the erection of any

other buildings on the Square, than those which \\<

then on it. Although this restriction was subsequently

repealed, the historical associations of the Square are

still so strong, that the power to build has been only once

rcised by placing a Court House on the Sixth Street

Proposals were made to the Library Company to unite in the purchase i'i Car-

po'cr's Hall.

Resolved, that for the present, the Society's meetings should l>e held in Car-

peniei's Hall, lo which the Society's effects were soon trausfei red.

Then follow many minutes of transactions respecting a Silk Society and F.u-

||c Society stock and machinery in I ho

Philosophical Society, and much trouble with the tru*tei I the

Silk Society.

March 6, 17S ;, Rittenhouse moved the iransii 1 "i the Library and 1 \d>mei (0

, which in tune resulted in his being virtual librarian and

cur ltoi, and finally president of the Society.

April IO, Uy al what lent the 1'hilo-

'1 h>- S I in the Stale 1 I uiini'.lee

i it.

In July |pt in Fifth Sin

In ! in Third -
d at.

1 uued.
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front. As early as 1835, the city desired to purchase

the Hall, and a few years afterwards conditional

arrangements were made for such a purpose but they

were verbal and informal, although intended on both

sides to be carried out in good faith.

There was at that time a large building known as

the Chinese Museum, situated on Ninth Street, South

of Chestnut, which contained the large and valuable

collections of the Philadelphia Museum, originally

founded by C. Wilson Peale.

An arrangement was made, by which the Society

should purchase this building, and lease part of it to

the Museum Company, and use the remainder for its

own purposes and benefit. It was supposed that what

the City would pay for the old Hall, would enable the

Society to buy and substantially pay for the Museum
property. The Society made the purchase, and used

all its funds in making the required payments.

These funds it was expected would be replaced by

the money to be paid by the city for the old hall.

The price of the hall was to be fixed by referees, of

Later in that month the committee reported that they could get Mr. Jno. I>un-

lap's lot in Filth Street (or $1000.

In December Mr. Ilopkinson offered his S. E. cor. Seventh nnd Arch Street

lot, " near " the Observatory, 40' by 100', for J'OOO. In fact this (?) lot " nexi "

the Observatory, enlarged to 40' by 306', was, in the next February, purchased

of Mr. Ilopkinson for ,£600, half down, half on mortgage.

January 16, 1784, Mr. Ilopkinson inaugurated a building excitement in the

Society, and, February 6th, the Society resolved that measures be immediately

taken for erecting a suitable building. Subscriptions were ordered ; an applica-

tion to the Legislature for aid; and, as soon as ;£lOOO should be subscribed, a

committee to plan and superintend the edifice.

The Legislature responded to the call, and, March 5th, the Treasurer of the

Society was ordered to draw on the Treasurer of the State.

Sam. Vaughan, Mr. Rittenhouse and Mr. ilopkinson became a committee.

At the next meeting the committee reported a petition of the Philosophical

Society and Library Company conjointly to the Legislature, for two lots of

ground, one on each side of the State House yard.
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which each party was to choose two, and in case they

could not agree a fifth referee was to be chosen by the

four referees and his concurrence in an award by any

two and himself made the award binding and conclu-

sive on both parties. It so happened that when the four

referees met three would not concur in any award. The
fifth man was chosen and he would not agree with any

two of the other referees and so the project of a sale

fell through.

While these negotiations were in progress the mem-
orable financial troubles of 1 837-1 842, were in full

operation, the city declined to carry out the conditional

bargain that had been made and the Society was

plunged into the depths of financial trouble, which for

a long season threatened bankruptcy and even ruin.

The sequel of this melancholy story was that the

Museum building was sold under a paramount mort-

gage of comparatively small amount against which it

was supposed the Society was protected by a valuable

lot on Chestnut street, adjoining the Museum prop-

]

In June a botanical Harden was started on the Arch Street lot, which was sub-

sequently rented to Mr. Kittcnhoiise, and finally, after some years, sold.

In December Mr. Vau^hin reported that the Library Company were dissatis

fied, and that he had presented to the Legislature merely the petition of the !'hi

'ic.il Society.

The peliitoii was granted, and the lot <m Fifth Sheet obtained ; for, in

April, 1 leed to open tebscrifftlbm fur erecting a building

on the newly acquired "roun 1 ; and in

Jul Bitted the plan of a house, substantially such as agog

built; except thai the north half wm to be divided intoiw.. moms, instead ef

(I too cosily.

UthorH) to the cellar

17V had expended

..mlii,

17X7. Ill M.iy a lib .eilpiloii ol ' |CKJ loi iii ihe buiMlii:
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erty, which had to be sold first, and also by collateral

security in other forms. But all these protections

failed us in the day of fiery trial, and even our library

and collections were at one time levied on by the

Sheriff. It is to this peculiar crisis in our history

that Dr. Patterson, so feelingly refers in his address of

1843, w itn hope but* yet with fear. But the good old

ship was still manned by a gallant crew, although

somewhat cast down they were not dismayed.

They went to work manfully, gathered their re-

sources together, paid their debts, and, as it were, took

a new and more vigorous start in corporate life, and

to-day the Society has a fund of nearly $60,000, the in-

come from which in addition to its rents enabling it to

defray all proper expenses and make liberal appropria-

tions for its publications.

It is a source of unalloyed pleasure to me to

have participated in this successful restoration of our

affairs, and that I am able to answer to 1843: \\\:

have overcome and prosper.

Before I close I must refer to a subject in which my

opened by the Society. Hut it was hard work, getting money. Finally, in

member, Franklin (who was president of »he Society until his death, in April,

1790) came to its relief and lent it ^500, to finish the building. The Street

Commissioners objected to the height of the front steps, and they were after-

wards transferred indoors. Pl.ms for letting room* to the University, to the Col-

lege of Surgeons, to the Freemasons, and to Mr. John Vaughan were formed,

and in some cases subsequently carried out; the Society retaining for its own

use only the south-west room, and the College of Surgeons taking the south-east,

lint it was not until the following summer

—

Aug. 21, 17S9, that a resolution appears on the minutes that, when Franklin's

health would permit of his leaving his house, the Society should meet, not

there, but in their own " Philosophical Mall."

No trace of a corner-stone laying ceremony can be discovered in the minutes.

The accommodations must have been poor, for Iwo years afterwards

—

March 4, 1791 , it was resolved, that the south west room should be finished in

a neat manner, as soon as contributions could be raised by the building committee.
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lamented predecessor, Dr. Wood, took a very deep in-

terest. It is well known that our Hall is not fire-

proof, and our valuable library and other property is

constantly exposed to great peril. At his request in

1866, a Building Fund was started, to which he liber-

ally contributed, and the increase of which he watched

with great care. It did not reach' during his life to a

sufficient sum to procure a fire-proof edifice. By his

will he gave a legacy of $20,000 to aid the fund.

The object that he had at heart is not yet accom-

plished. Let us follow his good example, and make a

new Hall, such as he desired, the enduring Monument
of this celebration.

What has been the influence of our example in the

United States? We are the oldest scientific Society of

the New World, but our correspondence with kindred

institutions in our own country shows to what an ex-

tent science is now cultivated among us. Some of

them are beginning to hold their centennial celebra-

tions, and others their semi-centennials. Our sister of

ton, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,

invites us to its Centennial in May next by a delega

tion. This invitation we have cordially accepted, and

the reunion of Philadelphia and Boston will kindle glo-

rious recollections of our Revolutionary history.

We may truly rejoice over the triumphs of the cen-

tury that closes with this day.

The civilized world is blessed with universal] Pi

• and the Arts arc moving irresistibly onward.

spreads Ikt sails in even ,d her cars

«.n every land, the ;nt <>:
: nment is undergoing

manifold changes lull of importance to the future of

human race, and that Charity which is the greatest
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of all graces is doing its perfect work. May the next

Centennial celebration of the Society have as much to

glory in as we are enabled to record of the one just

terminated, and may 1943 and 1980 find our successors

still in the field labouring for the Promotion of Useful

Knowledge.

2. The Early Botanists of the Society,

Prof. Asa Gray, Cambric!

" E'en when the hoary head is hid in snow,

The life is in the leaf."

—

Dryden.

Prof. Gray being unable to attend the dinner and

respond to the above toast, sent the following letter

to the Committee which was read by Mr. Price

:

Cambridge, Mass., March 10th, IS

To tin; Committee of Arrangements of the American

Philosophical Society:

/)(,//• ,V,Vn;—I ;,],] gratified and tempted by your kind in-

vitation to the- dinner of the American Philosophical Society,

in commemoration of the one hundredth anniversary of its

corporate existence. I knew that your Society was still

more venerable, but I did not know that so much of its \

orous youth was anterior to the charter of incorporation.

It. is interesting to me that your anniversary celebration

occurs at this time, for it happens that the eldest sister of

your Society, the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,

is preparing to celebrate the one hundredth anniversary of its

foundation a few weeks later, and on the very day of your

foundation, viz. May i!5th. As one of the elder of the liv-

ing Fellows and a past President of this Academy, I should

have been glad to appear before you as a representative of

PBOC ameu. PHXL08. ^oc. xviii. 10(5. 3q. PBIMTBD may 21, 1880.
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the sister institution, to bring you its felicitations and at

the same time to solicit your interest* in our approaching

commemoration. I know that it is intended to invite the

American Philosophical Society to send us a delegation.

Put I find myself unable to leave home at present, and so

shall have to forego this pleasure.

If I eould have been present it would have been fitting

and pleasing to me to address a few words to the Philosophi-

cal Society in commemoration of the distinguished Botan-

ists it has nurtured or fostered. A list which begins with the

name of John Partram, the earliest indigenous botanist of

our country, and includes the names o[' Barton, Muhlcnburg,

Collins, Schweinitz and Nuttall, ought to suggest and inspire

some remarks which would not be
1

inappropriate or uninter-

e-ting upon the occasion: although no doubt others will

better fill the place and grace the occasion in which I shall

not be able to bear a part.

With many thanks for your kind invitation ami with my
• wishes for the perpetual prosperity of tin 1 American

Philosophical Society, I remain, yours very truly,

ASA (ih'AV.

•

.'J. Th< alliance qf Universities mid lh< learned $>p-

cit i

1'rest. 1). C. (ii i.man. Johns Hopkins University,

l'ultinioic, AM.

• Die 'W
I tesilcht aus iproedetti StofTen.

In i lent ( .ilmaii said :

OJ Tin: Smii.n :

tit ;it i'v.- of the VOU i American uui-

I ;iin blip] - i t he oldest of American ftCftd
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01 1 lies, and to congratulate the members of this association

upon the success which has followed its operations from the

colonial days until now. I congratulate you on beginning

right and on keeping right through a century of incorpora-

ted life, and on the prospect of a good continuance through

years to come. As the eldest in a family is looked up to as

a leader, so the eldest in the academic sisterhood is watched

and followed by a long line of younger kin. Your methods

of work, your modes of selecting associates, your philosophi-

cal discussions, and above all your publications of import-

ant contributions to human knowledge, are scrutinized

throughout the land. Your progress lias been the progress

of science; in your success tbe count ry sbares; in your cen-

tennial the academies and universities of the nation rejoice,

and to your future they look forward with bright antici-

pations.

The sentiment to which you have asked a response sug-

gests tbe reflection that in this wonderful epoch of intellec-

tual activity, wben light beams from such unexpected

sources, on so many crypts, dispelling the shadows ;uid

ghosts with which they bad been occupied, Universities

and Academies stand like priests at tbe altar of truth,

keeping bright the coals from which the torches of research

are lighted. Their objects are the same; perhaps indeed there

is a correlation of forces, and university heat becomes aca-

demic work. This at least is certain, that they are the

most potent agencies which our civilization posse

for the discovery of truth. "While it is important that

they should be co-operative, it is also important that

their metbods sbould be individual, not identical, or in

other words that their distinctive- functions should not be

confounded. I take it that the prime purpose of the uni-
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ver>ity is education, its secondary (object is research ; while

the converse is true of the academy, which should always

make its major task investigation, and its minor instruc-

tion. The best university will include among its professors

those who can advance the sciences to which they are devo-

ted, and among the associates of an academy there will

always he those who arc capable and ready to diffuse among

men the knowledge discovered. The university will develop

the talents of youth, the academy will task the powers

of full grown men. Universities plant seed ; academies

reap fruit.

I do not indulge in these antitheses for the sake of rhetori-

cal amplitude ; but because, in response to the sentiment

which has been proposed, it seemed to me well to emphasize

at once the unity of purpose and the diversity of method

which are characteristic of these complex institutions, mid

the need there is of giving both full scope.

There are always strong men in a community to wbom
universities do not oiler a career. Leibnitz, at the beginning

<>f tbe K"\al Academy of lierlin, and Humboldt in its later

days, are examples of scholars who found in learned societies

and not in universities, the spheres of their activity. New-

ton on t be other hand was efficient, both in the University of

( "ambr'nl^c and in the Royal Society of London
; and in our

Owi I vestor has beeo equally active as a university

prof0880 r and B| a contributor to academic deliberat ions and

memoirs Two <>f OUT count rymeu, as the biographer of oftfl

oth named iJcujaminJiot h horn in Mas-acbu-

.th devoted to experimental pi. lent,

in foici-ti land . Benjamin Franklin, one of the founders

oft
; ,[i,| Benjamin Thompson, Gonn I h'umford,

i:,m,l.,nl.
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founder of the Royal Institution in London,—were deprived

in youth of the advantages of university and collegiate

training; but both of them enjoyed within the fellowship

of learned societies intellectual excitement and instruction,

and both have helped to perpetuate to our day the good

influences in which they participated.

The mention of Rum ford's name is suggestive of an im-

portant investigation recently completed, which beautifully

illustrates the joint operations of an academy and a univer-

sity. Your younger sister, the American Academy in Boston,

holds a fund which was given by Rumford for the encourage-

ment of researches in respect to light and heat. It has given

tbe Rumford medal, first to Dr. Robert Hare, a distinguished

member of this Society, and then to Ericsson, Treadwell,

Clark, Corliss and Draper. Of late years it has bought in-

struments for the promotion of physical investigations.

Three or four years ago a new university originated in

Baltimore, and one of the first men of science called into its

service was a young physicist of Troy, whose studies in

electricity, hardly noticed in this country, had attracted the

commendation of Clerk Maxwell, in the University of Cam-

bridge. This Hopkins professor suggested to one of the

Rumford trustees a method which might be employed for

tbe more accurate determination of the mechanical equiva-

lent of heat. The Academy listened to the proposal and

agreed to furnish from the Rumford fund a part of the cost

of the necessary apparatus; the University encouraged its

professor to undertake and prosecute the inquiry and bore a

part of the cost of the instruments. The investigation lias

been concluded, and its results have been published in a

memoir of nearly two hundred pages by the Academy in

Boston. Its conclusions are of fundamental importance;
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but this is not the place to rehearse them, were I qualified

to do so. I simply call attention to them as a good exam-

ple of scientific co-operation, and especially as an illustration

of the mode by which an academy endowed by the courtier

Rum ford, more than eighty years ago, and a university, re-

cently founded by Hopkins, of the Society of Friends, are

able to unite in the discovery and publication of scientific

truth.

Before I close, Mr. President, may I be allowed to add

one more remark? There are three neighboring cities which

it seems to me have not yet done what they might for the

intellectual advancement of this country. I refer to Balti-

more, New York, and, you will pardon me for adding,

Philadelphia. They have good institutions, they have

learned men, they have great wealth; but they need stronger

and r!<>ser combinations than now exist,—better organiza-

tion for the advancement of learning. We may hope that

with recurring prosperity, increasing vigor will be shown

in their academies and universities.

In such activities there may he emulation, but there

should be no rivalry : for, as the forts which guard the

. the Delaware, and the Day of New York sup-

port one another, so these three great cities may strengthen

and enconra-e each other by the firm establishment of in-

stitutions for the prot ect ion and defense of society against

ignorance, bigotry and pretense. Sure that the central city

of the trio, the intellectual and financial ••cuter of the K

will do \\< part, -I iMg leave, in conclusion, to

offcf this sentiment :

Tie- American I Miilo>ophical Society and the I'nivci'.dfy

of Penn-vlvauia ; in a s/r/hi >/iij> !
, r through

conhi
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4. Ourfriends ivlio have passed away,

Dr. W. A. Hammond, New York City.

•' Plena fuit vobis omni concordin vita;

Et stetit ad fiuem longa tenaxque tides."

In reply, Surgeon-General Hammond said

:

Before coming on here I was selected by the members of

a Scotch society to attend a dinner which was to be given

upon the anniversary of the birth or death of Jiobert Burns,

and I. was requested to post, myself thoroughly upon Scotch

medical men ; that I would be required to respond to the

toast, "The Medical Men of Scotland." I did so. To my
great disgust I found I had made a mistake in the dinner;

that, instead of coming off on Tuesday, it came oil* on

Wednesday
;
so that 1 eonie here rather tilled with ideas

concerning Scotch doctors. Mr. Trice said that I would

not be expected to make a mournful speech; that I could

respond in the best vein possible. I think we will all agree

that we have much more regard for the man Avho makes us

laugh than the man who makes us cry, and crying would be

greatly out of place this evening.

For the history of the dead of the American Philosophical

Society, you have only to think for one moment of those

remarkable men who have passed away, who have given

their lives to science, and were at the same time members of

this Society. Of them I have nothing to say, because they

are familiar to you. Y>wt there are three or four men with

whom I was well acquainted, and iirst in regard to my
old friend, Charles B. Trego. I knew him thirty or forty

years ago. My very first idea of any scientific impetus was

received from that man. 1 saw him frequently, and he

treated me as a father would treat a son, and the amount of
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knowledge which I acquired from him at that time was far

more than I have got from any other one person. Strange

as it may seem in these days, Mr. Trego was elected to the

Legislature. They do not send such men to the Legislature

now ; and if they did, they would probably be entirely out of

place. Mr. Trego and I were very frequently together, and I

will go on loving him as I love my own father. He was not

what could be called a jovial man. I recollect that I went

to the Capitol at Harrisburg one day to hear the debates,

and some western member was speaking without much re-

ference to the matter before the House. Mr. Trego saw him

and came over to me and said, " Do you know what that

man is talking about ?" I said, "I have not the slightest

idea."
7 "Well," he said, "'neither have I; he is letting the

dark out on it."

Then about Samuel Jackson and Joe Carson. What a

remarkable man Jackson was. Paralyzed in both of his

. yet I never saw anything but a smile upon his lace.

Carson was more grave, more dryly humorous, lie once

• • me a conundrum which was atilike anything I had

ever beard before. 1 was then an assistant surgeon of the

army, and rather more puffed up than I am now. Carson

said to me, ** I have often noticed that, assistant surgeons of

the army are the knowingest military nam in it; 1 have

i thinking about a conundrum. As a military man, can

yon tell me the difference between a piece <>f roasl beef and

a fortification?" On my replying in the negative, "Well,"

he,**] will tell you. A fortification is a work placed

illy for purposes of defence at the entrance df a harbor,

armed with he&\ tetimesbuill of stone, and some-

times built of earth; usually garriapued by troops, and tl

troOj munitions of war, which are furnished
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them for the use of the ordnance. Now, on the contrary, a

piece of roast beef is the cooked flesh of the ox, endowed

with highly nutritious qualities, usually served upon the

table and people eat it, and hereafter when any person asks

you the difference between a piece of roast beef and a forti-

fication, you will probably be able to tell it."

There is my old friend, Dr. Wood. Although dignified to

an extreme degree, he was the personation of kindness. As

a scholar and man of letters, I suppose we shall scarcely look

upon his like again. There is one point in regard to him

which is worth mentioning here and with which some who

hear me are doubtless acquainted. He made a tour through

Europe, and after completing it, he sold his carriage and

horses and invested the proceeds in fine Burgundy, Cham-

bertin I think, and I have had intense satisfaction in

drinking a good deal of that Burgundy. I think the most

pleasant recollections I have of the doctor are connected

with that Burgundy.

It would be very easy to say more or less about the worthy

dead, and although what I have said to you has been rather

in a jovial strain, yet there is enough for serious thought.

The history of science in this country could be told in the

biographies of these men. I now propose, "The memory of

those who have gone from among us."

5. The study of Languages,

Prest. Wm. C. Cattell, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa.

" Qq?e philosophia fuit, facta philologia est."

—

Seneca, Ep. 108.

President Cattell, in reply, said

:

Mr. President and Gentlemen:—It is well known that

the Founder and first President of the American Philo-

proc. Aires, piiit.os. soc. xvm. 10G. 3r. printed may 22, 18S0.
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sophical Society was in his way somewhat of a Philolo-

. though it may be taken tor granted that he never

abandoned the pursuits of Philosophy for those of Phi-

lology, as Seneca in the ([notation upon the programme

- to assert was done by the wise men of his day. Put

philology in this age means something very different from

what it meant when Seneca wrote these words, or when

Franklin presided over the deliberations of this Society,

whose Centennial we celebrate to-night. Dr. Murray, the

President of the Philological Society of England, says,

in a late number of the In(icj>cnt{(/it, that as recently as

twenty-live years ago, kW English Philology was in its pre-

Mtitic babyhood*," so that Franklin, though he was no

mean Latin scholar and knew several modern languages,

could not have played what would now be regarded a lead-

ing role as a Philologist. Yet the illustrious sage brought

his philosophy to bear upon the English language at a point

where many of the great Philologists are now concentrating

their strength, namely, the reform in spelling. Not only

did this practical, honest, economical printer revolt at the

unnecessary expenditure of time and labor in setting up the

silent letters and of paper and ink in printing them, but

his philosophic sold was vexed at the wild and reckless

Ming that obeyed no law and could be reduced to no

order. H^ published a dissertation upon t he subject , based

upon these three eminently philosophical principles, (l) that

lOjUld be no letter that is not sounded, [-) thai every

letter >hould he eouliiied to one sound, and, (§) that there

p di>tiuet rounds in the language without letters

to i them. To caj;ry put his reform he invented a

new alphabet, eonlempl uoii-dy dismissing six pf the present

I introducing ,-ix new eharael. ,
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press the sou tuls not already provided for. In his letter to

Miss Stevenson, litis, written in the reformed spelling and

with the new characters, he disposes in his plain common

sense way of the objections urged against the new depar-

ture, inclu-ding the very ones most frequently advanced now.

I>ut the great man, who handled the lightning with such

success, failed hopelessly in his encounter with the English

spelling ; and in his letter to Mrs. Mecum, 1786, he sorrow-

fully admits that " what is still called the bad spelling in

English is really the best, as generally conforming to the

sound of the letters and of the words;" he also quotes, with

undisguised admiration, tie 1 eoinnidrum of Mrs. Brown's

housemaid, " if yf don't spell -wife, what does it spell ?" and

then abandoning all further efforts " to propagate useful

knowledge" in this direction, he suddenly disappears as a

spelling reformer.

The great astronomer, David Rittenhouse, Franklin's suc-

>r as I 'resident of this Society, was too much occu-

pied with the heavenly bodies to care much about what

was going on upon the earth, but his successor, Thomas

delferson, had a personal and practical interest in this

matter, lie had to write many messages to Congr

This led him to a more thorough study of the language

through which these important eommunications were made

to his fellow-citizens. I am not sure that Jefferson was,

technically speaking, a spelling reformer. Having under-

taken to reform the old Federal parly, he probahly found

his hands full, and declined any more contracts in that line;

but a sentence near the close of his celebrated essay upon

the Anglo-Saxon language, written in ITi'S, is pleasant read-

ing for the spelling Reformers now ; says he, u to express the

sounds of a language perfectly, every letter of its alphabet
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should have but a single power, and those letters only should

be used whose powers, successively pronounced, would pro-

duce the sounds required," and then lie declares with an

emphasis that would have rejoiced the honest heart of

Franklin, that the English spelling is farther removed from

this state than that of any other language with which he

was acquainted. He also asks in the same connection and

with a cheerful confidence in the answer that must be given

by all sensible persons, " if the English word cough were

spelt cof, would that change the word ?" Permit me to add,

that although our third President did not do much to ad-

vance the reform so dear to the heart of our.first, he did a

great service to the English language by introducing Anglo-

Saxon studies into the curriculum of our Colleges and Uni-

versities, lie made the mistake, pardonable in those

days, of regarding the Anglo-Saxon as " merely an anti-

quated form of our present language," asserting that, if we
" would remove the obstacles of uncouth spelling and

unfamiliar characters, there would be little more difficulty

in understanding an Anglo-Saxon writer than Burns'

poems ;" but he was eminently sagacious in insisting

upon "the necessity of making the Anglo-Saxon a

.lar branch of Academic education," and was far in ad-

vance of his time in giving to this study such prominence

in the great university he founded.

Bttt, with your permission, Mr. 1 'resident, I will add that

then aiv other members of the American Philosophical So-

ciety who have become eminent as l'hilologists, though they

hav<- dot been nilled upon by the Societ y to occupy the high

<>Hirial position onoe adorned bji Franklin and Jefferson, and

now i.v yoarsel£ We need only look around these tables

ee them. The learnod Professor of Hebrew in Princeton
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Theological Seminary, Dr. Green, who sits at my right, has no

superior as an Oriental scholar in this or any other country
;

and near him I see my old College friend, Mr. Ingham,

whose graduation speech was delivered in Latin—the honor

then awarded by the Faculty to the first scholar of the

class—and although he would not, I am sure, allow me to

name him among the specialists in the study of languages,

I know that by his philological studies at home and

abroad during the intervals of a business life, he has proved

himself worthy of the spurs he earned at Princeton College

thirty years ago. I see also President Chase, whose schol-

arly editions of the Latin and Greek classics are in the

hands of all our College Professors; and Mr. Phillips, the

cultured scholar, whose good work, both as a Philologist

and Antiquarian, is recognized abroad as well as in Amer-

ica; and Dr. JBrinton, eminent as an authority in the

aboriginal languages of our country, and whose learned

contributions to our knowledge of the Indians have really

done much to redeem the American people from the dis-

honor of having broken all the treaties we have ever made

with them ; and I see at the farther end of the room, the

genial and still youthful face of that veteran Philologist, Dr.

llaldeman, the mention of whose honored name brings mo

back to the spelling reform, for it was this eminent scholar

who carried off, over a host of learned and distinguished

competitors, the prize offered by Sir William Trevelyan in

1857, "for the best essay upon a reform in the spelling of

English.;' As often as I turn to the pages of this The-

saurus of philological learning and remember that it was

written in Dr. llaldeman 's " pre-scientitic babyhood,"

quoad philologiam I am reminded of Hercules, who while

yet in his cradle displayed such marvelous strength in
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freeing himself from the monster which held him in its

huge coils. But that was probably a lying fable. What.

Dr. IJaldeman did is a fixed fact; and this learned pioneer

in the spelling reform claims, and with justice, to be

the first English scholar who ' can honestly use the ex-

ultant line of Bryant, "I broke the spell that bound me."

CVrtainly, he and his learned coadjutors—for I do not know

of an eminent philologist who is not enlisted to some extent

in this spelling reform—have brought the brightest lio|us

of Franklin and Jefferson to the point of realization.

This I concede heartily—but also sorrowfully, for at my
time of life it is horrible to think of learning to spell over

in. There was a time, I confess, when my zeal to under-

go this personal tribulation tor the benefit of posterity

which (it has been forcibly said) has never conferred any

benefits upon us, was not strong enough to keep me from

devoutly wishing that a kind Providence would confound

the counsels of these conspirators against the established

disorder, at least until 1 was out of the reach o\' their new-

spelling books. Even n<»w, I cannot help expressing the be-

nevolent wish—benevolent to myself and mv eonteinpora-

-that this every-way desirable and even necessary

rm had come earlier. 1 wish that Franklin had

finished up the mutter, and that our patriotic forefathers

under his wise and pract'wal leadership had succeeded in

driving the bad <]cHin^ nut of the country with the dis-

comfited Britiflb. It really <eems as if those Ion

that tried men's «>uls, would have been just ihe very
I

opportunity to di-po-e <.f t hU vewd .piest'mn. There w;i

much turfDOil and COTffuSion during the war, such pecuniary

(] atllict i ! and
I

olit ieal antagonisms that

the inevitable t,, Ihe "•eiiei-ation that reforms the

mid hardly have been not iced : and the
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people of the Colonies would have emerged from this double

and synchronous revolution a really, free and independent

nation upon a sound political and orthographical basis'.

But I must not lose sight of the text you have given

me, which in connection with the quotation from Seneca

suggests more than the spelling reform. Those who are

familiar with this epistle of Seneca to his friend Lucilius,

cannot have failed to notice the reluctance with which he

admits that the Philosophers have become Philologists.

With him philology meant the love and pursuit of

science and literature. A noble aim. But the aim of

philosophy was higher; it was the love and pursuit of

wisdom, sapienthe amor et adfectatio, as he defines it in

another epistle to the same friend, or as Cicero in his Dc

Ojiim's had already detined it, sapentue studium. This wis-

dom—the sapientia of the Latins, and the fWfpf'a of the

Creeks—was to ail these thoughtful men, what it was to

the inspired writer, "the principal thing;"' the mater

omnium reruni bonarum, says Cicero; the ars vita1

, adds

Seneca. To turn away from this high subject in any direc-

tion was a decent, and Seneca could not without sorrow

record the fact that what was formerly philosophy had now

become philology. But may not the modern Philologists

claim to have reascended these heights, where the Philoso-

phers are gathered to discuss their great questions '( Phil-

ology has long ceased to be regarded, even in the popular

mind, as merely a curious study of words by antiquarians

who delight in archaic or obsolete forms, the " Diversions of

Purley/' in the search for impossible derivations, or a

learned and laborious discussion of the changes of vowels

and consonants in which, according to the gibe of Voltaire,

the vowels count for nothing, and the consonants next to
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nothing. Philology, from the modern point of view, is a

thorough and comprehensive study not only of all languages

and their literature, but of the science of language. This is

to study man, for as a distinguished authority says ; "there

is no nook of man's mind or heart or will, no part of his na-

ture or history, into which the student of language may not

be called to look." The Philologist therefore equally with

the Philosopher, may use the oft-quoted line of Terence, hu-

mani nihil a me alienum puto. We continue, indeed, to

send our boys to the schoolmaster that he may teach them

Latin and Greek, for the scoffing of this practical age has

not made us undervalue this thoroughly tested and ap-

proved means of cultivating the youthful faculties, nor the

opulent results, in maturer years, of a familiar acquaintance

with the languages in which is contained the literature that

has quickened the intellectual life of all cultured nations.

But the study of languages in this age lias more in view

than mental discipline or the ability to translate easily and

correctly the classic authors. Its aim is not merely to

know the thoughts of men which have come to us in

many languages—a great heritage—but to know also the

laws of mind in which all language is grounded. Words

are things. The Philologist studies his word as the Botan-

ist his plant, lie inquires not only to what uses it, may be

applied, hut by what fairs it (jrows. Words not only con-

tain thought hut they arc —merely as words—the product i of

thought. To study these laws is to study mind;

and doe- not, philosophy reappear in philology, which thus

OODQ mly with it those great <|iiestions which lie

nearest to the lives of men I Lt.would, perhaps, better suit

another time and plan- tO show how what I have said as

which have grown up hetweeii
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man and man, is also true in a most significant and solemn

sense of the great Word, which was in the beginning with

God, and which conveyed to man the thoughts of God.

For He was not merely a teacher. He was himself a reve-

lation. We must not only know what He taught ;—it is

life eternal to " know Him."

In the retrospect, which our celebration to-night suggests

to us all, we must as American citizens rejoice in the

progress which the study of language, in whatever light we

view it, has made in our own country during the past cen-

tury. I venture to say that never in any other age or country

has the great and noble end of this study been more in-

telligently apprehended or have its methods and appliances

been more complete. To enumerate the really valuable text

books and publications upon this subject that have appeared

in America, even within the last quarter of the century,

would be to recite a list as long as the catalogue of ships in

the Iliad. The work done by the American Philological

Association is in the advanced line of comparative philol-

ogy. Our colleges vie with each other in the intelligent

application of the latest results of philological investigation.

The London Athctuvtun, an authority in such matters, says

that the studies of a philological character carried on in

one of our Pennsylvania colleges, "are not surpassed in

thoroughness by those which we are accustomed to associate

Avith German universities." And then the great scholars

who have arisen among us to give lustre to the age! In this

presence I need not name them; but I beg to give one illus-

tration of the progress made in American scholarship. Mr.

Jefferson, in the essay from which I have already quoted,

alludes to the few printed works in the Anglo-Saxon

then published, and confesses with patriotic grief, that

PIIOC. AMEU. P1IILOS. SOC. XVIII. IOC. 38. l'KINTED MAY 22, 1880.
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the scholars of America could do nothing to enlarge the sup-

ply. He then savs, -the publication of the iueditcd manu-

scripts which exist in the libraries of Great Britain only,

must depend on the learned of that nation."' But let me say

that it is an American scholar who, during the past year, has

been requested by the Early English Text Society of Lon-

don to edit, as one of the series of its publications, the fa-

mous Anglo-Saxon manuscript—Alfred's translation of Oro-

sius—now in the library of Lord Tollemache ! I need scarcely

say that the name of this great American scholar is Francis A.

March, whose Comparative ( J rannnar of the Anglo-Saxon lan-

guage is a text book in the universities of England and of the

continent. The mention of his name leads me also to refer

to the recent enlargement of the curriculum of languages in

all our colleges by the introduction of the philological

study of the English, not as belonging to the department of

Rhetoric or of English Literature or of Belles Lcttres, but

to the department of Language equally with the Greek and

Latin, for in this Dr. March lias been a pioneer, and the

chair which he Occupies, uniting in one professorsbip the

study ot the English language and Comparative Philology,

the fir.-t of tin- kind establisbed in this or in any other

country.

Let me say further— for the presence ,,f l>r. Oilman, the

learned and accomplished President of the Johns Hopkins

Pnivcr.-ity, reminds us of the fact—our college graduates are

no longer ^epcn^enl upon tbe universities of Europe for ad-

vane. d instruction in tin- Study of languages. Of course,

'gn travel and even iv-udence abroad for a limited time

till valuable for the _\
on ng graduate, and there are great

and teachers and magnificent libraries in Europe/,

but ICl ually > ompelled lo go abroad for

duaie iii i ruction. All the great colleges and uni
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versifies of our country now offer courses of special and

advanced studies, in most respects equal and in some su-

perior to those found in the oldest and the best universi-

ties of Europe ; and it is not invidious to say that the post-

graduate courses of study offered by our youngest sister of

Baltimore lead all the rest.

But, Mr. President, I must not trespass further upon the

time allotted to these speeehes. Already I fear that some of

the gentlemen at these tables have called to mind, and with

grave forebodings, that the original meaning of Philology,

was " love of talking ;" and it is, perhaps, something more

than a coineidence that Seneca in the sentence immediately

following the quotation given upon the programme to-night,

quotes the well known phrase of Virgil, j'tujit irrepavdbila

(('.riipus. These ominous words contain a hint of special sig-

nificance to after-dinner speakers ; and so I bring these

remarks at once to a close.

G. The Hucitlif'S name,

Dr. Daniel G. Brinton, Philadelphia.

"A thiny which Adam had been posed to name."

—

Pope.

Dr. Brinton, in response, said

:

Mr. President and Gentlemen :

In rising to respond to the toast which has been proposed, [

feel I need not insist before such an assemblage as this on

the paramount importance of names. Whatever philosophy

people many theoretically advocate, they are essentially

MinaWMs in daily life. They attach more value to the

name than the thing. The writer of fiction thinks his work

half done when he has discovered a taking title, a catchy
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name for the infant of bis fancy. A bad name bas hanged

many a good dog, and a good name bas saved many a man

who would have been the better for the hanging.

Such opinions are not irrational. The name alone has

perennial life, it perpetuates existence when all else' is gone,

on it alone hangs the fame of heroes and the glory of the

great. The name is the subject of thought and speech.

With it begins the first glimmer of knowledge, as we are

reminded by the sentiment attached to this toast. In the

first essay of his new-made mind Adam named the beasts of

the field, both small and great.

Names applied to institutions have another and peculiar

significance. They reflect the purpose and object of such in-

stitutions, they hint the hopes that gave them birth, they

figure forth the ideal which is to be the goal of effort. I

invite you to study the name of our Society in this sense, to

seek its original significance, and perchance thus to learn the

purpose which our revered founder had in mind in bestow-

ing it upon our association. For it is probably not unknown

to any of you that it was Dr. Franklin himself who stood

godfather to the infant fraternity, and one hundred and

thirty-seven years ago suggested for it the name it still is

known by, Thr Aim rirtin Philo80pkic<U Society, In his circu-

lar of May. 1 7 4-i, this is the style and title he proposed,

Like all that he did, this name was the result, of mature

Consideration,.and the motives of his choice may he divined

from his own words and the scheme he proposed.

He named it A m, m;i n hecau^e he expected its activity to

be OOCUpied mainly with the New World, it was organized,

d. to •." promote useful knowledge among the British

Plantations of America." His luminous eve foresaw the

' ;iddit iom to human knowledge which t his then unex-
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plored continent would tarnish ; he knew, what other men

only guessed, the capacity for marvelous development that

lay in those colonies scattered on the virgin marge of an

unknown world ; with a sublime faith that partook of pro-

phetic inspiration, he set to work to build for a future

which even the sanguine deemed visionary.

In the name he may also have conveyed a limitation as

well as an extension ; he may have hinted that the subjects

of research with which this Society should occupy itself

should be those in some way relating to its surroundings
;

that it were well to leave to others the pursuit of investiga-

tions into classical and nicdUeval matters and into localities

of old world note.

This leads me to the character and purpose of the inquiries

he designed to foster by this organization. They are signi-

lied in the word Philosophical.

A century and half ago this term had a wider meaning

than is current now. Bacon's definition was still in vogue.

That great thinker divided philosophy into three branches,

divine philosophy, in which "the contemplations of man

penetrate to God ;" natural philosophy, which covered the

whole field now embraced in natural science ; and human

philosophy, under which was included what we now know

as psychology, social science, political economy and the like.

It seems to me that Franklin must have had this very

definition of Bacon's, with its threefold divisions, in his

mind when he composed his circular of May, 1743, in which

he first projected and named this Society. With wording

drawn from the early verses of the book of Genesis, he de-

fines its mission to be "to let light into the nature of things,

to increase the power of man over matter, and to multiply

the conveniences or pleasures of life." Clearly this is but a
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free and popular rendering of Bacon's scholastic language
;

and obviously therefore, Franklin wished this Society to

meet, in the fullest sense, the requirements of the title philo-

sophical. All that pertains to man and nature are the legiti-

mate subjec; inquiry, providing they can be applied

to some useful end. Moreover, with that practical wisdom

for which he was famous, his notion of utility was not

limited to dry and hard applications. He recognized the

pursuit of the pleasures of life as a becoming and worthy

subject for philosophical researeh. He recommended it

ifically to his associates, as a desirable object of learning.

If we pass from the Baconian to the more strictly techni-

cal meaning of Philosophical, we shall find other matter

for our thought. The philosophieal mind is one earnest in

the love of knowledge. But that knowledge is of a pecu-

liar kind. It is not. the accumulation of detached facts; it

Lfl not liieiv erudition and extensive; learning. It is that man-

ner of knowing which Bacon in a famous aphorism calls "-true

knowing,'' knowing through principles and laws, knowing

through causes, V< per BfttiS • This it is

which gives facti their real value, this it is which transforms

the grains <»f know ledge in to the pearls of wisdom. The highest

effort of thought is to pasfl from the special laet to the gen-

eral law, from the experiment to the principle, from the

eon, h,. abstract, and this is what is meant by a philo-

nieal knowledge Of thin

To ;i<hi«-vr Mich a knowledge, to build it on a firm foun-

dation, can only be done by uniting the results of many ob-

paring thnn in the light, one <^\' the other-.

lb' nlial that a Philosoph ieal Society should em-

wide I . each of ability in his

nil. It -hotihl l„- ;i BOCiety tree from the control
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of specialism ; it should cover the whole field of observation

and not be dominated by one part of it, by one department

of study or thought. Franklin framed the constitution of

the association to fulfill this meaning of the word. The mem-

bers were to be chosen from all the learned pursuits ; they

were to communicate to each other sueh results and conclu-

sions as should be of benefit to all, not mere details of their

special lines; and the results to be published were to be

confined to abstracts and papers foof public advantage."

In pursuance of this plan, Franklin provided that the

minimum number of active membors should be seven, c:n-h of

whom was to pursue a different branch of study. One of

these was designated as a '"General Xatural Philosopher,*"

and under this title it appears to me he had clearly in view

the formation of a class of thinkers which has been

earnestly advocated in this day by Oomte and Herbert

Spencer; that is, a class who shall unite togother the results

of the different specialists in science under broad philosophi-

cal schemata, and weave them into a system of knowledge

co-extensive with observed facts, and subsumed under the

widest possible generalizations.

In this way alone do the innumerable dotails of science

become available to the public good, and manageable

by the general intellect. At the dato of the origin of

this Society, the need of such an appointment must have

been but slightly apparent; but now that the details of

specialties are becoming day by day more technical, more

abstruse, and more remote from even general seientilie

language, the need is urgent. The danger is constantly

present that the pursuit of a narrow path of investigation,

which, however, demands the most strenuous labor to follow

out, will warp the thoughts from the broad views and com-

mon motives of human culture.
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Finally, Dr. Franklin called the organization a Society.

Xothing is more impressive in the biography of this great

man than the profound appreciation he had of the benefit of

uniting men together to accomplish a purpose, of the value

of free combination, of voluntary co-operation in social and

national life. This idea lies at the basis of all modern, as dis-

tinguished from ancient progress. In the classic periods we

read of the master and his disciples, of the noble and his

retainers, of closely united classes and callings, but of nothing

which corresponds to a modern scientific or literary Society.

Such an institution belongs to a period when the sacredness of

the individual is recognized, when an equality of knowledge

overweighs the difference of wealth or birth, when all are wil-

ling to take off their shoes as they enter the temple of Truth.

One of the earliest public results of Franklin's life was

the gathering together of his " ingenious acquaintances "

into the well known "Junto." The fundamental principles

of the Junto were three:—to be free from prejudice on

account of profession or religion ; to desire the welfare of

mankind in general ; and " to love truth for truth's sake."

Whether our Society was or was not an outgrowth of this

Junto, undoubtedly it was the intention of the philanthro-

pist who created both associations, to inspire both with the

same grand and holy principles of toleration, good feeling

and sincerity. All that tends to these ends would surely he

consonant with the name we assemble under and the projects

of Our founder ^ and certainly an occasion like tlje present,

which brings us together to recall the worthy labors of

our predecessors, to extend to each other the social pourte-

Of life, and to express our aspirations for the continued

advance of the Society in the -rand career which was from its

birth marked 001 for it, does in a significant manner meet the

i i lenient- of our name and the objects of our association.
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7. The need of an elevated and permanent civil service,

A. Loudon Snowden, Esq., Superintendent U. S. Mint.

" Oh, reform it altogether."

—

Hamlet.

In response, Mr. Snowden said

:

I am honored, Mr. President, by your call, and doubly so

by the cordial manner in which it has been received by the

gentlemen of the Society, and heartily wish it were in my
power to repay your kind partiality by something worthy of

your consideration.

It must be a pleasure to all the members of the Society

to be present upon this interesting occasion, not alone to dis-

ease the good things provided by the though tfulness of the

Committee of Arrangements, but to partake of the intellec-

tual feast which has been so bountifully provided.

Von have been pleased sir, in presenting my name, to as-

sociate with it, the names of three of my predecessors in the

management of the Mint of the United States in this City,

who were also presidents of this ancient Society, which lias

embraced in its membership, and upon its rolls of honor,

some of the most illustrious names in letters and science

which the last century has produced.

The three distinguished gentlemen to whom you were

good enough to refer, David Rittenhouse, Robert Patterson

and Robert M. Patterson* were, in their day, citizens and

public officers who conferred lasting benefits upon the public

service, and who were, in all the relations of life, examples

worthy of imitation.

David Rittenhouse, who succeeded Benjamin Franklin,

and preceded Thomas Jefferson, as President of this Society,

was wisely selected by Washington on the passage of the

Act of 17i>2, authorizing the establishment of the Mint in

PBOC. AMKK. I'll!!,OS. SOC. XVIII. 106. 8T. 1'KINTKI) MAY 24, 1880.
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this City, on account of his eminent scientific knowledge

and great mechanical skill. He superintended the erection

of the Mint building on Seventh street, saw to its equip-

ment in machinery, to the perfecting of its organization,

and, in I 70o, issued the first coinage of the Republic. Little

did lie dream in that day of small things, that in less than

fifty years, the one cumbersome screw press then in use, and

capable of executing all the coinage required, at the rate of

about ten or fifteen pieces a minute, would give place to the

in toggle-joint press with a capacity of from eighty to

one hundred pieces to the minute, and that in much less than

one hundred years, over thirty of those grand coining presses,

with largely increased capacity and power, would be kept

thundering night and day to execute the coinage demanded

by law and by the wants of the people.

Robert Patterson, the fifth President of this Society, was

called to the management of the Mint by President Jeffer-

son in 1805. He had been honorably connected with our

Revolutionary struggle, and subsequently was a Professor

in the University <>f Pennsylvania, conspicuous for his learn-

in- ;md thorough administ rative ability.

Robert M. Patterson, elected the eighth President of this

; •
•

t v , was a son <>f Robert Patterson, to whom I have just

:icd, and succeeded I >r. Samuel Moore in the Mint.

Hi- graduated af the P Diversity of Pennsylvania, and sub-

i.-iit ly prosecuted his st tidies in Kurope. On his return

to Philadelphia, he was elected Professor in our University,

was Vic'-Provo-), :m( l fifl^d, successively, the ('hairs of

Qlill Philosophy, Cheini-h'\ and Mathematics. In IN'JS,

he became a ProfeMOT iu the I ' h'iyci-mI v of Virginia, from

which In- was transferred tO the PiieHoi-.-diip of the Mint in

n which position he remained, rendering most .n-
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ceptable service, until 1851, when failing health induced

him to retire from public lite.

It were well, Mr. President, for the honor aud profit of

our country, if high public station were always as well filled,

and sacred public trusts as faithfully administered as in the

instances to which, by your courtesy, I have been permitted

to refer.

This brief allusion to the services rendered by these dis-

tinguished public officers brings me very naturally to the

consideration of the theme you have been pleased to assign

me this evening, to wit

:

THE NEED OP AN ELEVATED AND PERMANENT CIVIL SERVICE.

This is a practical and important question, touching very

closely the highest and best interests of our Country, and

entitled to the thoughtful attention of every American

citizen.

Neither the proprieties of this occasion nor your patience

would justify an elaborate or exhaustive discussion at my
hands. What I shall, therefore, with your leave, submit,

will be but a brief reference to the most obvious points

that present themselves in a rapid glance at the subject.

In the minds of all thoughtful and patriotic men, there

can be no doubt as to the great advantage resulting from the

elevation of our civil service above the control and influence

of mere partisan interference. The battle to be fought be-

fore the triumph of this important principle is assured, will

be sharp and well eoutested at every point, although no one

should despair of the result, in view of the general and in-

creasing intelligence of the people, now being brought to

bear upon the question.

Of late years, public attention lias been much directed to

the subject, but, as was to be expected, it has met the most
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determined opposition from the representatives of all parties.

Every weapon that Barcasm, ridicule, and falsehood could

forge in the workshop of selfishness, has been hurled against

its advocates. And yet it must be confessed that the great-

est injury inflicted, has come from pretended friends, who,

under that garb, have attempted to accomplish selfish ends,

and thus have brought ridicule upon the cause.

Nevertheless, steady advance has been had witbin the past

tew years, and some lodgment made in the minds of the

people.

That there is too much foolish, intemperate, and unjust

denunciation of our present service there can be no doubt.

If we were to believe one-half that is written and spoken

on this subject, we must conclude that but few, if any,

honest or honorable men are engaged in public affairs.

This tendency to carp and cavil at, and criticise all men

engaged in the publie service, is said to he a. natural out-

growth of our free institutions, which makes ever3r citizen a

M Mi whether this be true or not, the fact is never-

theless patent, that from the very organization of our (<ov-

ernment, there has been more or less of this sort of thing

prevalent. Even Washington, the most illustrious of all

our citizens, if not the most illustrious man of all the world,

was not exempt
j nay, on the contrary, in spite of his inval-

uable serviced to the country, his nobility of soul, and liis

transcendent patriotism, be was subjected to the most vio-

lent, bitter, and unreasonable abuse, and under it, retired

frrtm public lif,..

It vViifl fashionable then, as it is now, among certain

grumblers and ihcOlialilerate pel denounce our civil

on all OCCa«ion& They do not take I he t rouble to

obtain reliable facta upon which an intelligent judgment
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may bo formed, as touching the general service, bat are

prone to take isolated instances of wrong-doing, and base

tbeir opinion of the whole service thereon.
mi i • • ••

lnat this is a most irrational and unjust process from

which to arrive at a sound conclusion, there can be no doubt,
1 • • !

and vet it is the usual mode.

These grumbling pessimists who find no good in their

own country or times, are very often least fitted, either by
\. • i ...

cultivation ot mind or purity of character, to form a sound

judgment of their fellow men.

Dismissing this class as worthy of no farther attention,

it must be admitted, that although our civil service fairly

represents the average moral and intellectual status of our

people, it can nevertheless be elevated and rendered more

eilicient by means which are simple in themselves, and not

difficult of application.

When I say the means of accomplishing this desired end

are simple and easy of application, I should say, they are

so, provided the people have courage and patriotism enough,

to demand of their political leaders, that our civil service

must be jnriioatatt—promotions coining through <
1

ffi
('' c ' l(:I/i VU&

the tenure of ojjicc <U pendent upon good beltavior. It will not

do to simply incorporate these ideas or principles into the

political platforms of the parties, as catch votes, to be for-

gotten after elections are lost or won ; but let our civil ser-

vice be organized under the sanction of law, as are the mili-

tary and naval services, and thus secure a permanent appli-

cation of this important principle, no matter how often

administrations change, or parties succeed to power. That

the law should bind all parties in this respect— if the prin-

ciple is good—must be quite apparent. An attempt on the

part of any administration to establish such a wholesome
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system without the binding force of law to sustain it, can

only hope for partial and unsatisfactory results, no matter

how earnest and honest may be the effort.

It is doubtful, indeed, if any administration is strong

enough to enforce the reform against long established prece-

dent, and the selfishness of partisan managers, unless forti-

fied and strengthened by law.

The reasons are manifold why the policy, as a mere ad-

ministrative measure, is likely to be a failure; First, if for

no other reason, because it would be looked upon as an

ephemeral effort or experiment, likely to disappear with

the administration, if not break down before it terminated.

Second, because as such, it would be constantly assaulted

with a view to its abandonment; whereas, if under the

sanction of the law, it would be accepted as a fixed fact and

remain practically unassailed ; and Third, because it would

have no binding force upon succeeding Presidents, who

could and probably would overthrow in a day the work of

yea re.

President Haves will ever be remembered for a noble

rtlort, ill this direction, and although much good has been

accomplished, yet, from the causes I have enumerated, and

others, resnlN feipected and hoped for have not been fully

realized.

( ieneral .laekson is credited with the declaration that, ** to

the victors belong the spoils, * and whether he or William

L. Many is responsible for the utteranee, there can be no

doubt that .laekson was the lirst President who broke down

the. .1.1 tenure . .f of li .
•<, ha n de« 1 down tons from our Kn-

-ni/e.l bv Washington and his c.un

pah of the highest value in the administration of

public all.
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It is well to remember, however, that whilst General Jack-

son struck a fatal blow at the civil service, and prostituted

it to selfish partisan ends, the service itself was largely re-

sponsible for the blow that was <nven.

Although existing by English and American precedents,

it was not restrained by law within its legitimate sphere.

The service at that time was largely composed of those

who differed politically with Jackson, and as it Avas a period

of bitter partisan strife, they did all in their power to hamper

and embarrass his administration. This was neither wise

nor prudent, and exhibits to us the fact that, with the ex-

ception of the tenure of office, the service was badly organ-

ized and eond acted. Instead of performing quietly and

efficiently its legitimate fuuetions, without regard to the

change in the political head of the government, it was

violently partisan, and used its entrenched position to defeat

the measures advanced by the President.

There was, therefore, some excuse for Jackson's course.

lie was a positive, brave, although sometimes an indiscreet,

man, and accustomed, from his habits of thought and train-

ing, to strike an enemy whenever and wherever he could

iind him. lie struck his Whig adversaries, fortified in the

civil service, and paralyzed them, as a power against him-

self. But in doing so he inflicted an evil upon his country

which has widened and deepened as the years have followed.

Had (Jen. Jackson succeeded in applying a remedy for the

evil justly complained of, by such legislation as would pre-

vent a civil officer—as the unwritten law prevents officers

in the army and navy—from participating in partisan strife,

he would have accomplished the immediate purpose in view,

and left to the future, this, as the brightest page in his re-

markable career.
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The primary and paramount object of all service is, to

promote that which is best for the people at large, without

distinction of party ; whereas, under a corrupted system, it

is customary to consider all the offices of the country as the

common property of the party in power, to be distributed

to their partisans as rewards for services rendered, or as

implements to be used for future party purposes. ISTo one

will deny that this is the fact, and yet it is an utter perver-

sion of the true and legitimate objeets for which the offices

were created.

The number of officers or plaees under the government is

quite insignificant in comparison with the population of the

country, and it is of very little moment to the great bulk

of the people whether John Smith, Jones, or Robinson hold

office or place; but it is of the highest importance that

whosoever does hold the same, be skilled, intelligent, polite

and trustworthy.

'

How are these essential qualities to be obtained? Is it

by rotating a man in or out ol'otliee for a political purpose,

or in having his eontinuanee in plaee dependent upon his

ability to carry a precinct or a ward convention in partisan

conti.->ts. or, on the contrary, are not the offices more likely

to be well and acceptably tilled by having those holding

them understand that so long as t hey are honest, attentive

and faithful in the discharge of their duties, the\ will be

retained and promoted lor meritorious conduct when an

opportunity pi' The continuance of a. faithful and

intelligent office? tacoeases his opportunities for usefulness

to the public. One of t he evils, and not a small one, at tend-

ing our present defective Bystera is, thai we are, by our short

teiiuie. constantly put to the inconvenience ami expense of

ating new men.
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A change in the national administration of the Govern-

ment, especially where one political party is succeeded by

another, must of necessity be followed by a change in such

leading and important public positions as reflect the pur-

poses and policy of the party in power, but in the name of

all that is reasonable and proper why should a change in

the administration necessitate a perfect upheaval in all our

civil service, from the humblest laborer to the most skilled

expert, mechanic or accountant? Because a new President

is elected, is no reason why a skilled workman in the Mint,

an intelligent, well trained letter carrier, or any other faith-

ful employe of the Government should be removed. They

have been educated for the service at the public ex{>ense,

their education and equipment is the common property of

the people, and should not be thrown away to gratify parti-

san selfishness.

What man of business, banker, manufacturer or merchant

would think of adopting such a short-sighted or pernicious

system in his own business? I know of no such man.

And why should we not apply in public affairs the same

common sense principles and rules that govern in the ordi-

nary pursuits of life? It seems to be so reasonable and

proper a course that L cannot conceive of a good argument

against its adoption. Because the people, as is their right,

ftde tit to change the administration of national affairs on

account of important public questions, such as the tariff',

linance, state right encroachments, or centralization, or any

other issue that may arise, is no reason why all the faithful

and skilled employes of the Government, from the lowest

up, should be turned out to give place to inexperienced suc-

cessors, whose education and equipment for the service is

attended with discomfort, errors, and loss to the people.

PROG amki:. imiii.os. sue. .win. 10(5. BtJ. P1UNTBD may 21, 1SS0.
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AVithout going deeper into the subject, in all its bearings,

or trespassing farther upon your kind indulgence, I think it

must be admitted that a civil service based upon so illogical

and uncertain a tenure, is defective in the extreme, and

should be replaced by one resting upon common sense, as

manifested in the usual business affairs of life. The opposi-

tion to a change from the present to a better system, comes

principally from those leaders of both parties who claim that

patronage is an important partisan weapon. But I am
clearly of the opinion that an honest and fair test of the

new system would satisfy even these persons, that they had

over-estimated patronage as a factor in partisan contests.

I think our political leaders would discern, like many an

intelligent man of the South has, by the great lesson of the

war, that, whereas he formerly leaned upon slave labor— felt he

could not exist without it—yet, when schooled in adversity

to self-trust and self-support, would not now return to the

same order of things, or repossess his slaves if freely prof-

fered him. Patronage is not always a.power—and is oft-

timt's a weakness—and I am convinced with some knowl-

edge and experience, that its influence is much overrated.

Bome of the grandest and most memorable contests ever

fought upon the political battle-fields of our country have

been fought and won without patronage, and indeed against

the whole pat rOHftge of an administ rat ion improperly used.

The proposed change in our civil service would not only

elevate and increase LtS cHieieney, hul would eliminate much

that is venal, selfish and dangerqtig to the polities of the

eonntry. This branoh of the subject is too. wide and fur-

thing in its results for more than a. passing allusion tO

thisevning.

Kn-.v. in our
|

rviee, ;m.| the evil;;
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flowing therefrom, what is the remedy, and how shall it be

applied? The remedy 1 would suggest is, to remove by law

the civil service of the country from under the control of partisan

interference, and prevent its subordinates from an active partici-

pation therein. By this course you will elevate the service,

increase its efficiency, and largely decrease its expense to the

people.

Is the remedy an impossible or even a difficult one Iq

apply? To a nation which has laid forests, built splendid

cities, peopled a continent, overcome a mighty rebellion, and

emancipated four millions of human beings within the stride

of a single century—it would seem as if this might be ac-

complished. *

I know full well that it can be done, and that quickly if

good men of all parties will only unite and determine that

it rdnill be.

If the pernicious influences exerted by our present defec-

tive system are eliminated from our politics, we will have

removed one of the greatest hindrances to our advance, and

danger to our future peace, tranquility and prosperity as a

nation.

8 The tendencies of scientific culture.

Dr. John L. LeContp:, Philadelphia.

" Reasoning at every step he takes,

Man yet mistakes his way ;

While meaner things, whom instinct leads,

Are rarely known to stray."

[

Dr. LeConte, in reply, said

:

You have already been told that one hundred years ago

the Commonwealth granted to a body of well-educated
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citizens an act of incorporation constituting them u the

American Philosophical Society," and to this name was

added, ik held at Philadelphia, for promoting useful knowl-

edge."

It seems appropriate on this occasion, when we are met to

do reverent homage to the memory of those founders of the

Society, to enquire what were their objects, and what was

then, and is now, considered " useful knowledge."

Before doing this, let us review, briefly as the time per-

mits, the names and objects of some similar societies in older

.countries. Two examples will suffice:

In the first years of the seventeenth century there was

founded at Rome the " Accademia dei Lincei," or the Acad-

emy of the Sharp-scers, for the general promotion of higher

intellectual culture; this has since developed into a full

Academy, under governmental protection, consisting of co-

ordinate branches for different departments of learning.

Three score and ten years later was organized in Germany

the Leopold-Caroline " Academia Natune Curiosorum ;"

persons curious about Nature. Its objects related chiefly to

medical art, and are declared to be the study of Anatomy,

Potany, Pathology, Surgery, Therapeutics and Chemist vy.

The transactions were published as l

J
Miscellanea euriosa."

<• names are now far from expressing the aims of

itilie thought . ; yet. in tbcin may he discerned the linea-

ments of the embryo of modern seienee, whose sudden ap-

pearance and inllueiiee parallel the ancient myth of the

birth of Minerva. These names accent uate t be dill'cretiee,

i tbe.,1,1 and tbe new philosophy, but between

med'neval Boholasl ieisni and modern ob-erval ion. The

f.iriM.r, er.n-,1 rnele.l fii H ii tin- deptbsof its own eonscious-

to ull pbv-ieal and spiritual enigma.;,
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based upon human motives and passions and sensations
;

the latter endeavors to ascertain the government of the

Universe, and the means of conforming most perfectly to its

laws, by close scrutiny of what is within our scope of com-

prehension. In other words, the latter replaces by observa-

tion and classification the a priori guesses of the former.

As the domain of knowledge became extended, a division

of branches of science took place, each of which has con-

tributed, though in unequal degree, at different times, to the

rapid advance of modern civilization ; and thus all are en-

titled to be comprised in the limits of useful knowledge.

Though I am free to say that some which have yielded and

will in future yield the most valuable results, are still re-

garded by the mass of the community, if not with ridicule,

at least with a charitable contempt for the men who waste

their lives in such trilling pursuits. Even as late as 1786,

when the Magellanic Fund of this Society was established,

there existed a prejudice against "mere Natural History,"

which led to its express exclusion by the donor from the

benefits of his gift.

All this is now changed. The truth of the ancient text,

showing the shortsightedness of the ordinary man, has ai^ain

been vindieated : "The stone which the builders refused is

become the headstone of the corner." The much despised

Natural History of the past generations has become tUe

Biology of the present, and rightfully reigns, by more than

human authority, seated in the long usurped throne of the

u Queen of the sciences."

Let us now examine the various ways in which the

sciences have manifested their usefulness.

You will all agree with me that first in importance must

be placed the higher personal education, which characterizes
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the best modern instruction ; the substitution of common

3§ and individual judgment upon matters of fact, for un-

intelligible jargon or incomprehensible dogma. For, as is

well observed by Prof. Huxley, " science is common sense

at its best, that is: rigidly accurate in observation and mcr-

ss to fallacy in logic." #

To this end, that is, to the perfection of observation, the

highest inventive power lias co-operated with the most

acutely directed reason, in devising instruments of precision

by which magnitudes and movements, inappreciable by the

unaided senses, are accurately observed, and even demou-

nted to large bodies of spectators.

Ingenuity of a higher kind than that employed in com-

mercial workshops, and labor more severe than any known

to the artisan or mechanic, have been given to the construc-

tion of philosophical apparatus, and to the collection of ma-

terials for investigation. The community has often profited

by the economic advantages indirectly derived from such

untiring exertions, which were inspired by higher objects.

The reward striven for has been, indeed, rather spiritual and

moral than physical and sensuous. The love of knowledge

and truth for their own sake is the st imulus ; and, as is

natural in eommunil ies growing in intelligence, greater in-

fluence in the realm of thought is the result. For he it ob-

&d, that the largest.contributors to tlie thought ^l' the

piv-chf .];iy are t>,Lologi8t8 and physicists ; and their opponents

AM chiefly among |ho86 wedded to prejudice of ancient 11-:

or addicted to pursuit of their own temporal advant;i.

'I'll. -ii to believe, are gradually

dumui&h'lMg in number, mid will more rapidly lessen, ;b the

I ft] influence of the still yoUtbi'ul science pjf observation

into our duily life iwul conduct.
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It may be observed, in this connection, that while mathe-

matics, physics and chemistry have contributed, both by

their apparatus and processes, to this result, Biology, aided

by these appliances, has given the finest and highest de-

velopments of modern thought. From the formerly de-

spised collectors of curiosities, weeds and bugs and bones,

have been evolved the classifiers and morphologists, who are

displaying to your view the magnificent procession of ani-

mated beings through measureless periods of time, and

demonstrating to you the much misunderstood correlation

of the different organs of the body. In their hands are

truly the keys of prolonged human life, increased power

and enlarged usefulness.

During the new reconstruction of thought, based upon

observation, many antiquated notions, by a perversion of lan-

guage called venerable, have been rudely assailed. Meta-

physical terms eluding definition or relating to subjects not

eapable of thought, have been replaced by words of clear

7iieaning. The mists of superstition are being dispersed.

The necromancer (vulgo spiritualist) instead of being turned

over to legal or ecclesiastical tribunals for torture, is viewed

either as a juggler practicing his trade for fraudulent pur-

poses, or as a fatuous hysterical individual sadly needing

the care of his family physician. Persecution is obsolete

;

with liberty of thought has begun a tolerance of opinion

and a charity towards action, unknown in previous ages,

from which may bo expected the happiest results in the

future.

While such has been the influence of scienco upon re-

ligious teaching and moral instruction, there is one matter

which it is my duty to mention with regret, though this is

not the place nor the time to exploit it fully. It is the
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status of scientific men in courts of justice. As students

above all others single-minded in the pursuit of truth, as

trained observers, as careful aud conscientious instructors,

they are entitled to be invited into court as the advisers and

enlighteners of the nidge in regard to facts which he has

neither the time nor the opportunity to ascertain for him-

self, and not to be summoned as the witnesses of the advo-

cate. I say it with sorrow, but I think I can say it with

truth, that upon no class of minds has the progress of con-

temporaneous science had so little influence as upon the

legal; and no kind of business has been so slightly modified

by its influence as legal procedures.

The other influences of science upon society are perhaps

more generally appreciated, though hardly with strict ad-

herence to the great law of sequence, or cause and effect,

which dominates everything within human cognizance. A

mere mention of them must suffice, lest I trespass unduly

on the courtesy to which I owe the present opportunity of

addressing you.

Next in order to the spiritual advancement which I have

mentioned, are the habits of discipline and self-control

which are essential to any serious study of science. As

educator, scientific training must be rated as coordinate

with mechanical skill. For, whereas, a person trained as

an artisan has always the power of earning a living, one

ed in accurate observation and reflection has greater

power of resisting the disturbing Influences of evil than he

would otherwise po3&

Thirdly, and lastly, by the labors of the investigator, the

inventor is enabled to devise and perfeel his application of

nee to the ordinary wants of the community; a thing

whicl the man of has rarely any opportunity of
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doing. For, it is quite evident, that the rivalry for priority,

the embarrassments of legal proceedings, and the expendi-

ture of time, and the distraction of. thought necessary to

make any invention, however meritorious, a commercial

success, are absolutely fatal to the accuracy and serenity

which are essential to investigation. But the suggestions

by the student of future applications of scientific principles,

are not seldom the gems of thought, in which are latent

the immense fortunes and interests created by the inventor.

It may be truly said of the philosopher, that as soon as

the pecuniary or personal value of his science becomes

prominent in his mind, his spiritual force is weakened. He
is properly a coadjutor, and not a rival, to all who are en-

gaged in the good work. It is his duty to assist, not to sup-

plant. To strive for the best that is attainable, with grati-

tude but without desire for approbation, and also without

feat of censure, must be the life-law of the man of science,

as it must also be for the artist and for the religious teacher.

If time permitted, I would be glad to mention to you

what I conceive to be the proper functions of scientific Socie-

ties, and the claims they have upon popular sympathy and

assistance. They are in a strict sense neither oral teachers nor

custodians; but to use the phraseology of Smithson, so hap-

pily interpreted and applied by our venerable (in its true

sense) associate, Prof. Henry, " institutions for the increase

and diffusion of knowledge among men."

I could show, by many examples, how, by departing from

this simple path of duty, the resources of Societies have

been crippled, and their usefulness paralyzed by indulging in

the fascinating luxuries of large museums, and ornate archi-

tecture. The former should be under the protection of

Governmental assistance, or in the care of largely endowed

PKOC. AMER. PHH.OS. KO<\ XVIII. 100. 3v. PRINTED MAY 25, 1880.
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institutions of learning. Voluntary contributions and un-

paid labor can never support a museum which is rapidly

growing; nor do such collections fulfill their functions ex-

cept as appendages of Universities. They soon degenerate

into imperfectly classified storehouses of curiosities, occa-

sionally visited by students desiring to verify types which

have been imperfectly described. Though an investigator

can be assisted, I have rarely known one made by the in-

fluence of a large museum. The material is too vast for the

use of a beginner.

The true life of scientific Societies resides in the zeal of

the members, the completeness of the library, and the facili-

ties afforded for publication. The objects for study lie every-

where around us and in us ; and, as Prof. Agassiz told me,

many years ago, the most familiar objects, and those most

frequently scrutinized, will give the most important results.

If I have correctly exposed to you some of the influences

which science can exert upon daily life, it is just to infer

that upon the results of the labors of investigators (the accu-

rate observers, and the correct interpreters of the phenomena

of the Kosmos), future generations will rely for:

1st. The emancipation of religious teaching from the shack-

les of traditional superstition; the promulgation of reason-

able dogma, and firmer adherence to correctly defined morals.

'2d. Tlir reform of the practice of the law in stricter

accordance with the principles of substantial just.ice.

8d. The rational directions of primary education, so as to

cultivate tl beervation and the Judgment of the pupils.

l<h. The m I comfort, the suppression of disease,

and the prolongation Of life, l>y the natural outflow of com-

mercial applications of scientific truths now, or in future,

within the roacll of man.
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5th. The reformation of many departments of general

and loeal governments, by the appointment to offices, re-

quiring scientific knowledge, of men qualified to perform the

duties; and in truth, by a cheerful recognition of the fact,

that men of science are not inferior to ordinary men, either

in capacity or integrity in the transaction of business. It

has become too much the habit of unthinking persons to

confuse the earnest student of progressive science, the man of

practical thought, who often makes a life-long sacrifice of

"such things as men possess,"* with the inventor; who with

eye to prospective profit is sometimes led into visionary

schemes, based upon imperfect information, or into attempts

to prematurely introduce contrivances, well devised perhaps

in principle, but not needed for the present desires of the

community.

And it is my firm conviction, under the Providence,

which presides over, and directs the system of Evolution,

that none of these reliances of humanity will be vain.

9. Daily and irenodical Literature,

Mr. W. V. McKean, Philadelphia.

•

,

-
<d.£

"To aim at learning without hooks, is with Danaide» to draw water in a sieve."

—A'. Williams {\6y)).

Mr. McKean, after a few playful observations expressing

his astonishment at finding himself set down for a speech

in the pretty little book containing the menu and the pro-

gramme, when ho had decidedlv asked to be excused from

speaking upon the valid ground that he, being among the

youngest of the American Philosophers present, preferred to

* Mailer, Sacred Books of the Bast, I, 78.
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listen to the Sagos of the Society, and, after referring to the

subject assigned him as beino; far too lara;e for the ten-

minute rule sagaciously adopted by the Committee, contin-

ued as follows

:

Mu. President ,\nd Gentlemen:—With your permission,

I will change the subject. AVheu I found that I was ac-

tually booked to speak, I gave very close attention to what

was being said, in the expectation that some one of the

speakers, by a chance word, would furnish me with a theme.

.President Oilman supplied the topic in his mention of the

name of Benjamin Thompson, more widely known as Count

Rumford, the American founder of the Royal Institution of

England. A great deal has come to the world from that

institution, though Count. Rumford had not much money

of his own to conduct it with, and did not succeed in ob-

tabling much from others, but it is worth while to consider

what the world has gained by the simple endowment of a

chair for original research in that institution as compared

with the outcome from institutions with princely endow-

incuts in this and other countries, where the money has

been largely expended in stately architectural structures.

I.' t me illustrate. It happened onc6 to me to make a visit,

to a neighboring city (I won't say what city) with a very

dear friend of mine', who had endowed a university. Not,

far from our hotel on that occasion, was an institution that,

had also been endowed very largely by tin eminent Ameri-

can. If I mi-take not Erie amount of money that was put

into the building and its equipment was about half a million

of dollar-. 1 went into it with the son of the gentleman

whom I BpeaK of, and found there a library, rather choice,

but not very large. I'uf in looking around its shelve I

but few books that were not Upon t he shelves of other
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libraries in the same eity. There were live persons in the

library at the time looking at the books. We passed out of

that and went into the basement, and there we found an

orehestra playing some very fine scientific music, and in

front was an audience hardly more numerous than the

orchestra itself. There were perhaps forty persons there,

mainly ladies, and from their appearance belonging to

wealthy families living in the neighborhood of that build-

ing, every one of whom could have paid for that sort of*

luxury. There was the result of an endowment of half a

million of dollars ! A statehr and expensive building—

a

library that was not better than other libraries in that town,

and an orchestra playing scientific music to people every

one of whom eould pay for it themselves and for their

families! Certainly that was a very meagre result for that

much money.

Well, gentlemen, similar results may be seen in other

parts of this country. There are a great many magnificent

struetures put up from these grand endowments. The first

thing the trustees appear.to nave in their minds is to em-

ploy an architect to put up a monumental strueture which

drains the fund nearly to the bottom, and after that comes

what? Poverty. Poverty in the administration, nu as to

the results in the way of promoting and diffusing useful

1 1 1 T

U

*1
'

1knowledge among men. I won t go over them, you know
i J\ i -i i- ill l\ nwhere these buildings are and what the results are.

Let me now return to President Oilman's mention of

Benjamin Thompson (Count Rumford), a Massachusetts man,

who left this country about the beginning of the Revolution

became his neighbors disputed his loyalty, lie was a man of

the Franklin type—an inquiring man, an investigating man.

Nothing passed before him that he did. not want to know
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something more about it. Even a wheelbarrow was not be-

neath his notice. He would intivestigate a lamp, or a stove,

or a kitchen, or a smoky chimney, or the phenomena

of heat, or light, just as Franklin did. Through his eftbrts,

with some of his money and what he could induce a few

others to contribute, the Royal Institution of London was

founded, and he left at his death some money for medals as

prizes for original research. I hardly agree with President

Gilmau that the best result of Benjamin Thompson's gifts

and legacies came out of the Harvard medal and other

prizes. In my judgment the best results that came out of

Rumford's work was the Royal Institution. It was not

provided with a grand architectural home at the expense of

the foundation fund. I do not know what kind of housing

it has now, but for a long period of its career it had a vary

plain habitation, and yet from that small amount of money

I
u, or procured to be given, by Count Rumford to that

institution, we have Sir William Young, Sir Humph rev

Davy, Michael Faraday and dolm Tyndall, and all the pro-

- in useful knowledge they have given to the world. No
money was wasted there upon a structure. lie simply, wit h

the aid that came to him and to his idea, provided and en-

dowed a chair in which a man o\' philosophic mind, a man

with a turn for scientific invoi igaliuu could give his whole

time to original ivsc;irch, t he sort i^[' in vest igat ion that has

moved ihe world along. It was not required that the man

who occupied that, chair should he occupied all night long

as a tea. her, in getting up his lecture-, for his class; it was

not iv,|uiivd that t he occupant <-<[' that chair should be suh-

d to I lit- drudgery of life —to earn money by which his

family wa- t<- he -up| >rl ed. I'.ul there was an endowment.

Hull endow nieiil, which gave to ii.-, o.viipanl a suHi.icnf
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sum of money to carry him along, and lie was not required

to do a thing except to carry on investigations in the line

of original research ; and the outcome to the world are the

lour magnificent characters named a little while ago, with

their grand results in chemistry, electricity, physics, and

natural sciences generally.

That is an example for us in these days in this country.

There has been in this room to-night a man who ought to

have been the Pasteur of the United States if he had been

provided for, as those men were in the Royal Institution,

and it would have taken but little money to do it. There

has been a man here to-night if he had been taken care of in

the same way, and if he did not have to go through the

daily drudgery to earn money to take care of his household,

would have been, and has the ability to be the Faraday of

the United States. We do not provide as many of that

kind of men for the world as we ought to do in this country.

I am not unmindful that we have students in this country

who are very distinguished; I am not unmindful of the Le

Cotites, Leidys, Copes, Marshes, Newcombs, Drapers, Mitch-

ells, Rutherfords, and others, but we do not give to the

world as many as we ought, and we do not do justice to the

men whose names ought to stand in emulation with those of

men in other countries like Huxley, Pasteur, llelmholtz and

Tyndall in this day in England and on the continent of Eu-

rope. It would not take much money to do all this, very little

money indeed. The example set by Benjamin Count Rum-

ford is an example to be commended and remembered, that

ought to be made known far and wide as far as the influence

of the members of the American Philosophical Society can

reach. Endowed eliairs for original research in which to

place our able men, are the equipment for our day—chairs
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so endowed that the occupants shall be relieved from the

drudgery of teaching and the necessity tor this day's work

to pay for the next day's living. We have ahle men who need

no more than this to place them as peers in the promotion ot

useful knowledge with the bdst in the world. This plan,

gentlemen, is, in my estimation, worth more to the country

and the world than all the monumental buildings for uni-

versity and college purposes in all our land, and it costs but

a tithe of the money. President (Jilman can get as good

and beneficial work out of the old warehouses—the old

buildings and back kite-hens—in which the Johns Hopkins

University is now housed, as he could if it were housed in

the Capitol at Washington. The one building and equip-

ment to which I have already referred cost as much as it

would to endow ten chairs, and its outcome is not, or not

long ago was not, equal to a tenth part of what came from

the chair Michael Faraday occupied.

I thank you, gentlemen, for your attention.

10. The S/n'rtf of <l riiilosojiliicul NorvW//,

l'n.f. J. Pi I.i.si.KV, Philadelphia.

:

"Science moves. I>ui slowly slowly, crooning on."— TennvsotC

ProfesSQf Lesley, in response, said:

The and the gay things ofl'OUr existence are so

blended in our experience as individuals, that a very slight

apology will be demanded of me, if, on this joyous occasion,

irest a few grave topic- of relied ion.

We meel ai member* of a Society which bbaetaiof veder-

ahle ant i.|iiit\ — after an American fashion or rat her on at)

An: inch would certainly be ridicii-
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lous wore it made in the city of the Pharaohs, or the city

of the Ciesars, or at Aix la Ciiapelle, or almost anywhere ex-

cept in the city of William Penn.

Let us suppose, however, that we were (as a Society, I

mean) one thousand years old instead of one hundred. What

real dilference would it make ? We should he invested per-

haps with more vanity, hut with not a whit more faculty:

nor he a whit less responsible to our own exertions for prac

tically translating pride into power.

I take itthat perhaps the crowning beauty of human history

lies in the essential identity of mankind of all ages. 80 far as

thought is concerned there is nothing new and nothing old.

The ancients proposed the same problems to themselves that

we do ; wondered ;it Nature as heartily and helplessly as we

do; questioned the gods in precisely the same spirit (though

by means of different apparatus) in which we question the

forces; found the same excitement in the struggle for exist-

ence, and the same repose in old age. Temperance, justice

and family love were then as now the acknowledged palladia

of society ; while the older sages stood upon the same plat-

form of philosophical indifference to circumstances, and con-

fidence in the resources of a free will for all purposes of

offence and defence against evil, from which the philosophi-

cal minds of our nineteenth century now preach tolerance

for opposition and trust in the order of event*.

Neither is the difference greater between climes and races

than it is between generations and ages. There have been

Turanian as well as Aryan philosophers; and their scriptures

are so like in spirit that they might have been written in

the same alphabet.

On the other hand : while God has made thus of one

blood all the dwellers upon earth, the diversities of individual

l'UOC. AMKlt. 1'HILOS. SOC. XVX1I. 100. :J\V. l'KINTED MAY 25, 1880.
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character battle our comprehension. Iu one and the same

family the physiologist ami psychologist may find—not

merely representatives—but exaggerations of the different

human races : iu feature, tendency of affections, modes of

thought, and lines of practical pursuit.

A philosophical society like ours, dating tar back—repre-

senting in fact the traditions of the middle ages, and the

ages beyond them—composed at first of emigrants or the

sons of (migrants from every nation in Christendom beyond

the seas—established on no narrow or special basis, but con-

secrated to the diffusion of useful knowledge as a whole and

in all its forms—absorbing into itself all coming tendencies,

informations, systematic developments of the ideal and of

the practical, like a fertile farm sown every new year with

fresh seed and every year yielding a new, fresh harvest

—

surely such a Society is one of those fair phenomena of

Nature over which the poet may sing his most exalted

st rain, while the philosopher invents for it his freest and

tilicst hopes.

We celebrate, then, the birthday of a living being, to

which a hundred years is but as one year, and which in one

year may live an hundred.

We celebrate the creation of one of those immortal tilings

of this world which have 1:, 'ginning, but which need not

have an end. Political dynasties} like families, expire; but

hould be ignorant of the possibility oi'

dentil. Lik. ;i>tic;il . >rganiza1 ions, they recruit their

by ;i perpetual renovit iat ion ; hut, unlike

eccieeiastical 6Vgaril#atibhs, the^ run no risk 6f becoming

fixed and hkrtf; thelt1 tenet-; can never become elfete, for

the ; their life 18 the.. Id ever being made over new—
truth out <>f truth, ;i tlioukuild times reverilicd, improved,
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self-illustrated and self-luminous. (J rowing- with the growth

of the world, and of man, and of knowledge, the freshest

hlood of each successive generation courses through their

veins. For them the past is rectified in the alemhic of the

present. Like the mountains they grow gray without grow-

ing old. Like the immortal gods, they are not subject to

the decay of memory ; nor can their wealth become the

prey of robbers.

We celebrate tonight the proofs of the immortal youth

of our Society.

Nevertheless, the despotic law to which all living beings

are subjected is the same for them all : they must eat ; and

their food must be wholesome.

This is the topic of reflection which I wish most to in-

trude into the menu of this festival.

Who is to feed our Society? or, rather, with what food is

it bound, by the laws of life, to feed itself? For, all nature

shows us that only invalids are fed by other hands than

their own. Let us feed ourselves. I appeal to every mem-

ber of the Society to judge between him and it, whether lie

has felt this necessity. I ask you to consider—to frame in

a picture—what our stated meetings would be like were we

to come to them as people come to a picnic party, each one

with a hamper of savoury viands to swell the common feast.

I see around this table lawyers, doctors, clergymen, natural-

ists, mathematicians, poets, artiste, merchants, mechanicians,

politicians and philanthropists (which are, of course, one and

the same)—every one of whom has been taught tine things

of (and by) his self-elected art or profession. One hundred and

fifty such members reside within walking- or riding distance

of the Hall. Only thirty meetings are held in the year. If,

then, each member of the Society would-only once in
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live years—skim the thickest of the cream from his milk

pans, and make a hold (or a shy) present of it to the Society,

it is <|uitc evident that every year of its existence would he

a twelve months' festival.

Gentlemen, the Hall of the Philosophical Society is no

club-house. It is a rendezvous for thinkers. Its Society is

a republic of men who have inherited knowledge—who

have themselves manufactured and sold knowledge—who
are more or less disciplined to tell what they know—whose

function it is to diffuse true information—whose very nature

it is to he hungry for truth, jealous for the truth, thankful for

the-truth, proud of the truth, believing and trusting in truth

as the alpha and omega of the principles of things animate

and inanimate, and apt in the usj of all the truth they can

get for the conduct of life.

Let me say a word of the spirit which should characterize

a l'hilosophical Society like ours.

When I began to attend its meetings many years ago—

1

was an ardent young man then— the first thing that, struck

me was the coldness of the room. I do not mean to conceal

the faet that there was a bright anthracite lire in the grate

on winter nights, lhil when anything too earnest or a

little enthusia>tie was said, there was pol only no applause,

but commonly no response. ( 'billing .silence like a fog fell

upon orator and audience. Among the elders I could notice

:ard for forms and precedents. Certainly a

younger man was always, respectfully listened to, but some-

how pr other be seemed tO have no heart to speak again.

The nie.t ingS, toq, were often as short as they were formal,

an adj'Hiriiuiem was moved as -non ;is might he after t he mi n-

iltuary npticesaud nominations had been attended to.

Then a few old would gather ;iroiind tin' fireplace,
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and the real nicotine; would apparently begin. There was

little or nothing strictly philosophical to stay for ; but racy

anecdotes and sometimes very clever jokes would go round

the semi-circle ; and a good many of them made my young

unhardened cheeks burn.

Is it possible, thought T, that men the report of whose

wisdom and learning is in every mouth—for whom all the

seed of past ages has been sown—to whose eyes the mys-

teries of the universe have been in part unveiled—for whom

the awful future waits—can turn so noble an institution

as this into a jest. ? Can these portraits on the wall fail to

restrain levity and arouse enthusiasm? Is such air as this

to be spoiled with the odor of earthiness ? I understood it

better after hearing the sad story of the Chinese Museum

speculation, which had swept off like a flood all the savings

of the Society and left its Library and Cabinet in the

sheriff's hands. I cannot help wishing the whole of this

story were written and published for the warning of the

members in future years, a perpetual protest against all

attempts or suggestions to alter the thrifty policy of the

Society, and a cogent argument against the founding of a

museum or the erection of a pretentious edifice.

But my allotted time is out. I have missed the track

of my remarks. All that has passed away. Our meetings

now are as full of life as they seem to have been in the days

of Franklin, Rittenhousc, Hopkinson, Hutchinson, Samuel

Vaughn, Ewing, Rush, and Timothy Matlack, a hundred

years ago. And the life of our meetings is genial as well

as dignified. Every wholesome and thoughtful utterance

is openly welcomed. Perfect equality, cordial friendship

and honest science seem to make our evenings what they

should be. Yet I sometimes wonder whether the traditions
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of five and twenty years ago do not yet linger about us and

prevent our fellow-members from waking up to the knowl-

edge and appreciation of the case as it, now stands. Surely

more of them would then attend the meetings, bringing

their best thinkings with them. Is it an idle fancy that

every one of our meetings might be made a good deal like

'

ifrbe a'v9l?9J .loVI 1o noieubnoD srlj lA
The spirit of a Philosophical Society should, as it seems

to me, have two elements of character. It should be gener-

ously catholic; and it should be both critical and exclusive

in regard to both persons and papers.

These are, in fact, the two poles of human excellence,

both in thought and feeling. The first bestows liberty; the

second guarantees honor and security.

I cannot end without noticing a strange prohibition in

the usage, if not in the laws, of our Society, which forbids

the discussion of questions of religion and questions of

politics. In pa^t times this may have been an excellent

safeguard against dissension and perhaps dissolution. But

it seems an odd attitude for a Philosophical Society to

maintain now-a-days.

Can there be A philosophy which does not concern itself

witli religion and politics ? Yes: a philosophy resolute in

shutting its eyes to all of the universe which does not con-

sist of brute matter. Good then ! let us resolve, our Society

into an association of physicists and naturalists.

Pot in
> parti as I believe in God as much as I believe in

man, and in acommonwealth as much as in a geological for-

mation, my idea ofa Philosophical Society is, thai its mem-

mld busy their brains about all truth, temporal and

eternal, material and spiritual, formal and essential ; inter-

ring the past, the present and the future; in a spirit.
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neither weakly catholic and generous, nor harshly critical

and exclusive.

I beg leave therefore to offer this toast : May the spirit

of the American Philosophical Society ever be reverent to-

ward (lod, generous for opinions, critical of facts, and benev-

olent towards mankind.

At the conclusion of Prof. Lesley's address, Mr.
~ . 1-1 iI(18 9£lT
rraley arose and said:

The hour of adjournment has now arrived. I congratu-

late you upon the success of this celebration, and I hope that

when those who are to come after us celebrate 1943 and

1930. they will have as good a dinner as we have had, and,

excepting what I have said myself, as good speeches as those

to which we have listened.
i

Adjourned.
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